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Summary
The once normal process of ports expanding and taking land from cities discussed by Bird and Hoyle (Bird 
1963; Hoyle et al. 1988) has now reached a critical point because of public opposition to industrial activi-
ties, more restrictive regulatory frameworks that favor the conservation of the natural environment, the lack 
of available non-urbanized land for extending port infrastructures and the increasing costs associated with 
extending port surfaces foreland.

This research explores port land conversion processes from an administrative, market and spatial perspec-
tive with the objective of providing a general overview of the main reasons behind decisions to change 
(or not) port land use for urban land use. Although it may first be assumed that city-port relationships have 
broken down because cities have been deprived of land, further analysis shows that cities and ports have 
many common objectives and that awareness needs to be raised about the need for cooperation if results 
for the two parties are to be optimal. What is more, changes in port land use are closely connected with a 
surplus of land being available so that maritime-industrial activities, the port authorities’ main institutional 
objective, can be ensured.  

Although the results of the cases analyzed were different, they all help to show which parameters have 
most impact on the city-port relationship and port land conversions. Research shows that the relative size 
of cities and ports has an influence on the extent to which cities can put pressure on the port authorities 
and, therefore, foster closer collaboration. Likewise, fieldwork analysis shows that the professional training 
of managers is directly related with a company’s competitiveness and overall outlook. Thus, in this context, 
less competitive companies are less aware of international city-port trends and, therefore, less interested 
in the usefulness of further city-port collaboration.

From an administrative perspective, municipalities have a leading role to play because they have the power 
to veto constructions inside port domains. Planning procedures, which are well known for being long and 
tedious because of the multiplicity of administrative bodies involved, help to enhance inter-administrative 
dialogue because land use needs to be negotiated when ports have sufficient incentives for development. 
In this context, burdensome administrative procedures are not considered a handicap if the operations 
are backed by a real-estate market demand. Furthermore, in the cases analyzed the port managers and 
associated industries considered environmental regulations, which are regarded as a serious obstacle to 
development in the north of Europe, to be irrelevant to port expansion decision making and operations.

From a market perspective, although port authorities defend their role as guarantors of maritime-industrial 
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activities, which includes providing subsidies for port activities, they encourage the highest and best use 
of land in those areas of the port open to the public at large so that it acquires its highest value. However, 
city-port land market analysis on urban activities show significant differences in the values of land de-
pending on whether it is within port or urban boundaries. Further, although the cost associated with port 
developments is commonly assumed to be high, this study found considerable differences between the 
unit cost of port extensions and the market prices of land, between the cost of the supply and demand of 
land. Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that there are no reliable databases of urban land values and 
it is difficult to construct comparable series. This study shows a total lack of inter-administrative protocols 
resulting from academic research and a lack of awareness about the key role research can play in improv-
ing the socio-economic conditions of the community.  

From a spatial perspective, urban growth and competition for land resources tend to intensify land use 
at the city-port interface, increasing densities and the efficiency of resources. But by contrast, vast areas 
around ports are empty or abandoned, which raises questions about their positive impact on the neigh-
boring communities. The port border, however, highlights the gradual dissolution of the physical limits of 
the city-port because of the kind of activities that take place outside and inside the port and the distance 
from the urban areas. Likewise, the analysis of port extensions over the last 30 years suggest inland and 
foreland growth resulting from political decisions not necessarily based on rigorous market assessments. 
However, there is some agreement that the period of port expansion has come to an end and that there is 
little need for new extensions. 

Although some particular processes are described in detail, the main aim of this research was to provide 
a multidisciplinary overview of the city-port interface, understood as the physical space of connection 
between city and port, which clear further references to indirect associated benefits and leaves out those 
aspects that are too specific to management issues. It is also the aim of this research to encourage new re-
search on similar urban port developments, the administrative and market conditions and the final spatial 
results. A further analysis of the rents and contracts within port urban areas is recommended, since tenants 
who are enjoying leisure time or carrying out commercial activities could be taking advantage of public 
land subsidies designed for maritime-industrial uses. 
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Foreword
This document reports some research into the city-port area, a topic that has been widely discussed in 
international literature and of which there are plenty of recent examples of development in Europe and 
abroad. The literature has two main focuses: uses and functions (Boulos 2016):

The first of these concentrates on the urban environment and often neglects the interests of the port. The 
second concentrates on port economics and pays little attention to the urban-maritime relationship.

This paper aims to link both areas – cities and ports – by studying the space they share: the interface. It finds 
that very little literature deals with both entities from a common perspective (Hein 2013), and that most 
studies focus exclusively on one side or the other (city or port) (Daamen 2007; Aarts et al. 2012). Little work 
has been done on the parameters common to both contexts (Berghe 2015). In the opinion of the author, 
the rigid structure of this academic research, instead of helping to enhance a fluid collaborative city-port 
environment, is fostering independent management systems. The established scientific classification sug-
gests that both ambits, city and port, have to be managed using quite different principles. 

This research aims to make a comprehensive analysis of the city-port landscape with the aim of creating an 
environment of trust in which new policies of collaboration can be put into practice between the port and 
the city. It is expected to boost new city-port development models that are in tune with the demands of 
both the general public and industry. Administrative, physical and market contexts are examined here with 
the objective of providing a multidimensional and multidisciplinary perspective. 

This study continues the line of research initiated by Daamen and Vries with their study of developments 
in European city-port interfaces and the consequences for the spatial city and port organization (Daamen 
& Vries 2012) and supported by Daamen’s studies on the Port of Rotterdam (Aarts et al. 2012; Daamen & 
Vries 2012; Daamen 2007), Wiegemans’ analysis of the city-port interface in Amsterdam and the intensifi-
cation of land use (Wiegmans & Louw 2011), Grossmann’s research into city-port adaptive developments 
in Hamburg (Grossmann 2008) and Wiese’s economic-spatial analysis as an instrument for defining the 
port’s inland influence and the resulting interface (Wiese 2015) 

Paying particular attention to the port environment, this research aims to analyze and describe the city-port 
interface in an administrative, market and spatial context, and generate reliable information about process-
es for converting port land to urban activities. 
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Urban activities in port environments are a recognized trend today (Sánchez Pavón 2003). They are not 
always successful but they are useful instruments for improving city and port relationships. A specific de-
scription of the immediate influence of the port area, which is directly related to decisions on port expan-
sion and development, is expected to contribute to the emergence of plans and procedures that are more 
inclusive than those commonly advanced by cities and ports.
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Vocabulary/Definitions
City In this document, it is used in its physical, social, administrative and market-economic 

meaning.

The city is regarded as a complex community with a specific location and a particular 
density concentrated (Maunier 1910) in a continuous built-up area (United Nations 
2005a). It tends to grow as a result of individual interest in accumulating wealth (Lo-
gan & Molotch 1987; Logan & Molotch 2015) and is regulated by rules responding 
to agreed imaginary spatial boundaries that do not always match physical and social 
limits. 

Port Traditional definitions highlight its transport and trading functions. This research high-
lights its administrative status, which affects the ownership of land independently of 
its final activity. In the past this activity was closely connected to transport and trade. 
The port is thus an institution with power to regulate and trade using the land defined 
under its ownership by law. 

Urban area The urban area is where urban activities are carried out in all their complexity and va-
riety. Traditional port environments have limited uses and activities in these areas and 
this study largely focuses on non-urban areas. However, the definition in opposition 
to ports is not as appropriate as it used to be because port authorities have begun to 
carry out urban activities within their boundaries.     

Port urban area The area of the port in which urban activities are carried out. The managers of the Port 
of Barcelona refer to the port urban area in Barcelona as the Citizens’ Port. Likewise, 
the same area is called the Port Vell (Old Port), even though some parts of it are old 
and others new. In Tarragona, it is not referred to by a particular name; the port urban 
area is named after a particular company or part of town: Nàutic, Marina (Port Tàrraco), 
Moll Costa (Costa Dock) and the Serrallo. By extension, in this research, the term citi-
zens’ port is used as an equivalent of port urban area.

Urban activities Any specific activity carried out in the urban environment: industrial activities, leisure 
activities, retail activities, port activities, etc. 
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Industrial area As a result of zoning plans, cluster economies, or both, industrial activities have tra-
ditionally been located together. Moreover, zoning plans have made the industrial 
area a closed environment in which only industrial activities operate in an attempt 
to benefit the entities located there and generate the positive externality of isolating 
troublesome enterprises from other urban activities.

Maritime-indus-
trial activities

Spanish Port Law states that only maritime activities are allowed inside port borders. 
Since it also mentions maritime activities within port urban areas, the term maritime-in-
dustrial activities is used to clarify that they belong to a particular area of the port, or 
that they are different from maritime-leisure activities.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Background

The process of urbanization is on the increase around the world. Despite the fact that 53% of the world’s 
population is residing in cities, the UN (UN 2011) predicts an increase in growth in the coming years. Urban 
areas are in the process of expanding and politicians and technicians are aware of their decisive role in 
responding to the predicted increase in demand for land and services. 

It should be taken into account that the land consumption between developing and developed countries 
is unequal (Shlomo 2011). In developing countries, between 1990 and 2000 urban land increased by 50%, 
which represents a 20% increase in population. And in developed urban areas, built up areas increased by 
30% whereas the population only increased by 5% (Burdett et al. 2011). Accommodating people efficient-
ly in urban environments was a hard task in developed and developing countries (Portnov & Pearlmutter 
1999). While developed countries are attempting to decrease the population density and increase the ur-
ban land ratio per person (European Environment Agency 2011), developing countries are focusing more 
on managing new urban incomers on a formal system (Kombe 2005; Fekade 2000). However, the speed of 
the processes, environmental concern, the scarcity of land, and the cost of providing services are recurring 
issues (United Nations Population Division 2014). 

Likewise, the most recent land occupation patterns show that in all possible locations most of the world’s 
urban population is concentrated in coastal areas (Hinrichsen 1999). The massive coastal migrations which 
started during the 20th century are far from stopping in the digital era. Rather, 23% of the world popula-
tion today is concentrated in a solid line, 100km wide, along the coast (Small & Nicholls 2003). In 2005 the 
UNEP alerted of the unsustainability of the coastal urban process in the Mediterranean, and especially of 
the danger of environmental degradation (United Nations 2005b). 

Globally, local governments struggle to find solutions to urban development and growth (Kourtit et al. 
2015). Current challenges are balanced economic growth, social inequality and environmental sustainability 
(Soubbotina 2004). In Europe one of the key challenges is to make economic growth compatible with envi-
ronmental conservation (Juknys et al. 2014), which requires new procedures and occupation patterns when 
working on urban developments. The growth of coastal cities and ports is strongly correlated with the loss of 
the natural environment (Lenton et al. 2000).
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To accommodate growth land is needed. Urban uses and activities need to be spatially positioned and 
organized. Urban activities begin to compete with one another and this is reflected in the market and de-
fines the land occupation processes, the shape of the city and the changes of use that take place within it 
(Kivell 1993). Industrial production, transport and social equipment struggle for finding the best place on 
the little ground available. And stakeholders fight to defend their personal interests and gain control of 
urban decisions on land development (Molotch & Logan 2007; Logan & Molotch 2015).

In cities with port activities, conflict arises at the interface specially as regards land and waterfront access 
(Shivanand Swamy & Patel 2010; Rodrigue Slack, B., Notteboom, T. 2012). The area where the city and the 
port meet, the interface reflects market and administrative forces and different interests in land patterns 
and uses (Dündar et al. 2014). The challenge for these urban environments, then, is to strike a balance 
between the economic impact of the port and the city’s need and desire for urban growth (Fusco Girard 
2013). Ports are often considered to be drivers of environmental deterioration and reduced well-being for 
urban life but they also have negative economic and social impacts on the city’s system (Fusco Girard 2013, 
p.4334). Surprisingly, when ecological/environmental and social costs are deducted from the net benefits 
of port activities, the results are usually negative, which is consistent with the fact that it is not the city’s 
inhabitants who reap the benefit from port operations but a few of the port’s stakeholders (Fusco Girard 
2013). Consequently, these environments are known for the bad blood between city and port institutions, 
the result of their opposing interests, although there are indicators to suggest that change is possible be-
cause both entities have much to win if they shift from confrontation to collaboration (Shivanand Swamy 
& Patel 2010). 

Spatially, the interface is an area that is constantly being redefined, a contour line that is constantly being 
redrawn. Urban demand for urban activities, on the one hand, and space for port activities, on the other, 
have meant that, for more than a century, ports have moved away from urban cores in search of suitable 
modern infrastructures, while cities have moved in after them to lay claim to the industrial space left be-
hind, anxious for well-located land to satisfy the general public’s demand for access to the seafront (Hoyle 
1989). Globally, coastal cities and ports are in a process of continuous development and growth, boosted 
by the increase in consumption and the need for trading and accommodation (Dobbs et al. 2012). 

However, the linear development of land creation by ports and land acquisition by cities (Bird 1963; Hoyle 
1989) came to an end. European environmental regulations for the protection of the wetlands (Van-Hooy-
donk 2006), on the one hand, and popular opposition to industrial development (Van-Hooydonk 2009), 
on the other, together with physical and financial obstacles to foreland growth (Rodrigue Slack, B., Notte-
boom, T. 2012; Rodrigue & Notteboom 2006; Little et al. 1971) are driving port land enlargements to 
a deadlock situation at European city-port interfaces. Port infrastructures have difficulty to find land in 
the proximity of cities while cities continue to claim waterfront locations in response to popular demand. 
This represents a shift in the land creation-acquisition chain, threatening Bird’s initial city-port model (Bird 
1963), which was redefined by Hoyle years after (Hoyle 1989).

Consequently, the relationship between cities and ports is expected to turn towards environments of 
greater and closer collaboration.  Confronted interests are thus expected to evolve into unified environ-
ments which facilitate joint coordinated projects that are beneficial to society and financially positive for 
both cities and ports. New port-urban areas and cruise developments are becoming useful conduits for 
everyday communication because they allow actors to take part in domains other than their usual ones. 
This is the proof that inter-administrative collaboration leads to better results (Lorenzo-Almeida et al. 2012; 
Lorenzo-Almeida 2016).

Traditional planning systems are vitiated by largely sectorial-based research that pays exclusive attention 
to functional and technical aspects while forgetting spatial characteristics and qualities (Van den Broeck 
2004). A holistic and more comprehensive planning system is required to embrace multiple disciplines 
and stakeholders with the objective of providing more reliable and inclusive results (Daamen & VanGils 
2006). The process of building consensus on development not only makes sustainability more possible 
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but also increases the chances of success (Davidson 1996). Planning in city-port environments is frequently 
highly segregated (Venosa 2005; Saíz 2005). This research aims to encourage discussion among practi-
tioners and scholars, and facilitate communication between the different parties (Fainstein & Campbell 
2012) which should result in the development of better common spaces (Suykens 1989). 

1.2. Research focus

In a general context of population growth and scarcity of land, big cities with big ports enter in a serious 
discussion about profitability of resources. On one hand, cities show their public interest in conquering the 
adjoining land located on the port side to satisfy the social urban interest. On the other hand regional and 
national forces highlight the need for maritime space to operate in favor of the common interest (regional 
or national). The friction in the interface is clear. 

Land values are representing cities and port interest at both sides of the border1. Urban and industrial ac-
tivities are in conflict. The control of the asset allows the provision of primary land if it is required by their 
specific demand. Moreover, land reserves ensures a highly profitable and stable economic resource for 
the winner. 

Solution would be easy if one of the actors, cities or ports, were willing to move. The handicap is in the rep-
lication of equal characteristics to existing, something recognized economically unfeasible for cities and 
ports in the European context2. However even considering the option of moving, it should be remarked 
the port authorities refusal to the offset. Cities closeness, despite the interferences, ensures the trading of 
goods with the higher added value, increasing ports markets competitiveness and therefore the provision 
of better maritime services. To sum up, there is a trench warfare since the conflict is mostly about in the 
scarce primary land located along the port border. 

To increase complexity, ports have been moving outwards from cities core for the last seven decades at an 
accelerated pace. The main reason behind the move is the continued increase in size and depth of trading 
ships and the consequent demand for larger and wider port infrastructures. Technical requirements and 
the provision of specific facilities: longer docks, wider loading and unloading platforms, mega-cranes, etc. 
have contributed to the break of a previous closer city-port relationship as a consequence of the emerging 
physical distance between activities and the safety and security requests that contribute to lift physical 
barriers between the entities (Sánchez Pavón 2003). Furthermore, the other sound consequence of techni-
cal improvements in the port environment is the decreased dependence on urban labor force which also 
contributes to the resulting alienation between city and port. 

The ports movement outwards leaves behind obsolete infrastructures and old areas unable to accommo-
date new super traders, but rapidly claimed by neighboring cities eager to find new available space for 
urban expansion, resulting in a continuous redefinition of the dividing city-port physical line (Vries 2009). 
Entire areas have been redefined and renovated in most of the European Port Cities during recent de-
cades. Examples are Hamburg, Barcelona, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Valencia, etc. among other. 
But, however the multiple experiences in land conversions in the city-port interface and the introduced 

1   Land rent is associated to location decisions of families and companies and linked to factors with relevant weight in the construction of the 
economic space: agglomeration advantages, accessibility demand, and the need of interaction with the rest of located activities (Camagni & 
Galletto 2005). Planning has a direct influence in the increase/decrease in land values and can contribute to overcome assumed real state imper-
fections at the same time that facilitates land to steady achieve its “highest and best use” (Balchin et al. 2000).
2   There are examples of Asian Ports like Shanghai, which have been moved from the cities proximities. However, the handicap in Europe is 
double: on one hand is the associated cost recognized unfeasible or extremely high, in the other hand is the lack of available land far from urban 
agglomerations (Little et al. 1971; Nel·lo i Colom 2010)
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dialogue between ports and their hosting cities in the definition of common strategies to overcome the 
urban and industrial changes, the confrontation of interests and uncoordinated administrative landscape 
is making difficult further common city-port planning processes. For the stakeholders located in the city-
port interface and outside administrative bodies, there is a common perception of uncertainty which is 
transferred to risk in the business operations. 
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2012).

In recent years, an increase in port authority’s corporatization which pursues efficiency with focus on the 
financial results, drives management towards the development of activities with higher rates of return. In 
this scenario a conflict emerges between the obligation to undertake the original port industrial activities 
and the urban uses approach, less related to the port authority original purpose. On the other hand, the 
European ports commitment for quality drives port authorities to explore a more dynamic combination 
of uses and activities, recognizing the necessity for a closer port urban approach (Van-Hooydonk 2009).

1.3. Research Objective

The objective of this paper is to analyze the port land conversion processes in the City-Port interface in 
the European-Mediterranean context, to shine light over the action identifying under which circumstances 
those processes are taken.

Through focusing on the land values at the City-Port fringe at this point, valuable information is provided 
to the different administration and the public in general, to improve urban management and the efficiency 
with which public resources are operated. 
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Likewise, this paper aims to identify trends and opportunities in the City-Port landscape with the purpose of 
enhancing collaboration between the two administrative bodies with the desire to improve urban-maritime 
results and citizen satisfaction.

Both contexts: city port environment and land markets are traditionally nontransparent contexts. However, 
transparency is fundamental to improve efficiency in market transactions (Evenett & Hoekman 2005; IbFed 
2011; IEA et al. 2012; United Nations 2013; UNECE et al. 2010) as well as relevant to improve management 
responsibility (Fox 2007)and governance trust(OECD 2016)3. Furthermore, this research aims to generate 
reliable information to facilitate the discussion among practitioners and academics (Fainstein & Campbell 
2012), a feasible way to improve procedures and future developments.

Thereby, this research aims to contribute to provide clear information in this particular real estate market, 
improving conditions under which planning and transactions are developed. The effort is expected to im-
prove urban results and planning implementation coping with people demand. 

To sum up, research objectives of this study are:

1.Providing reliable information related to port land conversions in the city-port interface.
2.Identifying land management trends and handicaps with focus on port land extensions and urban 
conversions.
3.Enhancing inter administrative collaboration and confidence in the city-port landscape.
4.Improving the efficiency and performance of public resources in city-port developments.

1.4. Research Questions

The purpose of this study is to understand city and port interest over land located at the edge of their do-
mains; the forces behind land conversion processes from initial industrial activities towards urban oriented 
uses. Since in most cases port authorities are public companies or represent public interest, solutions on 
the share and organization of the space should be consistent with the cities concerned. However, pre-
vious analysis point out that common agreement between cities and ports is usually the exception. The 
land ownership in port hands and the power of decision over the asset is crucial in the timing definition 
and procedure of the conversion processes.  Under this scenario, this research wants to give answers to 
a general question which is further subdivided in more specific research questions linked to the research 
objective and listed below. 

When does conversion and transformation of land use take place? 

Despite the success obtained in previous port transformations and the existence of a European trend in support of 
city and port integration, there is no consensus on the definition of the interface borders and the location of uses. 
Experience has been analyzed with regard to the quality obtained by little or none-research is detected on describ-
ing the context under which port land conversion takes place with special regard to the land owner, the port. 

It is the interest of this research to provide a multidisciplinary approach of the question which requires a mul-

3   While transparency itself does not guarantee accountability it is necessary to improve management results. Together with 
the provision of well-organized information and corrective instruments accountability is expected (Fox 2007).
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tidimensional analysis of the context. In this regard three main areas are explored: the city port administrative 
landscape, the market context and the urban spatial context, which will be presented and widened described 
in Chapter 2. Research questions take those areas into consideration but are not exclusively focused on one 
single knowledge area, rather, the research questions aim is to be explored and answered from a cross bound-
ary perspective which invites to break preconceived knowledge areas. 

Thus, research questions are defined with regard to the previous stated objectives. Nonetheless, the re-
sulting five research questions will be commented on with attention to administrative, market and spatial 
aspects with the final objective of providing a general opinion over the main research issue. 

1. Providing reliable information related to port land conversions in the city-port interface.

a. What are the stakeholders’ main interests behind the process of land conversion and which the 
economic, administrative and spatial circumstances that promote changes in the port land use?

b. How does the land market influences the setting of port areas and the citizen’s area particularly?

2. Identifying land management trends and handicaps with focus on port land extensions and urban 
conversions.

c. How regulations are conditioning land conversions, port operations and growth?

3. Enhancing inter administrative collaboration and confidence in the city-port landscape.

d. How corporatization on one side and urban demand on the other side are contributing to the 
improvement city-port collaboration?

4. Improving the efficiency and performance of the public resources in city-port developments.

e. What is the spatial result of existing plans and regulations in the city-port interface?

1.5. The significance of the study 

The City-Port process of land conversion in the European context along their common interface is apparently 
halted. The cities’ public interest for expanding through making use of the neighboring port land loses support 
within the ports, which finds increasing administrative and technical difficulties for expansion and interprets 
public interest in a broader context many times opposing the local concerns. 

The research analyses from the public interest point of view (cities and ports point of view), when land 
conversions take place in the city-port interface. It is the opinion of the author that a lack of understanding 
over the land conversion phenomenon in the city-port interface is leading both parties to common distrust, 
which results in the halting of the conversion and the impossibility of a more intense collaboration. Clarifi-
cation on the causes which are driving and incentive port land conversion processes enables the interested 
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stakeholders to decide what should be the most convenient strategy to follow. Hence, a clear definition of 
the stakeholders’ interests, as well as a better understanding of the different options for city-ports expan-
sion, will provide opportunity for common agreed solutions which may result in more coherent solutions. 

Focusing on land issues and conversion processes, the aim of this document is to provide clear informa-
tion of the city-port interface conflict and thus to contribute in defining better public policies. The new 
policies elaborated as a consequence of the results of this research may clarify and coordinate land con-
version objectives, planning development, stakeholders’ participation and contribute to the feasibility of 
the city-port plans.

The importance of providing the market with reliable land values

Land values reflect demand which is associated to accessibility and other location constraints (Balchin et al. 
2000) working as an indicator of the quality of the served provision. Land rents are thus recognized to be 
associated to location decisions of families and companies and linked to the factors directly related with 
the construction of the economic space: agglomeration advantages, accessibility demand and the need 
for interaction with the rest of the located activities (Camagni & Galletto 2005).  The urban land rent is the 
economic and price objectification of economic spatial decisions providing places with price economic 
stakeholders explicitly or implicitly associated to each particular location under the definition of location, 
production and residential decisions (Camagni & Galletto 2005, p.163). Planning has a direct influence in 
the increase/decrease in land values and can contribute to overcome assumed real state imperfections at 
the same time that facilitates land to steadily achieve its “highest and best use” (Balchin et al. 2000). Thus, 
while the real estate market is clearly an economic mechanism rationing land between competing uses, 
objections points towards: first,  imperfections between supply and demand for the allocation of uses; 
second, the none recognition of less profitable activities such us like schools and hospitals; third, maintain 
and highlight inequalities of income and wealth (Balchin et al. 2000). Under this context, the intervention of 
the Administration is required to balance accepted land market imperfections. In this regard, information 
is required to control and plan public inferences in the market, with the aim of equalizing socio-economic 
and spatial results. The elaboration of land values databases is a useful tool, not only to analyze and control 
real estate markets, but also to plan more egalitarian environments and reduce land speculation. 

Administrative interest in planning

Cities are places of inequality and conflict (Camagni & Galletto 2005). Recent publications from recog-
nized authors like Piketty (Piketty & Goldhammer 2014) points also towards an increase in inequality and 
concentration of wealth in recent decades. Logan and Molotch refers to cities as growth machines, where 
incentives are in wealth accumulation through urban growth fostered by those with a privileged position 
in society (Logan & Molotch 2015). Administrative interest for planning should be in organizing space and 
uses with the aim of breaking social differences and enhancing equal access of services to all citizens. 

Land, due to its irreplaceable condition as a support for human activities and its scarce nature, is recog-
nized as a key factor in organizing society and balancing inequalities. However, patterns have changed 
considerably over time, land has retained its allure as a source of wealth, power and status (Kivell 1993) 
ensuring competition for its control. 

Kivell recognizes the importance of informing the shape of land property to shape urban morphology and 
planning of major cities (Kivell 1993). European countries most advance in developing reliable land value 
information for setting taxation and other administrative purposes are: Austria, Denmark and Sweden (Kiv-
ell 1993). The control of land prices is for those countries considered fundamental to guarantee an equal 
and fair accessibility to resources. The resulting planning consequence of taking this into consideration is 
probably not in beautifying urban landscape, but mostly in providing equal quality services and resources 
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to all citizens. Tasks that require of capacity building and expertise into the public administrations and 
the construction of a common awareness on the importance that market plays in the urban shaping. In 
this line Van den Broek (Van den Broeck 2004) points towards a new approach in planning, different from 
traditional procedures. Previous planning systems forget many times about values, interests and power of 
people and groups and do not take into consideration key factors such as time and the continue changing 
reality (Van den Broeck 2004). The planning uncertainty resulting from a static planning system, requires 
for a shift and the introduction of a new way of doing, beyond deep comprehension of the context in all 
its complexity.  

The interface, a strip of tension

Confronted interests at both sides of the port border have turned the city-port interface into a battle camp 
where success is measured based on the land conquered in the others’ field. Therefore, the fence dividing 
port and urban properties has become a defense line between two different administrative systems.

Many are the attempts to provide a comprehensive definition of city-port interface from administrative and 
management focus on those centered in its condition of border or type of social considerations. In this 
sense, governance issues are of extreme importance in order to ensure welfare for all the agents involved 
in the area between the port and the city. With attention to the spatial conditions, Tom Daamen and Isa-
belle Vries considered the City-Port interface, areas where the geography of the city and the port meets, 
areas moreover of high value for this condition of city gates on their access to the waterfront (Daamen & 
Vries 2012). Similarly the Association Internationale Villes Ports (aivp) points towards the interface strategic 
urban condition adding the connotation of place of opportunity when considers it not as a “frontier but a 
place for innovation to undertake new and productive partnerships” (FNAU 2011, p.5). Differently, Giorda-
no highlights the interface inseparably and necessary relationship among the two main stakeholders, city 
and port that make it impossible to distinguish eachother’s identity, unless links broken reason of isolation 
and social hardship (Giordano 2010).

However, in our knowledge there is no literature focusing on the definition and delimitation of the physical 
and particular boundaries of city-port interfaces. In this matter, it has been decided to state a functional 
definition related to the use and proximity to the port border. On the definition of the contours factors that 
were taken into consideration were: distance to the border, transport infrastructures, the physical limits 
of urban, industrial and logistic developments, local administrative borders, geographical and physical 
limits, etc. Nonetheless, the setting of the area of study, does not want to be anything different than the 
delimitation to an affordable area of study, physically close to the port and which include the city areas in 
contact with port domains4.

Tension in the interface is characterized by the conflict of interest between the main city-port stakeholder 
differing from places the main causes or arguments on supporting the battle, despite the main disagree-
ments are commonly related to space consumption and competition and environmental concerns (Alonso 
et al. 2011). On one side, there are sound cases in Europe where port land hunger have met urban limits 
opening the battle for the control of the resources. The Port of Antwerp is today in conflict for the control 
of Doel, a small town next to the Port’s border that is planned to be absorbed by the future infrastructure 
growth. Protests and demonstrations have been widely communicated and collected by the international 
medias and is still unresolved despite the national support to the new container terminal.  Citizens resist 
and claim their right to stay in the town despite the argued national interest and compensations offered 
(Siegal 2016; Doel 2020 2016; Doel 2020 2013). Differently, the Port of Genoa supported a process of 
decline and decay between the 70’s and the 90’s which drove to the loss of its past international relevance 
within the port system, with high impact in the employment and labor occupation (Tanner et al. 2006; Mar-

4   Cartographies defining the study boundaries are in the annex. See 19.1 Interface Barcelona and 19.2 Interface Tarragona.
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shall 2001). Principle handicaps still are the port low efficiency, the excessive dockers power in the man-
aging of the Port and the lack of appropriate infrastructures consequence of the absence of investment 
(Vezzoso 2000). However, local administrations look at the situation as an opportunity on the redefinition 
of the city-port borders and urban conditions (Comune di Genova 2006). Plans have come and gone on 
discussing the recognition of the port secondary role and the city’s claim for space supported by the in-
creasing growth of the metropolis (Vallega 1984). The last attempt to redefine the city and port borders 
and uses is a master plan led by the architect Renzo Piano, on the table for more than 15 years criticized 
by their acceptance of the traditional model of foreland land expansion (De Palo 2014). A city-port con-
text geographically limited required to redefine its maritime-urban relationship, under the challenge on 
deciding to assume or not the secondary role of the port and their new duty as support of urban services 
activities. Differently, Marseille decided to move years ago its new port infrastructure away from the city. 
The Grand Port Maritime du Marseille (GPMM) is one of the scarce European examples, if not the only, that 
planned its extension through the move of the most of its activity away from its origin. Today, one of the 
biggest ports in the Mediterranean Sea, the most of its maritime-industrial infrastructure is 40km far from 
the city’s core5 located in the Fos industrial-port. The original bay port is currently successfully opened to 
the public despite the industrial port still occupying most of the city’s waterfront to the South. However, 
despite the commitment achieved between city and port summarized in a charter translating the negoti-
ation process and granting the presence of the port in the urban core (Sanchez 2015), the cities pressure 
for reconversion of uses is still evident with new emerging uses that push old maritime activities away (De 
Broquia 2014). Reasonably, the GPMM will resist the city’s claim for land if they do not receive an according 
compensation for the land owned (Sanchez 2015). Differently, Amsterdam faces the handicap of having 
the same manager on both sides of the fringe, since the municipality also owns the Port of Amsterdam. This 
structure is supported the risk of future port operations since the municipality is highly influenced by local 
actors under the decision to whom allocate the scarce land resources (Wiegmans & Louw 2011). In the 
South of Italy, Naples is representative of the opposite process, the complexity and management difficul-
ties that condition waterfront developments which able to block processes over time (Nobile 2011). It also 
represents a chaotic and uncontrolled overlapping of different flows that stress the separation between 
city and port (Venosa 2005), a total segregation of uses and activities between city and port which is spe-
cially representative in the old city-port areas (Leonardi 2009). The difficulties of changing the waterfront 
condition is here indicative of the complexity of these type of projects in Italy. One reason is the intricate 
administrative planning system and the development of too specific plans that do not merge city and port 
interests. The second, is the still high port activity near highly urbanized areas, a clear cause of conflict 
supported by differences in the stakeholders’ interests (Nobile 2011). 

There is the recognition that port development goals has to shift from a model that maximizes growth to-
wards a spatial sustainable system where costs and benefits are considered over time (Benacchio & Musso 
2001). While port positive externalities are increasingly spread internationally, space consumption and 
negative externalities increase and stand associated to local contexts (Benacchio & Musso 2001). In this 
regard, some European city-port locations are representative of the emerging tension supported on the 
increasing environmental concern. The Port of Granadilla in Tenerife attached to the Autoridad Portuaria de 
Santa Cruz de Tenerife was initially presented as the solution to the traffic congestion of the Port of Santa 
Cruz, the capital of the island. However, the new port, planned 100km away from Santa Cruz with the in-
tention of avoiding urban growth interferences, encountered strong popular opposition in support of the 
conservation of natural marine reserves. The public battle went to court through the lodging of an appeal 
by environmental groups which was finally dismissed by the Tribunal Superior de Justicia de Canarias (Ca-
narian Court) in 2012 (Observatorio Ambiental de Granadilla 2016). Pollution generated by ports is also a 
relevant factor conditioning popular perception and city-port relationships (Kozarev et al. 2016; Viana et al. 
2014). In Barcelona, recents reports from the Regional Catalan Government informed that 20% of the total 
air pollution in the metropolitan area is generated by the Port (Generalitat de Catalunya 2015). Popular 
opposition in the City is emerging with special attention to cruise ships which keep engines on during their 

5   The Fos Industrial Port Zone (ZIF) is a large coastal area dedicated to industrial and port activities developed 50 years ago with special 
attention to energy-fuel products (Terrier & Pellen 2013).
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mooring time in the port, contributing to the increase of pollutants in the air. Assessments and regulations 
are increasing within the European Union in relation to environmental awareness which is expected to be 
translated into stricter regulations on port operations, influencing in the city-port relationship.

To sum up, this research considers the city-port interface a space of mutual influence with potential for 
innovation and necessary collaboration. Recently research analyzing twenty-one European city-ports con-
cludes that cities and ports still profit from being in close proximity, despite their different approaches 
(Veenboer 2014).

1.6. Description of the research area

This study is restricted to the Euro-Mediterranean context. Without excluding further extension of the re-
search in wider-international field of scope in the future, a set of common characteristics has been iden-
tified that made the European side of the Mediterranean Sea specific and bounded enough to develop 
reliable and embraceable research.

Likewise, within the Euro Mediterranean context and despite the existence of other similar city-port cases, 
only two city-ports have been selected for this research sample, both of them in the same national context. 
The selection has followed the interest in settled comparative areas, taking into consideration the scale 
of the urban and port developments, the growth restrictions, the port relevance into the Mediterranean 
Market, etc.
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Figure 1: City-Port Conceptual Framework.
Source, from City-Port Interface, a Conflict on Urban Activities. Competition for land use resources in Barcelona (Loren-

zo-Almeida 2012).

1.6.1. European context
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Since the Middle Ages in Europe, ports have represented important trade interchange points between 
land and water in absence of inexistent inland connections. The opening of maritime routes to America 
and Asia at the end of the XV’s Century and the later expansion of commerce from the Mediterranean to 
the North of Europe has made commerce an essential part of European life justifying the importance as-
signed to international trade in urban life (Bairoch 1988). Fundamental in the commercial expansion that 
takes place in Europe, ports and waterways fostered capitalism and contributed on the dissolution of the 
urban environment, shifting market-places to a market economy  (Mumford 1961). Difficulties in trading 
across and within Europe, generated a multiplicity of coastal settlements intimately linked to seaport activ-
ities maritime networks that give response to a commercial need (Palmer 2011). In Europe, city-ports since 
the beginning of history have had a fundamental role in the socio-economic definition of their regions and 
in the relation established between society and environment (Hoyle et al. 1992). The quays, joins between 
international and urban networks, were spaces of vital economic and social importance, centers of public 
life and location for the most representative administrative, trade or religious institutions (Meyer 1999). 
This intrinsic relationship between city and port have persisted throughout history but changed drastically 
with industrialization. Since the end of XVIII Century, the emergence of steam engines for vessels, rede-
fined interrelationship between urban space, landscape and infrastructure (Meyer 1999). 

The 19th Century participated in the major changes in modern transportation systems, expanding the 
scale of the commerce and redimensioning cities relationship with the outside world. Under this scenario, 
despite the technical improvements, ports remained a strong close relationship with their cities. Ports were 
melting pots overflowed with activity and men carrying and storing goods in places in a non-differentiated 
space within the city and the port. But the end of the Century and the beginning of the XX’s presented 
a different scenario. Technical improvements, required of wider operative surfaces leading to the emer-
gence of new harbor areas distant from the city limits. At the same time, ports redefined their role from 
freight depots to transit sites and after to distribution centers. 

The introduction of new energy sources and technics demanded new and broaden surfaces to operate 
consistent with the increasing vessels size and cargo transported. At the same time, the allocation of in-
creasing volumes of freight and the industry’s claim for extra efficient and faster processes resulted in a 
coincident demand for greater spaces to operate and infrastructures to move. The consequence was a rev-
olution in transports and interconnections. A phenomenon that significantly altered city-port relationship 
during the last century in Europe and the rest of the western developed countries.

Those changes which define recent city-port redevelopment in Europe, have as their more representative 
consequence, the separation between port function and the initially urban hosting form (Hoyle et al. 1992). 
Vessel size, the adequacy of infrastructures and equipment, and containerization trend in recent times 
have contributed in the dissociation of the city and port areas. Furthermore, trade specialization and asso-
ciated security reasons, have been conforming during the last two centuries, the separation line between 
urban and maritime activities. Hence, more complex and precise transport systems, fed with the largest 
and the most stunning infrastructures, collaborate in raising the physical and administrative barriers built 
between cities and ports.

After the glory age of city-ports during XVIII and XIX centuries extended until the beginning of the XX’s, the 
end of the Second World War represented a process of decay for many ports. The old structures designed 
for a particular trade mode, based on warehouses and close dock areas, made the adaptation impossible to 
the new freight systems (containerization) and new increasingly larger and deeper vessels,. The rise of this 
new demand, made docks expand at the same speed engineers were able to design even bigger ships (Brut-
tomesso 2009). This fast process of port expansion breaks the common development dynamics established 
between port and cities for centuries. Port activities marched from the inner city leaving the once always lively 
docks empty. Enormous areas were abandoned in the borders of the cities where old storage and docking 
areas were not able to adapt to new freight formats or accommodate the new dimensions of the vessels. 

Meanwhile, the old port structures and warehouses without any industrial use have been progressively 
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rediscovered for people eager for new spaces in contact with the water. Soon, expansionist urban needs 
occupied the abandoned areas and the interest on new land to develop has started pushing ports from 
the back (Bruttomesso 2009).

European ports have growth in area backed by the global increment in consumption. The European Com-
mission recognizes the key role of the ports which support the 74% of the total trade moving in or out of 
the Economic Union (European Commission 2014). The Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) is an 
attempt to unified network boosting growth and competitiveness in Europe’s Single Market in times of 
scarce public funding6. But port growth was specially fuelled in the past decades supported by the scaling 
economic growth. Particularly, in Spain, the Plan Estratégico de Infraestructuras y Transporte, PEIT (Strate-
gic Plans on Infrastructures and Transport) has supported the ports expansion backed on growth forecasts 
of 75% between 2005 and 2020 (Ministerio de Fomento 2005) which taking into consideration the Puertos 
del Estado director in 2012, Mr. Llorca, has represented a 16% increase of surface and the 21% increase in 
dock length within the system (EFE 2016). For its part, France prides itself for having the second biggest 
port surface in the world behind the U.S.A. with 11M of m2. From this total, the Grand Port Maritimes, 
the French National Port System, has approximately 35.000ha of land (Ministère de l’Environnement de 
l’Énergie et de la Mer 2016). After 20 years of port expansion, the French government recognized the Port 
System to give priority to its national biggest ports: Marseille, Le Havre, Dunkerque, Nantes Saint-Nazaire, 
Rouen, Bordeaux and La Rochelle which are still today under a process of power devolution7. Considering 
current maritime transport growth of 5%, the national government is encouraging ports self-sufficiency. In-
dividually, ports are fostered to develop their own plans and organize their expansion under integrate and 
administrative independent turn-key projects (Republique Française 2013). In the North of Europe, ports 
size is significant compared with their host cities. A recent report from the OECD describes the ports sur-
face as a % of the total cities area where Antwerp and Rotterdam are highlighted for representing 37% and 
33% respectively (Merk et al. 2010). However, ports like Rotterdam continue their process of expansion 
enlarging their existing surface by 20% with its last opening, the Maasvlakte 2 (Rotterdam 2012). Similarly, 
Antwerp announces their incremental growth in total trading over 5,9% this year (2016) and reserves for 
expansion of 1,000ha planned to be developed in phases (Port of Antwerp 2015). Development policies 
are supported under the motto Investing Together for Growth.

There is the recognition of growth as the gate for development and better living conditions. Nonetheless, 
in Europe the term growth is becoming fine-tuned by sustainable growth, the recognition of the necessary 
redesign of old policies and procedures (European Commission 2014). The main questions are now, how 
can ports become drivers of urban growth and how can negative externalities be mitigated? (Merk et al. 
2010)

Under the process of continued port expansion, the Bird’s Anyport Model8 (Bird 1963) has remained solid 
for years, since land for industrial and logistic purposes was guaranteed over time. However, the introduc-
tion of more restrictive environmental regulations in Europe to cope with sustainability requirements9 have 
drove to, in certain cases, the immobilization of the port enlargement process and the port land conversion 
toward urban activities (Wiegmans & Louw 2011). 

Ports and linked infrastructures have been soundly disrupted by environmental European Regulations 
backed by negative community attitude to port infrastructure and associated industries (Van-Hooydonk 

6   Despite financial shortages, European ports foreseen growth is of 50% by 2030 comapared with 2011 results. 
7   Until 1984 the role of municipalities in France was not recognized in port management, something that totally changed after 2005 (Rezenthel 
2004)
8   The Bird Model interprets the continuous enlargement of ports in response of the maritime technical improvement in vessels and logistics 
(Bird 1963). This continuous foreland port expansion drives to the city-port division. The reason is the port interest in operative areas adequate 
to new vessel requirements: water deepness, widener logistic surfaces and larger operative docks.
9   The Birds and Habitat Directives (European Commission et al. 2014) are also complemented with specific guidance documents with respect 
to The implementation of the Birds and Habitats Directives in estuaries and coastal zones, which condition maritime infrastructures growth to 
nature conservation (European Commission 2011).
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2006; Van-Hooydonk 2009; Suykens 1989). European Directives have hampered port developments to 
the risk of resulting unproductiveness (Rezenthel 2004).  The Maasvlakte 2 is a well-known case in Europe 
for having contributed to highlight the significance of the Directives (GreenPort 2008). Despite its final 
approval, the port development process was delayed far from initial plans and despite the little alteration 
of the European Directives, led by Dutch regulations, establishes the perception of the associated risk for 
port development extensions (Gent 2014). Extra cost, delays in construction and the cancelation of specific 
developments are among the soundest consequences. However, main argued difficulties emerge from 
coping with the required “absolute (scientific) certainty” which demand for assessing the potential effects 
of each theoretically possible development and extends enormously the completion of the report (The 
House of the Dutch Provinces 2015; Port of Rotterdam 2015). The strict regulations send out the message 
that the economic development is conditioned by the environmental protection (Van-Hooydonk 2006) 
adding uncertainty to the developers and port managers. Moreover, excessive administrative burden is 
now incremented with the “Briels Arrels”10 regulation which prioritize nature to economic development to 
the point that condition the industrial activity to the temporary presence of the nature (Port of Rotterdam 
2015). 

A consequence of the port growth restrictions affecting physical expansion and operations, the continuous 
enlargement detected by the Bird’s Anyport Model has been reviewed and adapted to accommodate the 
system to new trends including the renewal of city-port links in the interface (Hoyle 1989). Relevant factors 
on this new port development phase were the provision of land no longer useful for maritime-industrial   
activities in premium city locations and the requirement for space by their urban counterparts, conse-
quence of popular demand to access the waterfront. In Europe, first example of port waterfront develop-
ment    giving answer to citizen’s claim was London, in the North of Europe, from where the trend continues 
its way to the East and San Francisco, from where the trend moves to the West (Hoyle 2000). Barcelona, 
emerged years after as the most representative waterfront development in the South, copying also initial 
American port land conversions in Boston and Baltimore during the sixties’ (Busquets 2001). While the 
scale and the results of the successive waterfronts change from one city-port to another, they have been 
spread all over Europe, transformed into a “popular-administrative requirement” independently of the exis-
tence or not of the demand or the feasibility of the plans. Recognized successful and well-known cases are 
the London Docklands11, the Kop Van Zuid area in Rotterdam12, Borneo and Haveneiland in Amsterdam13, 
and the Hafencity in Hamburg14. Developments that have been maturing the initial “festival market” to 
more accurate projects that polish the model first, like London and Barcelona and later Liverpool and Van-
couver in the called third waterfront generation to the plans where integration of old infrastructures and 
local elements is a requirement of the most innovative planning systems (Mah 2014). Another significant 
difference could be done by considering the land ownership after conversion of uses is realized. From the 
previous listed cases: London, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Hamburg all retained the land owned in port 
hands after conversion of uses. As an example, the London reconversion of the Docklands were managed 
by the LDDC, the London Docklands Development Corporation. Special vesting powers were assigned 
enabling the Corporation to acquire land from public and private bodies more quickly,. Land was after-
wards sold in the market to finance the development and reconversion (LDDC 1998).  A different process 
seems to have been followed in Spain, where most of the cases had retained land ownership in port hands, 
incorporating urban activities to their management structure. 

Despite the recognized European port urban trend which turns back port authorities to their role as import-
ant participants in city management, not all the ports present the same resilience level. Notwithstanding 
the advances realized during the last decades in opening old docks waterfronts to new leisure and com-
mercial activities, and in some cases housing/residential uses, results differ from one city-port to another. 

10   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN-ES/TXT/?uri=CELEX:62012CJ0521&from=NL
11   http://www.lddc-history.org.uk/
12   http://www.rotterdam.nl/ 
13   http://beyondplanb.eu/projects/project_kop_van_zuid.html
14   http://www.hafencity.com/en/overview/hafencity-the-genesis-of-an-idea.html
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But, despite local disparities, it is an encouraged support within the progressive wing of the port commu-
nity, which clearly impulse a higher and further spatial integration of maritime-urban activities. However, 
a different scenario is set today with respect to past experiences. Conditions and context have changed. 
Whether previous land conversion processes were encouraged by the port abandonment of less produc-
tive areas and the belief on the emergence of new revenues emerging from the incorporation of more pro-
ductive urban activities, today maritime uses remain dynamic along their urban borders not easing future 
land conversions. Nevertheless the closeness to urban areas, the risk for the population, the inadequacy 
of the installations for keeping the industrial uses, and the existing demand for replacing port-industrial 
activities for urban related uses, port tenants continue operating and generating a non-negligible rents 
for the landlord. Ports, under landlord systems, almost all the ports within the European port environment, 
are strongly positioned as landowners in case of a city-port land conflict. They have the privilege to decide 
under which conditions they would accept to move and under which conditions is possible to arrive to an 
agreement. Furthermore, the fact that the land conversion to new urban activities is recognized a none-re-
turn process, make necessary an evaluation by port authorities identifying the relevance of the transforma-
tions on the future of the ports (Charlier 1992). 

1.6.2. Euro-Mediterranean context

This study is restrained to the Euro-Mediterranean context. On one side there is the condition of the Med-
iterranean Sea. On the other side is the condition of being part of Europe, understood within the Eu-
ropean Community context. Firstly is the cultural, economically, urban condition inherited for centuries. 
Secondly, is the legal and administrative framework conditioning city-port developments and common to 
all Member States. This is to say that, this study is limited to the North side of the Mediterranean, despite 
the geographical economic similarities with northern African locations that can be argued in relation with 
particular city-ports as it could be the case of Tangier. The handicap to integrate African cases was the lack 
of reliable studies analyzing the experience of transforming port activities to urban uses and the difficul-
ties to access to consistent databases. Within the European Union despite there is no consensus in port 
specific Community legislation, strategies have been set on support of transports for long term growth 
(TEN-T) (Ferrari et al. 2015). Thus, national port regulation is different country to country, despite certain 
classification can be done generalizing between Northern and Southern European ports in relation to the 
management of their land resources. Traditionally, North European Ports are participated by their hosting 
municipalities, while Southern Countries tradition gives strong power to central governments (Van der 
Lugt & De Langen 2007). Since European ports operate under the landlord management systems, land 
ownership and management is key on decision making processes regarding conversion of uses in the 
city-port interface. North-European Ports like Rotterdam, Antwerp and Hamburg are among the most com-
petitive ports in the World and recognized by their advance development of management systems. South 
European countries like France, Italy and Spain have progressively adapted port management trends pre-
viously tested in Northern Countries. Spain changed its port management system fostered by the Interna-
tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) in the 60’-70’s, taking advantage of the promotion 
of technocratic policies during the dictatorship’s last days (Larrú 2009). Today, despite the process of pow-
er devolution PAs are still considered highly centralized. In France, the port system was redesigned and 
changed between 2004 and 2007 for 18 ports of national interest (Lavaud-letilleul 2008)Rouen, Le Havre, 
Nantes/Saint-Nazaire, La Rochelle, Bordeaux, Marseille et La Guadeloupe. The highly centralized system 
transferred ports full property to regional communities the 1st of January of 2007. The State of France has 
clearly bet for an advanced management policy to foster competitiveness among its main national ports (8) 
which despite still being nationalized have increasing administrative independence. The rest of the ports, 
now under regional control, demonstrate, in the short period of time past from devolution, the influence 
exercised by regional and local interest groups and the extreme personification of the debates (Lavaud-le-
tilleul 2008)Rouen, Le Havre, Nantes/Saint-Nazaire, La Rochelle, Bordeaux, Marseille et La Guadeloupe. 
Italy was among the pioneers in the application of the landlord model in Europe fostering the growth in the 
90’s, however changes are required to maintain competitiveness (Ferrari et al. 2015). Discussion is open 
about a reform bill since port law has remain almost the same for the last twenty years. Port communities 
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agree on demanding the State PAs capacity to expand their activities outside their physical borders and 
endowment capacity to respond faster to market changes, which should be considered together with the 
organization of the ports, small sized to remain competitive (Ferrari et al. 2015). 

This study has built its structure based on previous studies in the city-port research field attending inter-ad-
ministrative collaboration and interface management from a holistic and inter-sectorial point of view. It is 
noteworthy that the most relevant studies analyze North-European cases: Wiegmans and Low describe the 
lack of space in Amsterdam and the need for a change of model (Wiegmans & Louw 2011), Grossmann 
describes Hamburg city-port complexity and port limitations for growth (Grossmann 2008), Justesen is 
centered in the Copenhagen-Malmo international city-port collaboration (Justesen 2010) and Daamen 
and Vries work within the Rotterdam boundaries with attention to the city-port interface changes (Daamen 
& Vries 2012). However, little multi-sectorial research has been found attending the Euro-Mediterranean 
context. Reasons could be the lack of experience and assessment time due the delay on the implemen-
tation of the most advanced collaborative solutions and stronger tradition in multidisciplinary research.

1.6.3. National Characteristics

Spanish port system

The Spanish Port System is centralized and has 46 ports of national interest, managed by 28 Port Authori-
ties, coordinated and monitored by Puertos del Estado, the National Public Port Agency (Puertos del Esta-
do 2016). Many other ports are under regional government control but their dimension and location make 
the infrastructures less competitive in the international market.

Within the Spanish Port System, the ports located in the Mediterranean Sea move most of the cargo. Five of 
the first six ports in the Spanish Ports Ranking, by total cargo transported, are located in the Mediterranean 
Sea15. However any of the Spanish Ports are among the top ten globally16. Within the Spanish Ports the 
competition is in staying first in the national ranking, or a relevant second actor in the international market 
which provides opportunity to participate in the global freight market as a main intermediate distributor. 
Observing the European context in 2013 two Spanish ports are among the main twenty by the total cargo 
traded, Algeciras and Valencia (Eurostat 2016) which are also the ports with higher growth increments 
during the period 1997-2013.

Infrastructure policies and plans have been implemented along the country for decades to promote the 
port system growth since the IBRD report of 1962 recommended the Spanish Ministry of Infrastructures 
an increase in its planned investments (Alemany et al. 1986) and the institution co-funded in the Planes de 
Desarrollo Economico y Social I, II and III (Economic and Social Development Plans) the Spanish Infrastruc-
tures development, during these days is at the level of Nicaragua (Larrú 2009). However no mention have 
been found to specific national port developments plans which are also included within more generic na-
tional infrastructure plans. The most recent coordinated plan was the Strategic Infrastructure and Transport 
Plan (PEIT)17 from 2005. The PEIT was presented as the biggest infrastructure plan ever in the history of 
Spain with an average investment of 1,5% of the national GDP. The emphasis of the plan was on security 
and environmental efficiency, the enhancement of the port hubs condition through the improvement of 

15   Puertos del Estado reports port performance in 2014 by total freight in tones.  Algeciras is 1st with 48 MT (million tones); Valencia is 2nd with 
33MT; Barcelona 3rd with 22MT, Cartagena 4th with 15,2MT; Bilbao 5th with 15,0MT and Tarragona 6th with 14MT.
16   Rotterdam is also out of the top ten global ports. In 2013 and 2014 the Port of Rotterdam ranked 11th by TEUs taking into consideration the 
International Association of Ports and harbors data sheets.
17   http://www.fomento.gob.es/mfom/lang_castellano/_especiales/peit/
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the transport intermodality, the review of the port legal framework, the enhancement of short distance 
sea traffic, the improvement of rail access to ports, etc. Furthermore, the PEIT planned a total investment 
in ports development of 22.480M€ for the period 2004-2020. This investment foreseen an increment of 
dykes length of 31%, land surface on 56% and embraced water surface of 17%. Moreover, the PEIT foresaw 
a specific plan for ports called Plan Sectorial del Transporte Marítimo y Puertos (Maritime and Port Sector 
Plan) aimed to coordinate the strategic port framework set by Puertos del Estado and Port Authorites. 
Despite the appropriateness of the initiative, the Plan Sectorial was never finished or presented (Consejo 
de transparencia y buen gobierno 2016). In 2014 the national infrastructures plans were reformulated and 
included in a common plan with housing, the Plan de Infraestructuras, Transporte y Vivienda, PITVI (Infra-
structures, Transport and Housing Plan). The main aim of this plan with attention to ports was to rationalize 
investments realized during the previous expansion period, at the same time that it is enhance private 
participation to improve the quality of the provision of the service and to minimize the cost (Ministerio De 
Fomento 2013).

Spanish port administrative landscape is organized in four levels: The Spanish Infrastructure Ministry, 
Puertos del Estado, Port Authority, Tenant. However, the Port Authority board is represented by regional 
and local governments besides commerce chambers, labor unions and dockers associations. Under this 
structure, it is remarkable the role given to the regional government by the Port Law 62/1997 in charge 
of appointing the port president and the directors board (Gobierno de España 1997). Furthermore, local 
administrations, despite their representativeness is limited to the municipalities where port land is set and 
those restricted to one site per municipality, a veto power is assigned to them with respect to the construc-
tions inside the port domains. In it’smanifest the aim of the legislator to include in the port management 
board widen as possible representation of the stakeholders. However, the administrative and legal struc-
ture is recognized as awkward for the long and hazardous process. 

The Spanish Port System has followed an intense process of devolution of power from 1992 when it was 
presented the first Ley de Puertos del Estado  27/92 (State Port Law) (Gobierno de España 1992). After 
the Law 27/92 another four modifications have been subsequently presented (Castillo-Manzano, Fageda 
forthcoming): Law 62/97 (Gobierno de España 1997) with special attention to the regional government 
representation in the Port Authorities; Law 48/2003 (Gobierno de España 2003) clarifies ports financial 
self-sufficiency and introduces competitiveness within the National Port System at the same time that en-
hances land highest and best use and private investment to foster the efficiency of the service; 33/2010 
attending the need for a taxation that considers different requirements or policies among the ports in the 
system on behalf of the efficiency of the service (Gobierno de España 2010) and the 2/2011, with the main 
aim of organizing, coordinating and unifying previous laws and regulations in a comprehensible docu-
ment (Ministerio de Fomento 2011).

Likewise, the Spanish Port System requires the development of port plans that have been adjusted with 
regard to the successive Port Law changes. After the 2/2011 Port Law, there are two urbanistic procedures, 
the Delimitación de Usos y Espacios Portuarios (Port Uses and Space Delimitation), DEUP18, and the Plan 
Especial de Ordenación del Puerto (Special Port Plan), PEOP. Both plans are elaborated by the Port Author-
ities in the first instance. In this structure, the DEUP is under direct supervision of the Infrastructure Ministry 
with minor representation from other administrative levels and bodies. This upper level plan is determin-
ing the setting of the activities within the port domains as well as the external definition of the border. It 
requires justification of the port suitability regarding its spatial organization and operations as well as the 
defense of the port service competitiveness. Once the plans is finished, it has to be open to a round of 
allegations with special attention to administrations with powers on the coast including the port19. Finally, 
after a review by Puertos del Estado, the plan is presented to the Infrastructures Ministry together with 

18   Previous regulations use to name it PEUP, Plan de Utilización de Espacios Portuarios (Port Space Utilization Plan).
19   After the plan is publicly informed, the DEUP incorporates allegations from other administrative bodies. If there is not agreement, requi-
rements are submitted to Puertos del Estado. Other ministries (Defense, Home Affairs, etc) with powers on the national (strategic) port are also 
required to submit reports assessing the port proposal.
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remaining allegations. The Ministry is ultimately the responsibility of the Port Use and Space Delimitation 
approval. Once approved, the area bounded is considered of public utility which facilitates expropriations 
for the port enlargement whether it is necessary. Later, if a modification of the DEUP is required, and this is 
not considered a significant change in the internal organization, including complementary port extensions, 
the port authority refers to Puertos del Estado (without requirement of upper level approvals)20. Differently, 
the PEOP definition needs of municipal agreement and is developed only in those areas where edification 
is required, defining urban parameters on behalf of the procurement of municipal construction licenses 
(Saíz 2005). In this case, the port authorities have to define and coordinate the PEOP plan  with the Plan 
General Metropolitano (Metropolitan General Plan), PGM, but is the municipality the responsible of the 
final approval and public information. This double plan system is expected to provide port infrastructures 
development priority while it gives power to local communities on controlling specific activities through 
the veto power on constructions.  

With regard to the city-port relationship the current Port Law 2/2011, continuing the line of previous stat-
utes, allow the setting of “other commercial activities” not necessarily linked to industrial-maritime uses. 
Furthermore, the Port Law states the possibility of land release of those areas linked to urban activities 
when port infrastructures and physical spaces are demonstrated independent enough to not interfere in 
the normal port operations, and if there is prove that in case of modification of the conditions fostering 
the change, the land goes back to the port authority. In case the properties are recognized unnecessary to 
cope with port objectives, the land can be release by the Infrastructure Ministry through Puertos del Estado 
proposal with the previous statement from the PA. Ownership is thus recognized to the PA with power 
to sell, swap or free transfer the asset. Initiatory city-port development experiences did not execute land 
releases despite their non-interference with port developments or operations (Triay 2007; Triay 2008)21. 
Years after, supported by the setting of the Port Law 27/1992 the first land release takes place in Bilbao 
as part of the urban regeneration plan Bilbao-Abandoibarra with a free transfer of the land (Triay 2007). 
Since then port land releases have been increasing steadily and developed in many of the ports within the 
Spanish National System: Valencia, Algeciras, Santander, Cartagena, Vigo, Alicante, Tenerife, etc22. 

It is important to remark the particularity of the Spanish Port system that bans the housing development 
inside port domains, limiting their speculation capacity in real estate. However, the Port Law 2/2011, opens 
the way to further hotel developments after pioneering Barcelona experiences23. In any case those de-
velopments have to be integrated in the Port Special Plan (PEOP) for the area, a required urbanizing in-
strument in all citizen’s port experiences. Those plans once agreed not need to be modified if it is not a 
substantial modification, considered higher than the initial informed in a 15%.

Barcelona is considered in the Spanish Port System a model for its waterfront development, the Barcelona 
citizen’s port. It was the first port of Spain on transferring land for other purposes24, the first on agreeing 
and developing its urban waterfront, the first on introducing hotel activities within the port and the current 
leader in the management and promotion of its citizen’s area, a touristic site in the city.  

20   To be considered a modification of the plan (not a new plan), the organization of the internal area cannot be substantially modified, respect 
to the uses previously considered. Furthermore, port expansions considered complementary of the existent port infrastructures are treated as 
not relevant modifications, easing port management and operations.
21   The development of the Moll de la Fusta in Barcelona was pioneer in the city-port developments. It was backed by the need of development 
of the Ronda Litoral (Coastal Highway) and it was a milestone in city-port relationships (Triay 2007). 
22   Recently a land release have been announced by the Port Authority of Vilagarcía de Arousa (González Vilagarcía 2013). The land will be sell 
for a hotel development already included in municipal plans, while the money captured from the land value increment will be assigned for port 
associated infrastructure developments. 
23   The Port of Barcelona has two hotels within port boundaries, the first was opened as part of the World Trade Center complex in  1999 and 
the second, the Hotel W was open in 2009, 10 years later.
24   Moll de la Fusta, 1982
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1.7. The cases selected

Two cases have been finally developed as part of this study: Barcelona and Tarragona. 

Barcelona was chosen first as part of a master thesis. Barcelona met the requirements of easy and close ac-
cess to data and information, key factors to comply with the study time limitations. Furthermore, Barcelona 
complied with other required parameters regarded as relevant for the study: the geographical limitations 
for growth of both city and port, the publicly sound interest of the municipality to make use of the port 
land, the real state experience started before the rest of the most of the Mediterranean ports in the 80’s, 
and finally, its recognized successful experience in port urban development and management.

The second case selected was Tarragona. Again, the main reasons to select the case were proximity and 
easy access to the information as well as the market trade complementarity with the Port of Barcelona 
and the shared port growth limitation25. Additionally, both city-ports are under the same administrative 
framework: country, Spain; and region, Catalonia, facilitating the comparison of urban and port indicators. 
Tarragona is likewise the second metropolitan area in Catalonia (Montejano Escamilla & Font Arellano 
2010; De-Solá-Morales 2007; Casassas i Simó 1990; Esteban et al. 2010; Plà Estrategic del Camp de Tarra-
gona 2007) and province capital, however its population differ from Barcelona in 12 times in 2014 (Idescat 
2015)26. From the Port perspective, however, the Port of Tarragona remains 6th within the Spanish Ports by 
the tons of cargo trade while Barcelona is 3rd 27. Those and other facts are considered to provide a varia-
tion into the sample relevant for subsequent analysis and conclusions.

The initial objective of the research was to compare pairs of groups of city-ports integrated into the same 
national context, however it was finally limited to Barcelona and Tarragona. However, the study has the 
potential to be completed with other pairs of comparable cases to the ones described here. Conditions 
are: belonging to the Mediterranean scope, urban population, geographical borders, urban areas, port 
dimension, port relevance in the international market, port proximity to the urban core, etc. A possible 
design of a further research considers three pairs of comparable city-port. Barcelona and Tarragona give 
shape to the first group, representing a first European country. Another two pairs of city-ports should rep-
resent another two countries. Within this framework, three European countries would be represented in 
equal conditions. Barcelona comparable should have more than 1 million inhabitants and be presented 
in the top 100 port ranking. Suitable candidates are Marseille and Genoa. Tarragona comparable should 
have less urban dimension but still should be a significant port in the European Context. In this case, the 
candidates are less, and is limited to Naples in Italy. France does not have any other relevant port in the 
Mediterranean except for Marseille.

Similarities and particularities in the city-port context

City-ports were analyzed quantitatively within the Euro-Mediterranean context with the aim of finding 
comparable elements. From the group of countries: Spain, France and Italy were selected. Further than 
geographical and language similarities, port and urban administrative system in those countries were also 
assumed similar. 

25   While the City of Tarragona is not geographically bounded, the Port coastal limits are the city of Tarragona in the North Side, and the touristic 
area of Vila-seca in the South Side. 
26   The population of Tarragona municipality is of 132.199 inhabitants in 2014 while the population of the Barcelona muni-
cipality is of 1.602.386 inhabitants in the same year. The ratio of 12 times is consistent along the time with little variations until 
year 2007. From 2007 to 1975 the ratio increase to 17 times the population.
27   The report from Puertos del Estado “Informe de gestión del Sistema Portuario de titularidad estatal 2013” takes into con-
sideration total cargo in tones. In the first semester of 2015, the Port of Tarragona goes up in the ranking to the 4th site, over-
passing Las Palmas, Cartagena and Bilbao ports. 
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In the case of Spain, five city-ports were described, the same as Italy. In France six city-ports were analyzed 
to include two of the Grand Ports on the Atlantic side of the country. The interest was in finding two other 
contexts within the Euro-Mediterranean area similar to the previously selected candidates. Later, the sam-
ple was open to four ports outside the Mediterranean context but still in the same countries: Las Palmas, 
Trieste, Le Havre and Dunkirk. The main reason was the lack of candidates in the France territory except 
for Marseille. Indicators were divided between urban landscape and port landscape to make clear port 
and city sizes and results. The main pursued indicators related to the urban landscape were: municipality 
surface, metropolitan surface, municipal population, metropolitan population and urban density. The main 
pursued indicators related to the port landscape were: the port land surface, port ranking by total cargo, 
yearly total cargo volume and turnover (See Table 1)282930. The table provided valuable information to se-
lect future Euro-Mediterranean candidates to expand this research. 

Marseille is highlighted for being bound by a territory with an adverse topography, characterized by the 
multiplicity of hills with steep slopes that difficult urban growth. With regard to the population, Marseille 
has approximately 1/3 of the Barcelona Metropolitan Area, while is ½ of the Barcelona municipal popula-
tion. However, when density is observed, 3,544 inhab./km2,  it differs enormously from Barcelona, 15,993 
inhab./km2,  which is recognized as one of the most dense cities in the World (Demographia 2016)31. With 
respect to the Port, Marseille and Fos keeps leading Mediterranean ports rankings and is in direct compe-
tition with the Port of Barcelona. Probably the surface of the Port of Marseille, it is ten times the size of the 
Port of Barcelona, remains a competitive advantage, contributing to double the numbers of the Spanish 
Port by the total cargo moved in 2011, 88,072,000 tones besides 43,054,000 tones (American Association 
of Port Authorities 2011).

Genoa presents similar geographical characteristics to Barcelona and Marseille with physical restriction 
for urban expansion. Its municipal population, 584,644 inhabitants, is approximately 1/3 of the Barcelona 
city population and almost 200,000 people less than Marseille. The Port of Genoa is the biggest Italian Port 
scoring higher than Barcelona in the international ranking by total cargo in 2011 (American Association 
of Port Authorities 2011)32. However its strong position on trading, financial results differ from competitor 
with the lowest turnover, 119M€, 30M€ below Barcelona results. A likely cause would be the different value 
added of the freight.

Naples is among the most populated metropolitan areas in the analysis, 3,320,277 inhabitant, with an also 
higher density, 8,178.15 inhab./km2, still far from Barcelona but ranked second on the list. It is also clear 
the popular interest in transforming the waterfront analyzed by successive plans for reforms. The Port of 
Naples presents a high turnover, 162M€33 if it is considered the small stated surface, 1.43 km2. Its trading 
volume, 21,547,000 tones, is similar to the Port of Tarragona, 31,735,000 tones.

28   Other indicators were analyzed despite are not included in Table 1. In the urban context: population growth increment 
(%), annual municipal budget, Physical-geographical restrictions to growth and public interest for port land. In the port context: 
land tenure system, international ranking by container cargo (TEUs), yearly total cargo in TEUs and port main trading activity. 
29   Ducruet and Lee state in their attempt of assessment the relative evolution of ports and cities at a global level that the 
main indicators available for international comparison are urban population and containers throughput (Ducruet & Lee 2006). 
The differences in dimension and value added among the ports in the selection suggest a variant in the table from Ducruet’s 
analysis including the total port cargo instead of containers throughput.
30   Van de Berghe remarks also the relevance of the relative size of ports an cities. Thus it refers to Brussels as a “real port city” 
since is completely embedded in the cities landscape and still in its historical location (Berghe 2015). The author supports that 
the relative size of one and another stakeholder influence the degree of cooperation.
31   Barcelona ranks 86th in the Demographia ranking (http://www.demographia.com/) of the most dense cities in the World. 
It is the fourth European city, following Paris, London and Madrid. 
32   http://www.aapa-ports.org/ Database were consulted for 2011. No others were available at the time the table was made. 
However, world port ranking was updated and is accessible now for 2012, 2013 and 2014.
33   Information was hard to be obtained from the most of the ports included in this analysis. Some were especially burdenso-
me. Naples databases used in this research are not considered hardly reliable but the only accessible. 
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Toulon is considered the second most similar city-port in the Mediterranean French context to the previous 
selection of Barcelona and Tarragona, despite the obvious differences34. Regardless of the population of 
Toulon, 165,514 inhabitants, it is similar to Tarragona, 133,954 inhabitants, the size and relevance of the 
ports are a handicap when compared. Toulon is mainly a passenger port, connecting Italy and Corsica, but 
it is totally irrelevant as an industrial-commercial port with 25 times less cargo transported than in the Port 
of Tarragona.  

Even though administrative handicaps to access urban and port databases and information regarding Eu-
ro-Mediterranean Spanish counterparts, this research recognizes the interest of expanding the study and 
encourage other researcher to collaborate on further analysis. 

Although this, research fails on expanding the conclusions obtained from the study further from national 
Mediterranean boundaries, it will make possible to compare experiences from two of the main Spanish 
city-ports. Moreover the table facilitates identification of comparable parameters contributing to develop 
the research field by including cities and ports information together. Additionally, new administrative trans-
parent trends are expected to contribute in the near future to open data access to what are now restricted 
documents. 

Thereby, regardless of the limitation in the final sample, it is expected that future studies will take advan-
tage of the open research perspective and continue analyzing the pointed cases and others along the 
European Mediterranean context with the aim of generating valuable information to improve city-port 
management.

34   Toulon is an insignificant port when compared with giants like Barcelona, Marseille, etc. But there is not any other relevant 
French port in the Mediterranean further than Marseille. The other candidates Setè and Narbonne double the cargo moved 
by the Port of Toulon. However, in Setè, the city hosting the Port is only 40 thousand inhabitants with a vast and undeveloped 
land around making an unlikely event the emergence of frictions between city and port. In the case of Narbonne, the Port is far 
from the city’s core and friction is not expected either. The third candidate was Port-la-Nouvelle, near Narbonne, but despite 
the interest of the Port Authority on a fast growth, is still a small port, also far from the urban borders, and in consequence 
discarded as comparable for the two previous selected: Barcelona and Tarragona.
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City Country Land 
Surface

(km2)(2011)

Metro Land 
Surface
(km2)
(2011)

Municipal
Population

(2012)

Metro
Population

(2012)

Urban
Density
hab/km2

(municipal)

Port
Authority

Land
Surface

(km2)(2011)

Internation
al Ranking 
by total 
cargo
(2011)

Total
Cargo
Volume
(x1000
tonnes)
(2011)

Turnover
(2011)(M€)

Sea

1 Barcelona Spain 101,40 636,00 1.620.943  3.239.337 15.993,50
Puerto de 
Barcelona 9,17 96 43.054,00     158 € Mediterranean

2 Tarragona Spain 57,90 358,69 133.954 384.424 2.316,60
Puerto de 
Tarragona 3,61 Out of ranking 31.735,01     53 € Mediterranean

3 Valencia Spain 134,60 628,90 797.098 1.556.688 5.920,20
Puerto de 
Valencia 14,49 60 65.475,00     115 € Mediterranean

4 Algeciras Spain 85,8 1,527,65 116.917 263.739 1.362,67
Puerto Bahía 
de Algeciras 10,10 49 76.884,00     77 € Mediterranean

5 Las Palmas Spain 100,55 489,45 382.296 636.937 3.802,05
Puerto de 
Las Palmas 5,71 Out of ranking 19.870,60     55 € Atlantic Ocean

6 Genova Italy 243,56 551,36 584.644 800.709 2.400,41
Porto di 
Genova 7 78 50.393,00     119 € Mediterranean

7 Trieste Italy 84,49 205,06 201.261 239.438 2.382,07
Porto di 
Trieste 2,30 87 48.237,00     382 € Adriatic

8 Gioia Tauro Italy 38,99 0 19.095 0 489,74
Porto di 
Gioia Tauro 4,40 Out of ranking No data availableNo data available Mediterranenan

9 Palermo Italy 158 432,69 654.987 872.896 4.145,49

Porti di
Palermo e 
Termini
Imerese 1,01 Out of ranking 8.553,59      102 € Mediterranean

10 Naples Italy 117,27 1220,34 959.052 3.320.277 8.178,15
Porto di 
Napoli 1,43 Out of ranking 21.547,14     162 € Mediterranenan

10 Marseille France 240 607,5 850.726 1.038.521 3.544,69
Port de 
Marseille-Fos 100,04 41 88.072,00     152 € Mediterranean

11 Setè France 24,2 0 42.496 0 1.756,03

Port de 
Setè, Sud de 
France 1,72 Out of ranking 2.727,28      No data available Mediterranean

12 Narbonne France 173 0 51.227 0 245,64

Port-la-
Nouvelle,
CCI Narbone No data available Out of ranking 2.000,00      No data available Mediterranean

13 Toulon France 42,8 366,54 165.514 433.688 3.867,15
CCI Var, Les 
Ports 0,02 Out of ranking 1.294,23      No data available Mediterranean

14 Le Havre France 47 0 177.259 0 3.771,47 Le Havre Port 100,00 54 67.561,00     No data available Atlantic Ocean

15 Dunkirk France 43,09 280,43 92.923 264.182 1.977,09
Dunkerque
Port 70,00 88 47.516,00     74 € Atlantic Ocean

Urban landscape Port landscape

Table 1, South European City-Port Sample35

Source: own elaboration36

1.8. Hypotheses

Hypothesis are stated with regard to research objectives and questions.

The first hypothesis corresponds with the first objective (1) and question (a) and states that port stake-
holders’ interests on land conversions and integration of urban activities within the port system is related to 
the company added value. The highest the added value of the company within the port system, the highest 
the interest on a stronger city-port collaboration and therefore in the expansion of the most productive 
activities. Economic, administrative and spatial conditions are linked to the specific context and time, how-
ever land availability to ensure maritime-industrial activities emerge key in port authorities’ final decisions.

35   Despite the data refers with wide precision to the specified year in the column, the absence of information, required specified data to be 
substituted by the closest available.
36   Difficulties to obtain reliable and unified data result in the inconsistency of specific figures as the turnover of the Port of Trieste, 382M€, more 
than x2 the second highest result, Barcelona with 158M€.
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The second hypothesis is connected with the second research question (b) stating that port land val-
ues and zones are in direct correspondence with urban real estate market notwithstanding final rents are 
weighted with the aim of facilitating the setting of strategic activities in the port scarce resource. Further-
more, the high cost of the provision of land influences the rent, making difficult matching the land provi-
sion cost and the final market price. 

The third hypothesis corresponds with the second objective (2) and the third research question (c) and 
establishes that despite no matter port administrative restrictions to control urban expansion within the 
ports, the higher profit of the port urban activity enhance citizen’s port expansion. With regard to European 
environmental directives and associated regulations, port authorities do not consider any restriction for 
growth further than the lack of demand. Port tenants and the rest of port stakeholders are either restricted 
in their operations considering their locations apart from environmental concerns.

The fourth hypothesis corresponds with the third objective (3) and the fifth research question (d) and pre-
sumes that port corporatization and urban demand for premium locations are approaching urban and port 
interests to enhance the best results for both. Higher collaboration is also resulting in the intensification of 
the use of the land resources in the city-port interface.

The fifth hypothesis corresponds with the fourth objective (4) and the sixth research question (e) and 
states that ports are economic inducers with the capacity to generate wealth in the region but also locally. 
Location for maritime-industrial and logistic purposes reveals fundamental, encouraging the intensity of 
the economic activities next to the port, and therefore construction density in the port proximities. Howev-
er, the total segregation of the plans between port and urban related documents, impact on the occupa-
tion rates and framework as well as in the network continuity. 
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Chapter 2: The city-port interface 
literature review

The study is nestled in the city-port interface environment. Literature review is analyzed worldwide, despite 
the study is bounded to the Euro-Mediterranean context. However, there is also specific mention to the 
European Region, the Mediterranean Area and Spain, since they define the area of study at different scales. 
Chapters and points refer to areas that will be further discussed in relation to the cases of study. 

Within the city-port research field, two main research areas can be recognized characterized by their func-
tional and spatial separation (C Ducruet 2011). In one side, there is a vast literature focused on the urban 
side of the city-ports. They look at the process of urbanization: planning, implementation and develop-
ment results in the waterfronts, mainly focus on derelict port areas. Authors working in this research area 
are usually focus on the spatial perception of the changes without taking into consideration the socio-eco-
nomic hidden factors. The City-port associations like the French AIVP37 and RETE and its magazine Portus38 
are important references for researchers in this area of expertise. Carmona, within this line of thought 
describes the London Docklands and the Isle of Dogs with precision, focused on the urban development 
plans and the occupation process after the property crash of the 90’s (Carmona 2009), however obviates 
the port functioning and urban relationship before or after the land taking in the 70’s. 

Architecture and urbanism magazines tend to simplify port waterfront developments without paying at-
tention to the complexity of the urban and port management. Projects for port land conversion are easy to 
find but they mostly focus in the design and the quality of the resulting urban space, as it is the published 
work from Espinàs i Tarrasò to transform the Old Port of Tangier (Espinàs i Tarasò 2006) and the ex-post 
analysis from Remesar and Costa that highlight the European waterfronts role as urban design laboratory39 
(Remesar & Costa 2004). In the same line, other spatial plans for the improvement of the cities waterfronts 
with urban emphasis are described in literature: recognizing the total segregation between city and port 

37   http://www.aivp.org/es/
38   http://portusonline.org/es/
39   It has also a special focus on the space multi-functionality and the intensification of the land use. 
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(Leonardi 2009), exploring the interface condition of spatial filter (Pavia & Salimei 2005), attending the 
legal and administrative difficulties (Pavia 2004) or defending the city-port integration and architectural 
added value (Nobile 2011). Authors are vastly covering a myriad of perspectives. Rosinha, focus on new 
urban waterfront plans, highlights the relevance of the maritime heritage on the success of waterfront 
experiences and the importance of enhancing the developments and social maritime identity (da Luz 
Rosinha 2004). Costa, describing the Lisbon experience, warns about the risk of failure of waterfront devel-
opments, feasible when dimension and time are controlled and well defined (Costa 2007). From an urban 
perspective, Spanish port land transformations are also defined by several authors: with attention to the 
plans (Triay 2001), by comparing the national cases (Estrada 2002), assessing the 15 years of redevelop-
ment experience after the Port Law 27/1992 that contribute to new activities within port areas (Triay 2008) 
and recognizing the lack of references while identifying the potential of the city-port transformations to 
redefine city’s future (Busquets 2001). 

Further, the recognition of the financial success of the waterfront operations and new port urban activities 
(Bruttomesso 2009) encourage new redevelopments in places and countries “delayed” on the transfor-
mation process. A popular and touristic pressure turned into economic potential (Zazzara et al. 2012). An 
increasing demand that make necessary the elaboration of recommendations and standards for laggards. 
Giovinazzi and Moretti further than describing European examples, elaborate a list of principles for what 
they considered a waterfront sustainable development, including: environmental inputs, cultural identity 
prevalence, space activities mixture and public participation, etc. (Giovinazzi 2010). However, while the 
general initial attempt of all the literature in this area is to develop cohesive city-port projects and plans, in-
stitutions like the AIVP and the literature thus structured, promote an institutional vision that favored cities 
perspective and plans, while omitting port maritime areas and interests. 

In the other side, researchers prolific in the documents generated, are focus on port economics with spe-
cial attention to transport and logistics, governance, and increasingly the regulatory frameworks imposed 
by the European Union and the State Members. Authors in this field tend also to simplify the area of study, 
limiting the scope of the research to the port boundaries or port associated activities, while the urban side 
is ignored in the studies. The focus tend to be on the port internal processes and performance, despite 
market trends are currently fostering the widening of the research scope. 

From the vast port related literature from the early models presented by Bird with attention to the port spa-
tial growth (Bird 1963), many are the port topics treating the interface from a port perspective. Rodrigue, 
a prolific author in port sciences, attends the maritime-land interface exploring the port regionalization, 
understood as the PAs proactive role outside their administrative boundaries to boost inland distribution 
necessary to remain competitive in a globalized market (Rodrigue & Notteboom 2006)port hinterlands 
have received renewed a ttention. The integration of transport functions provided by logistics and the 
re-orientat ion of maritime networks have redefined the functional role of ports in value chains and have 
g enerated new patterns of freight distribution and new approaches to port development. Among the n 
otable challenges are attempts to capture a greater share of added value by favoring the development 
of logistical zones in the vicinity of port sites. Further, the development of better hinterland connections 
in many cases has become as important as the port facilities them selves to secure additional traffic. Mari-
time shippers and inland transport companies have become actively involved in providing more efficient 
(capacity, cost and time-wise. A trend that fosters the growth of scale of the ports and highly impact on the 
lowering of per unit transport cost providing the operators competitive advantage and a more efficient 
penetration in the hinterlands (Van Klink 2000). The Port of Barcelona is from the European maritime infra-
structures, according to  by Van der berg & De Landen leading, a PA specially active in its logistic chain, 
thanks to what improved the port accessibility and the results in container transport (Van den Berg & De 
Langen 2011). Drove by an increasingly privatize system, terminals are driven to adopt a prominent role 
consequence of the changes in the international maritime transport market (Olivier & Slack 2006). But, the 
handicap, following Van der Lugt port business ecosystems analysis, is on balancing value creation and 
value capture (Van der Lugt et al. 2009), what is recognizing PAs’ incentives, under landlord management 
system, to promote activities with higher earnings. The port authorities’ key role as enabler, catalyst and 
context settler in the port based transport chain is extended by Haugstetter and Cahoon, by considering 
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the PAs in a privileged position, well connected with all the port stakeholders and central in the logistic 
networks and supply chains, with direct access to knowledge and strategic situated to foster innovation 
(Haugstetter & Cahoon 2010). However, the PAs capacity and influence, recent studies from Castillo-Man-
zano & Fageda in Spain point towards the institutional dependency of political decisions in the provision 
of port infrastructures (Castillo-Manzano & Fageda 2011). Following their arguments, it is opinion of the 
author that the fact that the concurrence of parties of the same wing in the central, regional and local ad-
ministration has more weight than port efficiency on the distribution of the resources represents a risk for 
the sustainability of the port system. 

Finally, an increasing number of scholars are exploring cities and ports together, taking into consideration 
their strong links, conflicts and opportunities. Research trend that considers the multidisciplinary dimen-
sion of ports (Pallis et al. 2011). However, according to Merck and Van der Berghe, further debate and re-
search is required with regard to the city-port relationship and the interface between them, recognizing lit-
tle previous acknowledgement and discussion (Merk 2015; Berghe 2015) and highlighting the importance 
to unmask their economic-geographic interrelations almost unexplored (Berghe 2015). Little literature has 
been found with attention to the processes of urban port expansion and land conversion. From the authors 
and the city-port contexts that have been analyzed, all the literature refers to Northern European Countries, 
probably consequence of their strongest tradition in multidisciplinary. They have been the first on facing 
the dilemma of who to favor: city or port? A today’s general dilemma that it was firstly tackle by those con-
texts where municipalities had stronger participation in the ports management. 

Many are the authors that advocate for a common space of coexistence. (Re)-maritimisation strategies  
recognizes the ports role as wealth inducers and requires from them a proactive attitude that extends pre-
vious boundaries for public performance and pays particular attention to knowledge-intensive activities 
(Musso & Ghiara 2009; Suykens 1989). According to Lemaire (Lemaire 2007), ports and cities have to leave 
behind traditional functional organizations to build common projects where the concept of city-port will 
be from its initial conception (Lemaire 2007). In the city-port interface, new approaches emerge to cope 
with current changes (Suykens 1989). Requirements are for a more complex  interrelational approach that 
take into consideration objects, subjects and context rather than simple abstract concepts (Berghe 2015). 
Against years of city-port disconnection there is today a confluence on supporting the reconnection. Ac-
tors are stimulated to actively participate and engage politics to secure their outcomes in the called by Hall 
the space of dependence40 (Hall et al. 2010). Particularly, companies operating in the city-port environment 
are required to re-establish a closer and further relationships with the rest of stakeholders in the regions 
where they operate. 

Likewise, there are an emergence of authors describing particular locations: Daamen and Vries in Rotter-
dam focus on analyzing the complexity of the interface to generate sustainable governance and planning 
proposals in the city port interface (Daamen 2007; Daamen & Vries 2012; Aarts et al. 2012; Daamen & 
VanGils 2006); Wiegmans describes the changes occurred in the Amsterdam interface with attention to 
conflicts and interests (Wiegmans & Louw 2011); Grossmann illustrates the Hamburg port limitations and 
city-port common agreements to enhance port competitivity at the same time that improve living condi-
tions (Grossmann 2008); and Wiese, who also focused on Hamburg describes and determines its interface 
in a wide perspective that analyzes port stakeholders network by considering its financial transactions 
inland, a way to map the influence of the port in the regional economy and to set the companies spatial 
organization around the port (Wiese 2015).

Furthermore, and independently of the expertise related fields, special attention is paid by several authors 
to increasing environmental restrictions. There is certain coincidence on highlighting the growing impor-
tance of environmental regulations within the European Union (Berghe 2015; Van-Hooydonk 2006), their 
restrictions to port growth (Lemaire 2007), the hamper to port developments to the risk of resulting in the 

40   Immobile, framed by sunk investments in fixed capital, government jurisdictions, and embedded social relationships (Hall et al. 2010, p.19)
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institutions failure (Rezenthel 2004) and the need of urgent solutions in their definition and scope due 
the unfeasibility cope with the stated requirements and to move port infrastructures from cities’ borders 
(Van-Hooydonk 2009).

With regard to the previously stated objectives and research questions are considered necessary to set an 
interdisciplinary approach.  Notwithstanding the simplification assumed, the research will analyze three of 
the multiple aspects affecting the City-Port relationship being specially focused on:

(1) The City-Port Administrative Landscape

City-port are considered among the most complex administrative environments, strongly regulated and 
with multiple administrative competences merging over the same physical space. This research considers 
the pertinence of describing current literature with regard to the city and port governance trends as well 
as their current regulatory frameworks with special attention to the European Union Directives.

(2) The Market Context

Despite the setting of plans and regulations city and port activities respond to market offer and demand, 
driving stakeholders to decide in behalf of their particular interest. Ports own land, a valuable asset to 
interchange under privilege conditions. This research aims to state the land market main trends and par-
ticularities with regard to the city-port interface.

(3) The Spatial Contex

Recognizing the relevance of the spatial analysis of the city-port interface from Bird (Bird 1963), this re-
search explores other significant models set with the aim of complementing or redesigning initial assump-
tions. 

2.1. The city-port administrative landscape

City-Port administrative landscape is considered one of the most complex managerial environments. The 
multitude of actors involved, the multiplicity of interests represented by the different administrations and 
private entities, together with the attached high cost of the infrastructures, are known by compromising 
long and tedious administrative and legal processes. 

In this chapter port context is separated to describe some of the current governance trends. After, city-port 
regulatory framework is defined. 
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2.1.1. The port and urban context

Port governance41, urban governance and trends

The dynamism required by maritime service market is cause of an increasing demand for efficiency fos-
tering the privatization of the infrastructures and a more active role from local actors and administrations. 
Flexibility and clear assignation of tasks within the port system, are key prerequisites.

For many years, ports (under state control) were exclusively drove by central government interests. This 
scenario prevented local participation on regulatory and spatial procedures concerning the ports, de-
pendent on decisions made hundreds of kilometers away from where the action was occurring, despite 
it accepts the negative economic impact of the infrastructure (FNAU 2011). Today, larger or smaller pro-
cesses of deregulation has been developed in the most of the developed and developing countries in a 
practice fostered by the World Bank4243. The revision of legal frameworks have the goal of maximizing the 
efficiency of port infrastructure. For many years, political protectionism from any kind: central, regional, 
local government, port authorities, etc. have built a negative environment for competition (Montero 2007). 
In this regard, the European Community is working on the dissolution of economic barriers within the ports 
community.  General Directives are being introduce to regulate the common legal framework and facilitate 
market operations. 

Changes within the system are having stronger impact on countries with a traditional tied state control 
over their infrastructures. In part due that regulations and models are being adopted from the considered 
most advanced port systems set in the North of Europe (Rezenthel 2004). Authors analyzing port gover-
nance distinguish three areas within Europe: Hanseatic, Latin and Anglo-Saxon (Suykens 1989; Suykens 
& Van de Voorde 1998; Verhoeven & Vanoutrive 2012). Hanseatic ports in the Baltic and North Sea are 
characterized by their predominant municipal tradition. Latin ports organized around France tradition and 
extended through the Mediterranean are distinguished by their central government control. Anglo-Saxon 
ports in UK and Ireland re characterized by their independent governance. 

Original centralized conception of the Mediterranean System have had as a consequent the biggest 
changes in port organization with remarkable cases of devolution of power in last decades (Castillo-Man-
zano et al. 2010). Spain, Italy and France are among the highly centralized port systems. However, the three 
started to adopt reforms in the 90’s and beginning of the XX’s century in a strong process of devolution of 
power (Rezenthel 2004; Castillo-Manzano et al. 2008; Ferrari et al. 2015). From the South European Coun-
tries highlights the Spanish port system which in a process of continue decentralization has undertaken 
four changes in its Port Law since year 1992 (Castillo-Manzano & Fageda 2011). 

The France system did not require for the first changes into until 1984, in line with the globalization            
phenomenon. With a model set during the post-war period, the major ports have been controlled by 
the State, operating as autonomous entities and with a limited local interaction  (FNAU 2011). However, 
it was not until 2005 when the second set of power devolution measures took place. The current system,             
operating since 2005, transferred power to Regional councils to manage the most of the ports that were 
within the French system, except of the considered of strategic interest, the seven Grand Ports Maritimes. 

41   Verhoeven distinguishes from Port Governance and Port Authority Governance (Verhoeven & Vanoutrive 2012). The first is associated with 
the cluster of economic, society and public policy stakeholders related to the port, the second considers the corporate governance at an internal 
firm level. This research follows the same considerations. 
42   http://ppp.worldbank.org/public-private-partnership/library/port-reform-toolkit-ppiaf-world-bank-2nd-edition
The World Bank promotes the adoption of deregulatory measures as a useful tool to improve the provision of port services and their competi-
tivity (World Bank 2007)
43   Documents from the BIRF (World Bank) in the 60’s-70’s works on the strengthening of Spanish Institutions institutional and technical assis-
tance, two factors recognized key on the Country’s developments from (Larrú 2009). 
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The new configuration brings municipalities the opportunity to actively participate on the ports gover-
nance, an attempt to emulate the success of North European ports (Rezenthel 2004). 

Similarly, but delayed, Italian ports have also followed decentralization trends. By Law n.84 of January 
1994, Italian Ports have been classified in three different categories: international, national and regional/
inter-regional ports. Likewise, functions are distinguished and separated, from port traditional maritime ac-
tivities: commercial, industrial, passenger service or fishing, to new categories as tourism and leisure more 
related to urban activities (Viola et al. 2007). Despite still undefined, planning collaboration procedures are 
introduced between cities and ports with the aim of breaking the traditional segregation city-port. 

There is a convergence toward port organizational systems where local roles and participation are recog-
nized key for the success of the service. However, despite the recent process of ports power devolution 
particularly relevant in the Latin countries, central governments influence remains fundamental in port op-
erative decisions. This is conditioning port developments and enlargements and as a consequence their 
city interaction. 

Cities role in decentralization processes become fundamental as urban cores and areas of people spatial 
concentration (demand). They represent opposition to central government power. Cities in Europe are 
gaining considerable power with the aim of improving the quality of the services. Managers and politicians 
are now aware of the importance of integrating local demand and the bringing of the responsibility tasks 
as closer as possible to the body in charge of the service to improve final conditions. Urban managers’ 
stress by the citizens’ response on votes will endeavor to improve population satisfaction (Slack 2009). 
Power devolution processes from centralized to small administrative bodies result in the improvement 
of government responsibility and efficiency in the provision of the services (Bank 2000; Dillinger & Yusuf 
2000). Likewise, the recognition on the limitation of the resources and the requirement of the sustainability 
of the services provided is driving urban managers to support the increase in population density, a spa-
tial urban concentration in opposition to previous sprawl trends (Slack 2009). The decision of where to 
allocate the scarce financial resources emerges key on decision making (Bahl & Johannes 1992) and the 
success of people satisfaction. Ports, due their privilege location in the urban cores and their condition of 
public areas are frequently considered well suited to accommodate urban demand. 

The port authority structure

A Port Authority is a Public Landowner Institution which facilitates and is responsible for the infrastructure 
provision and the maritime services (Rodrigue 2009; Van der Lugt & De Langen 2007). They were creat-
ed at the beginning of the 21th Century with the aim of ensuring the service and improve the quality of 
the harbour facilities. Anglo-Saxons which have the highest experience on this managerial system have            
inherited from the London Port Authority, the first modern port institution created in 1908. Once it be-
came a template, the organizational structure was adopted by other ports, being the best known the New 
York Port Authority, now the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (Hatteland 2010)44. From initial            
conception, public entities have changed towards a vertical integration of tasks. Thus, while the first PAs 
were on charge of the management but also of the service provision, an increasing market complexity 
have fostered private participation in the delivery of the services, freeing public entities to provide directly 
the service but rather to manage and evaluate the quality of the provision. The goal is pursued integrating 
private entities and procedures within the port authorities is first, to limit the risks associated to the pro-
vision of the service, second, improving efficiency and effectiveness and third, reducing the costs of the 
labor force, which can represent to the 50% of the port estimated expenses (Baird 2000). However, other   
associated benefits of privatization are the earnings obtained from the sales of assets, land included, that 
should not be underestimated. Further, governance changes are essential to bring efficiency and know-

44   www.panynj.gov/
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how. Private participation complement public management weaknesses: outdated practices, obsolete fa-
cilities, excessive port charges, etc.

A variety of Port Authorities systems are described in the literature with basic distinction to level of public 
empowerment, since current trends worldwide are supporting the in crescendo privatization of the sector 
(Palmer 2011). However, nations and governments are skeptical on changing port organizational systems, 
yielding prominence to private managerial models and zealous keeping control of considered key infra-
structures. 

Liu (Liu 1992) recognizes in 1992 four types of port systems classified in base of the public-private inter-
vention within the port ownership-organization (Castillo-Manzano & Asencio-Flores 2012; Rodrigue 2009; 
World Bank 2007) which differ on the tenancy on their main three organizational components: Infrastruc-
ture, which is the land served to operate, mostly the quays and dykes; the Superstructure associated to the 
buildings and equipment necessaries to specific delivery systems, and the Cargo Activities which refers to 
the personal and its coordination (Zinan 1992). As a result, from the pro-public system to the totally privat-
ized it is possible to distinguish between: Service Port, Tool Port, Landlord System and the Corporatized 
Port (Zinan 1992). From the four model, the most extended is the landlord system which is backed by in-
ternational organizations like the OECD45 and the World Bank46 and is also prevailing within the European 
Union with exception of the UK, where is possible to find the cohabitation of the four stated models.

Type of Port
Port 
Components Property

SERVICE PORT
Infrastructure 

Superstructure

Cargo activities 

Public Own

Public Own

Operated by public service servants.

TOOL PORT or 
TRUST PORT

Infrastructure 

Superstructure

Cargo activities

Public Own

Public Own

Private cargo-handling firms provide services.

LANDLORD PORT Infrastructure 

Superstructure

Cargo activities

Public Own

Port Operations carried-out by private operators pro-
viding buildings and equipment.

PRIVATE PORT or COOR-
PORATIZED PORTS

Infrastructure 

Superstructure

Cargo activities

Private Own, Management and Service Provision.

Table 2: Port Classification in base of the privatization level
Source: WB 2007, “Port Reform Toolkit”, Module 3 (World Bank 2007)

45   The OECD assumes the landlord model optimal without exception or option. http://www.oecd.org/regreform/sectors/48837794.pdf 
46   The World Bank despite it considers other port models clearly support the landlord model as the most recomended. http://ppp.worldbank.
org/public-private-partnership/library/port-reform-toolkit-ppiaf-world-bank-2nd-edition
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The landlord system

Today, a big majority of ports are operating in the so called “landlord” model. A model recognized in ex-
pansion that it is being granted in medium and big size ports around the world (Llanto et al. 2005). Char-
acterized by a mixed public-private orientation (World Bank 2007)it is recognized to effectively balance 
society and stakeholders interests (Oganesian 2015). This mix allows to capture private investors’ interest 
through the temporary transfer of few associated land rights but without compromising public entities 
ownership (Baird 2000). Landlord systems structure port management independently from the provision 
of the service, in charge of the tenants. 

Under this model, PAs have as a major source of revenues a combination of fixed and variable rents: prop-
erty based rent and cargo throughput rent. Under an increasing competitive environment, which is also 
fostered by national regulations47 PAs are enhanced to maximize their revenues. Landlord models take 
advantage of the port most valuable asset, the land, and requires PAs to boost its value to succeed (Pigna 
2014). PAs succeed will be according to their ability on facilitating a promoting tenants and port associate 
businesses ability to attract and handle the greater cargo throughput. The most profit they generate, the 
most the PAs will be able to capture from property based variable and fixed rents (Pigna 2014). 

Keeping land control

Landlord system keeps land management under public control while private companies are granted a 
long term lease in exchange for a fix amount per year, function of the surface of the facility and indexed 
to measures of inflation and the cost of the provision of the infrastructure, its maintenance and expansion 
(World Bank 2007; Rodrigue 2009). This model allows managers to free from the direct provision of the 
maritime-port direct services, while keep tasks and specific services but reduced in size: administration, 
nautical management and in some cases port infrastructures (Monfort 2010). Thus, all the support to mar-
itime-port activities is entrusted to specialized companies. In case that the model establishes concessions 
within the port, the tenant is responsible for the activities occurring inside its area, the terminal equipment 
and the quality of the service provided (Rodrigue Slack, B., Notteboom, T. 2012)

Port Authorities drove by market complexity and international competitiveness have been required to 
increase their participation in the logistic chain. Thus, the creation and participation in logistical zones and 
inland ports aims the increment of the cargo added value, at the same time that new freight corridors are 
open to expand the market in the hinterland, reorganizing trading roles and hierarchies (Rodrigue 2010). 
Inside PAs organizational structure changes are also taking place. Power devolution processes lead port 
organizations to undertake changes beyond traditional local borders, expanding its scope to regional 
levels and emerging as a result two new port governance dimensions: Concession (Conventional Port Au-
thority) and Cluster Governance (Expanded Port Authority) (Rodrigue 2009; Rodrigue 2010). Concession 
is characterized by a renting system for a long period of time (normally more than 30 years), during which 
the port authority reduces their role in terminal operations, assuming that the better performance capacity 
is developed by private entities. Cluster Governance is being expanded among port authorities, extend-
ing their leadership capacity. Going beyond their assumed local roles, port authorities increasingly widen 
their influences and domains outside their jurisdiction with the aim to ensure the well-functioning of all the 
logistic chain. The recognition that competition is no longer between countries or regions requires also of 
strong City-Port relationship to ensure PAs results in the competitive global market (Pigna 2014). 

In order to guarantee the well-functioning of the chain and remain competitive in the global market, port 
authorities are enhanced to expand their activities to other ports and inland. As a consequence, port hold-

47   EU regulations impede any state aid to the ports as it is determined in the EC Treaty (Rezenthel 2004).
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ings or (big) terminal operators have emerge reorganizing the global scale of the maritime transport sys-
tem. With origin in their hosting ports (Singapore, Hong Kong, Dubai, etc.), the new port corporations, 
specialized mainly in container trading, operate worldwide controlling the biggest share of the market. 
The result is a segmented market, with few mega ports moving the most of the freight, and second and 
third league ports, associated to the big champions, in charge of the regional freight distribution.  

Conventional Port Authority Expanded Port Authority

LANDLORD Planning and management

Provision of Infrastructures

LANDLORD CLUSTER                      
GOVERNANCE

Strategic/Leadership  
Management 

Sustainable Manage-
ment of Infrastruc-
tures and Growth

Logistical Integration

Service Efficiency

City-Port Integration

REGULATOR Planning Framework

Enforcement of rules and 
regulations

REGULATOR

OPERATOR Handling

Nautical Services (Pilotage, 
towage, mooring)

OPERATOR

TERMINAL 
OPERATORS

Table 3: Port Functions
Source: Adapted from Monfort (Monfort 2010) Port Evolution: Must or Need? 

Organization

Following Oganesian there are 6 key elements on setting successful landlord models (Oganesian 2015):

• Concession agreement: ensuring the optimal use of the land by the port operator.

• Infrastructure investment: ensuring the provision of optimal infrastructures operating with efficiency. 

• Education-Training: Specific skills are required and should be educated to guarantee the quality 
and adequate provision.

• Strategic Aid: Harnessing of knowledge to improve operators’ competitivity.

• Leadership: Trust building for collective negotiation and leader firms’ empowerment.

• Collaboration-Coordination: with inland ports.

Advantages of the landlord model are the dynamism in economic, social and environmental aspects, a 
more dynamic participation in decision making processes and its capacity to facilitate business and con-
sensus among the diversity of stakeholders involved in port activities (Monfort 2010). Other relevant and 
related strongpoints are the maximization of the land resources and its low dependence of government 
budgets (Oblak et al. 2013)unloading or reloading of cargo or passengers takes place They are the start 
and end point in the process of marine transport, and are therefore a key subsystem in the maritime and 
transport system. They are the accelerators of major traffic movement and of the development of many 
economic activities in a country (Zelenika et al., 2011. In the other hand, possible argued disadvantages 
are the duplication of similar activities provided by different operators and the risk of emergence of mo-
nopolies (Oblak et al. 2013)unloading or reloading of cargo or passengers takes place They are the start 
and end point in the process of marine transport, and are therefore a key subsystem in the maritime and 
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transport system. They are the accelerators of major traffic movement and of the development of many 
economic activities in a country (Zelenika et al., 2011. 

Concession or Leasing?

It is considered necessary to clarify the term concession and the use given within the ports. It has been 
observed that these legal arrangements have been extended beyond their initial planned scope, being 
used by the port entities with different aims and objectives from what they were initially designed for. This 
is affecting the real estate ambit of the port which has copied the terminology and the contractual formula 
without taking into consideration the different operational business environment. 

Firstly, according to Kerf (Kerf & Bank. 1998) concession is defined as the right provided to use, for a spe-
cific time, goods or services by a public or private entity to another, normally a private company. Further-
more, among the concessions administered by public entities is common to converge in the objective of 
offering a public service, ensure the provision of the service, due the importance it has for the community. 
Thus, the same authors considered the regulation of natural monopolies, the main concession aim (Kerf & 
Bank. 1998).

The public interest of the port authorities presume the quality control of the service and the provision 
given, despite they do not provide the transport service directly. Likewise, while port are monopolies by 
itself due the limited access to the water under qualified infrastructures and the unified land ownership, 
do not happened the same with the urban waterfronts. Nevertheless, the port decision of developing land 
for different purposes than the commercial-industrial port activities have copied the term concession and 
its contractual formula without considering the different objectives. The recognition of real estate activities 
outside the initial port scope would suggest a review of the term used, it is not the clauses themselves. The 
highest and best use and the maximization of the revenues do not match with a public service objective.

Differently, the land leasing which is defined by Hong and Bourassa (Hong & Bourassa 2004) as the land 
surface right transfer in exchange for an economic equivalent, with all the desired and agreed clauses by 
landlord and tenants, with the only limitation that cannot be perpetual on time (freehold) (Hong & Bouras-
sa 2004)is considered that could fit better with port urban developments. This definition do not restrict the 
maximization of the profit, even if the land ownership is under public control. Consequently it is resolve 
land leasing a more suitable definition for port real estate developments. Under this system the landowner 
rents land development rights in exchange for an economic consideration, being defined the right to use 
and the period of time48. Leasing facilitates the landowner, when a public entity, to control further than the 
urban plans, the uses, activities, entities or tenants making use of the area and obtaining a benefit from 
it. Moreover, the concession would release port tenants within the citizens’ port from the infrastructure 
amortization, indicating the fundamental difference between the two activities developed by the Port Au-
thorities and the different objectives of the land management. 

To sum up, despite ports are considering real estate contractual terms in their urban areas similar to com-
mercial-industrial zones when negotiated the concession agreements, substantial differences suggest the 
revision of the setting of the clauses. The principal consideration is the objective defined for the land 
use. While maritime transport can be considered a public service, real estate developments are not. Ports 
would be setting leasings taking advantage of their monopolistic condition. Landowner and the planner, 
port have considerable power to define uses and urban parameters and, in consequence control land 
prizes. Moreover and different from other public entities the ports under corporatized systems are behind 
the highest and best use.

48   In the Spanish Port System, the today’s maximum extension is of 35 years.
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Demand for coastal locations

Recognized by Hoyle as an inevitable world phenomenon (Hoyle 1989), modern waterfront redevelop-
ments were firstly developed in Baltimore, U.S., with the encouragement of a smart real estate promoter. 
The American visionary J. Rouse had regenerated and open in 1976 an old market place in collaboration 
with Ben Thompson, former dean of the Graduate School of Design at Harvard years before with great 
success (Bloom 2004). Years later, in Baltimore, the old port was the opportunity to widen the Boston 
Marketplace succeed. Despite Rouse plan was not the first on fostering the waterfront development in 
Baltimore, it was the only with the required encouragement to assume the associated risk of the operation 
(Bloom 2004). Not without popular opposition the entertainment experience opened in 1980 making use 
of only 1/10th of the total surface of the area. In 1983 the international boom of the Market had drove 4000 
representatives from 87 cities to visit the waterfront, eager to learn from Baltimore (Porfyriou 2016). 

Later, the model was quickly exported to Europe with similar characteristics, recreating the Rouse atmo-
sphere in locations where was firstly boosted. Early versions tended to copy the model without paying 
attention to local characteristics on the implementation. In Spain the model was introduced in Barcelona 
copying not only the Rouse Festival Marketplace but the whole complex developed around which includ-
ed an aquarium. In 1986, the Port of Barcelona agreed on initiating the redevelopment adventure. In 1995 
the Maremagnum Shopping Center was opened and soon other port authorities within the Spanish port 
system followed the path and similar experiences like the Panoramis in Alicante and the Muelle in Las Pal-
mas de Gran Canaria (Moreno Grindlay 2008). 

Those processes took advantage of the abandonment of the port waterfronts occurred in the 70’s and 80’s 
which provided available and well-located land and matched with the popular demand for accessing the 
water. This synchronism was essential to plan and organize spatially the new urban areas by mixing private 
and public interest (Busquets 2001). From this ages are also important waterfront developments as the 
London docklands or the Rotterdam Koop Van Zuid. But nevertheless the successive attempts to create a 
European model for socio-economic and spatial organization in the new claimed urban space no model is 
still envisioned (Busquets 2001). Further, from the port authorities’ side, an internal discussion is still open: 
whether or not port management has to diversify its activities and expand the urban activities.  Critic voic-
es considered activities, like real estate, out of the port authorities scope despite the foreseen economic 
interest. Further, European regulations ban housing developments within port domains and limit uses and 
activities in port proximities arguing safety reasons. 

2.1.2. City-port regulatory framework

Disconnected administrative environments

With few exceptions, ports are independent organizations, administered with independence of their hosting 
cities. Van Hooydonk recognizes the ports unpopularity and the emergence of a new step in the Bird’s model, 
which is the total separation of city and port, exiled by society (Van-Hooydonk 2009). Further, in many countries 
port authorities have been strongly associated to central government control, rather than municipal participa-
tion. This is considered by Hall the third dimension in the city-port disconnection, the institutionalized control 
by upper government levels, following national or global interests instead of local concern (Hall et al. 2010)49 

. Goods are transported to location further inland or come to the ports from distant production centers 

49   Hall set three disconnection level in the city-port landscape: physical infrastructures, port economies and institutional arrangements (Hall 
et al. 2010).
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contributing to separate local and port interests.  At this respect, a current institutional handicap is to solve 
the mismatch between the increasing geographical scale of ports and their associated hinterlands and 
the limitations on the scale of government plans. Port managers and administrations struggle on ensuring 
local support for new developments due the loss in the local economic association between city and port 
(Hall et al. 2010). While earnings are increasingly more disperse in the territory, social costs in form of neg-
ative externalities are locally concentrated in port locations (McCalla 1999). Traffic congestion, pollution, 
competition for access to the waterfront are among the causes of port population support. The result is 
the loss of the most of the allies for port specific expansion plans which affects the port continuity through 
adding risks to port operators and terminals (Hall et al. 2010). 

Further, from the traditional administrative levels: local, regional and central administration, a new level 
is added when the EU is considered. Ports within the European Union are required to follow transport 
and environmental directives, which however integrated and pursued by the different national legislation, 
add extra uncertainty and administrative work to the already oversaturated port system. This is not only 
burdensome but is also cause of delaying in planning and port developments. Further, Tom Daamen and 
Isabelle Vries argue in a recent paper the high influence of the set regulatory framework within the city-
port landscape which  cut down the chance for the emergence of new spatial models, expected catalyzers 
of a desired city-port sustainability (Daamen & Vries 2012).

With regard to politics, Castillo-Manzano associates political coincidence among the different administra-
tions in Spain with higher investments in port infrastructures, while different political wings in the admin-
istrative levels delay port projects and related developments  (Castillo-Manzano & Fageda 2012). Since 
ports are recognized an administrative complex environment, coincidence seem problematic, not only 
between political and administrative levels but also between the vast number of stakeholders involved, 
which can difficult and extend plans by extending the negotiations time for agreement. 

In Spain, Triay recognizes also the limitations in the urban planning arguing the lack of coordination be-
tween pot and urban systems and requiring port participation on municipal planning as well as the society 
and their representatives administrations in the port planning (Triay 2007). Ports and cities are required to 
work together on planning their future independent of the legal instruments, from the beginning of the 
process and encouraging transparency and inter-administrative dialogue (Triay 2008; Triay 2007). 

Reestablishing interaction between urban and port economy is considered necessary to generate a more 
innovative context (Thierstein & Wiese 2012). Port Authorities and operators should be involve in urban 
planning policy a niche where to unexpectedly find new investment opportunities in facilities associated 
to urban centres (Van-Hooydonk 2009). Cases are founded in international literature, referring to attempts 
to reorganize port administrative structure, relink ports to their hosting cities and improve port operative 
efficiency through gaining independence. In this regards, Singapore concentrates power with the aim 
of improving the port efficiency. In this particular case, the reduced size of the state contributed on the 
integration of three different administrations: National Maritime Board, the Port of Singapore Authority 
and the Marine Department into a single organization responsible of the Port organization, the MPA (Culli-
nane et al. 2006). Similarly, North European ports like Rotterdam, Amsterdam or Hamburg are strongly 
participated by municipal administrations to foster the cohabitation of interests and prevent port and city 
disconnection. Formulas are different from port to port. In the case of Amsterdam, the port is owned by the 
municipality. And the Port of Hamburg and Rotterdam are participated in a local-central state association 
or through sharing the control of the corporation. Arrangements like the Rotterdam Corporation provide 
further political independence to Port Authorities which do not see their operations interfering. 

The European context

European  ports  have  growth  in  surface  backed  by  the  global   increment in consumption.  In Spain,  the Stra-
tegic Plans on Infrastructures and Transport (PEIT) support the ports expansion by growth forecasts of 75% between 
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2005 and 2020 (Ministerio de Fomento 2005). Under this process of continue expansion, the Bird Anyport Model50 

remained solid, with a continue provision of land for industrial and logistic purposes. Howev-
er, more restrictive environmental regulations in Europe like the Birds and Habitat Directives51 

 have drove to an immobilization of the port enlargement process and the port land conversion toward ur-
ban activities (Wiegmans & Louw 2011). The fact that land conversions (to urban activities) are considered 
by Charlier (Charlier 1992) a non-return process that can determines the future of the port, requiring an 
exhaust ex ante evaluation by port authorities (Charlier 1992). The added risk associated to the land provi-
sion availability is a key factor that could be affecting port policies for land conversion.  

Ports and linked infrastructures have been soundly disrupted by environmental European Regulations. The 
Maasvlakte 2 is a well-known case that contributed to market the significance of the Directives. Extra cost, 
delays in construction and the cancelation of specific developments are among the soundest consequenc-
es. The strict of the regulation send out the message that the economic development is conditioned by the 
environmental protection (Van-Hooydonk 2006) adding uncertainty to the developers and port managers. 
Consequently the continuous expansion detected by the Bird’s Anyport model have to be reviewed and 
adapted to accommodate the system to new trends including the renewal of city-port links in the interface 
(Hoyle 2000) and new cohabitation formulas that shows the city-port interface as a continuum (Norcliffe et 
al. 1996). Further, Norcliffe points towards other relevant changes in the city port relationship associated 
to new consumption patterns and supporting the total separation of big ports and big cities: the shift from 
production to consumption in the port waterfronts and the shift in the way influences take place, assuming 
the stronger weight cities have over port entities today (Norcliffe et al. 1996)

Environmental regulations and constraints

An infinite growth is recognized impossible and contraposition emerges between economy and the envi-
ronment (Juknys et al. 2014). A World Conservation Strategy stresses the conservation cannot be achieved 
without development and includes both the protection and the rational use of natural resources (Interna-
tional Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources et al. 1980).

Environmental awareness have toughened the conditions under ports can operate and enlarge their do-
mains (Rezenthel 2004; Lemaire 2007), hampering future land conversion processes towards urban uses. 
Public Environmental Awareness generates the social rejection for port expansions without in many cases 
counterbalance the economic relevance and importance of the port infrastructures. Moreover, reflect of 
the different social points of view, in the European administrative landscape is a conflict between transport 
policies, encouraging growth to cope the increasing demand, and environmental laws (Van-Hooydonk 
2006). This conflict Growth/Development presented has two main causes: first the scarcity of land for both 
the natural habitats and potential waterways and port development areas, and second, the ambiguity of 
the Birds, Habitats and Water framework directives. The same causes that makes the Environmental Direc-
tives to conflict transport related policies and laws, particularly with relation to the provision of waterway 
infrastructures and port facilities. However, conscious of the difficulties emerging, the European Commis-
sion Treaty is already demanding for the integration of the environmental requirements into the transport 
policies. The facto, transport policies are determined by the environmental policy framework which should 
avoid post-conflicts.

But despite, the efforts, it is worth notice that the most of the law disputes cases related to EU Birds and 

50   The Bird Model interprets the continuous enlargement of ports in response of the maritime technical improvement in vessels and logistics. 
This continuous foreland port expansion drives to the city-port division. The reason is the port interest in operative areas adequate to new vessel 
requirements: water deepness, widener logistic surfaces and larger operative docks.
51  The Birds and Habitat Directives (European Commission et al. 2014) are also complemented with specific guidance documents with respect 
to The implementation of the Birds and Habitats Directives in estuaries and coastal zones, which restrict the enlargement of maritime infrastruc-
tures (European Commission 2011).
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Habitats Directives are related to waterways and ports issues. The complications emerged from relevant 
European projects as the Maasvlakte in Rotterdam have highlighted the importance of the EU directives 
application, which could drive to severe delays or the revocation of the project. The strict of the regula-
tions shows that the economic development is not considered relevant when the environment protection 
is in debate (Van-Hooydonk 2006). Legal uncertainty is influencing  the development of port projects and 
infrastructures despite they are well prepared by public authorities and previously publicly supported by 
the EU Commission, as it was the case of Maasvlakte 2  (Van-Hooydonk 2006). Moreover, the different per-
ception on applying the Bird and Habitat Directives at the competent national courts generate the risk of 
a different interpretation among the EU members, distorting the competition within the port community. 
Likewise, nevertheless the interest of the EU Commission for a higher integration of environmental protec-
tion and waterway and port policies, an acceptable degree of legal certainty has been not ensured. How-
ever, it is recognized the EU Commission contribution on leading to a higher environmental awareness of 
the maritime policies, and also from the conservationist-environmentalist community, the recognizance of 
the economic importance of ports and waterways. Further, recent studies disassociate the direct assumed 
connection between development and environment stress by describing a more efficient use of natural 
resources in Europe in the period 2000-2007 (Juknys et al. 2014)financial and technological support stim-
ulated rapid convergence and decreased the socio-economic differences between the old (EU15.

To briefly sum up the content, the consideration of Habitat Directives over protection zones, diminish the 
relevance of the international and national transport policies leaving them in second place. Likewise, de-
spite the effort for environmental directives integration into transport policies, they are still cause of conflict 
between developmentalist and conservationist.

2.2.  Market context

Since corporatization has taken place in the port administrative landscape, it is expected that Port author-
ities will search for business expansion and new enterprise opportunities. Enlargement of the operations 
and diversification towards more profitable uses could contribute in the provision of better maritime ser-
vices and infrastructures. But, nevertheless the incursion in Real Estate development (Giovinazzi 2010) and 
the higher rents obtained from new urban related activities (de Langen 2006), the land conversion has 
stopped. 

2.2.1. Land Market in the urban context

Planning systems are responsible of regulating the land and setting the available amount in the market. 
Despite the David Ricardo (Ricardo 1817) assumption that the land price was based on the activity de-
veloped and the price of it (taking as reference agricultural uses and prices), the planning modifications: 
increasing or diminishing the land supply affect the final price set in the market (Evans 2004).

Likewise, considering the land supply a fixed amount and the Ricardian rent theory of the fix price which is 
based on the activity supported; the land rent should be fixed exclusively by demand (Evans 2004). How-
ever, introduction of market restrictions through planning alter the theoretical statements.  Spatial plans 
affect the supply curve by setting the uses allowed, the maximum high permitted, the plot occupation rate, 
etc. Thus, despite the demand remains stable, prices would be altered by the introduction of restrictions 
in the developments. Further, Evans (Evans 2004) introduce another relevant consideration in the setting 
of the land price giving support to the neoclassical land theory and the land production capacity: increase 
in the demand drive to increase in the product price and therefore and increase in the price of the land 
which is supporting the production. 
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The provision of land is a key instrument to regulate land prices. Public institutions are able to modify the 
curve of the offer by increasing the available urban surface or by increasing densities. Land urban policies 
differ from country to country and even from city to city, resulting in different urban shapes (Lehnerer et 
al. 2009). Pro-economic liberalism countries like Chile have implemented policies on support of land lib-
eralization. The increase on the land supply have resulted in lower land prizes which has been supported 
a pro-poor policy which has avoided the emergence of informal housing and have provided a house with 
a paved road for the most disadvantaged population (Smolka M. 2010)52. An opposite example in land 
management are the strict South Korean policies, focused on the control of urban sprawl through the 
restriction of land supply. The setting of the Green Belt in Seoul resulted in the purported rise of housing 
and land prices (Bengston & Yeo-chang 2005).

City-Ports are frequently presenting expansion problems. The coast border, their main added value, is 
also a growth constrainer which difficult urban and port developments. The scarcity of land resources is 
challenging when water limits the available offer. Competition boost less productive activities to move out-
wards from urban centers. In this scenario, while ports original infrastructures kept in their original location, 
their domains and associated industries tend to progressively move to the city outskirts. The fixity of port 
infrastructures contrast with the increasing flow of capital driving maritime companies to move inland, only 
limited by their requirement of connection to the sea port terminal (Hall et al. 2010). Port infrastructures 
are recognized difficult to be substitute, not only by the cost of the provision but also due the added value 
associated to their specific location: transport infrastructures connections, urban closeness and demand, 
etc (Hall et al. 2010). 

Further, urban and port landscapes, despite their physical proximity, work under different land markets, 
consequence of the restrictions stated by public administrations in defense of maritime operations and 
recognizing urban activities in a position of (market) power (Norcliffe et al. 1996). Land earnings are thus 
associated to the different uses allowed at both sides of the port borders. This fixation of asymmetric land 
rents is integrated in the city-port jurisprudence which recommends the protection of the maritime activi-
ties through special port plans. Government interventionism through regulating land prices is supported 
with the objective to protect less profitable activities (Brueckner 2009) and guarantee maritime companies 
to stay. In the other hand is obvious the interest of new activities to take advantage of well-located areas 
highly demanded by urban population (Bloom 2004).

Further, urban planning and rules have not only the power to influence in real estate market prices but also 
the strength to configure the physical environment (Lehnerer et al. 2009). FAR, green belts, maximum high, 
etc. drive market prices but set also the image of the city. Paris and Barcelona, among the densest cities in 
Europe are testing formulas to increment high in specific sub-centres. La Defense or Diagonal Mar break 
with the Unitarian image of the cities with the aim of giving response to an increasing urban demand. The 
handicap is on testing how the increment on the land supply supported by more flexible urban rules is 
impacting in the real estate supply in the market.

Administrative differences along the port border drive to environments with clear differences on their land 
and real estate values according to the activities allowed. Land prices in ports are assumed to be regulat-
ed and fixed, even subsidized, while urban environments are mostly market driven, notwithstanding rules 
configuring the urban shape and attempt to balance market imperfections. In any case, differences at both 
sides of the port administrative line are clear in terms of land and real estate market. Likewise, PAs, emerge 
as privilege land owners, able to offer the land to urban related activities; vast and well located extensions of 
land under a different than conventional freehold tenure systems in Europe53.

52   Also, problems emerge associated to land liberal policies in Chile: urban sprawl, segregation of poorest population, a continue increase in 
land prices, etc (Smolka M. 2000). 
53  Despite northern European Countries like UK and Netherlands have long tradition on land leasing, western countries were the developers 
of the concept of private land ownership.
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The highest and best use

A Highest and Best Use Real Estate Market common definition is the reasonably probable and legal use of 
vacant land or an improved property that is physically possible, legally permissible, appropriately suppor-
ted, financially feasible, and that results in the highest value (Rabianski 2007, p.39) This is by considering 
the existing market demand, the use that reports the highest profit while meeting existing regulations. 

Within the urban context, the highest and best use is highly linked to regulations, which have the power 
to restrict uses, maximum surfaces, etc, but also to the demand which differ from city to city and even 
from district to district. Likewise, the changing demand makes the real estate market dynamic. The today’s 
highest and best use will be different than the highest and best use of 20 years past.  In Barcelona, the 
effects of the financial crisis with the consequent loss in internal demand and the increment in the number 
of tourist visiting the city have risen the demand for hotel developments. However, despite the demand 
continue growing54, political measures have been taken to cut the constant opening of hotels in the city55. 
The expected consequences are an increment in the real estate hotel market. 

In waterfronts, after the experience backed by J. Rouse in Baltimore and its sound success, the model was 
defined as the highest and best possible use within port domains. Multitude of shopping centers opened 
in city-ports worldwide. A trend matching with the shift that changed waterfronts from a model based on 
production to other based in consumption  that give answer to the increasing leisure demand  from new 
generations (Norcliffe et al. 1996), the decreasing benefits of port activities (César Ducruet 2011) and the 
increasing pressure for alternative uses (Daamen 2007) that could be moving PA’s to real estate develop-
ments (de Langen 2006). 

In opposition, emerged the consideration of the port indirect benefits for the society as a whole that intro-
duce instruments to control land prizes (regulations and taxations) and thus guarantee port trading, the 
main port purpose (Heaver & Tretheway 2002). 

Recognized the ports main object is the facilitation of the maritime transport services to promote associ-
ated industrial and commercial activity and therefore induce wealth in the region. The port land should be 
assigned with the aim of guaranteed the best possible service. To have diversity of uses and provide and 
efficient service are among the supported criteria setting the uses of the land. However, under corporati-
zation systems port authorities shall endeavour in tackling goods with the maximum possible value added. 
Ports, converted in financial independent entities have their main funding sources in land associated taxes 
which increase in relation to the hosting companies results. The highest the freight value, the highest the 
value captured, which goes back to the discussion of where to set the limit on port authorities commitment 
as profit organizations. 

Waterfront locations, price setting and trends

Coastal cities are attracting enormous people rates. They concentrate globally, the 23 % of the population 
in a frindge of no more than 100km wide (Small & Nicholls 2003)and hence consider the potential expo-
sure of these populations to coastal hazards. In this paper, we combine the updated Gridded Population of 
the World (GPW2. In Spain the 44% of the population live in coastal locations, in only the 7% of the national 
surface, resulting in densities 4 times the average of the country (Granados 2008). Waterfronts coastal 

54  The number of tourist visiting Barcelona do not stop growing with a ratio of 22% increment between 2009 and 2013 (Uroz Felices et al. 2013)
55   Plan Especial Urbanístico de Alojamientos Turísticos (PEUAT)
http://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/ecologiaurbana/es/con-quien-lo-hacemos/participacion-ciudadana/alojamientos-turisticos
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developments are recognized a real estate added value (PA Consulting Group et al. 2009). Moreover, the 
raise of tourism as a product of massive consumption and the appetite for leisure activities associated 
to sun and beach have also push real estate demand for seaside locations. In recent times, the access to 
cheap credit and the ease of international transport have fuelled North Europeans demand for coastal 
locations in South European countries. Phenomenon that has contributed to recent real estate booms in 
Spain, Greece or Italy and the crash of 2008.

Real estate market recognizes views as an associated added value of the property. The composite effect of 
water quality, proximity and view counts up to a 60% increment in price for seaside properties (Kauko et al. 
2003) The presence of water is associated with positive quantifiable effects but also to intangible aspects 
related to the landscape or the sea views observed from the property’s window (Kauko et al. 2003). In cities 
like Barcelona, a penthouse have price increments of even the 30% respect to a standard apartment of 
the same dimension in the same area. Similarly, in coastal locations, along the Mediterranean the market 
recognizes with an increase in the price properties next and with views to the water. Thus, the hotel market 
recognizes with a 10% increase the value of the rooms with view over the Mediterranean Sea independent-
ly of the country assessed (Fleischer 2012). But independently of the real estate sector assessed, the sce-
nario after the 2008 financial crisis at an European scale was the move of the investors to the North of the 
continent in behalf of higher rates of return  (Jhon Lang LaSalle 2011) and sectors that left behind housing 
development to concentrated in offices and retail (Scott & Forbes 2012) and warehousing, providing in 
2012 the biggest rates of return (Jhon Lang LaSalle 2011).

Leasing tenure system and urban market demand

Initially conceived in roman times to facilitate housing access, land leasing emerged again in Europe after 
world wars in a scenario of real estate crisis which facilitates its rapid expansion (Espilez 2009). Recognized 
advantages are the easing to housing access, by reducing the initial investment cost (Hong & Bourassa 
2004), and the stimulation of mobility, since the households have not any financial limitations impeding or 
hindering the relocation from one house to another (Borgia & Delgado 2009). Likewise, the concentration 
of the ownership, facilitates management and decision making which should provide a faster response to 
market shifts and socio-cultural trends. But probably what leasehold does better is on capturing the land 
value added resulting from public investments (Hong & Bourassa 2004), key to guarantee the sustainability 
of the system and improve the quality of the infrastructures and services provided.

From the EU countries Spain is situated in the first place of housing private property rates with 85% of the 
total land in freehold, considerably different to the rest of EU-15 members, many of them actively involved 
in housing policies that promote renting systems with the aim of modifying rates towards more balance 
figures (Borgia & Delgado 2009)56. 

2.2.2. Land market in the port context

Business ecosystem approach

According to Van der Lugt , the privileged central position of the ports within the logistic chain brings them 
the role and responsibility to facilitate wealth in the business ecosystem (Van der Lugt et al. 2009). 

56   Three countries have private property rates below 55%: Germany 42%, Netherlands 52% and Austria 55%, all of them with ratios for housing 
rents above 35%.
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Differently to previous specialization periods in port trading, and contrary to Gilb predictions (Gilb 1992), 
European ports have not specialized the range of services offered. Opposite, the provision of services 
and activities are increasingly heterogeneous and relevant fostering port managers decisions towards 
regional interest (microeconomics) instead of previous national (macroeconomics) interests (Montero 
2007). Market demand for more professional and efficient services led port authorities towards a wid-
er control of the logistic network necessary to guarantee the well-functioning of the connections and 
the delivery of freight on time (Rodrigue 2010). Further, the demand for more efficient and dynamic 
services push managers to increase the range of activities they develop and coordinate, fostering port 
and hinterland interconnections (Palmer 2011; Haugstetter & Cahoon 2010). Thereby, beyond their tra-
ditional landlord function and their short initial objective of maximizing land rents, port authorities are 
expanding their range of action to participate of the private sector operations and market scene (Van 
der Lugt & De Langen 2007). As an example, the Port of Rotterdam, the biggest European port, is back-
ing the private sector since year 1990, developing external consultancy services for maritime associ-
ated industries which contributes to reduce the business risks, and participating of the distriparks57 
 to improve and guarantee their performance. The Dutch Port actively contributes to the market diversi-
fication at the same time that conducts commercial activities with the aim of guaranteeing the provision 
of services demanded by their tenants building a more competitive environment. The Port of Rotterdam 
Authority expand its range of activities in behalf of the improvement of the quality of the service which 
requires for higher mixtures of activities and uses (Vries 2009)58. A holistic role that integrates current Euro-
pean economic trends in support of economies of variety rather than previous economies of scale. 

The introduction of new commercial activities beyond the scope of traditional maritime-industrial port 
functions drive to define two categories of tasks: home related activities, associated to maritime trade 
transport; non-home port related activities, considered that are not affecting the performance of the port. 
Examples of activities within the category of non-port related activities are the real estate business, sup-
ported widely by the Port of Rotterdam Authority but also for the majority of the U.S. ports backed by the 
first experiences of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) with a long tradition in pro-
viding activities and infrastructures further from their main and first maritime aim59. Almost 100 years from 
the first tunnels and bridges participated by the PANYNJ, the Port Authority have not stop its expansion 
backed by a good reputation as an efficient legal an administrative body.

Nevertheless, the port diversification of activities is not equally backed by all port systems, considering that 
it goes far from the facility original aim. Thus, despite increasing market orientation and corporatization 
trends, Port Authorities considered prevailing foundations support their primary role of regional wealth 
provider (Van der Lugt & De Langen 2007). Aspect that would be constraining port authorities from a more 
active participation outside their natural borders. As a consequence, despite their proved management 
capacity, port authorities bound their range of activities to an agreement between profit maximization and 
regional interest; an arrangement to be cost efficient and effective without disregarding turnovers.

But, nevertheless market constrains or administrative concerns, competitive market environments re-
quires of the port authorities signification as key and central actors in the logistic chains. This drives 
PAs towards towards an increasing participative role as elements in the “value-driven chain system”60 

(Robinson 2002, p.1) and the emergence of the “smart port authority”61, an attempt to balance corporative, 

57  The Distriparks are logistic platforms which link the port and its hinterlands. They are agglomeration of port related companies engaged in 
similar activities.
58  The Port of Rotterdam Authority participates on real estate developments, traffic management, pipeline infrastructures, CO2 network cons-
truction and maintenance, etc. 
59  Founded in 1921, the PANYNJ decade of 1920-1930 was characterized by the port authority extended responsibility through the develop-
ment of bridges and tunnels which are the link now between the two states (Rodrigue 2012).
60   According to Robinson (Robinson 2002) a value-driven chain system in the port environment is one which is serving shippers and other 
service providers, is selecting customers in base on the value they generate, and is aimed to capture value for the community chain further than 
the port organization self-profit.
61  A Smart Port Authority is defined by Haugstetter and Cahoon (Haugstetter & Cahoon 2010) as a public-private partnership manager with the 
responsibility of encouraging innovation and sharing the benefits with key stakeholders in the cluster.
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commercial and port interest (Haugstetter & Cahoon 2010). This privilege central perspective is moreover, 
providing port authorities important learning opportunities, resulting strategic for innovation and also fun-
damental to adjust risks that could threat economic sustainability. 

Summing up, the business ecosystems theory supports the central role of the PAs in the logistic value chain 
essential to facilitate the creation of value by the stakeholders participating of the port community with the 
final aim of achieving the sustainability of the system beyond particular interests (Van der Lugt et al. 2009). 

Ports, logistic land monopolies

Ports are recognized to make use of captive markets, which can contribute as a platform to grow in first port 
development stages, when initial comparative advantages act as capacity builders in economies of scale 
necessary to later expand in international markets (United Nations - Trade and Development Board 2013). 
However, it is also recognized the existence of captive traffics in which ports keep a quasi-monopolistic po-
sition in developed countries (Heaver 1995). In captive markets, commodities are tied to a single user-pro-
ducer, primarily due the proximity of the production or extraction of the resource traded (Martin Associates 
2013). Those commodities are typically considered non-dynamic, which difficult the introduction of com-
petition within the port system. Among the most captive uses are traditional liquid and dry bulk products 
like mineral oil, iron & ore, etc. The crude oil is considered the most captive cargo with a high dependency 
of sea side access to operate.  Commodities, all, that present strong physical-geographical dependency 
from the area where are manufactured which difficult the introduction of other port operator in the com-
petition, especially by considerations of economies of scale and favorable logistics already in place. Other 
General Cargo is established by Zondag (Zondag et al. 2010) in the middle of the range, based on the 
survey realized to the ports of Rotterdam, Antwerp, Bremen and Hamburg, which is consistent with the 
commodity diversity that generates a vast captivity range. Agribulk, Container and Roll-On Roll-Off cargos 
are the ones considered less captive uses. In particular, container transport is characterized by being a low 
captive type of cargo (Zondag et al. 2010). Different than other commodities, the competitivity of this par-
ticular market aims operators to protect at the same time that enlarge their captive hinterland extending 
the run to ports that sometimes are out of the region and emerges more intense the central to the global 
system (Notteboom & Yap 2012).

Similarly, captive activities tend to stay longer within the port physical boundaries and are reluctant to 
change their locations. Those activities tend to have higher associated initial investment costs: tanks, silos, 
specific cranes, etc. becoming untenable location changes even within the same port where they operate. 
As a result first location of captive uses within the port remain in the same position time after, despite the 
port enlargements or movements. 

From port managers’ point of view, captive activities represent a higher stability in the earnings since it 
is less likely their move to other locations. Under this perspective it could be expected certain interest to 
capture activities with strong roots in the territory. Under landlord models, the cost of superstructure im-
provements is assumed by the operator, which in the case of the oil or energy industry implies enormous 
initial investments. Thus, this activities will tend to compliance with the contract and the time there stated, 
to ensure that they have enough time to get the money invested back. Furthermore, PA’s see captive uses 
to guarantee in one hand, long time port economic resources, which minimize annual operational risks; 
and, in the other hand the increase in the money captured, since those activities needed of high initial in-
frastructure investments to operate have to invoice in a similar proportion, which is expected to generate 
also high revenues to the port through taxes.
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Ports are recognized monopolistic environments despite inter-port competition62. Companies with interest 
on operating in a specific port have to comply with stated land prices, reducing their options to competi-
tion to other ports but not within the same PA (Van der Lugt et al. 2009). This singularity of being the exclu-
sive land provider with water access for companies in the maritime sector, has to be taken into consider-
ation on the provision of land to the less productive companies in the system. Despite they would not have 
the best competitive results from the direct value created or delivered, they could result essential for the 
well-functioning of the port community. Thus, lower land prices or tax exceptions are among the favorable 
considerations that should be taking into account. 

Land use intensification in the city-port interface

To avoid wrong interpretations land use intensification is defined as the increase of the activities devel-
oped in a certain area of land (inputs increase) with the objective to achieve a higher profit or a production 
increase (output increase) (CNRIT 2011). Similarly, Vance (Vance 2011) defined the term as the more effi-
cient use of the land resources. 

In the port landscape where extensive surfaces were required to operate consequence of technical im-
provements, market growth and economies of scale, are in search of formulas fostering the maximization 
of space, key to remain competitive in the market.  Dry bulk products are progressively storage in silos, 
containers challenge is to being move faster and storage in higher piles, liquid bulks are storage in big-
ger and taller tanks. Technical improvements facilitate the land intensification within the port landscape 
and the enhancement of the operational financial results benefited from the reduction of marginal costs 
through the use of less surface by unit of production.  

In the other hand, to face increasing limitations to port growth and the limited supply of operative land 
in current city-port locations, authors support different strategies. In one hand, Rodrigue (Rodrigue 2010) 
considers off shoring an opportunity to improve productivity by the reduction of the input costs. Less pro-
ductive activities can be host and participate of the logistic chain. However, in this model, there is the risk 
that participants in the supply chain will not internalize added value functions associated to intermodality 
and will keep as box movers not taking the opportunity of developing transport associated services. Like-
wise, displace activities from their original locations have the risk of breaking existing linkages between 
companies, which could influence in the future interaction with the thus distant urban agglomerations. 
Contrary to Rodrigue, Wiegmans and Louw (Wiegmans & Louw 2011) support the development of new 
spatial policies to fight the limited supply of land. Firstly, it is sustained the redevelopment of currently un-
derutilized business sites in the city-port interface to foster activity. Secondly, the intensification of the land 
use through increasing the building height and connections within docks further than canceling existing 
docks to facilitate new activities. Third, increasing rents and adding conditions to the land leases, which can 
be linked to results and intensity of the land use. 

Further, containerization can be also considered an intensification of the port land use. It is supported that 
it represent a more efficient use of the land since it is recognized the freight with the highest added value 
(Castillo-Manzano & Fageda 2011). Two main characteristics characterized: concentration and expansion 
(Rodrigue 2010). By concentration is understood the importance given to economies of scale (agglomer-
ation) on the reduction of operational costs, being the size and the growth of the operator fundamental 
factors. By expansion is understood the required partnerships and interconnections with regional entities 
to ensure the provision of the freight service. Therefore, it is crucial to operate in the logistic chain: region, 
inland ports and corridors to improve efficiency and rich the requirements of growing traffic levels. In one 

62  Despite differences in the land rent among the European ports, there is an average price within each PA: Rotterdam 6€/m2, Barcelona 13€/
m2, Valencia 7€/m2, Tarragona 6€/m2 (monthly rents in 2012).  Prices are also observed below free market for industrial-logistic activities, which 
would support favorable economic conditions.
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hand containerization is required of bigger areas and increasing number of boxes moved, in the other 
hand it requires of strong logistic linkages inland. Logistic zones or Freight distribution clusters (FDC), take 
advantage of the benefits offered by economies of scale and agglomeration to reduce their operational 
costs by setting their location next to container operators (Rodrigue 2010). Enormous space consumers 
and highly sensitive to land availability and cost, FDC, have the current higher value within the ports land-
scape, stressing managers to ensure adequate land supply. 

In short, containerization trend and the concentration of logistic operators, consequence of a high com-
petitive environment, demand for more rational usage of the land sources. Closeness and concentration 
are tools that take advantage of economies of scale to reduce unnecessary expenditures.

Port tenure system: tool to improve business performance

Landlord port tenure system is based on the leasing land tenure system. The supported advantages of 
unifying public and private interest also represents the emergence of two open questions. The first is if 
under the above commented business ecosystem approach and the importance given to the network, PAs 
should full recover the value generated? The second questions is whether to distort the fixation of prices 
within port areas? In an attempt to provide appropriated answer, particularities of the port leasing system 
will be described with attention to the leading policies in Europe.

Port land leasing system charge tenants an annual rent for the land that is occupied unless the PA states 
something different and in many cases does not require any initial lump sum payment. Financially, the leas-
ing tenure system presents certain advantages on yearly balance sheets and operational costs if compared 
with freehold systems. This is limiting the investment risk and credit necessary shrinking thus the initial 
capitalization cost (Espilez 2009). For the PAs advantages are flexibility on controlling land prices and the 
capacity to rescind the contracts previously agreed with tenants.

Considering the scarcity of land and the central management role of the PAs in the added value chain, land 
control is fundamental to facilitate the participation of companies considered of added value to the port 
system. Fixation of land rents bring the PAs this possibility by the setting of pricing differentials based on the 
companies’ production capacity, type of industry, environmental sustainable criteria, etc. This is driving to 
the question of whether to reward competitivity. In one hand, companies considered efficient and strategi-
cally important within the system are seduced with strong incentives in recognition of his high performance63 

with the purpose of being used as baits (World Bank 2007), in the other hand, low productivity companies 
are also privileged with advantageous rents, due their key consideration in the performance of the whole 
business community. 

With relation to the breach of contracts, it is considered that it can contribute to enhance the added value 
within the port system by removing the less competitive companies. This requires of trusted capacity with-
in the PA, which is associated to the size of the corporation. The Port of Rotterdam Authority, actively evalu-
ate the performance of the tenants within the port network, advancing contractual ends when expectations 
or initial requirements are not satisfied, even if an economic compensation is required.

Market trends in maritime transport 

Maritime transport is understood as a combination of maritime shipping and the ports under the influence 
of changing economic, institutional, regulatory and operational setting (Notteboom et al. 2014). Strategi-

63   Reebok, locate in the Maasvlakte Dock in Rotterdam received incentives in compensation for its results.
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cally key for the European Union, the 75% of the external trade and the 37% of the internal trade goes by 
sea according to the European Commission (European Commission 2013). Likewise, today’s total through-
put and European GDP is matching again after the downturn of 2008 (decrease of 12.2%) with global rises 
of 2% higher than yearly GDP (ESPO-ECOPORTS 2016).

From a global approach, the Trans-Pacific route and the Asia-Europe are confirmed as the primary routes 
in the freight market, nonetheless the fast expansion of new routes that are winning relevance in the in-
ter-Asian market. However, in the current global market, routes are characterized by the existence of two 
important funnel paths: the Panama Canal in America, and the Suez Canal and Gibraltar in the European 
context. 

Many are the trends and ongoing processes and strategies that are confined to the port borders: incre-
ment of operative surface, enhancement of productivity through technological improvements, etc. Market 
stress has fostered the increment of port surfaces with the aim of hosting biggest vessels, has required 
for deeper water, has lead port authorities towards diversification of their activities and further, towards a 
more active participation on the logistic chain.

However, market changes in port maritime transport mostly occur outside port authorities control and re-
fer to global, European  and regional trends (Mat et al. 2014). European Commission recognizes the new 
port challenges with the launch of initiatives to improve transport connections inland, assuming the port 
limitations, in line with experts that emphasize the importance on the port hinterlands and the improve-
ment of intermodal transports connections in behalf of ports growth (Chin et al. 2009). Plans like the TEN-T64 

 network aim to impact on the improvement of railway connections, under the consideration of an opti-
mal functioning that combines the reduction of road congestion and sustainable growth. At the same time, 
improvement of transports and competitive requirements move logistic activities inland where land is less 
scarce (Merk et al. 2010). It is also the recognition of the end in the support of transshipment in the European 
Environment, recognizing it as a highly footloose business (Notteboom et al. 2014), despite in the Mediterra-
nean, ports remain the largest transshipment hubs of Europe, supported by their geostrategic location in the 
corridor Asia-Europe (ESPO-ECOPORTS 2016). Thus, traditional transshipment ports like Gioa Tauro in Italy 
and Algeciras in Spain are on process of developing rail services to capture and serve directly the economic 
centres in distant hinterlands at the same time that search for the attraction of logistic companies to the ports. 
In the other hand, operators increasingly distant from the destination where negative externalities are con-
centrated, are less local embedded and expected to be less inclined to take social benefits and impacts into 
account. Further, the requirement for faster and more efficient services is driving towards a vertical integra-
tion of services in the logistic chains. Thus, in behalf of competition, shipping terminal operating companies 
and shipping agents all over the world are merging (University of Antwerp 2015) giving rise to a handful of 
international terminal operators (ITOs) (ESPO-ECOPORTS 2016). From the top 20, 14 have been recently 
integrated vertically, and the top 5 ITOs control the 40% of the overall port throughput. The increasing size 
of the shipping terminal operators, which already hit ¼ of the global port traffic, give also the corporations 
the power to impose associated cost to PAs (dredging, hinterland infrastructures, etc.) undermined under 
the size of the giants (University of Antwerp 2015). In the same line, port authorities begin to establish part-
nerships in search for synergies and operational cost savings in response to the increasing concentration of 
freight in enormous carriers.  In the Port of New York has been merged with the Port of New Jersey to create 
the NYNJ Port Authority and in the West Coast Los Angeles and Long Beach Port Authorities has entered in 
a partnership that includes marketing, environmental, safety and supply chain collaboration. In Europe Den-
mark-Sweden have set the first intra-national partnership with the agreement between the Copenhagen and 
Malmo Port Authorities to create the Copenhagen-Malmo Port Authority. Likewise, the Port Authorities of Rot-
terdam and Antwerp are negotiating further collaborations at the same time that Rotterdam and Amsterdam 
Port Authorities renew their 5 years agreement for partnership in their information system.

64  Trans-European transport network is a European Commission program with the aim of improving and expanding transport connections 
between the European Economic Community and the Western European countries by the development of thirty strategic projects.
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Important, an environmental assessment drove by Portopia65 within the European Port System show a scale 
of the port related priorities with air quality ranking the first in 2016, followed by energy consumption6667, 
noise and relationship with the local community (ESPO-ECOPORTS 2016). Further, land related port devel-
opment goes back to the half of the ranking of concerns, in similar position that was ranking in 1996 when 
was moved down to less relevant port priorities, however it consistently appearing over the last 20 years. 

Further, consequence of the 2008 sharp economic downturn, important changes have occurred in the Eu-
ropean maritime transport market and specifically within the Mediterranean context. Main consequences 
of the global financial collapse were a drastic reduction on trade and the fall on infrastructure investments 
which have kept planned connections on standby. However, all the ports have not been affected equally, 
being the bulk cargo with the less value added and the related specialized ports the most affected (Chin 
et al. 2009). This is in part due the importance of the dry and liquid bulk cargo in European port system 
where they represent the most of the freight moved by tones. In specific markets like petroleum, tanks 
remain in overcapacity pending the internal demand to recover. Containers, which are in a growing trend, 
are recovering fast and are close to overpass dry bulk by total tones transported (ESPO-ECOPORTS 2016).  
In the Mediterranean context, non-European port are gaining increasing relevance and impacting in Eu-
ropean port results, especially in container transport (Parola 2013). New ports located close the the Suez 
Canal and to the Strait of Gibraltar grow, influenced by their lower diversion distance from main global 
transport routes (Notteboom et al. 2014). The Port of Constanza, gate to the Black Sea, and Tangier Med 
in a strategic location in the Strait, emerge strong actors in the Mediterranean competition. Further, Parola 
(Parola 2013) states other competitive advantages of the African Ports that will impact in the European port 
results: lower costs of space and wages, simplified administrative procedures and government incentives 
and deep water terminals with large backyard space. 

Within the Mediterranean Spanish context, it is observed the announced concentration of transship-
ment operators (ESPO-ECOPORTS 2016). MSC makes the ports it operates a hub for the region. Like-
wise, there is public and private support towards a rail transport revival. After a period of increase in fa-
vor of the road transport, higher than in the rest of the EU68, infrastructure investment are programmed 
with the aim of enhancing port competitiveness. However, it has to be recognized the high underperfor-
mance with ratios by port of:1,7% for Barcelona, 6,7% Valencia, 1,8% Algeciras, 20,4% Tarragona, etc69. 
currently figures are un.

2.3. The spatial context

In Europe there is a widespread view on support of a more active participation by port authorities in cities’ 
management, strategies and planning (Van-Hooydonk 2009; Hall et al. 2010; Suykens 1989; Berghe 2015; 
Daamen 2007; Grossmann 2008; Aarts et al. 2012; Daamen & Vries 2012). However, not all the ports have 
the same resilience level for changes. Notwithstanding the advances realized during last decades in open-
ing old docks waterfronts to new leisure and commercial activities, and in some cases housing/residential 
uses, results differ from one city-port to another. But, despite local disparities, there is a progressive school 
of thought that enthusiastically encourage a higher spatial integration of maritime and urban activities. 

65  http://www.portopia.eu/
66   Transport was responsible for the 32 % of the energy consumption within the European Union in 2010. http://ec.europa.eu/transport/
facts-fundings/statistics/doc/2012/pocketbook2012.pdf
67   The EC recognizes in the reports Analysis Of Recent Trends In EU, Energy as one of the most important drivers in the world at the same time 
that alerts of shipping as one of the fastest growing sector (together with aviation) in terms of greenhouse gas emissions causing climate change.
68   Between 2003 and 2008 road transport in Spain increase by 28% while rail transport declines from 10,3 to 4,1% from 1997 to 2008 (ES-
PO-ECOPORTS 2016)
69   www.puertosdelestado.es
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Today’s scenario differs from 70’s and 90’s conditions under which City-Port transformation took place. Not 
long time ago, the abandonment of port less productive areas by maritime-industrial companies and the 
urban claim for space to develop new activities in contact with the water, encourage port authorities to 
transform the land use with the addition of the promising earnings provided by the land sales. But observ-
ing the current city-port interface, a different scenario show a still active maritime-industrial environment, 
which satisfy their rent obligations with the port authorities and continue interested in their location and 
operations. Thus, nevertheless the increasing urban growth, particularly concentrated in coastal cities, and 
the consequent urban claim for space, port authorities are expected to present opposition to the attempts 
of land taking, with the aim of guarantee the operations of a growing and increasing competitive maritime 
transport market. However, port authorities will have to evaluate whether or not to shift the use of the land 
owned in the city-port interface and when to do it. Ports are in a position of strength as landowners in this 
land conflict. They have the privilege to decide under which conditions they would accept to move and 
under which conditions is possible to arrive to an agreement. 

2.3.1. City-port historical development

Palmer (Palmer 2011) opinion is that City-Ports evolution has been conditioned by their original settlement 
which initially reflected certain natural advantages as a water and land site (Palmer 2011). Coastal natu-
ral, Coastal breakwater, Coastal, Tide Gates, River Natural, River Basins, River tide Gates, Canal/Lake and 
Open Roadstead, are among the harbour types described by Rodrigue, in his attempt to classify ports on 
the basis of their natural conditions and initial settlement decisions (Rodrigue 2009), key on their urban 
subsequent development (Hoyle 1989). 

Cities and ports, were in their origin one single thing and cohesion was total. A close spatial association 
was then required, as well as the maximum functional interdependence (Hoyle et al. 1988). Ports were in 
medieval ages core of the urban activities and gates of expansion and prosperity. In the Mediterranean, in-
terpenetration of land and sea and the interdependence of urban and port activities are historical charac-
teristic associated to city-ports (Hoyle et al. 1988). However the rapid commercial and industrial develop-
ment that took place in the XIX’s century demanded for the expansion of the ports further from their initial 
confines, beginning the break between city and port. Backed by the boom of the European economy after 
1850 and similar to other eras, new technologies of ship design and cargo handling led to a new stage on 
the city-port development (Hoyle & Pinder 1992). A period of expansion that was repeated hundred year 
later resulting of the recovering of the World War II. Increasing ship size and specialized industrial growth 
were major factors both in the XIX’s and the XX’s century promoting city-port diversification. The require-
ment of facilities to storage and refining crude oil distant from original cities core and the introduction of 
technological changes, particularly containerization, required of extensive surface that influence in the 
progressive separation of cities and ports.

Despite it can be argued that its importance change from port to port, containerization represents a glob-
al market revolution. Recent studies support a global transport increment associated to containerization 
that can be fostered up to the 700% in 20 years for particular economic areas (Bernhofen et al. 2013). The 
invention, which was presented in 1956 in the United States by a transport magnate, was rapidly extended 
and internationally accepted as the standard transport system. Clear advantages that foster their adoption 
as the standard system for maritime transports were the simplification in the load and unload process that 
drove to save time and resources (Levinson 2006) and the increase in security, diminishing the chance for 
theft (E.H. 2013). Other supported advantages are the standardization that ease management internation-
ally independently of the location; the flexibility of usage, independently of the few types or variants the 
box is easily adapted to multiple uses; the associated economies of scale that had diminished the products 
associated costs from the 5 to the 1,5%; the ease in the cargo management thought the addition of codes 
and the processing through databases and their capacity to be their own warehouses due their self-resis-
tance (Rodrigue 2009). Further, in relation to the influence in the city-port relationship, containerization 
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has reduced significantly the labor demand. Likewise, the space requirements have given the opportunity 
to new actors to enter in the scene, since many times distant areas have the premium of offering lower 
land cost (Levinson 2006). Their evident domain of the shipping cargo is visible in the adaptation of the 
ships and transport system to the “metal box” and their non-stop growth in the market, which drive to the 
increase of the ships but also the port platforms. 

Thus, independently of the port type or location, initial settlements and confines have been unable to cope 
with the required changes to continue operating in an increasingly competitive system. In Europe few ex-
amples show the limitations to a grow process that seemed not to have and end. Hamburg, one of the big-
gest European ports, recognized recently its decision to stop the run for growth. Its river location required 
of increasing and costly dragging to facilitate mega carriers accessibility. A holistic assessment resulted in 
the growth withdraw (Grossmann 2008). Opposite to Hamburg, Rotterdam, has recently accounted for its 
biggest expansion, the Maasvlakte 2, a Herculean enterprise which required of national funds to achieve 
the goal of keeping leading European port maritime transport and probably the last growth of the Port. 

Technical improvements facilitate adaptation and the improvement of initial port conditions of the chosen 
settlement. In Barcelona, in the mid of XX’s century, the Port handicap was on the necessary continue drag-
ging that difficult operations by adding continue extra costs. The construction of the Moll Nou (The New 
Dock), and the extension of the existing dykes, ended with a problem that it was recognized an obstacle for 
centuries. But, notwithstanding the importance of the initial city-port settlement, the opinion and interest 
from who is involve in the port decision making is critical to guarantee the port survival and development; 
much more than the location of the port (Hoyle et al. 1992). Accordingly, there are sustainable ports which 
are operating despite their initial bad position, likewise are also examples of ports which even though 
favored by the site have remained unutilized. Likewise, many are the cities and the capital cities that were 
ports in their origins and many the city-ports relevant in the today’s world. From 258 cities with a popula-
tion over 500.000 inhabitants at the end of the 90’s, 99 resulted to have a seaport (Suykens 1989). Current 
cities and ports share worries and joys expressed economically and politically, giving raise to planning 
handicaps specially concerning the development of the waterfront and its redevelopment (Hoyle 1989).

2.3.2. City-port models

Bird’s model

Despite port location remained immobile from their origins, mutual City-Port close interest and collabo-
ration has been reduced over time. Since Bird presented the Any-Port model in 1963 treating “the evo-
lution of the installation of the port” (Bird 1963), is broadly recognized that ports, after centuries of close 
city contact, are progressively displacing their activities out from their original cities settlement. Maritime 
industries demand for broader spaces to operate has enhance foreland growths and land occupation in 
the city outskirts, fuelling a migration away (Hoyle 1989). As a consequence it emerges a physical retreat 
from the waterfront which modifies port’s landscape and morphology from its initial urban strong linkages 
(Hoyle 1989). Furthermore, security and operative requirements have been precisely defining the maritime 
borders, now closed to “strangers”, giving as a result the contemporary  port entities: autonomous and 
independent from urban activities. 

But, at the same time ports are moving outwards, urban expansion claims also for space. The land left be-
hind unsuitable for port use, represented an opportunity for the development of new cities’ growths. The 
ocean contact before avoided, becomes since XIX’s century a source of adventures, a challenging and ma-
jestic natural element which was progressively transformed from a source of danger to a source of wealth 
and wellbeing (Meyer 1999). Thanks to the demolition of the defence walls surrounding city limits, city in-
habitants discovered available urban land outside the borders. Overcrowded industrialized urban spaces 
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with unhealthy leaving conditions were opened and the once feared nature was approached. Hence, since 
then, ports and waterfronts, representative image of human contact with the sea, strengthen their social 
value importance reflected in the rising demand for seafront locations. 

Figure 2, Any-Port model reformulated by Hoyle
Source: The Port City Interface, B. S. Hoyle, 1989

Supporting the Bird model functioning, Norcliffe (Norcliffe 1981), states that, the more intense activities 
and labour intense industries are located close to the inner city (CBD) while suburbs tend to concentrate 
capital intense industries. He continues arguing that differences in land cost organize geographically less 
productive industries away from labour in search of cheaper land. For this reason, it is backed that port ar-
eas represent an opportunity to industries which are part of a technological revolution and which location 
is a fundamental factor, providing affordable land prices and closeness to more intense urban activities 
(Norcliffe 1981). A City-Port spatial complementarity which is opening the possibility of adding new stages 
to the Bird model. 

A shift in the moving process. Immobilization

The port continue growth, leaded by technical improvements and the globalization of the logistic demand, 
has arrived to a turning point. 

Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, European Docks have not stopped their expansion pro-
cess, characterized by an outwards move from the city centres, origin of their maritime operations. Follow-
ing the Bird model, in this movement outwards, at the same time the land was left behind by ports, was 
occupied by urban activities, which had to attend an increasing population in demanding for space. This 
continuous process of expanding and taking is now stocked. Immobilization causes are the ports apparent 
impossibilities to continue enlarging their operational surfaces (Wiegmans & Louw 2011). Associated fac-
tors are the technical difficulties to build new port enlargements: increasing water deeps requirements, the 
high costs of adding terminal expansions, but also constraining legal-environmental frameworks.
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Thus, nevertheless the cities interest for taking the land at the other side of the boundary marker, port 
authorities are now reticent to transfer, sell or dedicate their own surfaces for any purpose different than 
the maritime activities. It exist the risk that if the land is yield, their capacity as logistic providers will be di-
minished, observed the difficulties and associated extra cost for new docks disposition. Charlier (Charlier 
1992) suggests at this respect that before any transformation is carried on the maritime residual value may 
be evaluated due the nonrenewable idiosyncrasy of the port assets. 

However, planning differences are observed from among the ports in depending of the land resourc-
es availability. There are for example differences between northern and southern European ports 
at this respect. Thus, the major municipality participation in port decision making in the north Eu-
ropean ports inclines the balance more often towards the city side. As a result, in Amsterdam70 

 where the municipality still owns and control the port, the administration is considered by the port tenants 
low interested in maritime companies’ issues. Nonetheless, transformation processes in Amsterdam are 
still ongoing, reducing land reserves for maritime purposes, while companies operating in the Port con-
sidered guarantee their availability of land for no more than the next 3-5 years (Wiegmans & Louw 2011). 
Then, the question, arrived to this zero sum game, is from the management perspective, whether or not the 
urban development over port land should take place, if that imply a reduction of the port capacity. 

Differently, in Hamburg an evaluation has been realized to assess the cost and benefits of continue enlarg-
ing the port. The location disadvantage for new vessels and transshipment companies’ requirements is 
placing the port in a complicate state. The importance given to port accessibility, ranked first as the most 
important criterion for port operators, followed by far for efficiency and other requirements as port fees, 
situates the river Port of Hamburg in a critical turning point (Grossmann 2008). Difficulties to meet vessels 
requirements for deeper waters; the extra cost associated to adapt facilities to current conditions and 
the difficulties to recover the infrastructures investments consequence of financial dispersion have shifted 
historical administrative support towards the Port activities. Once the city’s economic growth engine the 
Hamburg port is facing a decline in recent years which is diminishing port relevance in city’s planning 
(Grossmann 2008). The extra cost necessary to continue competing in the global logistic market have 
been encountered unaffordable and unfeasible. But, nevertheless and due the availability of land with-
in port domains, the port industry decay context and the growth of new economic sectors demanding 
for new usages and spaces; the Hamburg interface have been experimenting in new financial formulas. 
Thus, in Hafencity, the most popular urban conversion plan in the Hamburg waterfront, land value capture 
mechanisms were used to thorough sales cross-finance the new container terminal of the port, a model of 
technological automatization and efficiency in the port business.

A different phenomenon could be observed in Lisbon where despite the succeed of previous redevel-
opments, enormous unused port areas are waiting today to be occupied for city’s usages. Thus, while the 
size and the time of first coal warehouses well located in the inner city were easy to assume and reuse, the 
dimension and timeliness of the new offered areas are uncontrolled and lack of definition (Costa 2007). 
This is generating an oversupply of available land and associated planning and development problems. 
The exes of urban land availability in the waterfront have driven conversion to failure.

The case of Copenhagen is noticed by unusual or its singularity. Consequence of the transport communi-
cations improvement between Sweden and Denmark with the construction of the Oresund Bridge in 2002, 
the port Authorities of Malmo in the Swedish border and Copenhagen in the Danish side initiated a part-
nership to create the port of the Oresund region, the Copenhagen-Malmo Port. As a result of the port join, 
the availability of land in the Swedish side has made possible the conversion of 200ha during the next 40-
50 years (Justesen 2010). The declining of the port industry started in the 70’s, efficiency considerations of 
the partnership which liberate enormous surfaces of land and the expectations of an increasing population 

70   Amsterdam has been one of the pioneers in port land conversion, starting in the 80’s the development of the Eastern Docklands and the 
Ij-banks thereafter in the 90’s.
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growth to accommodate, have swing the balance in this case towards urban usages. But remarking what 
Charlier (Charlier 1992) stated, no conversion is taken without a proper evaluation of costs and benefits 
which ensure or adapt the future port activities. Thus only the availability of port land resources allowed 
conversion processes.

The search for contemporary spatial models

Despite the still global port current trend of moving forward, European Port Authorities coordinated from 
their national agencies and the European Commission, have entered in a new stage, where the inter-link-
age with the hosting city become essential (ESPO 2010). Thus, while Asian (Shanghai, Honk Kong, Singa-
pore) and Middle East ports (Dubai) have chosen to growth in size assuming the obligatory separation 
from urban borders, European Ports area looking back to previous cities merge, responding to market 
demands. The existent pressure for the development of alternative uses and activities, combining ambi-
tions and needs from cities and ports on behalf of mutual benefits, leads towards new relationship models 
(Wiegmans & Louw 2011; Daamen 2007). Nonetheless, existing City-Port regulatory frameworks are re-
stricting the search for solutions within the European landscape, making difficult the sustainability of the 
ports in the actual necessary collaborative context  (Daamen & Vries 2012).

But, despite regulatory obstacles, Port-City organizations like the AIVP - Le Réseau Mondial des Villes Por-
tuaires – continue supporting a higher integration of port and urban activities, encouraging a spatial mix-
ture and the necessary stakeholder’s involvement to integrate local and international scales. The City-Port 
interface has to be no “longer [...] a frontier but a place for innovation to undertake new and productive 
partnership” (FNAU 2011, p.5). Likewise, similar publications from other City-Port associations as RETE - 
Asociación para la Colaboración entre Puertos y Ciudades- is only confirming the trend towards a more 
consistent symbiosis, necessarily supported by managers and planners from city and port sides. Accord-
ingly, there are at least four important aspects that can be highlight as inducers of a higher integration and 
communication among cities and ports: the scarcity of land resources and the difficulties to expand their 
activities in the physical space, the environmental public awareness, the introduction of self-sufficiency 
requirements to the port authorities and the aim to differentiate the Europeans ports by the quality served 
more than the scale of the operations.

First, the scarcity of the land resources affects ports and their hosting cities. Technological improvements 
and efficiency requirements drive ports to consume broader land extension which facilitates the introduc-
tion of economies of scale. In the other hand citizen’s demand for more and better facilities is increasing 
the ratio of m2 consumed. In those Port-cities where pressure on the shoreline is already strong, the inca-
pacity to grow or the lack of space to do it has as a result an Osmosis process (FNAU 2011). Despite the 
examples are still limited to small interventions they are becoming more numerous successfully achieving 
a “proximity-based synergy” (FNAU 2011)integrating activities and uses in a process in expansion. Recent 
cases are the regeneration-adaptation of the Marseille, Honk Kong or Bordeaux Ports. In all of them it is an 
attempt to keep the maritime activities in the waterfront, as a decisive factor for the real estate develop-
ment attraction and city enhancement preserving historical site memories and heritage.

Secondly environmental public awareness causes society’s rejection against the ports, considered sources 
of pollution, gates for undesirable dangerous products, reason of coast and villages’ heritage destruction 
and enormous expenditures of public money which have eroded their public support (Van-Hooydonk 
2009).  Expansions are thus, socially demonized and present strong resistance by broad sectors of the so-
ciety, generating and added risk for the investment. Thereby, the general negative opinion and sound con-
testations undermine political support which at the end compromises the continuity of the port operations. 
Under this negative scenario, port authorities are encouraged to prioritize between the total separation 
from their in other time hosting cities, or the beginning of a new era of close collaboration. Due the compli-
cations attached on moving a port: environmental concern, enormous cost, environmental compensation 
(Lemaire 2007),etc. , many port authorities choose for campaigns and actions that improve their image and 
gain community support, making possible to keep the maritime activities operating. Likewise important 
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city-ports in the international panorama like Sidney, Auckland or Vancouver have adopted the solution of a 
partial spatial reorganization, moving further from the city those activities considered more difficult to inte-
grate: bulk and container cargo (Lemaire 2007). The uniqueness of the locations occupied and the interest 
of port activities to keep their operations in place due dependency of city services, facilities and high skill 
professionals only big cities can offer (FNAU 2011) incline ports towards a more flexible and collaborative 
association with their hosting cities.

Thirdly, new self-finance requirements imposed from higher level of the European administration to ensure 
a fair competition among all the ports within the Union motivates the corporations’ interest in innovative fi-
nancing operations. The shift from an economy based on industrial activities towards a service-knowledge 
base has appreciated urban uses, encouraging port authorities to introduce a diversity of activities in their 
management agenda. With the aim to ensure the feasibility of the port operations and the necessary in-
vestments that guarantee the requirement for constant technical upgrades, the range of actual operations 
is extended from real estate investments to international consultancy. Thus, real estate redevelopments 
within port areas is seen as a sustainable mechanism to guarantee port operations and satisfy population’s 
desires for waterfront space (Huang et al. 2011). Hoyle (Hoyle et al. 1988) also defends the inevitable city 
waterfront transformation, arguing the quays historical support of the most intense and profitable activities 
consequence of their privilege location (Hoyle et al. 1988). By contrast, according to Huang (Huang et al. 
2011) maritime industry needs of regulatory protection if it is active and refers to the negative impact that 
other activities could have for the incompatibilities emerged. 

Fourth, spatial limitations of the ports, surrounded in many cases by their hosting cities, open discussion 
about new formulas for growth. Recognized the obsolescence of the continue land extension formula, new 
models have to emerge and be tested taking advantage of the city and port synergies in spite of high-
lighting the conflict. The Port of Hamburg aware of the high costs of remaining competitive in the global 
market, shifts its strategy towards a more efficient model, different from previous focused in the scale of 
the ships docked (Grossmann 2008). 

To sum up, there is a tendency towards mutual agreement and planning to facilitate ports growth at the 
same time that satisfy the city-port users’ demand. Nonetheless, it is not foreseen yet the formula which 
incorporating new financial, spatial and administrative requirements will meet the balance between cities 
and ports guaranteeing their perpetuation and future through unity and cohesion.
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Chapter 3: Research methodology 
It is described the order and the type of methodology undertaken with the objective of making clear 
the feasible and appropriated of the tools used to provide realistic answers to previously stated research 
questions.

The explanatory research is considered the appropriated method, to cope with the initial objectives and 
the complexity of the object of study. Understanding the relationship between the variables (Harvard.edu 
2005) is without question a clear goal of this research, regardless of the final end. Likewise, hypothesis are 
stated from the beginning of the research, despite they were modified during the course of the investiga-
tion, and data is collected and analyzed with the aim of supporting or not supporting evidences related to 
the initial ideas on the case. 

However, at some points of the research, this study could be considered also exploratory, since the phe-
nomenon studied was not previously fully described or precisely well known. Thus information collected 
during the first phase, mostly through interviews was used after to better plan or redesign the explanatory 
part of this research. 

This study can also contains descriptive methodologies since at some points it develops an accurate des-
cription of observations or specific phenomena (Harvard.edu 2005), or it carefully refers attributes than can 
be easily quantified and where objectivity and precision are a paramount concern (Allen Rubin 2009, p.42). 
This is the case of drawings defining the port gates position and number or the location and size of derelict 
plots along the analyzed city-port interface.

Under this framework, a qualitative-quantitative approach is chosen to best describe, explain and evaluate 
the administrative, market and spatial conditions in a City-Port conflict. The recognition of the complexity 
of the context, made necessary to complement a qualitative perspective with quantitative data, relevant 
not only to contrast and/or support the information provided by primary fonts, but to access to a “hidden” 
information which has to enrich the results and collaborate in the construction of more robust conclusions.
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3.1. Organization of the research

This document has firstly a review of the related and most actual international literature. The City-Port 
Administrative Landscape, the Market context and the Spatial Context in the interface are commented in 
relation to the City-Port land competitiveness. 

Secondly, integrated within the literature review chapter and the analysis of the case, significant politi-
cal-legal reports are commented, as well as relevant media reports which are considered relevant for this 
study, due their contemporaneity or incidence on the topic. These documents are expected to contribute 
to provide a more feasible and real image of the context due their direct relation with the stakeholders 
and the information provided with regard to the particularities of the territory described. Furthermore, 
private reports can be compared with public documents giving also an insight of stakeholders’ interest 
and behavior. 

Thirdly, the cases are develop and compared71. In one hand interviews are incorporated on the text to sup-
port or refuse stated arguments. In the other hand, economic models and drawings are used and incorpo-
rated to the points of discussion. The structure of the research in the analysis of the cases is set by themes 
that refer to the initially stated research questions. Each of the stated themes is discussed individually for 
each case, Barcelona and Tarragona, and in common, in an attempt to draw conclusions through compar-
ing results from the two cases of analysis. 

Fourthly, general conclusions are made, providing answer to the main stated questions. Besides, as a result 
of the analysis of the stated cases, this research suggests the adequacy of policies with regard to the city-
port interface. 

Literature review

City-Port Administrative Landscape
Market Context
Spatial Context

Research Analysis

Legal framework
Administrations reports
Other kind of legal/policy documents
Interviews – semi structured
Models
Drawings

Conclusions

Annex

The last part of this document contains an annex with the interviews taken during the field work. Interviews are 
fully transcript. Likewise, there is also a description of the databases and procedures followed in the making 
of the drawing. By last in another volume, in A3 format, drawings are printed in pairs, describing for Barcelona 
and Tarragona the same topics with considering the same variables and using the same representation tools72. 

71  The research assumes the clear differences between the cases and the difficulties to make comparisons due their many times opposed con-
texts. However, the research works on making clear comparable aspects by recognizing and isolating them. 
72   The drawings inserted in the paper document are changed in scale respect the originals.
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3.2. Methodology (technique)

Port land conversion processes are a contemporary phenomenon which requires of empirical analysis and 
the comparative of similar cases to prove feasible answers to the stated research questions. 

The case study was decided as the most appropriated research techniques for this specific study. Nonethe-
less, some other techniques were analyzed before. Following, arguments in support and against the case 
study research technique are commented. Finally, other techniques are mentioned as well as the main 
reasons for being discounted. 

It supports the case study its contemporaneity in opposition to historical events, the kind of research ques-
tion, more focus on the how and why questions and less in the what, how many…, and the low control the 
researcher has over current behavioral events (Yin 2002). 

But some other advantages were also considered before to choose the case study as the ideal research 
methodology for this research. Among them: the extensive quantity and type of information available, 
the variety of stakeholders involved and the need of adapting the method to what it happens during the 
investigation, the holistic point of view, the interest on providing the most complete understanding but on 
all of this, the attention played to the context of analysis (Harvard.edu 2005). The relevance given to the 
context of analysis and its holistic complexity is repeatedly mentioned as a key aspect in consulted case 
study literature (Wong et al. 2002; Zainal 2007; Johansson 2003; Harvard.edu 2005). In this regard, Yin (Yin 
2002, p.2) a clear supporter of the case study, arguments its natural emergence of the technique as a con-
sequence of the desire to understand complex social phenomena. Zainal (Zainal 2007, p.4) also insists on 
the qualitative strengths of the case study on describing real-life environments as well as its complexities, 
impossible to be captured through other research techniques like experiments, the analyses of existing 
data bases or surveys. 

Critics to the technique and informed disadvantages to take into consideration are mainly organized on 
three main arguments: firstly, its microscopic vision, when considered the case study a one case of study, 
which would also make difficult to generalize (Tellis 1997; Yin 2002); secondly, the risk of bias or equivocal 
evidence due the orientation of the research towards positions comfortable to support specific findings 
and conclusions (Yin 1984); thirdly, the data management can result a mess if it is not thoroughly orga-
nized (Zainal 2007), and the amount of information can make the document excessively long and difficult 
to conduct (Yin 1984). 

However criticisms have to be taken into consideration to build a stronger methodology. Thus, with re-
spect to the argued narrowed vision authors like Yin (R. Yin 1989; R Yin 1989; Yin 1993)and Hamel (Hamel, 
J., Dufour, S., & Fortin 1993) maintain that the solution is not on extending the cases to hundreds, since it 
is not a direct relation between number of cases analyzed and reliability. According to Tellis (Tellis 1997) 
more important than the number of cases analyzed is the setting of appropriate parameters and objectives 
which can then make the case study of application for all research. Secondly, precision and objectivity have 
to be always present during the research. This is demanding of a well-structured tools and procedures to 
guarantee coherence and correct possible deviations. Thirdly, despite the difficulties, information have to 
be summarized and redundant data has to be compacted or excluded.  

With regard to other research techniques different from case study, they were previously assessed and 
finally dismissed. The history for being a method leading with the past without any participation by the 
researcher of the current context; the experiment due the impossibility to manipulate and control the 
context behavior, there is no chance to fit the urban environment inside of a laboratory setting where vari-
ables can be isolated and studied (Yin 2002); the survey and the analysis of existing data bases, because 
separately they do not cover the context in all its complexity. The case study, despite its weaknesses as a 
research technique is a hybrid which contains little aspects of all the other mentioned systems. To be an 
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amalgam of techniques is considered for this study an important strength.

This case study consists of two cases. Both are city-port environments under the same administrative con-
ditions. The interest is on providing a holistic perspective with special attention to the particular contexts. 
Likewise, despite this research analyses the history and evolution of the areas of study, the focus is con-
temporary whether in the interviews or in the drawings. Moreover, no control by the researcher is on the 
context behavior, enormous and complex industrial-urban areas. 

With the aim of avoiding bias problems in the conduction and interpretation of the study, the procedures 
and approach are described.

3.3. Data collection method

The limits between primary and secondary data collection and process are sometimes vague in this re-
search due the continuous combination of sources. It was considered necessary to clarify the approach in 
behalf of the accuracy, validity and reliability of research findings (Margaret C. Harrell; Melissa A. Bradley 
2009). Distinction is made between primary and secondary data sources.

Source Type of data Perido of time 
provided

BCN Case TGN Case Port 
related

Urban
related

Interviews BCN Recorded, transcribed interviews 2011-12

Interviews TGN Recorded, transcribed interviews 2015-16

Observation BCN Notes, pictures and maps 2011-2016

Observation TGN Notes, pictures and maps 2013-2016

Centro de Información Marítima, mmb Port memmories 2015-16

Centro de Documentación del Pto. de BCN, 
CENDOC Plans and projects 1966-2015

Archivo del Puerto de Tarragona Plans and projects 1800-2015

Barcelona Port Authority, BPA Land Values by zones 1986-87, 2005-2014

Tarragona Port Authority, TPA Land Values by zones 1986-87, 2005-2014

Centre de Polítiques i Valoracions de Sòl, 
CPSV Land Values by statistical districts 1987-2007

Real State Surveyors Land Values public housing 2012-2014

Estudis i Documentació d’Habitatge, GENCAT Rental Values for housing, agregated 2000-2015

Rental Values for housing, disagregate 2015

Rental Values for housing, disagregate 2015

Institut Cartogràfic i Geogràfic de 
Catalunya, ICGC Orthophotos 1956-2014

Centro Nacional de Información Geogràfica, 
CNIG Orthophotos 1946

Spanish Treasury, Electronic CADASTRE Plots size, building heights, ... 2015

Instituto Nacional de Estadisica, INE 

y
municipalities. Exceptionally by 
districts. 2011-2015

Institut Català d'Estadistica, Idescat
 Various: municipalities land surface, 
population, … 2011-2015

Institut Cartogràfic i Geogràfic de 
Catalunya, ICGC Cartographies 2011-2015

Mapa Urbanístic de Catalunya, MUC, GENCAT Homogenised Urbanistic Map 2015-16

Dades Obertes, GENCAT Industrial Areas in Catalonia, Natural 2000-2015

BCN Municipality Neighborhoods districts 2015-16

TGN Municipality Neighborhoods districts 2015-16

REUS Municipality Neighborhoods districts 2015-16

Spanish Infrastructure Ministry, FOMENTO Land Values Average 2004-2015

Consorci de la Zona Franca de BCN Ownership map 2015-16

P
r
i
m
a
r
y
 
D
a
t
a

S
e
c
o
n
d
a
r
y
 
d
a
t
a

Table 4, Data sources and types of data
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3.3.1. Primary data

Following the Hox and Boeije arrangements this study considers primary data the original data collected 
for a specific research goal (Hox & Boeije 2005, p.1)

Thus, the field work has been organized to work on three different types of data collection considered 
primary data.   

Interviews
Observation
Extraction

The three types of data were collected following the same process and searching for the same parameters 
in the two cases analyzed. 

Interviews structure and procedures on making the sample are fully described in point 3.5.2. Further, the 
annex contains full transcription of the interviews, the majority of whom were recorded.

Observation was initiated since the beginning of the research in 2011. The area has been visited several 
times, by car, by bike and walking. Pictures have been taken in different periods, enabling the detection of 
changes in the interface like in the drawings 9.1 and 9.2. Likewise, the study area has been also observed 
from different spatial angles: from the sea, the highs (cable cab), inside and outside the port, etc. The ports 
border has been walked from end to end to register the port-urban contact line. Both sites, Barcelona and 
Tarragona have been also visited during working days and holydays, as well as at different times during 
the day to make evident the different intensity of use. The bike was a useful tool during the field work since 
facilitates access to car forbidden areas and makes accessible places which many times are too far to arrive 
by walk. Additionally, the bike speed make very easy to stop facilitating the process of data collection.

Data extraction was realized systematically. In the ports side. Firstly port memories were scanned and orga-
nized. Port libraries and archives were visited and consulted with this objective. Further, port developments 
and land extensions were consulted and data was collected with regard to the extensions and costs. Port 
archives collaborate on facilitating the information. Pictures and historical maps were also checked73. By 
last port archives as well as the Port Authorities collaborate in the collection of the port land value maps 
and land market appraisals, since except for current port land value maps, they are not accessible to the 
public.

3.3.2. Secondary data

Hox and Boeije defines secondary data as any other data originally collected for a different purpose and 
reused for another research question (Hox & Boeije 2005, p.1). Thus, secondary data in this study is ev-
ery document and information that has been not developed from zero for the specific purpose of this 
research. Secondary data is being increasingly used as a consequence of the increasingly easy access to 
information. Likewise it provides a viable and useful option for researchers with little resources and time 
(Johnston 2013). Cities are also big generators of information which can be captured and analyzed with 
the aim of developing a better management. 

73   Both the Port of Barcelona and the Port of Tarragona have institutional archives. The CENDOC in Barcelona and the Archivo del Puerto de 
Tarragona preserve copy of all the port plans and projects and have advanced classification and digitalization tools.
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This study makes use of secondary data from different sources: public and private institutions, which is 
used to complement and contrast the primary data information. Likewise, while the initial objective was 
to obtain mainly secondary data regarding to port and urban land values, the information was extend-
ed to other related fields: population, images, cartographies, …

This study assumes the existing administrative differences between the urban and the port context which 
conditions their daily management but also the information registered and collected. Thus, the thesis ob-
jective and procedures were established taking into consideration this handicap. Furthermore, it is one of 
the objectives of this thesis to collaborate in the provision of new and comprehensible information of value 
for both contexts. 

Additionally, this study is designed to enhance our understanding in the ports environment, a widely mis-
understood actor by their urban counterparts. Land extension costs and enlargements, land taxes, …are 
widely studied in the port side and not commented from the urban side. As a consequence, the urban 
environment could be considered less informed by the amount of data analyzed. The first reason for this 
to happen is the voluntary interest on provide light to a low studied environment from the urbanistic sci-
ences. The second reason is the easy access to data through the port memories, annual reports of the port 
functioning.

Port memories are considered here secondary data since they are none-deliberately elaborated for the 
purpose of this thesis. However, information had to be extracted manually firstly by scanning the printed 
copies and secondly by organizing and unifying the information extracted. By working under the same 
national port system has eased the work since independently of the port authority the organization of the 
document coincide yearly.  

Land values, were both, urban and port, given. Urban land values in the case of Barcelona were elab-
orated by the Centre de Política de Sòl i Valoracions, CPSV (Centre of Land Policy and  Valuations)74 

and the Departament d’estudis fiscals de l’Ajuntament de Barcelona (Barcelona Municipality Tax De-
partament). The accessed reports take into consideration the offers daily published in the press. 
Values analyzed refer to Unitarian prices, ratio between offer price and surface captured in ev-
ery sample75. Likewise the reference price refers to the initial offer, variable during the tender-
ing process and higher than prices given by taxation assessments. Further, Land value calcula-
tion methodology is based on the residual method: the cost value minus the construction value76 

(AJUNTAMENT DE BARCELONA 2001).

In addition to the values collected from the CPSV in Barcelona, and the ones published in El Mer-
cat Inmobiliari de Barcelona77, the thesis on the Barcelona land values from Dr. Roca Clavera78 

was also examined to build the longest possible series. Further, and with the aim of finding statistics with 
intermunicipality correspondence the Servei d’Estudis i Documentació d’Habitatge (Housing Department) 
from the Generalitat de Catalunya was also contacted. The interest was on the series of market renting pric-
es in the biggest cities in Catalonia since serious handicaps were founded to access to urban land value 
databases to contrast information from Tarragona. 

74  www.upc.edu/cpsv The CPSV is a scientific unit within the Barcelona Architect School at the Polythecnic University. The institution was in 
charge of the development of the Barcelona land values for the Municipality. The data processed has been used for this study in the case of 
Barcelona. Unfortunately, this work has been not developed for the second biggest city of Catalonia, Tarragona.
75   Despite usually the norm is to have the useful Surface, it can happend that there is not enought information to confirm it.
76   It is assumed that the cost value is the 70% of the selling value. The rest are promotion expenses, profit, etc.  Likewise, in case of new housing 
the formula is: %Vs=11,19+10-4 Vv; Vv, Unitarian selling value; Vs; Unitarian land value.
77  From 1987 to 2007 the CPSV elaborates annually real estate studies for the Barcelona Municipality, El Mercat Inmobiliari de Barcelona. Des-
pite the interest of the document series were interrupted after 2007.
78   The thesis was consulted in the CPSV office at the Barcelona Architecture School. Valores de suelo. Barcelona (Roca-Cladera 1982)
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Thus, the similar analysis planned to be set for the case of Tarragona, despite the multiple contacts to 
public and private institutions, had to be assumed as unfeasible. Urban land values for this municipality 
were repeatedly denied by all type of organizations, or they were simply never elaborated before. A further 
justification will be find in the point 3.6.4 Data Access Limitations. It is also relevant that despite the interest 
of coping with the limitation and explorations to access to alternatives data sources, similar handicaps 
were found in all the data sources consulted and accessed. Similarly, the Spanish Infrastructure Ministry, 
Fomento, databases and the Subdirección General de Política de Suelo (Sub-Directorate General of Land 
Policy) provide limited information, mainly due high level of aggregation. 

In the other side, port land values are elaborated through land appraisal with regard to the Ports Law 
(Gobierno de España 1966; Gobierno de España 1985; Gobierno de España 1992; Gobierno de España 
2003; Gobierno de España 2010). Spanish Port Law has been modified several times since year 1966, the 
first document consulted. But the attention to land value capture techniques were already stated in the first 
documents. However, it is after the Law 18/1985 when procedures were reinforced and updated with the 
aim of adjusting land values and tenants taxation (Puerto Autónomo de Barcelona & Autoridad Portuaria 
de Barcelona 1986). However, despite the land value setting, the foreseen 5 days update did not take place 
and values have been applied following exclusively yearly national CPI adjustments. Further, from 2005 in 
advance, Port Authorities have published annual land value maps to inform of the values and the tenants 
taxation ratio updates. Both values: CPI and tenants taxation ration have been continuously changing from 
2005. Finally, in 2015, Port Authorities were required to update land values appraisals. Nevertheless, it was 
not applied until the beginning of 2016, and it is out of the scope of this study79. 

Other accessed data is the Spanish Cadaster, which contains urban precise information of its build-up 
surface. Moreover, cadaster is digitalized and accessible through the website and despite the informat-
ics handicaps city-port interface maps were built with plots size and construction heights information80. 
The quality and precision of the cadaster tool has been recently proved in the increment of the revenues 
captured by the Spanish Treasury with an annual increment of 1.254M€81. From the huge amount of data 
compiled this study makes use of plots size and heights in relation to the areas of study, basic parameters 
that are internally crosschecked in the cadaster database. Likewise, despite the lack of full data for some 
of the municipalities inside of the areas of study, the cadaster national competence regularize the data 
provided and easy future comparisons. 

From the Institut Cartogràfic and Geogràfic de Catalunya (ICGC)82, two main types of data has been extract-
ed. Firstly, orthophotos. The institutions compiled and organized aerial and satellite pictures from 1959. 
Despite the information lack of specific areas for specific years, the pictures cover the most of the studied 
areas in the periods analyzed. Secondly, cartographies are being downloaded. The ICGC, makes cartog-
raphies for the Catalonia Region: topographies, infrastructures, built-up areas, natural reserves, industrial 
areas, … which are continuously updated83. Furthermore, it has to be taken into account the guiding capac-
ity of the institution documents, since the Catalan Urbanism Law, 2/2002 states the definition of the land 
surfaces with a slope above the 20% to the ICGC (Generalitat de Catalunya 2002). The ICGC becomes and 
legal instrument on the definition of the urban areas which increase its requirement for correctness. 

Information was also extracted from the INE (Instituto Nacional de Estadística) and the Idescat (Institut 
d’Estadística de Catalunya) with the aim to obtain population densities within the studied areas. It has been 
found correlation in the census (INE) information for the period of time studied, however the low segrega-

79   This research does not consider the values after 2013. Further research would continue analizing the new land appraisals.
80   The data capture and compilation process has been made in collaboration with www.atnight.ws specialized in mapping by using big data.  
81  Land taxes are proved good instruments due its stability along the time and its physical condition which ease the correspondence between 
the object of taxation and the tax that have to be charged. The exaggerated tax increment captured has been gathered in the national press 
highlighting its advantages and the cadaster tools for implementation (GONZÁLEZ 2016)
82   http://icc.cat/
83   When information about last update was not clear it was required to be clarified by the institution. For example, industrial areas database 
were downloaded in 2015 but the cartography was founded correlated to year 2010, despite it was not specified in the website.
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tion of the data provided limited the analysis after. There is also a lack of coincidence among the districts or 
statistics areas used by the different public institutions: INE, Idescat and municipalities which make difficult 
to build a reliable time line. Conditions are extended in 3.6.4 Data Access Limitations.

The Mapa Urbanistic de Catalunya, MUC (Catalan Urban Map) was also consulted and used84. This map 
elaborated by the Generalitat de Catalunya homogenize municipal urban plans in one only document 
accessible through the website and downloadable through specific requirement to the public institution. 
Since municipalities are constantly modifying their plans, the MUC is constantly updated. Maps used in 
this study were received through an FTP server in 2013 for the area of Tarragona and 2015 for the area of 
Barcelona. The advantage of the always updated turns into an unhandy issue when there is not filter on the 
information to check for the last plans informed.

Data was also collected from other institutions as, the Consorci de la Zona Franca and the municipalities 
within the areas of study. The Consorci owns a vast area of land next to the Port of Barcelona. However, the 
successive changes in its ownership limits made difficult to set the institutional boundaries. Thus, in 2016 
the Consorci accepted the query and provided a document with the current ownership boundaries. Simi-
larly, with the aim of representing databases obtained from the Cadaster, INE and the same municipalities, 
districts boundaries were demanded. There were founded difficulties to match the databases from the 
databases sources. 

Most of the data incorporated in this study comes from public institutions, directly elaborated from them 
or directly supervised. While, that does not represent a guarantee of quality, it supports a commonwealth 
point of view, which is consistent with the research interest.  

In the other hand, public institutions have control tools to improve the quality of the procedures. In the 
case of the land values published by the Barcelona municipality, while they were mainly elaborated by an 
external institution85, the Departament d’Estudis Fiscals (Municipal Tax Department) also collaborates in 
the procedure by setting the analysis method and crosschecking of the information. There is also the case 
of the Cadaster, where corrections can be made by the population if they denote that the information used 
to charge them for the land tax does not correspond with their real properties. Similarly, within the Port 
Institutions, port tenants can require Port Authorities to review or recalculate taxes or rates if they consider 
they are adjusted to procedures or regulations. Likewise, administration bodies are hierarchical, which 
requires upper levels control. In the case of the Port Authorities, the Puertos del Estado (National Ports 
Agency) and the Spanish Infrastructure Ministry monitor the institution procedures and results.

Further, the databases consulted and used in this study were elaborated by specialized institutions with 
specific knowledge and trusted capacity in accordance with the data produced. The CPSV was created 
with as a land appraisal institution, the ICGC is specialized in making cartographies, the INE is the National 
Statistic Institute, …

Likewise, the most of the data consulted are part of series that have been elaborated for many years, with 
independence of the political wings in the government. Public institutions in Spain are considered politi-
cally independent. In the case of the port memories, they are analyzing the same indicators for more than 
30 years: operations, activities, infrastructure domains, construction works, economic results…. While, this 
is not a guarantee of data quality it facilitates analysis and research. 

Finally, once the databases were considered consistent and information is organized, it is processed by 

84   http://ptop.gencat.cat/muc-visor/AppJava/home.do
85   In this specific case, the external institution is also within a public corporation. The CPSV is a research center ascribed to the Universitat 
Politècnica de Catalunya.
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using the same models and layouts. This process allows comparative among the cases studied. In the 
event that data was not available for any of the cases, the results and graphics remain blank. This is applied 
and easy to visualize in the cartographies showing the urban growth around the ports from year 1946. The 
matrix keeps the order despite information lacks which also contributes to highlight the absence of infor-
mation for specific periods.   

As a conclusion, despite the amount of data and the diverse sources incorporated in this research, it is 
considered that the combination of data from different fonts and systems (triangulation) contributes to 
build a more solid procedure since results can be crosschecked to ensure the validity of the method and/
or research (MacDonald & Headlam 1999). 

3.4. Quality of the instruments: 

Validity

The variety of approaches, techniques, collection methods and research instruments included in the case 
study collaborated in the construction of the internal validity of this document. The internal structure of 
the thesis: qualitative and quantitative approach, the observation, interviews and analysis of existing data 
bases as part of the case study technique, the variety of instruments utilized: semi-structure interviews, 
drawings, pictures, … and the qualitative and quantitate data analysis extends the validity of the docu-
ment, correcting possible mistakes coming from limitative narrow perspectives (Creswell 2015). The fact 
that more than one case is analyzed as part of this research also contributes to the internal validity of the 
document, since unconscious deviations on the procedure were able to be corrected by contrasting pro-
cedures and results. The more than four years dedicated to the research and the different stages on which 
the field work was realized contributes to avoid partial observations, some of which could be related to ob-
servation made in a specific period of time. The economic crisis, could be considered a validity handicap, 
since it covers the period of time in which the field work was realized. However, modeling exercises cover 
a wider period of time to limit the validity handicap in this case. 

Moreover, research questions, objects of study and instruments are in concordance and were adequate 
during the research to encourage their validity. Thus, for example, city-port land market interest was as-
sessed through analyzing market indicators with economic instruments and through interviewing manag-
ers and specialized consultants in the field.

With regard to the interview sample, an accurate selection was made to match with the concepts and aims 
of the study and provide validity in the measurement of the instrument. A broad sample representing rele-
vant actors in the port decision making and operators demand attempts to avoid omnidirectional perspec-
tives in the analysis. Likewise, to prevent a partial perspective, the literature, reports and legal documents 
used to support the exposed arguments are continually confronted and tested to build solid scenarios. 

Triangulate the data sources (See, 3.3 Data Collection Method), clarify possible bias problems (See, 3.6 
Scope and limitations of the study), spend prolonged time in the field (the researcher lives in Barcelona 
and work in Tarragona), present negative or discrepant information against the stated hypothesis (See, 
sections where the Barcelona and Tarragona cases are analyzed), … are among the strategies incorporated 
to contribute on the validity of the research (Creswell 2015). 

Notwithstanding the two analyzed case study, the research does not provide external validity further than 
the Spanish environment. However it provides reliable information which can be taken into consideration 
when similar cases in the Euro Med area will be analyzed. Due common similarities among Mediterranean 
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city-ports, identified trends in the two analyzed city-ports can be considered feasible to be find in other 
Euro Mediterranean locations.

Reliability

Reliability is about to what extend the research can be repeated/achieved providing the same results 
(MacDonald & Headlam 1999).  A qualitative research have to register procedures of the case studied in 
the document and list as many steps of the procedures as possible at the same time that a protocol and 
database are well described (Creswell 2015; Yin 2002). In this document description of procedures, proto-
col and databases can be find in sections 3.3, 3.5, 3.6.

Likewise, following Gibbs (Gibbs 2007) recommendations on proceeding:

• Transcripts were reviewed to ensure their consistency and correspondence with interviews.

• Modeling procedures are fully described in section 3.5.1. Models were developed at the same 
time that the procedure described. Moreover, external researchers were asked to overview and give 
opinion of the setting. 

Further, with attention to the primary data elaborated for this document:

• Questions and sample used for this research are accessible and annexed to the document. While 
questions had to be modified during the research process, there are description of the original 
questionnaires as well as the modified and transcription of the final interviews. The reiteration on the 
interviews if a similar sample is set should drive to similar analysis and results. 

• Drawings are annexed in full scale. Drawing have notes clarifying considered databases and as-
sumptions when it was required. Fully description of the objective and procedures on the making of 
the drawings are also attached in the annex.

With attention to observation procedures, while authors like Mac Donald (MacDonald & Headlam 1999) 
do not consider it reliable due the impossibility of replicating the process, while it is considered to provide 
a high level of validity since there is not any prejudgment of issues and events. Triangulation, becomes also 
here an useful instrument to increase replication and reproducibility (Hox & Boeije 2005), since personal 
researcher observation can be juxtaposed to interviewers opinion and synthetic drawings and economic 
models.

Objectivity

The author and interviewer has contrasted and stated the opinions of a plurality of international research-
ers familiar with the subject and presented in this document. Within a context of open conflict, referred 
by Boeri (Boeri 1997) as a “war for position” this paper aims to provide a neutral opinion of the conflict by 
meeting opinions and results from both parties, cities and ports, and the stakeholders associated. 

It has been found that international literature is widely covering port development and operations, the 
same that occurs with city waterfront documents. However, those studies tend to be partial, limited to 
port or city boundaries and underestimate the role and influence plays by their counterparts at the other 
side of the interface. Thus, contrasting opinions contribute to improve objectivity and guarantee a wider 
knowledge on the matter.  
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With attention to the field work, the researcher had taken particular care to avoid or minimize his personal 
opinion which could distort the result of this research. Likewise, all the interviews were realized by the same 
researcher, which was aware of the importance of the matter. It was not necessary to train or trust in anyone 
else to conduct the interviews which could add uncertainty to the objectivity. 

By last, despite the author natural interest on the urban environment consequence of his architecture and 
urbanism background86, which do not contribute to objectivity (Creswell 2015), this deviation has been 
corrected through the special attention played in this document to port affairs at the same time that the in-
terest on port management interests and procedures. This is not to say that the research is totally objective, 
but it is supporting an effort to be neutral in the analysis and judgment.

3.5. Description of the instruments

3.5.1. Modeling 

The data obtained from the port authorities and administrations has been compiled and processed 
through elaborating economic models to test the market and stakeholder’s behavior in the interface.

The objective of this chapter is to introduce the process developed, with the aim of making comprehensi-
ble the achieved results.

Port and urban models are set apart. One reason is the origin of the data, obtained from different sources. 
The second reason is that due the different origin, models had to be build according to the data sources 
which differ in the data provided.

Both, port and urban models are limited to the Spanish context, while it is considered that the model struc-
ture could be apply in other Mediterranean city-ports. 

Below port and urban models definition are discussed:

3.5.1.1. Port models

          a. Port land market models

          Background:

Port authorities in Spain are required to set a land price for the land contained inside their domains through 
land appraisals. The “Ley de Puertos 11/2011” (Port Law 11/2011) states the procedures for all the Puertos del 

86  Traditionally Architecture Schools in Spain have assumed port environments as an unknown space with incomprehensible rules out of the 
scope of architecture and urbanism sciences.
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Estado (National Ports). Under this Law, Port Authorities proposals for appraisals are overseen and finally ap-
proved by the Ministry of Finance and Puertos del Estado (National Ports Agency)(Ministerio de Fomento 2011).

The Port Law and the first stated appraisals in 1986-87 required new land market assessments every five 
years. However, Spanish Ports, 30 years after are still making use of the first land appraisal87. 

For the setting of the final values which will be used for calculating the port tenants rents, two com-
ponents were used: the “basic value” and the “port component”. The basic value, is resulting from 
a national port appraisal entrusted to Iteasa, an appraisal firm. The setting of the market appraisal, re-
quires the analysis of every port nearby areas including industrial and urban activities (Iteasa 1986)88 

. To the estimated basic value, the Administration adds the port component, taking into consideration the 
state of the infrastructure. The sum of both values results in the final port land value (Ministerio de Obras 
Públicas y Urbanismo 1987; Ministerio de Obras Públicas y Urbanismo 1989) which are organized in port 
zones and have a spatial correspondence within the ports.

Originally, the port component was plan to be reviewed every five years with the setting of a new port land ap-
praisal in the case of Barcelona and with the update of the urban-industrial land values in the case of Tarragona. 
Likewise, the port components were estimated to be fixed for the same periods of time, until a new appraisal 
would be set. This research could not find any update of the port land values from the first setting in 1986-87 to 
2015. During this time, it is assumed that the only value increment considered was the national CPI89. 

In year 2005, Port Authorities start publishing annually the resulting port land values: including the port 
component, annually summarized in a port map. This map includes the zoning correspondence to the 
value areas, as well as adjustments to the CPI index uniformed by Puertos del Estado. Moreover, this map 
includes the ratio charged to the port tenants according to their activities. Those maps are open and aces-
sible through port websites for the current year90.  

Figure 3, Port land value maps, Barcelona and Tarragona.
Source: BPA: Subdirección Gnral de Explotación y Planificación Portuaria, TPA: Director de Dominio Público y Seguridad Inte-

gral de la Autoridad Portuaria de Tarragona

87   In 2015 a new appraisal is under study and from the BPA has been sent to Puertos del Estado. It is foreseen to be approved at the end of the 
year 2015 and considered for the land value setting in 2016.
88   Previous to 1986-87 appraisals there were attemps of regularization in 1966 and 1982 which gave special attention to infrastructure invest-
ments. This procedure had the risk of ending in paradoxical situations of lands with value of 0 or difficulting the subsidize of specific maritime 
activities (Iteasa 1986). The approval of the Real Decreto (Royal Decree) 2546/85 developed on the Law 18/85 cites the requiremet of the land 
value setting through land market calculaions.
89  Iteasa land appraisals and port reports referred to the port value setting refer to the CPI index as the anual update reference.
90   While the maps from 2012 and 2013 were accessed from the port websites, maps from previous years required of special request to the 
Port Authorities.
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          The construction of the model:

The objective of the model is to set a comparative with the urban land values at the other side of the port 
border. The handicap is on comparing land values from selling prices (urban side) with renting land prices 
(port side).

With the aim of obtaining a comparable value, the capitalization rate concept has been applied. Through 
this method, the total value of the port land results from the tenants yearly rent and a factor obtained from 
the difference between interest rate and inflation. 

 
The formula considered was:

                                               Capitalization rate =  
Yearly Income

Total Value

By following the consideration that: 

                                               Capitalization rate = Interest Rate - Inflation91

The model set works captures the temporal dimension. From the published values available from the period 
2005-2013 series are build considering the rental tax associated to the different tenants activities and areas. 

To calculate the interest rate values are obtained from the Banco de España (Spanish National Bank)92. Data is 
available from year 1987. The limitation of the series in time limits the resulting value average, which cannot be 
extended 30 years back to 1983 but limited to the period 1987-2013. The resulting average is a 7,25% rate93. 

To calculate inflation it has been considered the Spanish Consumer Price Index94. Data is provided through 
the Spanish National Bank from 1966, however consistent with the consideration for the interest rate, the 
value considered is an average from 2003 to 2013. It results in a 4,5% rate. 

From year 2005 back, values are deflated in the model to year 1987, the first year the values were applied 
in the Port of Barcelona to calculate the tenants rents. 

With the aim of isolating the impact of the rent (and in consequence the estimated land value) from deci-
sions that could be linked to market exogenous factors, the model had been modified considering:

91   For this appraisal, capitalization rate is calculated through using the Spanish interest rate for ten years bond. The reason for this estimation is 
to consider the capitalization rate “a function of the risk free rate plus a risk premium” (Schmidt 2013). Under this financial estimation the risk free 
rate is “the theoretical rate of return of an investment with no risk of financial loss” (Schmidt 2013). However all investments carry an associated 
risk, it is considered that the ten years bond is free of risk (This assumption is taken for the US treasury bonds since is considered really low the 
risk of default, but in this case is extended to the rest of national treasuries included in this study where there is also a really low risk of default). If 
we consider an investor with aversion to the risk avoiding the risk premium associated to the capitalization rate, it is possible to consider the cap 
rate at the same rate as the 10 years bond. In the other hand, since we are considering land premium valuations and not facilities, the associated 
risk can be considered 0 and disregard the associated factors: Age of the property, Credit worthiness of the tenants, Length of tenant leases in 
place, …
92   The Spanish National Bank has direct access to the series through http://www.bde.es/webbde/es/estadis/infoest/tipos/tipos.html
93   Incremental average were also tested by starting in year 1987. Thus 1988 results were the average of 1988 and 1987 and the same for the 
subsequent years. Finally this way of proceeding was dismissed since it results in negative capitalization rates consequence of the lack of data 
to balance the average.
94   The Consumer Price Index value for Spain has been obtained from El Banco de España (the Spanish National Bank). Those values are calcu-
lated through different bases which have been modified along the time. For this study has been considered the COICOP from 1992 and 2011 
which are coincident in the years during which they were both elaborated.
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• Adjustments realized by the Port Authorities with regard to Puertos del Estado directives in the CPI 
annual index, factor associated to the port land values results. 

• Considering the land rents in the calculation as the yearly income or NOI (Net Operating Value)

• Considering the net land value in the ports. 

• Considering the variations in the port land rent with regards to the port activities associated. 

• Considering an urbanization ratio inside of the port urban area higher than in the rest of the ports 
areas. 

          Assumptions and other considerations: 

First, the land port value data is being linked to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) except for the period 2005-
2013 due specific considerations from Puertos del Estado. Adjustments changed during the period from 
85% to 75%. This reduction contributes to cut the land rents charged to the tenants95. 

Second, the land port value is provided in yearly currencies, which requires of inflation calculations to 
make them comparable. In the model it has been used 2013 as the year of reference96. The inflator model 
considered yearly national inflation. 

Third, considering the capitalization rate a stable factor, inflation is considered constant for the whole stud-
ied period. The resulting average for the period 1983-2013 is of 4,5% considering data obtained from the 
Banco de España (Spanish National Bank).

Fourth, a deflator model is set for values before 2005. Values are deflated to year 1987, the first year of 
application of the land value appraisal97. The deflator considers the inflation average for the studied period 
in correspondence with the consideration on the calculation of the capitalization rate.

Fifth, the land port value is being set as an annual rent for port tenants. Thereby since is not a selling land 
value98 it has been necessary to find the equivalence through capitalizing rents to make a reliable compar-
ison with urban land values, which are selling prices. In this calculation the NOI (Net Operation Income) is 
set as the yearly income in the capitalization rate formula (School of Business SAUDER 2014). 

Sixth, the port land values are roughly provided, without considering the urbanization ratio: roads, green 
space and common areas. Considering the particularity of the ports, organized in big lots, it has been 
assumed a 30% infrastructures ratio, less than average ratios in urban environments which are considered 
between 45-50%99 and also below ratios considered for industrial areas which can be around 40%100. Prior-

95   From 2005 to 2010 the correction factor on the CPI index was 85%. From 2011 to 2013 the correction factor was of 75%. 
96   Last year that it was accessible at the time the data model was realized, 2014.
97   An inflator was required to represent the port land prices curve and the urban land prices. This model is extensively reported in chapter 
3.5.1.1 Port Models, c. Inflator/Deflator. 
98   In the Landlord port system established broadly in the developed world and in particular in Europe, the port authority is the land manager, 
not necessarily the owner, and one of its tasks is to provide land to the operators through  leasing which is an annual rent.
99   The report Streets As Public Spaces And Drivers Of Urban Prosperity from UN Habitat explores the street ratios in the developed and deve-
loping world (Mboup & Rasna 2013). 
100   Plots within the ports are usually larger than in the most of industrial áreas. Therefore the ratio of roads has less impact in land consumption 
than the average. See Centros Logísticos (Ragàs Prat 2012) to explore the items which consume land in a logistic park further than the buildable 
space. In international literature, see also The Geography of Transporst Systems (Rodrigue 2009) for transport infrastructure consumption ratios 
in urban areas. Further, the Ministry of land, infrastructure, transport and tourism, publishes a Building Coverage Ratio Regulations, considering 
50-60% for industrial areas. This study did not find explicit reference to the port systems roads ratio. But recent local plans for industrial areas 
consulted state 60% ratio for industrial plots (Ayuntamiento de Anué 2016). 
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itizing the “productive” space101 the common surface within the ports is minimized and thus, a lower ratio 
of street space can be considered in this model.

          b. Land revenues and tariffs.

In this model land revenues collected through land taxes have been calculated with the aim of analyzing 
its relevance in the port results and port decision making.

The time period analyzed goes from 1979, the beginning of the democracy in Spain to 2013, the post 
financial crisis.  A total of 34 years. 

The long of the analysis, result in a handicap to homogenize results.  Bases and criteria have been changed 
in response port management requirements.  Management and administrative complexity have also influ-
ence in the information generated and published in the port memories. The annual port resumes have also 
changed on the way they are organized and the figures included. 

Some of the more relevant considerations with regard to this analysis are:

First, due the introduction of the Euro currency in year 1999, previous memories were set in pesetas. 
To make possible the analysis the pesetas were converted to Euros using the equivalence 1€ = 166,386 
ptas102. 

Second, within the port incomes, the main interest was in the land taxes. Therefore, the rest was grouped 
in “other taxes”, including: entrance, mooring, shipping, fishing,… and in “other revenues”, including: finan-
cial revenues, matching funds, port compensation funds, operating income,… Notwithstanding the effort 
to make the analysis reliable, the names provided for the items changed over time, making difficult the 
perfect tracking over time. 

Third, however the naming and classification changes, the simplification made in minimizing the indicators 
followed, removes the most of the risk of misinterpretation. 

Fourth, the initial classifications have been followed in attempt of keeping the study reliability. Here are 
listed the most relevant changes in the classification system along time.

1979 Until year 1994 there is clear mention to the income generated by “concesiones”, which 
is interpreted as land tax. 

1994 Since year 94-95 in advance there is a shift in the accountability organization resulting in 
a new classification. From this year in advance there is mention to “cánones por conce-
siones y autorizaciones”, differentiated from “ventas por servicios portuarios” (taxes for 
shipping, passengers, fishing, etc.)

2000 Since year 2000, memories are published in two books with little changes from the orig-
inal format. The euro is from now the current currency.

101   Rents are captured from parcels. The rest of the space is considered a non-productive space in this model.
102   Banco de España (Spanish National Bank) exchange rate.
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2004 Since year 2004, the classification in chapter 1, the financial chapter in memories, is 
modified. Therefore is assumed that land rents are from now referred as “Tasa por ocu-
pación privativa del dominio público portuario”.

2008 In year 2008 there is a new modification in the accounting system. Some indicators like 
“ingresos extraordinarios” and “fondo de contribución” among other are no longer in-
cluded or have been modified within the income system. However land taxes and other 
port taxes remain in the account using the same classification system. 

Since there is not information about the procedure or equivalence between classifica-
tions before and after 2008, both systems has been kept. Only the “fondo de compen-
sación” which is the equivalent of the “fondo de contribución” has been extracted from 
its port accountability structure within the chapter “otros ingresos”. 

However, since the interest of this data analysis is to observe the increment of the land 
tax over time compared with the total port income and other taxes, those changes are 
considered not relevant.

2011 This year the general results are not shown. Instead, the memory includes the 2010 and 
2009 results.

Results show the increasing relevance of port taxes along the last 34 years. In one hand the increasing 
relevance in the total income can be observed in the % of the total income represented. In the other hand 
it is possible to observe that les.

         c. Inflator/Deflator

As a tool for other models of this research an inflator-deflator model has been developed. 

For those models the data considered is the national inflation. Port land values within the National Port 
System are inflated according with the National Spanish CPI Index and the model attempts to reproduce 
the stated values. Likewise, while in the urban side, a Catalan CPI index could be considered, the same 
national CPI index was modeled103. 

The data has been obtained from the Spanish National Statistics Institute (INE). Data comes on different 
bases since the indicators and calculations have been modified over time. However, for this research and 
the period of time considered, only two bases had to be used, the COICOP 1992 base and the 2011 base.

1983 base

1992 base

2006 base

2011 base

from year

from year

1966

2001

2001

2014

to

to

103   Future researches could explore the impact of the CPI index in the port and urban results. It is expected that a higher Catalan CPI could 
move the urban land values up in relation with the port land values if they operate with the national CPI index.
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The data from 1992 to 1966 is provided in monthly periods. An average has been calculated and added 
to the series. 

The resulting values has been used to calculate the Average Inflation Rate in the last 30 years (2013-1983), 
resulting in an annual 4,5%.

Inflation models have been calculated by applying the present value.

                    

CF      =CF  

CF         = CF    x (1+i)  

(1+i)  
real

nominal

nominal real

t

t

-

-

t
t

t t

This formula is applied to inflate the urban land values, the port extension costs and the port land values 
over time.

Since the models analyzed yearly oscillations, monthly results have been not considered. In the port side, 
land values are upgraded annually, and also the financial results are published annually. The absence of 
more detailed information dismiss the construction of more detailed models.

Since the data provided by the INE is considered of good quality and annually updated, the built models 
considered annual oscillations and none average results. However, exceptionally, the port land models 
make use of the 30 years CPI average, with the aim of making the capital rate stable at the same time that 
it is consistent with the limitation of data for the interest rate. 

         d. Land extensions

With the aim of analyzing the periods of port land enlargement and find urban and economic links, a mod-
el has been set to build series from 1979 to 2013.

The main analyzed indicators were: 

• Port land extensions, total available port surface in the current year by hectares.

• Dykes extension, total length by meters.

• Embraced waters, total surface by hectares.

• Land acquisition, aggregated data of the total land surface purchased inland in hectares.

• Port land area planned, expected port land development by hectares.

• Land intended for urban activities within the port boundaries.

Data has been obtained mainly from port memories, but also from port projects and plans. Ports memories 
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have yearly basis104 and despite minor changes they list the same port items along the time which guar-
antee their consistency. Moreover, the Puertos del Estado ports control should guarantee the reliability of 
the documents. 

With regard to the port plans, there have been checked the most relevant projects founded within the 
period of time included in this research, 1965-2013. However, there are exceptional cases that due the 
relevance in the port development have been included in the model despite being previous to this time. 

For both cases were consulted:

• Plan General de Obras Públicas de la Generalitat de Catalunya, 1935

• In the case of Barcelona were considered:

• Proyecto Rafols, 1859

• Plan General de Ordenación y Obras para el periodo, 1963-70

• Anteproyecto del Plan General del Puerto y su Ampliación, 1966 (Aurelio González Plan)

• Actividades de la gerencia urbanística Port 2000 (1988-1995), 1996

• Plan Director, 1989-90

• Actualización del Plan Director, 1997-2011

In the case of Tarragona were considered:

• Anteproyecto de Ordenación y Ampliación del Puerto de Tarragona, 1973

• Puerto de Tarragona Realidad y Futuro, 1990

• Una fachada Marítima para Tarragona, 1991

• Plan Director 2000-2014 del Puerto de Tarragona, 2000

For both cases, the data incorporated into the models and graphs are yearly based and have direct corre-
spondence with the data obtained from the documents. Later, graphically, data is contrasted with surfaces 
calculated through maps redrawing. 

         e. Land extension cost

During the research it was considered relevant to provide light over the ports land extension cost. The rea-
son was the hypotheses that a high land serving cost would be associated to high land construction-provi-
sion cost. It is the commonly assumed the high cost of the provision of port infrastructures. Moreover, port 
tenants usually complain about the rents afforded. 

To make this analysis, the most relevant extensions and plans within the analyzed ports were sought.

104   Except particular years that they were not published, the port memories have been annually published and are accessible to the citizens. 
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In the case of Barcelona:

• Anteproyecto del Plan General del Puerto y su Ampliación, 1966 (Aurelio González Plan)

• La Ampliación del Puerto de Barcelona, 2002

• Actualización del Plan Director, 1997-2011

• Obras contempladas en el Plan Director del Puerto de Barcelona, 1999

• Estudi d’Impacte Ambiental de les Obres d’Ampliació del Port de Barcelona (Pla Director 1997-
2011)

• Adjudicación Segunda Concesión Nova Bocana Business 2010 (BOE Miércoles 5 de enero de 
2011)

From those plans, the two first ones were planning documents and the data is a forecast. Rather, the last 
document considered, the Delta Plan document from February of 2010, is a review of the project started 
13 years before105. 

In the case of Tarragona the selection was: 

• Anteproyecto de Ordenación y Ampliación del Puerto de Tarragona, 1973 

• Proyecto de Muelle de Cataluña, 1982

• Proyecto de Modificado de Muelle de Cataluña, 1986

• Plan Director del Puerto de Tarragona 2000-2014

Both, the Anteproyecto and the Plan Director are big scale plans, while the Proyecto de Muelle de Catalu-
ña are a medium size project for the enlargement of the Port of Tarragona surface. To test the divergence 
between the plan and the closing prices it has been included in the model the Proyecto de Modificado de 
Muelle de Cataluña, a modified project from the original one, the Proyecto de Muelle de Cataluña. While it 
exist variation, it goes from 257€/m2 to 285€/m2, an approximately 10% increase.

Assumptions and other considerations: 

From the total budgets of the projects, facilities costs like cranes, flooring and other specific urbanization 
costs have been not considered. The reason is the interest of considering the provision of the asset without 
port or urban specific improvements. Through doing this it is expected to be obtained the minimum cost 
of land provision by land filling. This model provides the cost of a non-served land, not yet urbanized, a 
gross value. 

To avoid the risk of misinterpretation, since market values are set for serviced land areas, prices could be 
increase by adding the specific urbanization costs. Thereby, two values will be obtained, the cost of ex-
tending land and urbanizing it for port-industrial purposes and the cost of extending land and urbanizing 

105   Since the results obtained from the three cases were similar, no more cases were explored. Further researchs on the topic could investigate 
the cost of smaller developments in the Port of Barcelona as well as the impact of the crisis on the construction cost of those infrastructures.
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it for urban purposes; two values to compare with market values within the port side and the urban side106.  

Ports also grow through land acquisition or expropriation. This model attempts to assess the cost of the 
operations over time. In the case of Barcelona, the most important acquisition founded were to another 
public institution, the Consorci de la Zona Franca, while the Port of Tarragona acquired the most of its prop-
erty inland to small owners. Likewise, as part of the Actualización del Plan Director the Port of Barcelona 
acquired 110ha for the ZAL 2 development. 

Currency is in € from 2013. For the different project its current currency was considered.

Companies operating with the Spanish Administrations have to present their budgets considering the 
Gastos Generales de Estructura (GGE) (Overheads) and the Beneficio Industrial del Contratista (Industrial 
Benefit) which constitute the PEC, Presupuesto General por Contrata. In case that the budgets from the 
analyzed projects was PEM, Presupuesto de Ejecución Material, the Construction Cost, this was increased 
a 20% (14% GGE, 6% Industrial Benefit)107. 

3.5.1.2. Urban models

         a. Urban land market models

         Background:

In 1979 Mr. Pasqual Maragall who was later the Barcelona mayor during the Olympics and the President of 
the Generalitat de Catalunya in 2003-2006 presented his PhD in economics stating the first land values for 
the city of Barcelona (Maragall i Mira 1979). Three years later Mr. Roca Cladera presented also his PhD in 
the matter in the Architecture School (Roca-Cladera 1982). Coincidence or not, years later, with Maragall 
leading the Barcelona local Government, series of the Barcelona land values started to be gathered with 
the collaboration of the CPSC directed by Mr. Roca Cladera. This successful collaboration collected and 
organized the Barcelona urban values from 1987 to 2007. However, this series were suspended in coin-
cidence with the financial crisis and the municipal elections on which the socialist party PSOE resisted in 
power and despite the minimum difference in the councilors number, Mr. Jordi Ereu was elected mayor. 

The procurement of the CPSV databases encourage the setting of the first model that aimed to analyze the 
city market behavior and compared with the port environment. Later, the foreseen extension of the model 
to other cases emerged troublesome108. Thus, the obstacles to access to reliable databases in Tarragona 
resulted in a lame model.

However, despite the partial absence of data, the model was set for the case of Barcelona with the avail-
able databases.

106   Considering gross land, the construction market cost of urbanization in Catalonia is of 48,09€/m2 in average (Vázquez 2011), while the 
oscillation goes from  20€/m2 to 80€/m2. A more in deep research would be useful to determine the oscillations between industrial and urban 
land costs of urbanization.
107   While the GGE is adjusted from 13 to 19%, a simplification was considered to unify the criteria and obtain a 20% rate to calculate the PEC 
budgets from PEM.
108   Further description of the limitations on the access to land value databases is described in the chapter 3.6.4 Data Access Limitations.
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         The construction of the model:

First, values obtained from the CPSV and the municipality of Barcelona publications edited by the CPSV 
were organized by years. Values from the Roca Cladera Phd, were analyzed and incorporated on calculat-
ing the Barcelona average price. However, the values were discarded on the construction of disaggregat-
ed series attending municipality districts. Data from the Phd was not organized by neighborhoods and had 
not easy reference to location difficulting their integration in the model.

Second, yearly values by districts were inflated to 2013 currency values following the criteria described 
above in 3.5.1.1 Port models, C, Inflator/Deflator. 

Thirdly, value average are calculated for every district. A total value average is also calculated, considering 
the Roca Cladera results for 1983109. 

         Assumptions and other considerations: 

There is assumed the correspondence between the values from the CPSV and the municipality publication 
which are coming from the same font. Databases come from the same institution, are part of the same 
series of documents, and are elaborated entirely by the CPSC or in collaboration with other institutions. 

         b. Urban densities

         Background:

The initial interest of the models was to obtain information about the population density by districts in 
municipalities next to port areas to observe higher/lower densities correspondence with port boundaries 
closeness. In one the other hand it was the interest on observing the correspondence between the popu-
lation density and the land market prices in the city-port interface. 

         The construction of the model:

Information was obtained from Idescat and neighboring municipalities when available. A model was set to 
fill series from at least 10 years period.

Databases incorporated are from Spanish census and provided by Idescat. The stated year of reference is 
2013. Numerical results are represented in graphs on cartographies 20.1 and 20.2

         Assumptions and other considerations: 

Databases accessed provided discontinuous information for the analyzed period of time. Finally datasets 
limitations resulted in the construction of a model bounded between 2009-2015. Within this model, the 
year of maximum coincidence was 2013, which also matched with the year of reference considered for this 

109   The Maragall PhD was uploaded to the TDX http://www.tdx.cat/ website recently and time limited its incorporation to the model. 
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study. Consequently data used for representation in the cartographies refer to 2013. 

Furthermore, when organized, information from the same municipalities was founded to be attached to 
different statistical geometries when it was elaborated by the local institution or for the census110. It was 
decided to use data from census, since data provided by municipalities was partial and it was either avail-
able for all the municipalities. 

At the same time, there were found difficulties to find the geometries associated to the statistical areas 
for the studied municipalities. Thus, municipalities like Vila-Seca, L’Hospitalet and Reus due the lack of 
information show aggregated data when mapped in cartographies 20.1 and 20.2. Further, Vila-Seca and 
L’Hospitalet de Llobregat did not have information disaggregated per districts this year. 

3.5.2. Semi-structured interviews

Interviews are a relevant part of the field work research. Interviews provide firsthand information from 
the main stakeholders with interests in the area of study, further from observation or extracting data from 
documents related to the research field. In social science interview is today recognized the most wides-
pread knowledge-producing practice (Brinkmann 2014, p.1008; Edwards & Holland 2013). Further, from all 
the variants for qualitative interviews: structured, semi-structured, unstructured, informal and focus group, 
semi-structured interviews are considered the most common option, since it provides guidance to the re-
searcher but also flexibility to the respondent, something reflected in more spontaneous descriptions and 
narratives (Brinkmann 2014). In this research, semi-structured interviews were considered to match with 
the objective of the study, the process of the research, the population and sample. This system provides 
also flexibility to the interviewer who is able to develop theoretical ideas emerging in an interactive pro-
cess between the data obtained and theory (Edwards & Holland 2013). 

Similar to all other type of interviews, the construction of an interview guide is firstly required (King 1994)
conducting the interview itself, approaches to analysing transcript data (including issues of reliability and 
validity. This is demanding of questionnaires linked to the main research questions and hypothesis, and 
the definition of population and sample. Thus, questionnaires were defined before starting the field work 
in 2012111, the same as the definition of the population which refer to the city-port environment and the 
sample, purposively selected. With the beginning of the field work on the second case analyzed: Tarrago-
na, in 2015, questions were reviewed and readapted112. Population kept the same, and sample was defined 
to match with the firstly stated characteristics in the previous case which had satisfactory results and had in-
cluded people from inside and outside the port but all related to the city-port system. Nonetheless, taking 
advantage of the situation, in the field work in Tarragona it was included the category of industrial tenants 
outside port domains, which had not been previously considered. 

         a. Questions definition:

Interviews were prepared in advance with regard to objective of the research from general concepts to 
more specific questions and indicators. Likewise, questions were stated and organized in coherence with 

110   See chapter 3.6.4 Data access limitation for further information.
111   Questionnaires were developed before interviews started. However, first interviews requested for modifications. Nonetheless, the ques-
tionnaires kept almost the same structure and points. Variations are described in the transcriptions of the interviews, where it is observed that 
questions were changed in order and many times nuanced.  
112   Since previous experience prove difficulties to express correctly the research concepts and to make them understandable by the inter-
viewees, questions were reorganized, clarified and simplified. Questionnaires are also attached in the annex.
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the sample that was being defined at the same time. Thus, questions and indicators were classified taking 
into account the particularities of the different stakeholders the research will have to interview.

On the questionnaires there are questions defined to be answer for all the stakeholders while there are 
some others defined to interview specific groups in accordance tot their expertise. Port land managers 
can be asked for the land appraisals but similar queries will be unworthy asked to experts in the marketing 
area. 

Since the aim of the interviews were the validation or refutation of the hypothesis as well as the inquest of 
new relations and cross interest between administrations and users, questions stated were intended to be 
concrete and specific avoiding the treatment of unnecessary information for the case of study. The defini-
tion of the questionnaires is detailed and can be consulted in the annex.

During the research process other instruments were considered to be introduced to complement the in-
terviews with the aim of enriching the data and final results. However, first interviews demonstrated difficul-
ties to work with surveys which were expected to complement results with data to process quantitatively. 
In one hand surveys were inoperative to evaluate political will and opinion, mainly consequence of the low 
interest managers have to provide yes/no or numerical answers113. First, generalization was a handicap 
with very diverse stakeholders. Second, too specific questions difficult comprehension and requires the in-
terviewee extra effort which discourage collaboration. Lastly, the subdivision of the sample in small groups 
with the aim of embracing the maximum number of stakeholder as it will be observe below (see Table 5) 
discarded the survey as the most appropriated method to work with since specificity of questions would 
have limit their representativeness. However, survey was partially introduced for tenants with results that 
could be improved in future researches.

Thus, further than survey trials, semi structured interviews were realized to all stakeholders. Questions were 
also modified from one respondent to another to adapt results to theory and provide a more in depth 
information (Edwards & Holland 2013). Further, questionnaires which were previously defined to keep the 
interview time between 20 and 30 minutes were finally enlarged. Interviews were defined short to cope 
with managers expected time limitation. Nevertheless, despite the first interviews were not longer than 40 
minutes, the following meetings were increasing duration to one hour or more. The main reason was the 
information collected during first interviews which contribute to open new questions and topics. Further, 
they were also situations where the interviewee extended the answers freely describing stories linked to 
the topics.

Summing up, linked to the definition of the sample that is further described below, the decision of con-
tacting representative positions in all the levels considered relevant for the study limits the number of the 
embraceable number of interviews in the different groups. Likewise, the limited size of the samples per 
groups discouraged the survey method which do not provide the required validity for this research. More-
over, the targeted interviewers are high positioned in their companies and administrations represented. 
First contacts demonstrate their preference for semi-structure interviews rather than surveys which make 
them feel more comfortable due that they can partially control the information provided and the topics 
developed according to their expertise and interest. 

         b. Sample definition:

The sample main objective is to provide information to answer previous stated research questions (Ed-

113   Managers demonstrate their low interest on Reading any question or playing specific attention to too specific questions which for the 
purpouse of the interview were firtly defined. 
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wards & Holland 2013)e. In this research, samples aim to represent in both cases, Barcelona and Tarragona, 
the existing variety of city-port administrative levels, besides tenants and developers. 

Field Work, Barcelona
July 2012

Interviewed list

Entity Category Subcategory Subcategory Position

Puertos del 
Estado
Generalitat de 
Catalunya

Departament de 
Territori I 
Sostenibilitat

Direcció General de 
Transports i Mobilitat

Subdirector General 
de Infraestructuras

Barcelona 
Municipality

Public 
Company/Urbanism 
Agency

Director of Urban 
Strategy

BPA Maritime Activities Port Area Concession Dep. 
/Commercial 
Strategy Dep.
Finance Dep.

ZAL Area Logistics Consultant

Citizen's Port Director

Legal Dep.

External Relations 
Dep.

Commerce 
Chambre

Port Board 
Representative

Port 
Companies 

Industrial Activities Port Food Logistics Manager

Logistics, Car 
Distributor

CEO

Logistics, Bulk Food 
Products

Manager

Logistics, Bulk Food 
Products

Manager

ZAL Area Logistics Branch Manager

Automobile Logistics Human Resources 
Director

Leisure Activities Real Estate 
Developer

CEO
Construction 
Specialists

Retail Construction 
Department, Director

Retail Property 
Investment Group

CEO

Real Estate 
Consultancy 
and Brokers 
Firms

Capital Markets Associate Director 

Industrial Logistic 
Dep.

Director

Independent 
Advisors

Academic 
researcher

Industrial Logistic 
Dep.

Researcher Ports expertise

Engineering 
company

Port Expertise Senior Consultant

Field Work, Tarragona
November 2015 - February 2016

Interviewed list

Entity Category Subcategory Subcategory Position

Puertos del 
Estado
Generalitat de 
Catalunya

Departament de 
Territori I 
Sostenibilitat

Developmet Agency Industrial Areas 
Developer

Planning Director

Tarragona 
Municipality

Tourism Municipal 
Agency

Director

Urban Department Head Architect

BPA President Former President

Maritime Activities Public Domain and 
Security

Director

Citizen's Port

Commerce 
Chambre

President. Port 
Board 
Representative

Port 
Companies 

Industrial Activities Port Chemical Company General Manager

Solid Fuels 
Distributor

Operations Manager 

Petrol Refinery Communication 
Manager

Shipping and Port 
Activities Company

Manager

Container Terminal Manager

Logistics, Bulk Food 
Products

Deputy Director

Leisure Activities Dance Company Director

Luxury Marina General Manager

Industrial/ 
Logistic 
Companies 

Industrial Activities Textil Factory Manager

Import/Distribution Timber distributor Director

Logistics Logistic, Freight 
Forwarding 
Company 

Director

Real Estate 
Consultancy 
and Brokers 
Firms

Valuation & Advisory Director

Independent 
Advisors

Table 5, Barcelona and Tarragona Interview lists

To cope with this initial objective, the city-port structure was analyzed. On the construction of the sample 
a purposive selection was made. People and institutions that were considered relevant and representative 
for the investigation aim were firstly identified and after directly contacted. The first and main criteria was 
to guarantee that all the participants in the sample had competences over the port land or have manage-
ment expertise or made use of the port land. Further, they were selected by their variety of interests on the 
area, which presumed a different perspective and opinion on the topics commented in this research. The 
sample also considered hierarchies in the logistic chain, for example between port operators and logistic 
companies with the objective of contrasting their opinions. Also, within the port administrative structure 
different departments were targeted when possible: legal, finance, concessions, external communications, 
management from which specific information with different approaches was expected114. The resulting 
sample invited to work with senior positions in representation of the city-port stakeholder both in the       
Administration and in the Private Sector. Thus, the expected high education level of the selected sample 
and the interest on capturing the interviewees’ attention as well as valuable responses also supported 
the strategy of working with semi-structure interviews. Interviewees actively participate of the discussion, 

114   While in Barcelona the response from the Port Authority was easy and facilitates interviews, the Tarragona Port Authority did not collaborate 
at the same level. As a result the TPA is less represented in the final simple.
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expressing their interests and concerns at the same time that facilitates a more in deep conversation on 
the topics they feel more comfortable or they are expertise, the main reason for what they were previously 
selected.

The first sample in Barcelona, was an attempt to include the maximum number and variety of stakehold-
ers with influence in the decisions concerning the Port of Barcelona115. Later, the same organization was 
copied to fit in Tarragona, which was easily adapted since the city-port organization remain the same from 
an administrative and economic point of view. Adjustment of the samples are also part of the research 
process since it should be adapted together with the theoretical development (Edwards & Holland 2013). 

Resulting from the defined population and objective of the research, the city-port samples gather togeth-
er members of the National Port Agency, Puertos del Estado116, the Regional Government117, the local          
governments118, the port authorities: industrial and citizen’s areas119, the commerce chambers120, the Zona 
de Actividades Logísticas, ZAL (Logistic Port Area)121, port tenants from the industrial and citizen’s part of 
the ports122, real estate consultants123 and independent advisors124. Both samples are listed below (see     
Table 5), following the same structure and similar number of interviews, 22 in the case of Barcelona (Ta-
ble 6). and 18 in the case of Tarragona (Table 7). Categories and subcategories aimed to represent the 
wider possible population within the city-port environment from a land management point of view. In the 
same line, industrial and logistic tenants are not focus in any specific category but purposive selected to             
embrace a diversity of activities and interest for companies operating in the same area.

While the interest on extending the sample to other stakeholders in the port chain, was amend by intro-
ducing logistic and commercial companies in the Tarragona hinterland, other municipal administrations, 
technicians and power groups could be integrated in the sample. However, the time limitations of this       
research have made it unattainable. Sample was dimensioned to cover representativeness at the same 
time that reliable data the researcher and the time abailable make it fesible (Edwards & Holland 2013). 
Further, to cope with initial sample plans, difficulties were met to contact political positions considered 
relevant for this research, especially with, Puertos del Estado. To this regard, this research assume the un-
feasibility to cope with the initial objective. In the particular case of Puertos del Estado, the fact that this 
governmental agency is located in Madrid (Infrastructure Ministry) have difficult the access to the represen-
tatives mainly by the lack of contacts in their network.

115   This research considers the ports the focus of the study. Further description is find in 3.4 when referred to the objectivity of this study. 
116   Puertos del Estado coordinates all the national ports at the same time that states regulations and overview and monitorize plans and results. 
However, despite of the interest on contemplating their opinión in this study, their participation could not been achieved. 
117   Through departments and agencies with direct interest on the ports and nearby logistic áreas.
118   Local governments are expected to be the voice of the population demand from an administrative perspective. Their interest is assumed 
to be reflected on political, legal and spatial behaviors.
119   Citizen’s port refers to port areas intended for public urban use or associated urban activities which in the case of the Port of Barcelona are 
also managed by a special port body called Port 2000.
120   The port boards have a member designed by the local commerce chamber, which is usually the President of the Chamber. 
121   The first Zona de actividades Logísticas in the Port of Barcelona was a success and it was quickly extended in Barcelona and copied in Tarra-
gona. Despite this, the ZAL of the Port of Tarragona has been not yet developed. The ZAL bring logistic accommodation to companies speciali-
zed in the field at the same time that they bring the highest added value into the port-logistic chain, with an important role in the last enlargement 
in the Port of Barcelona, the Moll Prat, and in the Port of Tarragona, where a land reserve was acquired during the 90’s for those specific purposes. 
122   Since activities inside the ports are segregated it was expected to find opposed interests within the tenants. 
123   It was the interest of this study to assess the real estate market interest on the port border. Consultants and brokers have updated informa-
tion and understanding of demands and trends. 
124   Restrictions on foreland developments were considered a limitation to guarantee port activities in the future. Expertise opinion was consi-
dered to evaluate the development constrains.  
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Field Work, Barcelona
July 2012

Interviewed list

Entity Puertos del 
Estado

Generalitat de 
Catalunya

Barcelona 
Municipality

BPA Commerce 
Chambre

Port 
Companies 

Various Firms Various Firms

Citizen's/Industrial Citizen's/Industrial 

Category Central Government
Regional 

Government Local Government
Port Administrative 

body
Business 

Association Port Tenants

Real Estate 
Consultancy and 

Brokers Firms
Independent 

Advisors
Number of 
interviews 0 1 1 3+3 1 3+6 2 2

Notes

1. Since the Port of Barcelona has named its urban activity area the Citizen's Port, this name has been used to the rest of the research, including similar uses in other ports. 

2. The ports has been categorized between the industrial activities and the citizen's activities areas.

Table 6, Barcelona Resulting Interviewed list
Source: own elaboration

In this research snowballing methodology has been moderately implemented. This technique do not gives 
special relevance to the first contacts and emphasizes the approach, the key to introduce the researcher 
from one participant to another (Edwards & Holland 2013). In the research sample, despite first contacts 
were selectively identified from the beginning, departments and interviewees were modified during the 
process to better suit with the main purpose of the research and to provide more accurate answer to the 
research questions. Moreover, obtaining top managers approval for interviews sometimes requires previ-
ous steps in the organization which filter the adequacy of the contact. Thus, the interview to the Port 2000 
president required two previous interviews previous to approval: firstly with the communication manager 
and secondly with the legal department director. Different, companies were previously identified by their 
significant role in the area: size, activity, image, etc. While specific person and position, were not identified 
within the company or agency from the beginning, they emerged from the colleagues who contribute 
on selecting the most appropriate profile to match with the purpose of the interview. Further, in the most 
classic snowballing practice, interviewees collaborate on providing the researcher new contacts within the 
city-port environment considered to have more accurate information on the topic. This is the case of Rafa 
Silva, a retail company manager located in the Port Vell who facilitates the contact with Roque Urbina and 
Amancio Roig from an investment group working in the area.

Field Work, Tarragona
November 2015 - February 2016

Interviewed list

Entity Puertos del 
Estado

Generalitat de 
Catalunya

Barcelona 
Municipality

BPA Commerce 
Chambre

Port 
Companies 

Industrial/ 
Logistic 

Companies

Various Firms Various Firms

Citizen's/Industrial Citizen's/Industrial 

Category Central Government
Regional 

Government Local Government
Port Administrative 

body
Business 

Association Port Tenants

Real Estate 
Consultancy and 

Brokers Firms
Independent 

Advisors
Number of 
interviews 0 1 2 2 1 2+6 3 1 0

Notes

1. Since the Port of Tarragona has not the same administrative structure and weight in the citizen's port, the number of interviewers varies from the initial structure set for the Port of Barcelona

2. The ports has been categorized between the industrial activities and the citizen's activities areas.

3. The interview to the former director of the Port of Tarragona is included in the BPA

4. The interview to the Developer of Industrial Areas is included as part of the Regional Gov. since is a public company controled by the Generalitat.

5. Industrial/Logistic Companies are outside the Port borders but close to the site.

6. Contacted independent advisors and engineering firms refused interviews.

Table 7, Tarragona Resulting Interviewed list
Source: own elaboration

         c. Conducting the interview:

The organization chosen for the interviews was not spontaneous. Tenants had to be firstly interviewed to 
end with the higher hierarchical administrative levels in the port organization. The objective was to collect 
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firsthand information from bottom levels to enquiry top levels which could show the managers’ compre-
hension of the demand and their willingness to adequate their operations to the tenants’ request.

Further, it was consider the face to face interview the best option wherever possible. Main advantages 
were: synchronous communication in time and place, advantage on social cues and spontaneity (Opde-
nakker 2006). However, phone intervews were realized when no other option was available and minimized 
to three from the total of 40. 

With regard to the period of time when interviews were realized, first interviews were set in Barcelona in 
July 2012. Later, interviews in Tarragona were mostly developed between August of 2015 and February 
of 2016.

In all the cases when no objection was expressed by the interviewee, meetings were recorded and notes 
were taken. The use of both methods provide the advantage of capturing the maximum of information: 
dialogue and cues, at the same that avoid unexpected recording problems (Opdenakker 2006).

         d. Transcription:

After the data was collected the responses were transcript and processed using conventional digital meth-
ods. Transcriptions were realized the same day the interviews took place wherever was possible. The inter-
est was on keeping the maximum information from the meeting. Further, previous to transcription, a short 
description of the contact process and meeting is described to widen the kind of information provided.

Interviews were taken in three languages: Spanish, English and Catalan which responded principally to the 
interviewee mother tongue. However, independently of the language used during the interview, transcrip-
tions were directly realized to English to unify results and facilitate the check of the results by independent 
researchers which no necessarily have to speak the three languages. 

Transcription keeps the place and data where interview was realized, while it use pseudonymous to refer 
the interviewees and keep their anonymity. Companies’ names, public agencies references and institutions 
are referred by the type of activity, with the objective to keep also the anonymity of the font. 

         e. Analysis and representation:

Lastly, interviews were processed by selecting specific parts referring specific concepts which were classi-
fied according to the stakeholder group with the aim of making comparable results. 

Finally, results were illustrated through synthetic tables linked to the hypothesis and main topics. 

Exceptionally, data resulting from surveys was processed in excel tables while the lack of representative-
ness is recognized. 

3.5.3. Drawing

Drawings are a tool of analysis. This research make use of drawings to synthetize and analyze the thesis 
hypothesis and arguments.
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Drawings are organized in pairs, the first drawing corresponds to the Barcelona case and the second to 
the Tarragona case. In every pair, the scale of the drawing keeps the same as well as the object of analysis. 

Drawings are used to contrast also some of the findings in the economic models, since those are built base 
mostly on data obtained from official documents. By redrawing maps it is possible to refute or support the 
results obtained from modeling.

Drawings contains notes to clarify the fonts and relevant assumptions taken during the making process. 

Sources used for making the drawing are various, but they are registered in the notes sections: ICC, Insitut 
Cartogràfic de Catalunya; Dades Obertes de la Generalitat de Catalunya; Mapa Urbanístic de Catalunya; 
Ports memories; Consorcio de la Zona Franca; …

During the drawing process the research keep the consistency of the process by keeping the data provid-
ed from the different fonts separated and organized. Moreover, it was keep attention to the software used 
during the process with the aim of preserving the proportions given.

As a case study, the research had to face the analysis of a constantly evolving context. Thus, while the eco-
nomic models had to be set on a pass period of time, the filed work analysis required of a current process. 
Since drawings are not made instantly, from the beginning of the drawing process in 2016 to the end in 
2016 two years have passed. However, a special effort had been taken to develop the pairs of drawing the 
closest in time it was possible.

Likewise, since part of the field work analysis needed of more than one day, it can happen than results 
have changed the day after the data collection, and of course during the process from data collection to 
drawing. To face this problem, drawings have the date of the data collection and assumes the limitations 
of the analysis as a static picture of a specific moment. 

An area of study has been defined. Definition does not respond to specific geographical, physical or so-
cial characteristics, but rather to a graspable space next and matching with the ports borders, able to be 
analyzed in a reasonable time and with limited resources. Likewise, this contour was adapted to embrace 
the most relevant municipalities next to the ports at the same time that it was an attempt to include both, 
industrial and urban fabric representative of the interfaces.

3.6. Scope and limitations of the study

3.6.1. Case study

The area of study of this research is the City-Port interface within the European Mediterranean environ-
ment. After the analysis of other similar cases in the Euro-Mediterranean context, finally two cases within 
the same national border were selected (See section 1.7).

Despite initial interest of including other city-port locations belonging to two or three national contexts, a 
troublesome access to reliable and comparable data-bases, the lack of academic resources for research, 
an European inter-university collaboration, still needed to be built, and a limited research time leaded to 
bound the study to the those cases that ensured the accomplishment of the initially stated objectives. 
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Inter-university collaboration outside Spanish national borders emerged a handicap, similar to port access 
to data bases. Information was not easy to access through websites or port national associations, in the 
other Euro-Mediterranean countries selected which also difficult to contact managers either for absence 
of addresses or comprehension of the management organization. From the selected city-port sample, it 
highlights the case of the Port of Naples, which lacks of the most elementary information: port surface, 
port borders, etc. Further, the lack of collaboration by Spanish Central Government on the procurement of 
urban land values databases discourage the extension of the research in other Mediterranean countries 
before the achievement of higher and trustable administrative support125. 

With regard to the generalization of this research. As a case study, results and conclusions are limited to 
the context analyzed, however, the parameters and procedures are able to be extended to future research 
in the Euro-Med area. An opportunity is open for a wider analysis considering city-ports of similar scale 
and context. However, further studies would require the inclusion of new parameters to ensure validity and 
reliability in a across boundary study.  

3.6.2. Interviews

With relation to the interviews setting, samples were purposively chosen within each particular city-port 
interface. A bias problem can be argued consequence of the selective methodology used and the limited 
size of the groups interviewed. However, with the aim of minimizing this risk, the sample includes repre-
sentative departments and groups with expected different opinions about the research topic. Likewise in 
the final research sample, the whole range of the population that was considered relevant for the case is 
represented: port, regional and local administrations, tenants from both sides of the interface, real-estate 
advisors and independent consultants. From all the considered relevant interviews only representatives 
from the central government lack on the sample. Higher administrative levels made difficult the access 
to managers. Central location of the offices in Madrid either contribute to make interviews accessible. 
Summing up, from the initial sample and research scope, only one targeted administrations was not inter-
viewed, considering the result satisfactory in a 90%. 

In addition to the purposive sample, there is another bias problem in relation to the sample: the system 
applied to select the interviews respondents. Respondents are volunteers, and this could influenced the 
type of answer provided. Extra motivation or bad experience could enhance their participation in the in-
terviews. It is argued that internet questionnaires are mostly filled by not satisfy customers.  This concern 
is included during the interview process. A small introduction precedes the questionnaire and attempts to 
approximate the atmosphere under which the dialogue takes place. Notes are taken to express interview-
ees concerns or enthusiasm for the objects of study if it is the case. Furthermore, to compensate this hypo-
thetical bias, the research has been persistent in opening contact with some of the targeted respondents 
who were initially more reluctant to participate. 

3.6.3. Schedule

With the aim of comparing study cases, the research had to be extended on time. Starting in 2011, there 
have been 5 years of data compilation and analysis. Likewise, since the process has been sequential, the 

125   As it is explained below (Chapter 3.6.4 Data access limitation), urban land values are elaborated by two Ministries in Spain. However Access 
to databases were denied and a personal Minister approval was required. 
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initial results from the first studied case: Barcelona has influenced the way the data and the research was 
realized in the second case: Tarragona. Further, modifications on the process and parameters had to be 
done to adequate the research to both contexts. 

Thus, procedures results and conclusions from the first study have influenced the process and probably 
the results, at the same time that the second case conditions have modified and correct procedures and 
results of the whole study later on. However, without this interferences this study would not have delve into 
some of the issues now discussed.

This research also take into consideration the limitation of examining both cases at the same exactly time. 
The fact that one and another case were developed in different periods could conditioned the results due 
the turn of national, regional and local events. However, it is assume the unfeasibility to cope with this 
limitation as part as the research technique constraint. Despite this, the study can be framed in the same 
period of time, 2011-2016, a post financial crisis context. Thus, while after 2013 economic context condi-
tions have lightly improved, Spanish National Economy and national infrastructure programs continue in 
a “freeze state”. 

Likewise, since the setting time for the completion of this research was defined, it was decided to limit the 
database analysis to the period 1979-2013. However, exceptionally, the research is taking into consider-
ation periods of time out of the boundaries to provide answer to specific questions or when series would 
not be understood without being extended. It is also assumed the incongruence emerging from the fact 
that while the databases and models are mostly ending in 2013, part of the field work analysis is made in 
2015-2016.

Further, during the process of this research relevant articles and reports have been published with atten-
tion to the city-port interface conditioning the result and orientation of this document. One of the most 
relevant papers is Governing the European port-city interface: institutional impacts on spatial projects be-
tween city and port (Daamen & Vries 2012). The scope of the referred study covered the legal limitations 
and regulations which restrict cities and port synergies in the European landscape. As a consequence the 
orientation of this paper was modified to integrate the last scientific inquiries. The paper from Daamen 
and Vries contributed however to lead the ongoing study towards a complementary and relevant market 
research, at the same time that it was expected to contribute to better understand the causes of the port 
land conversion movements and stops. 

3.6.4. Data access

Access to certain databases have emerged a handicap for this research. Data existed and was identified, 
nonetheless, it could not be obtained due the lack of collaboration of public and/or private institutions 
with academic bodies. The following is a description of the data that have been required and the institu-
tions contacted during the research process, with special attention to urban land values databases.

Despite during the earliest phase of the research the access to urban land databases do not arise to be a 
problem, to find homogenize values to compare urban behaviors on the two cases: Barcelona and Tarra-
gona had resulted impossible. 

In 2013/2014 land values for Tarragona were starting to be required. Similar to the process followed previ-
ously in Barcelona, attention was paid to the municipality and regional and local research institutions. At the 
same time information was required to the central government through the cadaster, first, and the Infrastruc-
ture Ministry, later. But no matter the option, they seemed to have not the data needed for this research. 
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Local governments demonstrated their lack of information and resources and their dependency on the 
central government. The cadaster was the only database related to land values, only used to fix the land 
taxes. No other calculation had been ever realized or supported by the Tarragona municipality126, in the 
other hand the capital of the province and the bigger urban area next to the Port of Tarragona. Regional 
government contributed with similar answers, no matter the department or agency within the Generalitat 
de Catalunya127. 

Different, the Spanish Central Government recognize to have the data. Two of the Ministries: Justice and 
the National Treasury calculate urban land values. The Ministry of Justice through the Colegio de Re-
gistradores de la Propiedad128 (Association of Registrars) have the data resulting for real estate contract                       
agreements. Every real estate purchase in Spain is registered by a property registrar. The information which 
contains type of property, money amount, surface, location, etc. is compiled in a centralize database, which 
is later processed providing land costs averages for, per example, the Ministry of Infrastructures129.  But, from 
all this information, only aggregated results by provinces or cities of more than 50.000 inhabitants, com-
bined for the same province, are accessible through the Infrastructure Ministry130. In the other hand, the 
National Treasury, through the Catastro131 (Cadaster Agency) created a department called Observatorio 
Catastral del Mercado Inmobiliario (Real Estate Observatory), dismantled after the shift of the political wing 
in the Central Government. However, contacts with the once director of the Observatori and his supervisor 
did not contribute to procure the databases. Finally, formal requirement was submitted to the Ministry, 
answered in June of 2015. But, even with the approval of the Dirección General del Catastro on behalf of 
the Cabinet of the Minister the Gerencia del Catastro de Barcelona solved with an incoherent answer, and 
the end of the process to the present day. 

At the same time, further than direct contacts, official requests were realized through the platform: por-
tal de la transparencia (the transparency portal). The brand-new government tool was opened in 10th of 
December of 2014. The different requests made were refused through the same portal arguing exclusive 
competence of the Cadaster Agency and the Registrars (2/2/2015 and 07/05/2015).

There were also trials to obtain land value databases in the private and semi-private sector. Contacts were 
set with TINSA132, the biggest appraisal firm in Spain, through the Director del Área de Administraciones 
Públicas (Director of the Public Administration Area). Despite initial contacts were positive, conversation 
stopped without apparent reason. Similar results had the contacts with Arquitasa133, another appraisal firm,

126   www.tarragona.cat/ There is an Urban Planning Department within the Tarragona Municipality in charge of the design and local urbanization qua-
lity and management. However, they not make use of land values information for planning further from the Cadastre. In consequence, and differently 
from the Barcelona Municipality, they not elaborate any land market value database with the aim of supporting their development decisions.
127   The Servei de Valoracions Immobiliàries de Catalunya (Real Estate Valuations Service from the Generalitat de Catalunya Regional Government), 
reveal the absence of own databases.
128   http://www.registradores.org/ The Land and Mercantile Registrars of Spain holds a relevant property database. This data contains the closing prices agreed in market 
transactions. However, and despite the research interest, this public body refuse to collaborate in the study arguing a lack of resources to assume an extra work load.
129   http://www.fomento.es/ There is a specific body within the Ministry in charge of Architecture, Housing and Land (Dirección General de Arquitectura, 
Vivienda y Suelo). Moreover it exist the department for Land Politics (Subdirección General de Política de Suelo) within the organization chart. Nonetheless, 
the requirements for the databases used to set the aggregated municipal statistics available thought the Ministry website were not addressed arguing a 
lack of historical information.
130   The Infrastructure Ministry offers the information but is not controlling the database. Under the requirement for more precise information 
they refer the Colegio de Registradores. 
131   http://www.catastro.meh.es/ The Spanish Cadastre is not reflecting market values. Despite it is possible to find appraisers that estimate 
market value as approximately 2x the cadastre value, there is not any scientific approach on this result. Moreover, this estimation, however can 
be close to market values in specific cases, will never match for every case. 
During this study it was noticed the existence of an internal body belonging to the Dirección General de la Agencia Tributaria in charge of the 
real estate and land market values used to elaborate the Cadastre value, the Real Estate Market Observatory (Observatorio del Mercado Inmo-
biliario). Nonetheless, despite the attempts to contact the agency, no answer was recived.
132   http://www.tinsa.es/ “Tasaciones Inmobiliarias S.A.” is the first appraisal company in Spain by gross income (AEV 2013). After showing 
interest for the research topic, they refuse to collaborate arguing their inability to take an extra work load without economic consideration.
133   http://www.arquitasa.com/ Arquitasa is a small appraisal firm founded by the regional Spanish Architects Associations. Initial contacts 
thought one of their agents, who is also professor in the Madrid Polytechnical University, was interrupted. Further intents to contact resume the 
contact failed.
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 the Property Chamber134, the Colegio de Arquitectos de Catalunya, COAC (Catalan Architects Association) 
through the Agrupación de Arquitectos Expertos Péritos y Forenses (Forensics and Architects experts) and 
other appraisal specialized firms135.

134   http://www.cambrapropietat.org/ The Property Chamber is an association of general interest administratively supervised by the Regional 
Government, in the case of the Barcelona and Tarragona Chambers by the Generalitat de Catalunya. Asked by land market information, they 
pointed towards the municipality arguing their total disregard in the topic.
135   http://asoc-apti.com/; http://www.st-tasacion.es/; http://www.krata.com/; http://ibertasa.com/; http://thirsa.com/; http://www.valtecnic.com/
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Urban Land Value Requests

Entity Department Mail Contact Comments First 
contact

Last
contact

1.1 Subdirección General de 
Política de Suelo
Dirección General de 
Arquitectura, Vivienda y 
Suelo
Ministerio de Fomento

suelo@fomento.es 91.597.72.85 The data provided is limited to the inforamtion 
given by the Colegio de Registradores (agregated). 
This e-mail has been used frequently to require 
for information related to the topic and 
clarifications on the databases available. 

2013/03/07 2016/07/27

1.2 Ministerio de Fomento, 
Dep Estadística

mpnicolas@fomento.es Nicolás González 
Mari Paz, 
secretaria

They don't have the disgregated data. 2015/08 2015/08/13

1.3 Ministerio de Fomento, 
Dep Estadística

mgriocerezo@fomento.es Gómez Riocerezo 
María

The information does not match with the 
requirement. Databases are agregated.

2015/08 2015/08/12

Ministry of the 
Presidency

2.1 Dirección Gral. 
Catastro,  Portal de la 
Transparencia

http://transparencia.gob.es/ Belén Navarro 
Heras
Directora General 
del Catastro

The answer do not accept the requirement for the 
land value databases. However, it refers the 
researcher to the municipal Cadaster Office 
(Gerencia del Catastro) .

2015/04/29 2015/05/07

3.1 Gerencia del Catastro. 
Barcelona

gerencia.catalunya@catastro.minhap.
es

Directora Official request after interview with the Director 
of the Office. The access of the information was 
denied despite the ministry positive answer. The 
argument was the unclarity on the information 
previously demanded.

2012/07 2015/07/17

Gerencia del Catastro. 
Tarragona

Calle Pere Martell 38-40
43001 Tarragona (Tarragona)

Directora I was received by the Office Director. They 
provide me the last "Ponencia de Valores" 
(Cadaster Appraisal) from Tarragona. The document 
was consulted and copies were made of the resume 
pages through requiring a special permission and 
affording the tax cost for it. 

2014/04/9 2014/04/09

3.2 Observatorio Catastral 
del Mercado Inmobiliario

luis.gonzalez-
carpio@catastro.minhap.es
luis.arijon@catastro.meh.es

Luis Gonzalez 
Carpio,
Luis Arijón

In 2013 the Gerencia del Catastro in Tarragona 
informs that there is a department in the central 
office call "Observatorio del Mercado 
Inmobiliario". One year after the department was 
contacted through his deputy director, Mr González 
Carpio. Despite the lack of clear information Mr 
González set that he was not in charge any more 
but he also explained that the database was 
elaborated and they had it.  Further, I was 
transfered to the person in charge of the new 
department,  Luis Arijón who refused to 
collaborate withouth Minister approval. 

2015/02/11 2015/03/03

3.3 Direc. Gral. del 
Catastro. Ministerio de 
Hacienda y 
Administraciones
Públicas

adjunto.directora@catastro.minhap.e
s

Pablo Puyal Sanz, 
Adjunto a la 
Directora General

Answer to the letter written to the Treasury 
Minister. The letter required for a higher 
administrative collaboration wit the academia in 
behalf of the community. 

2015/05/07 2015/05/21

3.4 Ministerio de Hacienda y 
Administraciones
Públicas.

secretaria.asesores@minhap.es Marta Vega 
Velasco, Vocal 
Asesora

The 20th of April a letter is sended to the 
Ministry. The answer is received two months later. 
Exp 15-0224

2015/04/20 2015/06/25

4.1 Colegio de Registradores jose.melendez@corpme.es José Melendez, 
Director del 
Centro de 
Procesos
Estadísticos

They don't have resources to help me on the 
research.

2014/10/16 2014/10/22

4.2 Colegio de 
Registradores, Portal de 
la Transparencia 
Subdirección Gnral de 
Información
Administrativa e 
Inspección Gnral de 
Servicios.

Maria Soledad 
Luna Romero 
(Directora de 
Servicio,
Ministerio de 
Justicia) 918 372 
295.

Confidenciality reasons are argue to deny the data 
requested. Resolution 1041. Exp. 001-001041. 
Signed by the Director General, Sr Javier Gómez 
Gálligo.

2015/01/28 2015/02/02 
2015/04/20

5.1 Registrador Reus reus1@registrodelapropiedad.org Unknown I was answered through a phone call. The Property 
Registrar did not provide any personal 
information. He argued to have not access to 
general databases.

2014/05/14 2014/06

5.2 Registrador de la 
propiedad de 
Torredembarra

vjprado@registradores.org Victor Prado The property registrar will not provide access to 
the databases in correspondance with the 
professional association standarts. He refers to 
the annual DGRN, a report without interest for the 
topic.

2016/01/21 2016/02/29

6.1 Servei de Valoracions 
Immobiliàries de 
Catalunya.
Tarragona office. 

Carrer del Vapor, 4-6 43004
Tarragona

I went directly to the office in Tarragona. They 
don't have information or databases

2014/05 2014/05

6.2 Juzgado de Tarragona 
(Court of Tarragona) 
Departamento de 
Expropiaciones

Carrer de Sant Francesc, 3, 43003 
Tarragona

I went directly to the office in Tarragona. They 
don't have information or databases

2014/05 2014/05

6.3 Cap del Servei d’Estudis 
i Documentació 
d’Habitatge

lluisa.casals@gencat.cat Lluïsa Casals Ms Casals gently contribute with the information 
her department had in their database. However, the 
data had not the same quality for all the 
municipalities .

2016/04/15 2016/04/19

Ayuntamiento de 
Tarragona

7.1 Urbanismo I went to the office in the center of Tarragona. 
They don't have their own sources. The oly 
database they have is provided by the Cadaster and 
is used exclusively for taxation.

2014/04 2014/07

8.1 Secretaría secretaria@coac.cat Requirement to teh Catalan Architects Association 
for information related to the urban land values. 
No answer was received. 

2015/08/13 2015/08/13

8.2 Agrupación de 
Arquitectos Expertos 
Péritos y Forenses

aaepfc@coac.net Marta Marín 
Segura

Answer from the association of architects expets 
on justice affairs.  They refer to a real estate 
market database for Barcelona which do not contain 
land values.

2015/08/13 2015/08/31

Universitat
Politècnica de 
Catalunya, UPC

9.1 Centre de polítiques del 
Sòl i Valoracions, CPSV

carlos.marmolejo@upc.edu Carlos Marmolejo I contacted Mr Marmolejo asking for similar 
studies for Tarragona. They affirmed to unknown of 
any land value studied over there. 

2013/03/05 2014/05/15

Universitat
Rovira i 
Virgili, URV

9.2 Catedra d'Habitatge office.housing@urv.cat Sergio Nazarre The Catedra do not have land value or real estate 
information.

2014/06/10  2016/01/02

Universidad
Politécnica de 
Madrid, UPM

9.3 Regulación y análisis 
económico del proceso 
edificatorio.

gema.ramirezpacheco@gmail.com Gemma Ramirez 
Pacheco

I contact her in a real estate appraisal course 
she was teaching. Despite her interest on the 
topic and first positive answers through e-mail, 
contact was lost.  Gemma is also apraiser in 
Arquitasa.

2014/07/04 2015/07/28

10.1 Independent real estate 
appraiser

V. Mari He has not access to general data. He gaves me 
data referent to Tarragona but not comparable or 
aplicable.

2014/05/06 2014/06/12

10.2 Director Área de 
Administraciones
Públicas

tinsainfo@tinsa.es Jaime Fonfria, 
Marta García, 
913727754

Instead the initial interest he never answer the 
phone again.

2014/06/25 2015/07/27

Arquitasa 11.1 Delegación de Barcelona barcelona4.0@arquitasa.com Sr. Pineda They never answered. 2015/07/28 2015/07/28

Asoc. Prof. De 
Tasadores
Inmobiliarios

12.1 http://asoc-apti.com/ apti@asoc-apti.com The answer redirect the question towards the COAC. 
I insisted.

2015/08/12 2015/08/13

ST, Sociedad de 
Tasación

13.1 http://www.st-
tasacion.es/

info@st-tasacion.es They never answered. 2015/08/13 2015/08/14

Krata, S.A. 14.1 http://www.krata.com/ info@krata.com They never answered. 2015/08/13 2015/08/15

Ibertasa,
Sociedad de 
Tasación

15.1 http://ibertasa.com/ ibertasa@mad.ibertasa.com They never answered. 2015/08/13 2015/08/16

Thirsa,
Valoración y 
Tasación

16.1 http://thirsa.com/ thirsa@thirsa.com They never answered. 2015/08/13 2015/08/17

Valtecnic 17.1 http://www.valtecnic.com
/

sede@valtecnic.com They never answered. 2015/08/13 2015/08/18

18.1 https://www.idealista.co
m/
Equipo de tecnología 
(i+d/móviles)

djimenez@idealista.com Dani Jiménez Daniel is an expert in I+R. I obtain his contact 
at the same time that I contact Mr del Coso. Since 
Mr Del Coso was in charge of the process, the 
contact with Mr Jiménez ends.

01/01/2016 2016/01/21

18.2 Comunicación bdelcoso@idealista.com Beñat del Coso In December it was sended an  e-mail to the CEO in 
charge of the reseach in Idealista. Mr del Coso 
answered the same day. After some e-mails and 
phone calls, he stoped answering. It was argued a 
peak in the academic demand for the company 
databases.

2016/01/19 2016/02/28

Generalitat de 
Catalunya

Colegio de 
Arquitectos de 
Cataluña, COAC
(Catalan

Tinsa

Idealista

Spanish
Infrastructure
Ministry

Ministerio de 
Hacienda y 
Administraciones
Públicas
(Treasury
Ministry )

Colegio de 
Registradores de 
la Propiedad

Ministerio de 
Justicia
(Ministry of 
Justice)

Table 8, Urban land values requests
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Academic institutions were also approached: the Centre de Politiques del Sòl I Valoracions, CPSV, from the 
Barcelona Polytechnic University which had provided the data for the Barcelona municipality in the first 
place, the Area of Regulación y análisis económico del proceso edificatorio (Building Process Regulation 
and Economic Analysis) in the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid and the Càtedra de Habitatge136 (Housing 
Chair) in the Universitat Rovira I Virgili. Nonetheless, despite their masters in real estate, no any of the chairs 
have or provide any information related to urban land values in Tarragona. 

By last, Idealista137, the biggest Spanish real estate portal in the website was contacted. In principle it was 
assumed that they had not land values databases but there was the chance to build a real estate series of 
both cities: Barcelona and Tarragona and observe the market trends. First contact was also positive and 
the communication department accepted the academic collaboration, even so, soon they change their 
mind alleging a pick in the number of academic demand for similar researches. In parallel a renting price 
database from the Generalitat de Catalunya was found. This information focus on construction includes 
renting prices by municipalities collected by the Departament de Territori I Sostenibilitat. Regardless of 
the handicap of working with renting prices138 it was considered the interest of studying the curve trend. 
However, a deeper analysis of the databases highlighted the lack of disaggregated data for Tarragona and 
also for Barcelona139.    

Further than recognizing the burdensome and time consuming task of data compilation from port-related 
databases highlighted by Pallis (Pallis et al. 2011), with respect to the ports databases, main difficulties 
were referred to the access of land value information and the changes in the annual port reports (memo-
ries): items considered, discrepancies in the terminology used between the ports included in the research 
and the lack of documents for specific years140. 

Firstly, referring the access to port land value data. Port land values are publicly accessible through port 
authorities’ websites. However, the maps and databases refer the current year. The access to the series de-
manded for special requirements to the institutions. It drove to a delay in access to the complete informa-
tion and its analysis. As a consequence models had to be re-set to match with original sources. However, 
published information lacks from 1986-87 to 2005 and models have assumed what technicians in the port 
and documents state which is a 1-1 link of the port land values and the yearly CPI.

Secondly, with reference to the information extracted from port memories. There have been found that 
port memories are a good instrument to extract information since they are published and preserved in the 
archives for all the period of study. However, some limitations on the source have to be considered. One, 
is the sometimes differences between port memories in the naming or concepts listed despite the Puertos 
del Estado overview. This is the case financial concepts on the port incomes and their designation141. Two, 
there are the concept and items changes along the series due the port authorities or Puertos del Estado 
requirements to adequate items measure to reality or management needs. This made sometimes difficult 

136   http://housing.urv.cat/ The Chair of Housing was opened in year 2013 in the Rovira Virgili University. It is offered a post-graduated program 
with the title, Advance Course for Real Estate Agents and Property Management. There was the possibility that they were interested in building 
land market values for Tarragona since they are not feasible public data at local level, but my attempts for mutual collaborate were not replied. 
137   https://www.idealista.com/ An e-mail was sent to Fernando Encinar, Director de comunicación y jefe de estudios de Idealista (Communica-
tion manager and Research Director). Idealista is the portal leader in real estate information in Spain. They are continually referred in the news as 
a trustable source. They have a database started in 2004 for real estate properties. They are second hand houses with selling prices (not closing 
prices). For land market they affirmed to have information for the last two years, despite they do not consider the information trustable, since it 
is not statistically significant.
138   Similar to Idealista databases were not land prices, limiting comparison with the port land values.
139   The Servei d’Estudis i Documentació d’Habitatge (Housing Statistics Departament) was contacted. They kindly collaborated in the provi-
sion of more detailed databases. However the information was partial and with a low level of disaggregation in Barcelona and a total lack of 
disaggregation in Tarragona to make possible the construction of historical series.
140   Port Authorities publish annual port reports coordinated by Puertos del Estado, which have kept almost the same structure for 30 years. 
However, there is not report published for specific years in the series, differing from one port to another.  
141   In 2004, 2005 and 2005, it has been found that the financial study from the Port of Barcelona is not matching with the data given in the 
memories. It is assumed that Puertos del Estado provided a homogenous structure which is followed in the financial analysis but not in the 
memory. However, to be consistent with the data managed in both ports, for the Port of Barcelona it will be taken into consideration as land tax 
or concession the “tasas de ocupación y aprovechamiento de las instalaciones portuarias” although is not matching with “tasas y servicios a las 
concesiones” which in this case has a higher amount.
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to follow the series and require the researcher to make assumptions on building the model. Small changes 
are the introduction of the Euro Currency after 1999142. With regard to the items and the specifications on 
the land taxes changes are also introduced in 2004143 2008144 and 2011145. Three, it has been founded that 
information in the memories do not perfectly match with official maps included in the same documents, 
presenting incoherencies. The clearest case is the land acquired by the Port Authority of Tarragona be-
tween 1993 and 1995 which is sometimes referred within the port borders but not always considered as a 
port surface when data is stated in the memories146.

Thirdly, there are years that memories were not published which represent a miss of information. In the 
case of Barcelona this is happening in 1983, 1989, 1995, 2003 and 2004. In the case of Tarragona lack 
memories from: 1994, 2002, 2009, 2012. However, memories contain partial information of the year be-
fore, which is the case of the financial resume. This is minimizing the impact of the lack of more precise 
information. 

In relation with the municipal districts geometries and databases. Districts geometries and boundaries 
emerged a conflictive matter. For many years administration agencies and municipal departments elab-
orated their own statistical districts generating confusion in the references and results. The same name 
could be related to different areas. In the case of the population databases census districts and munic-
ipal districts do not match in any of the municipalities where data was provided: Barcelona, el Prat de 
Llobregat, Tarragona and Reus. For the rest of the municipalities, municipal statistics lacked or lacked of 
geometries to relate to the databases. As a consequence analysis had to consider the criteria of using the 
year and geometries that match in every case, independently of its lower level of disaggregation. Similarly, 
land values in Barcelona provided by the municipality and the CPSV, do not match with any other statistical 
division, not even with the municipality. This way of proceeding difficult the data crossing and comparison 
since the areas of study differ from one database to another. Cartographies play attention to those chang-
es and notes are describing the limitations and administrations providing the information147. However, 
despite since 2012 municipalities are working in unifying criteria, historical series will continue presenting 
an evident disconnection. 

By last, there was the interest on analyzing population densities and employment rates by urban areas in 
relation to the port boundaries. However, databases obtained from public accessible institutions lack of 
disaggregated information by districts for the most of the municipalities. Thus, with attention to the em-
ployment rates from the selected municipalities: Barcelona, L’Hospitalet de Llobregat, El Prat de Llobregat, 
Tarragona, Vila-Seca, La Canonja and Reus, data was only for Barcelona and responds to census statistical 
organization, which divides the whole city in only 11 zones difficulting the emergence of appreciable vari-
ations. The rest of the information was limited to municipal averages. 

3.6.5. Representativeness

142   Until year 2000 the memories format keep without big variations. Since year 2000, memories are published in two books with little changes 
from the original format. However, the euro is from now the current currency.
143   From year 2000 to 2004 the memories format keep without changes. In 2004, chapter 1, financial, is modified in the way taxes are organi-
zed. This is generating a necessary assumption to make the data comparable. From this year concessions or land rents are assumed to corres-
pond to “Tasa por ocupación privativa del dominio público portuario”.
144   In 2008 the financial chaper is again modified. The “ingresos extraordinarios” and “fondo de contribución” among other items are not in-
cluded or are modified in the income list. However land taxes and other port taxes remain in the account using the same organization. Due the 
impossibility to find many of the equivalences before and after year 2008, the solution adopted was to keep both accountability systems in the 
model. It is assume that the “fondo de compensación” correspond with the “fondo de contribución” and moved from the chapter “otros ingresos”. 
However, since the interest of this data analysis is to observe the increment of the land tax over time in comparison with the total port income 
and other taxes, those changes within the port financial structure are considered not relevant due the low or not impact in the resulting curve.
145   The accountability system changes again in 2011. The yearly memory is not showing this year the annual income results. Although includes 
the 2010 and 2009 results.
146   Further information is in the cartographies. Since the differences were founded relevant they were clarified in the CArtography 2.1 and 2.2
147   See cartographies: 13.1;13.2;14.1;14.2;24.1;24.2
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This study recognize the limitation of capturing a changing reality too complex to be synthesized through 
maps and drawings. This continue change associated with time recognizes the limitation of the drawing 
when the representation of today’s reality is discovered obsolete the day after (Erice et al. 2000). Further, in 
the urban context the recognition of sometimes hidden community behaviors emerge key to avoid possi-
ble bias obviating key conditions like: day/night, working/non-working days, seasons, etc. 

Another handicap is the representation of non-tangible - physical elements to make them comprehensi-
ble. Further from the classical representation of the city-port environment, this research aimed to present 
selected indicators in a way that illustrates and synthetizes information that despite their existence is not 
assented as far as is not visualized. This research takes the risk of using new representation methods to 
describe what were considered shadowed information assuming the complexity of the process and the 
tools used.

Drawings have the condition of being an exploratory an explanatory research developed under continue 
criticism making difficult to set boundaries to the process at the same time that implies final representation 
not always displays what it was previously planned.  

Once objectives and research questions were stated and databases had been extracted to a great extent, 
this research placed emphasis on making a drawing list aimed to clearly set boundaries to the explorato-
ry wing of the research, stating the making order, the number and title of the drawings, the scale of the 
representation, the period of time represented, the databases planned to be used and the type of repre-
sentation aimed to be employed. Thus, while minor changes were introduced, selected indicators were 
represented with special effort on the visualization of the less common elements.  
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Chapter 4: Research analysis

The organization of Spanish Administration 

The Spanish political administration, consists of Central Government, located in Madrid; 17 Autonomous 
Communities, from where Catalonia is one of these, 52 provinces and 8,116 municipalities (INE 2012)148. 
Barcelona is the municipality but is also the name of the province, one of the four within the Catalan ter-
ritory. There are four main administrations with competences over the ports: the port authority, the local 
government, the regional government149 and the central government which is represented by the national 
agency Puertos del Estado150 and the Infrastructure Ministry, official port land owner.

         a. The Spanish administrative and regulatory port system

Regardless of the intense process of decentralization which occurred in the Spanish Port System since 
1992, ports are still considered under state control, through the land ownership which remains in the 
Infrastructure Ministry. Port decisions are thus subjected to central government approval and indirect fi-
nancial support despite port self-sufficiency requirements. The Spanish Port System which has a conser-
vative management performance, has operated with a low city-port interaction and inter-administrative 
collaboration, while encouraging the growth of the maritime infrastructures along the Country during the 
last decade. This strategy have moved entire ports outside the city limits, leaving space for expected urban 
developments. However, the Port of Gijon and La Coruña are two recent examples of the failure of the 
strategy: the ports have been moved but the market did not recognize yet the new available land for cities 
developments. 

Maritime Spanish Commercial Ports are coordinated under the umbrella of the state agency Puertos del 

148   The number of municipalities in Spain is considered remarkable high when compared with other developed countries in Europe. It is also 
remarkable the division between function and administrative division, which recommends the reshape of the borders in the urban and country-
side environments (González 2006).
149   In this study both port authorities are in different provinces but under the power of the same regional government, the Generalitat de 
Catalunya.
150   Puertos del Estado is the agency in charge of the State Ports Coordination. It is a public organization under the Infrastructure Government 
control.
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Estado, embedded in the Infrastructure Ministry. The Spanish Port System has 46 ports considered of na-
tional interest integrated in 28 port authorities (Puertos del Estado 2016). The Spanish Port System has 
followed an intense process of devolution of power since in 1992 when it was presented with the first Port 
Law 27/92 -Ley de Puertos del Estado- which has been reviewed 4 times: Law 62/97, Law 48/2003, 33/2010 
and 2/2011 (Castillo-Manzano & Fageda 2012). Similar to other European countries, the Spanish port ad-
ministrations have increased their autonomy and independence from the central government following 
current decentralization trends. Thus, the 28 members of Puertos del Estado are organized under the Ex-
panded Landlord System (Expanded Port Authority System (ref. Article 2.1.1), recognizing port authorities 
leadership in the port associated logistic chains (Puertos del Estado 2012). Under this design, the Spanish 
Port Authorities are not land owners but land managers, considering that the land property remains in 
hands of the Spanish Infrastructure Ministry. Furthermore, under the established criteria, PAs acquire a 
more participative role in the commercial logistic business, necessary to guarantee the competitivieness 
of the transport system. Thus, are appearing in the common terminology terms like: Cluster, Regionaliza-
tion, Hinterland, Business Ecosystem, etc. recognizing the relevance of the transport chain as a continued 
and indivisible unit. In this regard, the Port of Barcelona in its III Strategic Plan (III Pla Estratègic del Port de 
Barcelona) paid special attention to the setting of efficient logistic chains and the role played by the oper-
ators, a significant change with respect to previous objectives focused on intra-port connections (Autoritat 
Portuaria de Barcelona 2015)151. 

Despite the intense process of devolution of power undertaken from 1992, the Spanish Port System has 
been reluctant to incorporate new uses further from the provision of maritime-industrial services, recog-
nized its main aim. Thus, it was not until the last State Port Law modification, the 2/2011 - Consolidated Law 
on State Ports and Merchant Marine 2/2011- that other uses were recognized152. This embodiment opens 
the door to businesses developments within the port domains with tied links to urban activities. Limitations 
are on the condition that these alternative uses are settled, that have to guarantee that technical condi-
tions impede the realization of port original activities, or those port areas are abandoned or in disuse due 
changes in the required operative necessities (Ministerio de Fomento 2011). Nevertheless these changes 
are recognizing the reality. The BPA had opened the Port Vell 20 years before. 

Another important aspect of the Spanish System is the PAs requirement for financial self-sufficiency. This 
sine qua non condition is requiring port authorities of yearly positive balances, with independence of na-
tional funds. It is expected that the responsibility and dependency of the revenues collected, as the main 
port funds, encourages the best use of the land resources. Port authorities are thus pushed by financial 
sustainability requirements and the demand higher quality services towards a port corporative model. 

From the 28 different Spanish PAs, three of them are highlighting considering the TEU’s (containers units) 
transported and total freight trade: Barcelona, Valencia and Algeciras, followed by Tarragona, Bilbao and 
Cartagena (Puertos del Estado 2012). Likewise, by measuring the gross trade weight, the three main Span-
ish ports are competing in the 20 European Ports ranking, with Barcelona in 16th place (Port of Rotterdam 
Authority 2011). On the other, hand the significant high number of ports has not promoted specialization 
although the Spanish Port Law and Puertos del Estado encouragement of competitiveness among the port 
authorities153. As a result, the PAs tend to offer the whole range of similar products, independently of the 
specificities of the settlement.

151   The BPA is partner of CILSA (Centro Intermodal de Logística, S.A.) the society responsible for the management of the ZAL, the logistic cen-
tre. With this instrument the Port of Barcelona is on one hand strengthen the quality of the service in the logistic chain by offering complementary 
port services in the interface, and in the other hand expanding its business to other ports and logistic cluster which facilitates the trading and 
broaden its global influence.
152   Nevertheless this consideration, the aim of the ports under the control of Puertos del Estado has to be exclusively the port use,  considering: 
commercial activities (transport), fishing, nautic-sports and those other activities with logistic or industrial linkages and naturally related to port 
locations (Ministerio de Fomento 2011).

153   Port managers express their concern about the Spanish System boost of competition between Port Authorities instead of promoting co-
llaboration, especially with nearby ports. 
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Furthermore, in the past few years the Spanish port authorities have fostered a plan of infrastructures ex-
pansion with a port system surface increment of 56%154. Backed by a foreseen market growth of 71% from 
2005 to 2020, most of the port expansion plans were accomplished supported by the favorable economic 
situation before 2007. Representative from this expansionist period are the move of the Port of La Coruña 
to the city outskirts, the new port in Granadilla (Tenerife) or the Delta Plan in Barcelona, which adds 700ha 
of port operational land.

         Port borders

Ports within the Spanish System are part of the See-Land Public Domains integrated in the national port 
public domain, regulated by the Law 2/2011 and the regulations with regard to the coast (Ministerio de 
Fomento 2011). 

Dominio Público marítimo terrestre (See-Land Public Domains) is stated by the Spanish Constitution de-
scribing: the sea-land zone, the beaches, the inland waters ways, territorial sea and natural resources from 
the continental shelf are goods from the See-Land Public Domains with the aim of protecting natural re-
sources and guaranteeing an equal access to the waterfront (Magrama 2016). The Port public domain is 
part of the See-Land Public Domain referred to in the article 132.2 in the Spanish Constitution regulated in 
the Ley de Costas 22/1988 (Coast Law), from 28th  of July (Fernández-Quirós Tuñón, Tomás López Quiroga 
2012; Ministerio de Fomento 2011).

Dominio público portuario estatal (Port public domain) includes: 1, the land, works and port installations 
under state ownership previously linked to port services, 2, land and installations acquired by port author-
ities through eminent domain, purchase or any other type of agreement when they are affected to uses or 
services by the Spanish Infrastructure Ministry, 3, works realized by the State or Port Authorities within this 
domain, 4, works built for by tenants within the public domains once their contract expires, 5, land, Works 
and installations for navigation that were affected to Puertos del Estado (National Port Agency), 6, water 
areas included within the Zona de Servicio del Puerto (Port Service Area) (Fernández-Quirós Tuñón, Tomás 
López Quiroga 2012). The port public domain clarifies the Infrastructure Ministry land ownership which 
includes all the assets contained within the port area.

Zona de servicio (Port Service Area) is defined by the article 69 from the Real Decreto Legislativo 2/2011, 
the Port Law (Ministerio de Fomento 2011). It is defined and bounded outside by its own contour and in-
side by areas associated to the uses offered, including land and water space needed for the development 
of port uses, together with the necessary reserves to guarantee the port activity development, as well as 
the space for port-city interaction (Fernández-Quirós Tuñón, Tomás López Quiroga 2012). The Port service 
area is defined by the DEUP, Port Uses and Space Delimitation Plan described below.

Other administrations drive to confusion when referring to the port area, since it is not clear if they refer 
to the port public domain or the service area. In any case, as it is clarified by the Area Metropolitana de 
Barcelona, this study considers the port area as the space including the land inside the port authority con-
trol area limited by the line described by the See-Land Public Domain and the inland border of the port 
domains (Area Metropolitana de Barcelona 2004) which is assumed to match with the port service area 
described in port memories, reports and maps. 

154   Plan Estratégico de Infraestructuras y transporte (PEIT), Infrastructure and Transport Strategic, Infrastructure Ministry.
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         Taxes and Port Fees   

After describing the port concessions’ functioning it is considered relevant to introduce briefly which are 
the taxes charged to the different port tenants, especially those related to the land use: land taxes.

Thus, in the port terminology taxes are referred as:

• Occupation Tax (land tax)

• Activity Tax

• Utilization rate by the special use of the port installations

• Navigation Tax

The objective, all together, is to cover the expenditures of the service provision guaranteeing the self-fi-
nancing principle. Taxes and fees are recommended by PAs and approved by the Infrastructure Ministry. 
They are result of the PAs business plans which is required to cover infrastructure costs, maintenance and 
improvements, and have minimums and maximums. This is resulting in different taxes and fees for every 
PA in the system. However, under a competitive environment it is the central government through the Infra-
structure Ministry who establishes the criteria to ensure fair competition among the ports and a reasonable 
port profit (Ministerio de Fomento 2011).

         Occupation Tax

From the different port taxes, this study is focus on the occupation tax, which is a standard land tax. The 
land tax is calculated considering port zones linked to uses and their associated land values. The port land 
value document is regulated by law. Assessment and proposal are approved by the Infrastructure Ministry 
for each PA.

Land value appraisals were firstly determined in 1985-86 by the setting of land values made by ITEASA for 
each port. Those appraisals consider two components: the first related to the land value (valor básico) and 
the second to the port component (componente portuaria), a value determined by the port authority. The 
land values were planned to be reviewed every 5 years and inflated according to the national CPI. While 
the annual inflation has been yearly updated, the land appraisal have been not renovated for 30 years. In 
2015, the PAs were again required to set new land appraisals. In Barcelona, it was approved and has been 
operating since January 2016. However, it has not been analyzed in this study restricted to the period 
1979-2013.

The land tax results from the consideration of a ratio over the land value. Thus, the land tax required from 
the tenants is firstly associated to their location in the port and secondly, to the type of activity developed 
from the four considered in the Port Law: terminals, fishing and leisure and water sport activities; port uses 
(logistics and warehousing); non-port uses; underground and overhang land. This criteria, however, was 
introduced with the Law 48/2003. Previous to this regulation, the ratio associated to calculate the final tax 
was assumed to be the same for all the tenants, independent of the activity. Thus, within a system consid-
ered too strict, the Law 48/2003 introduced flexibility (Gobierno de España 2003) and transparency since, 
as a consequence of the changes, from 2005 in advance, the PAs published maps showing value areas, 
their corresponding land values and the ratios associated with each activity.

Furthermore, the assessment of land value appraisals in Barcelona and Tarragona and the Port Law re-
quirements show coincidence in the way land appraisals are set. Port land appraisals takes under consid-
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eration similar areas in the port interface, focusing on logistic, commercial and industrial uses. Likewise, as 
an exception, the Ports Law establishes that port operative areas are comparable in value with other areas 
considered alternative to traditional port activities. This is opening the range of comparable areas and 
ease the increase in port land values if neighbors support higher land prices as it is expected. Furthermore 
the Port’s Law of 2011 requires the port value setting to take into consideration urban density, spatial port 
characteristics, infrastructures and water proximity, as well as maritime facilities (Ministerio de Fomento 
2011). Though, the current Spanish Port Law does not explicitly consider third ports worth as a method of 
calculating land values. As a result, land rents differ from port to port in the System in an attempt to pro-
mote competitiveness. In 2012, the average price was of 13€/ m2 (industrial area), while in Tarragona, the 
closest National Port, 100km away from Barcelona, the land prize falls to 7€/m2.

         Environmental regulations

European Environmental Guidelines are adapted to the national administrative frameworks. Countries 
within the Union interpret and enforce regulations. This is generating different regulatory frameworks 
within the EU. Within the Union countries like Spain are considered less strict on the application of the 
guidelines. Therefore, the cost added to port infrastructure developments is assumed to be lower than in 
other countries were environmental concern and economic resources are higher. Environmental associat-
ed costs for compensation are not considered to be an economic handicap in Spain. 

However, the port authorities are considering already integrated the environmental awareness in their dai-
ly operations. In the BPA, the Port technicians, through the port responsible management procedure, are 
required to take into consideration the environment preservation in behalf of a better port performance 
(Autoritat Portuària de Barcelona 2010).

The Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment in Spain is in charge of the coordination of the Program 
Habitat 2000155. Under this umbrella, are integrated the Birds and Habitat Directives, which are registered 
in the Official State Bulletin (B.O.E.) in 1992 and 2009156 157 with the aim to preserve the natural habitats of 
flora and fauna. The Law 42/2007158, of Natural Heritage and Biodiversity, is transposing the Bird and Hab-
itat Directives to the Spanish regulatory system. The protection areas are defined by the Zonas Especiales 
de Conservación, ZEC (Special Conservation Areas), the Lugares de Importancia Comunitaria, LIC (Rele-
vance Places for the Community)159, and the Zonas de Especial Protección para las Aves, ZEPA (Birds’ Spe-
cial Protection Areas)160. LIC and ZEC zones are described in specification sheets by regions and provinces. 
Each file contains the habitat and birds protected, the area of protection, the administration responsible 
for the conservation and a site description. In Catalonia, the Institut Geogràfic I Cartogràfic de Catalunya 
is in charge of the topographic and planimetric cartographies of reference in scale 1:50,000161. Moreover, 
those areas are integrated within the regional Pla d’Espais d’Interès Natural, PEIN (Plan for Spaces of Natu-
ral Interest) approved by the Decree 328/1992. 

        

155   http://www.magrama.gob.es/es/biodiversidad/temas/espacios-protegidos/red-natura-2000/
156   DIRECTIVA 92/43/CEE DEL CONSEJO de 21 de mayo de 1992 relativa a la conservación de los hábitats naturales y de la fauna y flora 
silvestres
157    DIRECTIVA 2009/147/CE DEL PARLAMENTO EUROPEO Y DEL CONSEJO de 30 de noviembre de 2009 relativa a la conservación de las 
aves silvestres
158   LEY 42/2007, de 13 de diciembre, del Patrimonio Natural y de la Biodiversidad
159   They will be transformed to ZEC with regard to the Habitat Directive. 
160   Areas are defined by the Bird’s Directive.
161   Specification sheets are available through the Ministry website. http://www.magrama.gob.es/es/biodiversidad/temas/espacios-protegi-
dos/ES0000146_tcm7-153413.pdf
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         b. Planning within the port’s boundaries

Current legal frameworks in Europe are considered to be bearing further city-port collaboration as well 
as the development of new uses and activities which could result from a less strict structure (Daamen & 
Vries 2012; Vries 2009). This is an attempt to describe the Spanish port regulatory system with the aim of 
assessing its limitations with regard to a higher city and port integration.  

         Administrative Design of the Port Plans

The introduction of the new Port Law broughts in the first time, the recognition of the urban activity with-
in the port borders. With the article 69, Port Uses and Space Delimitation (DEUP), The Spanish Port Law 
2/2011 sets the Infrastructure Ministry competencies in defining the space of land and water necessary 
to provide port services, a reserved area that have to guarantee the development of the port (industrial) 
activity and others related to the city and port interaction (Ministerio de Fomento 2011). 

But, however, the normalization of a current reality, the Port of Barcelona stated its citizen’s development 
in 1986, the planning continue operating under a similar structure with new names. Thus, planning proce-
dures are required previous to the approval of port urban development: the DEUP and the PEOP. Firstly, 
in the DEUP the PAs suggest to Puertos del Estado and the Infrastructure Ministry, the internal and external 
definition of the port domains and the uses foreseen for the areas defined. During this process, the mu-
nicipalities and the regional governments have a minor role, leaving the final decision to the Infrastructure 
Ministry. The plan resulting spatial organization is rigid in the setting of the activity areas, clearly describing 
the space where urban activities are allowed and limiting the possibility to mix urban and maritime-urban 
activities. Secondly, the PEOP is characterized by requiring of municipal agreement for approval. However, 
Special Plans are only required in case that the PAs need for construction permits. Further, the plans are 
also firstly designed by the PAs without municipal participation of the process. This top-down structure is 
a common cause of disagreement. Under this system, the municipality has veto power over port construc-
tions. However, municipalities tend to agree on port urban plans despite a previous negotiation process. 
Furthermore, this study is not known from specific projects that have being cancelled due the municipality 
veto power. On the other hand, construction and land tax collected by the municipalities could be an 
incentive to foster urban growth on the waterfront. But important land use transformation and develop-
ment is always an initiative of the landlord, the Port Authority, which do not need any local collaboration 
to launch its plans.

        Restrictions of Use

Concessions set within the port domains have to be related to the uses defined in the DEUP, except for 
those operating prior the plan approval which are not allowed to renovated or transfer their rights (Minis-
terio de Fomento 2011). As a consequence, the areas suitable to be considered for urban use are clearly 
restricted to the market border of the plan, making difficult the integration of urban commercial activities 
in those areas considered for industrial port purposes. 

Furthermore, despite the consideration of the reality of the Port-City spaces, the Spanish Port Law 2/2011 
clearly states the not authorization for land fillings if their final aim differs from the port commercial-indus-
trial use, in a clear admonition to the port authorities who could be tempted to use their right to expand 
land for speculative waterfront operations.

Therefore, similarly also to other European port  legislations, the Law 2/2011 prohibits any housing occu-
pation within the port, aspect supported equally in the PGMB –Barcelona Metropolitan General Plan- elab-
orated in 1976, previous to the Spanish Democracy stage.  Despite this, and nevertheless the overnight 
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stay prohibition162, the Law in the Article 72, point 4 states that exceptionally and after demonstrating 
the common interest of the operation reported by Puertos del Estado, the Council of Ministers have the 
capacity to approve the developments if they are in logistic or city-port areas and follow the special plan 
requirements. 

         Regional and municipal influence

The Spanish Port Law regulates the board structure and number, setting the total number of representa-
tives between 10 and 13, with exception of the PAs in the Canary and Balearic Islands that are allowed to 
have a maximum of 16 to include Insular Governments in the table. The board consists of 4 members from 
the central government, 4 members from the regional government plus the president of the port,  33% of 
the remaining members which corresponds to the municipalities with priority to the one that gives name 
to the port, and the other 66% of the remaining members designated by the chambers of commerce and 
labor unions (Ministerio de Fomento 2011). This is giving municipalities and regional government, as well 
as local stakeholders, wide representativeness on the board, and a pretended minority to the central gov-
ernment163 in the daily port decisions.  

Furthermore, in relation to the municipal role in the port planning system, the Spanish municipalities have 
coastal competences defined in the Coastal Law 22/1988, although their limited scope and subordination 
to the autonomous community legislation (Magrama 1988). In Catalonia, all the territorial competences 
have been devolved to the Generalitat de Catalunya which states the Pla Director Urbanístic del Sistema 
Costaner (Coastal System MasterPlan) with the aim of organizing a region coastal fringe 500m wide, where 
urban and none urban areas are delimited and the administrative requirements defined for municipalities 
if land uses want to be modified (Gencat 2005). This is giving the Generalitat power to participate in all 
the coastal decisions modifying the land in or around the port. Moreover, in 2010 the Catalan Territorial 
Plans were finalized, one of those being the Barcelona Metropolitan Region. On these documents, the 
regional government encourages the port development as a key structure for the region, at the same time 
it shows its primary Port objectives: first, enhancing the economic development with special attention to 
containerization and intermodality, second, supporting specialization and complementariness among the 
two biggest regional ports, Barcelona and Tarragona and thirdly, facilitating the linkages between port 
and hinterland, through infrastructures connections (Gencat 1995). At a municipal level, Barcelona coastal 
competences are defined in the Law 2/2002 afterwards modified by Law 10/2004 based also on the Pla 
Director Urbanístic del Sistema Costaner.

         Planes Directores (Master Plans) and Planes Estratégicos (Strategic Plans)

Ports are required to make port master plans (Plan Director)164 with regard to the port infrastructures, prior 
to the development of a new port or a significant port growth that will redefine significantly the shape of 
the port foreland (Ministerio de Fomento 2011). These plans made by the PAs have to represent today’s 
situation as well as the alternatives and the arguments in favor of the selected option. The submission of 
the Plan for approval to Puertos del Estado is also presented after by the national agency to the regional 
government, which is in charge of territorial planning. In case of approval, the plan will require a DEUP 
redefinition. The Port Law, do not refers to the plans with any time requirement or period and it is the PA, 
the promoter of the plan backed by its own interest.

162   Previous documents to the 2/2011 Port Law referred to the prohibition to stay overnight within port land. Today, the law specified the per-
mitted uses: commercial, cultural, leisure, fairs and exhibitions, excluding from the list housing or hotels without citing them.
163   The central government appoints the Capitán Marítimo (Captain of the Port) and other 3 representatives. From the remaining 3, one is a 
state lawyer and another is a representative of Puertos del Estado. 
164   Article 54 of the Spanish Port Law 2/2011
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The first BPA Director Plan was presented in 1989. It studied the growth possibilities on moving the Llo-
bregat Delta and the growth of the Port to the South, opposite the city of Barcelona. The plan stated the 
phases of the expansion, uses and growth foreland and inland. However, data is confusing in relation to 
the total surface foreseen, and has been changing in all the documents referring the expansion, the first 
figure considers 187ha added to the Port. This document was after updated in 1997 with the document: 
Actualización del Plan Director. Determinación de las necesidades de financiación 1997-2000, where fur-
ther than describing the investments, the ZAL logistic area plan is fostered with the plan of the second 
phase, the ZAL 2.

The TPA presented the Pla Director 2000-2014 with a foreseen expansion of 140ha including the growth 
foreland supported with the growth of the Moll the Levant and the logistic area, the ZAL. The plan also 
expands the new port surface closer to the urban settlement of La Pineda. A new plan had to be presented 
in 2015 but despite the expected growth, has been presented by the Port Managing Director in public 
lectures, it has not been published165. The drawings showed an impressive growth of the port foreland, 
but also its interest in making use of neighboring inland areas for logistic purposes, widening the currently 
vacant ZAL, , to the area between the town of La Canonja and Vila-seca, next to the A-7 highway and the 
CIM El Camp.

Strategic Port Plans are required for the PAs if the Marco Estratégico (Strategic Framework) is modified 
from the setting elaborated between Puestos del Estado and the PAs. This plans has to consider the com-
petence and lines and strategic objectives, as well as the criteria suggested and action plan. However, this 
study could not find reference to the Strategic Framework further than the mention in the Port Law 2/2011. 
Though, Strategic Plans elaborated from the Barcelona Port Authority and the Tarragona Port Authority 
were consulted.

The BPA has elaborated 3 plans, the first in 1989 (I Pla Estratègic) had the objective to raise the Port to 
first position in the Mediterranean Port Ranking, fostering intermodality and transshipment, cornerstones 
that today, 25 years after Notteboom recognizes a footloose business (Notteboom et al. 2014). The II 
Pla Estratègic 2003-2015 was focused on the hinterland through the enhancement of the infrastructure 
connections and the logistic network. The III Plà Estratègic 2015-2020 is the recognition of the end of the 
expansion period and the market shift after the economic downturn of 2008 and aims to provide flexibility 
and a holistic perspective of the business. 

The information regarding the Port of Tarragona Strategic Plans is scarce. However, they were presented 
two plans for the periods 2000-2010 and 2000-2014. Plans boost the improvement and growth of the in-
frastructures inside the port but also with relation to its connection inland with the objective of capturing 
new traffics and clients, as well as the improvement of the port corporative image and the building of a 
strong and extended transport network.

         Port Economic Interest

Spanish Port System analysis and technicians insights points in the same direction, to what they refer to as Economic 
Induced Effect. That is, the consideration of the indirect benefit for the region and State instead of the direct impact in 
the local economy. However, the ports are required to cope with self-sustainability requirements individually as well 
as for the whole system of national ports (Ministerio de Fomento 2011). Income has to cover at least: taxes, the de-
preciation of properties and a reasonable rate of return over the yearly average non-current assets , excluding assets 
that while received have not yet been paid, etc. that will cover new investments and the loan interest. 

165   Francesc Sanchez, Managing Director of the TPA presents the Port Director Plan as part of the conferences organized by the Generalitat de 
Catalunya in 2012, Cicle de jornades de treball i reflexió. Condicions territorials per a la internacionalització de Catalunya.
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Each port authority is responsible for the making of a business plan, with annual profit and management 
with regard to the demand and the investment requirements of the PA. The profit objective for the Spanish 
Port System is set in the 2,5%, however link to the Ley de Presupuestos Generales del Estado (Finance Law), 
and therefore to political economic criteria. For each port authority, the annual profit rate will be calculated 
considering: first, the annual results after taxes, excluding extraordinary results and grants received from 
the Fondo de Compensación (Inter-Port Fund), and second, the net non-current assets from previous year, 
excluding the assets not yet paid, the land assets non-developed during the year, deferred tax assets, etc. 
This assessment which regards the community and not the particular PA has the risk of awarding the less 
competitive, since they will be compensated by the most efficient which contribute more to the Fondo 
Interportuario (Inter-Port Fund). 

The Inter-Port Fund is an instrument set to redistribute resources within the Spanish Port System and ad-
ministered by Puertos del Estado. In the definition of the contribution by each PA are taken into consid-
eration, 80% of the shipping tax and from 12% to 4% of the annual operating income. This system con-
tributes mainly to support PAs considered less competitive due their location overseas, in the Canary and 
Balearic Islands, Ceuta and Melilla. 

Port corporatization is a reality in the Spanish Port System that requires PAs to cope with annual financial 
objectives, matching with EU encouragement of competitiveness and the restrictions to national interven-
tion through funding which is considered to distort the market.
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The cases of Barcelona and Tarragona

The following are themes relating to the research objectives that aim to provide an answer to previously 
stated questions. Following the research structure, the themes are organized by groups in correspondence 
with the administrative-legal context, the market context and the spatial context. Though, the sometimes 
blurred line between the concepts makes some of the themes listed, able to be part of more than one 
group. The position finally assigned is thus, consequence of the interest of making the statement readable 
and comprehensible.  

Every theme presents the case of Barcelona and the case of Tarragona in separate sheets. Later, in the 
outcome, both cases are compared with the aim of drawing conclusions. Sheets are complemented with 
drawings and graphs, attached in the annex. 

Instructions for the reader:
The case of Barcelona is always read in left side while the case of Tarragona is right side for all the topics 
introduced below.
Footnotes are independent from Barcelona and Tarragona.

Administrative-Legal Context
The interface. Administrative city-port context
City-port changes on the interface
Interface relationships
Stakeholders’ chart
Geographical and environmental restrictions on growth

Market Context
Port revenues
Port taxes
Port land value
Urban land value 
City-port land values
Urban port land profitability 
Port enlargement costs
Logistic areas and chains

Spatial Context
Land cover changes
Interface neglected areas
Port gates
Interface physical and infrastructure boundaries
Interface uses and activities
Port growth
Port land use development
The port border - A line continually redefined
Port expansion and plans
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The interface. Administrative city-port context

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
19.1 Interface BARCELONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.40000

*Note:  - Ortography elaborates from ICGC (Ins�tut Cartogràfic i Geogràfic de Catalunya), 
 h�p://www.icc.cat/
 - Port boundaries refer to 2013.
 - Municipal boudaries from ICC.

BPA Board Representa�ves

P: President
MC: Mari�me Captain
PE: Puertos del Estado 
SL: State Lawyer
GO: Govern Delegate
GS: General Secretary (no vote)

 

BCN: Barcelona Councilor
PRT: El Prat Councilor
SA: Stevedores Associa�on
GD: General Director (no vote) 
LU: Labour Union 
CC: Commerce Chambre
GR: Generalitat Representa�ve
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Barcelona
From port and municipal domains, 2013

Interface Barcelona

Municipal 
administration

Defined 
Interface (Ha)

Port Surface 
(Ha)

Non-Port 
Surface (Ha)

Port Board 
Representatives

Barcelona 1623.83 707.99 915.84 1

L’Hospitalet del 
Llobregat

311.95 311.94

El Prat de Llobregat 702.37 381.73 320.64 1

TOTAL 2638.15 1089.72 1548.42 2

Notes

1, Municipal boudaries from ICC

N

Barcelona

L’Hospitalet del Llobregat

Prat del llobregat

Figure 4, Barcelona interface
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

Barcelona is the second most important city in Spain; the 2011 population census reflects 1,615,448 inhab-
itants within the municipality borders, occupying 101.4 km2 with a population density of 15,939.3 inhab./
km2 (IDESCAT 2012). Furthermore, the Barcelona Metropolitan Area (AMB) contains 35 municipalities with 
a total population of 3,225,058 inhabitants in 2010, occupying an extension of 633 km² (IDESCAT 2012). 
Barcelona is the most important city within the Metropolitan area and also in The Barcelona Metropol-
itan Region (BMR) which with an extension of 3,200 km2 concentrates 75% of the regional population, 
4,777,042 inhabitants (Gencat & IET 2010). Barcelona and its Port are located in the West of the Mediter-
ranean Sea, in the East of Spain, 160km south from the French border. This location is considered today 
strategic for maritime transport: close to the France border, is well located between the Suez Canal and 
Gibraltar. The importance reached by the Asian market and the route through the Canal, gives the Port of 
Barcelona to become a relevant player in the European maritime transport market.

In Figure 4 an area of study is set, which is further explored in subsequent drawings, including the Port of 
Barcelona domains and areas belonging to three municipalities: Barcelona, El Prat de Llobregat and l’Hos-
pitalet de Llobregat, considered for this study the city-port interface.
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The interface. Administrative city-port context
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Barcelona
From port and municipal domains, 2013

Interface Tarragona

Municipal 
administration
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Interface (Ha)

Port Surface 
(Ha)

Non-Port 
Surface (Ha)

Port Board 
Representatives

Tarragona 1059.62 380.14 679.48 1
Vila-seca 357.26 113.16 244.1 1
La Canonja 469.23 469.23
Reus 127.19 127.19
Salou 25.7 25.7 0
TOTAL 2039 519 1520 2

Notes

1, Municipal boudaries from ICC
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*Note:  - Ortography elaborates from ICGC (Ins�tut Cartogràfic i Geogràfic de Catalunya), 
 h�p://www.icc.cat/
 - Port boundaries refer to 2013.
 - Municipal boudaries from ICC.
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Figure 7, Tarragona interface
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona 

Tarragona is the second urban area of Catalonia. In 2012 the population was 135,954 inhabitants within 
the municipal borders, occupying 57.9 km2 with a population density of 2,313.54 inhab./km2. The Metro-
politan area1 consists of 16 municipalities. Tarragona and Reus have the biggest share of population with 
380,758 inhabitants in 2014. Reus is a city with a similar size and only 12 km away. In 2014, the conurbation 
Tarragona-Reus was approximately 5% of the total population of Catalonia.

An area of study is also defined in the drawing above and further explored in subsequent drawings. This 
includes the area occupied by the Port of Tarragona and neighboring areas that belongs to four municipal-
ities: Tarragona, La Canonja, Reus and Vila-seca and it is defined for this study as the Tarragona’s city-port 
interface.

1   Rest of metropolitan región include following municipalities: Cambrils, Salou, Vila-seca, Torredembarra, Constantí, Riudoms, La Canonja, La 
Selva del Camp, Altafulla, Els Pallaresos, El Catllar, La Pobla de Mafumet, Castellvell del Camp, and Vinyols i els Arcs.
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*Note:  - Ortography elaborates from ICGC (Ins�tut Cartogràfic i Geogràfic de Catalunya), 
 h�p://www.icc.cat/
 - Port boundaries refer to 2013.
 - Municipal boudaries from ICC.
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Interface Barcelona

Municipal 
administration

Defined 
Interface (Ha)

Port Surface 
(Ha)

Non-Port 
Surface (Ha)

Port Board 
Representatives

Barcelona 1623.83 707.99 915.84 1

L’Hospitalet del 
Llobregat

311.95 311.94

El Prat de Llobregat 702.37 381.73 320.64 1

TOTAL 2638.15 1089.72 1548.42 2

Notes

1, Municipal boudaries from ICC
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Figure 5, Barcelona Port Authority’s board
Source, Author, based on BPA memories 2010-2011 

The Port Authorities of Barcelona and Tarragona have the same board structure, with the same number of 
seats (17) and stakeholders represented (4)1, despite the consideration of the Port Law which restricts the 
number of seats to 13. From the total number of members on the board, two seats are reserved for repre-
sentatives of the neighboring municipalities, one per each municipality the port is embedded in. Likewise, 
the regional government, the Generalitat de Catalunya has 5 seats, 4 out of the total 15 members with 
voting rights. The central government contributes with the appointment of the Maritime Captain and three 
more members2. On the Board of the Port of Barcelona the municipalities represented are: Barcelona, 
hosting the original Port, and El Prat de Llobregat, supporting the expansion of the Port to the South from 
1997 onwards. Within this organization, and in line with what is stated in the Law 62/1997 that assigns the 
election of the port president to the port board, the case of Barcelona has the particularity of the agree-
ment on appointing for president a representative of the regional government (Generalitat de Catalunya)3. 

The BPA was pioneered in the development of a port urban area open to citizen’s enjoyment. Their support 
of the initiative is reflexed in the port organization tree (See Figure 6) which gives independency to the 
Corporation in charge of the urban area management, Port 2000, and its Director. Further, the tree also 
shows the prominence role assigned to the regional government, which takes control of the port gover-
nance areas. It has also observed the singular position of the urban port corporation within the port inter-
nal organization, divided between national strategic interest (maritime industry) and new urban related 
businesses. Despite reluctances and the difficulties to reconnect city and port activities, the Port interest on 
urban developments is not hidden by the Port 2000 director: when something (a port activity) is profitable 
and there is no reason to release it.

The Port Authorities of Barcelona and Tarragona have the same board structure, with the same number of 
seats (17) and stakeholders represented (4)4, despite the consideration of the Port Law which restricts the 
number of seats to 13. From the total number of members on the board, two seats are reserved for repre-
sentatives of the neighboring municipalities, one per each municipality the port is embedded in. Likewise, 
the regional government, the Generalitat de Catalunya has 5 seats, 4 out of the total 15 members with 
voting rights. The central government contributes with the appointment of the Maritime Captain and three 
more members5. On the Board of the Port of Barcelona the municipalities represented are: Barcelona, 
hosting the original Port, and El Prat de Llobregat, supporting the expansion of the Port to the South from 
1997 onwards. Within this organization, and in line with what is stated in the Law 62/1997 that assigns the 
election of the port president to the port board, the case of Barcelona has the particularity of the agree-

1   Central Gov., Regional Gov., Local Gov. and Business and Labour representatives. 
2   A State Lawyer and a Puertos del Estado member are stated by Law.
3   In year 2012 the BPA President is Mr. Sixte Cambra, member of CIU, the political party in power in the Generalitat de Catalunya
4   Central Gov., Regional Gov., Local Gov. and Business and Labour representatives. 
5   A State Lawyer and a Puertos del Estado member are stated by Law.
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Figure 8, Tarragona Port Authority’s board
Source, Author, based on TPA memories

On the Board of the Port of Tarragona, two seats are reserved for the municipalities: Tarragona, hosting 
the original Port and Vila-seca. Salou, the third municipality where the Port Authority owns land is not rep-
resented on the Board. Historically, the Port ownership included the coast line from Tarragona to Salou, 
where it was a quarry used for dock expansion. 

Similar to Barcelona, the president of the Port is appointed by the Generalitat de Catalunya. In 2011, the 
President of the Generalitat de Catalunya, Artur Mas, designated Josep Andreu I Figueras President of the 
Port of Tarragona. Both are members of the same political party, Convergencia i Unió, a Catalan national-
ist-conservative party. 

With attention to the organization tree, all the Directors, without exception are overviewed by the General 
Director (National Government) while directed by the President of the Port. The City-Port Director has not 
any special autonomy and is not considered a reference within the Port System in Tarragona. Stakeholders 
interviewed in the urban area of the Port negotiate agreements directly with the President of the Port. From 
the tenants interviewed on the urban and industrial side, no one made reference to the City-Port Director. 
Contrary, they refer to the President of the Port, suggesting, the low relevance of the city-port position. Ona 
Blanxart, director of a small dance company in the citizen’s accessible area of the Port commented: “I per-
sonally meet the president of the Port Authority, Mr. Andreu, to explain my plan and interest in the place”2, 
a great deal from the Citizen’s Port Director role in Barcelona, a clear reference for every company set in 
the Port. The lack of institutional support to port urban activities, limited to its President would be behind of 
the low profile of the City-Port Director which also coincide with the tenants’ appreciation on considering 
that “the Port Authority is not making a greater effort encouraging urban activities within the Port. There is 
interest at a political level …bringing cruises and tourism, but everything remains under the authority of 
the President of the Port”3.

2   Ona Blanxart, director of a dance company, Port Tenant, Tarragona
3   Mateu Sala, General. Manager, Luxury Marina, Port of Tarragona
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ment on appointing for president a representative of the regional government (Generalitat de Catalunya)6. 

The BPA was pioneered in the development of a port urban area open to citizen’s enjoyment. Their support 
of the initiative is reflexed in the port organization tree (See Figure 6) which gives independency to the 
Corporation in charge of the urban area management, Port 2000, and its Director. Further, the tree also 
shows the prominence role assigned to the regional government, which takes control of the port gover-
nance areas. It has also observed the singular position of the urban port corporation within the port inter-
nal organization, divided between national strategic interest (maritime industry) and new urban related 
businesses. Despite reluctances and the difficulties to reconnect city and port activities, the Port interest on 
urban developments is not hidden by the Port 2000 director: when “something (a port activity) is profitable 
and there is no reason to release it”.
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Infrastructures
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Organization and
Intern Resources

Assistant Manager

Figure 6, Barcelona Port Authority`s organization tree
Source, City-Port Interface, a Conflict on Urban Activities. Competition for land use resources in Barcelona (Lorenzo-Almeida 

2012) from BPA memory 2011.

Further from the immediate area next to Port, it is clear the BPA interest in extending its range of activities 
inland as it is stated in the III Strategic Plan presented in 2009. As it is also described in current Port reports, 
two main enterprises are under the BPA scope: the promotion of the economic development in the region 
(hinterland) and the facilitation of the international trade (foreland) (Autoritat Portuaria de Barcelona 2015; 
Autoritat Portuària de Barcelona 2010). In the immediate city-port interface, the BPA is taking position of 
the neighboring land to expand its logistic business led by the ZAL 1 and ZAL 27. 

With regard to Port Vell, it is incorporated in one of the four main Port strategies to remain competitive in the near 
future8. Objectives are: the extension impact on the territory, the development of temporary halt plans, and the col-
laboration with the municipality in maritime cultural projects. The urban area of the Port of Barcelona is privileged 
in the Port structure, being the only from the four recognized business areas which is operating independently. 
This relevance is also recognized in the port organization which bring the urban corporation to the side of the 
regional government, holding a privileged position with direct access to the port president and independency of 
the General Director (Figure 6), who represents the State and its interest, far from local interest on the waterfront. 

6   In year 2012 the BPA President is Mr. Sixte Cambra, member of CIU, the political party in power in the Generalitat de Catalunya
7   Cilsa, the company participated by the BPA in charge of the ZAL areas lease an area in the Consorcio de la Zona Franca to expand its business 
(Zanón 2016). 
8   There are four strategic areas recognized of special relevance for the port future: the commercial and logistic port, the energy port, the cruise 
port and the Port Vell
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Figure 9, Tarragona Port Authority’s organization tree
Source, Author, based on TPA website

Strategic and Director Plans of the Port of Tarragona describe the clear aim of the PA to extend their do-
mains foreland and inland and improve its range of activities outside the physical Port borders (Sánchez 
Sánchez 2012). Managers of the industries located in the interface support the expansion of the Port, 
mainly by the temporary rental of “storage warehouses for the storage of grain”4 but also through the 
acquisition of land: “the Port is aiming to acquire all the land in the surroundings”5 as it is commented by 
Marcel Noguerra in the CIM el Camp, a reference area in logistics. 

On the other hand, the urban demand for taking possession of the waterfront do not represent an appar-
ent risk for port operations in the interface. The redevelopment of the waterfront was already promoted at 
the beginning of the new century with the plan La Façana Marítima de la Ciutat de Tarragona (the Tarrag-
ona’s waterfront)6 which aimed to redesign the City’s coastal border next to the Port. But redevelopment 
had never taken place, in spite of the regional and central government approval. Similar plans had been 
previously presented by the TPA at the beginning of the 90’s with the name of A Sea Façade for the Town of 
Tarragona7. An attempt to solve the city-port physical connection conditioned by the rail track interference 
along the shared administrative border. Thus, despite the connection through the consolidated city-port 
limit in the old town will not improved in the coming years, changes are taking place at the other side of 
the River Francolí. According to the municipal architect, Lucio Cabello, “the industrial area of the Francolí 
Industrial Park has been recently modified in the plans, allowing leisure and commerce activities in the 
area, which were restricted before”, which indicates certain interest of urban activities to move to an area 
previously dominated by the proximity and influence of the Port. The architect admits that the pressure was 
high enough to “adapt the regulations, despite the proximity of areas with hazardous products”8 conse-
quence of the proximity of the Port and petro-chemical industries. 

4   Joan Mata, Director, Timber Distributor, Tarragona
5   Marcel Noguerra, Manager, Container Terminal, Port of Tarragona
6   In 2003, the architect Ricardo Bofill win the competition of the development of the Tarragona’s waterfront presented in the city by the Counse-
llor of Territory of the Generalitat de Catalunya and supported with the making of a public exhibition (Generalitat de Catalunya 2003; ABC 2003). 
7   A Sea Façade for the Town of Tarragona (Pérdigo & Rodriguez 1991)was promoted by the same Port Board that enhance the land acquisitions 
inland reported in the chapter below regarding Port Enlargement Cost.
8   Lucio Cabello, Head Architect, Urban Department, Tarragona
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Urban pressure in the Barcelona interface was evident with the launch of the Blau@Ictinea plan in 2012. 
But, however the interest of the study by recognizing the progressive move outwards of the Port and the 
“real urban demand for a sea-front connection bordering Montjüic”9 which requires strategic proposals to 
work in the interface, the public presentation was followed of a sound controversy10. The Director of Urban 
Strategy of Barcelona Regional argued that it was probably not the time and not the way to introduce the 
theme to the public, which was a political mistake. However, despite the refusal of the proposal, urban 
limitations to grow suggest that the Blau@Ictinea plan will return sooner or later in the political agenda.

9   Sara Cardona, Director of Urban Strategy
10   The controversy of the project hidden it from the website of the public agency on charge of the study, http://www.bcnregional.com/
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The interface. Administrative city-port context

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

The composition of the port boards, both in Barcelona and Tarragona, including the majority of regional 
and local stakeholders, makes it unlikely that any port uses or space delimitation is presented to the Infra-
structure Ministry without the approval of regional and local forces, moreover when the regional govern-
ment in Spain have transferred territory and coastal competences.

There is a low representativeness of local governments on the port boards if compared with central and 
regional governments. The case of Tarragona also highlights the absence one of the municipalities the Port 
has property in Salou. Furthermore, the criteria to assign a seat does not take into consideration parame-
ters concerning population or surface used by the ports within the municipalities administrative contours, 
etc., that would give more appropriated sound to popular demands. 

The port urban area organization differs in the freedom and power given to the area. In the case of Barce-
lona, the corporation created for the management of the area is independent of the central government. 
In Tarragona, despite the fact there is a specific area in charge of the citizen’s port, the organization tree 
reflects less freedom to operate. Furthermore, this study did not find the creation of any independent cor-
poration to manage this area in Tarragona. Nor the presence of a singular person on the commands, which 
characterize the Port 2000 in Barcelona, directed by Mr. Baldo Puig9.

Both ports, Barcelona and Tarragona, publicly announced their intentions to expand their range of activi-
ties inland as well as their physical growth needs. Their urban counterparts are also claiming for space, and 
show their interest on port neighboring areas. While Ms. Sara Cardona admits the “friendly relationship” 
between the ports and the municipalities, aspect that is also supported by most of the stakeholders inter-
viewed, she conditions this peace to the absence of “land encroaches” in the interface. This is the war for 
position announced by Venosa (Venosa 2005).

9   Different than in the BPA, the TPA was reluctant to give interviews. The President was referred by many of the interviewees but not the direc-
tors of the port areas. The city-port area director not answered the applications for interview.
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*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from cited plans and documents.
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Figure 10, Barcelona, city-port development milestones
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona 

The first news about the Port of Barcelona interest in transforming part of its land to different activities from 
its maritime-industrial interest were found in the Anteproyecto de Plan General del Puerto y su Ampliación 
(General Port Plan and Enlargement, Blueprint) designed by the engineer Mr. Aurelio González Isla. In this 
plan, from 1966, the Port was already divided in North and South, keeping in the city proximities (North) the 
fishing port and transforming 34ha to urban uses. However, from those ages, plans were not developed 
further than a housing block next to the Moll de Pescadors. The land use conversion had to wait until the 
promotion of the Port Vell development. 

During the eighties, the Port areas closest to the city were almost abandoned by the port operators. Tech-
nical requirements and the need for deep water areas progressively moved the port activities to the South. 
It was seen as an opportunity to implement the new urban port trends coming from the United States.

Initial planning took three years to be ready, from 1986 to 1988. The existing barrier of distrust needed one year 
before reaching consensus between all involved. Collaboration between administrations was crucial in the defini-
tion of the space, uses and activities. From the endorsement, main construction works took 7 years to be complet-
ed. A matter of pride, the plan did not require any modification of the stated laws, a demonstration of power by 
the BPA. The Urban Management Agency Port 2000, created by the BPA in 1988, was the organization in charge 
of the transformation of the area of 55.6 ha firstly described to host the new urban uses, a Port sector totally 
bounded by the city. The plan had to coincide with the Olympic Games of 1992 in Barcelona, coordinated with 
massive investments in infrastructures. The Ronda Litoral, the highway ring bounding Barcelona along the coast 
was undergrounded passing through the port, resulting in the first stage of the development, the Moll de la Fusta.

Today, more than 25 years after the opening in 1992, the Port Vell is one of the most visited areas in Barce-
lona, only the Maremagnum Shopping Centre presented in 2000 16.5M visitors, doubled than that as es-
timated when it was planned 10 years before. The development resulted in an economic success, despite 
recent business failures like the IMAX Cinema, “too specific to be easily adapted to current demand”11.

11   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000
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City-Port Changes at the Interface
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Figure 11, Tarragona, city-port development milestones
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona

The first mention of urban developments in the Port of Tarragona dates from 1803. That year, the Engineer 
Smith presented the plan for the Tarragona’s urban growth, the Eixample, foreseen inside the port area 
and was included in the Royal Order on 5th of February of 1803 (Escoda Múrria & Ballester Baiges 2005). 
Not much later, in 1806 another plan, commanded by the Engineer Ramon Sopeña, was approved with the 
objective to accommodate new facilities and housing along the city-port interface (Rovira i Gómez 1984). 
The city had to be in an expansion process, because only fifty years after, in 1956, 600 people, mostly 
fishermen families, were evicted from the port proximities and moved to the Lazareto Beach, where they 
built new wood shelters (Escoda Múrria 2002). When in 1865 the Administration regularized the area and 
the tenancy10 fostered its upgrade and urbanization giving origin to the neighborhood of El Serrallo. But, 
however urban regularization, today, the district, is still represented within the Port Service Area in the Port 
memories and maps which could transmit certain legal uncertainty. Moreover, its location, totally segregat-
ed from the city side by the rail tracks since its early developments (Rovira i Gómez 1984; Escoda Múrria 
& Ballester Baiges 2005) generates an unfavorable urban location in relation to the city. Its isolation is still 
recognized today as a problem by municipal managers. “El Serrallo has never been integrated into the 
urban landscape and still today is not participating in the city’s activities”11.

The Costa Dock opened for citizen’s use with an investment that Escoda recognizes in € 9,9M12(Escoda 
Múrria 2002). The opening is celebrated with a party in the Costa Dock now adequate for the citizen’s use 
(Junta del Puerto de Tarragona 1986) but the event and the transformation has a small impact in the media, 
and particularly on the Port documents. However, in 1995, at the same time of the Port Aventura  open-
ing13 the plan was approved for the new Marina and leisure area, adding 5,4ha of leisure space through 
extending the Port to the North, pointing to the city. The Nàutic de Tarragona was finished one year later, in 
1996, and offers 7,000m2 of commercial and leisure activities that become popular at an early stage. But 
the support to a waiden scale in the development of Tarragona’s citizen port14 did not take place until 2003. 

10   Land was assigned to the occupants in return of 1.5% of the property value
11   Felip Romà, Director of the Municipal Tourism Agency.
12   1.650M ptas assumed of 1986. The 1986 Port memory describes an annual investment in the Costa Dock of only € 149,385.16.
13   The new theme park aims to foster tourism in the area, making Tarragona visible internationally.
14   Citizen Port is the designation given to the urban area within the Port of Barcelona that coincides with the Port Vell. For this study and con-
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The first port urban experience was quickly accepted by the citizen’s and market and in 1995, the same 
time the Maremagnum was opened, the construction was initiated of the World Trade Center (WTC), an of-
fice complex with a hotel, marketed as the new cruise terminal of the Port. Not much later, in 2000, the plan 
for the Nova Bocana was launch. A new port urban area next to Barceloneta, supported on the need for a 
new Port entrance for leisure boats and passenger liners. The new area, next to the Barceloneta beach, was 
also supported for an iconic hotel and an office complex, even bigger than the WTC. At this time,  popular 
opposition to Port plans and its real-estate activity begun. Opposition that was raised with the plan to im-
prove the Marina 92 (now called One Ocean) with the development of new services and the arrival of large 
luxury ships. However, plans for the enlargement of the urban activity did not stop, and news collected the 
plans on setting an Hermitage museum in the Nova Bocana, while the Port continued supporting the trans-
formation of the area between the WTC and the beginning of Montjuïc. “The development of the Europe 
Bridge freed the Old Port from the commercial activities developed further down”12, and the corporation 
seems to be taking advantage of it. 

In spatial terms, the plan from 1988 and the end of the first phase in 1995 resulted in two areas clearly 
segregated with different spatial quality and public acceptance: the Paseo Juan de Borbón, interface with 
neighborhood of the Barceloneta, and the the Moll de la Fusta, interface with the Old Town. Two different 
planning approaches with different urban results. In Juan de Borbón, the seafront is plenty of bars and 
restaurants taking advantage of the views and the contact with the water. In the Moll the la Fusta, the under-
ground ring connections results in a wide empty space above mostly used the transit of vehicles, which do 
not facilitates the city and port connection. Between them, the Maremagnum Shopping Centre opened in 
1995, after the Olympics. Well located at the end of the Ramblas is considered a commercial success and 
probably one of the most visited places in Barcelona, however its local acceptance has folded to really low 
levels being mostly hit by tourists. 

Despite the perceived total success of the Port Vell operation, port citizen’s managers are aware of the ob-
solescence of the model implemented in the early phases and work on the shift of the model to new devel-
opments that guarantee people acceptance and support, validating Bruttomesso insights about the need 
of matching emergent uses with the specific location (Bruttomesso 2009; Bruttomesso 1993). Recognition 
that is driving managers to participate on debates and activities outside their administrative borders as it 
is commented on by the Director of the Port 2000: “while to work isolated is possible, it is less interesting. 
The collaboration has advantages (…). Our objective is to drive people to a common agreement by con-
sidering the different interests to create synergies”13.  

Conceptually, the business base of the Port 2000 Corp. is not different to the commercial port; leads the 
activities and businesses developed in an exclusive part of the Port, the Port Vell, facilitating the econom-
ic profit of investors with special consideration to social and environmental aspects (Caldentey 2008). 
However, differences are in the maximization of the profit. In the Port Vell, “the highest and best use”14 is 
supported, taking advantage of the market to maximize land profit. Not too different from the maritime-in-
dustrial area but with higher profitability ratios15. The convergence of demand for close water areas and 
the availability of port land extensions permitted the BPA give another use to the docks without varying 
the focus of the business and adding new value to the infrastructures. Investment from the Port was of € 
150M from the initial € 50M foreseen, which is assumed as the extra risk took by the BPA to overcome early 
misgivings with regard to the project. Nonetheless, the forecasted private investment of € 300M rose to € 
450M (Caldentey 2008). The principal role of the BPA in the development of the citizen’s port by providing 
the land and financing the operation, also supports the port managers feeling that the Port was always the 

12   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000
13   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000
14   Joaquín Gallego, Concession Dep., BPA
15   Information facilitated by Port 2000 show that, by surface unit, the Port Vell development has a higher relative income than the maritime-in-
dustrial area. In 1998, three years after the Maremagnum opening, 8,5% of the total area of the Port, generated 14,26% of the total port profit. In 
2006 the rate profit/surface decrease 2 points but the profitability remains higher than in the industrial-maritime area.
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This year the TPA organized a public tender for the now Marina Port Tarraco. However, results were not the 
expected ones, and once concluded and opened in 2007, the first tenant transferred the Port Tarraco only 
four years later15 (J.O 2010). In 2011, Marina Port Tarraco was bought by a Qatari company for € 65M (J.S 
2011) an operation approved by the TPA in November of 2010. The handicap was to launch the Marina 
internationally and shift the company to a positive balance.

However, the sale was close to be cancelled, and the Marina was close to be demolished during the process of 
transfer. The luxury complex consisting of a mooring area and buildings with associated facilities and services had 
been developed without construction permits, assuming the municipality that the fact that the promotion was inside 
the port service area, did not require a license, nor even the development of the Port Special Plan (PEUP) (Echeverria 
Izquierdo 2015). The accusation of a businessman, drives the Tribunal Superior de Justicia de Cataluña (TSJC) (Cata-
lonia’s High Court) to rule the illegality of the construction in 2008 requiring for the demolition of the complex in two 
months. The failure put full responsibility on the mayor , and highlights multiplicity of bureaucratic mistakes in the 
local administration. However, an intense city-port inter-administrative collaboration could support the Marina under 
a new special plan, obtaining a “legalization license” from the Municipality and the regularization of the situation. 

The citizen’s area of the Port of Tarragona does not have a strong support among the stakeholders, who like Mr. 
Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director of an agro bulk company in the Port, highlights that the “area has not any inter-
est for people”. Similar to Marcel Noguerra, who “assessing the quality of the port urban area” considers that “is 
maybe not too good”, despite the TPA strength “to integrate the Port and the City”. Furthermore, “the interest in 
urban port developments is recognized low from the city’s side”16. “The advance state of abandonment of the 
yacht club” (the Nàutic de Tarragona) notes Lucio Cabello, architect in the Municipality of Tarragona, is strong 
evidence. An area that failed in attracting urban activity to the Port and today has the majority of its commercial 
surface available. Disconnection also highlighted by the Director of the luxury marina, Mr. Sala, who blames city 
and port for the current situation. On one hand, “the TPA is not making a great effort on the promotion of urban 
activities within the Port (…).” “On the other hand”, he says, “the City has no interest in enhancing our activity” 
and surprisingly, instead of considering ours as an opportunity “they see us as space takers”. But, tenants within 
the port urban area support their location and restate their interest in remaining. Ona Blanxart, director of a 
dance company, says that “despite the normal option is to stay close to the city centre”, her option was to move 
to the Port by considering the “space unique and privileged because of the location; exclusive”. She has been 
followed by two other dance companies afterwards. She has the opposite opinion to Mr. Sala considerations, 
who cannot see the “contribution of Tarragona to generate value to the (his) company”, nonetheless his “inten-
tion to continue operating and grow in the Port”.

Discussion is sound in relation to El Serrallo, an area that despite recent TPA investments is not improving as ex-
pected. “The Serrallo is abandoned, the Barrio Marítimo is degraded, probably because the ones in power have 
shadowed interests in the city centre and consequently no interest in diversifying” and bringing activity to the 
waterfront, points Mr. Sala. Arguments supported also by Mr. Romà who admits the municipal abandonment 
and the better performance of “the TPA, (that) different from the Municipality, was aware of the importance of 
keeping the neighborhood identity to generate added value”. This area is today still disconnected from the City, 
under an apparent process of decay, regardless of the renovation to the waterfront public space.

This research did not find interest in further extension of the urban area. However, it is a plan for the en-
largement of the Nàutic de Tarragona, presented in January of 2008. The plan foresees 19ha of foreland 
growth with an investment of approx. € 54M17.

sistent with the Barcelona port urban development, it has considered appropriated this terminology to refer port areas where port authorities 
considered the option of opening the port to citizen’s use.
15   Information was not accessible through the TPA, however it has been found that the developer Luis García Cereceda had invested through 
the company International Marina Tarragona € 32M in the development. The entrepreneur died in 2010 at the time the Marina in red with an 
income of € 2.06M and losses of € 4.45M.
16   Lucio Cabello, Head Architect, Urban Department, Tarragona
17   Redacción del anteproyecto de ampliación de la dársena deportiva en el Puerto de Tarragona. Ingeniería y Construcciones Catalonia, ICC. 
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leader of the conversion project. However, it is recognized the win-win situation for Port and City. On one 
hand, “the port improved its image and opens a path of dialogue with the municipality”16. On the other 
hand, the municipality meet the social claim for accessing the coastal side without the responsibility on the 
management and maintenance. Today, City and Port urban managers are aware of the risks of disconnec-
tion, however, general Port managers “continue doing their tasks with independence of the rest”17 “with 
the only interest of not having problems in this part (of the property)”18.

16   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000 and Sara Cardona, Director of Urban Strategy, Urbanism Agency.
17   Sara Cardona, Director of Urban Strategy, Urbanism Agency.
18   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000 and Sara Cardona, Director of Urban Strategy, Urbanism Agency.
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City-Port Changes at the Interface

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

The modern opening of the Port to urban uses was earlier carried on in Tarragona (1986) than in Barcelona 
(1992). While in Barcelona the first meetings were taking place in search of an administrative agreement to 
launch the old port transformation, in Tarragona the Costa Dock had been already transformed and open 
for public use. However, some time later, land conversions or transformation of use from port to urban 
activities in the Tarragona’s City-Port interface are scarce, they were not enlarged until the introduction of 
the Marina Port Tarraco in 2003. A common argued point of view is the lack of interest from the TPA and the 
differential in scale between the Port and the City of Tarragona.

With respect to the legal obstacles in the urban port developments, the Port 2000 Corporation is proud of 
their capacity to overcome the laws without big problems. But, “legal traps”18 are admitted in the process, 
like the consideration of “the Maremagnum as a cruise terminal”19 which facilitated to “keep it open 7 days 
per week”20. On the contrary, in Tarragona, ignorance and lack of capacity was close to bringing down the 
construction of the Marina Port Tarraco, a process that made the Mayor, the Municipality and the Port to 
look ridiculous. 

Marked differences are found in the municipal support to the ports urban initiatives, of apparent reinforce-
ment in Barcelona and reluctance in Tarragona. However, in Barcelona it is recognized by port and urban 
managers the current “lack of local interest by the citizen’s port implemented model in the early stage”21 
which generates uncertainties and an “associated risk for the business”22. Likewise, corporative interest in 
the port urban developments is in line with their business results. While, the BPA Barcelona is interested in 
maximizing the use and profit of its urban side recognizing the potential and the value generated, the Tar-
ragona experience does not have proof of economic success, which could influence on the port managers 
support towards the widening of their urban experience. 

Finally, it is noteworthy the tenants interest to keep operating in the port urban areas, a location they agree 
“not comparable to any other in the city”23, which “adds value to the company for its uniqueness” 24 at the 
time that “allow to work on air”25; or “because it is exclusive, like any other”26.

18   Joaquima Tosell, External Relations Department, Port 2000, Port of Barcelona
19   Joaquima Tosell, External Relations Department, Port 2000, Port of Barcelona
20   Joaquima Tosell, External Relations Department, Port 2000, Port of Barcelona
21   Rafael Villa, Subdirector General d’Infraestructures, Direcció General de Transports i Sostenibilitat
22   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000 and Sara Cardona, Director of Urban Strategy, Urbanism Agency.
23   Prospero Santillian, CEO, Retail Property Invest. Group, Port Tenant, Barcelona.
24   Ona Blanxart, director of a dance company, Port Tenant, Tarragona.
25   Ona Blanxart, director of a dance company, Port Tenant, Tarragona.
26   Rafa Silva, Construction Dep. Director, Port Tenant, Barcelona
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Interface relationships

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
15.1a City-port panoramas BARCELONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Photographies taken 09/11/2014
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Figure 12, Barcelona, city-port panoramic
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

There is interest from the port authorities’ side to improve the inter-administrative collaboration on behalf 
of the easing of their operations and business results. But not only. Despite “the reconnection is still under 
development, The Port, the Municipality and the enterprises are conscious of the necessities and work to-
wards a higher integration between Port and City”19. In this process, urban port developments and cruise 
activity have an important role.

In the new transformations, the “initiator is the Port”20 while “thanks to (the participation in the Port Board) 
a previous dialogue exists with the Municipality and the Generalitat”21 that contributes to demonstrate the 
economic importance of the Port and balance their interests. However, “Municipality and Port still differ in 
the sensibility to social opinion. While the municipality is sensitive to the neighbors’ complaints, for being 
elected positions, the Port is not”22. This is driving to certain differences in the final approach, however, “if 
there is a good relationship between the municipality and the port authority, a successful result is fore-
seen”23 sustains Ferran Merlo, consultant in the ZAL area of the Port of Barcelona.

19   Jaume Herrera, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
20   Ferran Merlo, Logistic Consultant, ZAL Area, Port of Barcelona
21   Telmo Meléndez, Port Board Representative, Commerce Chamber, Barcelona
22   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000
23   Ferran Merlo, Logistic Consultant, ZAL Area, Port of Barcelona
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Interface relationships

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
15.2a City-port panoramas  TARRAGONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Photographies taken 26/02/2015
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Figure 14, Tarragona, city-port panoramic
Source, Author elaboration

 Tarragona

In Tarragona there is a visible disconnection between City and Port. However, it is also the Port Authority who is 
enhancing the city-port relationship. Cruises are playing an important role in opening the door in the Municipality. 
Both parts are initiating a path of mutual collaboration on behalf of the common interest, despite it still being 
elementary.

“For the Municipality the city ends in the Rambla Nova, having no interest in what is occurring to the South says 
the General Manager of the Luxury Marina in Tarragona” 27. On the other side, public servants, see the City as the 
weakest part, and argue against the Port which, highly centralized, “is many times contrary to the Municipal inter-
est”28. It seems that in Tarragona, “the (city-port) collaboration is limited to one-off events and cultural activities in 
the Tinglados”29. But, although the transformation of uses towards new activities is not highly relevant in Tarrag-
ona, the Port Authority is leading changes in the interface, backed by the “political interest to bring cruises and 
tourism”30. Firstly, there is no foreseen market growth “regardless of other port activities like logistics or new uses 
like cruises”31. Second, the “Port infrastructure is incredibly strong and is underused” 32. Third, “despite the fact that 
urban port activity in Tarragona is not profitable, urban demand is emerging led by cruise activity.”33

27   Mateu Sala, General. Manager, Luxury Marina, Port of Tarragona
28   Lucio Cabello, Head Architect, Urban Depatment, Tarragona
29   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
30   Mateu Sala, General. Manager, Luxury Marina, Port of Tarragona
31   Oscar Vives, Communication Manager, Petrol Refinery, Port of Tarragona
32   Oscar Vives, Communication Manager, Petrol Refinery, Port of Tarragona
33   Felip Romà, Director of the Tourism Municipal Agency, Tarragona
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
15.1b City-port panoramas BARCELONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Photographies taken 09/11/2014
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Figure 13, Barcelona, city-port panoramic
Source, Author elaboration

Recognizing the WTC “(…) the limit between the historic and the industrial Port, (…) the cruise dock is the 
shifting point”24. “They are a growing business for the Port similar to the commercial activities (in the Port 
Vell)”25 despite the PA do not recognize it as a profitable activity26. Cruises in particular are supported for 
“the spillover effect, rather than the direct effect” 27, considered by Telmo Melendez to open “opportunities 
for business”28. “Cruises are one of the three big areas of the Port”29 that complement the other two: the 
urban area and the industrial area. “A big mix that demonstrates that it is possible to have everything”30.

Moreover, despite it is sometimes assumed “the industrial and logistic opposition to the leisure port”31, 
closer companies to the city comment that “luxury cruises in front of the industry do not affect (their) oper-
ations”32, assuming “the city needs from a higher port integration33” and considering “the Port of Barcelona 
a potential creator of wealth34” that should participate actively in the urban life and economy. “The Port is 
interested in a higher flexibility of uses within its domains”35.

24   Lou Rimmer, Director, Valuation & Advisory, Real Estate Consultancy and Brokers Firm.
25   Prospero Santillian, CEO, Retail Property Investment Group, Port of Barcelona
26   Agnès Sala, Director of the Legal Department of the Port 2000 supports the non-profitability of the Port Vell operation in the same interview 
that affirms that “if something is worthy is not reason to release it” referring to the businesses inside the port urban area controlled by the Cor-
poration. 
27   Telmo Meléndez, Port Board Representative, Commerce Chamber, Barcelona
28   Telmo Meléndez, Port Board Representative, Commerce Chamber, Barcelona
29   Telmo Meléndez, Port Board Representative, Commerce Chamber, Barcelona
30   Prospero Santillian, CEO, Retail Property Investment Group, Port of Barcelona
31   Jaume Herrera, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
32   Miquel Abel, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
33   Melchor Montero, Branch Manager, Logistics, ZAL, Port of Barcelona 
34   Melchor Montero, Branch Manager, Logistics, ZAL, Port of Barcelona 
35   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep. Port 2000. Barcelona
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
15.2b City-port panoramas TARRAGONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Photographies taken 26/02/2015
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Figure 15, Tarragona, city-port panoramic
Source, Author elaboration

Thus, regardless of the particularities of the Port of Tarragona, “an industrial port, different from the Port of 
Barcelona (cleaner when considered the range of developed activities: cruises, containers, cars, etc.)”34, 
“(…) a political venture, backed by the municipality35, is giving support to new urban activities, especially 
to cruises. This is improving the municipal collaboration with the Port Authority, since it is recognized that 
both entities “have to work together to develop the (cruise) business”36. A common field still to develop, 
due the absence of total communication between administrations nowadays. Felip Roma, Director of the 
Tourism Municipal Agency admits that “despite the surprise of sending buses to pick up tourists it is the 
only contact that the Agency has with the Port”37. 

34   Miquel Ventura, Manager, Shipping and Port Activities, Port of Tarragona
35   Mateu Sala, General. Manager, Luxury Marina, Port of Tarragona
36   Felip Romà, Director of the Tourism Municipal Agency, Tarragona
37   Felip Romà, Director of the Tourism Municipal Agency, Tarragona
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Interface relationships 

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

The analysis of the cases, with special attention to Barcelona36, makes emerge three development periods 
with regard to the urban port developments and city-port relationships in the interface. 

There is a first period characterized by the uncertainty of the plan and the high financial risk assumed by 
the promoter which led to plan in base of previous foreign developments. Results are a cliché lacking of 
local references, supported on a fun and festive economic activity that suppress the risk of the investment 
through the copy of what has been already tested. This first development has been proved short term 
market driven. Its easy and fast consumption drive to tiredness and boredom of the local population that 
stop visiting the area. In Barcelona, this period ends with the conclusion of the Port Vell (1995), considering 
up to the year 1999 when construction works ended37. 

The second period is the demonstration of the success of the plan by considering the popular accep-
tance and economic results. By agreement with the local government38, the good results promote the 
enlargement of the urban port development on behalf of the highest and best use, also making popular 
movements to emerge against the PA real estate hunger. New developments are contested by a reluctant 
population which does not want the port in the city proximity and does not recognize the result of the de-
velopment as its own, driving to stress the relationship between the port and the municipality. In Barcelona 
this period is defined between the end of the constructions of the first phase in 1999 to the opening of the 
W Hotel (2009) and the rest of the associated complex, considered the end of the developmentalist phase.

The third period is characterized by the port’s orientation towards a social comprehensive position and the 
recognition of the importance of the popular acceptance to guarantee the planned goals and minimize 
the financial operational risks. It is recognized the relevance of the collective memory, the link between 
space and architectonic image and society, and it is discovered the obsolescence of the model imple-
mented in the first stage, highly conditioned by pre-set generic uses lacking of local references citizens 
can identify themselves with.

While in Barcelona the citizens’ port is today recognized in a third development period, Tarragona is prob-
ably yet in the first stage period. Main differences are in the considerations of the port managers in the 
decision making process. The Port 2000 has incorporated a bottom-up perspective with the aim of improv-
ing its acceptance in the City of Barcelona. The Port of Tarragona meanwhile is still building trust with the 
neighboring municipality of Tarragona. 

In Barcelona, the IMAX and the rest of the set of boxes, disconnected from the city’s core, are in a fragile 
relationship with the public. The result of the principle “form follows function”39, brought from the Amer-
ican experiences without the attempt of establishing local links, today represents a current issue for port 
managers. The loss of popular interests on the site and the reduction of visitors can result in a business 
failure with the attached complexity of adapting new uses for such a particular space. 

36   Despite the Port of Tarragona was first on opening the waterfront to the public, the transformation in Barcelona is considered pioneer due 
the scale, investment, and results obtained.
37   The Maremagnum Shopping Centre, probably the most relevant operation, opened in 1995.
38   In Spain local administrations have veto power over constructions in the ports.
39   Louis Sullivan wrote in 1896, “Form ever follows function (…) this is the law” (Sullivan 1979) a basic precept in modern architecture still valid 
when Henry Rouse started the waterfront development in Baltimore.
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A different approach is developed in the Juan de Borbón Avenue. In this area, the Port in Barcelona merg-
es with the pre-existing urban conditions resulting in a popular and commercial success. The Serrallo in 
Tarragona could be considered a similar approach, however, results differ enormously in part due the 
isolation of the area. The consulted port managers affirm that the experience in Barcelona has shown that 
port participation in urban issues improve the final resulting conditions. Likewise port managers consider 
that neighbor dissatisfaction results in conflict which is reflected in their operations. 

Cruises, have also emerged relevant inducers of inter-administrative communication for ports and cities. 
They are recognized to “improve the ports image”40 but also for being sometimes the “only contact with the 
Port (of Tarragona)” 41 for the urban managers. All the cases are evidence that the “collaboration with the 
Port is improving thanks to the cruise market”42. What is not clear is the interest of the ports in this business, 
since “it is known that it is economically unprofitable for the Port (of Barcelona)”43. Supporters argue for 
“the spillover effect, more importantly than the direct impact”44.

Box 1: The Port of Barcelona Special Organization Plans (PEOP)

The Port of Barcelona operates with two special plans: one is defining the uses and urban 
parameters of Port Vell, and the other, the logistic area or ZAL.

The aim and scope of the Port Vell Special Plan (1986-1988) contains a general planning cri-
teria and the definition of sectors, surfaces, uses and time development stages. Furthermore, 
modifications have been realized to adapt the special plan to new necessities, without con-
ditioning the whole development. Those are the cases of the marina, the fisherman area, and 
the Nova Bocana. In those cases  the land intensification was permitted with the addition of 
new constructions and without  the revision of the initial PEOP being required. This is permit-
ting the BPA and Port 2000 to refine the working area without renegotiating ambits formerly 
developed, aspect in this highlighted from the Management Dep. of Port 2000.

Source:  Port 2000, General Manager; Caldentey, 20 Years Managing El Port Vell de Barcelona, 2008.

40   Sara Cardona, Director of Urban Strategy, Urbanism Agency. Barcelona
41   Felip Romà, Director of the Tourism Municipal Agency, Tarragona
42   Felip Romà, Director of the Tourism Municipal Agency, Tarragona
43   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep. Port 2000. Barcelona
44   Telmo Meléndez, Port Board Representative, Commerce Chamber, Barcelona
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Chart of Stakeholders

Entity Category Subcategory Sector

Puertos del Estado

Generalitat de 
Catalunya

Departament de 
Territori I Sostenibilitat

Direcció General de 
Transports i Mobilitat

Barcelona Municipality Public Company/ 
Urbanism Agency

ZAL Area

Commerce Chambre

Food Logis�cs

Logis�cs, Car Distributor

Logis�cs, Bulk Food 
Products
Logis�cs, Bulk Food 
Products
Logis�cs

Automobile Logis�cs

Real Estate Developer

Retail

Retail Property 
Investment Group

Capital Markets

Industrial Logis�c Dep.

Academic researcher Industrial Logis�c Dep. Researcher

Engineering company Port E�per�se

Port Area

Real Estate Consultancy 
& Brokers Firms

Port Companies 

Barcelona Port 
Authority 

Independent Advisors

Mari�me Ac�vi�es

Ci��en�s Port

Industrial Ac�vi�es

Leisure Ac�vi�es

Port

ZAL Area

*Note:  - Interviews made between years 2012-2014

Independent Advisors 

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
5.1 Interviewed companies BARCELONA e 1.40000

Ro�erdam, NL 

Cerdanyola, ES
BARCELONA

N

Figure 16, Barcelona, city-port stakeholders
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

City and Port are two administrative realities. City-port stakeholders have to deal with both in their daily op-
erations. In a context demanding for the strength of the inter-administrative collaboration, opinions differ 
with respect to the public bodies’ administrative capacity and resilience. It is expected that stakeholders’ 
positive consideration of the other side could lead to further administrative collaboration, which could 
drive to new transformations of uses in the interface. 

With regard to the BPA, opinion is positive among its tenants and the Regional Government, who partic-
ularly considered the BPA “a good manager”45. Tenants, for their part, recognize the BPA good work on 
dealing with the Municipality, which in contrast is considered a “bureaucratic body compared with the ea-
sier Port administrative proceedings”46. It is especially noteworthy, the work done by the Port 2000 director, 
appreciated for solving the tenants’ everyday problems with the local administration. Likewise, tenants’ 

45   Rafael Villa, Subdirector General d’Infraestructures, Direcció General de Transports i Sostenibilitat.
46   Prospero Santillian, CEO, Retail Property investment Group, Port of Barcelona
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Chart of stakeholders 

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
5.2 Interviewed companies TARRAGONA e 1.40000*Note:  - Interviews made between 2015-2016

Entity Category Subcategory Sector

Puertos del Estado

Generalitat de Catalunya Departament de 
Territori I Sostenibilitat

Developmet Agency Industrial Areas 
Developer

Tourism Municipal 

Urban Department 

President

Mari�me Ac�vi�es Public Domain and 

Ci��en�s Port

Commerce Chambre

Industrial Ac�vi�es Port Chemical Company

Solid Fuels Distributor

Petrol Refinery

Shipping and Port 
Ac�vi�es Company
Container Terminal

Logis�cs, Bulk Food 
Products

ynapmoC ecnaDseitivitcA erusieL

Luxury Marina

yrotcaF litxeTseitivitcA lairtsudnI

rotubirtsid rebmiTnoitubirtsiD/tropmI

 thgierF ,citsigoLscitsigoL
Forwarding Company 

Real Estate Consultancy 
& Brokers Firms

�alua�on & Advisory 

Industrial/ Logistic 
Companies 

Port Companies 

TPA 

Tarragona Municipality

Real Estate Consultancy & Broker Firms

Barcelona, ES

TARRAGONA

N

Figure 17, Tarragona, city-port stakeholders
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona

Port tenants in the Tarragona city-port context show a high support to the TPA. There is almost no complain 
to their management performance, completely opposed to the consideration they have to the Munici-
pality. The local administration is criticized from the maritime and industrial side by “the lack of attention 
paid to the industrial areas”38 with independence of their port or urban affiliation. The abandonment of 
the neighborhoods of El Serrallo and the Barrio Marítimo and the absence of investment in infrastructures 
are repetitive arguments that have weakened the municipal image among the port stakeholders. The mu-
nicipality is accused of making a clear “distinction between the land under their jurisdiction and the land 
under port jurisdiction”39, which does not contributes to enhance the activity in the interface. Likewise, 
there is also the argument that in spite of “providing any extra service to the tenants”40 uses the port to 
increase the revenues through land taxes. Besides, “the municipality is” considered to be “absent of the 

38   Bernat Porras, Manager, Textil Factory, Tarragona
39   Ona Blanxart, director of a dance company, Port Tenant, Tarragona.
40   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistic Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
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opinion is that development processes within the Port borders are easier, in part because they avoid local 
bureaucracy and in part because the contact persons are always the same. 

The Municipality point of view of the Port differs from what is supported by its tenants. The consideration 
of Sara Cardona is that they are “simple landlords with little knowledge of industrial systems and processes, 
unable to work together even with the Consorcio de la Zona Franca and the ZAL area, which are similar 
corporations”47. However, opinion from the Commerce Chamber is that the relationship and mutual good 
consideration have improved between administrations, especially with the “incorporation in the Port Board 
of the Barcelona Deputy Mayor”48. Also, “port tenants’ opinion is that the current situation is better than 
years before”. Jaume Herrera, Manager of an agro bulk company admits that “today the relationship with 
the municipality is good: easy access, easy communication, regular meetings, etc. (…) they have interest 
on building a good environment. Discussion about regulations are regular and sometimes those meetings 
include also the port”49.

Stakeholders’ interest on the land transformation or conversion of uses differs with regard to their position 
in the interface and the activity developed. Though, it is certain coincidence on agreeing that those oper-
ations improve the image of the Port and also the image of the City, interested in its touristic promotion. 

Moreover, there is an open discussion about the economic results of the land transformations within the 
Port institution. On one hand, there have been found port servants supporting that “land transfers have 
not a good economic result”50, while others justify the “land intensification for the revenues generated”51. 
Whereas, on the other side, a real urban demand seems to be behind the “municipal interest on bringing 
urban space in the interface”52 and “the opening of the space to the City’s enjoyment53.

47   Sara Cardona, Director of Urban Strategy, Urbanism Agency. Barcelona
48   Telmo Meléndez, Port Board Representative, Commerce Chamber, Barcelona
49   Jaume Herrera, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
50   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep. Port 2000. Barcelona
51   Sara Cardona, Director of Urban Strategy, Urbanism Agency. Barcelona
52   Sara Cardona, Director of Urban Strategy, Urbanism Agency. Barcelona
53   Rafa Silva, Construction Dep. Director, Port Tenant, Barcelona
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business environment, doing nothing related with business collaboration”41. Less efficient and with lower 
capacity than the TPA, the municipality is not among the best considered administrations in Tarragona. 
Tenants in the interface clearly identify its low interest in improving the stated conditions, exacerbated with 
a readjustment of the charging system without compensation. A confrontation scenario that is not new in 
the Tarragona city-port context and which has led to “absurd situations” time ago according to the former 
president of the Port, Felip Andreu42.

Meanwhile, from the municipal side, the Port is considered “to bring a low added value (…)” 43, particularly 
since, according to Lucio Cabello, head architect in the Tarragona’s urban department, it “(…) only does 
what the Barcelona’s does not want”44.  A consideration that also underlines the port lack of interest for 
urban developments, traditionally associated with activities of high added value. 

In this regard, the TPA firstly recognizes the “lack of demand and its impact on the stop of the waterfront 
development”45, and secondly supports its corporation integrity which defends “differ from other ports 
and recognizes the urban port as a development of social responsibility”46, but not a business. Consider-
ations that, by now, limit the enlargement of the citizen’s experience to the strict follow-up of the stated 
laws, which prior the development of urban uses requires the obsolescence of the maritime infrastructures. 
Arguments that are also backed by the industrial port tenants which according to Bernat Vilaró “do not rec-
ognize any benefit from having service activities in the Port associated to urban uses”47. Thus, although the 
possible “political interest in developing the urban neighboring areas toward a public and leisure use”48, 
the low TPA and tenant’s interest make transformations not likely to happen in the close future. Likewise, 
further from physical changes in the interface, there are not either interest on integration of uses or activ-
ities according to the president of the Commerce Chamber in Tarragona, who states that “the companies 
operating (in Tarragona) do not work on behalf of a higher (city-port) integration, since they are not (even) 
aware of the importance (it has)”49.

41   Joan Mata, Director, Timber Distributor, Tarragona
42   Mr. Andreu complains openly about the municipality behavior at the time the Port was on the process of land purchases. In his opinion, the 
Municipality of Tarragona enormously difficult the Port access to land.
43   Lucio Cabello, Head Architect, Urban Department, Tarragona
44   Lucio Cabello, Head Architect, Urban Department, Tarragona
45   Bernat Vilaró, Director, Public Domain and Security, Port of Tarragona
46   Bernat Vilaró, Director, Public Domain and Security, Port of Tarragona
47   Mateu Sala, General. Manager, Luxury Marina, Port of Tarragona
48   Mateu Sala, General. Manager, Luxury Marina, Port of Tarragona
49   Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port Tarragona
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Chart of Stakeholders 

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Maps represent the interview sample in Barcelona and Tarragona. Interviewees were selected to cover the 
maximum area in both interfaces and to represent a vast range of city-port stakeholders. Results give an 
insight of the opinion each side have of the other. It highlights the good reputation of the port authorities 
within the port tenants but also at regional level in the Generalitat. By contrast, it is a clear confrontation 
between municipal administrations and PAs, particularly soundly expressed by local servants. Though, 
from the port side, it is an attempt to tone things down to not exacerbate the conflict. But, even so, port 
tenants, clearly express their complaints against municipal bureaucracy and an argued lack of understand-
ing, which is especially strong in Tarragona.  

While in Barcelona city-port stakeholders have assumed that to improve mutual conditions it is required 
an open dialogue, conditions in Tarragona are previous to this stage. The different relative scale of city and 
port, their different economic conditions and different administrative capacity are conditioning stakehold-
er behaviors and their interest in the transformation of the city-port interface. 

Likewise, within the port authorities’ bodies is founded an open discussion with regard to their support of 
new urban activities. On one hand, in words of Leticia Morales, PAs market their “only interest on easing 
the maritime commercial operations, limiting the (port) activities to those which require to operate”54. In 
the other, according to the professor Gijabert, there is the recognition of the “activities which higher land 
rents”55 as an opportunity to improve results regardless of the inconsistency with the ports main objective. 

54   Leticia Morales, Port expertise, Engineering Company, Barcelona
55   Niek Gijabert, Port expertise, Researcher
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Geographical and environmental restrictions on growth

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
10.1b Available land for development  BARCELONA

May ‘16
e 1.60000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from ICGC, http://www.icc.cat/
 - It is considered as unavailable the already developed surface together with the plots  
 that present slopes above 20%, considered out of the ordination process by the  
 2/2002 law (Catalan Urbanism Law)
 - Protected areas from PEIN (Pla d’espais d’interes Naturals) and Diputació de   
 Barcelona

Available urban land

Port/Airport domains

Unavailable urban land
& Slopes over 20%

Protected areas (PEIN)

Parc Agrari del Baix Llobregat
(Diputació de BCN)

Protected areas (PEIN)

Parc Agrari del Baix Llobregat
(Diputació de BCN)

Slopes over 20%

Designated Interface Area

N

Figure 18, Barcelona, Available land for development
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

Barcelona is a coastal city bounded by the Besòs River in the North and the Llobregat River in the South, 
two clear physical barriers for urban growth. Inland, the unchanging 2% slope that facilitates the city’s ur-
ban development is disrupted by the Sierra de Collserola (Collserola Mountain), a geographical bend that 
difficult construction from that point on. As a consequence of these physical constrains, the city of Barcelo-
na, embedded in a total surface of 101,4 km2, keeps the approximately same population of 1,7M people 
since 1965 (IDESCAT, 2012). Moreover, since the statement of the Catalan Urbanism Law, 2/2002, in 2002, 
the development area available is strongly restricted to plots with slopes below 20%. According to Baldo 
Puig “Barcelona has (already) developed all its urban capacity. It is not possible to find available land within 
the city limits (…) there is not an alternative; no space is available”56.  Under this scenario of strong land 
scarcity, Mr Baldo Puig recognizes that “the only available space is the waterfront” 57. 

56   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000
57   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000
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Geographical and environmental restrictions on growth

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
10.2b Available land for development TARRAGONA
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Available urban land

Unavailable urban land
& Slopes over 20%

�Note�  - Cartography elaborated from ICGC� h�p�//www.icc.cat/
 - It is considered as unavailable the already developed surface together with the plots that  
 represent slopes above 20%� considered out of the ordina�on process by the 2/2002 law   
 (Catalan Urbanism Law)
 - Protected areas from PEIN (Pla d’espais d’interes Naturals) and Diputació de Barcelona.
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Figure 19, Available land for development 
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona 

Tarragona is a coastal city with almost none geographical boundaries inland. Mountains are far away and 
rivers are of minor size with the exception of the Francolí, that despite is not a rushing river it has strong 
flash floods, similar to other rivers in the Mediterranean. The area where the city and port are set is a big 
flat with none growing limitations. And while the old city is located in a promontory, the rest of urban devel-
opments are spread in the territory. With a population that has grown faster than the Catalonia’s average, 
Tarragona is considered today a dynamic economic area. The bigger cities, Tarragona and Reus, represent-
ed in 1990 the 4.22% of the Catalan population, a ratio that scaled to the 5.06% in 2014. Tarragona itself, 
has tripled its population between 1960 and 2012 from 43,000 to 133,000 inhabitants (IDESCAT 2012). 

In the context of Tarragona, although port expansions in competition for the scarce available land tends 
to collide with urban growth, the absence of physical restrictions around the city and port makes the fight 
less evident. The vast space still available, and the small part taken by current network of transport infra-
structures and developed surfaces do not restrict future growth. The resulting picture is a vast territory to 
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On the other hand, the Metropolitan Area continue growing and have reached the 3,228,569 inhabitants 
(Àrea Metropolitana de Barcelona, 2014). Aspect that, if it continue being widened, could reduce the rel-
evance of the Barcelona municipality in the area. Barcelona should be thus interested in absorbing part 
of the population in the periphery whenever is possible, which could explain its clear interest in the Port 
that has been lastly visualized as a result of the Blau@Ictinea announcement in 2012. This pressure which is 
recognized “real” by the Director of Port 2000 “it is also assumed that “will not stop except if the population 
start decreasing”58. 

Constrained in the physical space, Barcelona is also under the considerations of environmental regulations 
which affect not only urban but also port expansion. In Catalonia, the European Environmental framework 
is integrate in the Pla d’Espais d’Interes Natural, PEIN, which incorporate regional none developable pro-
tection areas. But these restrictions, considered hard to overcome, or even cause of the unfeasibility of the 
developments in North-European countries, are not seen by port managers in Barcelona as a limitation 
to their growing capacity but mostly recognized irrelevant. Environmental impact assessment are either 
impeding the operations of the port tenants, but rather demanding for feasible improvements59. In this re-
gard, according to Agnès Sala, head of the Legal Department of the Port 2000, “environmental regulations 
not prevent the growth, they are a handicap, some extra work, (…) burdensome, but not a restriction”. In 
the same line, Joaquin Gallego from the Port Concession Department, estimates in “5.5% the environmen-
tal cost associated to the Plan Delta”60, considered not a high amount of the total, and obviously not a cost 
that impede the infrastructure development. But, environmental concerns are also called into question by 
Mr. Villa deputy director in the territorial department of the Generalitat. In his opinion the Port of Barcelona 
should not have strong limitations for growth to the South, since the natural protected “wetlands do not 
present difficulties to be reproduced (in other place) as it was already done in the Llobregat River mouth 
in the last Port extension”61. A strategy that following Mr. Villa arguments could support “the naturalization 
of agricultural land on the proximities as a method for compensation” 62 in case the Port growth would 
require. Opposite to the engineering opinion of Ms. Morales, who further from environmental concerns 
and “the environmental protection of the Llobregat River Delta”, highlights the “unfeasibility of the option 
of a Port growth beyond the River”, based on the “interferences with the airport infrastructure”63. In line 
with port technicians, Ms. Morales consideration is that “the only available option is to grow offshore” 64, 
a solution that will “imply higher costs than previous Port extensions”65. Opinion also supported by Telmo 
Melendez who, confident on the power of technical improvements to overcome natural and regulatory 
obstacles, remembers that “the river was already moved to the South to make possible the last growth”66.

Industries and tenants have also to comply with regulations. The proximity of Barcelona requires the com-
panies the compliance with “highly restrictive regulations” 67. According to Jaume Herrera, a tenant located 
near the Europa Bridge “one of the most restrictive in Europe and more strict than Spanish (standard) regu-
lations”68. But complains are extended to the companies daily operations and the hard task of dealing with 
two administrative systems not always well coordinated. In this regard, Rafa Silva, who represents a firm in 
the process of moving to the Port Vell argues against the lack of coordination between the administrations 
in the interface. “When you have all this many stakeholders and is not clear where the limits are, or clear 

58   Rafael Villa, Subdirector General d’Infraestructures, Direcció General de Transports i Sostenibilitat.
59   From 10 respondents in Barcelona, 2 considered environmental issues of high impact in their operations. They are companies operating 
with bulk animal feed and soya, strictly controlled by the Port and Municipality. The remaining eight do not consider environmental regulations 
a restriction on their operations, including 2 Port managers and a Port Board Member.
60   Joaquin Gallego, Concession Department, Port of Barcelona
61   Rafael Villa, Subdirector General d’Infraestructures, Direcció General de Transports i Sostenibilitat.
62   Rafael Villa, Subdirector General d’Infraestructures, Direcció General de Transports i Sostenibilitat.
63   Leticia Morales, Port expertise, Engineering Company, Barcelona
64   Leticia Morales, Port expertise, Engineering Company, Barcelona
65   Leticia Morales, Port expertise, Engineering Company, Barcelona
66   Telmo Melendez, Port Board Member, Port of Barcelona
67   Jaume Herrera, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
68   Jaume Herrera, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
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expand inland for both City and Port (see Figure 19)50, where not even the recent urban sprawl is a concern 
since it is mostly concentrated along the City’s north sea side.

But, nevertheless previous considerations in terms of general land availability in the area, heterogeneous 
activities compete for the same spots, especially at the Western side of the City, where tourism, manufac-
turing and residential activities are mostly concentrated. A bad solved proximity between urban, touristic 
and industrial activities that lead to cause discomfort with port and manufacturing activities. Difficult to un-
derstand when land availability is visible. Popular concerns are obvious, especially with regard to pollution 
and visual pollution which is particularly contested by tourism operators. 

In Tarragona developments in the city-port interface are chaotic. Land has been occupied without hierar-
chy or order, and today Port tenants still reflect a carefree attitude on land management and little concern 
about the provision of land. Similar to the opinion expressed by Manel Gutierrez, adviser of the President 
of the Commerce Chamber in Tarragona who considers “the land available in the Tarragona nearby areas 
enormous” and “with not any restriction on growth” 51.

Furthermore, with regard to “environmental regulations, they are considered not relevant in the Tarragona 
City-Port”5253. Nor the Port, either the tenants, consider that regulations hamper their operations or limit 
their capacity to grow. It is possible to say that the economic impact of the compensation measures is in-
significant. For one of the biggest operators in the Port of Tarragona, “the impact of environmental taxes 
are about € 0.02 per ton, almost nothing” 54.

Soft environmental regulations have also led to allocate incompatible activities together. On one hand, 
allowing the development of port petrochemical activities next to previous urban settlements. On the oth-
er hand, by the conversion of uses that is facilitating the today’s expansion of urban activities towards the 
old industrial district next to the Port.  As a result, the chemical port area, the jewel in the crown of the Port, 
is between the “Universidad Laboral” 55 and “the industrial area of the Francolí Industrial Park, (which has 
been) recently modified in the plans to allow leisure and commerce activities, (…) restricted time before”56.

But the apparent mess consequence of incongruent planning systems at both sides of the interface, does 
not seem to impact much on the companies. In the case of the petrol refinery operating next to the Port, 
Òscar Vives, its communication manager, highlights the good of having separated industrial and logistic 
activities in different administrative environments. “One and another activity: industrial and logistic are 
linked to its related regulation in its regulatory environment”57. However, among the industrial companies 
in the interface complains are common to the municipality, considered not efficient and too slow. Compa-
nies protest amongst other things for its inefficiency that in cases keep business expansion blocked in the 
Port waiting for administrative resolutions58. “The situation is terrible!”59 says Ernesto Arriola, manager of 
a big operator in the Port. But, complains against the port regulations have also been encountered. Par-
ticularly for the complex of the procedures. Rufino Cuevas, interested in extending the concession within 

50   Black areas are available urban land, excluding infrastructures, developed areas and slopes over 20%.
51   Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port of Tarragona
52   Bernat Vilaró, Director, Public Domain and Security, Port of Tarragona
53   Manel Gutiérrez and Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member and President of the Commerce Chamber in Tarragona, have also the opinion that 
“Environmental compensations are not relevant for the growth of the port infrastructures” in Tarragona.
54   Ernesto Arriola, Operations Manager, Solid Fuel Distributor, Port of Tarragona
55   Felip Andreu, Former President from the Port of Tarragona, highlights the risk of keeping the Universidad Laboral next to the Port most 
“hazardous zone despite the proposed changes”.
56   Lucio Cabello, Head Architect, Urban Department, Tarragona
57   Òscar Vives, Communication Manager, Petrol Refinery, Port of Tarragona
58   Ernesto Arriola, Operations Manager, Solid Fuel Distributor, Port of Tarragona. Soundly protest for being “blocked with a business permis-
sion that delay until 12 months”. A procedure that hardly impact in the company’s business plan.
59   Ernesto Arriola, Operations Manager, Solid Fuel Distributor, Port of Tarragona
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regulations, or they are not clear enough, or you have overlaps of competences, then you have the mess”69 
he explained.

Summing up, taking into consideration or not environmental regulations, in the today’s Barcelona city-port 
interface there is an obvious lack of developable land. Port and City are limited on their growing capacity. 
An scenario that could limit land conversion processes from the Port side, conditioned by the land avail-
ability in the city-port interface and the Port capacity to extend foreland. However, those constrains could 
emerge as an opportunity for new collaborative model of urban and port coexistence.

69   Rafa Silva, Construction Dep. Director, Port Tenant, Barcelona
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the Port, recognizes difficulties to understand “how to proceed since the regulations are a (total) mess”60. 
In general, administrative procedures are considered complicated at both sides of the interface, being 
the main argued problem the lack of a common administrative perspective. It does no matter the side, 
the administration is “far physically and mentally”61. Closer city-port collaboration is a general claim in the 
interface. “It (could be) a revolutionary shift that could move forward projects blocked for a long time”62 
but is also especially relevant when recognized “the (fragmented) urbanistic system, a handicap for those 
projects were city and port are partially involved”63.

60   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistic Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
61   Miquel Ventura, Manager, Shipping and Port Activities Company, Port of Tarragona
62   Marcel Noguerra, Manager, Container Terminal, Port of Tarragona 
63   Marcel Noguerra, Manager, Container Terminal, Port of Tarragona 
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Geographical and environmental restrictions on growth

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Barcelona and Tarragona have a completely different geo-physical context. While Barcelona is limited in its 
growing capacity, Tarragona has no-limits. Ports, despite conditioned by their location are not concerned 
with land scarcity, or because they have not growing plans, or because they have not restrictions for new 
enlargements. 

With regard to environmental regulations, nor the Port of Barcelona, nor the Port of Tarragona or their ten-
ants consider their operations or expansion limited. Compensation costs are shown low and not hamper-
ing normal daily work, further from specific measures that companies progressively incorporate to improve 
their image or compliance with increasing requirements. However, in the case of Barcelona, the effect of 
the Birds and Habitat Directives impact on the Delta Plan and the patience of the Port manager. Thus, the 
President of the Commerce Chamber in Barcelona and member of the Port of Barcelona Board remarks 
its concern with environmental measures: “The Llobregat River Delta is considered the most important 
“breeding birds” center in Europe. This is an error! It is necessary a balance between ecology, society and 
development; environmental awareness (has to be done) with common sense. Conservational environ-
mental investment are in line with the country’s wealth. In Barcelona, not every fish is important, but of 
course there is awareness to these issues and attached costs”70.

With regard to the regulatory city-port context, port tenants tend to argue in favor of the PA’s and complain 
against the municipalities for hampering their activities. One reason could be the fast of the changes oc-
curring in the port side, highly business driven, and the difficulties of the rest of the administrations, less 
market driven, to cope with those changes. According to Agnès Sala, “the city is not changing that fast as 
the Port Law (every four years last times)”71. Moreover, the division of the regulatory framework in two: “the 
port space with its own regulation and the urban environment with a different one”72, makes things even 
more difficult according to Manel Gutierrez from the Tarragona’s Commerce Chamber. Port tenants which 
demand for “municipal comprehension”73 recognize although the improvement of the relationship thanks 
to the recent implementation of an open dialogue “(…) easy access, easy communication and regular 
meetings to discuss about regulations are regular (now)”74. There it was only one tenant, from all the par-
ticipants in this study, a solid fuel distributor company, that recognizes its necessary move from the Port of 
La Coruña “due the pressure of urban activities (a too close housing development)” 75 to their operations. 

Further, port tenants do not complain much with the environmental regulations requirements, considered 
an added cost to assume in the annual business balance. Moreover, the fact that all the companies and 
ports, and therefore, the competence, are set under the European umbrella it unified the costs for all. 
Positive from the business side, since under this scenario “the cost is starting to be assumed by the final 
client and not by the producer (…) contributing to pay back the associated investments”76, no matter the 
cost imposed.

70   Telmo Meléndez, Port Board Representative, Commerce Chamber, Barcelona
71   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep. Port 2000. Barcelona
72   Manel Gutiérrez, Commerce Chamber, Port of Tarragona
73   Jaume Herrera, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
74   Jaume Herrera, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
75   Ernesto Arriola, Operations Manager, Solid Fuel Distributor, Port of Tarragona
76   Jaume Herrera, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
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Box 2: The Delta Plan Environmental Impact Assessment

The Delta Plan includes the addition of the Moll Prat to the Port of Barcelona infrastructure, 
the biggest Port expansion up to now. To gain the necessary surface the Llobregat River 
mouth had to be moved towards the South and the dykes extended foreland. For that rea-
son, an environmental impact assessment had to be developed. This was focused on three 
main aspects: the beach affection due the modification of ocean currents, the loss of the bird 
breeding area with the port construction and the affection to the wetlands of La Ricarda.

The Natural Environment General Secretary delivered the Environmental Impact resolution 
base on the Port of Barcelona Director Plan on May 2000, considering the project feasible 
provided that a list of protecting and compensating measures were taking into consider-
ation. Some of them included:

• The coastline protection by sand-filling for beaches located at the South of the Llo-
bregat River.

• Protection of the Delta habitat and wetlands by creating a new humid area in the 
mouth of the river.

• Control of the construction development: water quality and land filling materials or-
igin.

• Protection of aquifers from salt water invasion.

• Bird fauna protection through a bird census and population control. 

In total, the investment realized for environmental protection or compensation was € 30M 
from a total investment of € 1,700M, the 1.7% of the investment.

Source: Tribunal de Cuentas, 2007 (Tribunal de Cuentas 2007); BPA Finance Department.
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Figure 20, Barcelona, Port revenues
Source, Author elaboration from BPA reports and memories

Barcelona

Under requirements of self-financial sustainability and a positive annual rate of return, the BPA trend is of continue 
positive growth. Exceptionally the annual balance has been less than years before. The increasing growth of the BPA 
is followed by the stable income growth generated by port land taxes. This consistency in the revenues captured 
contributes to ease the planning and management of the Port, making the income predictable year after year. 

Picks in the graph are consequence of exceptional incomes: grants, financial revenues, national compen-
sation fund, land releases, etc. In 1997 an extraordinary lump sum was assigned from the national port 
compensation fund for the endowment of the Delta Plan generating a “debt of more than € 500M to pay-
back through the yearly cash-flow”77. 

Income in the Port of Barcelona is generated from the diversity of the activities hosted, an added val-
ue that is considered “the wealth and the business”78. The “combination of uses improve the port”79 

and compensates less profitable activities with other with a higher rate of return. Likewise, activities that 
commerce with added value products like logistics are considered within the Port Administration to have 
a little direct contribution on the Port total revenues80. Thus, the ZAL, the logistic flagship of the Port, is 
considered “unable to generate any income (…) but (however) interesting for the BPA to capture other ac-
tivities and generate maritime traffic, the (still today) Port main financial source of revenues”. But although 
cargo and port activity taxes still generated 53% of the revenues in 2013, it is far from the 89% of 1979, a 
gap that has been progressively covered by land taxes.

77   Joaquín Gallego, Concession Dep., Port of Barcelona
78   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep. Port 2000. Barcelona
79   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep. Port 2000. Barcelona
80   ILI, Consultancy Director; M. Rodriguez Port Technical Consultant
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Figure 21, Tarragona, Port revenues
Source, Author elaboration from TPA reports and memories

Tarragona

Following self-sufficient requirements and a positive rate of return set by Law, the TPA income curve does 
not show a yearly stable growth but a positive tendency. From the curves in the Figure 21, it is clear 
that land tax revenues are stable and progressive, despite the numerous changes in the general revenue 
curve. Lump sums, exceptional incomes, modify the Port revenue curve repeatedly. Important pikes are in 
2001, 2005 and 2009, which could reflex the difficulties of the TPA to keep positive results by itself at the 
same time that shows a still strong Port financial dependency of the Central Government64. A way to keep 
port centralized, in line with the stated by Mr. Cuevas, who affirms from the experience that “despite the 
devolution of power to the regional governments, the ports are still under the State control”.

However, the Port in Tarragona is considered to have a special “economic power”65 
when compared to the City, an entity with “political power and responsibility” but less economic capacity 
to operate. A statement that even though can be true in relative terms that assume the different port and 
city responsibilities, in 2013, the check of the annual balance show that while the Municipality budget 
was of € 151M, three times the Port budget that was of € 43,5M.  A wrong perception that is probably 
emphasized by the recent Port investments in the citizen’s area and the luxury of the ships visiting the Ma-
rina, highlighted when compared with the state of obvious decay of the City, particularly with attention to 
neighboring Port areas like the Serrallo and the Barrio de la Marina. 

Likewise, consistent with the Port of Tarragona commercial structure and specialization, the citizen’s area is 
not considered to contribute much to the total port results. Not either the cruise market, still insignificant 
in Tarragona, despite the mutual interest of Port and Municipality on promoting this activity.

64   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistic Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
65   Mateu Sala, General. Manager, Luxury Marina, Port of Tarragona
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Cruises do not generate a relevant direct income (UAB 2011) either, however it provides the Port an interna-
tional status at the same time that opens commercial opportunities abroad. Additionally, cruise ships massively

bring people to the Port, generating positive economic flows in the City businesses. A challenge for the BPA, 
which should take advantage of the Port Vell and its privileged position to capture indirectly the added value, 
the Port does not charge to the cruise companies directly.
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Port revenues 

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

The period 1979-2013 is of an enormous financial growth both in the Port of Barcelona and the Port of 
Tarragona. But however the ports capacity to generate revenues and potentially self-finance their opera-
tions, the graphs (Figure 20 and Figure 21) remark the still high dependency of the PAs on funding port 
enlargements, income pikes in the annual port balance. On the other hand, further than the critic link to a 
false development of power, this is not the most efficient administrative practice, considering that direct 
payments are done in one time, without taking into consideration the duration of the works and the price 
of the money that would suggest more frequent payments of less amount. The strong (financial) depen-
dency of the Central Government supported by Castillo-Manzano in recent publications (Castillo-Manzano 
& Fageda 2011; Castillo-Manzano & Fageda 2012) is visible in the way port finance their biggest expan-
sions. A practice that undermines ports independency and competitiveness, and has a negative influence 
in the strength of the city-port collaboration, since it is diverting the port attention from its immediate 
environment, not relevant to get the money.   

In this analysis, land taxes result, as it was expected, a stable tax. This behavior, contributes on easing man-
agement, since next year income can be quickly foreseen with little risk.

The absence of taxes disaggregated information with relation to the urban port activities and cruises, pre-
vents from a more accurate analysis that could compare interviewees’ opinion on the land profitability and 
real ports results. 
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Port taxes

2013

51%   Gnral. port Fees    
33%   Land Ocupation Tax    
16%     Other port revenues      

45%   Gnral. port Fees    
26%   Land Ocupation Tax    
29%     Other port revenues      

57%   Gnral. port Fees    
32%   Land Ocupation Tax    
11%     Other port revenues      

66%   Gnral. port Fees    
23%   Land Ocupation Tax    
11%     Other port revenues      

74%   Gnral. port Fees    
18%   Land Ocupation Tax    
8%     Other port revenues      

85%   Gnral. port Fees    
14%   Land Ocupation Tax    
1%     Other port revenues      

85%   Gnral. port Fees    
12%   Land Ocupation Tax    
3%     Other port revenues      

89%   Gnral. port Fees    
7%   Land Ocupation Tax    
4%     Other port revenues      

Gnral. port Fees    
Land Ocupation Tax    
Other port revenues      

Port of Barcelona
Port taxes and other revenues    

2010

2005

1995

1990

1985

20001979

Figure 22, Barcelona, Port taxes
Source, Author elaboration from BPA reports and memories

Barcelona

Land tax is one of the taxes the PAs charge for operating inside the ports. The same as their maritime-in-
dustrial counterparts, “operators inside the Port Vell are charged with land taxes”81. The tax rate, stated 
bylaw differs from the 6% charged to port (maritime-industrial) activities to the 7% of logistics and the 8% 
of other activities (urban associated uses). The amount is calculated considering: surface (m2) x tax base 
(Unitarian value) x tax rate x national CPI adjustments.

The analysis of the land tax relative impact in the total revenues captured through taxes by the Port of Bar-
celona show a relevant increment from 7% in 1979 to 33% in 2013 (See Figure 22). Other taxes like activity 

81   Joaquima Tosell, Human Resources, Port 2000, Barcelona
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Port Taxes

81%   Gnral. port Fees    
18%   Land Ocupation Tax    
1%     Other port revenues      

97%   Gnral. port Fees    
3%   Land Ocupation Tax    
0%     Other port revenues      

Port of Tarragona
Port taxes and other revenues    

20001979

2012

70%   Gnral. port Fees    
23%   Land Ocupation Tax    
7%     Other port revenues      

69%   Gnral. port Fees    
24%   Land Ocupation Tax    
7%     Other port revenues      

64%   Gnral. port Fees    
12%   Land Ocupation Tax    
24%     Other port revenues      

87%   Gnral. port Fees    
5%   Land Ocupation Tax    
8%     Other port revenues      

98%   Gnral. port Fees    
1%   Land Ocupation Tax    
0%     Other port revenues      

98%   Gnral. port Fees    
1%   Land Ocupation Tax    
1%     Other port revenues      

Gnral. port Fees    
Land Ocupation Tax    
Other port revenues      

2010

2005

1995

1990

1985

Figure 23, Tarragona, Port taxes
Source, Author elaboration from TPA reports and memories

Tarragona 

From 1979 to 2012 (last accessible year) from the total port taxes, it is observed an increment of the reve-
nues generated by the land tax, from 3% to 23%. The land tax is together with the activity one of the taxes 
all the “companies operating within the Port has to satisfy”66. Both have in common that have a fix amount 
to satisfy yearly, independently of the company’s results. This minimum is a necessary condition to stay in 
the Port. Nonetheless, in the case of the activity tax “if you trade above the minimum, you pay for what you 
trade”67.

In 2010, new taxes applied before only in urban environments were introduced. This has generated the 

66   Miquel Ventura, Manager, Shipping and Port Activities Company, Port of Tarragona
67   Miquel Ventura, Manager, Shipping and Port Activities Company, Port of Tarragona
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taxes are considered by port tenants to “generate a lot of money to the Port”82, however their apparent 
less relevant role in the port results. Likewise, activity taxes are correlated to the type of activity: freight 
unit for port operators, total revenues in the citizen’s port. But, this tax, that is also facing the handicap of 
checking the real business income, is set with a maximum rate of 6% that in any case will be upper the land 
tax contribution.  

Confusion is also generated around the charge of the urban land tax (IBI).Tenants in the Port Vell, did not know in 
2012 if they had to assume the rent to their concessionaire plus the municipal tax. Rafa Silva, the Director of the 
Construction Department of a new tenant arriving to the Port Vell, expressed his concern about this, few months be-
fore his company opening a brand new office. But while “it (was) not clear if the land tax (IBI) (had to) be charged”83 

according to Mr. Silva, similar to the ZAL, plots are charged with an urban contribution whereas services are 
provided by the Port or the concessionaire (Cilsa in the case of the ZAL). 

A different thing are tax exemptions that are freely applied to the tenants in direct negotiation with the 
business plan submitted. This exemptions further from their initial conception to ensure the continued 
operations of the less competitive companies considered of relevance for the general port system are 
also applied within the port urban areas, for activities developing urban uses. Procedures that favor initial 
development conditions but which are not reviewed years after once the initial risk and investment has 
been capitalized. The Port makes use of the tax exemptions indiscriminately, to make operations attractive 
for investors independently of the side of the Port, industrial or urban. Thus, when the limited time of the 
contracts can be a handicap, the addition of “a tax exemptions made the agreement worthy”84.

82   Miquel Abel, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
83   Rafa Silva, Construction Dep. Director, Port Tenant, Barcelona
84   Rafa Silva, Construction Dep. Director, Port Tenant, Barcelona
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irritation of the tenants in the Port, which see the Municipality as an income taker. Rufino Cuevas, director 
of a bulk food company expresses his disconformity (to the Municipality), the beneficiary of the new levy 
by arguing against the unsustainability of the burden and the low payback received68. 

Tax exemptions are recognized to be received by tenants when initial targeted objectives by the TPA are 
satisfied, which signifies the interest of the TPA in fostering efficiency. Those exemptions are sometimes 
accorded to be “compensated in the reduction of the land tax”69.

In general terms, port tenants consider land taxes high, although they have been recently lowered by 
the Infrastructure Ministry for the whole Spanish System through discount rates linked to the CPI. It is a 
common consideration among the tenants that “lower (port) taxes would facilitate the setting of other 
companies and the enhancement of the (business) activity”70. Furthermore other tenants in the Port argue 
their tiny benefit after taxes that, for the particular case of the agro bulk food companies in Spain, risk their 
operations in the close future according to Rufino Cuevas. 

In relation to the burden of the taxes and the opportunity cost of moving, not any of the tenants considered 
this as an option. “Land taxes are not (considered) relevant enough to move the location to other ports”71  

 nonetheless conditions could be considered favorable and interesting in other places. Apart from Barce-
lona, the port of reference for all types of freight and operated also for many of the companies found in 
Tarragona, the Port of Vilanova, a little infrastructure outside the national port system and under control of 
the Regional Government has been mentioned as a future competence.

68   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistic Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
69   Òscar Vives, Communication Manager, Petrol Refinery, Port of Tarragona
70   Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port Tarragona
71   Miquel Ventura, Manager, Shipping and Port Activities Company, Port of Tarragona
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Port taxes

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Land tax shows a consistent relative growth within the pool of port taxes among the two analyzed ports. 
On one hand it recognizes the application of the landlord model within the Spanish Port System, its com-
petitiveness in capturing the added value of the companies, and the acceptance of the new tax structure 
by the PAs. On the other hand, and contrary to the extended tenants’ perception about the relative weight 
of the taxes paid, land taxes represent today a higher port revenue than activity taxes.

From 2010 in advance, the urban land tax (IBI) is also charged to port tenants. This new tax has added con-
fusion among the port stakeholders first and led to irritation after, under the consideration of the excessive 
of the contribution. Port land tax and urban land tax are two different things. While the port land tax is 
charged considering the port land appraisal and associated rates, the urban land tax uses the cadaster to 
calculate the amount charged. 

Since port land taxes result from previous land appraisals, and are applied to the tenants with regard to the 
activity developed and the surface taken, prices can substantially change from port to port, in the national 
and international market. However, any of the tenants considered the taxes too high to require the com-
pany moving. Different, logistic companies, more sensitive to market changes, recognize their sensitivity 
to land rents, and their easier capacity for moving inland. Likewise, when asked about the competitiveness 
within the ports of Barcelona and Tarragona and the impact of the tax rents in the location decision there 
is not intention of moving for any of the companies interviewed, despite the recognized more competitive 
land price in Tarragona. Roc Moles, Manager of a company specialized in food trading and situated in 
Barcelona, comments that for their particular case “Tarragona is not considered an option” despite the tax 
difference. The location of the company market overrides other considerations, as it could be that ”(…) Bar-
celona is becoming the most important port for coffee import in Europe”. With regard to the international 
market, Mr. Moles also support the tax advantages of Spain where ”(…) port taxes are cheaper than Italy 
(Trieste) and the south of France (Marseille) and (in addition) the distance to Europe is quiet the same”85.

85   Roc Moles, Manager, Food Logistics, Port of Barcelona
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Port land value
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
1.1 Port Land Value BARCELONA
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 - Units in ptas. are converted to € considering  1€ = 166.386 ptas.
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 - The interest is on 5 years values changes. Since no data is available for every   
 year, selec�on has been done picking the closest published maps of the years 1979,  
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 - UA refers to Urban Area.
 - Data available for 1971 has not map correspondance.
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Figure 24, Barcelona, Port land values
Source, Author elaboration from BPA reports and memories

Barcelona

Port land values were grouped and inflated to 2013 currency, considering land appraisals and maps ob-
tained from the BPA. Since the land appraisal was set in 1986 and there is not update in almost 30 years, 
the values has a linear correspondence linked to the Spanish CPI and selective administrative corrections. 
Changes emerge from the introduction of new port zones and their surface growth. Likewise, from the 
figures it is observed that:

First, in the Port of Barcelona, the Port urban area has the highest land value, and is no longer the smaller by 
surface. The Port urban surface in Barcelona growth from 3% of the total in 1986 to 12% in 201086. In 2013, 
after the completion of the Prat Dock, the port urban surface was reduced to 8% of the total. Second, the 
ratio %value/%surface remain stable in the period of time analyzed. Although one could expect that areas 
with more dynamic trends in terms of values may grow (in terms of surface) at higher rates, previous results 
indicate that both variables (value and surface) have had similar growth rates during the last 30 years. We 

86   Values and areas correspondence with land value appraisals and Port of Barcelona reports. Differences with real uses and their surface are 
ignored in this model.
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Port land value 

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
1.2 Port Land Value TARRAGONA
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Figure 32, Barcelona, Port land values
Source, Author elaboration from TPA reports and memories

Tarragona

The land values of the Port of Tarragona were grouped and inflated to 2013 currency, considering land ap-
praisals and maps obtained from the TPA. Land appraisal was set in 1986, approved in 1987 and operating 
in 1988. However, not update has been realized in almost 30 years. Values has a linear correspondence to 
the Spanish CPI, although administrative interventions to modified the final values. Changes emerge from 
the introduction of new port zones and their surface growth. 

Highest land values in the Port of Tarragona are assigned to the longest dyke. It hosts mainly energy and 
food bulk activities while it also place part of the Luxury Marina, an approximately 10% of the total surface. 
In Tarragona, the Port urban area is not the highest on value but the 4th by the value of the m2 unit. The 
Costa Dock, the open and accessible citizen’s port, represented the 7% of the Port total land value in 1988 
and was reduced to the 2% in 201372. Surprisingly some port areas: the ZAL area and the Naùtic, are not 
included in the port land appraisals and lack of value. Furthermore, while it would be expected that areas 

72   Values and areas correspondence with land value appraisals and Port of Tarragona reports. Differences with real uses and their surface are 
ignored in this model
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guess that urban restrictions related to land developments for alternative zonings restrict developers’ strat-
egies about extending more profitable zones.

1 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
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1_Barcelona Port land market
Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
- Land rent considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities
- National Inflation is adjus

Z1_Citizen Port
Z2_Tercat seafront
Z3_World Trade Center + South Dock (TCB)
Z4_Bulk + Cruises +Container Terminals
Z5_Moll Prat
Z6_Fishermans + Shipyards+Energy Port + Alvarez de la Campa
Z7_ZAL + Darsena Sud Logistics

Figure 25, Barcelona, Port land values (1)
Source, Author elaboration from BPA land value reports and appraisals

2 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
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Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
- Land rent considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities
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Figure 26, Barcelona, Port land values (2)
Source, Author elaboration from BPA land value reports and appraisals
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with higher values would widen their surface at higher rates, ratios remain without remarkable changes, 
keeping certain balance among the activities developed.

1 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
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1_Tarragona Port land market
Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
- Land rent considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities
- National Inflation is adjus

Z1_ZMT, Cap Salou, Pantalan EMP, Pindeda Beach

Z2_Rest of ZMT, Right side of Francolí river

Z3‐1_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z3‐2_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z4_Lowest deepness, Varadero, Fishermen, ZAL

Z5_Costa

Z6‐1_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

Z6‐2_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

2 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
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Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
- Land rent considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities
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Figure 33, Tarragona, Pot land values (1)
Source, Author elaboration from TPA land value reports and appraisals

2 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
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Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
- Land rent considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities

Z1_ZMT, Cap Salou, Pantalan EMP, Pindeda Beach

Z2_Rest of ZMT, Right side of Francolí river

Z3‐1_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z3‐2_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria
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Figure 34, Tarragona, Port land values (2)
Source, Author elaboration from TPA land value reports and appraisals
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3 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
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3_Barcelona Port land market
Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
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Figure 27, Barcelona, Port land values (3)
Source, Author elaboration from BPA land value reports and appraisals

Port land values are the base to set the tenants land rent. To set the market price between 1986 and 2013 
land rents are modeled considering all their different components. From this model it is observed the 
difference between the Port urban area and the rest of Port areas. This model should prove the interest 
of the Port on new activities announced by Prospero Santillian, CEO in a Retail Property Investment group 
operating in the Port Vell. According to Mr. Santillian whereas “initially, only containers were considered a 
remarkable source of revenues for the BPA”, time “later, cruises emerge as a business and it grew. “(…) now, 
the Port realized that also the leisure activities (in the Port Vell) are business”87. And shops, restaurants, and 
other service activities emerge everywhere.

This model highlights the administrative control over the final price, by increasing or diminishing the rents, 
which contribute to widen the gap between urban and maritime-industrial values.

87   Prospero Santillian, CEO, Retail Property Investment Group, Port of Barcelona
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3 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.

4 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d Spanish Interest rate is calculated from 1987 in an incremental average. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
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3_Tarragona Port land market
Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)

Z1_ZMT, Cap Salou, Pantalan EMP, Pindeda Beach

Z2_Rest of ZMT, Right side of Francolí river

Z3‐1_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z3‐2_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z4_Lowest deepness, Varadero, Fishermen, ZAL
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Z6‐1_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

Z6‐2_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

Figure 35, Tarragona, Port land values (3)
Source, Author elaboration from TPA land value reports and appraisals

 Tenants land rents are based on the Port land values. Land rents are modeled from 1988 to 2013 to set the 
market price in this period of time, considering the different components of the rent. From this model, if 
the Costa Dock is considered the urban area of the Port, values do not differ that match from the rest of the 
Port areas73, not even if the Luxury Marina is considered (see Figure 39). Lowest land values are associated 
to areas without use, the river borders and the old quarry in Salou. 

From the Figure 39 is observed the increase in the rents charged to urban activities within the Port from 
year 2008. An increment which is not linked to particular Port policies, but to Puertos del Estado and the 
Infrastructure Ministry, in charge of fixing the tenants rent over the land value. Furthermore, despite curves 
are increasing slopes, those are not steeping but mostly stable in the maritime-industrial areas. Different 
from the port tenants’ common opinion of considering rents high and rising.  

73   Port land value areas do not totally match with the areas open for citizens’ use. Thus, the Luxury Marina is partially in the highest value area, 
including facility and service buildings. 
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4 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
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4_Barcelona Port land market
Note:
- Land rent is not considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities
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Z2_Tercat seafront

Z3_World Trade Center + South Dock (TCB)
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Z6_Fishermans + Shipyards+Energy Port + Alvarez de la Campa

Z7_ZAL + Darsena Sud Logistics

Figure 28, Barcelona, Port land values (4)
Source, Author elaboration from BPA land value reports and appraisals

5 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
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Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
- Land rent considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities
- National Inflation is adjus
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Figure 29, Barcelona, Port land values (5)
Source, Author elaboration from BPA land value reports and appraisals
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4 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
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4_Tarragona Port land market
Note:
- Land rent is not considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities

Z1_ZMT, Cap Salou, Pantalan EMP, Pindeda Beach

Z2_Rest of ZMT, Right side of Francolí river

Z3‐1_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z3‐2_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z4_Lowest deepness, Varadero, Fishermen, ZAL

Z5_Costa

Z6‐1_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

Z6‐2_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

Figure 36, Tarragona, Port land values (4)
Source, Author elaboration from TPA land value reports and appraisals

5 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
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5_Tarragona Port land market
Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
- Land rent considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities
- National Inflation is adjus

Z1_ZMT, Cap Salou, Pantalan EMP, Pindeda Beach

Z2_Rest of ZMT, Right side of Francolí river

Z3‐1_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z3‐2_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z4_Lowest deepness, Varadero, Fishermen, ZAL

Z5_Costa

Z6‐1_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

Z6‐2_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

Figure 37, Tarragona, Port land values (5)
Source, Author elaboration from TPA land value reports and appraisals
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6 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income).
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
d Tenants rent by zones (% over the port land appraisal)  is considered without variation from1983 to 2013 at an equal 6% for all the activities.
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6_Barcelona Port land market
Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
- Land rent considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income).
- National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.

Z1_Citizen Port

Z2_Tercat seafront

Z3_World Trade Center + South Dock (TCB)

Z4_Bulk + Cruises +Container Terminals

Z5_Moll Prat

Z6_Fishermans + Shipyards+Energy Port + Alvarez de la Campa

Z7_ZAL + Darsena Sud Logistics

Figure 30, Barcelona, Port land values (6)
Source, Author elaboration from BPA land value reports and appraisals

Likewise, according to this model, adjustments in the final port values are not always following market 
behavior out of the border. Thus, before the bubble burst of 2008, prices had been tempered (see Figure 
31). Similarly, correction has been applied to avoid the fall of the prices after 2008 in search for a certain 
balance. Furthermore, the model also visualize the privilege given to particular areas, as it is ZAL zone, 
designated for logistics and with special sensitivity to land prices.

But despite pricing control, tenants’ opinion is that land values are high, no matter that “during the last 
three years the cost the land by surface unit has decreased”88. Also in the ZAL, the area with the lowest 
rents, tenants recognize the relevant of the land price. Mr. Jaume Gallo, Human Resources Director of an 
Automobile Logistic company located in the ZAL admits that “if your business is not requiring you to stay 
to continue operating, the rent is too high and is better to move”89. 

By contrast in the citizen’s port area no one’s opinion was about the high of the rents. They only complain 
about the tenant system since it is a “concession and not a freehold”90 an assumed more profitable ar-
rangement. 

Likewise, since the final rents are a particular agreement port-tenant, companies admit current differences 
in rents from contracts previous to 1986 land appraisals. Miquel Abel, manager of a bulk-food company 
not far from the citizen’s port comments that “with the renovation of the concession the company’s rent has 
almost doubled”91.

88   Roc Moles, Manager, Food Logistics, Port of Barcelona
89   Jaume Gallo, Human Resources Director, Automobile Logistics, Port of Barcelona
90   Roque Urbina, CEO, Real Estate Developer, Port of Barcelona
91   Miquel Abel, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
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6 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income).
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d Spanish Interest rate is calculated from 1987 in an incremental average. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
g Tenants rent by zones (% over the port land appraisal)  is considered without variation from1983 to 2013 at an equal 6% for all the activities.
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6_Tarragona Port land market
Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
- Land rent considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities
- National Inflation is adjus

Z1_ZMT, Cap Salou, Pantalan EMP, Pindeda Beach

Z2_Rest of ZMT, Right side of Francolí river

Z3‐1_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z3‐2_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z4_Lowest deepness, Varadero, Fishermen, ZAL

Z5_Costa

Z6‐1_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

Z6‐2_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

Figure 38, Tarragona, Port land values (6)
Source, Author elaboration from TPA land value reports and appraisals

Francesc Agramunt, who has the company in the port industrial area, has the opinion that “the land in the 
Port is expensive”74, also when, according to Ona Blanxart, it is compared with the urban uses in the City. 
“The land price by square meter, the cost, is comparatively high” 75 she states. But “it is not cheap either in 
relation with the Spanish Port System or globally”76 for Marcel Noguerra, the person in charge of the con-
tainer terminal, one of the operators with the highest added value by the products transported in Tarrago-
na. However, the lack of competitiveness is argued consequence to the belonging to the same port system 
structured under the same regulations. “In Spain rents are almost similar”77 says Mr. Noguerra. 

Nevertheless, complains on the rents are not considered high enough to consider a business location 
change. Mr. Arriola, operation manager in a solid fuel distribution company, in coincidence with other 
port operators, stands that land values are secondary in their operations. “The most important for us is the 
location, closeness to our clients (…) to be close to the demand”78.

74   Francesc Agramunt, General Manager, Chemical Company, Port of Tarragona
75   Ona Blanxart, director of a dance company, Port Tenant, Tarragona
76   Marcel Noguerra, Manager, Container Terminal, Port of Tarragona
77   Marcel Noguerra, Manager, Container Terminal, Port of Tarragona
78   Ernesto Arriola, Operations Manager, Solid Fuel Distributor, Port of Tarragona
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7 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d An average is considered for the Spanish Interest rate, calculated from 1987 to 2013. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
f The Citizen's Port Area is incremented by 70% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers a high urbanization ratio.
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7_Barcelona Port land market
Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
- Land rent considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities
- National Inflation is adjus

Z1_Citizen Port

Z2_Tercat seafront

Z3_World Trade Center + South Dock (TCB)

Z4_Bulk + Cruises +Container Terminals

Z5_Moll Prat

Z6_Fishermans + Shipyards+Energy Port + Alvarez de la Campa

Z7_ZAL + Darsena Sud Logistics

Figure 31, Barcelona, Port land values (7)92

Source, Author elaboration from BPA land value reports and appraisals

92   While chapter 3 further describes the methodology of the models, graphs are represented taking into consideration:
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7 a Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983)
b Land rent is considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities.
c National Inflation is adjusted by the Port Authority in the rent charged to the tenants.
d Spanish Interest rate is calculated from 1987 in an incremental average. Data from the Banco de España.
e Port land value has been incremented a 30% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers urbanization space and common areas.
f The Citizen's Port Area is incremented by 70% considering the provided value a gross value. Net value considers a high urbanization ratio.
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7_Tarragona Port land market
Note:
- 30 years Inflation average is considered (2013-1983)
- Land rent considered as a NOI (Net Operating Income). Rent rate is fixed in yearly Port appraisals (2005-2013) and differ from activities
- National Inflation is adjus

Z1_ZMT, Cap Salou, Pantalan EMP, Pindeda Beach

Z2_Rest of ZMT, Right side of Francolí river

Z3‐1_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z3‐2_Reus, Rioja, Castilla, Quimica, Contradique, Rowling Club, Andalusia, Cantabria

Z4_Lowest deepness, Varadero, Fishermen, ZAL

Z5_Costa

Z6‐1_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

Z6‐2_Levante, Lérida, Aragón, Navarra, Cataluña

Z6‐1_Luxury Marina

Figure 39, Tarragona, Port land values (7)79

Source, Author elaboration from TPA land value reports and appraisals

79   While chapter 3 further describes the methodology of the models, graphs are represented taking into consideration:
a/ Inflation is average for the last 30 years (2013-1983); 
b/ Land rent as a NOI (Net Operating Income), fixed in yearly port appraisals (2005-2013) and different from each activity; 
c/ The rent charged to the tenants is adjusted by the port authorities following National Inflation, the Consumer Price Index (CPI); 
d/ Spanish Interest rate is calculated from 1987 in an incremental average using the database from the Banco de España (Spanish National Bank); 
e/ The provided land values are gross values and therefore incremented by 30% to obtain their net value which considers urbanization space 
and common areas; 
f/ Due the extensive surface designed for public access, non-developed areas, within the port urban areas, the net land value is obtained through 
incrementing the initial gross value by 70%.
g/ Port land appraisals consider the different uses allowed within the ports with the setting of specific land rents according to the use.
Graph 1, is not considering point f/
Graph 2, is not considering the adjustments to yearly inflation to correct the final rent, c/
Graph 3, is not considering b/ and either c/
Graph 4, is not considering b/
Graph 5, is not considering e/ and f/
Graph 6, is not considering g/, the same rent rate is applied without changes from 1983 to 2013 at 6% for all zones and uses.
Graph 7, is taking into consideration all the stated points. 
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Port land value 

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Port land values in Barcelona and Tarragona are regulated by the same system, however, results clearly 
differ from one to another. In the Port of Barcelona, differences are remarkable between the urban side and 
the industrial side, while in the Port of Tarragona the resulting values are more homogenous. Thus, despite 
the slope and shape of the curve are similar among the ports, there are a differences in the link between 
activities and prices and the differences among them. This is stressing some of the activities and facilitating 
the setting or operations of others.

With respect to the impact of the land price in the companies operation, it is clear the complaint among 
the tenants in the maritime-industrial areas by considering the prices too high, contrary to the impres-
sion of the tenants in the urban sides which while consider the price over the average, do not claim for 
reductions. However, in both areas, urban and industrial, there are consensus about the priority given to 
the location and the low impact of the land rents to move companies to other places considered more 
competitive in price, exception of the logistic areas, more sensitive to rents. Location is always first and 
land values are secondary says Ernesto Arriola, Operation Manager of an important solid fuel distribution 
company operating in both ports. Thus, while it is recognized the land rent difference between the Port 
of Barcelona and Tarragona, the saving calculation differ from tenants for being too low, “less than 10%”93 
which is considered “not worthy”94 or “three times the price in Tarragona”95. “The distance, associated 
transport cost and the quality of the infrastructures matter”96 and become more important in the equation 
than the price of the land. 

In relation to the urban port land, the high of the value with respect to other activities encourage the en-
hancement of new activities, especially in Barcelona where the differences are wider. The Port of Tarragona, 
with lower economic incentives for the transformation of the activities defend the main port activity at the 
same time that criminalize PAs encouraging real estate developments. Bernat Vilaró, director of the Public 
Domain and Security Department, claims that “arrived to this point, the logic may be the “desafección” 
(land release)”. He stands that the port owned land that was designated “to provide a port industrial ser-
vice, since it is planned or interest on being appointed for a different use, it should change, ceasing to be 
port public domain, to become capital assets of the Central Public Administration”97.

Land values are defended not to be “an incentive to expand the (urban port) project”98. Likewise, within the 
port administration land release or “land transfers (to other administrations) are considered not to have a 
good economic result (for the Port), which due the enormous dimension of the area and the large cost as-
sociated discourage the operations”99. “But while ports should not convert land basing their decisions on 
market incentives, there are cases where that happen”100. In Barcelona, despite of the arguments against 
port real estate developments, operations do not stop. Since the beginning of the citizen’s port develop-
ment “legislation have been (developed) ex-post, after transformations were done” 101. Regulations were 
adapted to reality and demand and despite “overnight stay within the Port is restricted by law” two hotels 

93   Miquel Abel, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
94   Miquel Abel, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
95   Jaume Herrera, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
96   Jaume Herrera, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
97   Bernat Vilaró, Director, Public Domain and Security, Port of Tarragona
98   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep., Port 2000, Port of Barcelona
99   Joaquima Tosell, External Relations Dep., Port 2000, Port of Barcelona
100   Bernat Vilaró, Director, Public Domain and Security Dep. Port of Tarragona. 
101   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep., Port 2000, Port of Barcelona
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have been developed from the beginning of the port urban operation. “Projects were presented in the 
Council of Ministers (…) (administrative) procedures were followed and (the objective was) achieved at 
the end”102.

Box 3:  Hotels in the  Port of Barcelona 

Two hotels are operating within the Barcelona port area: the Hotel W and the Grand Marina 
Hotel. The first one is located in the Nova Bocana of the Port, and the second in the World 
Trade Center, a multifunctional building at the end of the today’s citizen’s port, the border of 
the urban port activity. Both developments were built within the Port domains with the previ-
ous approval of the Council of Ministers, a sine qua non condition due the Spanish Port Law 
restrictions to provide overnight stay facilities in the ports. Controversial for being beyond 
the initial assumed ports scope, hotels in the Port of Barcelona are at the same time, icon of 
success and representation of the conflict in the city and port relationship.

The high demand for hotels in Barcelona match with the ports support of “the highest and 
best use”1 of the land. From all the hotels in Barcelona, “the best hotel by return of invest-
ment, “the king”, is the Vela hotel”2. Administrations recognizes the economic interest of the 
plan far from the initial port aim but “the Generalitat despite (who) has a veto power in ur-
ban developments do not interfere even when recognizes the speculating case of the Vela 
Hotel”3. “Land conversion processes in the Port of Barcelona have been supported by all 
the administrations”4. However the hotel developments trend in the Port has been “stopped 
and considered exceptional by the central administration arguing that previous support was 
based on the fact that the building was for offices, and the hotel was (only) a complemen-
tary activity”5. Likewise, despite the apparent municipal complain to the Hotel W, the main 
concern was about the high of the building which “requires a redesign compensating the 
flooring surface with an annex building, although the total surface was kept modifying the 
building geometry”6.

In the particular case of the Vela Hotel the BPA supports that “was consequence of a neces-
sary improvement of the port service: the opening of the Nova Bocana”7. The hotel use came 
later, but was not the objective of the port development. However it is recognize a success by 
the port tenants which consider “hotel accommodation, leisure facilities, operating facilities, 
etc. a complement of the port main logistic task”8. “More and better services in the proximi-
ties are needed and companies and port managers recognize the difficulty to access to any 
restaurant, or leisure activities from their locations within the port”9. 

Source: Barcelona and Tarragona interviewees.

102   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep., Port 2000, Port of Barcelona
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Urban land value 
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
14.1 City-port Intensity of use BARCELONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.30000

Port Boundary

FAR (Floor Area Ra�o)

1 43.27

*Note:  - Data extracted from Spanish Cadaster in 2016

 - FAR (Floor Area Ra�o) is considered  - build up surface
plot surface

  

Figure 40, Barcelona, Structural density
Source, Author elaboration from Spanish Cadaster database

Barcelona

The land price has a direct correspondence with the floor area ratio. The higher the ratio, the highest the 
land market value (Brueckner et al. 2015). FAR are key on understanding the structural density, the intensity 
of the land use that comes from the building itself (Barr & Cohen 2014, p.2).

The mapping of the Barcelona FAR resulting from the Spanish Cadaster database shows areas of especial 
structural density spread over the City. Spots with FAR above average are settle above the Diagonal, but 
also in the Poble Nou (the Villa Olimpica), and closer to the Port in La Bordeta. Structural density is not 
remarkably high along the city-port interface considering the whole urban area, however it visualizes the 
proximity of urban activities to the Port in the urban Port Vell and the location of activities of intensive land 
use along the Passeig the La Zona Franca. Likewise, with regard to the port and neighboring industrial 
areas, cadaster databases do not provide information about the plots inside the Port. On the other hand, 
the Consorcio de la Zona Franca, next to the Port, has a remarkable lower density if compared with the 
urban environment above Gran Via, with exception of Mercabarna, the Barcelona Central Market, a little 
town inside this industrial landscape. But, following the port border, from the city’s core beyond Montjuïc, 
there is not a particular high structural density. Opposite, it could be described as an area of particularly 
low structural density. 
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
14.2 City-port Intensity of use TARRAGONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.30000*Note:  - Data extracted from Spanish Cadaster in 2016
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Figure 44, Tarragona, Structural density
Source, Author elaboration from Spanish Cadaster database

Tarragona

The city-port interface in Tarragona shows a non-homogenous structural density consequence of the 
spread of the urban developments. Constructions of particular high density emerge from almost every 
town which highlights the relevance of the central location in urban developments, and brings to light the 
autonomy of the growths with respect to the main city. 

But the irregular development inland, is not replicated closer to the port border line. Differently, along the 
Port fringe, the low FAR, draws a development gap. Next to the port border line, only the Barrio Maritim 
and the Serrallo, the origin of the Port, show FARs above the average. La Pineda, another urban devel-
opment in the city-port interface, located at the other side of the Port, does not highlight by its high FAR, 
although the size and high of the constructions, probably due the low plot occupation rate allowed in the 
planning. But neither, La Pineda, nor Torreforta, the two closer urban developments to the Port border 
are as closer as the old town from the Port’s origin. The first, although perceived the end of the port in its 
South side, has kept constructions distant from the border. The second, while the closer to the Port inland 
after the Francolí River, is being separated from the Port by the rail-tracks that run to link the docks with the 
inland, a clear barrier for future urban developments. 
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
20.1 Urban Densi�es BARCELONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.40000*Note:  - District boundaries from Spanish census, year 2013
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Figure 41, Barcelona, Urban densities
Source, Author elaboration from INE database

Density is one of the main factors affecting land values in residential areas (Topcu 2009). Barcelona is one 
of the densest cities in the World with an average of 4,400 inhabitants per km2 according to Demographia 
(Demographia 2016). Meanwhile, data from the INE census shows higher density rates of about 10,000 
inhab./km2 in almost all the city districts. Although, the lack of more precise data from the census and a 
non-clear correspondence between census districts and municipal districts makes difficult further interpre-
tation. Nonetheless, from the map (see Figure 41) it is possible to observe the higher density of the City 
in the Eixample as well as two pikes in the neighboring municipality of L’Hospitalet de Llobregat of about 
40,000 inhab./km2. Furthermore, with regard to the interface, there is neither precise data to work with. 
The area neighboring with the Port is part of a bigger area in the census called Sants-Montjuïc, too broad to 
extract clear conclusions. The resulting low density in average compared with other areas in the city, 6,093 
inhab./km2 is consequence of the still predominance of the industrial-logistic activities.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
20.2 Urban Densi�es TARRAGONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.40000*Note:  - District boundaries from Spanish census.

 

NAME Inhabitants/km2
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Figure 45, Tarragona, Urban densities
Source, Author elaboration from INE database

Tarragona is not highlighting for having an especially high density. Moreover, recent urban growths have 
promoted a disperse development in the periphery. But, from the Spanish Census information it is possi-
ble to identify areas with densities above the average, which are mostly concentrated in the upper side of 
the City (See Figure 45). However the areas of the City of Tarragona in contact with the Port are not among 
the ones with higher densities, exception of the district of Nou Eixample Sud, an area next to the river and 
the Port. This district, behind the Serrallo, surprises by its high density, 28,800 inhabitants per km2, proba-
bly associated with the housing type, the recent of the development, and the small surface of the district. 
In the other side, the urban outskirts shows extremely low urban densities as a result of the adoption of 
suburbia models with spread detached houses. In the North of the City the rates fall to unsustainable rates 
of 300 inhabitants per km2. 

Since the administrative districts include the port areas in the calculation for the local census, results do not 
describe with precision the densities along the interface. Ports are not hosting residences and therefore 
do not add people to the census, but rather add surface to the ratio. This bias shows especially low rates 
in the city-port coastal line. But although, this limitation, low density come along the city-port interface to 
the South, resulting from the low development of the area and the vast space dedicated to industrial areas.  
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
13.1 Urban property pa�ern BARCELONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.30000

*Note:  - Data extracted  from Spanish Cadaster in 2016
 - Size of the registered plots is considered
 - Scale is defined by the  biggest plot size, 521.870 m2
 - Plots informa�on was not obtained for el Prat 
 - Representa�on is not flat consequence of the limita�on for adap�ng imported databases.

Port 
Boundary

Bigger plots

1 m2 521k m2

Figure 42, Barcelona, Plot dimension
Source, Author elaboration from Spanish Cadaster database

There is a correlation between plot size and land price that take into consideration the added value gen-
erated by the assembling of plots, plottage, and the added value of the subdivision of plots, plattage (Col-
well & Sirmans 1978). Events that despite their apparent antagonism can coexist in urban environments at 
the same time. In this line, Lin and Evans (Tzu-Chin Lin 2000) and Guntermann (Guntermann et al. 2014) 
agree on highlighting the importance of the size of the plots on determining the turning point of the curve 
plot-size/value (Guntermann et al. 2014; Tzu-Chin Lin 2000), particular for every city and districts since the 
market behavior has correspondence with the plots size in average for a particular zone. Hence, in areas 
where plots are big lots (bigger than the average), plattage will tend to be the trend, while in areas with 
small plots (smaller than the average), plottage will represent and added value. 

The plots size in the Port and in the industrial and logistic nearby areas are evidently above the urban 
average with regard to the size. The map (see Figure 42) shows higher plots division in the old towns that 
gave origin to Barcelona and less in the most recent developments. It also shows the mix of plot sizes along 
the Passeig de la Zona Franca, an area where housing and industrial-logistic activities and service activities 
coexist. Montjuïc emerges as an empty non-developed space, a natural border for urban and industrial 
activities which also provides support for the settlement of the smallest plots of the port industrial side.

From here it can be interpreted that in the Barcelona interface most recent development areas, the size of 
the lots is in opposite correspondence with its value by m2. Therefore, the lowest of the price of the bigger 
plots by m2, particularly those located next to places with higher subdivision rates are currently attractive 
for reparcelling and real estate speculation. 
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
13.2 Urban property pa�ern TARRAGONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.30000

*Note:  - Data extracted  from Spanish Cadaster in 2016
 - Size of the registered plots is considered
 - Scale is defined by the  biggest plot size, 521.870 m2
 - Plots informa�on was not obtained for el Prat 
 - Representa�on is not flat consequence of the limita�on for adap�ng imported databases.

Port 
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Bigger plots

1 m2 690k m2

Figure 46, Tarragona, Plot dimension
Source, Author elaboration from Spanish Cadater database

The drawing of the urban plots80 (See Figure 46) and their size in the Tarragona’s city-port interface shows 
the broad vacant space between urban conglomerations, the concentration of subdivisions in the town 
centers and the change of scale and dimension of the lots in the space behind the Port. Likewise, it is possi-
ble to identify plots of particularly low dimension, or lower dimension than expected for an industrial area, 
in the Francolí Industrial Area and the Entrevias Industrial Area. These old industrial-logistic areas, the firsts 
on being developed at the time the chemical industry arrived to Tarragona in the 60’s, are also the closest 
to the urban centers, and today under a process of transformation towards service activities that fits on the 
dimension of the original warehouses and starts to subdivide constructions on demand.  

To the South, urban developments are recent, and specialized in tourism. Lots do not show a high sub-
division yet, but rather conserve the size of the original developments, big blocks of holiday apartments. 
Different from Salou, the neighboring summer holiday town, La Pineda does not show yet a plattage phe-
nomenon. From the area of study, zones limiting with central town locations in La Canonja, Bonavista, To-
rreforta and Tarragona are expected to increase the subdivision of the lots of bigger size, under a foreseen 
future population and economic growth.

80   The Spanish Cadaster differentiate from urban and rural areas on the making of the databases. Consulted databases are only referring the 
urban side.
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Figure 43, Barcelona, Urban land values
Source, Author elaboration from Bcn Municipality reports and Infrastructure Ministry database 

Urban land values in Barcelona experienced a fast growth from year 1998 onwards with an important 
peak in 2005-2006 (See Figure 43). Almost all the municipal districts assessed are describing a similar 
curve, some of the areas assessed do not followed general trends. Pedralbes, the most expensive area in 
Barcelona by m2, describes a curve that decrease and keeps almost stable until it get close to the city’s 
average, while from 2003 onwards raise to almost double the average price in 2006. The Barceloneta, the 
time before fishermen neighborhood, is today the second area by considering the land values by m2. This 
area next to the Port peak to about 4,800€/m2 in 2006, 1,500€/m2 over the city’s average. A price too high 
to keep the neighborhood first population. The housing market booming situation made the “prices raise 
a lot in the city center and as a consequence, it was a migration towards the suburbs”103 according to Arnie 
Pound, real estate consultant.  

In the lower part of the graph (Figure 43), the areas with the lower price by m2 are the Ciutat Meridiana-Va-
llbona and the Zona Franca-Port. The first describes a curve that is always lower than the average, while 
the Zona Franca-Port broaden the gap from 2003 onwards. Other areas next to the Port like Poble-Sec, the 
Gòtic and the Raval followed the average curve without strong differences among them. 

The initial attempt of this research to analyze the land prices in the waterfront is limited on the level of 
disaggregation of the data which in the best of the situations is aggregated by municipal districts. Fur-
thermore, the series accessed end in 2007, just at the time the real state bubble burst. Information from 
this year onwards is complemented with information obtained from the Infrastructure Ministry. A munic-
ipal average which do not match with the other series average, while it shows the fast go down of the 
curve from 2007. But, different from the Ministry curve (See Figure 43), Arnie Pound’s opinion is that prices 
should have not change much for land. His observation is that in 2012, land prices were “still not adjusted 
to market prices since the value of the building was still similar to the construction cost”104. Even though, 
the lack of data make impossible to check his arguments, it is likely that land prices have fallen, whether 
or not the construction costs have decreased, and although the market readjustment has taken more time 
than expected.

103   Arnie Pound, Associate Director, Capital Markets, Barcelona
104   Arnie Pound, Associate Director, Capital Markets, Barcelona
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Figure 47, Tarragona, Urban land values
Source, Author elaboration from the Infrastructure Ministry and property surveyor databases

Series of urban land values in Tarragona could not be developed. The access to land values remains unre-
solved and it is an urgent task to commit. However, the lack of collaboration of the different ministries and 
State agencies and the absence of previous research and studies on the field made impossible the con-
struction of reliable models. The larger series obtained was the City’s average, from 2004 to 2014 given by 
the Infrastructure Ministry. Nonetheless, the data is not available for every year, and not disaggregated. The 
other values included in the graph (See Figure 47) were obtained from a property surveyor, working for the 
bigger Spanish appraisal firm. Although, this data, partial, only refers to land values in social housing and 
reflects the same price for the three years period that is covered. 

But, if the values from the property surveyor are considered, despite its limitation, the Barrio Marítimo, in 
the Port border and next to the City’s core, shows similar prices than the City’s average. Likewise, the Old 
Town, the roman village, shows the highest values, and the industrial area at the other side of the Francolí 
River presents the lowest values.

The series from the Ministry of Infrastructures show the high increment before the bubble burst in 2008 
and the fast decline of the prices. However, values do not match in time with the given by the property sur-
veyor. It could be assumed that while the values given by the Ministry were updated, the appraisal firm did 
not have enough information after the crisis to elaborate new values. Years after the crash, there was not 
land market and therefore it was impossible to know the property prices due the absence of transactions. 
“The real estate market (in Barcelona) is completely stopped (in 2012), only 4 transactions were realized 
by brokers” according to Arnie Pound, associate director of a broker firm. Moreover, the lack of interest 
of “investors and banks (…) in areas like Tarragona”81, does not contribute on the elaboration of reliable 
information.

 

81   Lou Rimmer, Director, Valuation & Advisory, Tarragona
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Urban land value 

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Regardless of the differences between Barcelona and Tarragona, activities tend to be intensified in the city-
port interfaces analyzed. Developments inside and outside the ports tend to make a more intense use of 
the land available: plots are increasingly subdivided in the port proximities and structural densities slowly 
increase around the ports. In this regard, increasing urban land values are an incentive for the intensifica-
tion of urban and industrial developments. 

In Barcelona the Actualización del plan Director - Master Plan Update- of 1998 assumed the lack of space 
in the Port area and the progressive investment of operators in technical improvements to cope with profit-
ability ratios in tones/m2 (Sener 1998). At the same time, the opening of the Port Vell and the creation of the 
ZAL logistic zone, drove the BPA to recognize the loss of 20% of the port operative surface consequence 
of the delay in the Prat Dock construction works. Accordingly, the Master Plan of 1998 recommended the 
diversification of the Port investment and the intensification of the land use: limiting the containers staying 
in the operational area of the port, the development of vertical storage for vehicles, the purchase of techni-
cal improvements to increase the containers storage high, etc. However, the Port of Barcelona was already 
moving in 1998 1.5 times more freight than 20 years before in approximately the same surface. Today the 
terminal of vehicles is 3 storages high and Hutchinson, in the Prat Dock, has incorporated equipment to 
increase their storage capacity. In the Port Vell modifications of the Port Special Plan as well as the expan-
sion to Nova Bocana are incrementing the density within the area. In the limits of the industrial Port, Silos 
storage the bulk food products making and intense use of the land rented. Probably they resist in the close 
urban limit, because they “were built long time ago, intensifying the use of the land (…) concentrating the 
activity and obtaining a favorable land use ratio”105. But in a more distant location respect to the urban 
limits, Silos for cars increase the number of levels with the “aim of increasing the stock”106 and remain com-
petitive. “In Barcelona is not any land (in the market)” 107 which begin to require for new and smart solutions 
to intensify the use of the areas where the land use ratio is less.  

In Tarragona, intensification of the use of the land is also taking place along the interface. Within the Port 
of Tarragona “tanks are being lifted”108, increasing their initial high. In the same line, the container terminal 
admits their calculations on “balancing the storage high with the cost of moving the containers (…) and 
the land cost”109. The common consciousness in the Port environment is not on continue “making dykes 
and extending the infill outward but on a rational use of the space already available”110. “The land in the 
port is expensive (…) all the tenants try to maximize its use”111. Tanks are build the highest the municipal 
regulation allowed. Other companies in the Port of Tarragona set their limits on the use of the land to tech-
nical improvements. The director of a shipping company argues being “limited by the height of the tools: 
the shovels”112. In all the cases concerning industrial and port activities, there is certain coincidence on the 
maximization of the land resources, different from the impression obtained when reported the activities 
in the port urban area. Mr. Sala, manager of the Luxury Marina, recognizes that “the land cost has not the 
high impact as in Barcelona or in other business sectors and therefore there is no process of land intensi-

105   Jaume Herrera, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
106   Joan Vives, CEO, Logistics, Car Distributor, Port of Barcelona
107   Telmo Melendez, Port Board Member, Port of Barcelona
108   Bernat Villaró, Director, Public Domain and Security, Port of Tarragona
109   Marcel Noguerra, Manager, Container Terminal, Port of Tarragona
110   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
111   Francesc Agramunt, General Manger, Chemical Company, Port of Tarragona
112   Miquel Ventura, Manager, Shipping and Port Activity Company, Port of Tarragona
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fication”113 within the Tarragona’s citizen’s port. This is opening the door to a particular perception of the 
real estate market in Tarragona that describes the intensification process with regard to the developed 
activities. Thus, while it is perceived the intensification of the land in the industrial sector it is found less 
concern on the matter from the urban side. 

113   Mateu Sala, General Manager, Luxury Marina, Port of Tarragona
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Figure 48, Barcelona, City-port land values
Source, Author elaboration from Port and Municipality reports and Infrastructure Ministry data

Barcelona

The model presented to compare the urban and port values, considers the port values from the land rents 
paid by the tenants. The aim is to build a suitable model to compare port and urban land values. Thus, 
further from the capitalization of the rents, the model includes the specifics corrections realized over the 
national inflation by Puertos del Estado and the Ministry of Infrastructures. It considers the different rates 
applied over the rent according to the specific uses, and to have a net land value114, the port surface is 
incremented by 30% and in the urban side a 70%, considering the provided value a gross value. Thus, the 
considered net values in this model are considering urbanization space and common areas, which in the 
urban side of the ports is remarkably high. According to the Director of Port 2000, “the land value within 
the Port Vell is high but open space ratio is (also) high. The plan limited the floor area ratio and open public 
space is huge”115. 

The resulting graph shows port industrial land values below the urban average (See Figure 48). Moreover, 
these differences are widened after 2004 due the corrections made in the rates applied to calculate the 
tenants’ rents, together with the booming situation of the real estate market. From this model is clear the 
administrative control of the land prices inside the Port to keep it below the free-market values, at least with 
regard to the housing free-market values which is represented in this graph. 

Port urban land values emerge also lower than urban average, and much lower than the areas with the 
highest urban values, among which is the Barceloneta, the district next to the Port Vell. 

114   Urban land values do not consider the street surface or any other lot further from the net plot in the market.
115   Baldo Puig, Director, Port 2000, Port of Barcelona
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Figure 49, Tarragona, City-port land values
Source, Author elaboration from Port reports and Infrastructure Ministry data

Tarragona 

The limitation to access to reliable and precise urban land values information restraints further analysis. 
However, the scarce data available, made possible to observe the gap between the urban average values 
given by the Ministry of Infrastructures or the housing land values given by a property surveyor and the 
port urban land values (See Figure 49). If the peak from the values offered by the Infrastructure Ministry 
are considered, the port urban land values were up to three times lower than market values. However, the 
downturn of the real estate market could be approaching the port and cities values. The administration 
slow reaction to changes (values within the Port) and a probably surplus of offer in the real estate urban 
market (associated to speculation rather than a real population growth) could be behind the differences 
in the shape of the resulting curves. On the other hand, if the appraisal firm values are considered, port 
urban land values emerge two or three times below urban land market regardless of their location in the 
waterfront. While it could remark the potential to increase the port urban land values, the capacity of the 
administration to control and fix the tenants’ rents and port land values might indicates the unknown of the 
margin or a purposive grant to activities settled in the Port.   

In the Port of Tarragona, port urban areas are separated in two value areas: the Costa Dock and part of the 
Luxury Marina, which is included in the port area with the higher land values. The graph show both, how-
ever the difference is not representative and does not change much the comparative with the urban land 
values, always above the Port urban values.
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City-port land values 

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Port industrial values emerge below the urban average, and even below the industrial land value average 
in the bordering areas. This is assumed to be pursued and controlled by the port authorities and the rest 
of competent administrations to facilitate business and port activity and therefore enhance economic in-
duced activity in the region. 

Likewise, additionally to the values obtained from the port authorities, interviewees: tenants and real estate 
brokers, were consulted about the prices in the city-port interface with the aim of cross checking results. In 
the ZAL, Cilsa get “8% rate of return”116 and rents before 2007 were of 7.5€/m2 and 5€/m2 between 2009 
and 2102. Those prices which include the warehouse, once capitalized result in values of 1,125€/m2 and 
750€/m2, approximately € 350 above the Port Authority stating value for the area. A margin that would 
corresponds with the cost of providing the facilities and the rate of return for the operator. 

In Tarragona, land prices in the Entrevias Industrial Area is informed of “160€/m2 including the warehouse, 
the half of the 300€/m2 reached years before”117. A price similar to the Port of Tarragona land values. Low-
er, if it is considered that the market value outside the Port includes the provision of the warehouse. This is 
to say that industrial and logistic activities are willing to pay a price above the free market for being located 
inside the Port of Tarragona, different from the pretended subsidize of the port industrial activities.

With respect to the urban port values, they emerge below the free real estate market in the cities. A pos-
sible cause could be associated to the initial risk of the operations, according to conversations with port 
managers. However this gap could be updated time after to cope with the free market values and to 
increase the value captured. The non-update of the values is a subsidy of the urban activities within the 
ports. In the Port of Barcelona if the municipal values from the CPSV are considered, the gap reached to 
more of the double of the port charged value to its tenants. However, developments with initial similar 
risk should be analyzed in the cities to compare the rents charged and the money captured by the public 
administrations over time. 

116   Ferran Merlo, Logistic Consultant, ZAL Area, Port of Barcelona
117   Joan Mata, Director, Timber Distributor, Tarragona
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Box 4: The high matters

Located at the end of the Barceloneta Beach and in the extreme of the Port Vell, the Hotel 
W, was finalized in 2009 after 3 years of construction works. A process that begun in 2001 
with the allocation of the development to Nova Bocana Business, the still current conces-
sionaire. According to the BPA, the conception of the development, did not take place after 
the conclusion of the new entrance to the Port. It was then, then the BPA realizes of the place 
potential. From there on, a special plan modification was presented to the municipality with 
an initial project that doubled in high the final construction. It was then, when the local ad-
ministration accepted the activity proposed but disagree in the high of the building. Finally, 
the negotiation was on the reduction of the high of the building to approximately 100m, 
compensating the developing surface in an attached volume annexed to the principal. The 
Port strategy, in coincidence with the tenants, was to select a renowned architect to design 
the new Port icon, reducing the investment risk and building the necessary trust in the local 
administration. Likewise, the regional government, also with competences in the area, gave 
the final decision to the local administration in behalf of the city interest, despite it recognizes 
the speculative of the process.

Result of the success of the first operation and despite the hazardous negotiation process, 
Nova Bocana Business acquired by leasing extra surface on 2010, 9,000m2 in the same area. 
Furthermore, a second phase of the Nova Bocana is underway; offices and a nautical cluster 
are being developed.

Source: Department Director, Nova Bocana Business; General Branch Operations and Plan-
ning Director, BPA Concession Department; BOE-2011-587, Resolución de la Autoridad Por-
tuaria de Barcelona por la que se hace público el otorgamiento a “Nova Bocana Business, 
S.A.” de una concesión en la bocana norte del puerto de Barcelona.
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Urban port land profitability 
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Figure 50, Barcelona, Ratio surface/value
Source, Author elaboration from BPA land value annual reports and appraisals

Barcelona

The ratio surface/value is represented as % of the total of the Port. As surface is considered the stated in 
the Port reports. As value is considered the stated in the Port appraisals. The high value of the port urban 
areas compared with the rest of the port areas makes the value curve to be higher than the surface curve. 
Therefore, from the initial gap of 1 point in 1986, the gap increases to 5 points in 2005. In 2013, the gap 
was reduced to 3 points as a result of the enlargement of the Port to the South. 

However, despite the citizen’s port higher value, further analysis of the rents and update is recommended. 
Areas like Nova Bocana, awarded in 2010 are negotiated at 383€/m2118, a price almost 10 times lower than 
the average in the city 3 years before. 

118   2013 currency
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Urban port land profitability 
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Figure 51, Tarragona, Ratio surface/value
Source, Author elaboration from TPA land value annual reports and appraisals

Tarragona 

By considering the Costa Dock, the citizen’s port area in Tarragona, surface and values are represented. In 
the graph (See Figure 51) is possible to observe that while the ratio was initially favoring the value by one 
point, this difference was reduced to disappear. This could support the arguments of the Port Authority 
managers about the low interest for new land transformations, backed also by the tenants and municipality 
civil servants about the low demand for urban uses in the area. The differential value could be assumed 
not enough to promote the enlargement of new port urban activities. According to the Tarragona’s former 
president “land prices naturally show the demand for the product, which due the size and density of Tarra-
gona is low when compared with the Barcelona waterfront”82.

82   Felip Andreu, Former President, Port of Tarragona
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Urban port land profitability
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 Figure 52, Barcelona, Port Vell profitability
Source, from Port 2000 report

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Whereas the data was not accessible to prove the results and to analyze the figures included (See Figure 
52), the graph is the recognizance of the Barcelona Port Authority of the high rate of return of the citi-
zen’s port development experience. This graph represents the surface and profit of the Port Vell by unit 
compared to the Port industrial area. An analysis developed by the Port 2000 Corporation that: firstly, rec-
ognizes the high risk of the development in the early stage with an unfavorable ratio 4 points below the 
industrial port area; secondly, shows their professional pride for being a good business for the Port, with a 
favorable ratio income/surface almost 6 points over the average in 1988; and thirdly identifies handicaps 
on the port urban experience with a 2 points drop from 1998 to 2006. 

Despite, other external causes could also affect the drop, from the factors influencing the fall of the Port 
Vell results, the obsolescence of the initial developed facilities and their difficulties to be adapted to uses 
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“coherent with the Port strategy able to pay back the investment in the (concession) remaining time”119 and 
the “recognized lack of local interest in the model implemented in the early stage”120, are among the most 
cited by the stakeholders consulted. 

Box 5: Port Vell leasing

The so called concession within the Port Vell is defined in this paper as land leasing (See 
Chapter 2.2.1.).

Within the Port Vell, the uses and activities while proposed by the BPA have to be approved 
by the municipality. Through a PEOP plan, administrations agreed on the terms of the de-
velopment, to once approved, open a public bidding process with the aim of assessing the 
feasibility of the companies and the development. Land rents within the citizen’s area are the 
highest within the Port of Barcelona, far up from the rest of port uses (See Figure 32). Never-
theless, BPA arguments the high rate of surface given on behalf of the public which reduces 
the final PA profit. Likewise, despite this observation, supported on the low occupation rates 
and floor area ratios, it is found that: first, the profitability by surface unit is higher in the Port 
Vell than in the port maritime-industrial area (See Figure 52), and secondly, that nonetheless 
the high space provided to the public, tenants are exclusive and are willing to pay a premium 
for the location. Moreover, the number of visitors continue growing, providing the BPA the 
opportunity to increase the value captured through activity tax. A financial tool that fosters 
development and the land intensification.

Sources: Port 2000, 2008, “Evolution of Port-City Relationship”; BPA 2012, Valor del Terreno 
APB (Land Value)[www.portdebarcelona.cat].

119   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000
120   Rafael Villa, Subdirector General d’Infraestructures, Direcció General de Transports i Sostenibilitat.
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Cost of port enlargement 
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Figure 53, Barcelona, Enlargement - acquisition cost
Source, Author elaboration from BPA projects and archives

Barcelona

The cost of extending the ports surface is assumed to be high or extremely high by almost all the city-
port stakeholders. This perception is considered to influence negatively in the dialogue between admin-
istrations since it the transformation of port land to urban uses is conditioned by the availability of land 
resources. 

Port plans and projects were analyzed with the aim of getting the cost of land extension by land filling, a 
port administrative capacity. Unitarian price €/m2 resulted in values close to 200€/m2121 independently 
of the year and the project considered for study. This cost has already discounted the urbanization and 
superstructures costs and is only considering the provision of land and the necessary infrastructures, like 
dykes and walls, to make it solid and able to receive the superstructures.

In Barcelona the port plans considered are: the Anteproyecto de Plan Gnral. Del Puerto y su Ampliación 
from 1966, the Actualización del Plan Director from 1997 and the Delta Plan Checking Budget Closing from 
2010122. The increment in the unit price in 1997 and the fall in 2010 would be caused by the consideration 
of the total plan in the 1997 figure, while the 2010 data accounts for the works that have been already fin-
ished. Thus, while the dykes and water protections were already completed, land filling, urbanization and 
superstructures were unfinished. 

Likewise, it has been possible to obtain land purchase prices in the interface. Port acquisitions emerge 
more than 4 times cheaper than land filling in the 80’s and 90’s and almost free in the 60’s with a unit price 
of 3.63€/m2.

121   All the costs are inflated to 2013 currency.
122   Budget closing figures change from report to report. Therefore for this calculation the figures considered were obtained from the Port of 
Barcelona Concession Department in year 2012 referring to 2010. 
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Cost of port enlargement 
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Figure 54, Tarragona, Enlargement - acquisition cost
Source, Author elaboration from TPA projects and archives

Tarragona 

The price of extending land in the Port of Tarragona shows a decreasing curve (See Figure 54). The three plans and 
projects analyzed: the Anteproyeto de Ordenación y Ampliación del Puerto de Tarragona, from 1973, the Proyecto de 
Muelle de Cataluña, from 1982, and the Plan Director del Port de Tarragona, from 2000, describe a reduction of 100€/
m2 in 27 years. Figure that would be related to technical improvements in construction and which is contrary to the 
engineering opinion that considers that “grow offshore implies (increasing) costs than previous extension”83. 

Furthermore, the review of the Proyecto de Muelle de Cataluña in 1986, an evaluation of the previous project, 
realized before concluding the works, shows a remarkable increment in the final price of approximately 30€/
m2. An amount bigger than the price paid by the Port during its expansion strategy through land acquisi-
tions inland, from 1993 to 1995. A period during which the TPA was able to add a relevant surface to the 
Port domains at a price 10 times lower than the price paid for the Muelle Cataluña. A “growth strategy” that, 
according to the Port of Tarragona Former President, “was built through land acquisition at a cheap price (…) 
anticipating a future (market) demand in logistics”84. 

However, the strategy followed in the first half of the 90’s, trough the promotion of land acquisitions ended with 
the arrival of a new Port Board. The new management team changed priorities and bet for the stop of the acquisi-
tions, no matter the favorable price that had been paid, about 10 times lower than extension operations. But, even 
though the difficult comprehension of the logics behind, the only arguments that have been listen on support of 
the stop of the process were that “other administrations were questioning why and for what (the TPA) was buying 
all this land” 85. Reasons that could highlight the short term driven of the policies. However, despite the Port change 
of strategy, stakeholders in the interface talk about the Port operations inland, and its interest on “acquir(ing) all the 
land (they can) in the surroundings”86. Thus, notwithstanding the low vision and capacity of the managers within 
the administrations, market, could be at the end driving to logics in the interface and fostering ports growth inland.

83   Leticia Morales, Port expertise, Engineering Company, Barcelona
84   Felip Andreu, Former President, Port of Tarragona
85   Felip Andreu, Former President, Port of Tarragona
86   Valero Losa, Director, Logistic, Freight Forwarding Company, Tarragona
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Cost of port enlargement 

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

From the analysis of the port enlargement costs, it is evident the differences between the land acquisition 
cost and the extension cost. Furthermore, it surprises the port managers preference for expansion al-
though its highest associated cost. An argued reason among technicians is the bothering of the acquisition 
through eviction, considered long and thought processes consequence of the required negotiations with 
those affected. By contrast, land extension through land filling does not require of other city-port stake-
holders approval, but only of the project or plan justification with Puertos del Estado and the Infrastructures 
Ministry, administrations bodies with interests on the enhancement of the maritime transport, and which 
are expected to support any infrastructure growth. Moreover, enlargement through acquisition requires 
of long term planning and anticipation to demand. But, port plans work on 10 years periods, probably not 
enough to develop land acquisition strategies at a competitive price. At present, 20 years after the biggest 
land acquisition in Tarragona the land is still vacant. In Barcelona, differently, the today’s lack of available 
land leave no option but to “grow offshore, which implies higher costs than previous Port extensions”123.

Also important is the common believe on the high cost of the port land. Reasons on support of the argu-
ment are “the (assumed) high cost of the provision of the infrastructure”124 which in any case take into con-
sideration any comparable. Thus, “ports expansion are assumed to be expensive investments”125 however 
the per unit calculation shows figures much lower than market prices in the interface. A finding, contrary 
to the opinion of port technicians which consider that under a cost-benefit analysis “to grow foreland to 
develop none port activities should not compensate the financial effort”126. An expansion cost that while 
is assumed by Mr. Ariza, member of the Finance Department of the BPA to be “impossible to cope for the 
market”127 is less than 20 times the land market price in 2007 in the Barceloneta. Nonetheless, this com-
parison do not take into consideration which could be the highest handicap of the operations, the total 
amount of the action, and the associated risks consequence of the long payback periods and the uncer-
tainty related to the changes in the demand. 

123   Leticia Morales, Port expertise, Engineering Company, Barcelona
124   Bernat Vilaró, Director, Public Domain and Security Dep. Port of Tarragona. 
125   Joaquin Gallego, Concession Department, Port of Barcelona
126   Joaquin Gallego, Concession Department, Port of Barcelona
127   Lope Aritza, Finance Dep. Port of Barcelona
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Logistic areas and chains
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Figure 55, Barcelona, Logistic and industrial areas
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

Ports are argued fundamental for the development of industrial and commercial activities inland. Logistic 
and industrial companies recognized and attempt to be located as possible as they can to the port infra-
structures. The port proximity reduces transport time and increases the cost of the land provision. On those 
basis, real estate brokers define rings of value around the port infrastructures which are associated to the 
increment the transport adds for moving a container from the maritime gate inland into the region. 

In Barcelona, moreover, the proximity of the City and the Airport distinguishes the industrial-logistic area 
next to the Port as “the best located logistic park (in the South of Europe)” 128, a non-common situation con-
sidering that “other European countries (locate) their industry areas 40km away from cities”129. This prime 
zone of approximately the 30% of the build-up area in the 10 kms ring around Barcelona, is shaped mainly 
by “four big logistics areas: ZAL (1 and 2); the Parc Logistic de la Zona Franca (owned by the Consorci de la 
Zona Franca de Barcelona) but managed by the Parc Logistic; the airport area with the MasBlau zone and 
the Air trade zone (also an administrative concession); and Sant Boi with Prologis”130. A high concentration 

128   Jaume Gallo, Human Resources Director, Automobile Logistics, Port of Barcelona
129   Jaume Gallo, Human Resources Director, Automobile Logistics, Port of Barcelona
130   Didac Oquendo, Director, Industrial Logistic Dep. Brokers Firm, Barcelona
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Figure 56, Tarragona, Logistic and industrial areas
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona

Tarragona is not considered a hotspot for real estate brokers and banks. (…) “investors’ interest (…) in 
Tarragona are in industrial warehouses but not in the Port”87 or other urban activities. The area has a vast 
industrial-logistic offer of land. Constantí, “a well-known industrial area, is an example of an area (…) with 
many available plots and industrial warehouses, empty since the beginning of the crisis”88. Other areas 
around the Port have also vacant or underdeveloped land despite offering higher quality and location. The 
CIM el Camp, well connected to “the road transport infrastructure and close to Reus, Tarragona and the 
chemical cluster89 has been filled gradually”90 in recent years. However, according to Valero Losa, director 
of a freight forwarding company in the interface, it “remains underdeveloped despite everything is new, 

87   Lou Rimmer, Director, Valuation & Advisory, Real Estate Consultancy and Brokers Firm.
88   Lou Rimmer, Director, Valuation & Advisory, Real Estate Consultancy and Brokers Firm.
89   Valero Losa, Director, Logistic, Freight Forwarding Company, Tarragona
90   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
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of well-located and specialized land surface.

However, logistic activities do not tend to focus on the ports proximities with regard to their impact and 
operations, at least are not much reflexed into literature or public policies. According to Coto-Millán (Co-
to-Millán et al. 2010), despite inputs and outputs have been broadly studied in relation to port region 
impact; rarely have been related to the city’s impact. Barcelona is not an exception and Port published 
economic figures are with regard to the regional economic impact but do not take into consideration its ur-
ban impact, which is probably more difficult to calculate131. Those figures, nonetheless, provide an insight 
of the Port relevance for the region: the 1.4% Catalan (Regional) GDP; 71% of the maritime trade on value 
within the region; the contribution of 2.291 M€ to the GDP; 32.000 jobs among directs and induced, 0.85% 
of the region employment; the generation of 58€ in the Regional Economy for each 100€ in the port.

131   The port economic impact has been presented by the BPA in a World Bank-Generalitat de Catalunya Forum (Trade Logistics for Business 
Competitiveness) celebrated in Barcelona in 2011 under the title “General overview of the Port” (Torrent 2011).
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the transport infrastructure are better and the management response is immediate”91.

As reported by the main brokers firms operating in Spain, the Port of Tarragona do not generate a value 
ring around. Rather industrial areas in the Port proximities are considered in real estate market terms the 
fourth ring of the Port of Barcelona. Supporting this consideration, it has been found that there are com-
panies in the interface which do not estimate the “Port (of Tarragona) a strong link”92 for their operations. 
Similar opinion to the one stated by the Cesc Mas from CIMALSA, company in charge of the CIM area, 
which do not consider “port industries their target (…) but mostly companies operating in both cities, Reus 
and Tarragona”93. Point that questions the Port of Tarragona impact over its immediate territory. 

91   Valero Losa, Director, Logistic, Freight Forwarding Company, Tarragona
92   Valero Losa, Director, Logistic, Freight Forwarding Company, Tarragona
93   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
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Logistic areas and chains

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

It is the interest of industrial and logistic firms to locate near the ports for being transport gates able to pro-
vide “companies (with) a competitive advantage”132. Both, the Port of Barcelona and the Port of Tarragona 
have wide provisions of land intended for logistic and industrial activities in their proximities. However, 
the companies and operators demand and relationship with the ports differ from one to another location. 
Whereas in Barcelona it is clear the interest of the companies on operating near the Port, in Tarragona 
logistic areas and companies in the interface do not necessarily consider the Port of Tarragona an added 
value. At this regard, Bernat Porras, manager of a textile factory located next to the Port of Tarragona has 
the opinion that “the Port is not giving the company any added value (despite) (…) 85% of the business is 
exports”133. Similarly Valero Losa, manager in a logistic company located in the CIM el Camp, affirms that 
in his company “annual balance, the Port movements are not relevant”134. A point of view, that although 
biased135 by his specific activity interest, is consistent with the brokers’ setting of the rings of land value, 
which disregard the Port of Tarragona from their real estate considerations. An observation also consistent 
with the trading that, a non-irrelevant number of companies set in Tarragona, do through the Port of Bar-
celona, despite its close proximity to the Tarragona’s infrastructure. Arguments are the higher competitive-
ness of the Port of Barcelona which results in the provision of services of higher quality. 

Likewise, within the defined interface in Tarragona, there have been found companies that despite to be 
settle in nearby logistic areas to the Port, do take advantage of the infrastructure to commerce, but rather 
are interested in the road connections and the proximity to the chemical cluster. “Location (…) is justified 
by the connection to the road transport infrastructure (…), the added value of the area (of Tarragona) is in 
the industry”136 but not in the Port, says Valero Losa, representing a logistic company located in the CIM el 
Camp. 

But public promoters with the goal of enhancing and facilitating logistic development in the region, promote 
ports collaboration and ”have agreements with both ports in Catalonia”137 according to Cesc Mas, the planning 
director of a regional development agency specialized in logistic promotion. Mr. Mas recognizes that “ports are 
interested in moving the freight outside their boundaries and close to the demand which drive bulk breaks to be 
promoted far from the ports and in locations where land is cheap enough to stock the freight without excessive 
cost impact”138. This is giving origin to a constellation of industrial and logistic areas in the cities’ outskirts, which 
linked to transport corridors inland, mainly roads, move cargo further into the region. 

“Logistic parks are traditionally in nowhere space”139, however workers requirements are changing this 
scenario. Together with the “operative requirements for closeness to optimal infrastructures to facilitate the 
trucks (transport) movement emerge the employees positive consideration of having urban services in the 

132   Jaume Gallo, Human Resources Director, Automobile Logistics, Port of Barcelona
133   Bernat Porras, Manager, Textil Factory, Tarragona
134   Valero Losa, Director, Logistic, Freight Forwarding Company, Tarragona
135   While the Port of Barcelona is not super specialized in any specific use, the Port of Tarragona primarily serve the chemical cluster, which has 
direct connection to the Port through pipes to transport petrol and oil products. Ernesto Arriola, Communication Manager in a Petrol Refinery 
next to the Port claims that the Port is fundamental for the company to the point that without port there is not industry (oil refinery). Thus, despite 
there are interviewees that still located next to the Port do not consider it on their operations, their companies result closely linked to the chemi-
cal cluster, to which many of the companies interviewed offer their services.
136   Valero Losa, Director, Logistic, Freight Forwarding Company, Tarragona
137   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
138   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
139   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
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area”140. Not to have “any facility could be terrible” says the human resource manager of an international 
corporation operating in the Barcelona ZAL area141. “Accessibility to public transport and the availability of 
services”142 are two relevant aspects to consider. 

At the same time there is a fierce competition in logistic to reduce costs. “For industry, logistics is a corn 
stone to reduce business expenditures, (…) 23% of the cost of production is the trade, with margins for 
reduction between 20% and 17%”143, according to Mr. Mas. Any formula to improve efficiency will be as-
sessed: transport efficiency, but also space efficiency.

A higher mixture of activities and the inclusion of other related services is also a claim among the com-
panies in the sector. According to Mr. Mas, further from location, other aspects to take into consideration 
(when choosing a location) are: “Price, Confidence in the owner/promoter/manager and Services”144. On 
the other hand, brokers consider new models mixing offices and services in logistic industrial areas instru-
ments to generate value. Lou Rimmer gives the example of the “Alameda, a World Trade Center, a high 
quality and well located building, like the one in the Port (the WTC) with offices and shops in the same buil-
ding”145. In this case, “activities are mixed, because (the building) is inside of an industrial area”146. The suc-
cess can be assessed by the high real estate market price reached, non-common for the peripheral of the 
development location. The mixture of activities or the added value of introducing new uses and activities 
within the parks is also supported by Mr. Mas with an example. “An insurance company was interested in 
locate its activity in one of the logistic parks we manage. Despite it was not a logistic activity, (but) because 
of the added value for the community, (…) we considered the benefit for the whole”147. A strategy that is 
also promoted by the public promoter to “guarantee space for services and to facilitate their location in the 
entrance of the park” 148, what makes “accessible activities to general public and not only to the tenants, (…) 
easing the return of the businesses installed (investment)”149.

Another relevant factor in new developments is security by its relation with the maximization in the use of 
the space. The parks developed by the Catalan Regional Government through its development agency 
offer 24hours surveillance services inside the area. Positively rated by its tenants, it also “maximize the use 
of the lot due the absence of fences in every parcel which traditionally reduces the operative surface by 
limiting “trucks operation in the perimeter”150. In the areas surrounding the ports the market offer is wide, 
but “it is not that easy to find logistic space of high quality, well provided with services”151. 

Prime logistic areas next to the ports area encounter increasing difficulties to ship the trade in and off from 
the ports. Road infrastructures linking the ports with the hinterland are already supporting heavy volumes 
of traffic that will increase with the arrival of new terminals and operators. New infrastructures need to be 
provided, and the ports want to be key actors, together with the Generalitat de Catalunya on the planning 
and provision. “The train is a key element” according to Rafael Villa from the Direcció General de Transport 
i Mobilitat at the Generalitat who also considers the rail connections the “biggest ports handicaps for the 
next 15-20 years, necessary to extend hinterland development” 152 and remain competitive in the port eco-
system. An encouraged support to the rail that is also widely backed within the port system and the logistic 

140   Jaume Gallo, Human Resources Director, Automobile Logistics, Port of Barcelona
141   Jaume Gallo, Human Resources Director, Automobile Logistics, Port of Barcelona
142   Jaume Gallo, Human Resources Director, Automobile Logistics, Port of Barcelona
143   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
144   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
145   Lou Rimmer, Director, Valuation & Advisory, Real Estate Consultancy and Brokers Firm.
146   Lou Rimmer, Director, Valuation & Advisory, Real Estate Consultancy and Brokers Firm.
147   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
148   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
149   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
150   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
151   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
152   Rafael Villa, Subdirector General d’Infraestructures, Direcció General de Transports i Sostenibilitat
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chain in Catalonia which claim for the European gauge link that has to enable their access to the continen-
tal freight transport market. But, nevertheless the plans and national comittment, the economic slowdown 
has delay its development. Many are the voices supporting the rail corridor connecting the South of Eu-
rope with the North, further from Catalan institutions. The absence of adequate rail infrastructures splits the 
market in areas of influence directly linked to the road served infrastructures and highly conditioned by the 
distance. Thus, Valencia is the favored port of Madrid and Algeciras serves mainly the Andalucía region. 
Expectations are that the new rail connections will drive the Port of Barcelona and the Port of Tarragona to 
another development level, enabling competition with the biggest ports of Europe for the Asian freight. 
New rail infrastructures could give a competitive advantage of 2-3 days respect to the Port of Rotterdam 
by saving the route by the Strait of Gibraltar. On the other hand, other Euro-Mediterranean ports, whereas 
closer to the North European market demand, are presenting handicaps that keep Spanish ports a reliable 
and competitive option. Among them, Trieste, while well located, has no clear connection through the 
Alps; Genoa has a complex administrative framework which makes difficult the agreement among the in-
terested actors and the statement of common objectives. Furthermore, ports in Italy (Trieste) and the south 
of France (Marseille153) are considered today already less competitive than Spanish ports by operators. 
Nonetheless the potential, the delay in the development of the rail infrastructure is impeding the growth of 
the operations in the ports, especially in Barcelona, where is argued that Hutchinson154, a global operator 
located in the Moll Prat, does not increase the moves due difficulties for inland transport. The discussion 
is today in if it is worthy to move the freight 10km inland or if it is almost the same as moving 100km away 
from the port. There is the possibility that “the cost of moving 100km is almost the same and we get closer 
to our market destination”155.

Trieste Genoa Marseille Barcelona Tarragona Valencia Algeciras
1372 858 454 1525 112 365 1157
1332 1203 1175 1525 1598 1847 2358

Rotterdam

Table 9, Distances to Ports Deemed Competitive
Source: Author elaboration from Google Maps

Regardless of the infrastructures connections, the Port of Barcelona has a competitiveness advantage against 
its competitors in the area; the Barcelona agglomeration. The volume and the standards demanded by the 
Metropolitan Area are a differentiated value for the Port. Therefore, although Tarragona is only 100km away 
from Barcelona there is not competition for the same uses. Managers of the companies operating in the ports 
interfaces estimate the ports complementariness and their particular characteristics consequence of the vari-
ants in the demand (higher added value in Barcelona) and the specialized supply offered by the shipping lines. 
In this manner, managers argue in favor of a higher intra-port collaboration versus future port extensions156. 
This would be interpreted as the unlikely extension of land conversions towards urban uses in the interface due 
the recognized stop on the ports growing process. Nevertheless, intra-port collaboration drives towards more 
efficient uses of the land and the release of the land surplus. In a similar context, the recent Danish-Swedish port 
collaboration and partnership resulted in the conversion of 200ha of land in Copenhagen157. 

153   Roc Moles, Manager, Food Logistics, Port of Barcelona
154   This global port operator is the first occupant in the Moll Prat, where it has reserves for growth still to complete awaiting for the increase 
in the demand. 
155   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
156   Rafael Villa, Subdirector General d’Infraestructures, Direcció General de Transports i Sostenibilitat; Joaquima Tosell, External Relations 
Dep., Port 2000, Port of Barcelona; Telmo Melendez, Port Board Member, Port of Barcelona points towards this possibility.
157   In this case the cheaper land was kept for port industrial uses while the Copenhagen side is planned to be redeveloped for urban uses.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
11.1 Urban growth Land cover changes BARCELONA

June‘16
e 1.100000*Note:  - Urban growth land cover changes data has been taken from CORINE Land Cover (CLC), 2012.

 - Land changes re�resent varia�ons on the geometries analy�ed from satellite images.

N

Figure 57, Barcelona, Land cover changes
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

The use of the database from the Corine Land Cover European Programme, which aim is the detection of 
the land use changes and the trends in assets consumption within the Union, shows the Port and its sur-
rounding area as the receiver of the most of the transformations in Barcelona during the 22 years that have 
been analyzed in the project. The information provided by the European Program shows the chages oc-
curred in the Barcelona city-port interface, from the Nova Bocana to the Prat Dock and from the airport ex-
pansion to the new Fira pavilions in l’Hospitalet de Llobregat. The type of analysis which dismisses changes 
below 1ha, delineates and isolates those developments of bigger scale158. This selective tool, while limited 
in the precision of the data served, is a useful indicator that select the interventions by their scale which 
make development easy to be recognized both in the urban and the port side. The enormous of the areas 
represented in the map (See Figure 57) makes that the rest of the areas identified is limited to Montjuïc, 
the Port Olympic, and Diagonal Mar, probably consequence of the big developments of Barcelona 92 and 
the Forum transformations in 2004.

158   See Annex for further information of the criteria and technique procedures
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Land cover changes

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
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Figure 58, Tarragona, Land cover changes
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona 

Changes in the land use in the area of Tarragona are mostly due the development of industrial and logistic 
areas: Riu Clar, Agro Reus, Constantí, Alba, the petrochemical of La Pobla de Mafumet, and the Port associ-
ated developments: the ZAL area, the expansion of the Aragon Dock, the development of Andalucía and 
Cantabria Docks and the expansion of the petrochemical dock. Urban developments are minor represent-
ed due the different scale of the operations, with exception of Salou where the Port Aventura was opened 
in the 90’s. An urban development with an impact in the land cover changes similar to those occurring in 
the Port.  

Nonetheless, not all the transformations represented led to the boost of economic activities. Today, is easy 
to find areas that despite are urbanized, remain empty, waiting for a better time. The Alba Industrial-logistic 
Area is a representative case in the Tarragona’s city-port interface with an enormous industrial surface not 
matching with the demand and currently underdeveloped. Similarly, in the urban side, the golf courses 
surrounding the Port Aventura, part of the CRT (Leisure-Touristic Centre) are perfectly urbanized but also 
awaiting for a future demand. 
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Land cover changes

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Industry and transport infrastructure are big land consumers compared to other urban activities. Accord-
ing to the maps (Figure 57 and Figure 58) industry and transport concentrate the most of the land use 
changes in the urban environment, being particularly relevant in the city-port interface. In Barcelona, the 
bigger transpormations have occurred as a consequence of the Port and Airport expansion, along the 
C-32, the coastal highway connecting Barcelona and Casteldefels, and following the Llobregat river up. 
The pattern in Tarragona is less concentrated, in spite of the changes around and inside the Port. The inter-
est of this representation is on observing the high ratio of land transformed to industrial-logistic uses and 
their location in the territory. However, it is not clear the logic behind the new settlements, not always well 
located respect to the main transport infrastructures and distant to the Port of Tarragona.

Land cover changes do not always signify the development and succes of the area. Rather, there are sound 
cases, which despite the dimension of the operation and initial investments are still waiting for a better 
future. The lack of planning or misscalculations in considering the market demand could be causes of 
failure. In Tarragona, enormous land surfaces, recently transformed, remain expectant, no matter the use: 
industrial and urban. Examples are the Lumine real estate promotion backed with 3 golf courses between 
the Salou touristc centre and the Port, the ZAL area of the Port and the Alba logistic park among others. 
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Neglected areas of the interface

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
9.1a Interface neglected plots BARCELONA

June ‘16
e 1.30000

*Note:  - Field work realized on 16/12/2015, from 16:30 hours and on 17, 23 and 29th of April of 2016.
 - Consorci boundaries taken from “Memòria 2014”.
 - Interface area of study from drawing 19.1
 - Port of Barcelona surface from drawing 2.1
 - ZAL area surface from redrawing the PEOP plan, 2015
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 Figure 59, Barcelona, Neglected areas of the Interface
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

With the aim of analyzing the ratio of land occupancy and land availability in the city-port interface, a field 
work analysis has been carried out. In Barcelona, the City-Port interface is under the control of few big 
owners: the Barcelona Port Authority (owner also of the land occupied by the ZAL area), and the Consorcio 
de la Zona Franca. Between the two public corps reach 1,789.39 ha from a total of 2,638.15 ha considered 
for study. Observation and spatial description of the area gives and impression of its current situation159: 
spaces underdeveloped, derelict areas and new developments. The resulting picture shows a high ratio of 
underdeveloped (11.52%) and derelict buildings (1.43%) in the area of study. By looking at the Port area, 
ratios are even higher with a 18.5% of underdeveloped surface, pushed by the high vacancy rates of the 
ZAL (31%). The Consorcio, whereas has less available space to develop (8.9%) presents not negligible ra-
tios of dereliction (5.5% of its surface). Transformation of the existing build-up surface is carried on towards 
service activities, and is perceptible, along the Passeig de la Zona Franca and the area next to Gran Via, 
more linked to the urban demand and less to the Port and industrial uses. New developments emerging 
in the area promote offices of high standing, and recently housing, like in La Marina, not long ago a totally 
segregated district currently upgraded and complemented with new good quality developments.

159   Information was obtained mainly from the visits to the area realized on 16th of December of 2015 and 17th, 23th and 29th of 2016. 
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Neglected areas of the interface
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
9.2a Interface neglected plots TARRAGONA
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*Note:  - Field work realized on 24 of September 2015, from 16:00 to 19:00 hours and 23th of February of 2016.
 - Property structure boundaries is taken from Montejano, 1997.
 - Interface area of study is taken from drawing 19.2.
 - Port of Tarragona surface taken from drawing 2.2.
 - ZAL area surface is taken from Port Memory. 
 - Parks (green areas) are taken from Pla Director Urbanís�c de les Ac�vitats Industrials y Turís�ques del Camp de Tarragona, 2003.
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 Figure 60, Tarragona, Neglected areas of the Interface
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona 

A field work is carried out, after defining an area of study94. The Tarragona City-Port interface defined in 
the Figure 60 shows, similar to Barcelona, the predominance of a small bunch of owners controlling the 
most of the properties. From them, it highlights the Tarragona Port Authority, but also the chemical cluster 
settled in the area from the 60’s. From the 2,039 ha considered for the study, the Port of Tarragona owns 
613.33 ha(including the ZAL) and the Cluster controls 996.09 ha. It surprises the total underdeveloped 
land (549.31ha), 16% of the area of study, and the vast areas abandoned (107.51ha), 3.5%. But, while there 
is still available land next to the port infrastructure95, new industrial and logistic developments do not lo-
cate next to the maritime infrastructure but rather tend to localize few kilometers inland. The result of this 
way of doing is a patchwork of full and empty spaces that, whereas diminish the risk of companies for a 

94   Visits were realized on 24th of September 2015 and 23th of February 2016 and complemented during the interview appointments. 
95   9,5% of the land in the chemical cluster is still underdeveloped and 3,3% of the surface and superstructures are abandoned. 
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From this representation, the analysis infers a market downturn and decline in the demand for industrial 
and logistic activities next to the Port, in part due the market expectancies for the arrival of new urban re-
lated uses, more competitive than previous activities, in part due the market collapse after 2008160. Market 
trends, however, contrast with the Consorcio aim of bringing industrial activities to the area, alien to the 
influence of the City from the North, where shiny new building are being erected in place of the previously 
settle warehouses. The institution was neither willing to collaborate with the Port in the development of 
new logistic areas in the South, the most evident demand and market. Managers in the Consorcio are 
reluctant to accept activities which consider to contribute little to the society’s wealth. Logistics bring low 
employment rates and have limited induced economic effect. Nonetheless vacant lots have been recently 
rented to logistic promoters, able to afford the stated land value, years before considered by brokers too 
high for any kind of activities. “The Consorcio is considered not competitive (…) abandoned by industries 
except those with difficulties to move out (Cespa and Nissan)”161. A lack of adequacy to market demand, 
that could has driven to the “depopulation” of the area. Didac Oquendo, expertise in logistic markets in an 
international broker firm operating in Barcelona, is coincident with the result of the field work analysis in 
the Barcelona city-port interface that arise the broad areas neglected (See Figure 59) when says that “it is 
a common consciousness that the area have many empty plots without any use”162.

Condition

TOTAL

 Surface (m2) Surface/Port 
Area  (%)

Surface/Interface 
area of study (%)

 Surface (m2) Surface/ZAL Area 
(%)

Surface/Interface 
area of study (%)

 Surface (m2) Surface/Consoric 
Area  (%)

Surface/Interface 
area of study (%)

Surface/Interface area 
of study (%)

Derelicted land and buildings 66,193 0.67% 0.25% 0 0.00% 0.00% 311,034 5.46% 1.18% 1.43%

Underdeveloped/ Vacant land 1,844,866 18.56% 6.99% 684,841 31.03% 2.60% 508,476 8.92% 1.93% 11.52%

Recently developed area 20,016 0.91% 0.08% 0.08%

TOTAL (Derelicted + 
Underdeveloped)

1,911,059.00  19.23% 7.24% 684,841.00     31.94% 2.60% 819,510.00     14.38% 3.11% 3,415,410.00           

Property

Port Consorci de la Zona FrancaZAL

Table 10, Occupancy rates in the Barcelona’s city-port interface
Source, Author elaboration

160   Changes in the city-port interface are constant. At the time this study was being conclude, the Consorci de la Zona Franca had leased the 
empty plots of bigger size in the area and had the expectations to be full rent again in 5 years.
161   Didac Oquendo, Director, Industrial Logistic Dep. Brokers Firm, Barcelona
162   Didac Oquendo, Director, Industrial Logistic Dep. Brokers Firm, Barcelona
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potential expansion, is not the most efficient model for development. 

Today, transformations are identified next to urban areas. In the Francolí Industrial Area, South of the Fran-
colí River, abandoned warehouses leave room for new activities linked with service activities that are pro-
gressively taking advantage of the location. A similar phenomena to the one observed along the N-340, 
traditional join between urban and industrial activities, and today receiver of big size commercial activities. 

On the other hand, the chemical industry is being retreat from Tarragona in a new offshoring process, 
consequence of “a declining of the sector that has taken 25 years now”96. In this context, new opportunities 
emerge to implement new spatial solutions that approach urban and industrial uses. Oscar Vives, com-
munication manager of a petrochemical company in the interface support the potential of changes and 
enhance the introduction of new uses that complement existing activities. According to Mr. Vives, “to have 
access to the port and city locations could emerge as an added value for potential service companies in 
addition to the added value (generated) for the chemical firms (…) hotel accommodation, leisure facilities, 
operating facilities, would complement the Port main (industrial) logistic tasks”97.

Condition

TOTAL

 Surface (m2) Surface/Port 
Surface (%)

Surface/Interface 
area of study (%)

 Surface (m2) Surface/ZAL 
Surface (%)

Surface/Interface 
area of study (%)

 Surface (m2) Surface/Chemical 
Cluster Surface 

Surface/Interface 
area of study (%)

Surface/Interface area 
of study (%)

Derelicted land and buildings 36,310 0.71% 0.18% 0 0.00% 0.00% 668,056 6.71% 3.28% 3.45%

Underdeveloped/ Vacant land 395,774 7.75% 1.94% 960,519 93.69% 4.71% 1,950,208 19.58% 9.56% 16.22%

Recently developed area

TOTAL (Derelicted + 
Underdeveloped)

432,084.00     8.46% 2.12% 960,519.00     93.69% 4.71% 2,618,264.00  26.29% 12.84% 4,010,867.00           

Property

Port ZAL Area Chemical Cluster

Table 11, Occupancy rates in the Tarragona’s city-port interface
Source, Author elaboration

96   Òscar Vives, Communication Manager, Petrol Refinery, Port of Tarragona
97   Òscar Vives, Communication Manager, Petrol Refinery, Port of Tarragona
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Neglected areas of the interface 

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Both city-port interfaces in Barcelona and Tarragona are observed to be places in continue transformation. 
However, changes in Barcelona are even faster and the scale of the operations is even bigger than in Tar-
ragona. This, whereas a handicap for the registering, it shows the strong of the social and market forces on 
play. The picture obtained, represented in the Figure 59 and Figure 60, captures four relevant aspects: the 
companies’ sensitiveness to market, the existence of land reserves for development next to the ports, the 
failure of developments plans in the interface and the lack of offer for big operators.

Firstly, the 2008 economic downturn, yield the movement of many companies located next to the ports. 
Still in 2012 in Barcelona, companies trading with high added value products, considered “better to move 
out and pay the extra cost associated to transport than stay into the ZAL (the logistic area inside the Port of 
Barcelona)”163. Differently, in Tarragona, the real estate market pressure is not considered a handicap for 
the companies located in the interface. Nonetheless, the big offer for industrial and logistic land allows the 
move of the companies to areas considered more competitive due their proximity to transport infrastruc-
tures and links to the demand. 

Secondly, recent port extensions have guarantee land reserves for expansion “at least 15-20 more years”164 
in both ports. In Barcelona, Lope Aritza, member of the Finance Dep. of the Port make clear that “today, 
the Port of Barcelona does not need to continue growing, (…) the investments conducted make possible 
to enlarge the surface on demand”165. Similarly, in Tarragona, the Port has enough reserves for potential 
development in the coming years, but also, a tenants mishandling that could provide extra space in case of 
release of the plots. In this regard, the case of La Farge is well known. This “cement company with a factory 
in the Port has been never used”166, according to Ernesto Arriola, tenant also in the Port of Tarragona. The 
poor land performance of a recognized scarce asset reveals a current common problem for both ports 
according to the insights from the Commerce Chamber president and member of the Board in the Port of 
Barcelona, who cautions by saying that “the Port cannot grow more than the demand”167, in clear reference 
to the possible failure of planning on foreseeing demand.

Thirdly, plans designed by sectors or activities, do not provide a holistic perspective and rarely take into 
consideration market demand. Between sides “is a continuous friction (…) shown in daily disagreements 
like the maintenance of the border fence”168 but also are evident in other scales; “activities (in the port 
areas)(…) not take into consideration demand and are short term planned”169 independently of the port 
authority in charge of the operation. 

By last, the increasing plottage of the lots reduces the available size and limits the access of big operators 
to premium locations. In Barcelona this is a clear handicap for corporations since “many plots offered are 
too small and is not easy to find plots of the size required by current big operators”170. “It is always demand 

163   Jaume Gallo, Human Resources Director, Automobile Logistics, Port of Barcelona
164   Telmo Melendez, Port Board Member, Port of Barcelona
165   Lope Aritza, Finance Dep. Port of Barcelona
166   Ernesto Arriola, Operations Manager, Solid Fuel Distributor, Port of Tarragona
167   Telmo Melendez, Port Board Member, Port of Barcelona
168   Roc Moles, Manager, Food Logistics, Port of Barcelona
169   Sara Cardona, Director of Urban Strategy, Urbanism Agency.
170   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
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in Prime area, but there is no (the specific) offer to supply the demanded surface”171. In Tarragona, although 
the demand is not either easy to satisfy in case of exaggerated big surfaces172, the port representatives of 
the Commerce Chamber of Tarragona has the opinion that what is relevant is “for what it is” 173, in a clear 
mention to the added value generated to the Port and inland and not the size of the operation.

At all events, high ratios of underdeveloped and derelict land draw attention to the city-port interface ar-
eas. “It is a luxury to have the area with so low occupation range (…) especially in the best industrial area in 
Spain”174 as it is the Barcelona city-port interface but also in Tarragona, next to a costly and well equipped 
port infrastructure. However, regionalization and the progressive move of the port related activities inland 
supported by the search of cheaper land is changing the interface conditions. Is worthy to stay close to 
the port when land is expensive? “Bulk breaks facilitates companies to move further, to cheaper land” 175 
according to Cesc Mas, expertise in logistic developments. The fast transport of the freight inland turns the 
market upside down and change initial conditions. “(…) Logistic parks do not require port closeness (any 
more) but they privilege urban distribution rather than ports”176. 

171   Arnie Pound, Associate Director, Capital Markets, Barcelona
172   Manel Gutiérrez and Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member in the Commerce Chamber of Tarragona comment about the recent interest of a 
company to settle in Tarragona.  According to them,  “500ha are not easy to find” but are not a problem since is land available.
173   Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port Tarragona
174   Didac Oquendo, Director, Industrial Logistic Dep. Brokers Firm, Barcelona
175   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
176   Cesc Mas, Planning Director, Industrial Areas Developer, Development Agency, Gencat
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
7.1a Port border and gates BARCELONA

May ‘16
e 1.25000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from ICC Orthophotos, 2013 and Google maps, 2015.
 - Field work, April, 2015.
 - Units in meters.
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Figure 61, Barcelona, Port gates
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

The almost continue fence of the Port of Barcelona reveals its permeability by the sequence of gates and 
checkpoints lie along the property border. While distances between the paths could increment, the av-
erage is sometimes not too far from the length between the Barcelona Eixample streets. Moreover, a big 
surface of the Port property border is already accessible for citizens through the Port Vell. Limits to people 
freely access are today set in the Moll the Ponent beyond the European bridge that connects mainland 
with the Moll Adosat. An infrastructure, the bridge, which “has liberated the old port from the commercial 
activities developed further down”177 and supports the Port conception sustained by Bruttomesso about 
Barcelona according to Ms. Cardona: “a city with port which is different to a city-port”178. 

However, the multitude of doors and checkpoints show the necessary interaction between activities at 
both sides of the fence, more or less frequent according to uses but also to the intensity of the activities 
developed at the other side of the border. 

177   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000
178   Sara Cardona, Director of Urban Strategy, Urbanism Agency.
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7.2a Port border and gates TARRAGONA

May ‘16
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Figure 62, Tarragona, Port gates
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona

The border of the Port of Tarragona is a long and straight fence, with a low permeability to goods and peo-
ple. In this long line, paths are limited to three points next to each other. On one hand, the concentration 
of the gates do not promote the interaction of the Port with the territory next to it, leaving a long part of 
the border unconnected with its immediate vicinity. In the other hand, traffic is focused in the city farthest 
connection, completely independent from the urban environment. This, while it works on making transport 
times more efficient limits the interaction city-port.  

Similar to other ports, the closest port area to the city is open to people. Though, in Tarragona, “the biggest 
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Port gates

Figure 63, Barcelona, Port gates
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome) 

The permeability of the port border facilitates the interaction between urban and port activities. Check-
points are drawn along the port borders with the aim of describing the spatial quality and conditions of 
the paths in relation to the activities developed at one and another side of the fence (See Figure 63). From 
the drawings it is observed that there is certain coincidence on the strategies applied by the port author-
ities in Barcelona and Tarragona to strangle the path of people and foster the path of goods. From the 
three locations analyzed, the closest to the urban activity is characterized by the absence of any activity in 
the proximities. Long and narrow corridors discourage visitors to come operating as bottlenecks. Further 
down, checkpoints in the urban border are a gap between port and urban environments. Big infrastructure 
joins, natural and artificial, contribute to separate habitats and avoid undesired interconnections, while 
the absence of activities near the border ends with the sharing of the back sides. By last, checkpoints at 
the extreme of the ports, foster road connections with the aim of saving trading time. The scale of the 
infrastructures in those points is not in any case linked to the urban environment but solved through the 
development of bridges that hold up to view the existence of the border and the fence. The contact limited 
to one point, the bridge, is the glorification of the border. 
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handicap (for interaction) is the train track”98. Rail tracks lift an extra barrier between the City and the Port 
not easing each other communication. The rail track is recognized to “have a terrible impact in the Tarrag-
ona’s interface, worse than the city-port administrative division”99.

Furthermore, city-port lack of interaction is widened with the construction of the Port drawbridge, which 
pursued the division between the urban and industrial side of the Port. The strategy followed freed the Old 
Port of the traffic and facilitates the move of cargo in and out from the Port without any contact with the 
urban environment. The physical disconnection of city and port.

The construction of the Port drawbridge pursued the division between the urban and industrial side of 
the Port, freeing the Old Port of the traffic and facilitating the connection city-port. A strategy that foster 
physical disconnection. 

98   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistic Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
99   Felip Romà, Director of the Municipal Tourism Agency.
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Interface with physical and infrastructure boundaries

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
21.1 Urban Morphology - Infrastructure BARCELONA

June ‘16
e 1.25000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from: 
  - Google maps, 2015.
  - ICGC, http://www.icc.cat/
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Figure 64, Barcelona, physical and infrastructure boundaries
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

Original port settlements required of specific natural conditions favoring ships mooring and protection 
from tempests. Rivers and deltas were then excellent locations. But, the specific of the initial election be-
come today physical barriers for growth, which together with the setting of transport infrastructure inland 
like roads and rail tracks, difficult port expansion and a further interconnection with their immediate terri-
tory.

From the different transport modes, the train is probably the hardest to overcome when the objective is 
to connect city and port. In Barcelona while the development of the tracks are parallel to the coastal line, 
it stops in the Morrot, and do not cross the city waterfront. That eases the pedestrian connection solved 
with the Moll de la Fusta and the burying of the Rondas highway. The historical development of two train 
stations North and South (Sants), leave the front connection free of servitudes. However, from Montjuïc to 
the Llobregat River an infrastructure barrier separates with a clear physical limit the Port influence area from 
the City’s side. Connections are thus restricted to big joins, impossible to cross on foot. A perfect bounded 
zone, which on one side isolate activities and on the other side protect from market intromission. Although 
the multiplicity of Port gates (See Figure 61) the surrounding infrastructures limit the connections inland to 
three points (See Figure 64).      
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Interface with physical and infrastructure boundaries

N*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from: 
  - Google maps, 2015.
  - ICGC, http://www.icc.cat/
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Figure 65, Tarragona, physical and infrastructure boundaries
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona

Despite the transformation of the Costa Dock in Tarragona in 1986, even before that the Port Vell in Barcelona, 
the Port relationship with its neighboring city have never been completed, consequent mainly of the rail track 
that goes through the coast from Barcelona to Valencia. An infrastructure that clearly separate and hampers 
the connection between City and Port especially on their initial settlements. According to the President of the 
Tarragona’s Commerce Chamber, “the absence of urban connection between the port side and the urban side 
has as a consequence the lack of added value generated by the sea or the urban closeness (to the companies 
in the port citizen’s area)”. And while the attempt to improve conditions in the interface, “the existing pedestrian 
path”, the only recent development that attempt to cope with the problem, “cannot be considered a proper 
connection” 100. 

But, what is a clear disadvantage for the urban side, interested in making use of the now non fenced coastal 
line, is a perfect trench against land takings for the Port. According to Ignasi Rosa, representing the Commerce 
Chamber in Tarragona, it seems clear that “the rail tracks are impeding (the city-port) continuity”. A critical issue 
that however, and “despite its relevance, (has) not a strong political figure leading (for) a solution”101.

100   Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port Tarragona
101   Lucio Cabello, Head Architect, Urban Department, Tarragona
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Interface with physical and infrastructure boundaries

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Physical and infrastructure boundaries limit port growth and urban connections. Rivers have represented 
a traditional handicap in the ports growth forward since they require of megalomaniac works to move the 
natural course, as it is the case of Barcelona, or are assumed to divide the port infrastructure by recogniz-
ing the mouth inside the infrastructure, as it is the case of Tarragona. Rail infrastructures, whereas, key on 
improving port cargo transport inland, could be shaped in a way that operate as a barrier between cities 
and ports. In Tarragona the decision of setting the rail track along the coast line emerged an insurmount-
able problem. The cost and scale of the projects are common arguments justifying the absence of real 
solutions, although from the urban side is argued that “there are other (solutions) cheaper and soft to deal 
with the problem”179. However, regardless of the interest for solving the break generated by the rail tracks 
between city and port, the problem do not seem to be equally supported by port authorities, which see rail 
tracks only as an opportunity to move freight inland, “focus(ed) on the development of hinterland ports or 
dry ports, a strategy needed of the European rail track connection (international European gauge track)”180. 

But, despite the lack of coincidence in the approach, changes are envisioned, “port infrastructures are 
ready (in Barcelona), different from what is happening in the other administrative side”181. In Tarragona the 
discussion is still open to the final railway route for the new freight corridor and do not seem to change 
much in the near future. Transformations of this scale need of broad inter-administrative agreements more 
difficult to overcome in areas with low civil society power and political heterogeneity. Nevertheless, the 
expected enhancement of a new railway systems is an opportunity to improve city-port connections by 
redesigning their initial routes. 

179   Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port Tarragona
180   Joaquima Tosell, Human Resources, Port 2000, Barcelona
181   Melchor Moreno, Branch Manger, Logistics, ZAL Area, Port of Barcelona
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Interface uses and activities

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from: Port of Barcelona, h�p://www.portdebarcelona.cat/es/web/el-port/mapa-interac�u , year 2016.
 - The interest of this cartography is on se�ng a current ac�vity picture, mapping ac�ve bussinesses and discarding derelict areas   
 described in drawings 9.1 and 9.2.  CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
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Figure 66, Barcelona, interface uses and activities
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

Ports tend to specialize in an international connected system. However, in Spain, despite the wide number 
of ports, there are not focused in any particular transport mode, but rather offer the widest possibilities 
of maritime transport services from containers to bulk cargo. This rarity from a global perspective, it is 
supported by the Barcelona Port Authorities as a competitive advantage. “The combination of uses can 
improve the port”182 says Agnès Sala in line with Niek Gijabert when he is talking about Rotterdam. “To be 
competitive as a whole is only possible (through) providing a diversity of activities, independently of their 
individual profitability” 183. “The relevant is the final result” 184, Mr Gijabert says. 

Under these principles, activities are then organized on the space with different occupation ratios, linked to 
the characteristics of the asset but also to the interest of the port on promoting a particular product. In the 
Port of Barcelona it highlights the space committed to liquid bulks (22% of the total) and containers (33% 
of the total). However, the same uses that are widely represented within the Port are low represented in the 

182   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep. Port 2000. Barcelona
183   Niek Gijabert, Port expertise, Researcher
184   Niek Gijabert, Port expertise, Researcher
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Interface uses and activities
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
3.2 Port Land Use TARRAGONA

June ‘16
e 1.25000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from:  “Port Terminals and facili�es” Port de Tarragona, 2013; Pla Director Urbanís�c de les Ac�vitats   
 Industrials y Turís�ques del Camp de Tarragona, 2003; Mapa Urbanis�c de Catalunya (MUC), 2013 y Google Maps, 2015.
 - Mapped services appear as Industrial Land in the MUC (2013) and were corrected  taking as reference Google Maps, 2016.
 - The interest of this cartography is on se�ng a current ac�vity picture, mapping ac�ve bussinesses and discarding derelict areas   
 described in drawings 9.1 and 9.2

Use
Surface 

(Ha)
% from 

total
Surface  

(Ha)
% from  

total

Energy 11.09 7% 0%
Food and agriculture 22.44 14% 0%
Construction 0.1 0% 0%

33.63 21% 0 0%

Chemical products 23.54 15% 258.27 68%
Crude Oil, fuel & gas 6.22 4% 16.58 4%
Vegetable fats 1.11 1% 0%

30.87 19% 274.85 72%

Containers 15.86 10% 0%
Vehicles 52.46 33% 0%
Iron & Steel 6.32 4% 0%
Fruit 2.85 2% 0%
Logistics (Multip+Depot+ZAL+SS) 5.5 3% 0%
Rail tracks / terminal 0% 16.22 4%
Zona Franca 0% 0%

82.99 52% 16.22 4%

Cruise / Ferry terminal 0.2 0% 0%
Marina port 4.04 3% 0%
Fishing port 0.85 1% 0%
Educational Facility 0% 21.65 6%
Environmental Tech. Services 0% 14.42 4%
Small/Medium industry 0% 52.18 14%
Urban servicies 5.99 4% 1.62 0%

11.08 7% 89.87 23.59%

TOTAL 158.57 100% 380.94 100%

Others

Liquid bulks

General cargo

Inside Port Outside Port

Solid bulks

N

Figure 67, Tarragona, interface uses and activities
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona

Tarragona is recognized a chemical cluster, two refineries and many petro-chemical companies form the 
“most important chemical cluster in the South of Europe”102. Nevertheless, the space they occupy in the 
Port (19%) do not give the scale of the impact inland (72% in the area of study), probably consequence of 
the setting of efficient systems for load and unload that make use of pipes and fingers and minimize the 
surface use in the Port. For Oscar Vives, communication manager in the Petrol Refinery next to the Port: 
“the Port of Tarragona is not important enough to consolidate the traffic considering the volume traded. 
The reason of its activity is the activity inland”103. Likewise, “the industry is set outside the Port, and the only 
space inside (port domains) is the pontoon (to connect with the vessels)(…) a simply operative platform”104. 

The Port of Tarragona while mostly specialized in the chemical industry is giving service inland, offers and 
fosters the provision of another services. From them, it highlights the bulk food cargo (14%) and the vehi-
cles trading surface (33%). Food bulk for animals is justified due the proximity to the demand.“Lleida”105 

102   Òscar Vives, Communication Manager, Petrol Refinery, Port of Tarragona
103   Òscar Vives, Communication Manager, Petrol Refinery, Port of Tarragona
104   Òscar Vives, Communication Manager, Petrol Refinery, Port of Tarragona
105   Miquel Ventura, Manager, Shipping and Port Activities, Port of Tarragona
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immediate area inland with a 5% and 0% respectively (See Figure 66)185. Opposite, other uses like vehicles 
(2%) and food and agriculture (2%) uses have low representation inside the Port but a widen scale at the 
other side of the administrative border (15% and 9% respectively). From the different uses identified in this 
exercise, and assuming its lack of full precision, logistics seems to be not only well represented inside the 
Port but also expanding in the neighboring areas. 

A join between industrial and urban activities, cruise areas have been increasing in the Port in parallel to 
demand. The internationalization of the City associated to the Olympics together with the support given by 
the Barcelona Strategic Plan of 1987186, the Port has been boost as a global tourist destiny globally. Receiv-
ing more than 2.5M tourist yearly (2011) at a growing rate of 16% from 2002 to 2009, , the Port is ranking 
the port 1st in Europe and 4th globally in 2011 (UAB 2011). However, the port managers do not recognize 
any direct benefit from docking the cruise ships in Barcelona, but rather discuss the contribution to the city. 

185   Nonetheless, it is recognized container cargo impacts in logistics and a wide range of activities, represented not only in the Port but also 
inland. 
186   During the beginning of the 80’s Barcelona started the opening of the waterfronts, before occupied by industries. The Port Strategic Plan 
of 1987 matches with urban plans to develop the necessary infrastructures to welcome cruises years after.
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“and Zaragoza are the hinterland the Port of Tarragona has growth linked to”106. With regard to the vehi-
cles transport, it is facilitated by the railway connection and the strategic location with respect to produc-
tion plants. Today, vehicles traders are “the only operator that are today working at full capacity”107. Even 
though, those activities, vehicles and food bulk cargo are described sensitive to market fluctuations and 
with a low added value in the immediate interface. For those companies the city of Tarragona, ”does not 
represent any added value”108  since their demand is far inland. 

106   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistic Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
107   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistic Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
108   Miquel Ventura, Manager, Shipping and Port Activities Company, Port of Tarragona
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Interface uses and activities

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Both ports, Barcelona and Tarragona have a diversity of uses within their domains. However, principal 
activities differ from one to another in relation to the surface occupied and the impact in the immediate 
interface. Thus, while in Barcelona containers make use of 33% of the total port surface, it only represents 
10% in Tarragona. Differently, the solid bulk cargo is only occupying the 3% of the Port of Barcelona surface 
but taking 21% of the surface in Tarragona. Other activities are more balanced between the ports and the 
total surface occupied. Liquid bulk, for example, show similar rate in Barcelona (22%) and in Tarragona 
(19%). Furthermore, in the category other uses are included those activities with an urban close relation-
ship: cruises, marinas, urban services, etc., a category clearly favorable to Barcelona, 17% of the port total 
surface against 7% in Tarragona. Findings in line with the recent statements from Wiese (Wiese 2015) in 
Hamburg where she describes the progressive concentration of maritime services in the city’s proximities. 
It is assumed that the highest the added of the products trade, the highest the interest of the companies 
operating in the port for highly specialized services that only can be offered in competitive environments 
as cities are. The more competitive port of Barcelona, needs of more specific services that necessarily are 
connected with the urban environment.

Furthermore, when considering the dependency of the companies to the ports, the Port of Barcelona 
emerge fragile to market shifts, despite the high added value of the products trade. Vehicles, containers, 
cruises, etc. are considered non captive uses and more prone to changes. On the other side, the Port of 
Tarragona, more focus on oil-based derivatives and bulk cargo, liquid and dry, is less subject to market 
variations.

Besides, when observing the uses at both sides of the administrative division of the ports, it is clear the 
specialization of the Tarragona interface in the petro-chemical industry, while it is also evident the multi-
plicity of uses in the Barcelona city-port interface and the influence of the urban proximity and dimension 
on conditioning the emergence of widen service oriented activities. This could drive also to an easier and 
closer relationship between city and port since products trade are cleaner and safer than the ones traded 
in Tarragona. The perception of the negative externalities is influenced by the uses developed and their 
proximity to the urban activities. The only reason that could yet rationalize the permanence of a chemical 
cluster in the North of the Consorci de la Zona Franca, an area enough isolated inside an infrastructure join 
to go unnoticed by urbanites. 
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Port growth

Industrial area extension
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932.44 ha
61.36 ha

272.14 ha
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Drawing

Industrial area
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Expansion approved
TOTAL

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port authority maps and memories from year 1912  to 2013.
 - TOTAL refers to port land in current years.

* Urban area planned expansion     4.10 ha

* Expected port expansion      166.65 ha

* Urban area planned expansion   42.46 ha
* Foreland expected port expansion 131.21 ha

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
2.1 Port Land Growth BARCELONA

May ‘16
e 1.50000

* 1966  The port acquires 222ha from El Consorcio 
de la Zona Franca de Barcelona

* 1979  The Principe de España ad the South Docks          
              are finished
   1980  The Est dike is finished
   1982  120 ha are acquired from El Consorcio de la     
               Zona Franca de Barcelona
   1988  Port Vell Master Plan is approved
   1992  Coinciding with the Olympic, the Port Vell  
               opens
   1994  The Plan Delta is launched with ins�tu�onal  
                agreement

* 2012  The BLAU@ICTIMEA plan is launched from  
               the Barcelona municipality

N

Figure 68, Barcelona, Port growth
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

During the last 100 years the Port of Barcelona has been successively enlarged, and the urban use continu-
ously redefined and incremented. In 100 years the Port of Barcelona has grew its surface by 10 times from 
128.54ha registered in 1912 to the expected 1265.94ha at the completion of the Prat Dock. 

Urban areas, emerged first in the expansion plans of the Port in the 60’s, but were finally developed and 
open to the public during the 80’s, with the end of the dictatorship period and the renovation of the City 
and administrative bodies. But, since the opening in 1992, the urban port space have grown steadily from 
initial plans. Thus, from the original surface and still registered surface of 55ha, the Port Vell has grown to 
the today’s 61.5ha according to the redraw of the perimeter187 but also has intensified the use of the land 
inside. Moreover, there are plans to extend the Port urban activities further to the South, supported by the 
connection of the European Bridge and the move of the first check point to the Moll de Ponent. 

At present, the Port of Barcelona has land reserves for the next 15-20 coming years backed by the last ex-
pansion, the move of the River and the development of the Prat Dock. Accordingly, the Port 2000 President, 

187   While the Port Vell continue operating within a plan bounded to the initial 55ha, the real operative Surface is recognized bigger by port 
managers. However, the bodering of the administrative process to regularize is argued to discourage the change. 
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Port growth

*1996 The “N�u�c Tarragona” Marina opens

*

*2003 A public tender is set to develop the Marina Port Tarraco.
  2007 Marina Port Tarraco is opened.
  2011 Qatari Diar acquires the Marina Port Tarraco.

*1865 The Government recognizes the Serrallo land ownership to their 
occupants
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
2.2 Port Land Growth TARRAGONA

May ‘16
e 1.50000

*Note: - Cartography elaborated from TPA maps and memories 
 from 1930 to 2013.
 - �rom the map of 1980 it is es�mated an approximate error of 5 ha. 
 from drawing to memories.
 - ZAL � automo�ve logis�cs are not adding surface to the total port 
 area following the memories 
 criteria. �owever in our drawing calcula�ons �surfaces� they are 
 included as part of the port area since the land is port ownership.
 - The Costa Dock opens to the public on 27th of June, 1986.
 - The Marina added to the north side of the port was projected in 1994 and opened in 1996.
 - “The Port of Tarragona, its reality and prospects”, 1990, foresees the port growth foreland backed 
 on the Aragon Dock.
 - Last foreseen growth is obtained from papers published by the General Director of theTPA in 2012
  with regard to the new “Plan Director” not yet published in 2016.

Figure 69, Tarragona, Port growth
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona 

From the initial estimation of 21ha in 1930, the Port of Tarragona grew to 391.81ha in 2013 according to 
Port memories and reports. A none-relevant surface if it is compared with the 510.7ha of the resulting re-
draw of the Port property which includes the ZAL area109. A growth of 27 times the size of the Port 85 years 
back that in the last Plan Director is still widened inland and foreland110. Expectations that, on the other 
hand, are under debate within the Port community which discuss about the appropriateness or not of a 
new expansion. 

Whatever the case, plans demonstrate the lack of constrains the Port has for expansion, aspect supported 
also by the representatives of the Commerce Chamber and the municipal architect, Lucio Cabello, who 
coincide on affirming that “no Tarragona or the Port have limitation to grow”111. But the question, accord-
ing to one of the tenants with higher surface in the Port, is “if it is necessary”112. Consequence of the fall 
in the market demand, port tenants today consideration is that there is “not foreseeing (any) industrial 

109   The memos of the Port of Tarragona and the reports consulted for this research do not mention or considered the ZAL area in the Port 
calculations, while it is property of the Port.
110   The Plan, while it has not been published, it has been presented into small expert committees and congresses. The political national con-
text and the economic downturn has probably discouraged the public presentation of a plan that on the other hand could be obsolete. 
111   Lucio Cabello, Head Architect, Urban Department, Tarragona
112   Ernesto Arriola, Operations Manager, Solid Fuel Distributor, Port of Tarragona
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Baldo Puig, affirms that “growth is not a problem in the today’s (port) agenda(…)”  and consequently, “the 
actual Plan Director (Port Master Plan) does not consider any further growth”188.

   

188   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000
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port growth in coming years” 113 at least, heavy industrial activities. Arguments in alignment with “the Port 
announced declining of its operations and results (which) in 2016 are expected worse than in 2015”114. “A 
decrease of freight” 115 that, according to Miquel Ventura, “is stopping port extensions”. What it seems clear 
is that this infrastructure considered incredible strong and underused by Òscar Vives, requires of a proper 
assessment before to launch any future growth.

With respect to port urban activities, the initial surface of the Costa Dock has been incremented first with 
the marina (the Nàutic) and the Marina Port Tarraco after. Recently a plan was set to be extend the Nàutic116. 
However, there has not been found support among the port stakeholders in Tarragona for the enlarge-
ment of any port urban activity. Rather, they tend to highlight the failure of the development, considering 
the result “not too good”117, at the same time that highlight the “difficulties the Port has to introduce urban 
activities”118 within its domains.   

   

113   Òscar Vives, Communication Manager, Petrol Refinery, Port of Tarragona
114   Òscar Vives, Communication Manager, Petrol Refinery, Port of Tarragona
115   Miquel Ventura, Manager, Shipping and Port Activities, Port of Tarragona
116   In 2008 Ingeniería y Construcciones Catalonia (ICC), submits the Redacción del anteproyecto de ampliación de la dársena deportiva en el 
Puerto de Tarragona. The growth designed incremented the Naútic in 20,000m2 with an investment of € 54M. 
117   Marcel Noguerra, Manager, Container Terminal, Port of Tarragona.
118   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistic Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
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Port growth

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Big actors in the land market, port authorities, has the power and capacity to, on one hand participate of 
the industrial land supply by generating suitable ground and, on the other hand, meet the demand for 
urban space, providing primary locations along the popularly desired seaside. Port Authorities have the 
competence to enlarge their domains foreland with autonomy, a capacity they have been using to guaran-
tee the provision of land demanded by industrial and logistic activities. Land transformations toward urban 
uses are conditioned by the availability of space that guarantee maritime operations. “The city ends (now) 
in the Morrot” 189 says Agnes Sala from Port 2000 referring to the case of Barcelona. But, she continues, “if 
the city expands their domains (in the future) the port citizen’s growth might make sense”190. 

The discussion is today in the convenience or not of growing, the capacity or not to do it, and the options 
in case that is required. Firstly, in Barcelona, managers and tenants agree in considering the demand cov-
ered for the next 15-20 years as affirms Leticia Morales: “the Muelle Prat guarantees the land demand for 
the next 20 years”191. In Tarragona despite the Port plans for expansion, no demand is making use of the 
available space and therefore is not envisage any growth in the close future. Secondly, arguments are fre-
quent on stating the growth limitations, particularly referring the Port of Barcelona. But, while according to 
Baldo Puig “the growth to the South is not easy”, the growth foreland should not be considered an utopia. 
Furthermore, Joaquin Gallego, from the BPA concession Department, puts on the table the question on 
the city’s side, why not the city “looks for alternatives?”192, if there is a lack of space. “In Tarragona, the port 
expansion is not considered a handicap. (For the Port of Tarragona) is (still) possible to grow physically 
without problem”193, as it is foreseen in the Plan Director expectations. 

By last, there is a scenario considered desirable by the President of Port 2000, an agreement between the 
port of Barcelona-Tarragona that “would solve future growth problems”194 and would free extra land as a 
consequence of the unification of activities and services. A scenario that would probably drive towards 
new expansions of port urban activities considering previous experiences in Europe like the Malmo-Co-
penhagen Port (See Chapter 2.3.2.).

189   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep. Port 2000. Barcelona
190   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep. Port 2000. Barcelona
191   Leticia Morales, Port expertise, Engineering Company, Barcelona
192   Joaquin Gallego, Concession Department, Port of Barcelona
193   Miquel Ventura, Manager, Shipping and Port Activities, Port of Tarragona
194   Baldo Puig, Director of Port 2000
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Port land use development

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port memories: maps and pictures (years 1979 to 2010)     
 and from Port of Barcelona website: h�p://www.portdebarcelona.cat/es/web/el-port/mapa-interac�u. (year 2014) 
 - �or this map, the interest relied on evidencing ac�vity changes in periods of 5 years. Since this data is not   
 available for all years, a selec�on has been done considering the years 1979, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005,   
 2010, 2013. �hen no informa�on of any of these years has been found, the closest period has been chosen.  
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Figure 70, Barcelona, Port land use (1979-2013), Liquid Bulk
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

Regardless of the continued growth, uses once settle within the port present difficulties for moving. Activ-
ities which require of specific infrastructures and high initial investments, are less willing to change their 
location once established, which is in close relationship with the captivity of use explored before. Liquid 
bulk is represented above for being considered the use with higher restrictions to move (See Figure 70).  
From the drawing and the period of analysis is seen that initial settlements did not change in 35 years but 
they enlarge, if anything, the space occupied, recognizing and consolidating their position. What also 
show the rest of the drawing that can be consulted in the annex is that this behavior is common to the rest 
of the uses, at least, in the way the port group them and they can be interpreted.  
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Port land use development

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port memories: maps and pictures. 
 - �or this map, the interest relied on evidencing ac�vity changes in periods of 5 years. Since this data is not   
 available for all years, a selec�on has been done considering the years 1989, 1995, 1999, 2000, 2007 and 2013.  
 �hen no informa�on of any of these years has been found, the closest period has been chosen.  
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Figure 71, Tarragona, Port land use (1979-2013), Liquid Bulk
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona

Port uses in Tarragona reveals their continuity in the same location once established by first time (See Fig-
ure 71). This should be given a special importance to the decision of the uses and their initial settlement 
since it can be assumed that they will not move for a period of at least 30 years119. Not only by the impact 
of the original development on time, but because it will attract similar activities that will be aggregated 
around over time.

119   Concession time is of 30 years in the Spanish Port System.
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Port land use development

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Port uses are not flexible, but rather “too specific”195. This characteristic conditions the port use to first 
development decisions, since use changes will not take place in at least 30 years. In Barcelona, the easiest 
case to identify are the silos in the “oldest part of the Port, the closest to the city”196. Despite complains for 
the dust produced by the soya bean over the city on windy days, the “concession was recently renovated 
no matter its location”197. Rufino Cuevas, also manager of a food bulk company with silos in Tarragona do 
not understand the logic that “should has been (…) the move to the new extension in the Moll Prat”. Thus, 
though, the company mentioned, recognizes the negotiation with the BPA, its director commented that 
“improvements required were mainly aesthetics: painting the tanks, changing the fences, remove the plas-
tic roof, etc. An improvement of the image” 198. 

The high cost of the superstructure could be the main reason to keep operating dysfunctional uses in sen-
sitive locations. A reasoning that could be applied to justify the not moving of the ports despite the popular 
opposition to their industrial operations. In this regard, firstly, sunk costs should be considered and over-
come by the opportunity cost of moving. Secondly, the business links established should be reestablished 
or compensated, and thirdly, the infrastructure connections inland together should be replicated. A non-
easy task that moreover has to face the handicap of finding space available for development in the coast. 
Too many costs to be attainable according to Joaquin Gallego, “costs are too high and in the other hand it 
is not any available space along the Catalan coast to settle an industrial port”199. 

But urban developments are also immobile once they are firstly set. “In the middle of the Port (of Tarrag-
ona) is the Escuela Laboral” an activity considered by the representatives of the Commerce Chamber in 
Tarragona that “should move out” 200 at some point. However, “this educational facility, (located) inside an 
industrial area”201 is still operating in the same location that it was opened 50 years ago. 

The transformation of the land is a long and costly process at any time. This is the most probably reason to 
justify the rigidity of the port regulations, which requires of an specific assessments in the case that a trans-
formation is planed from industrial to urban uses. The land return to its of original use once is transformed 
is an unlikely event.

195   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistic Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
196   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistic Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
197   Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director, Logistic Bulk Food Products, Port of Tarragona
198   Miquel Abel, Manager, Logistics, Bulk Food Products, Port of Barcelona
199   Joaquin Gallego, Concession Department, Port of Barcelona
200   Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port Tarragona
201   Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port Tarragona
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The port border: a line that is continually redefined

Port border year 2013
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Port border year 1912

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
6.1 Port border (Surface Increment) BARCELONA

June ‘16
e 1.25000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port authority maps and memories.
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Figure 72, Barcelona, The transformation of the Port border 
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

In line with the Palmer (Palmer 2011) approach and the Bird (Bird 1963) and Hoyle (Hoyle et al. 1988) up-
dates, the Port is observed from its origin, noting the successive enlargements outwards from its hosting 
City. The resulting drawing is a line, the port border, in continue movement inland and foreland. A rope 
fixed to one point, the city’s origin, and moved up and down without any apparent guide or control. Limits 
of growth are not fixed and not clear. Demand, physical pre-existing conditions, technical improvements 
and administrative-political willing are key factors conditioning the final port shape. 

In Barcelona, big expansions were developed during the 70’s - 90’s and the beginning of the XXI’s Cen-
tury. A comparative of the growth foreland and inland shows the favorable of the ratio inland, justified on 
the lower price by unit previously introduced (See Figure 53). Meanwhile, the last decade, the expansion 
through land filling increased, probably due the impossibility to extend the Port activity inland, to areas 
that today are already totally developed.  
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The port border: a line that is continually redefined
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
6.2 Port border (Surface Increment)  TARRAGONA
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Figure 73, Tarragona, The transformation of the Port border
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona 

From its initial settlement, the Port of Tarragona expands firstly to Salou, taking hold of the whole coastal 
line until the Cap Salou, where a quarry supplied materials for the enlargement of the dykes in construc-
tion in the 70’s. In the 90’s “the Plan de Utilización Portuaria from 1994, release the Vila-seca waterfront and 
gave security to municipality and neighbors”120. The same plan that fosters the acquisition of land under 
the strategy “of buying all the possible land in the Port proximities”121 and which increase notably the Port 
land reserves. But, nonetheless, the Port Authority’s effort on expanding inland in the 90’s, the total surface 
conquered for maritime-industrial uses favors the expansion through foreland land filling (See Figure 73), 
described before less competitive when considered the price per unit (See Figure 54).

120   Felip Andreu, Former President, Port of Tarragona
121   Felip Andreu, Former President, Port of Tarragona
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The port border: a line that is continually redefined

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

While Barcelona supports a higher urban pressure by the size of the city and he metropolitan area, the 
ratio of growth inland/foreland results positive, different from Tarragona, where despite the absence of 
urban demand for the land in the interface, has a resulting negative ratio, which is also highlighting the in-
congruence of the Port plans and policies. The incomprehensible of the policies in Tarragona is moreover 
exaggerated by the existence of widen underdeveloped and vacant areas along the city-port interface 
(See Figure 60).  
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Port expansion and plans
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Figure 74, Barcelona, Port border transformation
Source, Author elaboration from BPA reports, memories and plans

Barcelona 

Sequential port enlargements and conversions appear systematic on time in the case of Barcelona. By gener-
ating a Port time-line for those processes is seen that, together with every land conversion towards urban activ-
ities, there was a previous process of port enlargement or a plan for the industrial port extension. Since the first 
known process for conversion in recent decades, an urban housing promotion of 34ha founded in year 1962 
part of the Anteproyecto del Plan Parcial del Puerto y su Ampliación, there is a plan backing the infrastructure 
expansion. In the case of the plan of 1962, the addition of 249 new hectares of industrial land. 

However, the 60’s plans did not come to reality until 20 years later, when in 1988, was approved the first Port 
urban plan. At that time, the Port Vell starts running its path to success that will drive the area to pass from the 
initial 55,60ha to the expected 88,60ha once finalized the addition of the San Beltran Dock (Autoritat Portuaria 
de Barcelona 2015). However, a non-impressive figure if compared with the size of the Port allotted for industri-
al uses, of 1.081,36 ha according to Port reports. 

Through analyzing the most important and recent port extension, developments and land conversions oc-
curred in Barcelona, it is observed a certain correlation between the announcements for enlargements and the 
transformations of land toward urban uses (See Figure 74). Thus, the beginning of the process of transformation 
of the Port Vell concur with the definition of the Delta Plan and with a non-minor event as they were the 1992 
Olympics. But, no matter the urban interest, no conversion will take place if the Port cannot guarantee the future 
of the maritime operations. Joaquin Gallego, from the Port of Barcelona concession Dep. clarifies that “only 
in case the port surfaces are obsoletes for their main initial purpose, the port maritime activities, they can be 
redesigned for a different use”202. 

During 100 years, plans on the city-port interface has been many, especially in the South side, where the then 
underdeveloped land gives the opportunity to dream with new industrial and urban models. Further from 
the Port Authority, the civil society participated on the visions. In 1969 the Commerce Chamber presented a 
mega-scale-master plan, the Avance del Estudio del Entorno Portuario de Barcelona (The Study of the Port of 
Barcelona Area, Blueprint) to industrialize the Barcelona Metropolitan area with 3,368ha consequence of the 
economic opening policy and the good market perspective (Alemany 1998). Three different options were pre-
sented, including hinterland canals in the Prat area. The proposals aimed to triple the port operative surface. 
However not the first, the Commerce Chamber plans were the most ambitious by the area considered. Though, 

202   Joaquin Gallego, Concession Department, Port of Barcelona
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Figure 76, Tarragona, Port TPA border transformation
Source, Author elaboration from BPA reports, memories and plans

Tarragona 

The Port of Tarragona like most of the Spanish State Ports has grown enormously during the last decades, 
fostered by a booming trade market and logistic expectations. Considering the beginning of the democ-
racy the study starting point122, in 1980 the Port of Tarragona made use of approximately 153ha of land. In 
2013, 33 years later, the Port is using 382ha, an increment of 229ha that scaled the total port surface by 2.5 
times (See Figure 76). On the other hand, the urban side of the Port, while opened in 1986, it has been ever 
fully enjoyed by citizens, not even after the opening of the Luxury Marina in 2007, the most recent devel-
opment. This lack of acceptance by people is probably the principal cause freezing the extension of the ur-
ban experience in Tarragona, despite the vast Port land reserves founded underused in the industrial side.

However “port uses have been protected from the urban uses to prevent the conversion as a consequence 
of the urban growth”123, port urban activities in Tarragona are not pushing the Port out and plans do not 
recognize new expansions of the port urban business. Joaquin Gallego, from the BPA, affirms that, a “prob-
lem emerges if you are planning a citizen’s port at the time you are building an industrial one”124. A practice 
that meanwhile, Mr. Gallego observation was practiced in the Port of Barcelona on a booming demand, a 
different context that the one observed today in Tarragona.

122   We have used 1979 as the beginning of this study. The main reasons are the observed ports expansion after the end of the dictatorship 
period in Spain and the emergence of reliable data and information consequence of the beginning of the new political opening. 
123   Agnès Sala, Legal Dep. Port 2000. Barcelona
124   Joaquin Gallego, Concession Department, Port of Barcelona
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other plans were previous. In 1860 together with the Ildefonso Cerdà’s Master plan for the Barcelona Eixample, 
it was also presented to the competition the Rafols’ Plan. A proposal that introduced water surfaces in the city 
center during a time of urban glory and great expectations for Barcelona, coincident with the modernist move-
ment. Years after, in 1934, the area today occupied by the Port and the Consorcio is objective of the GATEPAC203 
with their plan for Barcelona, a vision that extended the City to the South with a rationalist spirit. However, not 
the only, other smaller plans and visions have had an important impact in the Barcelona waterfront imprint. 
Among them, the Development of the Catalan power company land in the city waterfront by Antoni Bonet i 
Castellana  in 1966, considered a pure speculative plan never developed (Meyer 1999); the Barceloneta com-
petition organized by the COAC (Catalan Architecture Association) in 1971 won by Sola Morales but either de-
veloped. Ideas that time after were recovered with the rise to power of new politics and the priority given to an 
accessible coastal front line. A common willing that was transformed in a cohesive strategy that today connect 
50km of coast from the Besòs to the Port Vell. Contrary, the looking to the other side of Barcelona, from the Port 
Vell to the South, is a 7km of continuous industrial port still not accessible to the public. A continue forbidden 
land for people that is expected to progressively change its permeability in response to the current demand, 
and which is reflected in the continue movement of the custom checkpoint outward from the City’s core. 

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
16.1 Port Master Plan  -Plan Director- BARCELONA

June ‘16
e 1.75.000

1963 Plan General de ordenación y obras para el periodo (1963 - 1970) 

Image 3:  Port Memory 1997

Image 2: Port Memory 1990 

Image 1: APB, Nº DOC 4664. (dècada 60/70) Author unknown.
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Figure 75, Barcelona, Port plans
Source, Author elaboration from BPA plans

Plans for Port expansion has a large history in Barcelona. From the last 40 years are highlight the Plan 
General de ordenación y obras para el periodo 1963-1970 and the Plan Director del Puerto de Barcelona 
1990-2010. The third that could be considered in the update of the Plan Director from 1997, which include 
the opening of the Nova Bocana and therefore, the expansion of the Port Vell. Big plans, have the objective 
of ensuring the future market demand based on a growing base. Thereby, land surface, dykes extension 
and water embraced are key factors taken into consideration.  

203   Grupo de Artistas y Técnicos Españoles para el Progreso de la Arquitectura Contemporánea (Spanish Technics and Artist Group in Support 
of Progress and Contemporary Architecture). A regional group of modern architects, Spanish branch of the CIAM, the Congrès International 
d’Architecture Moderne.
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Port plans in Tarragona are not a daily tool, contrary, the information available give the idea that the Port 
has been driven without a clear strategy, but rather following a short term market base. Projects describe 
often too small upgrades and general visions are not common. From the 40 last years, the first modern 
Port plan that has been noticed was presented in 1973, the Anteproyecto de ordenación y ampliación del 
Puerto de Tarragona. The increment planned of 198ha in three phases almost triple the initial Port surface 
but no consideration have been founded on converting land to different uses than maritime-industrial. In 
1992, was presented the Proyecto de Nueva Zona de Servicio, the regularization of the Port boundaries and 
uses and the “release of the Vila-seca waterfront”125. A coastal waterfront that despite its leisure use and 
public accessibility remained under Port control. Not long time later, in 2000, the Port Authority launch the 
first Plan Director, gathering many of the expansions and enlargements already foreseen in the 1992 proj-
ect. The Segundo Plan Director prepared for 2015 did not see yet the light, however it is known the spec-
tacular growth planned. Reason why, probably was decided not to make it public considering the currently 
declining market context, probably different from the scenario foreseen at the time it was developed.  

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
16.2 Port Master Plan  -Plan Director- TARRAGONA
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Figure 77, Tarragona, Port plans
Source, Author elaboration from TPA plans

125   Felip Andreu, Former President, Port of Tarragona
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Box 6: The 1967 Port Housing Development Plan

In 1966 is launched by the Autonomous Port of Barcelona, the  Anteproyecto del Plan Ge-
neral del Puerto y su Ampliación (Port General Expansion Plan Blueprint) leaded by Aurelio 
Gonzalez Isla, civil engineer in charge of the Port of Barcelona at that time. The growth in the 
freight trade had doubled from 1959 to 1965 which recommended the extension of the Port 
existing infrastructures. The resulting plan foreseen an operative surface of 206 ha, which 
increased 2.5 times the initial port space of 102ha.

The project informs two parts: the North and South. The South Side is capturing the most 
of the investment and is planned for exclusive maritime-industrial uses. The North Side is 
presented as an opportunity for housing development: 34ha of urban development within 
the Port, from which 20 could be built under the consideration of keeping 40% of the surface 
for public use. The five floors considered, consistently with regulations, envisioned a total of 
700.000m2 of housing roof. A surface enough to compensate tenants still operating in the 
docks and that were plan to move to the new extension in the South. The beginning of a 
cost-benefit analysis in a port urban development operation.

Source:   Aurelio González Isla 1967, Anteproyecto del Plan General del Puerto y su Amplia-
ción.
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Box 7: The Plan Delta Extension (Moll Prat)

Based on traffic forecasts and an existing deficit of infrastructures space in the long run, the 
BPA with the support of the regional and central government assessed the Port alternatives 
to ensure its future competitiveness, guaranteeing the foreseen new intermodality and logis-
tic requirements. On support of the expansion were a Port freight trade grown of 69% from 
1992, beginning of the Spanish ports devolution process, to 2001, year of the beginning 
of the Moll Prat construction. This growth was even bigger if it is considered the containers 
trade, of 155% in the same period. 

The Plan Delta, from where the Moll Prat is one of the pieces, was launched in 1994. The Port, 
bounded by the Llobregat River and the City, required for a radical solution that allowed the 
Port growth, and from the finally two assessed options, it was decided to move the Delta to 
the South (Intecsa 1989). A move that also facilitated the accommodation in the Delta of the 
new airport terminal and the ZAL logistic zone (Saenz 2011). Once the different administra-
tive levels agreed, the public tender for the construction of Port extension was resolved in 
2001, twelve years after the beginning of the Moll Prat plan in 1989. Initiated with the ob-
jective of opening in 2011, constructions delays and the economic downturn did not make 
possible the cope with the originally setting date. As a consequence, currently the Moll Prat 
surface is about 1/3 of the total planed area. Even though the dykes and water barriers, key 
infrastructures in the development, are already finished and make possible to expand the 
Port surface on demand.

The figures of the Moll Prat:

• Water embraced surface increase from 374 ha to 786ha

• Port Operational Land Surface x2.3 times, from 558ha to 1.256ha

• Quay line grow from 19.766m to 29.702m

Source: BPA (2002), “La Ampliación del Puerto de Barcelona”
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Port expansion and plans

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

Plans for expansion are common along port history, however, the scale and dimension of the plans and ex-
pansions in the Spanish ports analyzed change from the 60’s-70’s onwards, in coincidence with the ages of 
the country’s opening to the international market. Since then, the scale of the land expansions have been 
incremented over time, supported on an envisioned not ending growing demand. During this expansion 
period, the direction of the plans and enlargements have expressed the ports preference for moving as 
far as possible from urban interferences. Today, ports expansion requires first, of a better criteria to asses 
demand with the aim avoiding land surpluses and financial failures. On the other hand, it is challenged the 
urban dissociation as the only solution for growth.

Furthermore, it has been found certain correspondence between the plans announcements and the con-
version of port land use towards urban activities in the case of Barcelona. However, the impression is that 
this phenomena, is not replicated in Tarragona. One possible reason is the minor tradition in Tarragona for 
long term planning. But also, Barcelona and Tarragona differ in their real estate market demand and there-
fore in the potential uses considered by the PAs to maximize the highest and best use of the land owned. 
Thus, in Tarragona, plans are not foreseen to foster urban activities, at least while physical segregation from 
the urban environment will stand. 

However, importantly it is the fact that PA’s are provided with the capacity to operate on the offer side of 
the real estate market, a non-common situation, which influence in the provision of urban land. This power 
is also backed by port technicians who mostly recommend foreland growth in spite of land acquisitions as 
a formula to guarantee ports growth, no matter the higher associated cost.

But, new plans for expansion are not expected in Barcelona, and either in Tarragona. On one hand the eco-
nomic context is not encouraging big investments, in the other, current trends opt for the intensification of 
the land use and inland interconnections that should also push the development of the region. 

By last, an important characteristic to remark in the process of port expansion and conversion of uses is 
the practice of keeping the port urban land ownership once it is transformed. In this regard, while, other 
national and international ports opt for transferring the ownership to another administration or private 
entity, in Barcelona and Tarragona, the decision was on keeping the ownership in PA hands. This strategy 
provides PAs of a powerful negotiation tool with their municipalities, as well as of none a minor instrument 
for local and international marketing.
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Box 8: Moll Prat, Capital Cost

The Moll Prat is part of the Delta Plan, an operation that further than the Port of Barcelo-
na extension includes airport and water infrastructures. The budget for the whole operation 
was:  in the airport infrastructure € 1,275M of public investment plus another € 1,200M of 
private investment, and in the port infrastructure € 1,045M of public investment plus € 728M 
of associated private investment. From the total costs of the development plan, productive 
and unproductive infrastructures are classified. Thus, while the move of the Llobregat River 
is afforded by the Generalitat and the Infrastructure Ministry (€ 60M), dykes, sea barriers and 
docks are paid by the PA10 and superstructures by the private sector. This is bearing the ad-
ministrations and the Port borrowing capacity with the costs of the parts considered unable 
to generate any direct income11. In the Prat Dock plan, the European Union cohesion funds 
provides 53% of the investment for the Muelle de Abrigo (Shelter Dock) dyke (€ 201M). The 
rest (€ 844M) was gathered in the credit market: private entities and the Investment Europe-
an Bank. A total debt that in 2012 reached € 486M, and is planned to be paid back through 
the Port cash flow12. 

The enormous extension of the Moll Prat has consumed the most of the construction budget 
in quays and water defenses. One of the main beneficiaries is the Zona de Actividades Logís-
ticas, which has widen its surface from 436ha to 1,048ha, which highlights the Port interest 
on enhancing its logistics capacity. Consultants from Cilsa13, the concessionaire of the ZAL, 
support “hinterland activities and logistics fundamental to capture maritime traffic, (which 
has been) traditionally the main ports source of revenues”14. Hence, in 201215 the ZAL 2 had 
not been finished, the area was already offering 207ha, 140.5ha extra than to 11 years back, 
when works in the Port started.

Source: BPA Concession Department and interviewees in Barcelona.
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Box 9: The role of the private investment in the port infrastructures pay 
back

The Moll Prat with a total investment of € 1,773M  obtains from private capital € 728M, from 
which € 532M are afforded by Hutchinson, an international port operator with base in China, 
and the rest, € 196M, by other sources. Private capital is engaged to provide superstructures 
over the land provided and afforded by public institutions. A system that keeps the biggest 
share of the risk in the public side, and facilitates private access to infrastructures through 
avoiding the initial provision cost. Thus, private companies have guarantee their access to 
privilege infrastructure through stable and low risk land rents that only consider the surface 
they make use. 

In the other side of the port, the Nova Bocana has followed a similar procedure. The infra-
structure cost has been assumed by the BPA, despite the different of the final goal, which in 
this case was not to provide a public service but to capture the highest and best through the 
hosting of urban activities. While, port technicians’ insights state that the Port do not pretend 
nothing more than paying back the landfill cost of the area occupied by the hotel and the 
shopping area, the models presented in this study show a relevant gap between the port 
land values and urban values (See Figure 48 and Figure 49). A high margin that would be 
explored how to capture.  

In this regard, there is the attempt of the National Government to promote the shift of the 
traditional port development model to a BOT, but “private entities do not want to take the risk 
of developing costly infrastructures if the administration is willing to do it”, according to Ber-
nat Vilaró from the Public Domain and Security Dep. At the TPA. Argument easily backed by 
tenants which realize “that the risk is enormous”. In opinion of Rufino Cuevas, Deputy Director 
of a bulk food company in Tarragona, to obtain positive results, the company should be “a 
market monopoly” to take the risk of participating of a build–operate and transfer operation 
in the ports. As a consequence, the first known attempt to enhance BOT developments in the 
Port of Tarragona failed, and the tender has remained void. The high cost of the operations 
discourage investors to participate. Mr. Vilaró recognizes the difficulties to find “an insurance 
company willing to cover” the long of the time business operation plan required. 

Source: BPA (2002), “La Ampliación del Puerto de Barcelona”; General Branch Operations 
and Planning Director, BPA Concession Department; Public Domain and Security Director, 
TPA; Logistics, Bulk Food Products Company Deputy Director, Port of Tarragona. 
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Box 10: Nova Bocana

The Nova Bocana (New Port Gate) operation in the Port of Barcelona has generated an exten-
sion of the port surface next to the Barceloneta district. Supported as a necessary improve-
ment of the Port infrastructure by managers, the gate was built with two objectives: first, im-
proving the water quality inside the Port through facilitating circulation and second, reducing 
shipping time by one hour for leisure boats and passenger ships.  

However, debate is open on the use earmarked to the piece of land resulting from the in-
frastructure development. The BPA fosters its highest and best use, taking advantage of its 
privilege position.  Thus, a modification of the special port plan was elaborated in collabo-
ration with the local and regional administrations competent in the citizen’s area. After the 
plan was agreed, a bid was organized for the land leasing with the right of constructing and 
developing a hotel and a commercial area for a period of 30 years, including construction 
time. Thus, in 2001 the land filling started, and eight years later, in 2009, the Vela Hotel and 
commercial-leisure complex annexed were opened. 

The Adjudicación Segunda Concesión Nova Bocana Business 2010, published in the BOE on 
Wednesday 5th of January of 2011 states the rent agreed with the concessionaire. Without 
taking into account the 2.4% the company has to pay through activity tax, considering the net 
turnover, the land price charged to the tenderer, 383.90€/m2 (2013 value) is approximately 
1/8 of the average of the Barcelona land value in 2007 and 1/13 of the value of the land in the 
Barceloneta district in 2006(See Figure 48).

Source. BPA Concession Department; Port 2000 Managers.
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Changes in the city-port interface
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
17.1 Port orthophotos BARCELONA

June ‘16

�Note�  - Ortophotos from ICGC (Ins�tut Carto�r��c i Geo�r��c de Catalunya), 
 h�p�������icc�cat�
 - 1946-47 orthophotos from CNIG
 

Port  built-up border year 2013

Port built-up border (current year)

Build-up area

2000

N

Figure 78, Barcelona, Transformation of the city-port interface 
Source, Author elaboration

Barcelona

The expansion of the Port of Barcelona is visible through the analysis of its border along the time. First 
orthophotos obtained from American flights in 1946 and 1959 show the still undeveloped area around 
the Llobregat River, at that ages space for agriculture. In the 70’s the size of the Port is visibly enlarged to 
the South it is possible to see already the development of the Consorci de la Zona Franca behind. With 
the expansion of the Moll Prat, the river is moved and the Port clearly increases its dimension foreland and 
inland. Today it seems clear the absence of space to grow next to the border if it is not foreland. Urban and 
industrial growth are limiting with the Port, and the River build a physical barrier in the South.
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Changes in the city-port interface
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
17.2 Port orthophotos TARRAGONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Orthophotos (years 1983, 1994, 2000, 2006, 2010,  
 2013) from ICGC (Ins�tut Cartogràfic i Geogràfic de  
 Catalunya), h�p://www.icc.cat/
 - 1946-47 orthophotos from CNIG.
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Figure 79, Tarragona, Transformation of the city-port interface
Source, Author elaboration

Tarragona

The size of the Port of Tarragona registered from the 40’s and 50’s shows a close link with the city’s core. 
To the South, conversely, the extensive area occupied today by port surface was agricultural land not long 
ago. The absence of pictures from the 60’s and 70’s does not give opportunity to observe the develop-
ment of the industry next to the Port coincident with this time period, but the pictures available from the 
80’s already suggest the pattern that give place to the today’s land occupation. Later, the Port did not stop 
increasing its surface, both inland, through acquiring land still vacant for the ZAL reserve, and foreland by 
the construction of new docks and dykes from which the most important is the continue enlargement of 
the Llevant Dyke.

Today, there is space to grow inland between the dispersed and sprawled industrial developments, but is 
also space available from the areas still underdeveloped within the Port domains. Orthophotos, show the 
differences between the Port property border line and the occupation of the land by maritime industrial 
related activities (Figure 79).  
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Changes in the city-port interface

Barcelona and Tarragona (outcome)

The recent development of the Ports of Barcelona and Tarragona just confirms the stated by Bird (Bird 
1963) in his Anyport model: the trend of the ports to grow foreland, opposite to their original settlements. 
However, limitations to grow are different for each of the port. Thus, while today, the Port of Barcelona 
is physically limited to expand its boundaries the Port of Tarragona is not. This condition, led the Port of 
Barcelona to present similarities with the Port of Amsterdam, which according to Wiegmans & Louw (Wieg-
mans & Louw 2011) is under requirement for strategic decisions that guarantee their survival, which it will 
be only through the enhancement of a closer and stronger city-port collaboration, recognizing the scarcity 
of land available and the non-stoppable demand for growth. 

Different, the Port of Tarragona, despite the limits build by urban neighboring development to North and 
South, has still space inland to expand. Vacant space is between industrial activities, an opportunity to in-
tegrate its activity within the industrial and logistic market.   
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
Before anything else, the limitations of this research in terms of the cases studied, the interviews, schedule, 
the access to information and the drawings should be mentioned. First, despite our interest in analyzing 
the whole Euro-Mediterranean context, the study is restricted to Barcelona and Tarragona, two representa-
tive city-ports under the same national administrative-economic context. This means that the conclusions 
cannot be generalized and that inferences should be limited to research parameters and procedures rath-
er than the specifics of the cases analyzed. Secondly, the nature of the purposive sample implies a bias, 
partially compensated for by its diversity and the total number of interviews. Although it was not sufficient 
for a ‘survey’, it did allow us to carry out ‘semi-structured interviews’ with the main agents in the field. Third-
ly, time was limited so the research could not be extended to include other similar cases in the Euro-Med-
iterranean area and emerging related topics could not be examined. Of all the topics that have been 
disregarded, the cruise market and its influence on city-port management is the research area that should 
be focused on first because of its apparent positive influence on city-port relationships. Fourthly, access 
to data was a clear handicap during the research, especially with regard to urban land values. Although 
some values were initially found for Barcelona, this research accepts that it is impossible to find similar 
values for the other municipalities analyzed in this study. This highlights the lack of protocols on academ-
ic-administrative collaboration and the general absence of proper recognition of the value of research and 
therefore the unwillingness to collaborate with academia. Fifthly, graphic representation through drawing 
has to cope with the difficulty of capturing an environment that is undergoing continual change through 
indicators that are often intangible. Instruction and rigor were only instruments available, to cope with a 
continuously changing reality, particularly at the city-port interface.

Conclusions:

Below, the conclusions are presented in the same order as the research objectives and questions. Thus:

First, with regard to the stakeholders’ main interest in the land conversion process, this research concludes 
that port authorities are key actors in the decision of when to transform land use and which areas are to be 
changed. Port managers are required to ensure and promote maritime-industrial activities, so they need to 
provide enough land so that demand can be satisfied. Therefore, land should only be converted once land 
supply for maritime-industrial uses is guaranteed. This opinion, while shared by port authorities, is also 
found to be influenced by demand and there is considerable variation between Barcelona and Tarragona.  
Once converted, land is allowed to develop its highest and best use so that it can improve port business 
results. The market expectations of port authorities can modify the use assigned to land in the urban prox-
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imities if the provision of land is guaranteed on the other side. Further, in the industrial-logistic area not all 
port operators support conversions and a greater mixture of uses. Opinions differ depending on the kind 
of company (port operator – industry - logistic), the dimension of the company (SME – corporation), the lev-
el of education of the manager and the activity of the company (leisure - container traffic – petrochemical 
– bulk cargo), etc. In this regard, all the tenants on the urban side of the port are assumed to be interested 
in continuing to operate or even extend their activities within the area. Corporations and companies are 
also interested in the higher added value of incorporating services into the city-port interface that improve 
the living and working conditions of their employees. People satisfaction (employees and managers) is 
the main argument in support of changes in the city-port context among the companies working in the 
maritime-industrial-logistic environment. Transport accessibility proves to be fundamental, not only for 
cargo but to make it easier for people to travel and shorten their commuting time. Another significant 
factor in support of land conversions and transformations of use is port marketing and the reopening of 
relationships between city and port. Popular opposition to port activity is responded to by port authorities 
by greater alignment with cities and increasing participation in urban life. Ports understand the importance 
of the people’s support if they are to continue operating. Urban transformations and activities involving 
urban and port administrations are key to opening up dialogue and collaboration between institutions. 

Second, with regard to the influence that the land market has on setting and defining the port areas ac-
cessible to the general public, this research conclude that urban areas are the ports’ most valuable parts in 
terms of the land owned. Port urban areas are more profitable per surface unit than other port areas, par-
ticularly in locations with high urban demand and strong limitations on the offer as is the case of Barcelona. 
This drives port authorities to maximize profit by intensifying the land converted whenever possible and 
extending their real estate activity. The potential for extending urban port experiences is recognized within 
the city-port environment in Barcelona, because of the considerable difference between maritime-indus-
trial port land rents and port urban rents. In Tarragona, there is little interest in extending the port urban 
experience because there is little difference between industrial and urban port rents, and the city’s real 
estate market. Likewise, the common argument that land enlargements have high associated costs should 
not always be a problem since the cost per unit is, in the worse scenario, covered by the port urban land 
once the land is converted from port uses. Thus, in the case of Barcelona, the value of the port urban land 
is up to six times the cost of extending the surface. The market conditions in Tarragona are not the same, 
and the port can hardly cope with the cost of port enlargements in the port urban area, the highest in value. 
While the price per unit of land does not vary much from one port to another, the real estate market shows 
considerable differences which could influence the decisions taken on land extensions and conversions. 
However, ports seem not to be concerned with unit costs; they are more concerned with total investment 
costs, the biggest handicap for growing foreland. So despite their administrative and legal capacity to 
extend foreland, ports are highly conditioned by the real estate market and enlargement costs of whole 
operations, the probable cause of the failure of recent BOT operations in the Port of Tarragona, considered 
unfeasible by the private sector (port tenants). 

Likewise, restrictions in easy access to land resources influence the demand for port land in the nearby ur-
ban areas. Thus, in Barcelona the well-recognized scarcity of land makes all the land available in the inter-
face attractive, not only for port-related uses but also for urban activities. On the other hand, in Tarragona, 
the relative availability of land does not enhance the city’s interest in the land adjoining the port.

Our third question was how regulations affect land conversions and port operations and growth. This 
research found that many port stakeholders do not consider environmental regulations to be relevant to 
their operations; they do not affect their expansion, future or growth. While processes can extend project 
and plan times, they do not determine decisions on port enlargements and, in consequence, land conver-
sions to urban uses. Nevertheless, the existence of two administrative-regulatory systems in the interface is 
thought to lead to confusion about the implementation of laws and the responsibilities of the administra-
tions, and to considerable dissatisfaction with the other side. The prioritization of port services has formed 
an administrative and regulatory system that is complex, makes it difficult for the main stakeholders, city 
and port to reach agreements, and needs to be improved to facilitate future inter-administrative collabo-
ration. Likewise, the PA’s awareness that they need popular support if they are to continue with their mar-
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itime-industrial operations in the mid-term has prompted them to reinforce city-port collaboration. They 
now take more active part in daily urban life and include people’s demands in their plans.

The fourth question was how corporatization on the one hand and urban demand on the other are contrib-
uting to improve city-port collaboration. This research considers that the port authorities’ need for positive 
annual results encourages activities that are profitable, as in the case of the citizens’ port in Barcelona. This 
leads to the intensification of land use and denser built-up areas, and it also requires negotiation with the 
local administrations which have the power to veto constructions inside the Spanish ports. On the other 
hand, a popular increase in demand for coastline access and greater tourist interest in waterfront locations 
have prompted municipalities to integrate port plans for urban expansion by approving developments 
considered speculative even within the public administrations. The biggest challenge today is to work 
together on a basis of trust, which can be achieved if information is shared and processes are transparent. 

Likewise, the fact that PAs now believe that a mixture of uses, not specialization, gives ports added value 
opens the door to new activities that complement traditional exclusive maritime-industrial operations. The 
new actors and their associated requirements drive the development of new city-port spatial results.

The fifth focus of this research was the spatial result of plans and regulations in the city-port interface. While 
ports are recognized generators of wealth in the region, it is far from clear that there are local positive ex-
ternalities. Port urban activities are regarded as positive by local institutions and citizens. However, there 
are still conflicts about the coexistence of certain uses and activities that are thought to be incompatible. 
Housing is the clearest example. Uses are clearly segregated in the interface. Zoning plans inside and out-
side the port are rigidly designed to protect maritime and industrial activities from more competitive urban 
activities. The plans lack flexibility and do not respond to market demand so they lead to underdeveloped 
and derelict areas in locations that are of great interest for industrial or urban uses. Nonetheless, the lack 
of available space for new developments is leading to new solutions that intensify land use and bring port 
and urban activities closer together. 

Likewise, there is a certain correlation between port plans and planning extensions and conversions to 
port urban uses. The port’s priority to guarantee land for maritime-industrial activities limits possible future 
conversions in spite of the higher profitability of port urban uses. Conversions are, in any case, more likely 
to happen under positive real estate market conditions, which could also bring the southern extension of 
Barcelona’s citizens’ port to a halt.

Ports are also being subdivided in zones according to the extent of urban interaction, which clearly has an 
effect on the resulting spatial definition. Urban ports, cruise ports and industrial ports are emerging as a 
sequence of activities with full, medium or no relationship with their neighboring environment in the city-
port interface. The connections between city and port, the definition of the physical limits and the setting 
of the infrastructures are all affected by this structure that puts a premium on the speed of freight transport 
in the industrial area and people-water interaction in the citizens’ area. As a result, bridges are erected 
to save time independently of the peculiarities of the local environment, while at the other extreme high 
quality urbanization encourages people to participate in the public space.

Policy Recommendations:

The particular cases of Barcelona and Tarragona suggest that policies and practice could be improved to 
ease the relationship between cities and ports and make better use of resources. 

First of all, monitoring and evaluating land values in the city-port interface is expected to contribute to a 
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better use of scarce land resources. Today, studies restrict their focus to one side or the other, the city or 
the port. A more comprehensive, all-embracing approach is required.

Secondly, the fact that we found a number of areas available for development in the city-port interface 
suggests that land contiguous to ports does not have the same value as it had before. This indicates that 
new policies are required to regenerate the existing built environment and to adapt the existing restrictive 
use policies to more flexible planning systems that take into account current market requirements.

Thirdly, the increasing dispersion of industrial-logistic activities inland emphasize the importance of time 
in companies’ business equations ahead of proximity to port infrastructures. The greater efficiency of port 
services and the costs associated with bulk breaks, which are similar if they are in proximity to ports or in 
the periphery of metropolitan areas, are encouraging companies to move inland in search for locations 
with more competitive land prices. This phenomenon suggests that existing policies that traditionally pri-
oritize the concentration of investments in infrastructures need to be updated to new models that recog-
nize the dispersion of new developments and the opportunity to develop in areas that at one time were 
considered remote. In this way, public resources may be able to be allocated more efficiently.

Fourthly, the fact that urban services within the industrial-logistic chain provide added value indicates that 
policies and plans should be redesigned so that there is greater administrative and spatial integration be-
tween uses and activities. The interaction and proximity of a variety of activities improves people’s satisfac-
tion and helps make companies more attractive to highly skilled employees. However, administrations and 
companies are restricted by regulations that do not consider the requirements of the market and people, 
and organize space by zoning, which may be justifiable for safety reasons but does not take advantage of 
the potential collaboration between stakeholders in the city-port interface.

Recommendations for further research:

This study is limited to the cases of Barcelona and Tarragona, two ports within the Spanish National Port 
System. Further research should be carried out on the Euro-Mediterranean context to assess city-port in-
terface developments by analyzing the process of land conversion and the balance and integration be-
tween urban and maritime-industrial uses in different countries. This would help identify the trends and 
weaknesses in the transformations occurring in the city-port interface, and help produce tools that would 
drive land conversions forward and contribute to the design of the city-port models of the future. Previous 
research suggests that the French and Italian environments are of particular interest. However, administra-
tive collaboration is required and should be ensured before any studies are begun.

Despite the interest in developing models that assess land values in the city-port interfaces, reliable data-
bases were difficult to come by and to access. The main handicap was the absence of protocols for collab-
oration between the administration and academia. So we recommend establishing standard inter-admin-
istrative procedures so that researchers can have easier access information. Awareness needs to be raised 
about how valuable research can be to the improvement of the nation’s wealth.

Port urban developments, from the first Rouse development in Baltimore to the Port Vell in Barcelona and 
Marina Port Tarraco in Tarragona, have high initial risk. However, after some time, the recognized success 
of the property developments has not been associated with any change in the initial income from occu-
pants and therefore in the profit generated for the PAs. Land rents for urban activities in the ports cannot 
be compared with urban land rents in the nearby areas. Further research is required to analyze similar 
urban developments with high initial risk with the aim of discussing procedures and improvements in 
land management tools. Although it is generally accepted that there is a need for “a friendly business en-
vironment” to encourage the development and improvement of urban conditions, the conditions under 
which non-fundamental activities are allowed to access privileged and limited port environments must be 
examined closely so as to guarantee fair competition for land use. One field that needs to be explored in 
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the city-port interface are techniques for capturing the value generated by port and urban developments. 
Land leasing and rents are useful land value capture techniques and have been discussed in this study. 
However, their combination with taxation systems such as activity tax, despite not having been evaluated 
in this research, would provide greater insight into companies’ financial stress. 

Of the port areas explored in this study, Nova Bocana and Hotel W are port developments that require 
deeper analysis if it is to be understood why a privileged location with a high FAR does not have consider-
ably higher land values than other urban spots. On the contrary, land prices within the Port Vell are lower 
than the average urban prices. 

The conclusions of this study on the interest of stakeholders in a variety of uses in the interface are not 
straightforward. There is some agreement that employees need to have access to services, but it is not 
clear exactly what form these services should take and where they should be located. Also, regulations and 
their limitations need to be explored further so that they reflect the demand of both people and the mar-
ket. Stakeholders’ interests in new mixed city-port developments need to be analyzed, and the expected 
spatial, economic and social results evaluated.
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Since the criteria of the research structure related to the interviews is set in the methodology chapter of this 

document, the annex reports exclusively the stakeholders lists and the initial questionnaires stated for the both 

cases.  

Organization of the interviews annex: 

The model was set for the case of Barcelona and was adapted during the interview process from the experience 

of the interviews held. The model used for the interviews in Tarragona has the same initial structure. However, 

stakeholders and questions were adapted to the Tarragona specific context. Furthermore, previous experience 

in Barcelona suggested minor changes in the selection of the stakeholder and the stated questions. 

Organized by date, first the case of Barcelona is presented, followed by the case of Tarragona using the same 

structure described below. 

 

a. Barcelona 

- Stakeholder sample 

- Questionnaire structure 

- Initial setting questionnaire 

- Transcription of the interviews 

 

b. Tarragona 

- Stakeholder sample 

- Questionnaire structure 

- Initial setting questionnaire 

- Transcription of the interviews 
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Date of the interviews: 

Organized by date, the first questionnaires and interviews refer to the case of Barcelona and second and in the 

same order the questions and interviews of the case of Tarragona are stated. 

Interviews were conducted during two different periods of time: 

- Barcelona, June and July of 2012 

- Tarragona, September of 2015 to February of 2016. 

Despite the time elapsed between the interviews the socio-economic context in Spain was not considered highly 

different1.  

Despite the ideal of conducting interviews during the same period of time, the election of the case study as a 

methodology assumes the risk of comparing different context which are not coinciding in time. Under common 

circumstances is assumed the inability to conduct the same analysis at the same time in two or more places 

consistent with the limitation of the available resources. However, the study and the analysis of the interviews are 

aware of the limitation and takes it into consideration during the statement of the research and its conclusions. 

Likewise, while interviews in Barcelona were mostly concentrated during the months of June and July, interviews 

in Tarragona were extended during more than 5 months. The main reason is the time limitation existing in the 

first case. At that time the researcher was living abroad and visited Barcelona for a short period of time. It was 

required a strict schedule for the interviews which were prepared months in advance. In the second case, the 

accessibility to the selected interviewers was sometimes not too direct, although the delay was not considered a 

problem when appointments were confirmed. Furthermore, many of the appointments were delay by the 

interviewers up to 5 weeks, but rather than modifying the interview it was preferred to keep the initial sample 

when possible. 

 
  

                                                            

1 In 2012 the financial crisis had already hit the market and stopped the most of infrastructure investments. In 2015-16 the situation is 

not deferring too much from three years back. Market has been readjusted and less competitive companies have moved further out 

from prime locations while other companies are movements now taking advantage of the vacant space leaved back next to the ports. 

Infrastructure investments are still blocked and the operative space offered in the two ports analyzed is exceeding the demand. 
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a. Barcelona 
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Stakeholder Sample 

Questionnaires are set taking into consideration the particularities of the interviewers and differentiating them 

by groups. Those groups remain the structure established previously in the sample: 

 

Annex table 1, Port of Barcelona sample, Stakeholders structure. 

The sample had the purpose of representing: the public administration in the three organizational levels, central 

government, regional governments and local government; the port administrative body through the Port 

Authority; the Port tenants, both the ones located inside the industrial area and the ones located in the citizen’s 

port; the developers and the infrastructure technicians. From the initial planned sample only the central 

government representative was not interviewed. 

In the case of Barcelona interviews were conducted during May, June and July 2012.  

The total number of interviews was 21 from 44 interviewers which were contacted initially. The semi structure 

interview format limited broader samples. However, the trial selected purposively managers which, in one hand 

were considered representative for the study, and in the other were easy to access. 
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Annex table 2, Port of Barcelona sample, Interviewed list. 
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Questionnaire Structure 

At the same time it was decided to structure the questions in four areas, related to the initial research questions 

and hypothesis: 

 

Q1- Spatial Port Organization 

Q2- Mixture of urban-maritime activities 

Q3- Relevance of regulations in the restriction of land conversion processes 

Q4- Market influence in land conversion processes 

 

The four areas set were also organized under the three main themes organizing the research: City-Port 

Administrative Landscape, Q3, Urban Spatial Context, Q1-Q2, and Market Context, Q4.  

The next step was to assign question areas to the different groups of stakeholders. Thus, main groups were 

divided in subgroups and those link with the question areas: 

Question Area Stakeholder group   Subgroup 

Q1 Port Companies Industrial Port 

  Citizen’s Port 

Q2 Barcelona Port Authority  

Q2,Q3,Q4 Barcelona Port Authority Industrial Port 

  Citizen’s Port 

 Puertos del Estado  

Q3,Q4 Barcelona Municipality  

 Generalitat de Catalunya  

Q4 Public Administrations Central Gov. 

 

Re 

 

  Regional Gov. 

  Local Gov. 

 Barcelona Port Authority  

 Real Estate Consultancy Firms  

 Independent Advisor  
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Thus, from general questions, sub questions were developed taking into consideration specific context and 

particular stakeholders positions. Groups of stakeholders and areas of interest were combined to set the specific 

questionnaires.  

Despite the stakeholders selected share the same city-port environment, they do not have the same interests in 

the area, differing enormously in the kind of operations developed.  

The initial objective was targeting company managers and senior officials. Expecting time limitations, interviews 

were set to be not extended more than 20/30 minutes. Likewise, questions are direct since the selected 

population sample is considered expertise in the analyzed field. 

The questioners also pretend to obtain secondary data from interviewers. Thereby the model differentiated two 

parts: the first part was focus on the secondary data set, the second part was exclusively related to primary data.  
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Initial Setting Questionnaires 

Once the main structure and questions were set, specific questionnaires were established for the different 

subgroups.  

The basic initial structure is the following:  

a) Regional Government  and Municipality (public administrations) 

b) Port Mangers ( Port Authority ) 

c) Industrial Port Tenants 

d) Citizen’s Port Tenants 

e) Real Estate Consultancy Firms/Independent Advisor 

Questionnaires were adapted during the interviewing process because of the inadequacy of the questions: 

difficulties to make the point, recurrence of the questions …and the gathering of information which made 

necessary the adaptation of the initial stated questions.  
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a. Regional Government  and Municipality (public administrations) 

Market Economy 

Q4-Land conversion 

Q-Do you consider that it is a strong relation between market –demand- and port land conversion? 

Q-¿Is your administration interested in a forthcoming land conversion process? 

Q-What you consider were the most favorable indicator for the land conversion to take place during the 

80’s in the Port Vell, a high demand from the urban side or the approval of the Delta plan which ensured 

the availability of space for the Port operations?  

Q-Do you consider a 20 years scenario where urban demand matches the port movement cost from the 

claimed interface? 

Explaining this situation more clearly, we could say that the cost of land expansion and adequacy for the 

claimed area is covered by the land urban demand. Thereby, as a consequence, is feasible for the port 

to continue moving outwards. 

 

Q-The Port Vell conversion of uses and activities arrived to the Supreme Court who demands for a joining 

plan between city and port due the conflict of responsibilities and in regards of a common benefit. Thus, 

it is assumed that if the land is owned by the port and is not interest in the conversion by the landowner, 

in contrast with the 80’s situation, the conversion will not take place. 

 

0

1
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3

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030

Urban Land Demand

Cost of land creation
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In what scenario do you consider that the land conversion is most likely to happened 

 S1 

A recreation of 80’s 

situation 

S2 

Current situation 

S3 

A decline in 

maritime operations 

S4 

An increase in the 

port operations 

 The organization of 

a big event 

Economic 

slowdown 

Decrease of port 

competitiveness 

Raise of port 

competitiveness 

Port land 

demand 

    

Urban land 

demand 

    

Port Land size Enlargement plan in 

study 

Difficulties for 

enlargement due 

regulations. 

Softer Regulations, 

land cost 

enlargement not 

assumable by the 

port maritime 

operations 

Softer Regulations, 

land cost 

enlargement 

assumable by the 

port maritime 

operations 

Urban Land size Land available to 

develop. 

No land available 

to develop. 

No land available 

to develop. 

No land available 

to develop. 

 

Q-What are the conditions do you consider optimal for the conversion to take place? 

Q-How would you rate the importance of the market in the port land conversion? From 1 to 7, being 1 

no important at all and 7 highly important. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

 

b. Port Mangers ( Port Authority ) 
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The City-Port Administrative Landscape 

Q2-Integration City-Port 

Q-Is the Port interested in a higher integration and mixture of urban-maritime activities? 

What are the positive/negative aspects of a higher integration? 

Q2-Environmental Issues 

Q-Are the environmental regulations restricting the port possibilities to growth?  

What are those considered more harmful for port interest? 

Q2-Administrative issues 

Q-In a scenario of less strict regulations for the port industry and businesses, which facilitate a higher 

integration of urban and port activities, 

How would you rate your interest for future projects, from 1 to 7, if the mixture of urban and port activities 

are sharing the same land at 50% rate?  

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q3-Sustainability 

Q-How the port corporatization is affecting the transformation of port land for urban purposes (we see 

services and commercial oriented uses but not yet housing)? 

Are these alternative activities utilized to balance the annual budget and foster the growth of the main 

purpose of the port which is the maritime sector? 

 

Market Economy 

Q2-Added Value 

Is a higher mixtures of activities contributing to add value to the port business ecosystem? 

If yes, how? If not, why not? 

 

Q4-Port land enlargements 

Q-In a scenario where the demand for urban uses will cover the cost of future enlargements for the same 

size and quality which is provided today, would be the Port willing to move outwards? 
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What are the principle risks that should be evaluated in advanced?  

Q-Do you consider a 20 years scenario where urban demand matches the port movement cost from the 

claimed interface? 

 

Q-What has been the cost of the port enlargement from 2001 till today?  

What has been the total number of ha enlarged, taking into account sea barriers and dykes? 

Q-What was the cost of expanding the port land M€/ha in 1989 when the Plan Delta was approved?  

Please add the reference of the year the budget was calculated. 

Q-What  was the cost of expanding the port land M€/ha in 2001 when the Project Delta started? 

Please add the reference of the year the budget was calculated. 

Q-Do you have an estimation of what is the cost of expanding the port land M€/ha today including 

environmental compensation costs? 

Please notify the year when the estimation was calculated. 
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Urban-Spatial Context 

Q1-Port Spatial Organization 

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems. The PUEP (land legal framework established 

by the central government) and PEOP (urbanistic aspects) elaborated by the different port authorities 

and the PGOU by the municipality. Is this planning organization separation working in favor of the port 

interest?  

In a scale from 1 to 7 where 1 is very negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification of the city-port 

spatial organization collaboration would affect the port enterprises operations or future investments? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q1-Spatial Obstacles 

In a context where to continue expanding the port is not a possibility. 

Have the port reserves of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

If not, what are the Port of Barcelona plans regarding it? 

How you would rate from 1 to 7, the port lack of space problem during the next 15 years? Where 1 is not 

problematic at all and 7 very problematic. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Specific questions for the ZAL zone managers 

Market Context 

Q4-ZAL development and profitability 

Q-Are you using scales to calculate the land rent within the ZAL zone or is the administrator managing 

differently here than in the Port area the land owned? Is the market fixing the price? 

Q-Is also charges an activity rate (tax)? 

Q-How are you enhancing a higher intensity of land use within the ZAL zone?  

It is expected that you will be interested in the enterprises with higher added value. 

Q-Is possible for logistic areas like the ZAL to compete in value with urban uses? 

Q-What is the payoff term for the land investments realized in the ZAL zone? 
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Q-Do you have any ratio to calculate the cost of land enlargements? 

Urban Spatial Context 

Q2-Integration City-Port 

Q-How is affecting the ZAL operations the city closeness? Is city closeness a value also?  
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c. Industrial Port tenants 

First it is a list of features considered objective data or secondary data. Those questions were prepared to every 

tenant, independently of its position into the port.  

Activity 

Q-What is the main activity developed for your company in the Port? 

Land management 

Q-What is the surface (m2) occupied into the Port? 

Q-What is the annual land rent your company is charged by the Port Authority? 

Leasing period 

Q-When was it signed/initiated the leasing contract to operate in the port? 

Q-What is the extension of the contract agreement? 

Q-Is there any contractual clause for compensation in case of unilateral rescission? Which one? 

Annual billing 

Q-What was the last year annual billing of your company? 

Annual profit 

Q-What was the last year annual profit of your company? 

 

Secondly, a list of questions is set organized under the initial four question areas: Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4. 

City-Port Administrative Landscape 

Q3-Relevance of regulations in the restriction of land conversion processes 

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems. The PUEP (land legal framework established 

by the central government) and PEOP (urbanistic aspects) elaborated by the different port authorities 

and the PGOU by the municipality. Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational 

systems?  

In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer 

collaboration in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 
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1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Market Economy 

Q4-City-Port Land Market 

Q-Is the land value or the land rental in this case, a fundamental factor at the moment of the decision of 

placing your company in the port? 

Q-Do you consider the land rent high in the port? 

Q-Are you studying other port locations taking into consideration land rent differences?  

Q-In your annual balance, what is your biggest cost? The land rent or the operational tax? 

Q-In your concession contract, is the rent modified based on the land market value? 

Urban-Spatial Context 

Q2-Integration City-Port 

Q-Is your company interested in a major mixture/integration of port and urban activities? 

What are your worries about an increasing mixture? 

What are the positive aspects of a possible implementation? 

Q2-Added Value 

Q-What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the 

port community? 

Q2-Satisfaction with Port Authority management (landlord system) 

Q-Do you perceive that the Port Authority is working in these aspects? 

Mixture and integration of port and urban activities with the objective of bringing highest added value 

to the port logistic chain and better services to the customers 

Q1-Spatial Obstacles 

Q-In a context where to continue expanding the port is not a possibility. 

Q-Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

How you will rate from 1 to 7, the lack of space problem for your company’s operations in 15 years 

period? 1 represents a totally none problematic scenario and 7 very problematic scenario. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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Q-What is your interest in continuing operating in the Port of Barcelona during the next 15 years? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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d. Citizen’s Port tenants 

City-Port Administrative Landscape 

Q3-Satisfaction with Port Authority management (landlord system) 

Q-Do you perceive that the Port Authority is working actively promoting a mixture and integration of 

port and urban activities with the objective of bringing highest added value to the port and better service 

to the customers? 

Q3-Environmental 

Q-Do the environmental regulations have any impact –extra cost- in your investment in the Port? 

Q3-Administrative 

Q-What are the implications of operating in the port from a regulatory/legal perspective? The fact that 

another administration level is involved, does it makes more difficult to manage your enterprise? 

Compared to other locations where your company is operating, how would you rate the legal port 

framework in Barcelona? 1 is less than other locations, 7 represents much more than other locations, and 

4 equal than other places. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Market Economy 

Q4-Operation profit 

How the land leasing system set in the Port Vell influence your investment operations decisions? 

What is the enterprise interest for this land tenure formula in future investment operations? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q4-Land value 

Q-Do the Port supply the superstructure or is only serving the land? 

Q-What is the land rent (m2) the Port Authority charges your company per year?  

Do you have any other cannon to afford due your location within the Port domains?  

Q-During the decision process of setting your location into the Port, did you were assessing other 

possible locations in the city? Is the land value inside the Port higher than in other locations considered 

suitable for your company operations? 
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Urban Spatial Context 

Q2-Integration City-Port 

Q-Do you think that there is space for a higher integration of urban port activities in the future in other 

areas of the Port? 

How you would value from 1 to 7an extension of the Port Vell experience where the mixture of urban 

and port activities should be the 50% rate sharing the same land?  We can assume that the maritime 

commercial activities in the Port Vell are now restricted at 10% of the land occupation. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q2-Added Value 

Q-What is the added value the port location brings to your company? 
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e. Real Estate Consultancy Firms/Independent Advisor 

Market Context 

Q4-Real Estate Market Size 

Q-What is the situation of the real estate market in Barcelona? 

Are the activities growing in the center? What are the expectations?  

Q-What is today the land offer in Barcelona?  

Q-What are the most demanded areas for …?  

- Offices 
- Housing 
- Hotels 
- Commercial Space 
- Industrial/Logistic 

Q-What are the demanded land uses which are not matching with the available offer? 

Q4-Land price 

Q-What is the land residual value reference in Barcelona –municipality-? 

Q-What are the reference prices in comparable areas in the city?  

- 22@, Forum, Sant Cugat 

Q-Have you calculated the land residual value for this areas? 

Q4-Market trends 

Q-What are the best rate properties in your agenda for…? 

- Offices 
- Housing 
- Hotels 
- Commercial Space 
- Industrial/Logistic 

Q-It exist any recognized trend moving activities or uses back to the core of the city? 

Q-Do you consider that there is a potential for the land conversion in the port area contained between 

The Morrot and the Passeig de la Zona Franca? 
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Q4-Land Tenure System 

Q-What is the interest on land leasing in the market? For what sectors? 

Q-Do you consider that it is any potential for housing using leasing as land tenure system? Why? 
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Transcription of the interviews 

Interviews are ordered by stakeholders groups and date of recording in the same format for the both cases: 

Barcelona and Tarragona. The stakeholders groups keep the initial structure previously presented: 

- Regional Government   

- Municipality  

- Port Mangers ( Port Authority ) 

- Commerce Chamber 

- Industrial Port Tenants 

- Citizen’s Port Tenants 

- Real Estate Consultancy Firms 

- Independent Advisor 

Despite the option of organizing the recorder interviews by groups of questions or topics (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) this 

option was dismissed. It was prioritize the order in which the questions were stated during the conversations 

preserving the integrity of the interviews. 

The form contains information about the interviewed and the company that will remain masked to preserve their 

confidentiality. Alternative-fictitious names substitute interviewed original names to guarantee their anonymity 

at the same time that easier the lecture of the document. Original names are kept in researcher hands and 

correspondence is followed through the interviewed code assigned to each respondent.  

On the top right side of every interview information about the interviewed, the stakeholder and the date of 

interview is reported as follows.  

 

Interviewed name (fictitious) 

Company name (masked) 

Sector 

Position 

University represented 

University Department/Group 

Place where the interview is recorded 

Day/month, Year 

Interviewed code 
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Regional Government   
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Mr. Rafael Villa 
Generalitat de Catalunya 

Regional Government 
Departament de Territori I Sostenibilitat 

Direcció General de Transports i Mobilitat 
Infrastructures Assistant Director 
IHS, Erasmus University Campus 

UMD8 
Barcelona 

16th July, 2012 
G2.p1.g21 

 

The goal was to get in contact Mr. Lluís Recoder i Miralles, the Conseller (Generalitat Counselor), as this was 

complicated I tried to contact Mr. Ricard Font Hereu, the Transports and mobility Director. Finally I was directed 

to talk to the sub director, Mr. Villa. 

Mr. Villa is a young civil servant, is his forties. He is expertise in mobility, but the knowledge of the Port is limited 

to the infrastructures connections, mostly trains, the “obsession” of the current Catalan regional government.  

I was received at 4.30 in the afternoon. The secretary recommended me to go at that time because there was 

less activity in the offices. She was right, nobody was there; the building was almost empty, as well as the space 

where I was received by Mr. Villa. The Urban Department building is centrally located next to Sants Station. But, 

despite the apparent external modernity, inside is a conservative space, darkly decorated. Mr. Villa’s office was 

a small fish tank in the building layout, privileged with the access to the external views through the window. 

The meeting was conducted in Catalan, the language Mr. Villa used to welcome me. 

R-They are dynamics which are difficult to change. It could be possible to move the port to the middle of nothing 

to do whatever you want, but ports are linked to their hosting cities. Barcelona developed the Moll de la Fusta 

and all the Olympic Operation. After those operations the rest were realized with the objective of complying with 

the city desires, like the cruise terminals. Not many are the cities enjoining a cruise terminal with such a privilege 

location in front of the city, where the short distance permits to walk or take a taxi to access the city center. As a 

luxury hotel, it is difficult to get a better location. 

Q-What I want to know is the users/tenants interest over the port land, the interest of the different administrations 

over the port surface, the administrative/legal difficulties to integrate or convert the urban and port activities and 

what is the demand. 

R-Barcelona is an example of well separation between port activities and urban activities. From Montjuïc in 

advance is the port and before the Morrot is not any maritime commercial activity incompatible with urban uses 

(containers, cranes …). They are two ports and the true one is not seen by the Barcelona citizens. Barcelona has 
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not the typical front with containers, etc. Barcelona is a luxury port for the city. The port of “activity”: containers, 

silos… is disguised by the mountain (hill). It is not any neighbor in Barcelona able to see the commercial port.  

But, what is the ports problem? The accessibility, not only for this, but for everyone. Because they are natural 

dead ends. They are points where freight is arriving, but in the end of the process. Due that cities and ports have 

growth the problem for the ports is the land accessibility. Maritime accessibility is presumed.  

Moreover, the huge investment realized during the last years, 2000M€, bring the Port the possibility of lifting the 

category, broadening the port capacity. The only problem on the growth is the failure in the port connections: 

train and roads. 

We had a meeting recently with representatives of the Antwerp port and what they explained was the huge 

problem they have with traffic congestions. Here we have not this transport movement and the hinterlands are 

smaller. Moreover the economic crisis have reduced the traffic demand approximately a 10%, which is many times 

the difference between having congestion or not. It is possible to observe the difference just entering to 

Barcelona through the Rondas.  

Q-What is the consideration of the other administrations, port and municipality in the port joint with the 

Generalitat? 

R-The port is a state entity with a president appointed by the Generalitat. It is a weird coworking experience. It 

is something in between the state control and a regional organization with an increasing empowerment of the 

Generalitat. We are responsible, not only for the port but also over the territory: territorial global planning and 

urban planning (which is a 100% competence of the regional government). Taking into consideration our national 

interest, we want a strong port with a strong hinterland able to originate synergies, more than only a trading 

point. Wealth is generated when something happen on the way or encourages things to happened. We hope 

that the train connections will permit the enterprises to take advantage of the infrastructures creating a 

differential value. Therefore we work together with the port on searching for cheaper solutions to implement the 

necessary train connections. Also it exist collaboration with the local government, despite the little typical 

conflicts.  

Q-Is it an easy agreement between the three administrations? 

R-The difficulties appear because the investments are not execute at the rhythm is willing. The Delta Plan is an 

example of agreement and collaboration. After 14 years is mostly finished despite the lack of infrastructures 

connections. But the plan delta it was a big agreement of all the administrations, with the state as the bigger 

economic supporter. It is an example of agreement despite the scale and complexity of the project. The process 

have been slower than expected, but it can be considered one of the most important port developments. And it 

is still not completed: the dykes are executed but not yet the dock surfaces.  
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Q-After the end of the Delta Plan is possible to continue expanding the Port? 

R-What is realized now is the dyke and the dock, but only for the Hutchinson part. All the rest is still available. 

Further it is difficult to say. It will represent that further than shifting from the actual 1.2M TEUS – 1.3M TEUS to 

the expected 7M TEUS will be operating after the Muelle Prat conclusion, more space will be needed. It will be 

territory to assume a bigger port? Is that necessary? TO move the river we have been discussing for 20-30 years, 

since the 70’s. Is something after this growth? For me is difficult to imagine, the same as with the new airplanes 

track in the airport. If we considered the capacity of the actual infrastructures it is difficult to imagine anything 

further. We have triplicate the capacity of the actual infrastructures. It is true that referring to the Iberian Peninsula 

it is commented that Barcelona and Valencia would be the reference ports. The difference is that Marseille 

(management problems) has local problems and Genoa (it is not a Turin-Lyon tunnel) has not good connection 

through the Alps. In this manner the Iberian ports would serve not only the Peninsula but also the south of Europe. 

Then the two big ports are Barcelona and Valencia. Valencia is the Madrid port, and all the growth is backed by 

the closeness location to the capital.  And Barcelona is the Catalonia port, because our region is ¼ of the 

economic activity and exports of Spain, and it is also a potential connection to Europe. Saving shipping distances 

is possible to compete even with the European north ports. For this purpose is fundamental an improvement of 

the rail services, and not only the infrastructures. Despite the liberalization of the train freight trade the market is 

still not competitive. The only country who succeeds on it was Germany, but the interconnections within Europe 

today is a mess and operations are so complicated. Moreover all the countries operate in monopolistic regimes 

with a non-adequate service. It is not enough with the liberalization, big freight train operators are required, to 

make possible a real competition among the European ports. Big transnational operators are necessary. With all 

the different regulations and the pressure against of labor unions the transport is becoming impossible. This is the 

most important goal for the Mediterranean ports to enter into the north European market.  

They are 1,500km between Catalonia and the other developed European regions of the north. The biggest 

problem of Catalonia is the absence of any other big growth at the other side of the Pyrenees. The Buying Europe 

is not in the other side of the border, is further up. Montpellier has only 300,000 inhabitants, to find another big 

city it is necessary to continue above. The market is 1,200-1,300km far from here. Today more than the 25% of the 

trucks are realizing 1000km or more. This is the space the trains should cover, but is still not competitive. Ports need 

the hinterland, the bigger the hinterland, the bigger the port. Moreover, today the internal market is blocked and 

the only growing market are the exportations. But without a good connection those ports have not any chance. 

We have the infrastructures we wanted but we have to manage it to make sustainable. The ports growth is linked 

necessarily to the land accessibility. The Spanish hinterlands have been historically reduced, despite now Valencia 

is serving Madrid which is a different thing.  

Q-Is considered The Port of Barcelona a good manager? 
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R-They have their business in the Port Vell, and is good the linkage with the city. The continuation of the Rambla 

del Mar as the extension of Las Ramblas is a good example. 

I have not data to compare with other institutions, but we are talking about the possibility of opening a new train 

station open to the public, and all the stakeholders agreed on pointing the port as the most suitable manager, 

better than Adif. The fact that the president generates cohabitation between the different parts is positive, and the 

proximity is remarkable. Contrary other state agencies are perceived distant, physiologically are more than the 

600km distance from here to Madrid. The terminal planned in the area occupied before the deviation by the 

Llobregat River could be therefore managed by the port in collaboration with Adif or also without.  

The train system in Spain is terrible, and a radical change is necessary. In this scenario is comprehensible that the 

port could be pointed as a candidate to manage the new train terminal, because it is difficult to make it worse. 

In general terms and compared with the other EU members, we are below the average only above of Cyprus, Malta 

(without train), Ireland (with difficulty to export by train) and Greece. Only this four countries have a train 

performance below Spain. But with the difference of the size, because we are considered a large territory, but 

even considering only the internal connections, the national train performance is low.  

And we have to remember that for the port what is fundamental is the land accessibility. If we want to make it 

different than Algeciras where the operations are limited to the containers interchanging with a low value capture, 

it is necessary to improve the port infrastructure connections. They are other voices arguing that the train 

connections will move the containers, but without capturing the value. This is true, but is providing also the 

possibility to use the train tracks or trailers to trade our own productions. If we want to export today by train it is 

complicated due the scale of the enterprises operating in our territory with exceptions of few of them, we have 

to adapt our requirements to the train frequencies, going to our destiny once a week or less. It would be different 

if we have a daily train with a firm time line.  This is something we have not now.  

Going back to the main argument, I consider that the Blau@Ictinea project has not credibility, because the port 

limit is clear in the Morrot, and the views you will offer are not interested for anything else different than the port 

activities.  

Q-Is desirable a higher degree of integration between city and port? It is recognized that due the cities and ports 

necessities to grow they will start to collaborate to grow together. 

R-It is necessary to consider first what the city is. The city (services and third sector) is from Montjuïc to the north 

and from Montjuïc to the South, the reality is different, it is the pure commercial port (which is another city). The 

city has to negotiate with the port and the port with the city, but the geography has a clear limit in the Montjuïc 

Hill. But it exist a collaboration observable in the events (sailing competitions) organized within the port or the 

cruises which are arriving with daily frequency. 
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Q-The Port of Rotterdam recognized the absence of services and utilities along the port generating as a 

consequence the lack of attractiveness by the employees and enterprises managers. 

R-In Barcelona, the port is divided in two parts: the citizen’s port in relation with the city and the commercial port, 

which is hidden behind the mountain, segregating the uses. Thereby those activities the Barcelona inhabitants 

do not want to see are occult. This inflection point is not easy to break. Moreover, in Barcelona we have not the 

problem of segregated neighborhoods isolated and surrounded by the port, like the Serrallo in Barcelona. The 

topography border in Barcelona is so strong and the limits are clearly marked. The problem could come from the 

other side, The Polígono Pedrosa and the Zona Franca.  What will happen here is the limit starts to change? There 

it is a clear limit, delimited by the rail tracks and the highway. It is likely that this area will change with the time, 

and the friction with the port will start. But this is a long time line and a different city (model) with nothing in 

common with Paseo de Gracia (Barcelona city center). 

Q-And would the port continue growing in the future? 

R-To the south is not more space. They are the environmental reserves, the humid areas (bird protection areas) 

and mainly the airport. But despite the importance and the aim for the nature conservation, the water nature 

reserves are easily replicable. Moreover, the delta and the water “lakes” are artificially constructed. Moreover, if 

more space for environmental purposes is necessary, the agriculture fields are available. It is call the Agriculture 

Park (Parc Agrari) but is the nature modified by the human being.  

In the other hand the airport is a strategic infrastructure linkage for the port with a close connection with the city 

center like few other places. 

The continuation of the port extension is difficult for me to foreseen it. It happens the same with the airport. My 

opinion is that more than a next growth we will work in the infrastructures interlinkages. The Barcelona airport will 

work together with the Girona airport …the high speed trains will approach Girona to 25minutes time. In relation 

to port infrastructures, we should collaborate with Tarragona, but this port we have now is the port for the next 50 

or 100 years. I doubt that our generation will see any different port than this one, nonetheless the economic crisis. 

It is impossible to say that this is the last extension of the port because we have space for centuries, but extended 

to the south is complicated and offshore, deepness is too low incrementing the cost and the technical 

requirements.  

Q-From the different administrations which one is the less interested in the changes? 

R-In the most of the projects all the administrations have been supporting them. The city was interested in the 

port change, the port is interested in making money (sometimes purely real estate business) and the Generalitat 

could interfere, but what is good for the city is also good for the Generalitat (region). We have the last word in 

urban planning and the capacity to stop the processes. But despite the arguable city adequacy, even the most 

controversial projects like the Vela hotel, which could be rejected by the Generalitat for being a speculative 
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operation (purely business) had not impediment. In general the conversion processes were well supported by all 

the administrations. The controversy was not significant and basically about irrelevant aspects like the shape or 

building’s façade. 

Q-What is your consideration about the independent planning port system? 

R-They operate as another municipality would do it. They are the right to conceive and develop a plan different 

than a private. The port has a different capacity based on their own regulations which is specific for the ports, 

always complying with the urban and port regulations. As a result they have capacities and flexibility differently 

than other agent or real estate investor.  

Q-It would be not desirable a higher collaboration between administration with the aim of a common planning? 

R-I have not the feeling of big confrontations in the pass. Moreover the Maremagnum operation is a 

demonstration of successful collaboration between administrations. There the Ramblas were extended and 

converted in the Ramblas del Mar. Nevertheless the bridge was realized due the economic repercussion and 

added value generated. Sure is difficult to find anything similar result of an inter-administrative collaboration.  

Q-This connectivity problem is also repeated in many other points along the port, probably resulting of the lack 

of coordination between the different planning systems. 

R-It is true.  

But the Moll de la Fusta was an example of the Barcelona urbanism, different than Genoa where the highways is 

crossing in front of the waterfront, in Barcelona was decided to build it underground. They have also a waterfront 

but the quality is completely different. The integration city-port in the Moll de la Fusta is a different story. 

Nevertheless today we are conscious of the inadequacy of the scale of the public space (too big – too empty). 

Probably is better the side of the Barceloneta with the urban façade touching closer. Contrary in the Moll de la 

Fusta de urban front is too far and the space is over scaled. Moreover this non controlled space is not attractive 

for local people, who has no interest on going back after visiting it once. It has not attractive as a walkway.  

Q-Due the city space limitations is expected that the land prices will lift and will press the areas in the perimeter. 

Due the land scarcity prices will raise and the pressure over the port land will increase. Has the Generalitat any 

strategy to control this phenomenon? 

R-Barcelona is geographically limited by the sea, the mountains, the Montjuïc hill and the rivers. Moreover it is 

another factor: the other municipalities in the perimeter. It is not the same if all the urban area is managed by the 

same municipality or if they are different administrations. Working together the Barcelona growth could be 

absorbed by the others. For the tenant this little different of saying that you are living in Barcelona or L’Hospitalet, 

matters. Despite the neighborhoods have different qualities.  
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Barcelona developed already the Forum area, but still is space available in the 22@ and the Sagrera which is 

enormous (1,000M € investment). After the completion of those areas is not more land available. It is the Zona 

Franca (before land from L’Hospitalet municipality and took by Barcelona), but further than this are the physical 

limits. Arrived to this point the tension with the port will starts (probably the Blau@Ictinea is a plan preventing this). 

Q-I want to know if the land expansion could be covered by the land conversion and urban development, and 

making some calculations I obtained a cost by surface unit of 120€/m2. 

R-It is nothing, even ridicule. If it is true the problems is to where the growth has to be directed.  

I am still thinking that this port is different than the river ports. This developments remember me the London 

docklands or Rotterdam where the port is following the river front. Here it is only the coast and it is not more 

space to develop. 

Q-The negativity of the port would be understood if the demand will be not able to pay for the land extensions. 

R-If the prices are those you are telling me, this is cheaper than buying land.  

Q-But still is something unclear 

R-After Barcelona will arrive to the maximum growing capacity we will observe how the others will start absorbing 

the surplus. But all this questions with the actual economic situation are difficult to answer. You are right in one 

thing, it is the port limitation of the Port of Barcelona to continue growing. 

In the other hand, it is necessary to consider that the Port is still at the beginning of its last expansion, the first 

vessel just arrived to the Hutchinson terminal. At the same time in the city side, the Sagrera development is only 

starting.  

Moreover the population growth is negative. We are losing population and we will continue losing all the 

immigrants, affected by the healthcare system cuts.  The cause for all the immigrants to stay is the employment but 

primarily, the healthcare system that provide them of better conditions than in their countries of origin. They will 

stay until the black market and the social care system will permitted but not further.  Furthermore the living cost in 

this region is than in the rest of regions in Spain. And the public service prices are expected to raise to cover the 

expenditures. The single metro ticket is already peaking the 2€.  
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I contacted Mrs. Cardona through a snowballing procedure combined with a purposive sample mode.  

Firstly I got an appointment with Ms. Maria Sisternas, an architect from my year of graduation in the Barcelona 

Architecture School. Ms. Sisternas is actually working in the Urbanism Department of the Barcelona Municipality. 

She also studied a master in cities management at the LSE. She mentioned that Ms. Cardona would be the key 

person to contact within the municipality administration. 

I was appointed at 9:30 on Monday morning. She arrived late, but no more than 10 minutes. During the 

conversation we realized that somehow we had friends and professional contacts in common.  

Since the beginning she was interested on what I was doing. She studied architecture and after an urbanism 

master in the Columbia University. This fact made everything easier. The conversation came in the opposite way 

as it had been planned. She asked me for the research questions to help me with the answers and the study 

organization. It was a satisfactory experience.  

R-I was graduated in year 97 and after that I went to the US to join an urban master programme in the Columbia 

University. I went there to do research about what it was impossible to discuss here at that time. Thus, the master 

thesis I realized had to be with the planning tools. The planning instruments are not helping us to face the goals 

we want to achieve. They are memories of an economic-social reality is not existing any more. It is like take care 

of a person with instruments made for a different patient or giving medicines for a different disease. I have been 

working in this agency for the last 12 years. I started here in the summer of year 1999. At the beginning was 

Acebillo the director of the agency and the person who hired me. For three years I was Acebillo’s assistance, 

coinciding with the time of the Forum. And since 2006, when the four departments were created, I am the director 

of the urban strategy department. What we do is to put in the territory economic and social elements. We bring 

the socio-economic vision for the rest of the departments, and for the exterior institutions (economic promotion) 

we place the inputs on the territory. 

It was a government change with a new team and new project, initially Blau@Ictinea. Generally, when we start to 

work in a specific topic, we ask the questions and we set hypothesis to start searching for something. We do 

benchmarking. In the waterfront is possible to find stages and trends and your research question should talk about 

an ended model, the value added model. Partly the stop of the process could be related to the lack of model: 
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how to make money without doing nothing. It was crazy from the real estate sector point of view (pelotazo).  It 

does not matter where you look, all the waterfront development have been the same until now: Hamburg, 

Barcelona… All the projects, and we studied, progressively give more margin to the public space, but this means 

a public cost, which is not capturing the added value, at least directly.  

Waterfronts are a recurrent and interesting topic treated magnificently by Rinio Bruttomesso, who is joining an 

association named Citta D’aqua. Rinio came to the Port of Barcelona to give a lecture. Rinio explained the 

difference between a City-Port (Rotterdam) and a City with port as could be the case of Barcelona. This little 

difference results in different developments. They were pirates and we were merchants. The anthropology 

differences matters. In the Netherlands they have an industrial site linked to the port, different than what 

happened here.  

Also important and related to your question about the legal framework. In the case of Barcelona what calls my 

attention is reflected also in the name. It is the Autonomous Port of Barcelona. That explains that the legal port 

framework is different than within the city. The only gap is in the PGM (General Metropolitan Plan) were is 

explained what is allowed to develop within the port borders.  But it is defined only in general terms, because what 

is defined is not approved by the Regional Government (Generalitat) but by the Ministry Chamber (Congreso de 

los Diputados), because the land is property of the Infrastructure Ministry. That is really important in the definition 

of the relationship between the Autonomous port and the municipality.   

I also remember something from Harvard, in the GSD (graduate school of design). I don’t remember the year, 

but I will consult it. A German guy was working on the waterfronts taking into consideration Asian ports. The 

interest could be the literature review from ten years back, and the questions set, probably oriented to the real 

estate interest. You probably are at the end of the cycle, and there is the interest. 

Talking about Barcelona, we have two different ports: the beaches and the 7km of industrial port from Nova 

Bocana to the south as Acebillo explained. That is related to the section, in one part it is the water and the port 

dock and in the other part it is the beach, the below part (activities) and the top part with the promenades. Two 

different models.  

The beaches part, lack of the Thermic Electrical plant connection, the rest is almost done. That means that in this 

direction we will have 50km long of pedestrian walk ways in the seafront. From the real estate perspective still 

today is interesting. In the other side, the city have been never conscious of the section. It is the Moll de la Fusta, 

which was the first realized between 1981 and 1987, the Moll Espanya …but the urban programme is just a copy 

of any other previous waterfront (Baltimore). All the usual elements are represented and it has been assumed for 

tourist consumption. 

What happened is that around Montjuïc city is embracing the port. In the other hand, cruises activity has 

increased converted in one of the most profitable businesses for the Port. 
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Q-But the port is arguing that they are not doing it for direct profit, but in behalf of the city interest. 

R-Everybody is always crying because they are not getting what they want to. And it is thanks to the cruises that 

they can participate in international competitions to open the port. I am quite sure that if all the inputs will be 

included, having access to the total budget, the output is not bad.  

It is something important, and you were in the Consorci de la Zona Franca de Barcelona, port and Consorci are 

the same bad thing. They are conservative institutions which only role is to rent the land they own –landlords-.  

The problem is that they have not any future perspective. In the Consorci is clear that they have not any idea of 

industrial processes. They don’t know and they have not any interest on knowing. Having the biggest and more 

strategic industrial plot in Catalonia, the only task they have is the rent collection. And we have been 11 years 

studying industrial area, with this knowledge we can say that what they do is a scandal. Likewise the Port of 

Barcelona is doing the same with the advantage that every m2 gained to the sea is a land extension you can rent. 

Everybody knows that the cost increase because the deep is doing it also, but the cost of extending the surface is 

relatively cheap. 

Q-I did the calculation and I was surprised of the result (cheap). 

Q-They should not complain. Because, the 2.3 times the surface will be cheap due the activities they will generate 

on top. The problem from this two actors is the short scope of their strategies. 

R-The Blau@Ictinea open a new set of tools. The relationship between the City of Barcelona and the Port of 

Barcelona has been politically called cordial (friendly) and the reality is that they are friendly if they are not taking 

out any m2 from the others side.  

This project however started drawing in the other courtyard what you were planning to do.  The process of how 

to do it was not to smart. 

We were in charge of the Forum, independently of the quality of the result which is arguable. But conceptually 

over such a complicated territory a water treatment plant was covered, an electrical plant was modified, the river 

was improved … to make possible the continuity of the city changing the residual aspect of the area.  As a 

consequence, indirectly have been generated an added value, houses have a higher prize but everybody is 

winning (it is not terrible but could be better).  

When this project arrived, is considered determinist, because the objective was to set a photography on the 

table.  Having a look from the Passeig the la Zona Franca, it is possible to see that this way is going to non-end. 

Moreover it is the Marina neighborhood in one side, and the Ronda Litoral (highway ring) which is temporally 

uncongested because of the economic crisis. In the other side you have Poble Sec and Montjuïc. After 12 years 

coming here to work the question of why the city is not passing by the Montjuïc front is recurrent. Why is not a 

bike lane connecting Zona Franca and the Old town? Because is not the city in-between.  It is a fence, but the 

fence cannot be moved few meters away?  
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We started by the urban insertion. Looking it from the big scale, what we work on embracing this area is 

integrating Montjuïc. Sure the port is watching to control that they are not losing any m2 and is an m2 they will 

not obtain any € from. Moreover the relation between the Consorci and the Port has the same kind of cordiality 

as the port has with the city. It will be possible to see, that the Consorci will fight against the train which have to 

access the Port if any m2 from their property is needed.  The biggest problem in this aspect is that the political 

agendas are rarely matching. Nobody understands that the three parts: ZAL zone, Consorci and Port have 

necessarily to work efficiently together if we want to become the South European trade gate.  This sum of working 

together is what is failing in this country. 

Not only the simplification in the administration, this is the problem of the reinos de taifas. Everybody is working 

in his own parcel without interacting with the rest. In the Barcelona which is a city with port, from one side the 

port believes that is possible to life without the city and the other way around. For a City-Port is clear that they 

depend of the port, and the port is conscious that the city is needed. This simple aspect makes the difference, 

because make everything easier or much more complicated. As a result we refer to the port community. But they 

are places which are worse, Marseille is an example.  

What we do is to study the Ronda Litoral from the time where we are. From the Infrastructure Ministry because 

of the congestion they were proposing the doubling of the lanes. An engineering solution, more demand, more 

capacity, but without thinking in the consequences few meter after in the join. We are building up a story to do 

inversely what you are working on. First look for the demand, second bring it to the political agenda and third, 

taking into account the legal framework to construct the timeline necessary. To make it possible is necessary to 

define the framework and look at the urban criteria and also the port business (cruises, freight trade and ferries 

trail connections …) but what is the demand for this space: offices, housing (Blau@Ictinea)...? For us it is a query. 

First it is necessary to set the urban space and the uses will come later. The last waterfront operations work on 

the public space and the real estate operations come later in a different time. This area is interesting but in the 

time we are living we have an excess of office space in the 22@ of 1.5M m2… it is an oversupply of office surface! 

Q-What you are studying is within the port space or outside? 

R-It is a line separating Adif (Spanish rail infrastructure agency) from the port. It is a commission, joining the Port 

and BR (Barcelona Regional) to work in the area. Moreover the program the port has inside of the border is valid 

for us. Likewise, it is easier to bring access to the Adif area, and the port domains will shift as a consequence. The 

discussion will start again to set the custom and till where the citizen will have access to. What is good here is 

that is possible to work in section and is possible to play with different rules. I believe that the customs have to 

be well set, and in the case of the Marina neighborhood, until the connection will be not executed around the 

mountain, it goanna be impossible to make it works. 

During good times, real estate investors were producing believing that demand never ends. But they forgot 

something fundamental, to think. The offices from Zaera were build trusting that the Motores Street was enough 
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connection, but it was not. The success of all this area depends of the connection through the Montjuïc front 

(Litoral Morrot). This project depends of what is happening behind and not in front. It is not necessary to arrive to 

the sea. 

All the waterfront developments are consequence of the common imaginary. We passed from having the see in 

the back front of the city, to turning it around, to touch the sea, to touch it in everywhere. It is like the windows 

opened by the bad architects always looking to where the views are. Maybe is not necessary to be that obvious.  

In this case if we try to touch the sea, it will be impossible to do nothing at the end. If you are patient, probably 

in future it will.  

Q-And is not the port interested in participating of the operation? Because it seems from the financial results 

that the real estate part is becoming stronger. Moreover it is an intensification of land use in the Port Vell. 

R-Always is the same. If your mind are the rents, you will never take a risk. They intensify the uses there because 

every meter produces a high profitability. In this side, the interface, it is necessary to invent what to do and the 

success depends of the demand. Moreover, inside the port you have different opinions, but the open minded 

are not taking the final decisions. Furthermore, the port is diversifying: Hutchinson and the container terminals, 

the cruises, Port Vell, bulk, Nova Bocana… but they are only different faces of the same business. They are only 

worried for the number of docking and mooring, the prize of the m2 they rent… Everything in the port are 

concessions. Everybody knows that it is the business, but at least they should check that the concessions are 

profitable.  

Q-How the port is seen from the Municipality? Is a good manager? Because observed from outside the 

infrastructures they provide are high quality. 

R-I don’t know about the new ones (conservative). But the team they had before (socialist) were directed by the 

Manresa ex-mayor. It was the first time someone from the city was managing the Port. As a consequence the 

feeling was different, but always they have been so autonomous. In the other hand the city has been working in 

the east side and little attention was played to this other side (22@, Forum, Sagrera).  

Moreover, everything with the port is a battle. It is not about cordiality. The problem is port and city and not City-

Port. If we look at the Vela Hotel who was double side and the municipality prohibited, it was only one of the 

multiple confrontations. It is a continue demonstration of power and capacity of pushing the other to his field. 

The result is something always in the middle, not good for any of them. Thereby, every-time they meet it is 

tension there. 

The port management is not in doubt; from the Spanish ports is one of the best. Furthermore they contribute 

the port fund to keep operating other inefficient ports in the system. From the city perspective would be desirable 

to have bigger control of the port. In the other hand the port only thinking of being governing by the city is cause 

of heart attack. Port and city are good friends (primos) but not best friends (hermanos).  
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The most interesting from the Barcelona waterfront is the capacity of working in different segments, with a 

common objective in different pieces.  

In the Port Vell the real estate is inside the public land, different that the area in discussion. More than uses, we 

have to think about what are the relationships we want to encourage. The uses will come later. 

Q- Is the demand who is organizing this space? 

R-What is the demand? The final user or the developer. Because the final user is never in the discussion board. I 

think this is the big question, who is the demand? 

The 22@ is realized because it was a lack of a specific kind of office space. But not all the city need from this 

typology and not any developer have work on studies about that. I would like to search here for something 

different but probably is not generating all the expected money. Moreover, the infrastructure is paid by the 

Ministry, then to work from the city public space perspective is not easy. It is only politics. If we talk about PPPs 

it is different Ppp than pPp. We have to explain the private sector that the rules now are different, it is not possible 

to continue providing real estate investors crazy gains.  

Q- I have been asking the port managers for the payback of the investments like Nova Bocana and I have the 

impression that they could do more. 

R-Ramon Folc was preparing a study for them. The short vision they have make the problems. They have to sell 

the office building and they finally endorse it to Desigual. Despite that why they didn’t study the demand, to work 

together with the activities or sector to develop the plan and ensure the profitability of the investment.  It is the 

idea of clusters. Bringing Desigual here which has nothing in common with the port activities is a risk, because 

after the contract expires what will happened there? The empty building will be on rent? 

Q- is the planning then the problem? 

R-It is not the planning but the approach. The big problem is that they do not work on strategy planning. Urban 

plan is only an instrument and is talking about volumes, m2… but it is the previous step. It is about a turnkey 

project (llaves en mano) but negotiated from the beginning.  

It is a short scope problem: I have the land, I construct a building, I rented. What is winning Desigual from the 

location? What is sharing with the port community? Nothing!! They had shipyards …Why they couldn’t put 

together activities with something in common? Is not better to have a good chain? After Desigual will move out 

from there, it will be a problem in the area. The effort of putting things together and interlacing it with the 

economic activities is lacking.  

The concept of autonomous has been led to absurd situations by the Port. Without the hinterland the port is 

nothing. Why some port companies are using the Tarragona port instead of the Barcelona one? They are 
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companies from here that prefer to go to Tarragona or Marseille! Something is failing, the culture of working 

with independency and without collaboration. 
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Port Mangers (Port Authority) 
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The meeting took place in the Port 2000 offices. After ringing the doorbell many times without any answer I 

decided to ring the FCC office (neighbor). The door at the first floor was opened and I could finally access and  

meet Ms. Tosell. She received me in the meeting room with two documents in her desk related to the evolution 

and conversion occurred at the Port Vell.  

After introducing myself and the topic of this thesis we started commenting the differences in rents among the 

land port owned inside and outside the fence (Port Vell and the traditional industry). Ms. Tosell explains that the 

success obtained by the development of Port Vell was not expected at all, at list not obtaining the revenues that 

is now generating. I asked for the municipality participation, she made clear that the local participation is 

inexistent in economic terms. In addition, after the ending of the concession, the improvements and 

superstructures built over the port land, reverse back to the port. Likewise the port recognized that the 

experience is economically feasible despite it was difficult to build the necessary trust in the project. For this 

reason the Port keeps part of the shares of the initial projects, taking more risk than what is now necessary. Thus, 

the good result of the experience and the apparent satisfaction of both parties, port and private entities 

(landlords and tenants), encouraged the continuity of the initial project. 

Related to the negotiation and conditions dictated by municipality, Ms. Tosell exposed that all the operators 

inside the Port Vell are charged with land taxes in equal conditions than the rest of the city, despite some of the 

services are provided directly by the Port: police, cleaning service … In the same direction, the infrastructures 

served to the new activities are paid by the Port Authority, who is also responsible for the maintenance. 

In legal terms, it is commented the difficulties encountered by the port being the first in the national territory on 

realizing a project like Port Vell. Use changes were possible through legal tricks. Thus, the Maremagnum 

shopping center has a cruise terminal operation license. Because of this license, the mall can open 7 days per 

week, similar to airports. 

The initial process of conversion was not easy. Industries located in the Port Vell at the beginning of the 80’s were 

generating low land profitability. The Port Authority intervened changing the land use through concessions 

(leasing the land). Complex feasibility plans were elaborated at that time and despite the risk, the port confidence 

in the plan aims to continue with the idea. To face the social existing distrust made necessary the Port participates 

in the projects assuming extra financial risk (participation in the project loans). Years after, demonstrated the 

feasibility of the plan, it was possible to sale the participation shared in the different activities generated. To 
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manage the leases from both inside and outside the Port Vell, the Port Concession Department controls the rents 

payments realized annually regardless of the activity developed within the Port area. It is necessary to clarify that, 

notwithstanding the annual rent, the lessee is charged with the construction of the infrastructures, transferred 

after to port hands and enjoyed by the municipality. 

Ms. Tosell was asked about the construction of housing within the port area. She answered with gestures of 

disbelief. Due the legal restrictions for overnights stays within the port area, the two hotels nowadays operating 

in port land, had to be approved by the National Parliament. Likewise, she commented that despite today’s land 

surplus due to the new terminal still in construction, Hutchinson, the concessionaire wanted more space than the 

finally agreed. In her opinion, the actual situation (financial crisis and diminished of economic resources) makes 

necessary to counterbalance fears and benefits. Thus, actual port priorities are the hinterland ports or dry ports 

strategy together with the European rail track connection. 

Trying to evaluate the port opinion about the low intensity activities developed next to the city center where the 

land market value without restrictions would be higher, Ms. Tosell answered defending the importance of an 

intermodality model for the Barcelona Port. She pointed out that this is the characteristic that makes different 

the Port and adds value to the corporation. Differently to other European Ports, mostly specialized, Barcelona 

treats in the same area: grains, containers, gas… Then she added that the situation is caused by the competition 

incentive from the Central Government, which she considers is not the optimal and appropriated. Instead of 

specialization sharing the different activities among the strategic ports distributed along the Spanish cost, they 

compete for the same activities distanced only 200km from each other, she commented. 

Without any in deep analysis, I asked her about the land tenure rights still in port hands within the Port Vell, Ms. 

Tosell argued that land transfers have not a good economic result. For that situation to occur it should be 

necessary the other administration pay, presumably the municipality. Due the enormous dimension of the area 

and the large cost associated to the operation it is unlike to happen. In addition she continued saying that while 

something is profitable there is no reason to release it. Following this argument, although the municipality is 

represented on the port board, it is unlikely to obtain more power within the decision group. Despite the 

examples of the North European countries where the municipality participates with the 50% of the port 

corporation (Rotterdam or Hamburg), the multiplicity of administrations involved in the decision making process 

results in a still Central Government controlled scenario. 

At the end of the conversation Ms. Tosell exposed the last important concession negotiated within the Port 2000 

territory, the controversial Hotel W situated in the dock called the Moll Nou. The information was not clear 

enough but in absence of a greater research, it seems that this time the port gave the land concession to a private 

entity (Nova Bocana). In turn, the new corporation decided which was the best use for the land and after the 

permits and plans modifications were agreed with the municipality, the project was sold to a third entity, the 

developer. It would be necessary a more in depth analysis to understand the mechanisms used and the results 

obtained.  
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The meeting started at 9:50. The appointment was at 9:30 and I had to wait in the hall for 20 minutes. The meeting 

took place in the meeting room, the same space used by Joaquima Tosell for our meeting in May. 

Ms. Sala started with the intention of keeping me out of the port environment as fast as possible. The director, 

Mr. Puig wanted her to be the official and only speaker in representation of the Port: “I will answer everything 

you need, I know that you have a meeting with Mr. Puig this Thursday but our director is so busy so we will try to 

provide you answers for all the aspects you want. Likewise, I know that you were trying to get in contact with Mr. 

Prospero Santillian from Xxxx Xxxxxx, therefore we may solve everything here”. 

I started explaining Mrs. Sala the purpose of the study. 

Q-This study, based on previous researches on the same subject, which conclude that a desirable mixture of 

activities between city and port is not taken place due the restrictive legal framework, analyze whether market 

conditions are a determinant factor in conversion processes. To elaborate the research I estimate necessary 

interviewed the different stakeholders involved. Due the Spanish administrative organization, we have four levels 

of administration: Central government represented by Puertos del Estado, Regional Government or Generalitat, 

Local Government and The Port Authority. Furthermore, the other important members of the community are the 

tenants, both, the occupants of the maritime port and the “citizens’ port”. Assessing the interest of the different 

actors I pretend to know what is the demand over the land on port hands. Due that is my interest on meeting 

lawyers, managers and the concessions department. 

R-But Xxxxx (the Director) is not in the logistical part, so he told me that if it possible we will concentrate and 

solve it here. Likewise, Xxxxxx is neither the logistical part, is a concessionaire in the Nova Bocana. 

Q-What I am trying to do is to get in contact with the different actors to know what are the reasons drove them 

to choose one place or another. Due that it is an entrepreneurial decision and freely they can choose where to 

be located, it is important to know why they decided to come here and not there. What is the reason or the profit 

the enterprises obtained coming to use the port land? Or what are the legal difficulties they face? So is because 

that the reason of my appointment here with you as a lawyer and my interest on meeting Mr. Xxxxxxxx as a 

manager. 

Q-I send already to you the questions I would like to comment. If you agree we can start looking at what is there. 
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R-What I would like to know, because the questions I believe that is something you can answer by yourself, is 

what is the knowledge you have about the port distribution and the legal documents are necessary for the uses, 

for the port exploitation, for urban plans… 

Q-The PUEP and PEOP? As I know they are two different planning systems. The PUEP dictated by Puertos del 

Estado and … 

R-No, it is not dictated, it is approved by, but the plan is elaborated by the Port Authority. If you want what I have, 

what I prepared is… because I knew it was an urbanistic topic. The questions you will be able to answer it after 

you will have the knowledge. First is the Law, have you looked at it? 

Q-It is one of the documents I am managing for this study. 

R-Have you seen the PUEP? Plan de Ordenación de Espacios Portuarios (The Spatial Port Plan) Do you know that 

it is elaborated by the Port Authority and after approved by the Infrastructure Ministry (Ministerio de Fomento)? 

In the PUEP are established what are the parts of the port: logistic, commercial and citizen’s port, what are the 

limits and the uses. It is a clear article talking about that. It is important to know why things happened, to know 

who has the competences in urbanism …do you know that? Who has the competences? 

Q- Within the port? ...You, the port 

R-No, we promote the urban plans, but the approval is on the regional and the local administration. In the other 

hand, related to the PUEP which is elaborated likewise by the Port Authority, is dependent of approval by the 

Infrastructure Ministry. They are key concept to understand why? But I see that you have them, or not? 

Q-I think so, I got the structure. 

R-Do you have the structure? Be sure, because this is fundamental! 

Q-Then, if I understood correctly the structure, the legal framework is approved by the central government, the 

port defines the urban plans and those are approved finally by the regional and local administrations. 

R-That is!, perfect. But they are parts of the port which are developed as special plans while they are others which 

work without any special plan. In the whole port are 4 special plans and two of them are in this area of the port, 

the Port Vell. Within the port they are not special plans, they are not necessary. We work only with the PUEP 

because it is port exploitation. The article 69-70-71 explain you the space and the port uses!!! Within Puertos del 

Estado is the Infrastructure Ministry who approve but they are other administrations who give opinion. 

Q-Going back to the planning. One thing is what it is in the Law but other is what it is the Port opinion about. 

The conversion process was realized because it was interested to the Port. 
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R-Here it was a physical law. The conversion process was positive for the port, very, but it was forced. It was a 

physical matter. In the area now converted the port was inoperative. 

Q-But during this process of conversion toward new uses, it occurs also a diversification process. Nevertheless 

you continue managing-renting the land you own, in one side you do it for logistic purposes and in the other for 

urban uses. The land value in the urban side is discovered higher that in the industrial domains. That fact, how 

affect the port in his interest by conversion processes. 

R-Economic value? Land value is something we do here. We know that the % over the occupation ratio is higher 

within the Port Vell, but the realities are so different and the land needs also, … Here you have not big plots like 

in the other side, they are small plots and the special plan force you to build up a limit. Indeed, the special plan 

of this area was demanded on time by 8 different entities that were against the Port Vell, but finally we won. It is 

a political matter. 

Q-Going back to the question to make it as simple as possible. If the Port knows that you have two possible 

activities, the use A and the use B. And it is known that use A is more profitable than use B, is the PA interested 

in adding use A, the more profitable. 

R-No, here it is a question of…the only possible use was the citizens’ use. The discussion was in if the use had to 

be cultural or leisure, but not the fact that the land had a higher value was cause of expanding the project. 

Moreover the city is ending here (the Morrot). They are physical questions. 

Q-To make it clear, the Port interest is in the maritime activities –logistic-, independently of the profitability of 

the land rent. 

R-It is also because of the Law. But repeating what I said, the city ends here (Morrot). Maybe if the city expands 

their domains (in the future) might make sense that the port will expand the use done to this area. But in principle 

they are geographical connotations. 

Q-This is the Barcelona case and many other. And as is known because is an accepted model, cities pushed out 

ports while ports tend to move out expanding their domains. The problem starts when in Europe the port 

enlargements grow in cost and difficulty and cities continue claiming for the before expected land.  

R-It is a project now Blau@Ictinea, which is housing rental in this area of here (Morrot). But to occur it has to be 

the city who has to advance not the Port. It does not make sense that the Port advance with no citizens’ uses if 

the City is not going further. Because the real business of the Port is not in the commercial port and not in the 

citizens’ port. 
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Q-To clarify this point, different than any other enterprise generating two different products one more profitable 

than the other, nevertheless the knowledge of the fact, it is not any special interest on producing the more 

profitable product. 

R-But this product is not part of the natural port business and even if the port wants, It is nothing to do without 

the interest of the city. For example the cruise case it is known because for the Port is economically unprofitable. 

Nevertheless because the city is interested the port is developing it. This is not a matter of profitability only. 

Q-How affects the corporatization in the port interest for conversions? 

R-If the uses affect the business plan of the Port? Of course is affecting. Totally is affecting the business plan. The 

definition of the use is determinant. 

But is not depending of the port the decision of the use change. If the port has not space to develop their main 

activities it has not sense to talk about conversions. Is the use affecting the port balance? Yes, of course. 

Q-Concerning port land regulations. Are they set to protect the port maritime activities? 

R-In Spain the legislation have been ex-post, after transformations were done. “Non port uses” is a new term. It 

appeared 6-7 years ago, a transformation were realized before. The legislations are adapted to reality. 

Q-Then for the Port legislation is not a limitation in the process of conversion? 

R-No, it was not a difficulty. It was a physical need. It was not when the process started. Remember that the 

process started, it was planned, in the 82. Until year 92 didn’t emerge the Port Law. The 48’s Port Law in 2003 

started to talk about different uses. 

Q-What is the origin of the port restrictions of use within the port borders? In the Port Law it is a clear reference 

to the allowed uses which are only the considered maritime related activities. Why is established this limitation? 

It is necessary to protect maritime activities? 

R-Probably the legislators considered the necessity. It is a land with increasing demand, and the legislator what 

is doing is to protect the pure maritime business. Port uses have been protected from the urban uses to prevent 

the possibility of conversion. 

Q-Do you consider that is still necessary nowadays this legal protection. 

R-In Barcelona could be not necessary. The city is ending in the Morrot. If the city expands (in the future), maybe 

the protection would be necessary. Moreover we are talking about a Law which is changing every four years. The 

city is not changing that fast as the Port Law. It is impossible to change that much. I don’t believe that the Law 

had change only for that, it has change for different things. Moreover in this aspect the Law has not changed.  
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Q-Is expected a change in the legal framework regarding financial port requirements? 

R-I don’t know. Time before it was possible to live within the port areas. In the short time I doubt it. 

Q-It is known the hazardous process followed to achieve the hotels implementation within the port domains, it 

was not a handicap? 

R-It had to be presented in the Council of Ministers. It is not permitted but is the process is followed correctly is 

possible to accomplished. 

Q-Then is not the legal framework a limitation for your operations? 

R-Not at all. However in the Port Vell we have a housing complex and the mixture of activities in this case is 

problematic. The uses are not compatible and difficult the port operations. They create conflict. Port activities 

and housing is highly demonstrated that is impossible to achieve a synergy. 

Q-Who present higher opposition towards a higher integration of activities in the port? 

R-The central administration has the competency for the land use. 

Q-But as we described before, the uses are approved by the regional and local administration. 

R-The uses are only approved by the central government. The other administrations are in charge of approving 

the projects. For example the special plan of the Port Vell. The uses within the plot depend of the regional and 

local administration, but the general use as citizen’s port is given by the central administration. The definition of 

the activities depends of the Port. Of course the volumes, highs or the specific activities are agreed with the lower 

levels of the administration. 

Q-It exist any uncertainty in the conversion process? 

The plan for the hotel W and the Nova Bocana was initiated in year 88 and finalized in 2010. It is a previous 

negotiation. It has also a contestation and is still unresolved. The different steps are agreed before the process 

continues avoiding unnecessary risks. 

Q-Is favorable to a higher degree of permissiveness in the diversity of uses and their combination within the port? 

R-Of course, the diversity is the wealth and the business. The combination of uses can enrich the port. 

Q-Is the Port interested in a higher permissibility in this aspect? 

R-Of course 

Q-Are the environmental regulations a restrictions for the port growth? 
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R-They not prevent the growth, it is a handicap, something more to do. It is necessary to deal with the 

environmental impact assessment, and accomplish with the requirements. It is a lot of work and is burdensome, 

but is not a restriction. 

Q-It has been restricted a plan or activity due environmental considerations. 

R-No. The overnight stay within the port is the same case. It was processed following the formalities and achieved 

at the end. 

Q-What are the considerations about the European Birds and Habitat guidelines? 

R-In the case of the Moll Prat it has been followed what is established in the guidelines. I’m not a specialist in 

environmental issues but Spanish regulations assume the European guidelines and are the national bodies the 

authorities in charge of enforcing the requirements. 

Q-Is any restriction that you consider especially harmful for the port interest? 

R-No inside of Port Vell. Not even in relation with the city uses. The uses developed within the Port Vell take into 

account the regulations to ensure not disturbance by noise or any possible damage. 

Q-In a scenario less restrictive than the actual which facilitate a higher integration of activities. 

How you consider the port interest on that. 

R-7 but it is a subjective answer. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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The meeting started at 10:00. Despite the lack of definition of the meeting I decided to go and ask for Mr. Merlo. 

I found difficulties to meet administrators in the port’s side and after sending the questions of my interview, the 

interviewer pointed me to talk to Mr. Romagosa (the Barcelona Citizen’s Port Director through the BPA agency 

Port 2000) like everybody in the business does when they hear the words city and port. However, Mr. Merlo invited 

me to discuss my study in his office.  

The building is located at the extreme of the ZAL zone, next to the Llobregat river and contains facilities like bar, 

restaurants, gas station, shops, …providing basic services to the enterprises located in the surroundings. The 

XXX Consultancy is part of CILSA, one of the Port of Barcelona corporations in charge of the creation and 

management of logistic areas, either in Spain or abroad. 

The offices likely the Consorcio de la Zona Franca, their competitors in the logistic land market, are building up 

in a luxurious manner. During my waiting time in the hall I was reading an interview made in a transport magazine 

to Ricard Font Hereu, Transport and mobility director at the Generalitat de Catalunya, representative in the 

regional government I wanted to interview. 

I started explaining Mr. Merlo the purpose of the study. I commented him about my background as an architect 

and the studies I was taking at the IHS. I resumed the problem and objective of the thesis and then the 

conversation started naturally. I let him talk and carefully I was introducing some of the questions I was interested 

on, without following strictly the list and limiting the time to 30 minutes. 

R-I believed that what it makes this processes to appear is the obsolescence of the port areas for commercial 

purposes. They stopped using the Port Vell because the depth were obsolete. Due that the port cannot receive 

vessels with considerable volumes or new trading requirements and in the other side of the ports surfaces and 

equipment are being prepared to allocate and give better service to the shipping company and operators, the 

port land which is closer to the city is being liberated. That is happening in Barcelona but also in Tangier. In 

Tangier the port activity has been moved to Tangier-Med, a port planned from scratch. The old port of Tangier 

located in the city they want to converted in a City-Port. This shift is produced there because the Port of Tangier 

becomes obsolete and all the port and logistic activity has been moved to the east. The main reason initiator of 

these processes is the port obsolescence in the way was operated for the last 200-500 years.  
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Likewise, the uses given to these liberated spaces are maritime and urban. The port remains what is demanding 

for reduced depths: fishing and the sport activities (the marinas). This is what stays in the ports after they finish 

their commercial operations. Thus, those sport activities are joined by other compatible uses as leisure, tourism, 

business with the commercial activities … and as a result appears The Maremagnum and similar. This is a process 

relatively standard. The basic difficulties from my point of view are urbanistic aspects, because the conversion 

from maritime commercial to urban space, force you to prepare a specific urban plan. Therefore, it is not simply 

to arrive to an agreement between the city and the port to organize legal and administratively (urbanistically) the 

space converted. The main difficulty is of urbanistic order. If they are a good relationship between the municipality 

and the port authority a successful result is foreseen. For example, Rotterdam, the port is a municipal entity. 

Q-They say that they are not. They defend that they are a private entity. 

R-The municipality has in this case a high share, and is possible to say that is a municipal enterprise. They have 

private capital because is trendy to have it, but it is a good relationship with the municipality. 

In the case of Barcelona the main difficulty was the urban managing of the whole process, to convert obsolete 

spaces in what we have there today 

Q-But in any case, the port as land owner is who decides when the process starts... 

R-The initiator is the Port. But when the negotiations with the municipality starts is necessary an urban plan 

process for approval. After they discover that they have spaces which are unutilized they also realized that this 

spaces can be rented for different uses than containers or bulk and they start commercializing the space for 

cinemas or a shopping centre or aquarium. 

Q-They also discovered that this land rents are higher than inside the maritime commercial areas … 

R-It is less intense the land use for commercial or leisure purposes than a bulk terminal. Initially, the Port Authority 

had to participate in all the processes of conversion. 

Q-Taking the risk? 

R-Taking the risk because for the private entities was not easy to assume all the project uncertainties. Thereby 

the port believing in his project invested the capital to sell the shares after works, giving place private entities to 

operate the different concessions. Thus the port business becomes a different enterprise business.  

Q-And how is observed from here? Is the user demanding for a higher integration of activities? 

R-This is an industrial area. The land is port owned. The enterprise who manages the land, which controlling 

shareholder is the port, pays for the land use as any other concessionaire (as a container terminal). Over this land 

what we do is urbanize, build and rent. It could be either with the warehouse included or without. Moreover, we 
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also offer services not only to the freight, but also the enterprises and the people. This building here is a service 

center. Thus it is possible to find commercial uses which are incorporated as services: restaurants, shops, gas 

station, fitness center, paddle field …They are not strictly industrial or logistic uses, but incorporated to facilitate 

the everyday living to the enterprises which are paying here there land rents for the warehouses. That is what is 

interested for us. We want to make their live simple, easy and comfortable. But they are not considered urban 

uses, they are services which have to be incorporated to make the ZAL Zone self-sufficient and to ensure that will 

be not necessary for people to move to buy, eat, go to the bank… 

Q-Are the enterprises here paying an economic activity tax like they do in the port in addition to the land rent? 

R-What they pay here is the land rent if we rent them the land, but what is more common is to pay a rent for the 

warehouse is served. Likewise, they pay for the common services received: maintenance, greening, public light 

… The ZAL managed and is passed to the clients in form of additional cannon besides the rent. These are the 

two revenue concepts we have. The client is not paying for the activity. The container terminal is paying for the 

land use and the containers traded. For us that is indifferent. We operate as a real estate agent specialized.  

Q-And how is calculated the rent the concessionaires are paying? 

R-Market price. It is free market. The ratios are high and continue being high. Of course have diminished because 

of the crisis and the prices have been adjusted consequently. It is less demand and prices have to be adjusted. 

But it is not any legislation forcing to fix maximum prices.  

Q-Is this land protected by urban plans? Or they are other uses not strictly industrial? 

R-The uses are defined in the urban plan, what is allowed and what is not, the density allowed, what are the uses, 

roads, green spaces, what are the permitted activities, …All of this is defined in the special plan.  

Q-Do you know the payback period of the served land? 

R-The intern rate of return of this projects is around 8-10%. It is what the investors demand (Abertis) and is what we 

also do.  

Q-Included the land creation? 

R-What include the IRR is the entrepreneurial activity we develop here: serve the land, build on top, and take a 

profit through renting. This business is what obtains this IRR. 

Q-The land stays out of the investment? 

R-The land is an input. In other logistic projects, the land is bought or expropriated. Therefore the land can be 

sold after. In this case, the land conversion is easier. The land originally is port land and it can be done what is 
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specify in the urban plan, but is not any difficulty on it. In other circumstances, or cases, the land was owned by 

small agricultural tenants and the process is so complicated. How to buy or expropriate the land from 200-300 

small owners? What is fundamental for a logistic area is to obtain the land easily and that is possible because is 

port land.  

Q-Who is giving you the land and below what conditions? 

R-The port is transferred by the port. We pay annual cannon for the use. It is the same as a container terminal. 

We pay for the use, is not ours. We have an industrial profit, obtained from the renting, and costs we have the 

investments realized and the rent we pay for the land use. Part of the profit goes to pay the Port for the land we 

use. 

Q-How you intensify the land use in the ZAL zone? 

R-The higher the surface we can build the better. Our interest is respecting the urban plan, build as much as we 

can. As much as we build the more profit we can get. Why we have not a container terminal? Because the 

profitability is ridiculous, the use of land is extensive and the profit is nothing. Contrary, to rent a warehouse 

provides a high profit. Thereby our objective is to fulfill all our domains with the maximum of warehouses is 

possible.  

Q-Who is preparing the urban plan? 

R-We prepared and after we presented to the municipality for approval. It is an administrative process. It is a 

special plan. 

Q-It is possible to compete with urban uses by land value? 

R-For any activity the cost of the land has to be achievable. Some activities cannot pay for the cost of the land 

here. The storage of low turnover cannot pay for the rents we have. It is a land well located and privileged and 

therefore expensive. If you have to storage low turnover products you go 50km further because you can pay there 

the cost. It is valid for any other activity. A prime office in Passeig the Gracia, pays a super high rent, but a bank 

is able to pay for it. The same is for the logistic activities. Part of the logistic activities can pay for the location 

here and the rest have to go further away. It is a question of functionality and cost of the infrastructure. 

Q-Due that the demand is high for this land, and the land scarce, is the rent comparable to urban uses in the 

perimeter? 

R-This land cannot compete with everything and depends of the use is given.  Only can compete with comparable 

activities, because the urban plan defines what the use of the land is. We are not allowed to located heavy industry 
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or a conventional industry. They are restricted to light activities: packaging, assembly… What is true is that the 

logistic land in the city surroundings is scarce.  

We compete with comparable zones, the Parc Logistic from the Consorci de la Zona Franca. And we take clients 

from one another. The land is neighboring, the use is the same and the functionality is the same. We are not 

competing with the containers terminal or the industrial land in the municipality of El Prat. 

Q-What is the influence of having Barcelona close to the logistic area? Is it an attractive or a problem? 

R-What is important for the operator is the closeness to the Port. Who is interested in our service are those who 

manage port freight. We offer functional advantages. 

Respect to the city, the ZAL was not perfectly connected to the city. The difficulty was to connect through public 

transport the city and the logistic area. The integration has been focus on the services and in the public transport. 

The transport has been negotiated with the municipality and co-financed because they didn’t want to serve us 

with bus lines and is comprehensible. Because the location is eccentric it was necessary the co-financing. The 

absence of services in the other hand has been solved with the integration to diminish the importance of the 

eccentricity and make less dysfunctional.  

Q-Included the new metro line (the line9) 

R-No, no, no! That we will benefit extraordinarily, but it was started in 1992 and we are talking about ending it in 

2014-2016 and while it has been necessary to co finance the buses. The closeness permits to find synergies with 

the existent services or collaborating in the payment not paying the 100%. 

Q-What I am looking for is the cost for the port of extending the land and what is the turnover? 

R-I am working in something similar for another project. If I would be the Port Authority is due the use definition: 

containers … what are they providing as revenues and what is the surface necessary. That is looking for a revenue 

ratio by surface unit, what count as infrastructure. From this point of view, everything is competing with everything. 

Thereby, in base of the ratios and the demand I can configure the port and the logistic area. The thing is that it 

is not perfectly right. The port is growing progressively in base of the demand, but for a new port is really 

interesting to assess what could be better to implement. The port do it, but time after and we do it for other 

projects. I can give you some tips, for example that the vehicles are not a good business, are occupying 

intensively the land but for the traffic is really volatile. Others are more captive, as for example the liquid bulks 

because they need a higher investment in the superstructure (tanks). It not easy to move. From the port 

perspective is interesting to know what they will provide in the future. 

Q-Is not something is encouraging from the Port Law? 
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R-I doubt it. I have not a deep knowledge on it, but I doubt it. The entrepreneurial interest is not present in the 

document from my point of view. 

Q-It is an interest on promoting the containerization. 

R-It is normal that they encourage what has a higher potential revenue. But is the Aviles port is managing a lot of 

coal is because the market is demanding for it. But as I already said this is an interesting exercise, calculate what 

is the revenue generated by activity and unit of surface. 

Q-I am trying to clarify, if the cost of expanding the land is compensating the land conversion for urban uses. 

R-The question is correct but it has certain limitations with the use. The competition between activities is not 

total. 

Q-But is the port known that the cost can be assumed… 

R-If I face a container terminal against a shopping center, it is a simple exercise: leisure activities against container 

terminals. Differently is that the demand will permit everything, but is feasible as a theoretical exercise and can 

orientate your decision. 

Q-What is getting difficult for me is to discover the cost of land creation. 

R-The port can decides to what use they define the land they own. The logistic zone has been created in glory of 

the port. The goal is to retain customers and attract traffic to the port. Despite this area could not generate any 

income to the Port, it is interested to capture other activities and generate maritime traffic, the Port main financial 

source of revenues. As port what is interesting for me is the traffic. The revenues will be not the same, but I will 

generate more from the maritime fees and containers I move. The activities have to be looked from a global 

perspective and how they interact between them, because they have induced effect. And the ZAL voluntarily has 

it, it was realized with this purpose. In contrast a Maremagnum (shopping center) is not providing to the port more 

than the rent is paid for the land used. In this sense the ZAL and the real estate developments in the Port Vell are 

completely different. 
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I contacted Mr. Gallego after meeting Ms. Xxxxxx Xxxxxxx. Since the beginning Mr. Gallego was willing to 

collaborate. 

The meeting was arranged at 16:00 at the World Trade Center (WTC), where are actually is located the BPA 

offices, in the east building. It was the first time I went there. The building from Pai, seems to be isolated from 

the exterior, but once inside it is a square with services like cafeterias, shops, language academies … 

Mr. Gallego’s office is located in the eighth and last floor of the building. After I was announced, I was invited to 

wait in the meeting room. My interviewer came immediately after. 

As I did with the rest of interviewers I introduced myself, explaining my background and the objective of my 

research. It is relevant to say that my accent from the Canary Islands, influence in the first impression of the 

interviewers. First it is the language dialect problem which make interviewers confuse about my place of birth. 

Second, despite they realize that I am Spanish, there is still the handicap of not being from Catalonia. 

Q-Is the BPA interested in a higher spatial integration between urban and port activities?   

Is the legal framework cause of a lack of higher city-port integration? 

R-We have a public function as a public administration. 

The land within the ports is named port public domain, means that they are owned by the state and they have to 

be used for port activities. The Port Law is regulating the uses and activities and there is explained that are 

permitted the port except for the last paragraph where is explained that in case the port surfaces are obsoletes 

for their main purpose which are the port activities; they can be designed for different uses. Moreover, they are 

registered the port-city uses. But the premise is clear, only those plots considered abandoned or not useful for 

the maritime purposes can be destined for city-port uses. Thus, it is necessary to clarify that a marina is a maritime 

port use; it has to be next to the sea. But not all the facilities that today are In the Port Vell are port uses. 

It is necessary a biggest integration?  Ports are public infrastructures, expensive infrastructures. Due the important 

investment realized, it has to be well linked to the final aim. It is not feasible to invest public money for purposes 

different than the first and main objectives. Despite this is possible to find cities where are investing to extend 

their land surface. But, in ports, initially they look for the maritime port aim. If this maritime activities are not 
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feasible, due the lack of storage surface, the docks has not capacity or even because the accessibility is not 

optimal, then this areas can be used for a different purpose. 

Who rules the port? The city or the port? The question is what is the main objective of the port? 

If you are building infrastructures for commercial ports, the installations should be not associated to the city. It is 

a security reason, freight manipulation … 

Q-Is more profitable by surface unit the citizens’ port than the commercial port? 

R-We are talking about profitability. They are different taxes: the occupation tax which is related to the surface 

occupied (like a rent). It is a tax rate based on the land value, and the land value is calculated in base of the 

adjoining land. The land for citizen’s use will have a higher value because they are associated to land values which 

are higher. The industrial land has a lower prize. For the citizen’s land we take the value of the adjoining land and 

uses. As a consequence, the land for citizens’ use has a higher value than the land for industrial use. Simplifying 

is possible to say that by surface unit the output is higher for the citizens’ use. 

But are this taxes the only ones? No, they are not. We have another taxes: ship tax, the trade tax, the passenger 

tax… If we do a mix, which is the land with the higher output? I believe that it is not possible to assess. Are you 

willing to create a port only for citizens’ use? Considering citizens use without not even the marinas. This 

assumption is not feasible. Are you willing to create a port for freight trade? It is possible, because you have the 

revenues to pay back the cost of the infrastructures, but moreover you are serving a better infrastructure to the 

industrial activity you have behind. And as a consequence, this industrial sector will provide induced wealth to 

the whole community. It is a multiply effect.  

What could happen if the port would be not? Without the port, the port would continue being there, but probably 

the SEAT or the Nissan will be not because they will have not an option to ship off their products. It is necessary 

as public administration to look for the indirect effects, and not only those who are direct.  

If we formulate the question in the other way around is, do we will create a port only for a citizens’ purpose? No. 

Do we will do it to support the industrial sector? Probably yes as a public investment. It is lawful to use the land 

which is no more useful for industrial purposes for citizens’ use? Of course it is. We have to obtain the higher 

possible yield, and if it is not valid for this aim it was previously planned, that it has to be reassess.  

Q-In the annual budget, what is the percentage of the revenues generated by the land rents and which is coming 

from the maritime taxes?   

R-It is something I have not in mind, but I can consult after. I consider that the important here are not only the 

revenues, but also the expenditures. The revenues are easy to obtain, sure they are not even arriving to the 10%.  
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But what is generating best results? We have to look the expenditures: the structural (which are in common) and 

the direct expenditures. The direct expenditures depend of the quality level you are serving. Clearly the citizens 

part has a higher maintenance cost than the industrial. Moreover the public space in areas like the Barcelona 

citizens’ port is in high proportion. The Maremagnum shopping centre generates the revenues they do because 

they have all the facilities and public space which facilitates the easy access.  

Moreover, output is a difficult word, because what is the profit you get? If you are not using the port for the 

citizens port for what it could be? It was obsolete for maritime port uses and it was already there. Furthermore 

the amortization should be not taken in total into account arrived to this point.  

But I think the question is should you build a commercial port when you are thinking in the citizen’s use? 

Q-What I want to clarify is if the cost of land creation covered by the land conversion of those areas demanded 

by the city for urban uses. 

R- Probably no. The areas the city is demanding are so open and public and they are not interested in those 

activities that generate revenues. I cannot understand the purpose of generating new areas for… If it is only the 

urbanization cost, it could work, but if necessary to create docks and water walls… It is necessary to invest 

(purchase) the new plots in the surroundings… it is extremely expensive! 

Q-I was calculating what it was the cost of the Moll Prat enlargement, since 2001 till today and the number 

obtained is approximately 120€/m2 which I consider not too high. 

R-We have to consider that the urbanization of the Moll Prat (Prat Dock) is realized by the concessionaires. 

Furthermore we have to remember that the ports grow by steps. The port grows buying land which is the most 

expensive, the dykes and the surface filling. Moreover it is necessary to urbanize after.  

They are expensive investments, and the surface filling is not the most expensive. Tercat will invest now another 

500M €, over our initial investment and pending of another infrastructure investments like accesses or 

urbanization.  

Moreover, is not possible for the city to get the land is demanding in a different way? It is cost-benefit. In Genoa 

were giving 99 leasing, but there the port project was basically a real estate development: high housing density… 

but a different attractive. I think is a calculation matter. It is possible to consider different port typologies: marinas 

which are almost in every coastal town and commercial ports. The cost of the second is so high. 

Q-It seems that it is a European trend, resulting of higher environmental restrictions and compensations, 

supporting the port quality instead the extension. Further it is expected a higher intensity of land use, inclusive 

the higher mixture of port-city activities. 
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R-It is necessary to obtain the highest possible profit, and for that we look for different strategies. Reducing the 

time the freight is in the port, growing in high… We have to look with precision to get the maximum output from 

the docks. It is true that the ports are not created from one day to another. The docks from years ago are too 

different: shapes, equipment, depth… and as a result some parts become obsolete. It is different to obtain the 

maximum profit to each of the parts but In the Port Vell we did it. 

Probably, all the industrial activity is in the Port Vell, if they should move, will be the end. Because if they have to 

do the investment again, they will be not willing to do it. It is still profitable because the investment is already 

done. 

Q-Do you have in the BPA a calculation of how much is costing the surface enlargements by surface unit? 

R-It is not my area and I cannot help you with it. The Infrastructure Department could help you with it. Ramon 

Griell, try to get in contact with him. 

Q-Are the BPA getting back the investment realized in the land extension and adequation through the 

concessions cannons (fix and variable)? 

R-Only by the cannons they are not. We have a mix of taxes: activities, freight… Ports are depending of the 

central government but with the restriction of being financially self-sufficient. We cannot make use of the public 

budget. The revenues we generate have to cover the expenditures and investments. Now the BPA has 500M € 

debt due the huge investment realized but we consider that the cash flow we have will permit us to pay back the 

debt. 

Q-And in the case of Nova Bocana, where the induced value is not existing, how the concession is calculated? 

R-In this case (he demonstrates the displeasure with the theme) the port served the land and they urbanized the 

area. They have two concessions: the hotel and the other with some industrial buildings. Nova Bocana is result 

of a port south growing. Ships of more than 300m length which are getting in and out together with recreational 

boats are considered a problem. It is a safety issue. Moreover they exist 7km distance and the time delay as a 

consequence. Furthermore, the water inside the port was rotting. The collectors coming from the city ended 

inside the port and the waters were not recirculating, which is equal to bad water quality. The best way to solve 

it, is to open a new gate. 

To make it possible, it is necessary to create a new dyke. As a result it appear a new land extension. Was the 

infrastructure created to provide service to the hotel? No, the infrastructure was created to make possible the 

south extension. But after is created we have to generate the maximum possible profit. As a result it is created 

the special plan and they are studied the possible uses. Would the infrastructure have been created for the hotel? 

No. 
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Q-And is the investment paid back? 

R-Who should be paid for? I understand that the dyke should be not paid by the development; it should be paid 

by the whole commercial port. The dykes are consequence of the port enlargement. The land generation, only 

like land is cheap and of course is paid back by the development. I don’t know if it is paying also the dykes and 

the bridge and … but it was not the purpose. It is sub product. 

Q-But I think is nothing wrong on paying also for the rest of infrastructures, why not? 

R-The revenues the NB has to generate has to pay for the land generation and consolidation, and that is paid. If 

you ask me for the rest of the construction works, I have to say that it is expensive and it was not the purpose. It 

has to be paid for the total of the port when is operating as planned. In a toll road you are not charging the total 

cost to the first vehicle is passing. What we do is to maximize our investments. 

Is the port thinking on growing to generate land for urban use? Probably the land will be so expensive and 

impossible to get developed. 

Q-But the problem also depend of the other side, the demand? 

R-If we talk about Honk Kong, where the land cost is so high… Here with the setting taxes we are accused of 

being out of the market. They are port domains and they cannot be sold, and the maximum concession period 

is 35 years. At this respect, Xxxxx (the company) complains, because all the rest of shopping centers in Spain are 

in a freehold system. 

Q-I have to say that I was expecting a higher demand for the leasing tenure system. 

R-It depends, people are interested in both systems, leasing and freehold. Moreover the construction risk is 

assumed by the concessionaire, and part of the time is consumed by the construction period having not any 

revenues, only cost. 

Q-But in the other hand the initial capital investment is reduced by the 30% which is normally the land cost. 

R-What is better, rent or freehold? 

Q-Due that, you have the biggest leasing land in the town I was expecting a higher demand. 

R-You have to take into account that the port surface inside the urban scope needs of special plans. There are 

specified what are the permitted uses and what are the allowed surfaces. After is done and build up, it is done, 

it is no more. A special plan modification should be necessary. It is not in my mind because today is no possible 

to market anything else and the concessions are long term. 

Q-Is not perceived an increasing demand for the area? 
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R-No, but if someone will come, it will be impossible to do anything. It doesn’t matter if you want to build another 

shopping center or whatever. 

Going back to the port expansion, it is true that is difficult to continue growing, and we are close to the maximum 

capacity we can support. Moreover we are limited on the high we can grow, because we are in the airport cone. 

This is the cause of the maximum high which regulate the cranes operating in the Moll Prat. But, recognizing our 

impossibility to continue growing why not the city looks for alternatives? For the port the cost of moving offshore 

is too high and now it is the possibility of widens the cruise dock to generate operative surface, but not a lot 

more than that. 

From the urban perspective it is space towards Viladecans, but in this case what is not is political willingness. It is 

a lack of metropolitan perspective besides the strict Barcelona concept. Now everybody recognized Cornella 

and L’Hospitalet as part of the Barcelona urban fabric, why not to extend it? 

Furthermore, we assessed the port movement but closing the port for one year means that the companies will 

move out. Moreover the cost of provision rise increasing the disinterest. The other aspect is to where we can 

move, because we have to be conscious of the touristic coastal importance. It is not space in the whole Catalan 

coast to place a new commercial port. 

Phone conversation after the meeting. 

I called Mr. Gallego to ask for the land prize series in the Barcelona Port. Mr. Xxxxx argued that the office is too 

busy in this moment to find what are the surfaces referred in the layout given as well as the land value series.  

However, he gave me another way to calculate the historic values. 

From 2011-2012 the lad prize review have been calculated in base of the 75% of the Consumer price index (CPI).  

From 2007-2008 to the last change, the calculation was in base of the CPI 0.85%. 

Previous to year 2007 the match was 1-1. 
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I had estimated unnecessary the meeting with the Port 2000 director at the beginning of the interview setting 

planning, however during the contact process with the rest of interviewers all the voices in the Port of Barcelona 

drove me towards Mr. Puig. He is considered the expertise on the port conversion process.  

Mr. Puig is the director of Port 2000, the port corporation created to manage the city real estate business on the 

converted land of the Port Vell or Moll de la Fusta, the area enclosed from the Barceloneta neighborhood to the 

World Trade Center building (WTC), the new port city interface between the citizen’s port accessible area and 

the industrial port.. 

 Before the meeting I had the thought of being not well received, since the bad experience I had have with one 

of the tenants in Port 2000. The meeting had been canceled once without notification and that made me arrange 

another date with the secretary of Mr. Puig. Initial suspicions ultimately prove to be groundless. I was kindly 

welcome in his office at 9:00 in the morning. Mr. Puig was firstly listening carefully my objective of study and the 

questions formulated. As many other managers he did not want to answer the questionnaire and I had to freely 

formulate the questions. 

I mentioned Mr. Puig a previous meeting we have had years ago. On that occasion, together with my architectural 

partners, we had introduced to him our port-city proposal for the Barcelona growth, the Eixample Maritim.  

R-In the 80’s the use change was promoted in the Port Vell. In year 1995 the project was almost ended. What we 

do here is to manage the changes occurred in this space. It is a public space owned by the central state without 

any barrier limiting the frontier, but despite of transferring the land to another administration it was decided to 

keep the land and managed.  

It is possible to consider that the port is fortunate on having the old part in one extreme and in the other hand 

being able to grow to the south, liberating the Port Vell of the common infrastructures: train tracks, containers 

requirements, …The port had the opportunity to move down, and interventions like the Europe bridge have 

liberated the old port from the commercial activities developed further down.  

Despite the economic crisis in 2007, they were requirements to move a higher number of containers and now the 

freight trade is slowly recovering the normality. Moreover the tendency in all the Spanish port system was a 

common trade growth during the 90’s. Valencia, for example was a tertiary port, since they build the container 
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terminal giving them the possibility to put order in the traffic and grow, becoming the Port of Madrid, because 

they are 300km closer than we are. The infrastructure growth generates a wealth growing.  

The Barcelona growth started to be planned in the 90’s with the Directors’ plans. Moreover, the Llobregat River 

deviation is commented since the beginning of the modern times as a solution for the Port of Barcelona 

expansion. Whether the Port of Barcelona has to continue growing? The Director Plan today finish with the actual 

growth and it is not any other plan foreseeing what should be the port growth further. Maybe is not necessary for 

the Barcelona port to continue growing and the solution is an agreement with the Port of Tarragona to work in 

partnership. I would bit for it with the aim of achieving synergies. From the Oriental perspective, Tarragona, 

Barcelona and Marseille are seen as a big spot and for them they are the same thing. But the growth today is not 

worrying me. Of course arriving the time it will be necessary to look for solutions but not now.  

In the other hand it is a city’s trend to recover their waterfronts. Barcelona converted in the 80’s the industrial 

port in a so called citizen’s port. For the size of the port, I considered Barcelona an important example worldwide. 

They are other cases, like Singapore, but I do not consider it a conversion or transformation but a revolution. My 

perspective is that the cities have recognized the importance of the water as an attractive claim and architects in 

consequence have developed a variety of proposals over the theme. I was recently in Nantes in the City-Port 

congress and I could observe that the city without a waterfront is not well recognized.  

When I come back I was inform of the Blau@Ictinea project. I consider that today Barcelona have developed all 

the city urban capacity. Where is urban land available within the city limits attractive to develop in architectural 

terms? It is not. I was reading the Vives (urban counsel) comments from Honk Kong, where a journalist was asking 

him if Barcelona will grow in vertical now. He was answering that it was a possibility. Today the Barcelona ceiling is 

135m high. If this is considered an alternative, the architects probably will start to design tower to the sky. But it is 

not, no space is available. Politically when a new team enter in the municipality, they have to show new plans, 

something with energy and impact. The only space available is the waterfront. The waterfront urban studies 

available consider that the (Avenue) Paralelo connection with the Zona Franca through the hill has more sense if it 

is developed through the front. However, the study despite the foreseeable future planning has some unrealistic 

parts. I had a conversation with the Port Director and I explained that cities have the right to contemplate the far 

future, in 50 years. Today it is an utopian project, but in 50 years, sure not like it is now but adapted, changes will 

happened. The Morrot train station will disappear soon, because it is already planned and this is a future 

converted land, however the Campsa tanks are next by and with difficulties they will move out. In the other hand 

recently a concession was granted to Costa Cruceros for 25 years, because the port life continues. But in this 

time, maybe the city is expanded and the conversion of these areas is seen as normal then.  

The port is an industrial entity with the clear objective of moving the major possible amount of freight and 

generates the maximum of infrastructures with the better quality. It is an industrial enterprise with the particularity 

of being glued to the city. Because of that it is a life together: the cruises for example. If we observe the port 

traffic is possible to see that those closer to the city limits are more related to urban activities and they change 
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along the port line: ferries, cruises, bulk, …The closer to the city the more urban the space, till in the extreme we 

have the big Port Vell garden (50ha).  The proportion of public space is enormous here.  

The other question for me important is that Barcelona has the obligation of keeping in the ranking of the best 

known cities in the world, despite the incapacity of urban growth. To make it possible it is necessary to fight for 

contents to stay in the star system.  With urban development capacity is easier, because a representative building 

can lift it, but contents means: congresses, events, Pyrenees games, the Forum… From the port we have been 

developing also some ideas, because at the other side of the area where the municipality is planning the 

Blau@Ictinea is a world of possibilities. Furthermore it is not 50 years in advance, it is something available today. 

The marina will be adapted to big yachts, the shipyard is the best in the world, it is a new opening (Nueva Bocana), 

it is a Escuderia promoting worldwide sailing competitions, it is a nautical school, it is a light house consortium, 

they are the fishermen which will be improved, …moreover we have races which are positioning the city around 

the world. All together, the vice-mayor Vives says: it is a nautical cluster! It is a maritime district, maybe an “urban 

industry” (máquina urbanística).  

What are the Port contributions to the city? The public space, soft maritime activities… which should achieve a city 

open to the city but also a city living the sea, something not real yet. Moreover it is a beach… it is a spin off effect!! 

In the other hand it is a public concern in the Barceloneta neighborhood, because they are afraid of leaving their 

identity. But at the same time the hotel and restaurant owners occupying the ground floors are supporting the 

port development. Also is possible to find division between the owners who are conscious of the value added 

generate by the area development and the rejection of the neighbors paying rents and concern by the rental 

increase. But if we are coherent the wealth can affect all the neighbors and surroundings penetrating in the urban 

frame avoiding marginality problems. 

Q-Is feasible from the administrative-legal perspective? 

R-Administratively, it is solve it with special plans. Where the municipality intervenes? In the special plan 

definition, where is defined what is possible to do and what is not, with the support of the Generalitat also. For 

example, the Vela Hotel, was decided to make it shorter. The fisherman building has to be a unified piece of 

2400m2, then the special plan for this area has to be modified. In Nova Bocana was elaborated another special 

plan with subsequent modifications. What is positive on so doing that, is the reduction of the scale of the 

intervention. What the government –municipality- does here is to control the aspect to make it similar to the rest 

of the urban frame. Resuming, when the port works on doing urbanism, the city is the controller and punisher.  

Q-Are planning instruments facilitating the development or they are difficulties? 

R-The difficulties are coming when are differences in the reasoning.  If we have a concessionaire who wants to build 

100 floors and we are limited by the local administration, there it is a conflict. But I think it is mostly by the kind of 

use done. However with a time perspective, I consider than the conflicts are getting reduced and are mostly 
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about details. They are little aspects focus of discussion, like the paint house in the shipyard. The municipality is 

sensible to the neighbors complains, they are elected positions. In contrary we are not, we are technicians.  It is 

another discussion about the size of the yachts in the Marina, which are hidden the views of the waterfront. They 

are boats!! And we are the voice in the sea!! At the end the problem ends in how the fence has to be, transparent 

or not… 

They are little things, but the municipality has two different interests: the economic aspect and the social aspect. It 

is necessary to create business but not anything and whatever. The neighborhood sensibility and revitalization or 

promotion is also a municipality problem. We have only the space and we offer possibilities to develop it.  

It is discussed now if a museum has to be at the end of Nova Bocana. We talk to the municipality and we 

discussed, but if we build it there, it is necessary to arrive there. The mobility is not a port problem, but if we 

intensify a lot the space there, the municipality will complain, because the transport join at the extreme will not 

supported. We say that this is not our problem! 

Q-These processes are not too long on time because of the continuous negotiations? Is not any formula to make 

the process easier? 

R-The instrument is the special plan. We have the concessions and the municipality has the special plan. The 

special plan configuration is a process which needs time. However what we do is to modify parts of the plan 

without opening the whole plan every time. If we want to modify something related to the fisherman area, we 

only develop a modification for this area. The affectation and consultations, etc. will be easier than opening the 

whole which would need of a public opinion process. We have been working for a year and a half in the Port Vell 

Marina: the project is presented … Moreover is the concession aspect. By law, concessions are 30 years, plus 5. 

Concessions now are mature, and they have only 15 years left, like the IMAX.  

The problem with the IMAX is the fact that the concession is only for this specific use and the market is not 

demanding anything similar. The concessionaire is getting bankrupt but any other project proposed will have 

only 15 years live. To get the investment back is not that easy. The payback has to be realized in less than 15 

years, and the concession extension is only if it is demonstrated a minimum investment interesting for the port 

strategy. The situation is complicated. The concessionaire is proposing night clubs, but this is opposite to port 

interest, who had passed problems with similar uses.  

This is what extend the processes on time. The fisherman area was agreed in 2007, and we are in 2012 and the 

construction works did not start yet, because it is a continuous fight or conflict of interest. I want this and the 

other want that. Now we have the project already and the ice industry is signed, which is a good signal, the 

initiator. It is complicated. 

Q-Due that the Port Vell has the highest land value and the port requirements for economic self-sufficiency can 

motivate the growth of this activity within the port? 
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R-The land value is high but the occupation is limited. The plan limited the build volumes and the public space 

liberated is huge. Moreover, inside the port is not possible to build housing, and due that, the port interest on 

making profit from it is not so important.  But is I would be able to transform it and sell it in a real estate operation 

with I do not know how many houses, probably I will think about it, but it is not a possibility. They are interesting 

things, but the main interest of the port is the industrial aim and for that the docks and operative extensions are 

necessary. 

Q-It is clear the industrial aim, but from the business perspective it is expected that if any activity is more 

profitable than any other, the interest of the enterprise will increase for the more profitable one. 

R-What is separating the citizen’s port from the industrial port is the custom. The office is continuously moving 

from the north to the south because the ferry terminals are advancing down and they not needing customs. But 

further than this it is the city who is advancing and developing the space in the interface, like the train station in 

the Montjuïc skirts.  

The port is not speculating with this possibility. The port what is doing is increasing surface for the port uses, like 

the cruises.  Now we have 7, but we are debating is 8 are necessary. But for the Port (of Barcelona) and the 

Director of the Port, the activity developed within the citizens’ port is marginal or it is not the business base. It is 

because is there, but it is not the main interest. What is true is that the different concessions are paying directly 

to the port authority, despite the management is here solve. The port is mainly interesting in not having problems 

in this part, because the objective of the port is the trade. Moreover in surface % our area is small. 

Q-But however, it seems that in the port budget the citizen’s port is increasing importance. Is it profitable? 

R-They are two different things. It is profitable basically for marketing –image-.  The classic mentality in the port 

is the engineering perspective, focus on infrastructures construction and profitability, but the cities’ employees 

view is less rigid and more flexible with the aim and capacity to mix interests.  

In this moment I think that we have not any more interested land for the city to continue advancing. In other cities 

the friction between city and port is more obvious, for example is the extension needed for cruises is just in front 

of the city, empty and only used once a week. We are sensible to the neighbors, to the fishermen, the attitude is 

more collaborative. 

The success was the creation of port 2000 to represent the port authority and negotiate with the city, but without 

calling directly the port president and director. It is more flexible and the representativeness is the same. Because 

I’m a second or third in the management ranking I’m transmitting trust and confidence.  

Q-Is the port conscious of the activities mixture necessity to bring added value to the port related activities? 
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R-In the ZAL area it is the service center, where is possible to find nurseries and other services. It was the 

sensibility. The logistic family is close linked to the sea business and transport and they know each other pretty 

well. When the port started to grow and be longer, the close proximity to urban activities is loss. For that reason 

I think that the Cilsa director decided to provide services to complement the daily activities in the area.  

The Blau@Ictinea and the doubling of the Rondas… 

When you have a look to the Barcelona port I have the impression that they are two different things: the industrial 

port and the citizen’s port. In the middle is possible to find some different things maybe softer, ferries, sailing, 

nautical… 

Our objective is to direct everybody to the same point to enroll the different interest and create synergies. This is 

not easy and the directions are many. And what is happening now is that to make our place better is necessary to 

understand better what is going now outside- Barceloneta – Gotico- something we were not doing before.  Today 

I have a meeting with the representative of the gothic south. 

I still remember Can Tunis and I understand some reticence in the Barceloneta to make changes, but it is a risk 

when the development is regretted. Segregation is creating ghettos. The wealth have to penetrate in the urban 

frame. 

Q-to make that the work with the municipality has to be more intense. 

R-In my council I have the district major and the urbanism mayor: Mercé Homs and Antoni Vives. We try to 

negotiate the different proposals. This is now a touristic point and an entrance point.  A desired area for 

everybody who wants to sell anything to the tourist. But on this negotiations is not any crystal ball –magic ball-, 

in so doing is how is possible to see if it is working or not. It could be possible to close the door and work only 

within your limits, but it is much more interesting when we start working with the surroundings. At the end this 

area has to be the engine to keep Barcelona in the cities top 10. The Barcelona brand supported by the port.  

I don’t know about urbanism and I do this, which is management and planning. The architects will start doing 

this: planning and organizing. This is the previous base to any design, first is the effort to understand what is 

happening and what is necessary. 
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I contacted Mr. Aritza through the Financial Department and after calling the planning department.  

The conversation was conducted by phone. The secretary called me to arrange the date and Mr. Xxxx improvised 

the interview, demanding for the questions. The day before I was reviewing the questions remaining and I was 

clear in what I needded. Due to that, I was able to ask him the first main questions. After he answered I sent to 

Mr. Xxxx mail the notes, to confirm the appropriateness of the arguments. At the same time I introduced two 

more questions (4-5) which were not in the questionnaire but due the initial surprise I had not time to introduce. 

Mr. Xxxx was friendly and interested on understanding the purpose of the study. However he was surprised for 

the kind of comparisons I was trying to established, because as he said they were not comparable. 

Q-I would like to know the land values of the Port of Barcelona from 1980. 

R-Land values were reviewed years before. There is a map with the port land values, which following the Ley de 

Puertos (Ports Law) are calculated considering the acquisition cost or taxation cost with relation to the 

neighboring plots and similar ports. In consequence is a volatile value, which is link to the date when the value is 

estimated.  

Mr. Aritza considers that this information is not relevant and therefore will not send it to me. However he will pick 

a map he considers relevant and it will send it to me.  

Q-I want to know the expansion cost of the Plan Delta, the year of the budget and the total hectares included in 

this budget. 

I would like to know also what the estimation of the associated environmental costs is. 

R-The costs we have in the Port, are the costs before the construction is certified and without the Activación y 

Gestión (Activation and Management) Costs (engineering costs…) because this is what we call Costes de Ejecución 

Directa (direct execution costs). The Activation and Management Costs are calculated once the works ended. And 

despite we work with those numbers, there are not compiled and updated in global terms. 

But the certification costs during the period 1997-2011 including the Port maintenance and expansion, calculated 

on February, 2010 was of 1.282M€. 
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Those works include: the move of the Llobregat River, the Muelle de Inflamables (Flammable Dock), el Moll 

Adossat (Adossat Dock), the Nova Bocana (New Mouth), , the harbour walls South and East, the extension of the 

South Dock, the Dársena Pesquera (Fishing Dock) and the Muelle Prat (Prat Dock). 

Q-What is the estimated cost for a possible port expansion? 

And the associated environmental cost? 

R-Today, the Port of Barcelona does not need to continue growing. The investments conducted make possible 

to enlarge the surface on demand. This is the case of the harbour walls South and East, which had a total cost of 

600M€, and will make able the port expansion in response to the current demand.  

Despite this, it is difficult to calculate the cost of a future expansion since other associated costs should be also 

taken into account. 

For example, in the case of the Harbour Wall East, the construction of a tunnel connecting the South Dock could 

easier the freight transport. 

With respect to the environmental cost, in the case of the Delta Plan was of 30M€. In this number are included 

the corrective measures in the coast. 

Q-In a fiction scenario where urban demand will cover the cost of future port extensions with similar conditions 

to the ones claimed  

Would be the port willing to move? 

Which are the main risks to take into consideration in an operation of this kind? 

R-The Port is a complex context with many administrations involved. However, the land ownership is under the 

Infrastructure Ministry control. Due that the land conversion is not linked to the demand for other uses (urban 

uses). It is the land owner who decides in behalf of its own interest.  

The point of view of Mr. Aritza is that the land conversion is a political decision which is little related to the 

operation cost.  

R-Likewise, the Port expansion to the South has been conditioned by the land acquisition, which is more costly 

than the land creation through land filling.  

Therefore, the land ownership is relevant, but also the use giving to the land. Housing proposals in this area are 

considered utopic sue the conflicts emerging among port and urban uses. It could generate new friction areas 

between the two activities. 

In any case the Port should be compensated for the land (production cost) in addition to the opportunity cost for 

those activities that could be not developed after the transformation of the area. 
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Q-Do you consider a future scenario in which the urban land demand will cover the cost of Port expansion? 

R-The land creation cost is much higher than the acquisition cost. That makes it impossible to cope for the market. 

It is not feasible an economic profitability agreement because is against efficiency.  

In the cost-benefit analysis we develop in the Port Authorities, the land creation cost is always higher than the 

acquisition cost. That means that the cost of expansion are too high to be cope by the land taxes generated for 

urban uses after the conversion (though the IBI tax). It should be taken into consideration not only the production 

cost but also the loss of profit (lucro cesante) of those activities operating over the land which is willing to convert.  

In the case of considering a housing block in Barcelona, the estimation of Mr. Aritza is that the cost will be thee 

(x3) or four (x4) times if is developed within the Port domains. This situation will drive to a bad use of the port 

system, since it is transforming the port land in an exclusive asset, if freely negotiated in the market (to recover 

the total cost of the production/transformation).  
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Commerce Chambre 
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Mr. Melendez is representative of the Barcelona Spanish Chamber in the BPA board. I contacted him directly 

though the Commerce organization and from the beginning they gave me all the facilities to meet him. Mr. 

Melendez is an old person, around the 75. As he explained at the beginning of the meeting he started to work 

in the Port when he was 13 in the family’s shipyard. Actually, in addition to the BPA representation he holds the 

title of Consul of Singapore, famous because of the close link city-port developed. 

The meeting took place in the Commerce Chamber Headquarter at Diagonal Avenue, close to Paseo de Gracia, 

in the core of Barcelona. I was received by Mr. Melendez at 9:30 in the morning, half an hour before planning, 

due to Mr. Melendez agenda organization. The office is in the eighth level, looking to Diagonal: a privileged 

place and a large space. 

Mr. Melendez is a calmed person, with the wisdom and temperance that only years provide. 

I started the conversation introducing myself: my architecture background, my working experience in the 

Consorcio de la Zona Franca (with mention to Jaime Oleza) and the Generalitat (with mention to Fina Alomar) 

and finally the aim of the master studies. 

Q-Why the scope of the study is because recent articles are supporting that a higher integration city-port is not 

developed result of a complicate and so strict regulative framework. But having a look to the Barcelona Case 

before arriving here, I had the impression that this issue was not that relevant and it was space for other causes. 

For example, one of those could be the lack of market demand. It could be reasonable to think that if it is not 

demand from the enterprises side for a higher integration, it will results in the immobilization of the process.  

R-They are some problems, but what is characteristic from Barcelona is the closeness city-port. That is higher 

than in other locations, more than in Valencia or Bilbao, which are important port. 

You know that Barcelona was living with the back looking to the sea and the port. That happened because they 

exist pavilions which were closing the views from the city: the coal pavilion, the wood pavilion… After the pavilions 

were eliminated, the city discovered the port again and progressively the port was integrated within the city. 

Thus, the Ramblas shift from ending in the Colon Square, to end in the port and further through the bridge in 

the commercial area. That is quiet new! 
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Now the relationships between Municipality-Generalitat and Port are really good. It was an agreement on giving 

the Generalitat the election of the Port President, however the Puertos del Estado dependency. Likewise other 

chairs were given to the municipalities, the Generalitat, the Commerce Chamber, port organizations… But it is a 

board with reduced functions, because the last decision is taken by Puertos del Estado. This changes in the 

management gave permeability (interest interconnection) making difficult the normal citizen separate what is 

port and what is city space.  For example the parking Juan de Borbón. This parking is a port authority concession 

to a private company.  The BPA is fixing the tariffs and the concession; thereby it is a port equipment. But the 

parking which is providing service to the marina, is also the serving the Barceloneta neighborhood. 

Likewise, but different in time, was the creation of the Consorcio de la Zona Franca and the ZAL zone. Living next 

to the city is limiting the growth possibilities at least in one of the sides, thought the Colon Square and Juan de 

Borbón. From the other side is possible to expand, but from behind Montjuïc the city is also embracing the Port 

and arriving to the Port limits through El Paseo de la Zona Franca. Moreover, the Zona Franca already installed 

has not opportunity to continue growing and further is considered that they have also difficulties to continue 

expanding. In this sense, the port when it grew, have done it longitudinally, increasing the docks length parallels 

to the coast embracing increasing surfaces where for example the Hutchinson container terminal is. The 

Container Terminal located between the port and the cemetery has also in the same space the train tracks to 

ship off all the freight coming from the port. It is necessary to point the problem the port has to dispose the 

freight, because the trucks are not a solution for the new platform. This is the reason of the continue demand for 

the rail tracks necessary to ensure future port operations. 

Not only the Mediterranean corridor, which is connected with Algeciras and the French border. In here, Barcelona 

is supporting the rest of Mediterranean ports, but is not essential for Barcelona. Valencia, Algeciras, Castellón, 

Sagunto, Tarragona… need from the corridor to ship off the freight to the French border, but for Barcelona, 

located 140Km far from the border is not such a big problem. Despite this we collaborate and support the 

corridor, sometimes even leading the project from the Commerce Chamber. Because we believe that is 

important not only for the Mediterranean locations but for the whole country. 

I am in the Port since I am 13. It is a long collaboration process. This is due that my father was the director of a 

shipyard in the Port.  

Many changes have occurred in the Barcelona Port. Now is not possible to see the shipyard like time before. The 

floating dykes were in time one of the Port of Barcelona references, being the opening an important city event 

and naming shops in reference of it. The evolution has driven towards the sport boats, small and big ones. 

Thereby the Marina 92 infrastructures are prepared to coexist with the city. The marinas has another effect; all 

the restaurants which are located in front, in addition to maritime repairing shops, paint shops, fishing… 

From this perspective, the Port has done a big investment on creating the container terminal. It is possible to 

continue expanding the surface, but we have to remember that the river was already moved to the South to make 
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possible the last extensions. They are in Spain some other ports with the rivers ending inside the ports. In time 

made operations easier, but today the dragging costs are not compensating the situation.  

Going back, the relations between city and port are good, but what is important is that an important political 

member, normally the Deputy Mayor is in the BPA board. Due that the Port projects are not arriving to the city 

without the previous approval of the Port Board where a representative from the municipality is. Thanks to that 

it is a previous dialogue, but the more important is the consciousness the municipality and the Generalitat have 

of the port importance. The port is fundamental for Barcelona. Port and Airport are both fundamental 

infrastructures for the city. Other infrastructures could be interesting, as the Olympic Port or the Forum area. The 

Port of Barcelona and the Airport are basic for the industrial, commercial and touristic development including 

the city development. 

Nevertheless it is possible to have also conflicts in the relationships. A recent one: the central government wants 

freedom in the opening time setting. In Catalonia and Barcelona they are not supporting this idea. The time 

liberalization has as a consequence that only the big companies can open the weekends. With another mentality 

would be possible to the small retail shops to open, but here is not possible to work 365 days. If the regulation 

is modified, many shops will close in the city centre. Whether is that happened, the streets will be less attractive 

and insecure. The example is Italy.  

Linked to the Port, all the Port Vell Area has the freedom to operate with the schedule they want. Thus, the 

Maremagnum is open in holydays, not in the Ramblas. The activities depending from the BPA are open, the 

shops depending from the municipality are not. There it was a conflict. 

Sometimes we have some others, but normally with a collaboration desire. It is the case of the port police 

domains and the limits of their competences. The gangster has not limits. 

Related to the port expansion, due the difficulties to extent the port, the strategy is to develop the hinterland 

ports with the necessary surface to move the freight as fast is possible. Thus, all the trade is not needed of port 

surface, because the objective is not to ship it again, is moved inland. It is not easy no find the locations to do it 

but is necessary. We have Madrid, Zaragoza, Toulouse, and closer places… Lampurda is more difficult.  

Q-Is any land intensification in the Port? 

R-It is true. In benefit of the port and the city. Time before; the “tinglados” were neglecting the city contact with 

the port. Now we have the IMAX and the Maremagnum. The spatial distribution of the port has the leisure area 

next to the Barceloneta, after, it is the Cruise Terminal and other ferry terminals: Transmediterranea, Grimaldi, 

and the cruise companies: Costa Cruceros and many other. Sometimes they are here, the other half of the year 

they go to the Caribbean Sea… But the important of the cruises is not the amount of money they expend in the 

city, despite some specific activities get a lot of money from them (La Roca or La Sagrada Familia). However, the 

importance is in the intercontinental connection generated through the airport traffic. As a result an important 
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part of the US flight connections we have now in the airport are consequence of the cruises. This is facilitating 

the businesses between Philadelphia and Barcelona. It is a derived benefit. 

After the cruises are the silos from Condeminas, and after the other area has the vehicles and the petrochemicals 

(Campsa, Gas Natural) and finally the containers. 

Resuming, we have three big zones: the urban are, the cruise zone and the industrial zone. The Port when is 

space, is trying to collaborate with the city without forgetting the port interest. For example the yachts paint 

shops, generate ships movement but they are compatible with urban activities like the Hotel W. 

Q-Observing the annual port budget it seems that the real estate business, port 2000 is taking an increasing 

relevance. 

R-They are changes. The Maremagnum is one thing and the WTC is another. Recently the BPA have been moved 

to the WTC, generating movement around, because the companies working with them want to be close. 

At the same time the old headquarter in front of the Maremagnum is being renovated as a port educational 

center and for exhibitions. 

Q-Going back to the fact that the port can continue growing, is possible to do it in extension? 

R-It is possible, but is not planned to do it in the short term. The last expansion has been important. Moreover, 

the important question here is the relation between the port and the hinterland served. The Port cannot grow 

more than the hinterland, because is the demand. Actually the port is prepared to continue growing during the 

next 15-20 years, probably more. Nevertheless, it is possible to expand the surface beyond the actual limits. 

The other problem is that the ports in Spain work independently and uncoordinated. Thus, the Port of Barcelona 

is competing with the Port of Valencia and also with Tarragona, even offering companies better conditions in 

their domains. It is an absurd situation, this country has a university in every corner, airports everywhere… 

The future for the Port of Barcelona is not the coastal shipping (cabotage), they are the mega carriers. For that 

reason the new super structures are prepared for that, with capacity to receive lengths of more than 300m. These 

big ships sizes are only operating in Barcelona, Bilbao and Algeciras. The problem for Barcelona is not Tarragona, 

the competitors can be Marseille (the project is still stocked), but mostly TangerMed. Because the Mega carriers 

could go to Tangier and from there divide after the freight and distribute it. The Port of Barcelona is well 

dimensioned but needs from the train connections to be competitive. A good network will permit in one night 

to serve the containers from Barcelona to Rotterdam or Hamburg. The idea is to capture all the flows from Asia 

which are coming to Europe through the Suez Canal. 

Q-How the environmental concern and impact assessments affect the Port of Barcelona expansion? 
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R-To drive a car a car license is needed as well as to build a house is needed an architect license. Despite this to 

be ecologist is nothing necessary. In Barcelona the professor Margalef was recognized as a scientific influencing 

the port developments with his thoughts, but what is common is to find amateurs talking about ecology. 

Furthermore, the Llobregat River delta is considered the most important “breeding birds” center in Europe. This 

is an error. It has to be a balance between ecology-society-development, without destroying the environment, 

but with common sense. From the port side is obvious that all the technicians are aware of the environmental 

issues, being assumed and considered continually for a better port performance. 

Q-What is the extra cost attached to the port operations and expansions consequence of the environmental 

compensations? In Rotterdam is known that the environmental compensation for the Maasvlakte enlargement 

almost matched the infrastructure cost. 

R-This is not only affecting the port but also all the citizens who are paying their taxes. This is a particular decision, 

it is possible to choose where to expend the money. It is a balance issue. Nederland is a wealthy country, the 

port generates a lot of revenues, and they can do it. Another example is the bridge over the Oresund, between 

Copenhagen and Malmo. The construction was terribly expensive because firstly it was done a tunnel to have a 

minimum impact in the city of Copenhagen. If you have the economic capacity, why not? But is not the same 

case for Egypt, the balance is different. 

In Barcelona, all the environmental impact assessments have a cost, but they not make impossible the growth or 

are worried for every fish in the water. We are sensible to these issues and they are costs attached. 

However in scientific ecology the investment done drives to a posterior saving. The compensation is in the 

ecological action, increasing the efficiency. If the meaning contain sustainable more than ecological it is possible 

to save money in the future. I supported when it is a scientific knowledge behind but not like a religious belief. 

Q-Is any interest from the industries or activities located in the maritime side, including the ZAL zone in a higher 

integration of uses with the city? 

R-The maximum interest they had is close to be ended. The metro line number 9 will connect all the port area 

with the city, and we can say that they will be not far than any other offices in Horta or Nou Barris. It is not any 

marginal neighborhood, contrary they have important offices like Saba, Abertis, or Seat. With the new 

infrastructures they will be privileged.  

Q-Different than Rotterdam which is extended 40km long, here the Port is quiet compact. 

R-Rotterdam and Hamburg work differently, like Antwerp. However, the Port of Barcelona has all the services, 

and is important the connection it has with the airport. 
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Talking about the city proximity, what it was problematic was the soya beans. The particles flying in the air were 

causing asthma problems but it was corrected. It was necessary to act to solve the health problem. The filter had 

to be modified and environmental measures had to be adopted. 

Related to environmental concerns, what is still happening in every port, closer or not to the cities, is that smoke 

clouds are emitted when the ships engines are turned on. 

Q-As a last question, is the leasing offered in the Port Vell interesting for commercial or services companies? 

R-In Barcelona is not any land. A different thing would be if within the example you would have 70 empty city 

blocks in the Eixample. All the land offered is welcome. It is possible to see from the window that is not any crane.  

Q-The land tenure system is the same? 

R-Is the same. 

It is not the same to speculate with renting than do it with freehold. It is easier to do it with the freehold, but 

when you want to develop an activity one or another is not a problem. The Maremagnum is a concession, the 

maritime clubs, the shipyards are also concessions… 

Q-Would be expected that in recession times the fact that the initial capital amount is less make the investment 

more attractive. 

R-I think is not important. If you would have a city block in Barcelona, still it would be occupied by neighbors, will 

be so easy to sell it. 
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Industrial Port Tenants (Companies) 
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Joan Vives 
XXXXXXXXXXXX 

Logistics, Car Distributor 
CEO 

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
UMD8 

Barcelona 
29th June, 2012 
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Since XXXXXXXXXXXX is one of the companies that clearly intensifies the use of the land within the Port of 

Barcelona I considered this interview highly significant. I insisted though e-mail and phone calls to obtain an 

interview with the company’s management team. Finally, they accepted but they required me to do the interview 

on the phone.  

The CEO accepted the interview but he felt awkward with the situation. His answers were   limited to answer the 

strictly necessary. 

The time of the interview was less than 15 minutes.   

Q-Is your company interested in a major mixture/integration of port and urban activities? 

R-No 

Q-What are your worries about an increasing mixture?  

R-No 

Q-What are the positive aspects of a possible implementation? 

R-XXXXXXXXXXXX is a multimodal terminal (ship, train, truck) which is devoted to the distribution, import, export 

and added value services of new vehicles.  

We are a service company and we do not need any integration with the city. Nor do we need to be publicly 

known in the city.   

The company has a concession contract with the APB (Barcelona Port Authority) to manipulate, load and unload 

of vehicles. We do not have permission, and is not either in our strategic plans, to manipulate any other type of 

freight. Due that is not any land mixture of use within our plot.   
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Q- Actually city and port develop different planning systems. The PUEP (land legal framework established by the 

central government) and PEOP (urbanistic aspects) elaborated by the different port authorities and the PGOU by 

the municipality. Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

R-No. The interaction port-city is not relevant for XXXXXXXXXXXX. We are APB concessionaires and we do not 

have any interaction with the municipality. Furthermore, the company is not polluting and is not creating 

associated risks.  

In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer collaboration 

in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q- What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the port 

community? 

Q- Do you perceive that the Port Authority is working in these aspects? 

R-Yes 

Q- In a context where to continue expanding the port is not a possibility. 

Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

R-We have a fix concession in a limited time. XXXXXXXXXXXX has invested in the lift of silos for cars with the aim 

of increasing the stock of cars.  

Q-How you will rate from 1 to 7, the lack of space problem for your company’s operations in 15 years period? 

where 1 is not problematic at all and 7 very problematic. 

R-The space is key for us. In addition to the load/unload we also manage the brands stocks. In consequence if we 

have not space we cannot provide the service. In any case, everything is market driven.  

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-What is your interest in continuing operating in the Barcelona Port the next 15 years. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-Do you consider that the city proximity is limiting or affecting your business activities through the imposition 

of more strict environmental regulations? 

What are the environmental regulations that mostly affect the development of your company tasks? 

R- XXXXXXXXXXXX has the ISO14001 from 1999 and EMAS from 2004.  
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Despite the wide range of environmental regulations in our field, is not affecting our business and operativity.  

 

Q- In a scenario of less strict regulations for the port industry and businesses, which facilitate a higher integration 

of urban and port activities, 

How would you rate your interest for future projects in the area, if the mixture of urban and port activities will 

share the same land at 50% rate? 

R-As I said before, we are a terminal for the transport of new cars. A higher integration with the city is not important 

for us.  

This integration, however, is only interesting due the benefits for the workers if other activities are available in the 

Port: restaurants, banks… 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  
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Mr. Miquel Abel 
Xxxxx 

Logistics, Bulk Food Products 
Manager 

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
UMD8 

Barcelona 
04th July, 2012 
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The meeting started at 10:00. We started the interview on time. Mr. Abel was waiting for me. The meeting took 

place in his office, an austere space in the ground floor of the factory. The interviewed was wearing “polo” and 

jeans. The ambient was informal and relaxed.  

Xxxxx is the factory Mr. Abel manages in the Port of Barcelona. They produce animal feed from soya and is 

operating in the Port since the 70’s. The factory and silos are located 5 minutes far from the city center. This 

industry and two other similar companies operating with bulk materials are closely located to the urban activities 

notwithstanding the difficulties of from the city side.  

I started explaining Mr. Abel the purpose of the study and I showed him the presentation letter from the IHS. 

Likewise I exposed the difficulties faced to meet other port companies and Port Authorities. 

Q-As you see they are 7 questions plus another 2 I had not the time to type and you have not on your copy. The 

last page is the same questions in English. Furthermore the interview is calculated to take no more than 20-30 

minutes. 

We start with the spatial relation of the Port and the synergies the company established with the city. 

R-This Company is here since year 79, the fabric was constructed in year 76 by the INI. 3-4 years ago the 

concession was arrived to an end and it was necessary negotiate with the Port Authority to extend the contract. 

The Port was interested in the company to continue operating in here. It was possible to arrive to an agreement 

and now we have a concession for another 20 years. In conclusion our relationship with the port and the city is of 

total agreement. To stay here we had to discuss with the PA and with the municipality, the public health agency 

(Agencia de Salud Pública). Our company is working with bulk products and the emissions produced have to take 

into account the city closeness. Consultancy was realized with all the actors and it was approved the plan to 

continue operating in the Port. Therefore is possible to say that the integration with the city is good.  

What is interesting for the Port? Probably they are interested in industries like ours which is generating revenues 

more than in urbanizing the land by the city. Likewise, the Port depends of Puertos del Estado to get permission 

for the usage change. It is true that It was published the interest of the mayor on developing the land in the 

interface, but I think that it was a show and anything so real, because after two weeks everything was cancelled 

with the refusal of the opposition.  
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We are probably the company which is closer to the city, as you see the city-port has been moving closer with 

the cruises activities and they are practically here already. At the same time the Algeciras and Valencia Port are 

also growing, increasing the containers trading and general cargo traffic. Due that to continue competing The 

Port of Barcelona has to invest in the extensions to adapt the containers terminals and industries. 

Q-How is affecting your company the fact that you are in the interface city-port? 

R-We need dock area to make our operations profitable. The port is completely necessary for us. If the port is 

close to the city is a collateral situation. 

Q-But is indifferent for you to be here close to the city or far away in any other port? 

R-The closeness of the city is the same for us. We control our emissions due that we are operating here and that 

is. 

Q-Is not any advantage on being located in the city proximity? 

R-It is an advantage for the industry workers who are living in the proximity, but for logistic purposes is the same. 

Our business is to sell animal feed. We prepare soya flour for animal feed. Our principle clients are in Catalonia, 

the 90% of the production is sold in the region and they are sold by trucks. Therefore, for us is the same to be 

located here or in Tarragona. The business is defined within the regional borders and France, but is minimum. 

The industry has been here for 30 years and we decided to continue here operating. It was also assessed the 

possibility to move the fabric to Tarragona to get out from the city’s border but it was recognized not that 

important. After the discussions and the projects were presented and approved it was decided to continue 

operating in the same place. 

Q-Whether more reticence would have to be faced, you would decide a different thing but… 

R-We would have taken our belongings and we would have moved further. It is taking the industry and piece 

together again in other place. We did it already in Bilbao and Cartagena. With the two industries which are now 

completely new and they are in the port. The most interesting for us is to be in the port because our raw material 

comes by boat. Everything different means an extra cost. 

Q-Respect to the city’s closeness and the development and urban growth over the port, are you worry for that? 

R-I am not worry for that. Because of the location, we are protected by Montjuïc and the Ronda Litoral (highway 

ring) and in this land which is not urban land? I cannot foreseen this shift. It could be different if Montjuïc would 

be not there and in a scenario of city expansion. But Barcelona is geographically restricted by the mountains in 

the surroundings, therefore to continue growing is not that easy. It is not making me worry so much. I do not 

think about it, I see that non-viable. 
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Q-And for the operations of the company? 

R-Neither, and is not a concern. If the Port decides that we have to move, we will accept it. We will move the 

industry further. Now we have the concession for 20 years and it was approved only three years ago. Moreover, 

when it was signed it was also public the city interest on urbanizing this area. But despite this, the Port wanted 

us here. We move a lot of volume 850,000 tons per year and this is so much money. 

Q-A comment aside. As I know you pay a land rent and an operational “fee”. 

R-We pay an operation tax and the value of the superstructure we have. The more tons we move the more benefit 

the Port get. But it is the same for all the enterprises operating within the Port. The containers are the same thing. 

They had the option to change our activity for container, moreover having Tercat –the container terminal- as 

neighbors. But they decided to keep our industry because we generate more money than they do. It is an 

important source of income for the Port. For sure they have disagreements with the Municipality or maybe the 

city agreed. What is true is that we were asked for improvements, mainly the aesthetics, and it is what we are 

doing these years. With this upgrades of the visual aspects our activity was approved. We are doing an investment 

to change the aspect: painting the tanks, changing the fences, take out the cheap plastic roof we had. We 

assessed what they demand us to stay here, and we decided to continue operating in this port.  

Q-It is any profit for the enterprise in a higher mixture of activities. Nowadays, urban and port activities are 

completely separated; do you think that is possible to obtain an advantage on merging the activities? 

R-More than we are is difficult to imagine. You have to consider that we move between 100 and 150 trucks per 

day. All this vehicles have to go out from the port and take the Ronda Litoral increasing congestion. 

Q-Are you not missing any urban use in the proximities? A bar, a nursery... 

R-We have a bar in front. We would like to have a gas station. We had one but it was moved out. Nurseries and 

staff… I don’t consider them necessary, we are 3 minutes far from the city center. We are super close to urban 

activities. It is like being part of the city. 

Q-In the case of Rotterdam, it was developed a plan to integrate urban uses within the port, to facilitate 

enterprises operations and facilitate basic services and new synergies. 

R-We are well located. If we have a visitor, we book a hotel in the Plaza de España (Spanish Square) and in 5 

minutes can be here. 

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems. The PUEP (land legal framework established by the 

central government) and PEOP (urbanistic aspects) elaborated by the different port authorities and the PGOU by 

the municipality. Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  
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R-No, we have a minimum contact and communication with the Port. They don’t need us and we don’t need 

them. 

Q-If it is possible I would like you to rate in a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how 

the intensification and closer collaboration in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or 

future investments? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-About the value creation in the port environment. What are the values that new activities, traditionally less 

related to port logistic activities, bring to the port community? 

R-They are the luxury cruises in front and it is not affecting my work. Neither have they added any value to our 

business.  

Q-Do you perceive that the Port Authority is working in these aspects? 

I made a clarification to Mr. Abel to know it they were considering the mixture and integration of port and urban 

activities with the objective of bringing highest added value to the port logistic chain and better services to the 

customers. 

R-Yes they do, and they work visibly on it. They are building new roads, they will create a new round about next 

by to improve the communications. They are concern about the trucks congestion, improving it. They create 

value and improve the logistics. 

Q-And related to other uses and not purely the logistics, do you consider that it is a port interest in a higher 

mixture? 

R-Not specially. We have a bar, but we could have two. They could also install a crosswalk to facilitate the 

communications also, but it is not. I think that is not money to do it. It is not the time, they have enough with all 

the different projects which are already started like the Mediterranean corridor. If they are not receiving the 

money for them, they have many works and they stand waiting for resources. I imagine that it is not in their hands 

to do it. Everything they can they did it, but now it is not possible to continue. 

Q-In a context where to continue expanding the port is not a possibility. Have the enterprise reserve of space to 

continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

R-We have not any problem. As I already explained we have not any problem on moving our activity to other 

port. If the port requirements would have been higher we would move to Tarragona or any other place with a 

port. 
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To continue growing here the only requirement for our operations is renovation of the machinery (facilities). 

Therefore the space is not a problem, it could arrive the case that we should rent an external warehouse to 

accommodate the freight, but it is something common we do often. These warehouses can even be outside of 

the port. 

Q-As I understand, what you do is intensifying the land use, improving the utilities. 

R-That is. I’m producing 2,500 tons per day and I could produce 3,000 or 4,000. I would change the utilities making 

and investment. I would not affect the port, not even the area or anything. I will not need to grow in space 

requirements. 

Q-This one then is a simple question. How you will rate from 1 to 7, the lack of space problem for your company’s 

operations in 15 years period? 1 represents a totally non-problematic scenario and 7 a very problematic scenario. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-What is your interest in continuing operating in the Barcelona Port the next 15 years? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-I have two extra questions you have not in your sheet because I had not the time to type them. Is the land rent 

–concession- a fundamental factor deciding your location in the port? 

R-What I pay here is what I should pay in any other place. Maybe Barcelona is a bit more expensive but it is a 

strategic location and consequently we assume the extra cost. With the renovation of the concession our rent 

was almost double. 

Q-Then, the difference is not big enough to force your movement. 

R-In Tarragona what should I pay? A 10% less? I don’t move then. 

Q-Consider the land rent high? 

R-Yes I do. But not much more than in other places. 

Q-Consider you other port locations due more economic land rents? 

R-It is not a fundamental cause. 

Q-Related to the regulatory framework. 

Do you consider that the city proximity is limiting or affecting your business activities through the imposition of 

more strict environmental regulations? 
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R-Yes. Today is still possible to work, but if in the future restrictions are higher we will think about it. It is not 

making impossible our operations but in logistical aspects we are affected. 

Q-What are the environmental regulations that mostly affect the development of your company tasks? 

R-The atmosphere emissions, the allergen. It is a property of the soya peel and that it could be a problem. This 

is the reason why we have many controls. Everything we emit to the atmosphere is filtered before. We have a 

restriction imposed by the municipality which established depending of the wind if we can unload the vessel or 

not. For that, every hour we ask for permission and the port is answering affirmatively or negatively. What happen 

is that if I have a boat dock represents so much money every day. If the restrictions would be higher and if I should 

unload the boat instead in three days in ten, then to stay here will be not profitable for us. But if we have to do it 

in four instead of three, we accepted. Still is possible to continue operating, if the situation changes we will take 

a decision about. 

Q-You depend of… 

R-In this case is the Public Health Agency the responsible of fixing the scale and who is dictating under which 

conditions we can work or not. And we adapt our operations to the administration requirements. Moreover we 

have an arrangement to work like that: we, E. and C. The three companies working with bulk and oilseeds. 

Working with soya all the companies have the same restriction.  

This is only happening here. We have around 50 fabrics around the world and it is the only place where this 

controls are realized. The sensitivity of the Barcelona citizens seems to be higher. In Istanbul you have not any 

similar control and it is also next to the city. When I explain all the filters and controls we are forced to introduce 

in our operations my peers from other ports get surprised. But in Barcelona we assume it, as well we assume that 

our electric cost is higher. This is due the quantity of filters and fans installed in the fabric. Furthermore some of 

the improvements we are realizing are related to this aspects to control the emissions. 

Q-It is an increment in the cost, for the capital investment and the maintenance, but also because of the time the 

operations to unload the boat requires. 

R-Moreover we pay every three months we are visited by an external enterprise who comes to measure the 

emissions. This is something we pay: 3,000 or 4,000 euros each time. And we assume it. 

Q-Nevertheless in the economic studies you realized previously this has been taken into account and evaluated, 

and even so it continues being interesting for you to be located here. 

R-Yes, the industry is already here. If we should build up the industry now, we should go to other place. But the 

cost of moving out the facilities we have here is high, in addition to all the time the industry will be not producing. 

In this calculation is paid off. 
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Q-In a scenario of less strict regulations for the port industry and businesses, which facilitate a higher integration 

of urban and port activities. 

How would you rate your interest for future projects in the area, if the mixture of urban and port activities will 

share the same land at 50% rate?  

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-It is not affecting my investments. We should realize the investments independently of what we will have 

outside. The only thing is how affect us the transport movements, if I have more places to go and have lunch 

despite to go to Barcelona. But for 30 years we have been like that and we can operate, it is not a priority for us 

to have a pharmacy. Moreover, if I think about it, the fact that the traffic will increase and the trucks need 10 more 

minutes to get out of the installations, then I should recognize that it is affecting me. But it is not a scenario that 

make me concern. 
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Mr. Jaume Herrera 
Xxxxxxxx 

Logistics, Bulk Food Products 
Manager 

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
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The meeting started at 09:15. I arrived 15 minutes after nine to give Mr. Herrera enough time to get organize. 

Originally the meeting was at 10:00, but Mr. Herrera ask me to go earlier arguing a posterior meeting. Xxxxxxxx 

shares the office space with the Malaysian consulate but nobody was in the office when I arrived. Mr. Herrera who 

is the Chief Executive of the company opened the door for me.   

The offices are located outside of the Port but in front of the Port Vell, in the waterfront. The enterprise operates 

since year 61 in the Port of Barcelona and was the first on building silos to storage bulk feed. As Mr. Herrera 

explained, he has been the CEO of the company since year 1982, due mostly to the familiar base of the business.   

The office is poorly decorated. Pictures are placed on the floor, storage more than hanging. Mr. Herrera invited 

me to have the meeting in the board room. The space was old, no renovation has been undertaken for the last 

20 years. 

I started explaining Mr. Herrera the purpose of the study. I commented where I was studying and what. I resumed 

the problem and objective of the thesis and after we referred to the questions. He had read the interview before, 

and without giving me the time of saying anything was reading and answering the questions one by one. The 

meeting took around 45 minutes and he offered me his help for any other posteriors questions if they were 

requested.  When we walked to the door at 10:15, the office was still empty. 

Q-Is your company interested in a major mixture/integration of port and urban activities? What are your worries 

about an increasing mixture? What are the positive aspects of a possible implementation? 

R-The integration Port or port enterprises with the municipality is unavoidable. It is something required as a 

consequence of the land scarcity. Moreover is not only a local problem, but a common problem in the Spanish 

port environment. Despite the Port of Barcelona attempt for extending the operational surface, mostly for 

container, in the Moll Prat (Prat Dock), the rest of activities are suffering growing difficulties. Therefore, integration 

with Municipality is necessary to make them understand of the importance of the port industries to the nation 

wealth contribution, adding value to the whole Catalonia Region. If the municipality understands that is not the 

same to administer a hinterland logistic area than a port, we will have the conditions to improve the situation 

(complying regulations and current legislation). Likewise, the Port of Barcelona has evolved and growth reducing 

the distance with the city. Furthermore since the 1992, the Port of Barcelona has supported the idea of a leisure 
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port. As a consequence it become the most important cruise port in Europe and second in the world. In the other 

hand, the commercial and logistic activities are against of the leisure port. In this scenario, Xxxxxxxx who works 

in the agro-food material business has the handicap of operating with “no-cleans products”. Thereby we had to 

integrate our no-clean activities with the increasing leisure environment.  

Our fabric and activities are not easy to relocate. Thereby, after is build up and the concession is obtained 

(typically, for long periods of time), what is next is to improve the legal and environmental framework to integrate 

the industrial activities in the leisure environment created.   

Today this process is advanced. The Port, the Municipality and the enterprises are conscious of the necessities 

and we work towards a higher integration between Port and City. Thus, it is necessary to make the citizens 

understand of the port importance. In this sense integration goes through the education, to explain the 

dependence of the port logistic area. The port in this sense can work as an educational institution and can remain 

open to explain how they work (operations, legal framework, planning, environmental concern…) and what are 

they importance. The proximity to all the educational levels: university, high school or scholars contributes the 

pedagogical aim of the port. 

Q-Do you perceive a conflict between the two different planning systems? 

R-The most important problem is that the criteria used to value the port land is not clear. The Port Law of 2011 

says that the land value is market based, but market definition in this case should be clear. If the market is in 

competition with urban uses we are wrong. The market value should be in comparison with the similar port 

locations in the proximities or who can be competitors with the Port of Barcelona. Today the land value is over-

prize in Barcelona. The value applied over the port concessions is approximately three times the prize used in 

Tarragona while the distance between the ports is only 100km. Likewise it is a similar situation if we compare it 

with the Port of Valencia, probably not three times the prize but close. As a consequence, the land value cause 

the movement out of the less competitive enterprises operating in the Port of Barcelona.  Of course it depends 

of the m2 you use in the concession. Xxxxxxxx build up the silos from the beginning, intensifying the use of the 

land. Thereby still we use an extensive surface, the activity is concentrated and the land use ratio is favorable.  

The company is a profitable company for the port, because we generate a lot of money from taxes and cannons. 

And due that the ratio of land use is favorable. Notwithstanding this, our opinion is that the land value is too high 

and is cause of a loss of competitiveness. Thereby our competition with Tarragona is not about the enterprises 

there operating but between the competition among the ports. Because we use not many m2, but considering 

that the prize is 3x the effect in the net result is considerable high. Extending this to other port uses more 

extensive than ours, the situation is worse. While the Port Authority will not consider the land market reality which 

is not the urban land market, and continue without taking into account the other ports in the proximities to set 

the land prizes, the problem will remain. Likewise, the Port Law of 2011, demand the port authorities for a land 

market update at least every 10 years, and is in the PA hands to do it every 5. And is here where curiously the 
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BPA has been slow, and for many years the land value has been not recalculated. Despite this, as I know they are 

considering to do it now. And as a consequence, It is expected a downward adjustment.  

Giving you an answer. It is a clear problem. 

Q-Is the land value around 13€/m2? It is not easy to get a number from the annual port budget, but is a number 

that seems to be repeat it.  

R-I will look for that later. 

Q-In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer 

collaboration in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 

R-Integration affects positively. Everything related to a higher integration city-port affects positively the 

enterprises operating in the port.  

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the port 

community? 

R-The structure of the Port of Barcelona is for import-export. The port objective is to receive, storage and ship of 

as soon as possible. For this purpose was developed the ZAL. There they are the forwarders. In the port we are 

only those who specifically need it in the logistic chain to handling, ship off and distribution. The next step are 

the enterprises working in the ZAL or the Consorci (de la Zona Franca). We have a logistic company in the Zona 

Franca and we manipulate freight there who arrives in container from China. The complement ZAL and Zona 

Franca is closer to other activities. Within the port is more complicated. The port needs m2 to operate, not to 

manipulate, or transform the product. 

Q-Do you perceive that the Port Authority is working in these aspects? 

R-Not in the manipulation, but yes in the next step in the logistic chain: customs… In Barcelona, the closeness to 

the city is not making necessary the spatial integration of activities. In five minutes you are from the port in the 

city. Despite this, close to the Zona Franca they are services and hotels, also because the airport is next by. Due 

that it has been not necessary to establish areas within the port with urban related activities. 

Q-In a context where to continue expanding the port is not a possibility. Have the enterprise reserve of space to 

continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

R-No. Today is a problem. Despite the port is expanding their surface, the problem of land scarcity is important. 

Scoring it 6. 
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1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-What is your interest in continuing operating in the Barcelona Port the next 15 years? 

R-We have been operating for 40 years, since 1961, and we will continue operating.  

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-Is the land value or the land rental in this case, a fundamental factor influencing the decision of our company 

in the port location? 

R-When we decided to invest is for a long period and is reflex in the concession contract. The problem is not 

because the land value is high, but is because is not well understood what a port land value is.  

Q-Could be that a port strategy to set specific enterprises? 

R-It could be if we related to a specific activity, for example the agro-feed industry. They can consider that is not 

interested to have agro-feed industries in Barcelona. Because I have the interest in locate it in Tarragona, as a 

regional political decision. The consequence is that the containers or vehicles trade is also affected and the 

market goes out.  

Q-Is it a process of intensification? As you explained before you use few land m2, but you build in vertical and as 

a consequence, the ratio is more favorable. 

R-If I look to Tarragona, the ratio is not favorable. My competence has a better situation there. Related to 

containers, the efficiency is what it is, vehicles is the same. They worked already on increasing the efficiency 

through building storages. 

We could also say that the prize in other places is to low and they should increase it. The reality is that the land 

value difference harms our operations. But despite this we should continue in the port. 

Q-Are the concession contract being update? 

R-Is the Port Law application. It is good to have the 75% IPC update, but the problem is the lacking of update of 

land value. 

Q-Do you consider that the city proximity is limiting or affecting your business activities through the imposition 

of more strict environmental regulations? 

R-This one is important. Xxxxxxxx can talk a lot about that. Xxxxxxxx is a service company who, manipulate, ship-

off and storage agro-food products. Spain is not self-sufficiency on grains, we have a production deficit and we 
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have to import. Catalonia has to import approximately a 40% of the grain is consumed. Everything is coming 

from Barcelona and Tarragona and also the French border by truck. 

Barcelona and Tarragona are different ports. In Barcelona Xxxxxxxx is handling soya beans. Historically since year 

87 are controversial because the assumption that they produce asthma. All the volume is manipulated in 

Barcelona has to be specially treated. As a consequence Xxxxxxxx and the rest of similar industries had to apply 

highly restrictive regulations (one of the most restrictive in Europe and more strict than Spanish regulations). 

Thereby the municipal regulations in Barcelona have not any similarities to others like Valencia or Tarragona. The 

regulations in Barcelona are so strict. We are far from what the regulations demand. As a consequence, despite 

the location, and because we achieve the benchmarks, it is possible to continue operating in the port. We have 

been for years improving our conditions and emissions. The treatment is so good and we can avoid the emission 

of even the lightly particles (10x9 microns) that can arrive to 10km distances. 

Said that, a concession like ours is not easy to be relocated. 40 years ago we were at the beginning of the port 

and now we are at the end. The city has growth and the context has changed, but we have demonstrated that is 

possible to get adapted. Moreover the port concession has been recently renovated despite the tough relation 

faced during the 80’s. 

Q-Why considering the higher cost and more strict regulations in Barcelona you are still locate here? 

R-Because our final client is different here than in Tarragona. Sometimes the product is the same but the 

consumer is different. But also the qualities of the products are different. In Tarragona the demands is mostly 

base in animal feed, and in Barcelona is for transformation industry, further than animal-feed (pharmacological). 

As a consequence the quality standard is different. Here we ship-off soya beans because we have an industry for 

that in Barcelona. In Tarragona we do not the Soya bean ship-off. The demand is different. 

Barcelona and Tarragona are competitors in some specific ranges they are, but they are mostly complementary. 

Tarragona cannot absorb all the market and either Barcelona. 

Despite the differences in the land prize and regulations the movement is not occurring because of the transport 

cost. Distance matter and the quality of infrastructures also. In this sense, Barcelona decided to invest in train 

and makes the difference. The transformation industries are located along the train corridors and that is 

fundamental for them. For the animal-feed is not that important. The final requirements for the client in Barcelona 

and Tarragona are different. Before to decide to move to Tarragona is possible to work other different factors as 

the land value, quality regulations… In Tarragona they have not many of this regulations we must comply. 

Related to the environmental cost, despite typically is assumed by the producer, it is true that is common now to 

impact the final client, because the regulations are not only national but also European. Thus the investment 

done by Xxxxxxxx 12 years ago is now starting to be paid back. 
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Q-In a scenario of less strict regulations for the port industry and businesses, which facilitate a higher integration 

of urban and port activities? 

R-I believe it is not. I don’t really get it. Who has to regulate that? Following your explanation, it is true that we 

go in this direction of a higher integration. In this way, as you know the municipality participates in the BPA board. 

And the importance is increasing. 

Something we cannot forget is the different political sides. The four administrations with different political 

interest have made the dialogue complicated. They never had the interest on discussing anything. Last years, 

despite the different political colors, Generalitat and Port have been working together. In the case of Puertos del 

Estado is a different thing. We have improve a lot. The compromise port –municipality with the Generalitat in the 

middle, makes that everybody is going in the same direction. In this sense the port and the municipality are 

increasingly getting more integrated. They are working well now. Sure is necessary to continue improving many 

things: port access, infrastructures …but there we have the battle with Puertos del Estado and Fomento 

(Infrastructure Ministry). The understanding for the infrastructures implementation makes necessary the 

collaboration of the four administrative levels and today, in Catalonia we are punished on that. The 

Mediterranean corridor may improve the port conditions. The common sense is clear, but here what is important 

is the political willing. 

Q-How is the relation Xxxxxxxx (your company) has with the municipality? 

It is a good relation now. In 1987 was complicated due the asthma crisis. At that time, municipalities had not any 

control over the port domains because until this moment they had been depending of the infrastructure ministry. 

The operators in the port had not for example operational license, and it was the same for all of us, even Campsa. 

In that moment started the administrative normalization of the enterprises operating within the port. That was 

the beginning of the integration city-port.  

Today I considered the relation good. Easy access, fluid communication, continuous meetings… Interest on 

constructing a good environment. We have a continuous discussion about regulations… Sometimes 

municipality-enterprises and sometimes including the port. 

Sometimes you have uncertainty from the administration, because what they have to decide is something they 

don’t know about it. What we have been doing is to build up the truth. It is necessary to break up the distrust 

and for that, and it has been the case of Xxxxxxxx, is important to have the same person over the years. In the 

case of a corporation, the manager’s position changes are continuous, and the result from the city side can be 

the distrust. In our case because is a familiar business and I have been here since the year 82, we have a sincerely 

communication. We have a common understanding. It is a model to follow. City-Port-Enterprises is a good model 

and something to show and copy. Likewise the environmental model works and we show it to other ports. 

Going back to the land prize, the annual rent is 246.28€/m2 and Tarragona is exactly 3x less. 
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Mr. Roc Moles 
XXX–Xxxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxx- 

Food Logistics 
Manager 

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
UMD8 

Barcelona 
19th July, 2012 

T5.p2.g6 
 

 

I contacted Mr. Moles directly calling the company. They are located in the Moll Alvarez de la Campa (Álvarez de 

la Campa Dock) after the container terminal and the silos. Mr. Moles is not a manager with studies. He seems to 

be a hard worker who has been promoted progressively. 

My interest on the company is because of their location, inside the Port of Barcelona, and its activity. Moreover, 

they have a link with the Free Zone in the Consorcio de la Zona Franca, the neighboring industrial area. 

The place was next to the Port border. The warehouse infrastructure is old and the maintenance is obviously 

minimum. The office was a small space inside the warehouse. The rest of the space was used to storage coffee 

which is coming in sacks. The smell was penetrating and the activity inside is intense with people and cranes 

moving all around.  

Q-Is your company interested in a major mixture/integration of port and urban activities? 

What are your worries about an increasing mixture? What are the positive aspects of a possible implementation? 

We have not any special interest on having any other uses close to here. This is only a green coffee warehouse. 

Only for this specific purpose.  

In the port area is not any commercial activity, but the Consorci (de la Zona Franca de Barcelona) provides services 

like nursery, bar… But for the company it doesn’t bring any added value. Maybe is useful for the workers. It is 

possible to access by bus. The Port (of Barcelona) has some special ones linked with the rest of city public 

transport. 

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems. The PUEP (land legal framework established by the 

central government) and PEOP (urbanistic aspects) elaborated by the different port authorities and the PGOU by 

the municipality. Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer collaboration 

in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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Because I’m working inside the port, this are the only rules I follow, then the duplicity is not affecting my 

operations. 

Q-What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the port 

community? 

We are physically isolated from everything. This is a Consorcio (de la Zona Franca de Barcelona) Island inside the 

Port. It is a fence dividing the perimeters. For us it is an advantage, we have better solutions in relation to the 

space provision. The port has not space available, however the Consorci is bringing us the extra space we need.   

If we compared with the ZAL zone, the Consorci is quiet equivalent. 

Q-Do you perceive that the Port Authority is working in these aspects? 

The Consorcio is doing it. They have a service center, where the nursery is. It is not possible to go walking but is 

recognized close. Moreover it is the public transport.  

Nevertheless it is not important for the employees and either for the managers.  

Q-In a context where to continue expanding the port is not a possibility. 

Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

How you will rate from 1 to 7, the lack of space problem for your company’s operations in 15 years period? where 

1 is not problematic at all and 7 very problematic. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

What is your interest in continuing operating in the Barcelona Port the next 15 years? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The island is limited but outside the Consorcio has more land available. Moving to Tarragona is not considered 

an option. Barcelona is becoming in the more important port for the coffee import in Europe. Moreover the port 

taxes are cheaper than Italy (Trieste) and the south of France (Marseille) and the distance to Europe is quiet the 

same. 

In Spain Barcelona and Algeciras are the more expensive ports. 

The problem with Tarragona is that the Ship companies are not going there. Therefore a transport should be 

added to the normal cost. 

Q-Is the land value or the land rental in this case, a fundamental factor influencing the decision of our company 

in the port location? 
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Do you consider the land rent high in the port? Are you studying other port locations taking into consideration 

land rent differences?  

It is not fundamental but is important. The rents in Barcelona are high. The most important for us of this location 

is the free custom we enjoy here. 

We pay a plus for that but is paid back with the business operations. In case that we should move out, the control 

will be realized outside. Now we have the advantage of having the watch man coming here. 

This is the best location we can have.  

The concessions are quiet long term, but with the last expansions the warehouses we rented are not 20 years like 

the first ones. One is ten years and the other one is reviewed every year. 

Q-In your annual balance, what is your biggest cost? The land rent or the operational tax? 

We pay only for the space, the warehouse. In the port is necessary, moreover to contract the dockworkers 

(estibadores).Here we have our own employees. The advantage is double. We have not the disadvantages but 

the advantages.  

Q-Do you consider that the city proximity is limiting or affecting your business activities through the imposition 

of more strict environmental regulations? 

What are the environmental regulations that mostly affect the development of your company tasks? 

The last 3 years the cost of the surface by unit has decrease. Contrary in total terms has increased because we 

have rented more surface. 

Q-In a scenario of less strict regulations for the port industry and businesses, which facilitate a higher integration 

of urban and port activities, 

How would you rate your interest for future projects in the area, if the mixture of urban and port activities will 

share the same land at 50% rate?  

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

It is not for this company, for some other neighbors it is. Like Cargill which is trading with soya beans. 

Here the Consorcio is elaborating and sending us a weekly environment inform. But for us it is not any special 

restriction. 

After we finish the interview Mr. Moles came with me to the exit, there he point the fence and said: 

R-This fence is the border between the Consorci and the Port. For five years it was broken because any of them 

recognized as their property. They couldn’t agree about who was the responsible of the repair works.  
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It is a continuous friction and it is shown in this disagreements. 

At the end the payment was assumed by both, the half each.  

Mr. Jaume Gallo 
Xxxxx Xxxxxxxxx 

Automobile Logistics 
Human Resources Responsible 

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
UMD8 

Barcelona 
24th July, 2012 

T8.z1.g9 

 

I contacted Mr. Gallo through the Xxxxx Company after calling to the offices in the ZAL zone. I selected Xxxxx 

from the range of companies operating in the ZAL, because I estimated they were able to contribute with an 

international perspective. Since Ports are competing in a global market, contrasting opinions from local and 

global stakeholders was considered valuable. 

The warehouse and office of the Company is located in the extreme of the ZAL area, next to the sea border, 

where few years ago the Llobregat River flowed. The surface they occupy is significantly relevant. They are one 

of the biggest operators in the logistic area by the surface occupied. 

The offices are in an annex construction with industrial and cheap aspect, like the rest of warehouses in the area. 

After 5 minutes waiting, Mr. Gallo came to pick me up. I was welcomed in a meeting room, used also for 

languages classes for the employees. Mr. Gallo is around 40 years old. He was willing to help and collaborate. 

He gave answers friendly to all the stated questions, being clear and without mincing his words.  

Xxxxx started to operate in the ZAL in 1997 when the Port of Barcelona was clearly growing. Fifteen years after 

they are assessing to move to a further location, because the land price is considered too high. To stay in the 

premium area, the ZAL or Consorci, it is totally necessary to stay close to the port area, which is the case of the 

freight forwarders. The actual costs cut process makes necessary the assessment of the extra cost paid for the 

location. This is the reason Xxxxx argue to support the move on 2013. 

Q-Is your company interested in a major mixture/integration of port and urban activities? 

What are your worries about an increasing mixture? What are the positive aspects of a possible implementation? 

R-For our company is not critical. Moreover we are a quiet special –different- company in the logistic area. Our 

specific business is specific for Xxxxx. Our benefit from this location is the closeness to the port area. What we 

do is moving motorcycles which are coming from all around the world by boat. This is the main advantage. It is 

better for us to be close to the port but is not completely necessary. We can move out from here and change 

location by transport to the hinterland. 
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Here we have two different activities, parts –replacement-logistics and motorbikes logistics. The first one works 

receiving the parts from another warehouse in Belgium. These parts are coming by truck and from here are 

redistributed to the Xxxxx franchisees in Spain, Portugal and the south of France. For us is not fundamental to 

be close to the city, is much more important to be close to optimal infrastructures to facilitate the trucks 

movement. For our business that is more important than stay close to the city.  

Related to the motorcycle logistics, here we receive motorbikes from the different Xxxxx industries, distributed 

around the world. The most of them are coming by boat, except the goods coming from Spain and Italy which 

are coming by truck. Here we have the advantage of being located close to the port, but now we are evaluating 

what is the benefit and if it is economically beneficial. Today our numbers said that is better to move out and pay 

the transport extra cost than stay into the ZAL. 

For us is not important the mixture of uses. Cilsa2 should find the way to integrate the port and the city or the city 

and the ZAL area. They can do things and they can take advantage of it.  

Here we have a service center. The conditions improved in recent years and now we have a gym, paddle fields, 

a nursery… This equipment are mostly used by the employees working in the area. The outsiders are not aware 

of this services, despite some other activities were open with the intention of being promoted further like the 

outlets. However, the paddle fields are starting to be visited by “foreigners” through special discount websites. 

It is a way of attracting visitors to start visiting the facilities we have, but is still necessary to improve many things.  

Q-Is the ZAL employee using and considering positively the facilities? 

R-They consider it positively. For the employees it is important. Contrary it could be terrible to stay here without 

any facility. For anything could be necessary to move to the city.  

Q-Is attractive for the company the integration of activities? 

R-If we would be in the situation of deciding where to be located, this is something to take into consideration. 

Firstly the public transport available, which is today not sufficient and secondly the equipment. Having not any 

restaurant is a problem. Some of the employees bring their food, but some other go out to have lunch. The most 

the facilities available the best for the employee. Today we are in a difficult situation to hire workers –despite is not 

any recruitment- and is easy to get people. But in normal situations, or god economic periods, is difficult to recruit 

high skill workers. As a consequence all the facilities and additional equipment which add value to the location is 

positive.  

                                                            

2 Cilsa is the company in charge of the ZAL Area management. 
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Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems. The PUEP (land legal framework established by the 

central government) and PEOP (urbanistic aspects) elaborated by the different port authorities and the PGOU by 

the municipality. Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

R-I don’t know if it is a conflict but what is true is that many administrations intervene in the spatial organization 

generating overlaps, and lack of clear hierarchies and common understanding. For example related to services 

provision it is a sport area depending from the port close by which can only be used by the port employees. This 

complex is totally inefficient. In the other hand, 200m far it is the gym opened with the support of Cilsa. This is a 

clear example of service duplicity without any synergy between them. Moreover is the security question where we 

have: the port police, the Guardia Civil and the Mossos… Why they are so many different corps? Additionally is 

the transport issue, while the Rondas are collapse, the port roads are empty… Sure a higher collaboration would 

be possible. 

In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer collaboration 

in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-For a different business sure it will be more important. 

Q-What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the port 

community? 

R-The most of the companies here are logistic companies and the added value is to be located close to the port. 

They are 2000-3000 workers employed in the ZAL area. They are the most benefited of the services provided. 

Also for companies who employed this people and take advantage of the employees’ satisfaction.  

From the companies point of view what would be desirable is to improve infrastructures and accessibility. Today 

the accesses can be considered poor. The Rondas are collapsed the most of the time, imagine what it will happen 

after the Hutchinson conclusion.  The new terminal is close to be ready but trains infrastructures are not yet 

connected.  

Q-Do you perceive that the Port Authority is working in these aspects? 

R-Cilsa is working for that, mostly during the last years in pro of the revitalization of the area. I have not opinion 

about the port. Despite they are the same, they work like different entities and sometimes is a lack of 

coordination.  

At the beginning it was nothing here. First it was the restaurant, after the sport area was build, later the service 

center was lifted… services have been progressively coming.  
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Q-In a context where to continue expanding the port is not a possibility. 

Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

R-Now we are not growing but decreasing. This question asked few years ago would be that we had not the 

necessary space to grow. In this scenario we would talk to Cilsa to use another warehouse, because we had not the 

available space. Today the space we have is more than what we need. Furthermore, today is not any problem to 

obtain additional space, even in the ZAL where are available empty warehouses. Many companies have left 

during the last years… 

Q-And for big operators like you are, the search for space is not complicates? 

R-No it is not. Few months ago we had a peak with motorbikes and we needed 2,000m2 temporally. Cilsa worked 

fast and we had available the space we needed.  

Q-How you will rate from 1 to 7, the lack of space problem for your company’s operations in 15 years period? 

where 1 is not problematic at all and 7 very problematic. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-Even the ZAL 2 is empty now. 

What is your interest in continuing operating in the Barcelona Port the next 15 years? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-We are here paying a rent, and because we have a plot outside here owned, in our calculations is beneficial to 

move out. The further you are from here the cheapest the warehouse and today the rent is a fundamental factor. 

If your business is not forcing you to stay here to continue operating, the rent is too high and is better to move. 

It is an interest to stay here but is a cost problem. 

Q-Is the land value or the land rental in this case, a fundamental factor influencing the decision of our company 

in the port location? 

R-In our case the rent price is fundamental.  

All this area was built by Cilsa and they sell the warehouses to investors, this one where we are is from ING for 

example. The port is creating a logistic area and selling the warehouses to third actors, investors. Cilsa works as a 

manager and with ING we have not any contact. We operate with Cilsa basically. They are three stakeholders: the 

user, the property and the manager. 

Q-In this three parts business have you participate from the beginning? 
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R-Xxxxx came here when the warehouse was under construction. The building was under process of construction. 

Cilsa, sure when they were building the area was looking for future users and they contacted us and agreed on 

renting this warehouse. 

When Xxxxx came it was constructed this warehouse. After time and by Xxxxx demand two more additional parts 

were build. They are not our property but they were built on demand. I was not but I can imagine that the three 

parts negotiated and agreed on it. 

Q-Do you consider the land rent high in the port?  

R-Compared with other logistic areas this site is expensive. But you have the added value of being located close 

to the port. With respect to other port locations I have not the information.  

Q-But is for your company important to be located in Barcelona better than In Tarragona? 

R-What is the advantage of being located in Barcelona? Two of the Xxxxx companies are here located and this 

is important for us. For the motorbikes market, Barcelona city is a big market for us in Spain. From the logistic 

perspective, we send a lot of motorbikes to our sellers in Barcelona. But if we have to operate from Tarragona, 

nothing happen either.  It is not essential. Just in case, the extra cost in transport would be compensated by the 

rental difference. 

Q-Are you studying other port locations taking into consideration land rent differences? 

R-Because we have another plots in other are, it seems logic that we move. If the plot will be not, probably we 

will stay. The rents should be so low to move and compensate the value of being located in the port.  

The land we have are in Santa Perpetua de la Moguda, 30km far from here. 

Q-Do you consider that the city proximity is limiting or affecting your business activities through the imposition 

of more strict environmental regulations? 

R-Around 7€/m2 monthly. It is included the land, the warehouse and the management. The land tax is paid 

separately to the Barcelona municipality nevertheless the infrastructure maintenance is realized by Cilsa. The Land 

tax annually for us here is 55,000€ and we pay also to Cilsa a maintenance fee every three month: street light, road 

maintenance, gardening… and if I am not wrong these costs are coming apart from the 7€/m2. 

The 7€/m2 included the management and maintenance of the warehouse if it is necessary. But every three months 

they are the common costs for gardening… 

This is a Spanish problem. We charge really high taxes to the enterprises for operating.  

Q-What are the environmental regulations that mostly affect the development of your company tasks? 
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R-No in our case because we are not manufacturing. This is only a logistic centre. We have to recycle, manage 

the dangerous products following legislation… but it is not an industry with more strict regulations. 

Q-What is the biggest difficulty the city proximity bring to your company operations? 

R-It is not any problem further than the traffic congestions. Contrary is better to be close to the city. It is the Ring 

highway, Ronda Litoral; the airport;… It is well communicated. 

The strong point of being closely located to the city is the social aspect. To hire people is easier. But also the 

logistic aspect, Barcelona is a big market. 

Q-In a scenario of less strict regulations for the port industry and businesses, which facilitate a higher integration 

of urban and port activities, 

How would you rate your interest for future projects in the area, if the mixture of urban and port activities will 

share the same land at 50% rate?  

R-The value in this case is not for our company but for the city itself. The city needs from a higher port integration. 

The Port of Barcelona is a wealth potential creator and the city is not taking adequate advantage of it. It should 

be find the way to contaminate the city from the economic activities generated within the port. I don’t know how, 

and we have tired of listening about the cruises, but my opinion is that we should go further. The services needed 

from the port should be supplied by companies located within the city. I consider that this is the key.  

The new container terminal will need from services which companies located in the city can offer and supply. 

They are the link, and it should be the objective for the different administrations. The best solution could be a 

joined administration, but unfortunately we know that in Spain this is difficult. The different administrations here 

are disperse, and everyone is working separately. Moreover the different political parties in the different 

administrative levels complicate the definition of the objectives making the processes more difficult. 

I don’t know if a higher integration would bring anything more to our business. Maybe not. We are a logistic 

company with a specific client which is Xxxxxxx Xxxxx3 or the …we are only working for another companies within 

the same group and somehow we are isolated in the market. Our business will not increase or decrease for it. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

After the questionnaire we continue talking. 

R-It could be interesting for you to talk to Cilsa. They are living every day the lack of coordination between 

administrations and the projects they have and how the space is occupied.  

                                                            

3 One of the Xxxxx Corporation companies located in Santa Perpètua de Mogoda, 30km far from Barcelona. 
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Our benefit of being here is that after the container arrive, the motorbikes are here in few hours. We decided to 

move, because despite the time delay, the cost saving is so important. And I consider that if we should consider 

the movement without having the plots in property the translation will not occur. The location is important. 

In our annual budget almost the 80% cost are the rents and the personal. Thereby if the economic situation will 

go worse, the movement would be necessary anyway because is necessary to cut. For us the location was a key 

factor, but for the rest of operators is even more important. 

What is going on in the area is that all the companies for which is not essential to be located here are moving. 

Not a long time ago, Decathlon was installed here. It seems that the location is not essential for their operations 

but sure the conditions were favorable. But some other have move, some of them important enterprises. 

Toyota is creating a logistic center close to Toledo in the middle of nowhere. Sure the conditions were so good. 

Xxxxx has another 7 logistic areas in Europe and they are not so well located. They are further from the cities 

centre and worst located. Here we have the best located logistic centre. In Italy, the logistic centre is 40km far 

from Verona, in Poland is in Poznan, but not in Krakow or Warsaw. But similar to this logistic area, located close 

to the city, the port and the airport, is not any in Europe. For us the location is good but not an indispensable 

requisite and less now. 
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Mr. Melchor Montero 
Xxxxxx Xxxxx  

Logistics/Freight Forwarder 
Branch Manager 

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
UMD8 

Barcelona 
27th July, 2012 
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I contacted Mr. Montero directly.  Xxxxxx Xxxxx is an international logistic company with base in the most 

important ports worldwide. In Spain, they are located in Bilbao and some other cities. In Barcelona they occupy 

and extension of approximately 20,000m2 in the ZAL zone. 

The interview was the last one conducted during this stage. Despite I had contacted the Company three weeks 

before, there was no chance to arrange a meeting with Mr. Montero before that day. 

The warehouse and office building from the Company is apart from the rest of plots by a fence, a security warden 

controls everybody and every truck entering in the area.  

The office of Mr. Montero was in the third floor of the building. I was received just on time in a big room that Mr. 

Montero uses for office. It is situated in the corner and it has views over the Port of Barcelona and the construction 

works taking place in the Moll Prat extension. To observe the already lifted Hutchinson cranes would be a relaxing 

occupation in the close future. Mr. Montero is a strong man with German education. He demonstrates to be a 

high skilled professional with international perspective. He was familiar with the themes, topics and specific 

technical jargon.  

The interview was not recorded. Mr. Montero started to talk just after I introduced myself and I had not time to 

introduce the theme. Moreover, since he presented a frank and transparent attitude I did not want to interfere in 

the conversation and take the risk of breaking his free talking. However, notes were taken and transcriptions 

started just one hour after the interview.  

Firstly I introduced myself and explained the purpose of the study. 

Q-The objective is searching for answer to why port conversion processes are not taken place today as they 

occurred in the 80’s – 90’s. 

R-Barcelona is limited geographically and this is a big limitation. In this sense is completely different to Madrid 

where the territory is vast and without limits, permitting the city expansion. In the case of Barcelona, a big 

development was realized during the Olympics, improving significantly the infrastructures capacity, but further than 

what we have here it will be necessary to start building on the sea. The city is naturally bounded by the mountains 
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and the sea like some other cities in the world. Nice is also an example, but there they started already to make use 

of the sea, the airport is over an artificial island. 

The biggest problem we have now here is the economic crisis. No expansion is taking place now. The public 

treasure is empty which frustrates any infrastructures improvement. We have the Hutchinson cranes there waiting. 

The Chinese came and ensemble the machinery but they are not operating. One of the key points is that within 

the Port side infrastructures are ready, but not in the other administrative side. Connections to the national or 

European infrastructures, roads and rail tracks, which would facilitate the flux of trade are unfinished. If the situation 

continues like that soon they will take the cranes back to China.  

We have been talking about the Mediterranean corridor for a long time, but the infrastructures was never built. 

Now we are talking all the day about that, and is possible to read it in all the newspapers. The intermodal train 

terminal is a trending topic. This is also ridiculous. No one is moving nothing. Moreover, the Metro line is also 

stopped and is impossible to know when they will finish the construction works. Sometimes they are working 

some other days they don’t.   

Within the Port the infrastructures and organization are working well, but further from the port border problems 

start. Who is in charge of the infrastructures? Who is paying for that? It is a continuous conflict between 

administrations. It is not a clear plan and hierarchy of what has to be done. 

Talking again about the Port problems to expand its activity. Towards the South is complicated, the Airport of El 

Prat should be moved, and it does not seem feasible. Furthermore they are the nature conservation legislation 

which is difficulting any change.  As a consequence my opinion is that towards the South few more things will be 

realized.  In addition, we should not forget that the Airport and the land around is within the margins of another 

municipality, El Prat, different than Barcelona. This is the addition of one more administration to the cocktail. 

If we have a look to the other side of the Port (of Barcelona), to the Port Vell, the situation is not better. There, 

nevertheless they are only trading with leisure, the crisis is visible. It is possible to see many boats on sale. 

Barcelona has a recognized growing problem. The city due, the lack of available land should be expanded to the 

sea as I said the French did in Nice. But I consider that the approaching to the port is not though putting them 

closer, which is impossible, but improving the transport communications. When we arrived to the ZAL it was nothing 

here and of course no services were offered. Time after they started to connect Plaza de España with a bus line 

and many years after, El Prat was also connected with another bus line. Trains and metro lines are here super 

necessary. It is not, to arrive here in remarkably difficult. Without car an employee needs more than two hours to 

arrive here. The question therefore, is how can we approach the citizen to the port? The opposite way of 

approaching the Port to the citizen is not an option because is not land to make it possible.  

I am not worried about the investments within the Port, they have the aim of doing things and it seems that they 

have the economic capacity. The problem we have is from the Port border away (outside the Port). 
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Moreover, we have to be conscious of where we are. The ZAL zone is the trading Beverly Hills (a luxury industrial 

area). The land of this area is the best possible location. It is between the Port and the Airport.  

Many companies during the last years had to move out due the high cost charged for this premium location. To 

stay in this area it is necessary to generate high added value. If not Tarragona is a better option. Here is possible 

to work directly with the customs as a free area and this has to be paid in a competitive market. It is an extra.  

Few years ago we saw how the enterprises were moving out and the area emptied. Construction was stopped. 

Today with the prices readjusted the occupation has raised again. Moreover I believed that the reason of the 

enterprises return are the expectations generated by Hutchinson and the Port of Barcelona marketing as the 

European Asian gate. 

However, Barcelona is not competitive with Rotterdam. One of the aspects are the customs. Despite in Spain the 

organization is improving and it will be totally centralized permitting the freight checking at any point of Spain, 

the year after it will be possible in the whole Europe. That means the direct competition with Rotterdam. Thus, 

despite in the Port of Barcelona they are proud of the time cut from 4 days to 2 in the custom check in average, 

Rotterdam needs only 12 hours. It is not yet enough, and we transmit this to the port authorities. The good point 

is that the port authorities are willing to listen and cooperate to improve the conditions. But still the system is 

considered to strict and rigorous, and the personal slow in the checking. Furthermore in Fitosanitarios it is a big 

problem, worse than in customs. Many companies move the freight to other ports to avoid the Barcelona controls 

and go to Valencia or other European ports considered more flexible.  

In resume, it is necessary to improve the customs efficiency, if it is not ports like Rotterdam will capture the market. 

Our clients explicitly demand for other ports, different than Barcelona to move the freight, in an attempt of avoiding 

the time risk of losing 2-3 days with the trade immobilized.  

The Port of Barcelona is still opening and closing during the day and night. Despite the size and the apparent 

importance, is not opening 24 hours. Or what is worse, sometimes some of the activities are open, but because of 

the rest of entities are close, the time is loss. For example, the ships is unloading but the depots are close, and is 

not space to leave the container. Without time flexibility the processes are delayed and the port is working with 

stress few days per week and without intensity the rest of the days. Monday and Tuesday is when the imports are 

moving in the port, and Wednesday and Thursday the exports. That has the consequence of stressing our import 

personnel for two days and liberating them for another two days, totally inefficient. 

What is necessary to improve the port conditions is the collaboration between administrations. It is not any kind of 

organization among the different levels. It seems that now the government is proud of having increased the export 

an 18%, but for a country like Spain this is not a big change, because before we were exporting nothing. The 18% 

of nothing is still nothing.  Furthermore, today with the economic crisis, we are importing the half were doing 

from China. In total average, the result is negative.  
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In this country it is necessary an administrative reconfiguration to improve efficiency and coordination and to set 

clear objective to prioritize. 

In relation to the port, the claim is for infrastructures to make possible a better connection of the territory, not the 

approach of the different pieces. The Barcelona port is next to the city and well connected, with a minimum 

distance between port and city and the infrastructures are so good, despite the problems the logistics have to 

cross the city from one side to another. 

Also related to the infrastructures connection, it is a clear example of how the infrastructures are not develop in 

coherence and without a good plan. From here we can see the cranes from Hutchinson, two Km distance from 

here, Nevertheless, after the conclusion and opening it will be not possible to access directly from here to the 

terminal or vice versa. It is the river in the middle cutting the connection and forcing the operators to go out of 

the port and in again through the Prat. For the enterprises who are here operating this is an extra cost. 

A similar case occurred in Girona. Different logistic operators were called to visit the airport. The administrators 

and government are interested in attracting logistic companies with the aim of using the port as a logistic 

platform. We arrived there and it was not any infrastructure prepared to receive any cargo. Without a minimum 

conditions and only with the promise of future investments it is impossible to capture the interest of the operator. 

It is not any plan. 

Contrary the Port of Barcelona is working to improve the conditions and efficiency, listening the users claims and 

interests. The last two years a shift has been observed. We have regular meetings and the work to improve 

efficiency putting together all the stakeholders’ interest. The problem as I said is when the port border ends. As an 

example the 15 years that were necessary to open a bus line from El Prat to here.  

Q-Is Barcelona providing any differential advantage to your company? 

R-Years before, before the crisis started, the workers have no interest on coming to the Port despite the salaries 

we were paying were higher than in other sectors. The quality of live offered was not compensating the movements 

necessary. The quality of live was worse due the time consumed on coming here. To solve this the only solution is 

the infrastructures improvements.  

Q-Do you have any problem with the land availability? 

R-Now is not a problem. We have land available in many locations around here, even next by in the Prat of 

Llobregat. The problem the different logistic areas have is to find the companies with the capacity and solvency to 

pay.  

Related to this land we occupy here, the prize is consequence of the location and services provided, only 

affordable for the highly interested companies. 
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Q-What is the added value the port and the city provides to your company here? 

R-What is important of this port is the proximity to the Airport. Moreover the infrastructures are good, despite the 

problem of crossing Barcelona from side to side –the Rondas are a chaos- 

We were thinking of going out from the ZAL zone few years ago –due the high rents paid-, but the Port wanted to 

keep our company here and it was possible to arrive to an agreement. Our company brings also importance and 

prestige to the area. 

Barcelona bring us the added value in the labor provision. The range of people available is broader and this is 

benefiting any company. We don’t need the companies operating in Paseo de Gracia, but the provision of a 

better labor market is important. Moreover, the little the distance, the less the personal cost, due the reduction of 

the transport cost and the payment in compensation to attract the employees. 

Q-One of my hypothesis is that the mixture of activities, urban and port activities benefits the port users, what is 

your perception? 

R-This is so important for us. We need more and better services in the proximities. Here is difficult to access to any 

restaurant, or leisure activities. Our employees have nothing to do during the lunch time. Furthermore, in this area 

few hotels were planned and they were never build. It is necessary to complement the activities we develop with 

many more services. 

It is important for the employees, but also for the visitors we have here. Every week we have people coming to 

our company from many different places and they are not services to offer them. Of course more services are 

needed. Moreover the location of services in the near area is reducing our operational cost. 

Furthermore, the provision of services added value to the companies here operating, but also the land value, the 

port value and the local and national economy. It is a general benefit and an incentive to raise the economy. 
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Citizen’s Port Tenants (Companies) 
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Mr. Rafa Silva 
Xxxxxxxx 

Retail 
Construction Department, Director 

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
UMD8 

Barcelona 
06th July, 2012 
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The meeting started at 09:30. I arrived 5 minutes before time. I had to wait in the entrance less than 5 minutes for 

Mr. Silva to come. Since the beginning his behavior was extremely cordial, taking out all the interview pressure. 

He was dressed informally with a Xxxxxxxx shirt. Smiling all the time and helping with all the questions he had 

the necessary knowledge. Moreover, Mr. Silva provided me the contact of Mr. Amancio Roig, from XXX (Xxxx 

Xxxxxx Xxxxxxxx) responsible of the constructions and management of the new development area in the Port 

Vell and therefore landlords of Xxxxxxxx.  

The offices are still located in the Caspe Street, in the ground floor. The image is modern and open. All the 

employees share the same space, people look trendy and modern. The ambient is cordial and friendly.  

I started explaining Mr. Silva the purpose of the study. I commented what and where I was studying. I resumed 

the problem and objective of the thesis and the conversation started naturally. I let him talk and carefully I started 

introducing some of the questions I was interested on, without following strictly the list and limiting the time to 

30 minutes. After 4 interviews I realized that people are not comfortable with the questionnaire. Questions are 

long and concepts are not simple to understand. It takes time to think about the question and the answer, and 

people is not used to this procedure. Consequently, I tried to resume the questions for the interviewers, taking 

the risk of an oversimplification. Moreover, the exercise of grading is either easy, and despite the explicit 

requirement for the mark, it does not provide any specific answer. 

When we were starting the conversation the person (Marc J.) who facilitated me the contact of Mr. Silva come to 

grate. 

Q-You have a good team here, right? 

R-Yes, at least with the encouragement and energy is necessary. It is good to work under those conditions. 

Q-And also growing!! 

R-Yes, and it seems impossible today, with the actual economic situation. 

Q-And you are still working from Barcelona? 
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R-Yes, that’s right. But now, because we are growing we start to open strategic offices in Tokyo, renovating the 

one in Paris. We have one in NY already… At the end manage everything from here is too complicated. It is 

better to have people in place with the necessary and specific knowledge. Especially because of the time delays, 

working with eight hours difference make you receive the mails in the morning from one day before, and is a 

mess. 

He gave me the phone number of Mr. Villa from NBB XXXXXXXXX. 

Q-I am centered in market aspects: demand and supply and land value. In one hand to know if the port is 

conscious of the land value of their possessions for different use than the maritime commercial and if they are 

using it. If they are take it into account in their management operations? 

R-I am quite sure that they do. Or at least they should. 

Q-It is not clear. They manage land for maritime commercial uses which is defined in the Port Law. Therefore, 

they defend that when the conversion takes place is because is not useful for their main purpose which is the 

maritime commercial use. Because is not functional for this is used for this other thing. For them is primarily a 

service they give to the city more the self-interest. Despite this, in their annual budget the real estate is taking 

increasingly importance. Base on that, I studied the Barcelona case and with the purpose of studying the demand 

and the port behavior in response to this demand I interviewed the administrations with competences over the 

port land: the central government (Puertos del Estado), the Generalitat, the municipality and the Port Authority. 

Moreover I will interview users from the maritime commercial port and also from so called citizen’s port. 

R-It seems complicated. 

Q-I know, but I am use to get in this kind of troubles. And know I have to solve it. Due that you are the last users 

in arriving I was interested on knowing what it was your experience. Sure you have a fresh idea of how you arrived 

there and what is the value you are given to the land you are occupying. 

As demand, do you consider that is a growing demand for this waterfront locations like the one you selected? 

R-Respect to the tax exceptions, tax benefits, economic interest… I have no idea. Thereby I give you the contact 

of Mr. Villa. Is likely that Xxxxxxxx has many economic and fiscal advantages for being located there, but it is 

something I know not.  

As construction process, it has been complicated, and nevertheless the final advantages should be some; mainly 

we have been talking all the time about the location. Xxxxxxxx wanted this area as a primary location. That started 

4 or 5 years ago. Because before we arrived to the project, the plan passed different phases. Firstly it was plan 

to build up a casino. But from the municipality was rejected arguing that another one was so close. After that, it 

was proposed for the Maragall foundation (Alzheimer foundation created in the name of the Barcelona Mayor 

Pasqual Maragall). In 2009 was planned to locate there the Maragall foundation but the crisis came.  
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They are Three buildings, two long ones: the A and B, and a smaller one the C. The Maragall Foundation planned 

to take use of the three buildings, but they were losing their economic capacity and they started reducing. Firstly 

the C was out, at the end of the process only the C was part of the project, and finally without any funds and 

without economic capacity they could invest anything. This is the moment when Xxxxxxxx gets into the project. I 

have a clear idea that it was because of the location and probably in the finance department they will tell you 

that the fiscal advantages are many. I do not know what they are, but sure they are. And if they are not, we also 

wanted to go there. We wanted and iconic building in a special area. What you are expecting is that a company 

like that is going to the periphery, 20km away, to a logistic area where everything could be cheaper but the 

Xxxxxxxx essence will be missed.  Xxxxxxxx had a clear idea about that, and we wanted to stay within the 

Barcelona borders (the Rondas). Firstly because of the employees who have to come every day, and secondly 

because the essence of the Xxxxxxxx. You can see the offices from here. We cannot imagine the company in a 

warehouse of 5 storages in the middle of Sant Boi de Llobregat. It is not matching.  

We have already organized parties in the new building… the sea is besides. Is what Tomas says… the 

Mediterranean culture… If not the concession, to be close to the beach could also work.  

Q-In this searching process, I can imagine that you were looking for other locations. 

R-They are unknown. That was so secret. It was negotiated between Manuel and Tomas who are the owners of 

Xxxxxxxx and it was super-secret. I was the responsible of the whole construction for this building and I was 

notified when everything was already decided: “let’s go there”. We had other locations: the 22@… but 22@ it 

was a normal place, they don’t have anything special there. Maybe 10 years ago to be in the 22@ gave your 

company and added value, but today everybody is in the 22@. It has not a special value and the location could be 

nice or not, be closer to the sea …but like we have now, is no any other. Moreover I think that in not many other 

places you can find something similar. I explain people that after we will finish working, giving 10 steps we will be 

in the sand, and 20 more steps and you will be in the water.  It is incredible. 

Q-And what is the value of making that possible? 

R-I don’t know. We have paid for a leasehold (surface right) and it is a concession for 35 years and If I am not 

wrong it can be extended for another 17 years. I really believe that it was interesting because of the tax 

exemptions … 

Q-What are the surface right you are paying for? Land or floor surface? 

R-Land surface. 

Q-Is it an annual rent you pay to the Port Authority? 
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R-We are not paying directly to the Port. The Port is organizing a tender, and the winner has the concession 

permit to take use of the land. The concessionaire is NBB (Nova Bocana Business). We have contract with NBB 

but is not a monthly payment, it is realized in phases, and before we will move we will have finished our payments 

with NBB. 

Q-Is not a leasing? 

R-No, it is not a monthly payment. But they are wear things. For example it is not clear if we have to pay a land 

tax (IBI). The administration has not a clear idea either. In the cadaster they are three different dots for the same 

thing, three different references, but nobody knows which one is the good one. It is in the middle of no-where. 

It is complicated. 

Q-The fact that other administration is intervening, in this case the Port, is making the process more complicated 

for you. 

R-Yes, even for the services like electricity, phone lines …You are not like in the city where you know that the lines 

are passing under the street and you can connect. If you need a phone line, you have to order specifically for 

you, it is not part of the city network.  

Q-Despite the Port operates through Port 2000 created for this purpose is not working as it should be? 

R-You have Port 2000, but they talk to XXX, XXX have to talk to us… When you have all this many stakeholders 

and is not clear where the limits are, or clear regulations, or they are not clear enough, or you have overlaps of 

competences, then you have the mess. 

The first area of Xxxx Xxxxxx is the Hotel W and we are in the second concession. And what I believe is that the 

second concession will grow. At least the municipality is interested in Port 2000 to give value to this area. They 

want to increase the touristic interest on this area and increment the number of visitors. Open the space to the 

city enjoyment. 

Q-Is the interest mainly from the municipality more than from the landowner (The Port)? 

R-Is the municipality. They want to promote the area as a touristic space and sell the Barcelona brand. 

Q-And what is your relation with the concessionaire, with XXX? Because I tried to get in contact with them, with 

Mr. Urbina but is getting impossible. 

R-With Mr. Urbina is impossible. The contact I gave you is Amancio, who is the second there. But with Mr. Urbina 

I am not sure if he will be accessible. Probably you are talking the secretary. 
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The threat with the concessionaire is good, recognizing their objective which is to make money from the land. 

They have the concession and they have to make the maximum possible profit. They cooperate. They cooperate 

because we are Xxxxxxxx and we are a big brand, an enterprise in an expansion process. And is always important 

to have a good relationship with everybody. During the negotiations we had tensions as normal, but finally we 

always have arrived to an agreement. 

Q-How or who defines the urban parameters you have to follow in the designated area in the Port Vell? 

R-We couldn’t define anything there. In the pre-project phase was a casino and when it was planned to be for 

the Maragall Foundation, XXX contracted the design to Bofill. And Bofill who had the assignment, defined how 

it has to be. We could not say anything there. It came already done. Moreover, we wanted to change the façade, 

change the colors, make it similar to the Vela Hotel, without the greenies, but Bofill says that it was his design. 

Inside we could modify the space. We also worked in the sustainability of the installations, and there Bofill didn’t 

say anything. He was only worried of the external aspect. He agreed on the interior changes, but it was his 

contract with XXX and Mr. Urbina and he didn’t accept changes. Even Tomas was discussing with Bofill trying to 

explain what he would like, but Bofill didn’t accept. It was a situation where you wanted as it is or not. 

Q-Are you paying land rights and they give you a building? I don’t get it. 

R-It was a turnkey contract. We pay the surface right and the building separately. The agreement was signed 

before. What it was agreed after with XXX the final value and the final characteristics of the building. We assume 

the building cost. 

Q-Who is keeping the building after the concession period? 

R-I have no idea. Probably to Port 2000. After 35 years is the same, I will be not there. It should go to the land 

owner. 

Q-I assumed that the enterprises operating in Port 2000 enjoyed a leasing the same as in the commercial port. 

For that in situations without economic liquidity this formula is recognized interesting for investors or companies 

who are keeping the initial land capital investment. 

R-We paid an amount about, 30% surface right and 70% construction (including the changes in the installations) 

after the agreement. It is not any monthly or annually payment. Furthermore, I believe that XXX was happy with 

us because today we have economic liquidity and the operation was possible. Probably Amancio will inform you 

better. 

Q-Do you have any incompatibility or problem related with environmental regulations for being located in the 

Port? Are the regulations the same that in the rest of the city? 
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R-To operate I believe that is the same. To build we had a turnkey contract. Thereby everything it was necessary: 

environmental license, installations license… was responsibility of XXX. The good thing of the turnkey is that we 

wanted the building ended. We paid a little bit more, because is more expensive, but all the problems related 

to regulations were assumed by XXX. They told us the limitations and what we have: 4 floors plus basement, we 

were not allowed to open restaurants in the ground floor, if we open a shop has to be from the same company, 

we cannot rent our spaces to other brands …logic things. Our corporative building is not expected to have a 

Mango shop. But all this incompatibles were solved by them. We wanted a building with the licenses. We wanted 

changes during the project that were not accepted because they had not the certainty to obtain the licenses with 

them. And because of the contracts and the penalizations they didn’t want to take the risk. 

It is true that is more difficult than building a shop. Because this is Spain and likely other companies, we start 

many times without license, and you solve everything during the process. Here it was not the case. We would like 

to have a shop already there, but we are not allowed.  

Q-Have been necessary to negotiate with the municipality? 

R-No, we will start now to treat them. But we expect everything to be easy. Not many people is working now. 

They are willing you to go and do something. Please do something. We are starting a work in Viladecans and we 

were received with breakfast. They are willing to help. 

Q-Is possible for you to give me a grade for the difficulty you meet in the port o operate. 

R-At the end, despite we believe that if we would do it in the 22@ would be easier, it was easy also here. The 

most important because was not necessary to negotiate anything with the municipality. We always negotiate with 

the concessionaire. NBB had the previous experience, the contacts, the vision… Other place would have been 

more difficult, but we either have any other experience with any other building with similar characteristics, 

25,000m2. What we are used to do are shops between 40 and 2,000m2. Form Los Angeles to Tokyo, with different 

problems. A building of 25,000 m2 is the only one. With NBB everything have been easy because we only had 

one partner, Roque Urbina or Amancio Roig and they have negotiated everything. Moreover they had already 

the experience of the Vela Hotel, where it was the mess. We had also the support of the architect. Bofill also has 

a support in the municipality. I am convincing that it has been easier that if would have built this in any other 

location. In one year I will be able to compare with Viladecans. 

Q-Do you have any other cannon to pay to the port? 

R-I don’t know this. 
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I contacted Mr. Santillian through the company’s Headquarter in Madrid. Through mail and since the beginning 

they were opened to collaborate. The meeting with Mr. Santillian was the first one I could arrange.   

Xxxxx is a Dutch company specialized on the exploitation of shopping centers, which represents the 98% of their 

business. In year 2007 they bought from the previous owner the Xxxxxxxxxx for 124M€. Mr. Santillian is the Chief 

Director and their offices are located in the same building, probably the first resulting from the Port Vell 

operation. Linked to the city through a pedestrian bridge, from the meeting room was possible to see the fishing 

activities in the dock in front. 

Mr. Santillian is probably a high class person from the Barcelona bourgeoisie. He was not wearing a suit, contrary, 

he had a kind of Barcelona yuppies upper class uniform: chinos with sailors belt, unbuttoned shirt and moccasins. 

The conversation was easy and he started listening to understand what I wanted from him for my study. 

Q-Was your company since the beginning of the operation here in the Xxxxxxxxxx? 

R-No, Xxxxx (the Company) entered in the Xxxxxxxxxx through a purchase in 2007, before was owned by Acciona, 

who was the construction company also. After was purchased by Odisea 2000 who was a Credit Suisse company. 

We have three steps: construction company, bank and after an investment fund. 

Q-I thought that at the beginning was American capital. 

R-No, it was Acciona at the beginning, when still they were a small construction company. It was an integrate 

project: aquarium, IMAX and the cinema. 

Q-Do you think that there is space for a higher integration of urban port activities in the future in other areas of 

the Port? 

R-When you are referring to other maritime activities what you want to say? 

Q-Those who are commercial or logistic, not purely leisure activities. Would the market support a higher number 

of these activities? Or only works in this way with a minimum of maritime port activities? 
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R-It is possible to have everything. I consider Barcelona an example of activities balance. It is an important part 

for container, which is also growing with the new Chinese extension, it is an important part for cruises, the port is 

already the third more important in the world, 2,600,000 cruise passengers, it is an important hotel part (WTC, 

W), offices (Desigual) and commercial activities (Barceloneta and Xxxxxxxxxx). It is a big mix. 

Q-This is true, but if we observe the spatial organization we can observe that the citizens’ uses are concentrated 

in the Port Vell and the commercial logistic activities are beyond the Colon Square. 

R-Because logically what is closer to the city it goanna be commercial, the containers are not willing to be here. 

It is no sense. Because the land prize is different here than there and is logic to integrate the human activities 

inside the city and the other activities, without city relation, let them away of the city. They have to be well 

communicated (and they are working on it) with train for example, to remove the freight from the port, but that 

is. In the other hand is possible to integrate some specific activities like the shipyards, components suppliers, 

education centers, or a maintenance industry, but containers is so complicated. 

Q-Not all the activities, but some of them are compatible and not a difficulty for your operations in the Port? 

R-Contrary, I think is attractive. It seems that repairing yachts is not attractive and we are realizing that it is a future 

for that. And more important, they support other industries which come together: components suppliers, 

education… As a consequence it is possible to manage an entire zone dedicated to those activities. Moreover 

this industry is employing an important amount of people and 30-40 employees can be working at the same time 

in the boat, generating wealth and activity. 

For the containers I have not the same perspective. 

Q-How you would value from 1 to 7an extension of the Port Vell experience where the mixture of urban and port 

activities should be the 50% rate sharing the same land?  We can assume that the maritime commercial activities 

in the Port Vell are now restricted at 10% of the land occupation. 

R-The problem is where to locate. If an extension is build and the industry is develop over there, it could be 

attractive for the whole city. It will generate jobs, industrial activities, it will attract the public to go. The important 

is to organize correctly the different elements. The shipyards cannot be where the restaurants are, but well 

combined and determining zones: commercial, restaurants, shipyards, containers… is attractive. Despite this, the 

growth is determined by the market. Logically is one of the businesses is given a higher profitability, this one will 

tend to grow more. Here the process have been similar to that. It was created a society to invest in private yachts 

and it grew. All the occupants here are concessionaires and we pay for the space we are occupying. 

Q-Nevertheless the port is not supporting that exactly, they are defending the induced value generated. 
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R-This is the political weight of the Port. They have to bring a service to the city. Logically is not only a financial 

matter in an auction. It is important to have an activities balance.  

Being realistic, we have a fix and a variable cannon. The best it goes your activity the more you pay to the port. 

Despite this, they are restrictions for specific activities, for example clubs which in the pass where problematic. 

The same will occur with other activities, I cannot imagine a slaughterhouse in this area. In the same way, it is not 

the same to have yachts than to have fishing boats, they don’t generate the same business and they don’t pay 

the same cannon. It is necessary to be realistic and search for the balance with those activities generating 

revenues. It is not bad to generate revenues! 

Here it was a boat used as a restaurant. What they did is to use the renovation to move it to a commercial place. 

You were generating income and you are expected to continue doing it, you are not in conflict with the rest of 

the plan, thereby I keep it to keep the revenues is generating. 

Q-Following your argument, the main purpose of my work is to understand how the market influence the 

conversion processes? 

R-(Laughs) It is clear, I think is a big business. 

Q-The port is divided in two parts, the commercial and the citizens’ part. Presumably the have two different 

approaches. But curiously is the fact that the citizen’s part is taken more relevance in the annual port budget.  

R-Are you taking into account the containers? 

I think that it has been a process. At the beginning only the containers were considered an interesting source of 

revenues. As a consequence, they were too focus on it. After they realized that also the cruises is business and 

they grew. And now, they realized that also the commercial activities (Port Vell) are a business: shops, restaurants. 

Everything that is generating revenues is positive also for the city. Being the freight gate for the South of Europe 

is good, to be the main cruise port in Europe is also good and having a commercial areas with access and views 

to the see is also positive. What is most difficult is to set the size of the different activities to have a correct 

balance. What I should dedicate for each of the uses? The container terminal now is huge but it has been 

extended outwards without affecting the city. Likewise the cruise area has been enlarged. And here, we will 

renovate this building together with another building and we will try to enlarge. Everything is growing. 

Q-It seems that the land intensity is growing. Likewise, in the Marina the depth is increased to facilitate the access 

to bigger yachts. We could interpret that also the water surface is being intensify. 

R-What is the only thing is not losing value? …and specifically in the Barcelona centre. The answer is the land 

value in the city centre. In Madrid due the city extension, is depending sometimes of trends, but Barcelona is 

enclosed and as a result, the most close to the centre the higher the value. Where is the limit? There in front we 
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have the Vela Hotel. If the market is pushing, the only solution is to grow in high. Here the land has been not 

used to build, but the marinas have enlarged the number of parking and increase the services offered. Likewise 

this area is renovated and enlarged to bring a higher activity. For that the area where the fish is tendered is 

renovated constructing a restaurant area on top. The area behind is also modified and intensified. Other parts of 

the world as Honk Kong or Singapore have risen in high because the waterfront is attractive. Here the defense 

of the fishing ambient of the neighborhood defined the following direction. In this sense is the importance of 

protecting the culture. To change the model could be seen as a mistake. 

Barcelona is a model, but you can talk to people who is opposing to what it was done here: the IMAX, the 

Xxxxxxxxxx, the Vela. 

Q-They are controversial projects or developments… 

R-The importance is to do it correctly, but is correct that the use of the land and the sea is intensified. Not only 

with the yachts but also other activities which will come. 

Q-What is the main reason for your company to be located here? 

R-This project was already running and generating profits. Because of that is bought first by a bank and after by 

a Dutch investment fund focus on shopping centers. The profit are assessed and compared with revenues and 

expenditures and is decided to invest. It is a potential on growing and possible improvements. Now I am getting 

this rents, but I can increase them, transforming and increasing the efficiency… a long term project. 

Q-Until when is your concession period? 

R-2050. If I’m not wrong, the maximum period for concessions is 35 years. You have to studied the term and 

within this period obtain the maximum possible profit. In other places where we have shopping centers we are 

owners of the land. Here the situation is different; the location is losing the value with the time. 

Q-What is the kind of contract you have with the port? 

R-We have a use cannon and an activity cannon. The use is related to the land. The plot you use, the plot you 

pay, which is fix. And the activity cannon, which is variable and depends of the profitability of your assets. 

Q-Is the use cannon the same as a leasing contract? 

R-It is studied through time 

Q-Is this tenure system beneficial for your company operations? 

R-It is clear that it is. In a different situation we will be not here and we would have not paid 124M € for the 

Xxxxxxxxxx. This was the payment realized to Credit Suisse. The only problem with concessions is that the future 
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investment is conditioned. For that reason you can decide to stop investing because you have not the security 

to continue operating. I know that the regulations were in a process of reviewing. It was that investing a 20% of 

the purchase amount it was permitted an extension of the concession period a number of years. Now with the 

modification I think that is not like this anymore. It is a maximum period of extension, resulting in the impossibility 

of thinking in the long-long term. If the end of the contract will be not, it could be much better or at least 

reviewing it every certain year. Because give you the possibility to invest ant they are a continuous investment 

also for the city. If it works you get more revenues, if it is not working well you get less, but you have a base 

(minimum). I think is attractive. 

Q-The activities cannon interest also the port in your success. 

R-Yes, the best I perform, the best for them. 

Q-What is the added value the port location provides to your company? 

R-Location is fundamental and mostly for shopping centers. The important is location, location and location. 

Moreover, the commercial mix is important, but the location is principal. 

Q-In Barcelona is not anything comparable to this location? 

R-No, could be the area where the hotel W is, but with the sea… despite the attached difficulties due the 

isolation, with the same attractive is not anything similar. Furthermore, these locations are more demanded, 

because they ensure the profitability of the investment. I know that our company in Amsterdam is looking for 

similar locations in the port areas waterfronts which are so interested or zones in the city centre. 

Q-What are the consequences of operating in the port from a legal-administrative perspective? Is any added 

difficulty? 

R-The Port depends of the Central Government. Many times is not the municipality who is taking the decision. It 

is necessary to have a good mood with everybody and for that is necessary to balance what you do. When all the 

different parties are in the same wind, is not a problem. The complications come when all of them are from 

different parties, because all of them can have a different opinion. It is necessary to be in more places.  

But despite this, because in the port board is a representation of the different parties is possible to arrive to a 

consensus. All of this, what is generating is a lot of bureaucracy. When you present something you have to study 

if it is a consensus, work for a consensus. All the process before you are presenting something. Consensus is 

needed in the port board and with the municipality and Generalitat. To be in the port generates more 

bureaucracy, but contrary you can feel that you have more freedom to decide, because this area is somehow 

from nobody.  
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Q-What is the relationship your company has with the municipality’ 

R-It is a normal relation, but with whom we have a day to day relation is with the port. We have meetings monthly 

and we talk every week to know how things are going. Once a year we have concessionaires meetings, sometimes 

we meet the other concessionaires …but with the municipality we talk less. They are not the ones who are taking 

the decisions. 

Q-The owners and managers of the land and services here is the port. We can say that the municipality here is in 

a second line. The port is the authority who discuss with them in any case. 

R-Port 2000 who is Adolf Romagosa, is who is managing the everyday. The political issues are managed by the 

Port Authority directly with the municipality. We discuss our issues with Port 2000, 

they transferred to the BPA and they discussed with the municipality. 

Q-But is not any conflict of interest between city and port interest? 

R-When is the same party in the government is not nay problem. The problem is when you have different interests 

in the different administrations. Now, in the municipality is not majority, then the consensus is needed. Everything 

the port is presenting needs from consensus. For example all the modification realized for the partial plan, was 

evaluated before to know if the consensus was achievable. It is bureaucracy. Always have been discussed that 

the commercial area will pass to be part of the municipality and the port would be restricted to the commercial 

logistic area. Somehow is logic, this area is totally integrated within the city, but the regulations are not providing 

this possibility. 

Q-As administration, is easier to work with the port? Or compared with the municipality is not? Do you have the 

experience? 

R-With the municipality is more bureaucratic. With the port the threat is more direct. 

Q-Are they more efficient (Agile)? 

R-The problem is coming after, when the negotiation pass to be port–city. There is slower. If the administration 

would be more independent sure will be more efficient. 

Q-Compared to other locations where your company is operating, how would you rate the legal port framework 

in Barcelona? 

R-Everything here is so complex, moreover, if you added another administrative level, then is much more 

complex. If you get the port out, only the port, then the problem is zero. The problem here is that, first is the 

consensus with A, then you discussed with B, you presented to C… For the urban development we want to do 

here, including commercial development, first it was necessary to assess if it was accepted by the municipality, 
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after with the Generalitat, and when everything is done, then you go to the port because you are sure that they 

are interested in your investment in the area with certain modifications, but also with an easy dialogue (it is fast 

with them). The search for consensus makes the process longer. 

Q-Do you know what is the rent, by surface unit, you are paying for the land you are using here? 

R-It is better to get it from Angel Rodrigo or Adolf Romagosa. 

Q-Is higher the land value here than in other places in the city? Have you assessed the possibility of other 

locations in the city before you bought the Xxxxxxxxxx? 

R-It depends of what you are comparing, but the rents here are high. The rents you pay to the port but also the 

rents the shops or restaurants pay to us. Living in the city center is expensive, and more if you are looking to the 

sea. It is not Paseo de Gracia, but he prize is high because of the services, the location. Moreover it is a higher 

touristic demand which drives to an escalation on prizes. 

Location generates public flux, and due that the brands want to be here. As a consequence our assets have a 

higher value. We have 13M people coming here every year, with the surface we have is has no sense, the surface 

normally is three times bigger. It is only due to location. 

Q-Is the port linking the people flux to the land prize? 

R-No it is coming from the regulations. I think is nothing similar. Different is the fact that as a shopping centre I 

can rent the lots for the prize I want. 

Q-Is not the port working with market values then? 

R-With the variables they do. We do the same giving the operators a variable rent. It is a minimum and a variable 

dividing the risk. 

Q-Is the land value assessed periodically? 

R- Yes It is. It is set in the contract and the Port Law. 

Q-Do you have any fiscal or legal benefit? 

R-No we have anything important to consider related to that. No for being here located we have not any benefit. 
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Mr. Roque Urbina (1) 
Mr. Amancio Roig (2) 

XXX–Xxxx Xxxxxx Xxxxxxxx- 
Real Estate Developer 

CEO (1) 
Construction Specialists (2) 

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
UMD8 

Barcelona 
10th July, 2012 

T1.c1.g2 

 

After many mails and calls trying to get in contact with the responsible of Xxxx Xxxxxx Xxxxxxxx (XXX) and with 

the help of Mr. Silva from Xxxxxxxx I obtained the phone number of Mr. Roig. Mr. Roig is the second in the 

hierarchy of XXX as Mr. Silva explained. I phoned Mr. Xxxxx and I arranged a meeting for Tuesday 10th at 12:00.  

Previously I had sent mails to Mrs. De la Oz, Mr. Urbina’s secretary. Nevertheless my intents to get in contact with 

him, the answer was “Mr. Urbina is not here today” or “Mr. Urbina is busy today”. Due that and the support given 

by Mr. Silva I finally went to the appointment with Mr. Roig. 

The offices are located in the Nova Bocana area, and have the aspect of a site hut. In the entrance was the 

information desk/reception. After few words we recognized each other. I told Mrs. De la Oz the purpose of my 

visit. Mr. Roig received me and we start talking for about 10 minutes. After this time he was required for Mrs. 

Urbina and I was invited to go to the meeting room where Mr. Urbina planned to receive me. 

I took a sit and few minutes after entered Mr. Urbina. A short man wearing a tie came in. He was upset, he had 

interpreted that I had skip him, using another way to get into his company. I had to apologize, but he was not 

listening at all. He continue shouting to me about his right to decide if he wanted or not to meet me. The situation 

was hardly violent since Mr. Urbina was threatening me. He directly said: “behaving like this you are making 

enemies”. After that, I got the opportunity to explain myself. Therefore, Mr. Urbina asked me for the purpose of 

my study, following a surreal interview. 

The beginning of the interview is the transcription of the conversation with Mr. Roig. Later and without being 

recorded is transcribed the conversation with Mr. Urbina. 

Mr. Roig showsed me the domains of the Company in a port map. He started giving me the name of Marc Sandiu 

-Director Técnico en Gerencia Urbanística Port 2000- as the responsible of the Citizens port, outside of the Nova 

Bocana site.  

R- Always the Port of Barcelona has the space, they do something in their own interest. Always is possible for 

them, the use the land for containers and cargo. The Port Vell is different, because due that they cannot use it 

for containers, they use the surface for another different activities also allowed. 
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Xxxx Xxxxxx takes the name from the new entrance opened in the port at the end of the dock protecting the Port 

Vell. At the beginning it was planned to bring here the fishing industry but finally it was decided, because of the 

fisherman interest of staying where they are now, a new marina. Now this area is in process of concession tender. 

If you look at La Vanguardia from Sunday is an article related. It is referred to this project and the Barcelona-city 

relation. It is interested for the city, but is port domain. When we do anything here it has to be based on the port 

regulations and not the metropolitan.  

It works as follow, port makes us comply with the urban metropolitan regulations to make possible a consensus 

with the municipality. Despite this, it is not a binding agreement with the municipality, because the permit is 

obtained from the port. Thereby, the administrative procedures are related to the port and not the municipality. 

Moreover, the normal services, like police, are served by the port authority, nevertheless the final competencies 

are realized by Mossos –regional police-. It is like another city. 

We had a look to the Nova Bocana plan. Mr. Roig explains that around year 99 the port decided to open the 

Nova Bocana, modifying the sea barrier. 

Opening the Nova Bocana, the time saving is approximately one hour. As a consequence of the opening the 

port realized that a new marina was possible next to the hotel. Therefore, the new marina, so well located has 

direct access to the sea. The space in between in the area it was concession to our company to build up a parking, 

the hotel, the office building… I arrived late but the uses were already defined. The company was operating here 

before I arrived, including the land extended and the dyke who was expanded recently to prevent the sand to 

go from the beach. 

Two concessions were created: Xxxx Xxxxxx 1 and 2. In the first area were the hotel and the parking and the two 

were occupied by the now Desigual buildings. Now it remains to be build an 8 floors building next to the other 

office buildings. This entire infrastructure had to face many different problems; one of them is relate to the design 

of the hotel. Due the curved shaped, part of the surface was out of the coastal domains, and it was necessary the 

extension of the dock to make it comply with current regulations. Likewise, the hotel high now is approximately 

100m, but it was planned to be double high. Municipality concern, made necessary to modify the design and 

compensate the floor size with an annex building. The city concern was that in this area was not possible to rise 

the highest building in the city. Despite all this, the floor m2 were conserved changing the building geometry.  

In this moment Mr. Roig is required by Mrs. De la Oz and the conversation ended. 

Few minutes later I was invited to go to a meeting room without windows. The door was closed behind me. Mr. 

Urbina entered 2 minutes later. His attitude was hardly aggressive and intimidating. He started to should on me 

before I could say nothing. Apparently I had behave in an informal way to arrive to his people. 
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After more than 5 minutes of aggressive talking he ordered me to ask you the questions I was there for. My 

surprise gave way to a feeling of disbelief. Mr. Urbina insisted and I proceeded to ask the questions I had 

prepared. Nonetheless my incredulity about what has happened made difficult to keep my concentration up.  

Q-Do you think that there is space for a higher integration of urban port activities in the future in other areas of 

the Port? 

 How you would value from 1 to 7an extension of the Port Vell experience where the mixture of urban and port 

activities should be the 50% rate sharing the same land?  We can assume that the maritime commercial activities 

in the Port Vell are now restricted at 10% of the land occupation. 

R-Only those considered complementary. If you ask me, I prefer now to have the shipyards than the fishing 

industries for the aim of the hotel. Nevertheless we have not too much opinion over the port planning. It is the 

port who decides and only in case that we are affected by the plan we can give an opinion. Exactly the same that 

it happens in the urban side. 

Q-What are the difficulties presented by the environmental assessments and compensations during the 

development process?  

R-We were not part on it. As concessionaires, we arrived later, the land was already prepared and the 

compensations solved. It was not necessary to deal with it. 

Q-Due the municipal interest on conquering this area, ¿it exist a higher flexibility on defining the operational 

boundaries of your company here? 

R-It is easier always when they are in favor. Before it was different.  

Normally we don’t need to treat with the municipality. We do it with the Port Authorities and they do it with the 

other administrations. Only the companies are operating inside our domains have to negotiate with the 

municipality. First they ask us for permission and after is conceded they go to the municipality to process the 

requirement –for example an activity permission-. 

From previous interviews I deduce than in previous processes the negotiation was hard and complicated and 

recently, in part due the same political color in the regional and local government, negotiation is easier. Probably, 

regional and local government share the same opinion about port development, at least related to the ‘citizens 

port’ 

Q-Are you or the rest of enterprises operating in the land you manage, taking advantage of any fiscal advantages 

or a more flexible legal framework? 

R-No, before it was different, and it was possible to operate without licencia de actividad (business license), but 

not now. 
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Q-What is the contract formula your company has with the Port of Barcelona? 

R-It is a concession with the port, similar to how the container terminals or vehicles terminals operate in the port. 

The difference is on the right to operate we have. We have right to develop the land for specific purposes, 

different than other in the port. We cannot changed and start managing bulk cargo or containers.  

What we can do within our concession is to negotiate with the different users we have, different contractual 

formulas. It can be a land surface right, a rental, a leasing, a concession… The basic rules are set by the Port in 

the special plan approved with the municipal agreement and our company, respecting the rules of the game, 

tries to get the highest possible profit.  

Thus, our contract with the port has two payments, one fix and another variable. The fix is renovated in base to 

the port law, and the variable is linked to the profit, as the IAE –Economic activities tax- for the rest of commercial 

activities outside of the port. 

Q-What are the formulas you use to exploit the land you have in concession? 

R-It depends of the market demand or what the client is interested in. With Desigual was agreed a surface right 

and the payment was done in advance because was beneficial for both and made not necessary the credit access. 

In the case of the shops, as could be the situation in Maremagnum, it is a rent containing a minimum for the 

surface and a variable depending of the billing. Nevertheless we are confined to the exploitation plan.  

Q-Are included in your concession contract the previous land expansion and adaptation costs? 

When we entered in the project was in 2006. I assumed that it is, but it is something I cannot clearly answer due 

that when we entered in the project the land was created and prepared.  

Q-How is set the land value of the land in concession? 

R-We participated in the tender organized by the port, which was a complex one and the land value was fixed as 

result of the different tenders presented. Each of the participants elaborated their feasibility plan and from there 

they presented their offers based on the special plan developed by the port authority and agreed previously by 

the municipality. 

Q-What is the rent by m2 that you pay annually to the Port Authority? 

R-I don’t want to answer it. 

Q-Is the land value here higher than in other areas of Barcelona? 

R-It is lower because is a concession and not a freehold. Due that the time is limited the investment to have a 

return is conditioned to the period of time agreed. Today the law restrict the period to 35 years. I considered a 
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mistake, because to obtain a profit during this short time is complicated. Moreover, because the superstructures 

are passing to the land owner, in this case the port, the investment achievable is limited. I consider that the 

concession period should be extended or the land price reduced to facilitate the investments.  

Moreover, and in the same line, use urban land prices to set the port land value is a mistake, mostly due that the 

tenure system is different. 

Q-What is the biggest risk of the investment you consider? 

R-The market. We depend of the market. If the prices rise or fell affect our operations. We are sensible to market 

changes. 
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Real Estate Consultancy Firms  
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Mr. Arnie Pound 
Xxxxx Xxxx XxXxxxx 

Real Estate Consultancy 
Senior Consultant 

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
UMD8 

Barcelona 
18th July, 2012 

R1.g24 

 

I contacted Xxxxx Xxxx XxXxxxx directly by phone. I called the offices they have in Barcelona and they address 

me to Mr. Pound. The interest of this interview was in obtaining information about the real estate market in 

Barcelona and the interest and incentive on expanding to the Port of Barcelona and the waterfront. 

Jones Lang LaSalle is an international real estate consultancy company with offices in the world biggest cities. 

Their operations are in the big scale and clients are both public and private sector. As other big real estate 

consultancy firms in Spain they publish quarterly reports specialized in the three main real estate markets: 

housing, offices and industrial/logistic market. 

Mr. Pound is a young consultant, around 35-37 years old. He has pursued a career in CBRE4 previous to start to 

working in XXX.  

I was received in their offices in Paseo de Gracia. The office location is in a premium real estate area in the city, 

probably the most expensive in Barcelona. The office is renovated and modern. Contrary, the building is an old 

structure, old fashioned. XXX is not the only company in the building.  

The interview took place in a broad and comfortable meeting room with a big window with views to the courtyard. 

Q-What is the situation of the real estate market in Barcelona? Are the activities growing in the center? What are 

the expectations?  

R-It is stopped. The market is completely stopped. The real estate market for buying and selling and investment, 

they were only four operations. Only one of the operations was with a real estate broker (XXX). It was the sale of 

an office building property of the Generalitat de Catalunya. The Generalitat by they own were able to sale two 

more buildings without the intervention of brokers. The last sale of the year was Paseo de Gracia 56, a building 

from Sacyr –where the Burberrys store is located- and the buyer was Puentegadea, the real estate agent of 

Amancio Ortega. They were the only four operations of the year. 

                                                            

4 Another international real estate consultancy firm. 
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In Logistics, we sold a logistic platform in the Penedès. It was owned by JP Morgan, and the buyer was Prologic 

–a Logistic platform-. The value was approximately 25M €. 

Q-Years ago it was a process of moving out towards the suburbs. Is it now any opposite movement returning to 

the city center? 

R-Respect to housing, during the boom, prices raise a lot in the city center and as a consequence, it was 

movement towards the suburbs. It doesn’t happened towards the port, where the uses are industrial and 

commercial.  

Q-It was not any increase in the demand for the waterfront since the Port Vell to Badalona? 

R-It was possible to observe, important real estate investments in this area, but today many are interrupted and 

the cases of planning corruption were frequent. They are also the areas were the municipalities have speculated 

with the land and commerce with the construction permits and urban rezoning in collaboration with the local 

banks (Cajas de Ahorro). Looking to Badalona it is possible to see this phenomenon, in the other side, towards 

El Prat the land is mostly industrial generating a different result. The Marina neighborhood is there but I 

considered already consolidated. 

For office space we have observed during the last years a movement towards new business areas (22@, Plaza 

Europa). Plaza Europa is newly and we can count the last five years. The 22@, despite is an urban development 

with 1-20 years history, it is now when is consolidating. Thereby it is common to see, business companies moving 

from traditional zones like Paseo de Gracia or Diagonal (city center), towards the new Business Areas. The 

difference is that the clients are giving importance to the office quality and the prices, which are reduced in the 

new areas. Developers have been building offices creating a today surface oversupply. The sales are now lower 

than expected, and it is permitting to pay less for a new building in the new business areas. Moreover, the 20% 

of the stock in the center is obsolete.  

The expectations for the next years are the continuation of the actual movement towards the new business areas. 

Respect to the center, they are many empty buildings. The uses are mixed: hotels, offices and housing permitting 

the uses interchange. Moreover, to renovate an office building is necessary to invest between 500€/m2 to 

1,000€/m2 and now is not matching the revenues generate (12-13-14€/m2) because the rent cycle is so low now. 

As a consequence it is possible to observe empty building in the city center, and demand from the hotels’ sector 

to make use of these buildings. Mostly for low cost hotels or hostels. During the next years it will be also possible 

to see the consolidation of the 22@ as a business area, plus the increase of the tourist activity in the city center.    

Q- What is today the land offer in Barcelona?  
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It is not too much land in Barcelona, because the city is geographically limited by the Collserola Mountains, the 

Sea and the Rivers. But, it is still possible to find land available. What is worth notice is that the banks are keeping 

the most of the available land, because of the developers bankrupt.  

However, there is not any transaction in the market because it is not liquidity to finance the land purchase. The 

only way is when the bank is offering the developers the land, together with the financing. But in this case the 

project should be not approved without previous sales or turnkey contract.  

In the outskirts of the city you have all the land you want, especially for residential use. In the next years it will be 

interesting to observe what the banks do forced to separate the toxic actives from the non-toxics, with the 

obligation of selling the 5% annually. If that happened they will be forced to sell at market prize. The problem is 

that the real estate is at the banks budget taking into consideration the mortgage prize, and they don’t consider 

failures in the budget yet. As a consequence the market is standing sue that the market value is lower than the 

account value of the banks. Until they will not accepted the loss the market will be blocked.   

Provide a land prize is now difficult, because some of the land would have not value nowadays. In the city outskirts, 

considering hotels, the hotel building now cost less than the construction cost. Thereby the lad cost in this case 

would be negative. There are not land market.  

Q-This is related to the outskirts, and what happened within the city center? 

R-The land there has a value for a buyer with the necessary liquidity. For a residential land in the urban area is 

around 1,000€/m2, never higher than that5. 

For hotels, the land is never higher than 500€/m2 in the city center. But remember that they are not many plots 

available either.  

In the city center is not industrial land, but if you go outside, covering all the space between Barcelona and 

Tarragona, the land cost is around 100€/m2, not the building surface. The industrial land is sold by land m2.  

In the case of the offices, they are not, but in theory in the Prime Area –Paseo de Gracia Diagonal- the land is 

around 1,000€/m26.In the 22@ the prices are around 300 and 500 €/m2 for urban land and in Plaza de Europa is a 

maximum of 400€/m2. Between 150 to 400€/m2. In the outskirts, Sant Cugat for example, no more than 150€/m2. 

The profit is not possible with this numbers. The value of the finished building is close to the construction cost. 

Because of that the sales are so scarce. We are in the bottom of the economic cycle.  

                                                            

5 Mr. Xxxxx refers to the buildable area. Thereby the price is not the land price but the impact of the land price for each square meter 

build for the referred use in the specific area. The resulting price depends on the high and buildable surface regulations which set the 

specific building density. 
6 Mr. Xxxxx refers again to the price in relation to the building surface. 
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Q-What are the most demanded areas for …?  

Offices, Housing, Hotels, Commercial Space, Industrial/Logistic 

R-It is not demand. If you ask me, I will say the new business areas, but the demand is so low. Of course you will 

always have demand in the Prime area, but the offer there cannot supply the necessary m2.  They are not 2,000m2 

in the same building.  

From the new business areas, 22@ is more demanded than Plaza de Europa.  

For Housing, they are always demand in the city center. And also the high area: Pedralbes and Sarrià. 

Q-And what happened in the Diagonal Mar area? 

R-They are a lot of supply and is difficult to sale the apartments because the prices are too high. It is a good area 

and we will work on there in the future, but now is out of the market.  

Referring to hotels, they are in the city center and the old city. This is the higher demand now. Tourism is the only 

pushing sector.  

For commercial, it is complicated in Catalonia because the licenses are restricted. We considered high street 

Paseo de Gracia, Rambla Catalunya and Portal del Angel and Portaferrisa and for that the demand is too high. 

And is not space available in the market. In the other hand shopping centers are not so many, because is difficult 

to obtain the license to open a new one.  As a consequence it is always demand.  

They are not demand for land for industrial and logistic activities. We can say that is zero demand.  

Q-And it is a lot of supply, mostly in the periphery? 

R-In the second ring it is. 

Q-I read in one of your reports that it is demand in the closest city area for big logistic surfaces 

R-It is right, in the closeness it is not big surfaces. But is so low demand in general. 

Moreover, the demand for land is basically for key in hand projects. They are not speculative market. This kind of 

contract is because the client need a specific space, with a specific location. They pay the construction company 

for what they want and done. They are the ZAL zone, the Consorcio (de la Zona Franca)… 

Q-What are those land uses demanded with more difficulties to match the available offer? 

R-Hotels have a high demand but the supply is scarce. And also what we were commenting: big surfaces for 

logistics in the city surroundings.  
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The rest like offices, it is a high supply and little demand, the same that it is for housing.  

Q-What is the land residual value reference in Barcelona –municipality-? 

R-What we were commenting by different uses. 

Q-What are the reference prices in comparable areas in the city?  

22@, Forum, Sant Cugat 

R-The prices in the forum and 22@ are similar. And Sant Cugat is given. 

Q-Have you calculated the land residual value for these areas? 

Q-What are the best rate properties in your agenda for…? 

Offices, Housing, Hotels, Commercial Space, Industrial/Logistic 

R-Are we talking about investment or we are talking about user quality? If we look at the quality provided in the 

office buildings we have in the agenda, it is in the 32 district, in the Paseo de la Zona Franca. They are a black 

block and a green block. The design is so good, and the building is so new. The problem is that is empty and it 

will be empty for a long time. The problem is the location, but the building is perfect.  

Q-And for investment, which is the best building in the XXX agenda? 

R-We have not product, the good buildings are not selling. The Germans are privileging the material quality 

(22@, Plaza de Europa), the British in the other hand is privileging the location and the best buildings would be 

the ones located in Diagonal from Francesc Macià to Pedralbes. The good thing of these buildings is the four 

faces without neighbors, the best tenants, and occupancy higher than 90%. The only problem they have is that 

they begin to be old. The best buildings now with the best material quality are the 22@ constructions.  It is 

depending of the investor interest, it is complicate to give a straight forward answer. Diagonal 640 was sold a 

year and a half ago, maybe it was the best, because of the location, the tenants and the quality of the construction 

material.  In the 22@, the best building today is the Diagonal 1-2-3.  

If we talk about trophy buildings, it is a different thing. There we have the Agbar tower, which is not in sale, but 

just in case, it would be so easy to get sale. Sure a sovereign fund from an Arab country would buy it, because 

they like to say that this is there building.  

It is possible to differentiate the kind of client. In this sense they are people privileging the construction materials, 

others the location, or the iconic of the building (representativeness).  

If we talk about housing, is something we are not working with, but Pedralbes and the higher area is where the 

prices are not varying. They are the higher demand, because the rich people want to live there. Therefore prizes 
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are not volatile like in other areas.  They are stable because the real estate is not big, and the buyer is not 

perceiving the crisis the same as the worker.  

Talking about hotels, the king is the Vela hotel, without any doubt. We are also commercializing the Mandarin in 

Paseo de Gracia. But this building, will be not sale, because the invested large amounts of money and is not 

compensating the sales at current prices, which will only generate 3% profit.  

For commercial it is necessary to separate high street and shopping centres.  The best shopping centre, despite 

is not any on sale, would be Diagonal Mar, next to the Forum. The second would be L’Illa Shopping Centre. 

Because the performance is good, it is working really well, they have the best brands and a privilege location. It 

is also newer than the Maquinista, the closest competitor. But the tenants are better in Diagonal Mar and also 

creditworthy. The location is good, because you have an exit from the ring, is serving the22@ neighborhood, they 

are many hotel around… 

Q-And what about the hotels in the surroundings of the shopping centre? And the offices? 

R-They are some hotels working and some others are not. The offices are many empty, but the best area in the 

22@ is the Agbar tower proximity.  The closer to the sea is the less consolidated. Nevertheless, after the 

construction of the Diagonal 00, the Telefonica building, the market is changing and the demand is getting 

attracted to the end of Diagonal.  

Going back to the commercial areas, L’Illa is so different, because it is in the city center and is high class. Diagonal 

Mar is working better but is a completely different centre.  

If we refer to the logistic market, ZAL and the Consorci (de la Zona Franca) are the best areas due the proximity 

to Barcelona. Looking to the north, we have been selling the AP7 logistics areas. 

Q-Is existing any recognized trend moving activities or uses back to the core of the city? 

R-In the city center what is observed is tourism. 

Related to the seafronts, seems that everything is stopped but I should ask to provide you a feasible answer. 

They are not movement to the sea front.  

The hotel vela had to consolidate the area but is not working that well yet. Now they are constructing the Desigual 

building but no further than this. Moreover the market is not paying extra for the seafront location, the offices 

are the opposite, and the housing only if it is looking to the sea. However, because Barcelona is already 

consolidated you should look to Badalona, but the problem is that everything is stocked for the last 4-5 years.  

They were paid really high prizes in Diagonal Mar for the houses there located but now because it is impossible 

to pay 700,000€ for the apartments the market is blocked.  When they were initially sold it was paid a premium 

for those apartments. 
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But now is not any special growth supported by the sea closeness, as well as all the rest. Everything is stopped 

in general.  

Q-Do you consider that there is a potential for the land conversion in the port area contained between The 

Morrot and the Passeig de la Zona Franca? 

R-I consider that it is not any potential for this area. Now is in a rundown process, including the back side of Poble 

Sec. I cannot see demand there for housing, because of the proximity of logistic and industrial areas. Moreover 

the area is not so big, the land available is not so many and touching the ring, everything points negatively. 

Maybe In 20-30 years, but today it has not any sense.  

Q-What is the interest on land leasing in the market? For what sectors? 

R-The leasing is not attractive for the market. Moreover in Spain is a cultural matter. Furthermore within the port 

the land is state owned and this is the only cause that this regime of tenancy is working because the market is 

not demanding it.  

Q-Even not is this moment where is not liquidity and the capital investment can be reduced? 

R-Yes for this reason.  

But the land prize now is not that elevated. The money saved with this regime of tenancy is not considered 

important.   

These areas have worked ever in leasing, and is not anything to compare with. Without comparing the demand, 

then it is difficult to say anything.  

Q-Do you consider that it is any potential for housing using leasing as land tenure system? Why? 

The leasing is not attractive in the housing sector. The owner is not interested. In Great Britain is different, 

because you have not the horizontal property concept. When you buy the flat is yours for 100-150 years, but after 

the building is demolished is not yours any more. Because is not possible to share the plot between the owners. 

Here with the horizontal property, everything is different.  

Only it could work as a renting system. The leasing is paid by the investor, and the tenant is paying a rent to him, 

without anything else and without transferring the leasing to the final owner.  

The concept in Spain is impossible to match, because is a cultural matter. 
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Mr. Dídac Oquendo 
Xxxxxxx Xxxxxx 

Real Estate Consultancy 
Director of the Industrial–Logistic Department- 

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
UMD8 

Barcelona 
26th July, 2012 

R1.g27 

 

I contacted Mr. Oquendo though a common friend. Xxxxxxx Xxxxxx was in my list of real estate consultancy firms 

and real estate brokers agencies in Barcelona, like others which is the case of CBRE. Their point is the big picture 

of the real estate market in Barcelona: prices and trends for the different sectors. Furthermore, it is foreseen to 

give insight about the market interest for the land along the city-port interface for the current and future uses.  

Thanks to the common contact, the meeting was easily arranged. I meet Mr. Oquendo, outside the office, during 

his off time. I waited for Mr. Oquendo at the Xxxxxxx Xxxxxx entrance. During the walk I introduced him the topic 

and we went to a bar to continue discussing the stated questions. 

Mr. Oquendo is passionate with his job. He enjoyed playing in the real estate market. It was not necessary to 

push him to talk. He was willing to talk and explained his point of view about the market in Barcelona. 

Before the meeting started Mr. Oquendo referred to few aspects related to the port not mentioned in the 

questionnaire. Firstly he talked about the fisherman houses at the end of Nova Bocana.  

R-They are few old houses now used for temporary offices of the construction companies, or abandoned with a 

dimension of 400-500m2 each. The port seems to be interested on developing a commercial area at the end but 

the potential is in the office market. They are sport companies related to the sea business interested as 

Quicksilver but no one is taking the risk of developing the area. The investment is quiet high and it is risk aversion 

in the market. 

In the other side of the port, the Barrio de la Marina has a moratorium for 7 years, till 201,7, extending the time 

limit (2010)they had to develop the area, due the impossibility to develop it in this economic situation. The area 

was before an obsolete industrial area without attractive. In the same area have been erected some important 

buildings for quality offices but they are completely empty. Nevertheless, next to the Fira Barcelona complex 

another office building is being constructed, the Iberdrola Tower, a high risk operation due the economic 

situation. 

Q-What is the situation of the real estate market in Barcelona? Are the activities growing in the center? What are 

the expectations?  
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R-Related to logistical aspects within the Port of Barcelona, the operators considered prime area the Barcelona 

municipality which include the ZAL 1, the Prat municipality where is located the ZAL 2, Cornella and Sant Boi de 

Llobregat.  This four municipalities shape the prime logistic area in Barcelona. Basically this is the zone 1 of 

containers distance. To move a container from the port to any of this points has the same cost. This is the reason 

of considering this area the prime zone. Any other point further to any of this municipalities is considered another 

area and thereby it has another price to bring a container. In the Prime zone they are four big logistics areas: ZAL 

(1 and 2), the Parc Logistic de la Zona Franca (owned by the Consorci (de la Zona Franca de Barcelona) but 

managed by the Parc Logistic society who pays an administrative cannon. This society is participated by Abertis, 

the Consorci… has the administrative concession and the land development right, and they build and rent the 

warehouses), the airport area with the MasBlau zone and the Air trade zone (also an administrative concession) 

and Sant Boi with Prologis (with many m2).  

The space owned by the Consorci de la Zona Franca de Barcelona is developed under administrative concession 

and is the area between the A street and Plaza Cerdà (Cerdà Square).  Anyone interested on any of the plots 

there have to pay an administrative cannon to get the location.  The cannon today is 35€/m2 per year. It is so 

expensive, because we are talking only abut land; the construction is paid apart for the developer or enterprise. 

The Consorci give you the plot for 35€/m2 year.  

At the end of the A street, the Port of Barcelona has develop a similar system than the one created by the 

Consorci in the Parc Logistic, transferring the land located at both sides of the river, ZAL 1 and 2, to another 

company. Cilsa is the company who has the concession right to manage logistically the land in the same regime 

as the Parc Logistic in the Consorci de la Zona Franca. Cilsa pays a cannon for the land and they take the 

construction and marketing risk. They are companies who exploit development rights. 

Abertis participates in both Cilsa and Parc Logistic. It is a monopolistic hidden situation. 

Studying the offer of industrial land in the premium area is possible to set a curve where in 2007-2008 the m2 was 

around 7.5 – 7.8€/m2 the logistic space monthly.  

This is different than the 35€/m2 we were talking before. There the rent is annual. Cilsa or Parc Logistic do a 

different business, they build and rent and logically you have to pay more. If DHL wants 20,000m2, they have to 

go to Cilsa or The Parc Logistic or Prologis and negotiate the rents which before the rents arrived to 9€/m2. With 

the crisis in 2009 the availability was around the 50% of the space, when before occupation was around 95%. And 

with the shift came the price correction.  The prices fall to 5€/m2 and now is returning to 6€/m2, because it is full 

again, close to the 90% occupation. The parks are again occupied sacrificing the 35 % of the rents.  

Conclusions of the crisis is that people have to move out further and look for solutions when the prices move up. 

After the prices are corrected the things go back to a normal situation. The location is privileged and the occupancy 

is full again. With the actual rents level the logistics parks are full again. The difference is that while in 2009 the 
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prices were around 9€/m2 now is full at 5-6€/m2. Adjusted to market the location is prime, valid for everybody and 

not obsolete. 

The ZAL between the two phases is around 280,000 m2 build. Parc Logistic is around 130,000m2. MasBlau which is 

a smaller logistic park is around 80,000m2 and Prologis would be around 120,000m2. They are four specific and 

close places, even with fence as is the case of the ZAL and the Parc Logistic and similar MasBlau and Prologis. We 

are not considering all the warehouses of private use in all this municipalities, to make possible the calculations. 

Any land market study taking into consideration the logistic surfaces is studying the institutional owners: big 

developers, investment funds, family office or similar… never the warehouse for own use if they are not logistic 

operators. Imagine that Nestle has the institutional building and together they rent another warehouse to store 

their own products. The annex will be not counted in the logistic memories due impossibilities to follow all the 

continuous market movements. All the data is used is from institutional owners due the facilities to follow it.  

Clarifying the operations in the Consorci. The rents are annual, 35€/m2 only for the land development right. 

Within the plot you have to build, taking the concession around 40 years, quiet long time but the same it is in 

ZAL. At the end of the contract the lot goes back to the Consorci. PLZF is not different than any other company, 

as Nestle could be with a contract signed for 30-40 years over the land. After this period, the contract should be 

renewed or give back. But probably because all the institutions are involved probably they will renewed due their 

influences.  

Q-Did you hear about the Consorci recent dismissal? 

R-What is clear there is that with the prices they have it is a clear recession. If you have a plot of 10,000 m2. If I 

want the plot for my own use, the plot I have to pay is 35,000€ per year rent.  Taking into account, circulations, 

occupancy, … the area I occupy is around 60% of the total area. I pay around 3€/m2 month for every m2 of the plot 

taking the total area. If I take the area I am really using the rent is around 4.5€/m2.If you do your calculations, and 

you realize that only the land rent is 4€ and something and I have to add also the construction cost, it is better to 

go to the other areas where paying 5.5 -6€/m2 give me the space finished, without doing any investment and 

without compromise. In conclusion the Consorci is not competitive, and is possible to see that the area is getting 

abandoned, except the industries like Cespa and Nissan with difficulties to move out. They have many empty plots 

without any use. Iveco for example has gone. For the industry maybe was possible to pay this rents, but for 

companies like Iveco is the same to produce here or 40km far from Barcelona. This prices are not sense, and the 

problem is in the cannon of 35€/m2. It is destroying the Consorci market. Also the model fails –the development 

right -because the construction are so old now and are not renovated. Many industries were linked to Seat but 

when they move to Martorell their location in the Consorci has no continuity.  

It is a luxury to have the area with so low occupation range. It is necessary a governmental exercise to revitalize the 

best industrial area in Spain. Not related to use changes because the limit is quiet clear with the Marina 
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neighborhood, but they are necessary new market policies within the Consorci. This is a place where everybody is 

willing to be, but nobody can pay for it today the money they demand.  

Q-What is today the land offer in Barcelona?  

R-In the third sector is still possible to acquire land is the 22@ with incredible land values (repercussion values). 

The repercussion in the sector terciario (services sector) is different than in the industrial sector. The third sector is 

calculated taking into consideration the building surface. The surface price to calculate the land value is around 

650-700€/m2. If the regulations give me permit for 10,000m2, the land cost is 6.5-7M€. What is counted is the 

potential volume build. The cost of office construction cost around 800-1,000€, you are in 1,800€/m2, adding the 

developers benefit and other costs you have to offer the final product to 2,700-3,000€/m2 to ensure that the rents 

you will demand (10-12€/m2) will be paid. If you end with a number of 20€/m2 you will never rented.  

In the industrial land is different because the land price is the same as the surface. But within the city is not any 

plot available and the closest available area which could be Sant Boi, the plots are around 200€/m2 (for industrial 

use). Some of the plots are regulated for highest density, but in reality this is for nothing and is not counted in 

the price.  

The housing land price maybe are bigger than the office prices, but because we have not market is impossible 

to give a price without comparing. Nothing is sold and contrary, the big developers are trying to sell the stock 

accumulated. In the 22@ all the big developers were working and the most of them collapse with the crisis: 

Habitat, Fadesa, …all of them bit hard for the 22@ and now all of them try to sell, La Llave de Oro, Núñez y 

Navarro. All of them have stock available and is not any housing development under construction. It is the same 

for the Marina, even having already the residential use, and with the last operations in 2007-2008, now everything 

is stopped. Only two operations are relevant: the 38 district, the enormous office development in the Paseo de 

la Zona Franca; and the other is the Iberdrola Tower, a high risk operation in the Porta Firal, where is located the 

main entrance to the Fira Barcelona (Barcelona Fair). Moreover when the Plaza Cerdà development is so close, 

and with occupancy rates still low. The operation is brave or maybe incoherent.  

Q-What are the most demanded areas for …?  

Offices 

R-The prime is area is Barcelona is the area located between the Diagonal entrance until L’Illa Shopping Centre 

in both sides. You can continue the area to Paseo de Gracia and Rambla Catalunya which historically have worked 

well. 

Further, you have two more areas, 22@ and Plaza Cerdà. The 22@ is totally consolidated. Few years it was an 

afraid of the big companies to move there, but today many are located in the area. The occupation is good, 

despite the rents are so low. And the building quality is so good.  
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The other new business area is the Plaza Cerdà, and this one is growing little by little. Recently some big 

companies have been there located: Gallina Blanca, KLMG, Zurich, Spanair was there, but the occupancy level is 

still low.  

Sant Cugat, Cornella, MasBlau, Viladecans. …In Sant Cugat the prices are so low, the occupancy level is so low 

also, and the real estate is new, with high technical characteristics. It is possible to have in the best Sant Cugat 

area, facing the highway, close to the hospital a whole office building for 7€/m2 rent. 

Diagonal Mar is mostly residential and not far are the Eix Llacuna (the axis of the Llacuna Street), but all this area 

is considered in the same 22@ pack. However, Diagonal Mar, except the last two towers, the rest was a high 

success with incredible sailing prices and so fast rhythms. Prices were super high; a lot of people made a lot of 

money there. The only failure was in the last two towers. 

Q-What you consider could be the success of Diagonal Mar? 

Housing 

R-The tower concept is unique in Barcelona, isolated buildings with gardens and community areas with so high 

quality, is not available in any other area of the city. Also the closeness to the sea, which has attracted mostly the 

foreigners (because for the local resident it will continue being La Mina) was an attractive.  They were a lot of 

investors and foreigners buying there. The concept of sea, beach and luxury is there clearly reflected. But this is 

also a concept of gate communities of being within your area without any exterior contact.  

Hotels 

R-The low side of the Eixample, Paseo de Gracia, the Ciutat Vella (the Barcelona old town) are highly demanded. 

Moreover now it is a moratorium and it is not possible to get a license in Barcelona center, only if you get a 

license transfer is possible to open a hotel. It is quiet incredible, but the hotel prices have raise even.  

Commercial Space 

Industrial/Logistic 

Q-What are those land uses demanded with more difficulties to match the available offer? 

What is the land residual value reference in Barcelona –municipality-? 

What are the reference prices in comparable areas in the city?  

R-The reference prices for office buildings are in relation to the volume demanded and the guarantees you can 

offer. If you can only ensure that you will be there for two years occupying 500m2 your rent will be higher than 

the one who rents 5000m2 and ensure the rent for 10 years. But the average for the 22@ is around 12€/m2. For 

the market 22@ and forum are the same. Nevertheless is considered prime within the area the closest area to 

Glories and around the Agbar Tower. Also the new buildings of the Pompeu University are there, the Radio 
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Nacional building, the Mediatic, the Mediapro headquarter …everything is located together. All of them are quiet 

full, but it is also true that all of them or the most of them were realized on request. The user bought the land and 

developed the building. Different is the Diagonal 197 or 123 where the hotel M is located. This promotion was 

started by Laietana and sold later to Habitat but with the initial idea of investment, build and sale.  

Sant Cugat around 6-7 €/m2 

The prime area in Diagonal around 16€/m2. 

Q-Have you calculated the land residual value for this areas? 

What are the best rate properties in your agenda for…? 

R-When you want to invest the reference is the 10 years bone. Today the 10 years bone is giving you 6.5%, to 

invest in real estate the operation has to be more attractive than this. The minimum is the 6.5% from less risk 

which is the retail to other uses, increasing the rate progressively. Thus, office and industrial are following. In this 

moment, however nothing is marketed if it is not considered prime.  

Prime retail is considered Paseo de Gracia, Diagonal and Rambla Catalunya. The investor is buying at 6.5% 

because is considered low risk and a refugee value. If a leaseholder leave, another is coming in. All of this taking 

into consideration super prime locations.  

Q-Offices? 

R-It is more risk.  The rents are lower and the occupancy is lower also. The transfers will only occur for extremely 

high prime buildings and talking about whole units (Paseo de Gracia, Diagonal, 22@). There we can talk about 

7.5%-8%. The Generalitat (de Catalunya) have an agenda where they offer till 9% for the office buildings.  

Q-Industrial/Logistic? 

R-In this case we can only talk about logistics, because is not any investor willing to buy factories. They only want 

to buy standard boxes, because they have low risk and high flexibility. If DHL goes, the same space is valid for any 

other operator in the market. Logistic areas well located in prime areas are transacted on 8-8.5%. 

All the properties on prime locations are well valued and is probable to receive buying offers for them. But the 

buildings are not transacted empty, no one want an empty building. Because it is better to bring the money to 

the bank where the money offered is higher.  

The investment market operates if is occupied (rented) and instant profit. The guarantees have to be that is long 

term rented with a minimum of 5-7 years, rented in market rents and with guaranteed contracts: first mandatory 

for at least 5-7 years (long term) where you guarantee that if you go you pay for the total and secondly financially 

backed.  
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Market price means that when the transaction is done, the price fixed or used to calculate the building value is 

not the price fixed on contract in 2008 (probably to high now) but the market price of today. I can accept 7.5% 

profit but the value of the building has to be updated and reduced, because the rents now are lower. Because 

after the tenant goes the rent will be negotiate at market price. 

Q-¿It exist any recognized trend moving activities or uses back to the core of the city? 

R-Respect to the offices is not, the effect is the opposite, going out from the city center. The prove are the 22@ 

and the Plaça Cerdà which are outside the traditional Barcelona prime areas. Paseo de Gracia is a clear example, 

during the good years many buildings were transform to housing blocks. It is because a market attraction. A 

quality tourism was generated and is demanding for whole buildings where before where offices.  

Today 2012, who is developing and selling at market price will sell the product. Of course adjusting the promotion 

margins and offering competitive prices. If you get an apartment with 2-3 rooms for 200,000-230,000€ you will sell 

it. It is a company now is call Corp, I recommend you to check the web where they are adjusting prices and selling 

everything they build. The formula is to get good land plots at good prices and construct it. In Badalona in the 

waterfront the sold the whole building of 4 room apartments for 270,000€. In one weekend they sold 50 

apartments. The key is to buy the land at a good price, contain the costs, give up to the 20-25% profit margin 

was considered few years ago for the promoters but to take a 10%. They have apartments in the Industria Street 

with 4 rooms, parking and storage room for 260,000€ new. And they sell them. 

In the logistic sector we have again availability problems, because the occupancy now is 90%. An enterprise with 

a requirement of 20,000 or 25,000m2 in the port has not option and the first option in Catalonia is not closest to 

60km from Barcelona. To the south is the Bisbal del Penedès in the 70’s km and to the north in Sellent, Manresa, 

60’s km. To fit 20,000m2 in 2006 it was necessary to go 75km far, in 2009 was 100km and started to go down, till 

now when they are starting to go out again because the prime area is full.  

If you buy land at a good price in the Barcelona surroundings with risk, I think that you will succeed and it would 

be a super profitable operation.  

Q-Do you consider that there is a potential for the land conversion in the port area contained between The 

Morrot and the Passeig de la Zona Franca? 

R-Not for industrial or logistic use because the Rondas are already saturated and adding more traffic would 

aggravate the situation. Maybe a residential area or usos terciarios (service uses) with views to the sea could work. 

Towers hidden the cemetery would be an option, but the problem is how to marketing this properties having in 

one side the port and in the other side the cemetery.  

From the Barcelona seafront perspective would be an option. When you are coming to Barcelona by plane 

everything is nice except this area there. But residential maybe is not an option because is so isolated and offices 
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need time to be attractive. Still in Plaza de Europa are many m2 available, plus the Marina area where they are 

also available many m2 for office space.  Thereby, till the moment, Barcelona will be ready to absorb another 

area time is needed.  

Q-What is the interest on land leasing in the market? For what sectors? I have the hypothesis of being the port 

the only supplier of land in leasing system, this would be demanded in times of lack of liquidity. 

R-Yes, but this is linked to a high investment. Today, the formula would be the development right or something 

similar and I consider that the disadvantages are notable, principally that the construction is charged to whom is 

contracting the concession. Therefore, the investment is high and not many investors are willing to take risk now. 

Who wants to expend 8-10M€ in the headquarter or a shop, whatever? And moreover with the office supply 

available now in Barcelona. It is not working in the industrial side either for the offices… The self-promotion is 

not working now. People prefer to wait and rent, without decapitalize. Maybe in few years make sense. Desigual 

has done it, they are from Barcelona, they are not so rational… I have serious doubts about concessions and 

moreover looking at the Consorci experience. Furthermore with the port expectations and the prices they 

demand is difficult to operate. 
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Independent Advisors 
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Mr. Niek Gijsbert 
Erasmus University Rotterdam 

Academic Research 
Researcher at the Department of Regional, Port and Transport Economics  

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
UMD8 

Rotterdam 
9th May, 2012 

I2.g29 

 

I arrived before our meeting time, 13:30. Mr. Gijsbert arrived on time. 

My focus of interest were, first how are administratively organized the port of Rotterdam and the rest of Dutch 

ports, and secondly who remains the land owner after the land use shifted to housing. 

Mr. Gijsbert started to explain that land ownership is under municipal control in the case of Rotterdam, whereas 

the activity is managed by the Port Authority –corporation-. The administrative organization is as follows: 

The Port Authority Corporation is participated in 2/3 by the municipality and in 1/3 by the central government. 

They, both, are shareholders of the company, but they don’t interfere in the day to day management. The benefit 

for the Port Authority is the freedom of operation and the political independency. Nonetheless, the Municipality 

which represent the 50% of the Port Authority discussed in the council periodically the port plans. 

The central government involvement into the corporation is something new, resulted to the enormous 

investment realized in the last Port of Rotterdam expansion, the Maasvlakte 2. As pay-back for the economic 

support, the central government received 1/3 of the port shares. That happened with the agreement of non-

interference. That is participating as a shareholder but with the compromise of not interfering in the port 

management. 

Meanwhile, central government had decided power over port activities through the Infrastructure and 

Environment Ministry and the Ministry of Economic Affairs. The first institution has to agree and approve the 

plans for all the infrastructures considered of interest and the other ministry has the power of deciding what 

projects are a priority for the state –core themes-. Logistic is one of those themes and as a consequence ports. 

But in general terms, the control from the central government is based on a general policy which established 

what are the restrictions or activities permitted. Furthermore cost-benefit analyses are realized to evaluate the 

suitability of the foreseen investments. 

In another administrative level, provinces are in charge of the general master plans. Thus, the activities or uses 

which are taking place within Dutch ports are also regulated from the regional governments. Moreover they are 

responsible to set the environmental restrictions: noise, pollution … 

Back to housing and the land management aspects, Mr. Gijsbert comments that due the municipal ownership of 

port land, land is directly transfer back in case of shift over the land use. Port activities are port industrial related 
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and they are not interested on other activities which are shrinking their operational capacity through the loss of 

land for their main purposes. Despite that, in case the transfer is decided, the compensation is negotiated directly 

with the municipality. 

Port Authority works to be competitive as a whole which is only possible providing a variety of activities. Some of 

the industries port located are less profitable or productive than some others, but the port interest is on the 

quality and variety of the provision as a whole. Thus, the specific profitability of a determined area should be not 

that relevant. What is relevant is the final common result. 

Despite the fact of the apparent not interest for more profitable activities which could provide higher land rents, 

Rotterdam PA invested in Real State in an area port owned behind the NY hotel dock. This trial has been done to 

provide office space to port related industries, but the land property has not been given back to the municipality. 

Should they do it and who is responsible for that after the shift will remain unanswered. 

After introducing the port land system in Spain and the rental prices within the Port of Barcelona borders and 

outside, Mr. Gijsbert explains that land prices within the Rotterdam Port are variable, and directly negotiated 

with every lease. As he knows, land prize average within the port in Rotterdam is 6.5€ m2.It is necessary to remark 

that it is the average price and while some of the companies are compensated by lower prices, some others like 

dangerous products –petrochemical- are charged with a premium. 

In relation to the Port-City interface, Mr. Gijsbert believes that the Amsterdam Port is the one who is suffering a 

higher city’s pressure. One of the reasons is that the Port remain in municipal hands, and is sometimes used for 

urban purposes. Thus, some system detractors advocated for a corporative system in hand with the one 

implemented in Rotterdam.  

The last comment was related to the Copenhagen Port which has been transformed in recent years becoming 

more urban involve after their administrative fusion with the Malmo Port. After the linkage, the Swedish cheapest 

land have been dedicated to expand the industrial activities, while the Copenhagen land owned has been 

transformed for urban activities like housing or commerce. The strategy behind has been the port specialization 

after changes foreseen due the bridge connection between Denmark and Sweden. Different ports with different 

activities; Copenhagen now only remain as a cruise vessels receiver. 
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Ms. Leticia Morales 
Xxxxx  

Engineering Company 
Port Expertise, Engineer. 

IHS, Erasmus University Campus 
UMD8 

Barcelona 
03th July, 2012 
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The meeting started at 21:30 and took until 23:00. We discuss the topic with some snacks at her place in 

Barcelona.  

We were colleagues during the years at the university in Barcelona. Memories and a relax talk led to the 

beginning of the technical conversation.  

Ms. Morales is working in Xxxxx, an engineering company specialized in ports construction and management. 

She is civil engineer by the UPC and has nine years of experience in the company. One of the last projects she 

has been responsible of was the Marina Nova Bocana, located in the Port Vell of The Port of Barcelona.  

I explain Ms. Morales the problem and questions of my thesis and we start discussing the operability of the ports 

under her particular perspective. 

Ms. Morales explains that the uses in the Spanish ports are defined in negotiation with the different 

administrations. The objective of the port is not the direct profit produced by the land rents, but the wealth 

generated to the nation or region where is operating. After the specific port uses are defined, a tender process 

is open to allocate the port land. Therefore, this is to say that there is not an open market operation. Uses are 

specified in advanced and it exist the risk of having not demand for the planned uses. 

For calculating the land value is necessary to make use of the Port Law (2011). They are scales in accordance of 

first, land uses and second, operating results. This setting makes that the tenants contributions are not too 

different and could be also influencing the ports to be not interested in enhance those uses with a higher rate of 

return. In the other hand, it is true that a more profitable company, because of the business operating taxes 

provides a higher benefit to the port. In any case it is necessary to remember that this is not the objective of the 

Port Authorities in Spain. 

The aim of the Port Authority should be to facilitate the maritime commercial operations and to ensure the normal 

work without inferences. Thus, only those activities which need the port to develop their business should be 

accommodated within the port borders. For those, the space necessary has to be guaranteed, and for those who 

not necessarily depend of the port to realize their daily activities, the port authority has to intervene moving them 

to alternative industrial areas.  
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In that sense the ZAL zone should work in a different way, freeing the land market or not charging a rate over the 

operating results. Land rents in the ZAL are set by open market rules of offer and demand. 

Related to the land creation, the Port of Barcelona with the extension built in the Muelle Prat (Prat Dock) 

guarantees the land demand for the next 20 years. Further, beyond this date, the Port should grow through land 

filling offshore or move out to a new location. This second option, moving out, needs of the dykes, docks and 

landfilling, but also need of the infrastructures to connect the port with the hinterland. Therefore, due the high 

cost of the infrastructures and the synergies established by the port enterprises with the city, it is not considered 

a feasible or recommendable solution. Moreover, in the particular case of Barcelona the Port growth beyond the 

Llobregat River was argued by Ms. Morales as an unfeasible option due the interferences with the airport 

infrastructure as well as the environmental protection of the Llobregat River Delta. Under this considerations, 

Mrs. Morales argues that the only option available is to continue growing offshore, which implies higher 

development costs than previous Port extensions. 

Ms. Morales argues that land market should be not a determinant factor for port decision making in the port 

conversions. The revenues generated for the land use are defined by the Port Law and the ratios there defined. 

Likewise the fact that the port revenues consist of land rent, operating result ratios and other port fees, diminish 

the importance of the land value. Mrs. Morales insists in the significance of the induced value in port operations. 

In that sense, it has to be clear that ports set their strategic plans base on future operational scenarios. In those 

models the cost of land creation is probably compensated with the other induced activities as maritime fees.  As 

a consequence, the link between land conversion processes and land market should be not a direct and straight 

line. 

Ports do not work in behalf of a particular financial profit. Their goal is the induced value generated in the region 

or country as a consequence of the infrastructure operation. Therefore is presumably that ports do not control 

(they do have not the information) land values in areas beyond their by Law setting borders. Moreover, the fact 

that uses are restricted within the port domains, limiting the uses allowed, makes useless land value models for 

any purpose different from port maritime activities. Under this point of view, the existence of any study about 

land values in the port interface should be considered a non-sense document. 

Likewise Ms. Morales opinion is that there is not any ratio of land filling developed by the Barcelona Port 

Authority. The reason argued is that port developments are calculated by construction types or infrastructure 

elements: docks, operative surfaces, sea walls … without putting them together. It is also unlikely that they will 

have return index for the infrastructure investments developed. Rather than payback expectations, port 

developments are launched in response to the expected maritime market growth (freight demand). Port plans 

with required feasibility studies are presented to higher administrative levels for approval. If the plans are 

considered economically sustainable (the cost is recovered in a limited time), they will be approved and executed.  
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b. Tarragona 
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Stakeholder Sample 

Following the initial structure set for the Port of Barcelona, stakeholder groups follow the same order. However, 

the experience in previous field work suggested changes in the ratios among the groups, increasing the relative 

number of tenants’ interviews while reducing the number of interviews to the Administration bodies: public 

administration and port. 

 

Figure 1, Port of Tarragona sample, Stakeholders structure. 

In this sample the central government is not represented. However, the Regional Government is represented 

through a development agency in charge of the promotion of strategic logistic areas. Furthermore, the interview 

realized in 2012 to the Departament de Territori i Sostenibilitat is applicable also for the case of Tarragona since 

both context are in the same region and under the same regional administrative bodies. 

In the case of Tarragona interviews were mostly conducted from September of 2015 to February of 2016.  

The Central Government lacks of representative since there was no option for interviewing the managers. 

Similarly, independent advisors requested for interview refused to answer. 

From a total number of 45 contacted interviewers, 18 were finally conducted and included in this study. 
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Annex table 3, Port of Tarragona sample, list of interviewees. 
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Questionnaire Structure 

The questionnaire structure keeps the format initiated in the case of Barcelona. The questions are structured in 

four areas, related to the initial research questions and hypothesis. It is explained in detail in the previous case. 

Minor changes were carried out to the new case to adapt the results of the interviews held in Barcelona. Thus, 

due the failure to obtain data about the companies’ turnover and other sensible information, it was decided not 

to ask for. 

 

Initial setting Questionnaires 

Initial questionnaires from Barcelona were kept and adapted when necessary. Previous experiences invited to 

customize questionnaires to obtain valuable information. 

The groups and subgroups maintain the initial structure, despite some minor changes introduced. 

a. Regional Government 

b. Municipality 

c. Port Authority 

d. Industrial Port Tenants 

e. Citizen’s Port Tenants 

f. Real Estate Consultancy Firms/Independent Advisor 

Questions remain organized under the initial four question areas: Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4. 

Furthermore, previous experience and the requirement of some of the interviewees to have access to the 

questionnaire before the visit, encouraged the translation of the questions to local languages: Catalan and 

Spanish. Thereby, the questionnaires below are presented in the language format it was presented to the 

interviewer for the cases they were specifically modified and adequate to the respondent. 
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a. Municipality/Regional Government 

General Questions 

Q-What is the main activity developed by your company? 

Q-What is the surface (m2) your company manages? 

Q-How your company manages the land owned? 

Q-How land prices are set? 

Q-What is the extension of the contract agreement in average? And the maximum extension? 

Q-It is any contractual clause for compensation in case of unilateral rescission? What is that? 

Q-What is the added value of the industrial areas you offer? 

Market Economy 

Q3-Q4-Management 

Q-Could you define the relationship Port-Municipality-Generalitat (Public Agency)? Do they have 

common interests? 

Q4 –Land Market 

Q-Is competition for the land inside the logistic parks you manage?  

Q4 –Offer-Demand 

Q-What is the strategy to capture new clients? 

Is the Port of Tarragona an added value? 

Q-What is the current demand in the logistic areas you manage? Is enough the offer? 

Q-What is the Price/m2 inside the logistic areas? What are the prices compared with the competence? 

Q-Are port companies your target now? And in the future? 

Q-Tarragona is in the last ring of value for logistic activities in Barcelona, which points towards a limited 

impact of the Port of Tarragona to generate added value in the area, what is your opinion about that? 

Why similar rings of value are not emerging around the Port of Tarragona? 

Q-Logistic park occupation around Tarragona are apparently low. 
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Is there excessive offer? Why are they not filling the existing ones before new ones are developed? 

Q-Is there enough urban real estate pressure to move industrial and logistic activities from the port 

towards more remote areas? 

Urban-Spatial Context 

 

Q1 –Mixture of uses 

Q-Is your company interested in a greater mixture/integration of urban activities in logistic contexts? 

What are the plans the Administration is supporting? 

How you make compatible urban uses like a school and logistic activities?  

Q1 –Intensification of land use 

Q-Considering the limitations for extension, what is the urban-industrial-logistic development model 

you support in the context of urban-port competitivity? 

Why new logistic parks are developed far from the Port of Tarragona boundaries leaving empty space in 

between? 
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b. Port Managers 

Market Economy 

Q4 –Land Market 

Q-¿Quin es l’interès de les administracions portuàries en els processos de conversió de sòl cap a usos 

més urbans? 

Q-¿Crec que hi ha alguna relació entre mercat del sòl i conversions de sòl portuari? 

Q-En el cas de Tarragona, ¿el fracàs del projecte per balcó del Mediterrani de l’any 2003, va tindre a 

veure per la dificultat de retorn d’una inversió basada en la venda de sòl? 

Q-Hi ha relació entre els processos d’expansió portuària i les conversions de sòl urbà a les interfaces 

port-ciutat?  

Quan i en què condicions es produeix l’apertura del Port de Tarragona a la ciutat?  

És un procés tancat? Es preveuen noves ampliacions d’aquest àmbit? Ha sigut profitosa l’experiència? 
En quin terminis? Econòmic? Financers? 

Q-Què condicions es donen a un port per que es portin a terme processos de conversió d’usos associats 

a activitats urbanes? 

Quin es el màxim risc en aquest tipus d’operacions? 

Q-Seria una operació financerament rentable produir sòl per urbanitzar tenint en compte l’aparentment 

baix cost unitari de l’augment de superfície portuària? 

Es possible que la demanda de sòl urbà (i per tant el valor) compensés els costos d’expansió portuària? 

Q4 –Areas of value 

Q-Com es delimiten les zones de valors portuaris? 

Des de quan s’estableixen? 

Qui ho fa? Quin es el criteri? 

City-Port Administrative Landscape 

Q3 –Regulations constrains 

Q-Són les regulacions la causa principal de l’aturament dels processos de expansió portuària i conversió 

d’usos o és el mercat el condicionant principal? 
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Urban-Spatial Context 

Q2 –Urban Mixture 

Q-Hi ha interès al sector portuari per una major integració i barreja d’activitats que incorporin elements 

urbans? Aporta la barreja un valor afegit a l’entorn portuari? 

Q-La intensificació de l’ús del sòl (una major densitat i aprofitament del sòl) afegeix valor a l’entorn 

portuari? Com s’aconsegueix? Quina és la relació amb allò urbà? 

Q-Com afecta la corporatització portuària a la transformació d’usos portuaris cap a usos urbans? 

Q3 –Planning 

Q-PUEP-PEOP-PGOU creen una regulació administrativa sectoritzada. Com beneficia als ports aquesta 

estructura? Falta autonomia? Caldria una major participació dels municipis i menys control central 

(Rotterdam)? 

Fins a quin punt dificulten l’expansió portuària les normatives europees de conservació ambiental? Són 

 aquestes un handicap per una major integració port-ciutat? 
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c. Commerce Chamber 

City-Port Administrative Landscape 

Q3 - Regulations 

Q-¿El marco regulatorio existente restringe las posibilidades de una mayor integración de las 

actividades industriales y urbanas en el entorno portuario? 

Q-¿La compleja regulación PUEP-PEOP-PGOU dificulta las operaciones empresariales? 

Considera necesario un plan que mejore la organización espacial y la compatibilidad entre usos 

industriales-logísticos y actividades urbanas?  

Q-¿Afectan las regulaciones ambientales y la concienciación ciudadana el crecimiento portuario de 

Tarragona?  

Q-¿Cuál es el coste añadido de las compensaciones medioambientales al crecimiento de la 

infraestructura portuaria? 

Market Economy 

Q4 –Land Market 

Q-¿Cuán relevantes son los resultados del Puerto Ciudadano en los resultados generales del Puerto de 

Tarragona? ¿Es comparable al caso del Port Vell?  

Q-¿El leasing de suelo representa para las empresas una ventaja competitiva? 

Q-¿Considera que existe alguna relación entre el mercado del suelo y los procesos de conversión de 

suelo portuario hacia actividades urbanas? ¿Es el caso de Tarragona? 

Q-¿La operación inmobiliaria del Balcón del Mediterráneo fracasó por los bajos precios de suelo? 

Q4 –Business collaboration - synergies 

Q-¿Existe interés por las empresas con actividades urbanas y de servicios por participar más activamente 

de los procesos y actividades portuarias? 

Q-¿Se fomenta la colaboración inter empresarial entre empresas (puerto-ciudad)? 

Urban-Spatial Context 
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Q2 –Land Use intensification 

Q-¿Perciben algún proceso de intensificación en el uso del suelo en el entorno portuario de Tarragona? 

Q-¿Puede el Puerto de Tarragona seguir creciendo? ¿Puede hacerlo en extensión?  

Q2 –Mixture of activities 

Q-¿Existe interés por parte de las empresas localizadas en el ecosistema portuario por una mayor 

integración de actividades urbanas? ¿Cuál podría ser el valor añadido? 
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d. Industrial Port Tenants (Companies) 

Secondary data and basic information about the company it is asked at the beginning of the conversation. Those 

questions were prepared for every tenant, independently of its position into the port: industrial or citizen’s area. 

Annual billing and annual profit questions were removed from the questionnaire since any manager was willing 

to provide the information and it created distrust.  

Activity 

Q-What is the main activity developed for your company in the Port? 

Land management 

Q-What is the surface (m2) occupied at the Port? 

Q-What is the annual land rent your company is charged by the Port Authority? 

Leasing period 

Q-When it was signed/initiated the leasing contract to operate in the port? 

Q-What is the extension of the contract agreement? 

Q-Is it any contractual clause for compensation in case of unilateral rescission? What is that? 
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Secondly, a list of questions is set organized under the initial four question areas: Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4. 

City-Port Administrative Landscape 

Q3-City-Port Governance 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the PA? 

Is the PA enhancing the mixture and integration of port and urban activities with the objective of bringing 

highest added value to the port logistic chain and better services to the customers? Inside and outside 

the PA. 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the municipal administration? 

Is the municipality enhancing the mixture and integration of port and urban activities with the objective 

of bringing highest added value to the port ecosystem and better services to the customers? Inside and 

outside the PA. 

Q-Is the PA requiring minimum results to the companies located within its domains? 

Do you consider this point necessary? 

Do the business results control improve the cluster performance? 

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems.  

PUEP, land legal framework, central government 

PEOP, urbanistic aspects, port authorities  

PGOU, urban plan, municipality.  

Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer 

collaboration in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Do you consider necessary a plan to improve the spatial organization and the compatibility between 

industrial-logistic uses and urban activities? 

Q-What are the implications of operating in the port from a regulatory/legal perspective? The fact that 

another administration level is involved, does it makes more difficult to manage your enterprise? 

Is the urban proximity affecting your business operations? 

Do the environmental regulations have any impact –extra cost- in your investment in the Port? 
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Market Context 

Q4-City-Port Land Market 

Q-Is the land value or the land rental in this case, a fundamental factor at the moment of the decision of 

placing your company in the port? 

Do you consider the land rent high in the port? 

Are you studying other port locations taking into consideration land rent differences?  

In your concession contract, is the rent modified based on the land market value? 

Q-Do you perceive any indicator pointing towards a land intensification process? 

Q4-Land Leasing 

Q-How land leasing is conditioning your operations? 

The Spanish Port Law gives the opportunity to operators to build and operate different expanding 
private capacity to develop their capacities within the ports. 

Is this formula interesting for your business operations? 

Can you assume the risk? 

Urban-Spatial Context 

Q2-Integration City-Port 

Q-Is your company interesting in a higher integration of urban and port activities within the city-port 

environment? 

What are your worries about a higher integration of activities? 

What you consider the pros and cons of a higher integration or mixture of city and port activities? 

Q1-Location Added Value 

Q-What is the added value the port location brings to your company? 

What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the 

port community? 

Q-Do you consider feasible the Port of Tarragona extension? 

Q-Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

How you will rate from 1 to 7, the lack of space problem for your company’s operations in 15 years 

period? 1 represents a totally none problematic scenario and 7 very problematic scenario. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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Q-What is your interest in continuing operating in the Port of Barcelona during the next 15 years. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

e. Citizen’s Port Tenants (Companies) 

City-Port Administrative Landscape 

Q3-City-Port Governance 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the PA? 

Is the PA enhancing the mixture and integration of port and urban activities with the objective of bringing 

highest added value to the port logistic chain and better services to the customers? Inside and outside 

the PA. 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the municipal administration? 

Is the municipality enhancing the mixture and integration of port and urban activities with the objective 

of bringing highest added value to the port ecosystem and better services to the customers? Inside and 

outside the PA. 

Q1-Q3-Model – Tools for improvement 

Q-Do you consider necessary a plan to improve the relationship, spatial organization and compatibility 

between industrial-logistic and urban activities? 

Q3-Environmental Regulations 

Q-Do the environmental regulations have any impact –extra cost- in your investment in the Port? 

Q3-Business operativity 

Q-What are the implications of operating in the port from a regulatory/legal perspective? The fact that 

another administration level is involved, does it makes more difficult to manage your enterprise? 

Market Economy 

Q4-Added Value 

Q-What is the added value the port location brings to your company? 

Q4-Land Value 
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Q-Is there any other cannon to afford due your location within the Port domains, apart from the land 

rent?  

Q4-Leasing  

Q-How the leasing system set in the (Company-Institution) is conditioning your investment operations 

decisions? 

Q4-Corporatization  

Q-How the port corporatization process, the privatization port process which requires of balanced 

economic results and the yearly increment of the financial operations, influences the conversion of uses 

from maritime-industrial uses towards urban uses? 

Urban-Spatial Context 

Q2-Integration City-Port 

Q-Is your company interesting in a higher integration of urban and port activities within the city-port 

environment? 

What are your worries about a higher integration of activities? 

Q1-Port Spatial Organization 

Q-Do you consider that there is space for a higher integration of urban port activities in the future in 

other areas of the Port? 

Q1-Spatial Obstacles 

Q-Is your interest on continue expanding your activity in the port? 

Q-Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

Q1-Q2-Intensity of land use 

Q-The intensity of land use, a higher density and land utilization, is adding value to the port environment? 

Q-Do you perceive a land intensification process within the port environment? 

Q2-Integration City-Port 

Q-Is there any interest from the port sector towards a higher integration and mixture of activities 

incorporating urban elements?  
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f. Citizen’s Port Tenants (Companies) 

Market Economy 

Q4-Offer and Demand 

Q-¿Cuál es la situación del mercado inmobiliario en Tarragona? 

¿Hay un desplazamiento de actividades hacia el centro de la ciudad o zonas marítimas? 

¿Dónde se localiza la demanda? 

¿Cuáles son las expectativas para los próximos años? 

Q-¿Cuál es la oferta de suelo existente en Tarragona? 

Q-¿Cuáles son las áreas más demandadas en la ciudad para…? 

- Oficinas 
- Vivienda 
- Hoteles 
- Comercial 
- Suelo logístico o industrial 

¿Existe demanda de usos urbanos por las zonas próximas al Puerto? 

Q-¿Cuáles son los usos más demandados y que tienen dificultad para ser ubicados? 

Q4-Land Values 

Q-¿Cuál es el valor residual de referencia del suelo en Tarragona –municipio-? 

¿Podría diferenciar valores por barrios? 

¿Qué ocurre en las zonas cercanas al Mar? 

¿Qué ocurre en las zonas cercanas al Puerto 

Q-¿Cuáles son las propiedades mejor valoradas en su agenda en la ciudad de Tarragona o alrededores 

para…? 

- Oficinas 
- Vivienda 
- Hoteles 
- Comercial 
- Suelo logístico o industrial 

Q4-Trends 

Q-Frente al crecimiento suburbano de la década pasada ¿Reconocen ustedes alguna tendencia que 

indique una actividad creciente en el centro de la ciudad o los espacios marítimos? 
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Q4-Port land conversion 

Q-¿Considera que existe interés en una conversión de suelo portuario en el área próxima a la ciudad de 

Tarragona? 

Q4-Leasing 

Q-Los puertos españoles como propietarios de suelo son uno de los escasos ejemplos de leasing dentro 

de nuestras fronteras  

¿Supone una ventaja competitiva en el mercado de suelo nacional? 

¿Influye la falta de liquidez en un mayor interés por este régimen de tenencia? 

¿Puede ser el leasing una fórmula interesante en la promoción de vivienda? 
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Transcription of the interviews 

Interviews are ordered by stakeholders groups and date of recording. The stakeholders group adds companies 

outside the Port of Tarragona boundaries.  

- Public Administrations 

- Port Administrative Body 

- Port Tenants 

- Industrial/Logistic Companies 

- Real Estate Consultancy Firms 

- Independent Advisor 

The interviews are fully transcripted when possible and previously recorded.  

The form contains information about the interviewed and the company that will remain masked to preserve their 

confidentiality. Alternative-fictitious names substitute interviewed original names to guarantee their anonymity 

at the same time that facilitates the reading of the document. Original names are kept in researcher hands and 

correspondence is followed through the interviewed code assigned to each respondent.  

On the top right side of every interview information about the interviewed, the stakeholder and the date of 

interview is reported as follows.  

 

Interviewed name (fictitious) 

Company name (masked) 

Sector 

Position 

University represented 

University Department/Group 

Place where the interview is recorded 

Day/month, Year 

Interviewed code 
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Regional Government  
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Mr. Cesc Mas 
Xxxxxxx 

Industrial Areas Developer 
Cap de planejament i intermodalitat 

Universitat Rovira i Virgili 
Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 

Barcelona 
12th January, 2016 

G2.g40 
 

 

 

At first I contacted Mr. Cesc Mas through mail. Mr. Jordi C., “Gestor de Centres” in Xxxxxxx sent me an e-mail 

with his contact. 

Xxxxxxx works in a large number of logistic parks within Catalonia. It hast also plans for expansion. However the 

reduction of the demand since 2007-2008 has postponed the development of areas in el Penedès and l’Empordà.   

Mr. Mas is a civil engineer specialist in urbanism. He studied ports systems and developed urban plans in the 

city-port environment before he was hired in Xxxxxxx. He also teaches logistics in the university, at the UPC. 

Mr. Mas welcomed me to his office in a close friendly way. He was smiling all the time what made the interview 

so easy and pleasant. The information he also offered was covering the whole logistic chain from the port to the 

urban deliveries, contributing the process understanding and the operators’ interest.  

I asked Mr. Mas for occupation ratios and land values within their logistic parks. He affirmed that they had the 

information and they are willing to provide it to me.  

Q-What is the main activity developed for this company? 

R-Xxxxxxx is a Generalitat de Catalonia public company, but is operating with private capital. We do not rely on 

the Generalitat annual budget. This is important because force us to find our own resources at the same time 

that provide us the private-entrepreneurial perspective. At the same time the return is less than in the pure private 

environment. It also happen that the Generalitat force us to get a reduced profit and we have to comply with the 

order. Nonetheless the balance is positive in general, despite sometimes the return is more social than financial. 

Conditions not so tempting for a private company since the money you invest is more or less what you get back. 

The other important characteristic is that we manage the logistic park after the park is implemented. This is 

important because force us to know the client and the logistic chain and keep update to make the things work 

correctly. This is one of the reasons that make us to be I contact with the ports. With the Port of Tarragona we 

signed a collaboration agreement, however little have been done. The same happened with the Port of 

Barcelona, but in this case we created a shared society, 52% Xxxxxxx - 48% the Port of Barcelona, to enhance a 

terminal in Figueres, l’Empordà. Consequence of that it is a good relationship with the Port of Barcelona.  
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Related to land values, Aguirre Newman and other real estate consultants edited their own reports in the logistic 

field. We also do something: el observatorio de la logística (the logistics observatory) which is accessible in our 

website. 

Q-How do you manage the land owned by the company?  

R-The model of the company at the beginning was to buy and to sell. From this initial perspective, we learned 

and modified the model. At the same time, the Generalitat enhance policies for land assets conservation, saving 

part of the total land.  

CIMALSA does management. We work as the secretariat of the owners’ community. The workers could decide 

to fire us and hire a different secretariat, but our value is the direct link with the Generalitat de Catalonia 

(government).  

Then, we had an exclusive management role in the land owners’ community. To shift our role, land ownership 

was also a tool to be able to provide an opinion and influence in the community decisions.   

To give you an example. An insurance company was interested in opening one of the logistic parks we manage. 

We supported the idea despite it was not a logistic activity because of the added value for the community. The 

handicap was that the company was willing to pay less the first year and the land owner was not accepting the 

offer. In this case we were not land owners and we could not contribute to improve the community conditions 

despite we considered the benefit for the whole.  

Now the formula differs from one logistic park to another, and the ratio of land we keep varies. But from the first 

experience in advance we save part of the land we commerce with. This land is rented or promoted and rented 

by building an industrial warehouse in the plot. 

Q-How land prices are set? 

R-The price is not set by law since we are not the administration. This is providing us flexibility.  

The last sells were done at lower market price, but buying price were also lower. Likewise, since we have distant 

parks prices in La Selva vary from the one in Barcelona and so forth. Nevertheless, our prices tend to be higher 

than the others in the vicinities. The reason is that we offer services the other are not providing: common security 

services inside the park, the garbage … contributing to reduce company direct costs and maintenance costs. 

Moreover, imagine that every plot has to be fenced. This is reducing your operative surface since trucks cannot 

operate in the whole plot perimeter. This is one of the points we upgrade by providing common security services. 

We facilitate the maximization in the use of the plot. 

The price is higher but we offered a common management within the parks.  
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About the prices I have no clear information. We should talk with the sales manager. What I remember is 140-

170€/m2. Prices were up to 220€-250€/m2 but changes with location and time.  

I have information in my computer that tells me the price of the last sold plot in Tarragona in 2014: 120€/m2. This 

is a really low price, in part because the Municipality of Reus was interested. 

The Sardà Institute work for us making a report which includes land values in the logistic parks apart from anything 

else. 

Q-How is the relationship between the Port, the Municipality and XXXXXXX? Do you have common interests? 

R-(With regard to municipalities’ relationship) Usually, we have a close relationship, mostly at the beginning. 

When the parks starts operating the contact is reduced to the particular client needs and technical services: 

treatment plants. 

In the Far l’Empordà we have installed the water treatment plant in common with El Far. 

Sometimes we share some common services. Despite this is not what we want to do because is adding extra 

work to our management role, it is part of our social responsibility as a public service. 

Usually one of the key areas is mobility. Mostly before the implementation of the park. However it has to be 

highlighted the public services abandonment. They are studies, but the municipalities do not demand it and we 

do not push it forward. Then only remarkable action by now is the enhancing of carpooling but it is something 

done from our technical services. 

With ports our relationship is more strategic because logistics are key for their business. Under municipal eyes 

we are simply logistic areas and they only care about IBIS (land taxes) and business licenses. 

We have agreements with both ports in Catalonia. 

In the case of Tarragona they had interest in developing the ZAL zone, but since the project was halted we did 

not continue working on it. We also were working in developments in Montblanc, but in this case the handicap 

is that we are too close from the Port in Tarragona and in logistic terms it has no sense to have a rotura de carga 

(bulk breaking) 15km far from the port. 

The interest (of the ports) is to move the cargo far away and by train. Moving trucks within the port and within 

urban areas represents a problem. The interest is on moving out freight the fast as possible.  

In Tarragona, since they have land available, they are interested in moving the freight far away from their position 

but close to the market. It is true that we have talk with them in relation to grains, but this is a specific market with 

many up and downs. At the end, the crisis or the lack of interest made fail the project. 
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There are common interest in logistics between the ports and our company but mainly related to dry ports. Within 

the port it is true that exist successful cases but the train is a key element. SEAT is working in the Port of Barcelona 

using an intense rail system. But what is common is to have the port collapse of trucks. The question is if is worth 

to pay a truck for 10km move? Maybe the cost of moving 100km is almost the same and we get closer to our 

market destination. 

There exist relationship between the three parts, we are in the same forums… 

Q-Is there any interest of a higher integration of urban activities in logistic environments? 

R-For industry logistics is a corn stone to reduce business expenditures. Imagine that the 23% of the cost of 

production is the trade, something you do by tracks, and you can reduced to 20%, or 17%. This is a lot. And there 

is business interest if you can do it.  

Q-What are the policies supported by your administration in relation to this issue?  

R-What we do is to guarantee space for services and to facilitate their location in the entrance of the park making 

accessible activities to general public and not only to the tenants. This is easing the return of the businesses 

installed. 

Q-Do limitations to growth, what do you consider should be the urban-industrial development model in city-port 

competitive contexts? 

R-Ports are interested in moving the freight outside their boundaries and close to the demand. Bulk breaks are 

promoted far from the ports and in locations where land is cheap enough to stock the freight without excessive 

cost impact. 

Q-Why the CIM el Camp is developed far from the Port of Tarragona? There is a vast surface of land available in 

the Port proximities. 

R-The target of the CIM are not port industries but mostly companies operating in both cities, Reus and 

Tarragona.  

Q-Is the Tarragona City-Port environment a competitive context in the provision of industrial land?  

R-It is not that easy to find logistic space of high quality, well provided with services.  

Of course that first is location, but after that you take into consideration 

 Price 

 Confidence in the owner/promoter/manager 

 Services  
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Sure that you can find a lot of empty space in the vicinities but not offering the same. 

You said also the scale of the plots. It is true. Many plots offered are too small and is not easy to find plots of the 

size required by current big operators. We do.  

By the way this map you show me with all the empty plots in Tarragona is super interesting. Is that true? 

Q-Is the Port of Tarragona an added value? 

R-No. The added value for the CIM el Camp is to be close to Tarragona. The Port of Tarragona has land to develop 

different from the Port of Barcelona. In Barcelona the land is totally occupied. 

Logistic parks are usually more linked to urban distribution than to ports. 

Usually we stay out of the urban environment. The way it works is that big trucks arrive to the park and are 

redistributed in small vans. This step could be reorganize by improving the urban connection and there is space to 

collaborate with the municipalities. 

Logistic parks are traditionally in nowhere space, but it will come the time that procedures will shift.  

Furthermore, when you take the port into consideration, their interest is to redistribute moving freight out from its 

domains because land is expensive. It is a cost problem. But are they interested in a close by land which is also 

expensive? Maybe if you have not any other option. But if you have to make a bulk break you will try to move it 

further, to cheaper land. 

In the case of CIM el Camp, the park has been occupied progressively by industry from Tarragona and Reus, 

because is in the middle of the way. Our tenants have their business linked mostly to those cities. This is the case 

of the ambulance and bus parking.  

Q-And what a school is doing inside? I was checking the tenants and activities and it seems that they were before 

the park was developed.  

Yes, we had to work with the existing. The park is really well located but it is true that it is a school inside.  

Another point is that here the (Tarragona Central) Market is close, in the case of Lleida the (Central) market is 

inside the CIM. This is showing that is space for improvement in the administrative collaboration with 

municipalities. Having the market is a further step.  

The other CIM we have, the one in Girona, in the Selva, is close to the airport. But curiously, the link with the 

airport is zero. The only relationship I know is because one of the renting companies is using one of the plot for 

parking the cars.  

Q-What is the current demand in the CIM el Camp? Is the offer enough?  
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R-The CIM has been filled gradually. It is not full occupied yet, but we are satisfied.  

Q-What is the Price by m2 in the CIM area? What are the competence prices? 

R-In 2014 the last sale registered was 120€/m2. A cheap price. 

Q-Are port companies your target? Will they? 

R-We were negotiating the chance to locate a Zona Franca in the park, but it was stood. 

Q-Since I know the Zona Franca in Barcelona is operating at 50% of its capacity. 

R-Of course you have to make numbers before implementing something like that. 

Q-In logistics real estate, Tarragona is considered the last ring of value of the Port Barcelona. This market 

consideration open a discussion about the impact of the Port of Tarragona on creating value. 

Why do you think the market is not considering the Port when the prices are set? 

R-I heard about that but I have not a clear idea about how is that working. 

Q-Land occupation within the industrial areas in Tarragona is apparently low. 

R-The competence is not providing the same product that we do. 

Q-For the development of the PhD I require land values of logistic areas in Barcelona and Tarragona, in addition 

to land occupation and industrial warehouses occupancy rates. Could you facilitate me this information? Is this 

information accessible? 
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Municipality  
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Mr. Felip Romà 
Xxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx xx Xxxxxxx 

Tourism Municipal Agency 
Director 

Universitat Rovira i Virgili 
Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 

Tarragona 
18th January, 2016 

M2.g38 
 

I contacted Mr. Romà by e-mail through the information founded at the website of the Xxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx xx 

Xxxxxxx. I considered relevant the municipal point of view in regard to the cruise demand and impact. Mr. Romà 

is the top manager of the municipal body in charge of tourism marketing and therefore in contact with private 

stakeholders in the field. 

By looking at the Xxxxxxxx website there is no mention of the Port of Tarragona. Moreover, the neighborhood 

of “El Serrallo” is the only part of Tarragona linked to the Port highlighted in the website.  

We made the interview in Mr. Romà’s office, located in the Tarragona’s old town district, in “Calle Mayor” really 

close to the Cathedral. The office is suited in an old mansion with a great patio giving access to the first floor 

where the main offices are. 

Mr. Romà is a youthful, dynamic spirit. The interview is held in Catalan. He had no problem on beeign recorded. 

Questions were adapted from previous questioners, suited for port main actors. Since the Xxxxxxxx is not closely 

related to the Port and Port activities, questions were modified. Thereby, new questions were added and tested 

in this interview for the first time.   Most of the interview was focused on cruise activity and impact, since it was 

port related information Mr. Romà was confident with.  

“Three years back it was created a board in Tarragona which includes stakeholders related to the cruise market 

in the Port of Tarragona. This board is conceived with an inter-municipal character, the same it works at the Reus 

Airport. When tourist arrive to the Port we cannot consider only a municipal arrival, a wider perspective is needed.  

Members of this committee area, which is mostly technical: the Port, the company commissioned by the Port for 

this matter through Alba Colet, a well-qualified manager with experience in the Port Aventura and now leading 

the cruise project in the Port of Tarragona, the Commerce Chamber, the Diputació de Tarragona (County 

Government) through the Xxxxxxxx de la Costa Dorada (Executive Board of la Costa Dorada), the Reus 

Municipality, Port Aventura (theme park)and the Rovira i Virgili University through Jordi Calabuch. Barcelona 

World was also in the commission but they just left. 

This board decides what to do aware of what is going on. 
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Q-How is the relationship Port-Municipality-Generalitat (Regional Government)? Do they have common 

interests? 

R-You have to take into account that this Port is State ownership. The Generalitat in here is not relevant, at least 

in our day to day activity. In the other hand, the city (municipal)-port relationship has improve a lot during the last 

years. 

The Port has an industrial activity, a profitable one. However, the cruise activity by the conception of the model 

and the number of tourist arrivals results in deficit.  

I do not know the reason or who had to do the work, the local administration or the port, but the Port of Tarragona 

had never before interest on being a cruise port. It was only in recent years that this occurred. The reason may 

be its success in freight trading.  

But there is a shift, when the port considers that has a debt with the city and despite the low profitability the 

activity integrates it in the territory. Thereby, the Port starts to boost the activity through the built up of a small 

terminal for cruises, implement services within the Port and set a team to work in those tasks.  

Q-What is the added value of Tarragona and the Port of Tarragona for tourism? 

R-The added value of the Port is the fact that is a gate for tourists’ arrivals through cruises.  

Our idea for the cruise market however is focusing in the specialization of the market. We cannot compete with 

Barcelona in the big cruise market. We assume that. But, there is another target for small, medium size cruises 

linked to luxury markets with a higher price which is interesting for us. Moreover we can offer a product attractive 

for this market: history, knowledge and dissemination of history, the human towers (castells), wine culture… 

Exclusivity is not only in the product in the boat but in the arrival destination.  

Our target is the tourist that is an expert traveler, a person who has been already in the most common destination. 

He already visited Barcelona many times, he already visited Madrid … but Tarragona offers something different 

from the easy consume of “golden products”: wineries in the Priorat, activities in the Roman amphitheater…what 

is the real luxury. 

This is coming together with offering a product different from what is given by tour operators, sharing groups, 

offering something personalized.  

At the beginning we were interested in all the products. Everything was welcome, and they are still. Thomson 

comes and 15 buses are waiting in the Port to move tourist to the city center. But in front of the question of what 

we are interested in, the answer is luxury cruises of 90 to 600 people capacity. 
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Q-The Serrallo is shown in the web from the Xxxxxxxx like one of the ten most important sightseeing in Tarragona. 

R-Our goal is to show El Serrallo relevance as a fishing neighborhood. The idea for the tourists is the Serrallo as 

a fishing district within a port.  

What I remember from the picture is that is presenting the Fishermen's Cooperative and a fishing boat. We are 

interested in showing a traditional image of a fishermen’s area. 

There is a leisure port and a powerful industrial port, but we are not using pictures from the coal mountains, not 

either from the marina if there is not any relevant reference. The picture you ask for provides a more romantic 

image if you want. 

Q-I take advantage of the conversation to introduce the case of Rotterdam and the “World Port Days”, during 

which the Port itself is the city’s most important allure. 

R-Many times, people do not understand how ports work. Why ships are getting in and out or wait outside the 

port. It is true that there is a general ignorance about port operations, due mostly because the port behaves 

apart from city’s interests. Moreover, urban and port regulations work separately driving to incoherent scenarios. 

In the neighborhood of el Serrallo some of the restaurants have the terrace divided between the port and city 

boundaries. Of course this is not a good solution and the legal framework is not easy to manage. 

This is the heritage of the port system way of doing. An autonomous management system working apart from 

cities, despite the current willing for change.  

Q- Is the PA enhancing the mixture and integration of port and urban activities inside and outside the port 

community? (with the objective of bringing highest added value to the port ecosystem and better services to the 

customers) 

R-Yes. From three, four years (probably seven) in advance, started at the time Mr. Burgasé was the Port president 

and followed by Mr. Carlos Andreu, the Port is working actively to integrate its activity in the city, leaving apart 

the time of working apart totally separated and independent from the city. I cannot say if they succeed or not, but 

I can affirm that many things have changed. 

Q-Considering physical aspects. How would you express your relationship with the Port? 

R-The train tracks are the most relevant issue. A clear proposal to move the tracks outwards is needed. At least 

Renfe (Adif) could minimize its impact in the waterfront by removing some of the tracks. For sure that some of 

the eight tracks are not essential to operate.  
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The problem is not the Port, but the fact that Renfe and Adif are passing through the city’s waterfront. As a result 

el Serrallo has never been integrated into the urban landscape. The same happened with the Port. The tracks are 

physical and psychological borders. And despite the pedestrian path exists, the border is still there. 

In the other hand, considering the interest of el Serrallo, and its capacity to appeal people due its special 

gastronomic offer, fishermen’s romantic look, etc.; there is the touristic handicap of the urban fabric between the 

activity area, the Ramblas, and the site. Between the Ramblas and el Serrallo for visitors is nothing, a gap of 

activity. 

The enhancement of the Roman Theater and the Chartres Factory, together with the improvement of the Unió 

Street,  is a chance to open a corridor linking the up and down town. The strategy is to make visible elements 

between hotspots to facilitate tourists’ arrival to El Serrallo. 

At the same time, the touristic train has incorporated two stops in El Serrallo modifying its previous route. The 

interest in increasing the flow of people to the downtown. 

Q-Is there any program enhancing the Port as an added value for the city of Tarragona?  

What are the areas considered feasible for a collaborative city-port development? 

R-We have the board we were talking before. This agreement is also an economic agreement. The City of 

Tarragona contributes raising funds the same Reus does and the rest of the stakeholders.  

This could be considered the promotion of port activities focus on the cruise sector promotion. 

Q-Is the Xxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx xx Xxxxxxx enhancing a higher city-port integration and mixture of activities in the 

interface? 

R-Yes, we are interested in the city-port integration. But what is key is the integration of El Serrallo. In this area 

the Port had worked intensively improving the urban conditions: the Tinglados (old industrial warehouses) 

upgrade, developing exhibition areas, urbanizing the waterfront … The Port has done a good job. 

But El Serrallo area needs to shape an internal structure with the aim of generating new and attractive range of 

products for visitors. It is important to broaden the offer now limited to specific days and times for drinks and 

diners. 

The other handicap for the administration is the lack of partner in the area. They do not remain over time. Due 

that, it is difficult to develop urban-touristic plans, since there is no one voice. Moreover, there is the culture of 

waiting the other to do first. Then, when you have a meeting, the first question is: what are you going to do for 

me? People has not a proactive attitude. But our role as public administration, our attempt is to contribute in the 

developing of people projects, not to create them. If they do not have any interest we can do nothing. 
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The Serrallo is not participating of the city’s activities. They should go back and regain its identity. It cannot 

happened that the fish you consume there, despite of the fishermen association, is coming from Mercabarna7. 

The potential is there, because the products are extremely good, but they have to take advantage of it. 

Time ago the argued problem was the parking; the parking was developed. The problem was the waterfront 

walk; it was improved. It lacks the critical reflection of what we can do to improve the neighborhood conditions. 

Q-What is true is the physical segregation which is related to the tracks problem you mention before. 

R-I am agree, this is a city’s problem. The administration has the obligation to work on solving it at the same time 

that contributes to the neighborhood development. But the handicap for us is to find a reliable partner in the 

site and traditionally has been always the same. 

Q-Are the industrial and urban uses compatible?  

R-I have to say that I have no idea about port operations. The only thing I can say is that when is required, no 

matter the dock of arrival, we send buses to the port to bring people here. The maximum number of buses is 6 

because there is not space for increasing the frequency in the setting ring. 

This service however, depends of the shipping company. Some of them are not interested in offering the tourists 

a free bus service, since is part of their business.  

We are now measuring the pros and cons of serving a free shuttle service, since is no clear the induced return. 

Independently of what we do, tourist have a clear idea of what they want to do during the stay, and many make 

use of the taxi services to go to El Priorat and other neighboring places. 

Q-I have an open question I could not answer yet: If the cruises are not business for the ports but either for the 

arrival cities, why the interest on cruises to come?  

It is totally true. You make calculations, and they are no positive, but it is a trend. If you are a city-port and you 

do not have cruises you do not exist. This is a trend similar to the one we lived with the airports time. Everybody 

has to have everything. Many times is not necessary. I should say that this is populism.  

In the other hand to see cruises in your city make people proud. Maybe is not about business but make you 

important, relevant in global cities competitiveness. Analyzing political performance the results are maybe not 

positive, but they do when you analyze people self-esteem. 

The same happened with airports few years ago. 

                                                            

7 Mercabarna is the Barcelona Central Market. 
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This year we had 6,000 people arriving by cruise, and expectations are about 60,000 in the coming years. They 

are contributing to add visitors to the number of tourist visiting Tarragona in one year and they come in low 

season which is good. They arrive and consume in the restaurants and shops. What is this in the annual results? 

5%? 10%? At the end is adding something to the total results. 

In the tourism market the most variety the better: Chinese people, Brazilian people …cruises …if one of the 

targets fails you still have the rest. 

The city of Tarragona is not in the tour operators market. The city has 2,000 hotel beds and approximately 7,000 

camping beds. However, we have 15km of coast, much more than Salou and Barcelona with 4km each one. Our 

model has been developed on historical aspects. Our goal is to be a benchmark in historical disclosure. 

Our strength is on participatory policies on tourism. We develop activities related to history and culture where 

local people and tourists meet and both recognize the value of the place. 

Q-Are you saying that your forecast is 10 times the current number of tourist arrivals by cruise? 

R-The number of tourist arrivals in Tarragona is over 2M per year. 60.000-70.000 people more is not that much.  

Q-I consider that there is a chance for improving the collaboration with the Port. 

R-This is happening. Years before the relationship was good but restricted to what it was unavoidable and now 

because of the cruises, the relationship is particularly fluid. We have to work together to develop the business. 

Actually, the Port also contributes in providing imaginative ideas related to the tourism market. 

As a consequence amateur groups working in historical disclosure are becoming professional… It results in a 

communication network, and we have to recognize that are well trained on their job and conceptualizing ideas. 

Q-Do you consider feasible the Port of Tarragona expansion? 

From my study in the case of Barcelona, I pointed out the relation between the port growth and land conversion 

to urban activities, besides contributing to the port financial results.  

Do the Port has land reserves to expand its activity during the next 5/10/15 years? 

R-I do not know. The foreseen growth is towards Vila-seca.  

In the other hand and related to the conversion, what the Port has done is to shift port activities to cultural uses 

in the Tinglados (Old Port warehouses). Despite the activity is financially not profitable for the Port is providing 

an urban compensation. 

 

Q-What I understand is that the municipality is interested in enhancing city-port activities. Is that right? 
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R-What I know are the Port plans for industrial development. No any others related to urban developments. If is 

it interesting? Yes, for both.  

Q- Actually city and port develop different planning systems.  

PUEP, land legal framework, central government 

PEOP, urbanistic aspects, port authorities  

PGOU, urban plan, municipality.  

Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer collaboration 

in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Do you consider necessary a plan to improve the spatial organization and the compatibility between industrial-

logistic uses and urban activities? 

R-We are not aware of that. At least in touristic terms. For sure the answer will be different if you ask in other 

municipal departments like urbanism.  

In our case, related to tourism, it was hard due the internal municipal point of view (reluctant to open relationships 

with the port). With the Port, despite the initial differences and perspective about how to address the cruise issue 

time have set the common vision and roles. This process have been productive for both: city and port. 

Q-Is there demand to Foster urban developments within the port environment? 

R-There is an emerging demand. But there is a lot of work to do. Companies are interested in setting their selling 

point in the docks where cruise arrives. Both PA and municipality have the obligation to coordinate and organize 

the offer.  

For me what is key is El Serrallo. It has to be well integrated with this business. The Port is also aware of that and 

collaborates in the conservation of the identity of the district. This happens because represents an added value for 

the Port. We could say that what the municipality was not aware of, the Port was. 

The Port recognizes the improvement of the district identity a value to enhance the port image and popular 

acceptance.  

Q-As I was telling you my interest is in offering a multi sector opinion on the matter. Thank you for your time and 

contribution. 

R-In the cruise business is also necessary to be aware of the coal mountains and dust, bad smells. 
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What is key here is the Port interest. Since the Port was not interested was nothing to do. It does no matter the 

city’s interest or the touristic sector interest about the provision of specific services or quality. At the end everything 

happed within its domains. 

From our side, we are always willing to collaborate. If the cruise arrives the day the museums are close we open 

for them. We have been always willing to collaborate. The objective now is to improve the commercial opening 

time, but is complicated to work in the small business scale. The incentive to open the whole year from 9 to 9 is 

too short. But we are working on it to link shops to cruises. 

In Cartagena is a total public-private collaboration. It was their only chance. 

Our advantage in the market is the distance to Barcelona, which is no more than one hour. Barcelona is an added 

value for us. If you want to go, we help you to go. 
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Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 

Tarragona 
20th January, 2016 
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I had written Josep M. Milà Rovira, the councilor of Urbanism of Tarragona asking for an interview; but 

nevertheless I received a call from Mr. Cabello, head architect appointed by the councilor. 

The interview took place in the 4th floor of the urbanism offices in Rambla Nova of Tarragona. Mr. Cabello is an 

architect, the head of the office, a senior man. He came from his office without a clear idea of what I wanted. 

After introducing myself the conversation relaxed. I asked for permission to record the conversation. He accepted 

but two times during the conversation he pointed the recording gadget saying that those comments were out of 

the record. 

Since he is in a really close political position he felt uncomfortable with the conversation and he was extremely 

careful about his comments. 

Q-¿How is the city-port (Generalitat) relationship?  

R- What is the relationship we are talking about: city-port? Municipal-Generalitat? 

Taking into consideration your point of view I think that what do you need is a more holistic perspective. Ports 

like other big infrastructures do not depend of municipal decisions, they are many times planned other 

administrative levels or from a national perspective. There are the port plans (PUEP), special plans, a general plan 

that has to take into consideration the plan of (port) uses. The plans and projects are developed by engineers 

hired by the Infrastructure Ministry and with little contact with local interests. From this perspective, the municipal 

relevance to influence in strategic aspects of the infrastructures is really low.  

An example is the road axe between Tarragona and Reus. In this case, instead of having a well-integrated model, 

we have many interferences and footprints that will make the improvement difficult in the nearby future.  

Under the same perspective, I have the opinion that the Port has been positioned as a relevant economic activity 

hub. We could say that is an industrial area located in front of the city. This is the reason why many times political 

and economic interests are in conflict with urban interests. Not a long time ago, I remember that it was still 

possible to see the sea. Now is not anymore. You have silos, industrial warehouses, flammable tanks… Many 

times the interest of the Port is not the interest of the city. But sometimes, the political wind in the Port (national 

politics) and in the municipality are the same and then …interest collude. But this is also a period of economic 
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liberalism and economics are regarded principal when compared to other aspects. Public interest is often 

left behind. 

Q-Do they have complementary interests? Is the Generalitat role relevant in the city-port landscape? 

R-The Generalitat has a double role. The first is the one represented in the Port Board. The second is the role as 

a planning agency. They are relevant since they oversee every plan in the Port.  

Despite the weight of the Infrastructure Ministry, the Generalitat has the capacity to influence in the final 

decisions. Of course that at the end the decisions are taken in the Council of Ministers. 

All the special plans have to be included after into the municipal plans which requires modifications in the general 

plans. Here is where the municipalities are able to work as well as the Generalitat. 

Q-Is the Port of Tarragona a good infrastructure and land manager? 

The case of Barcelona is presented as textbook example at international level. Not only because the urban 

development in the Port Vell but also because of the added value of the freight and the link between Port-Airport 

and logistic areas.  

R-The Port of Tarragona has received what it was not interesting for the Port of Barcelona: the bulk cargo, 

basically. Coal, soya, petrol… while Barcelona specializes in added value freight: passengers, containers … which 

is probably easing the city-port integration. While in Barcelona the Maremagnum, the cinemas are opening the 

port to everybody, here the (urban) port is only open to rich Arabs to park their ships. The use of the Port open 

area has not an use which promote a flux of people to the waterfront.  

I heard that is the interest on moving the luxury cruise activities to the side of Vila-seca. 

Transformations that have occurred in the Port has been minimal, just to say that something has been done. 

Likewise, the rail tracks are relevant in the city-port relationship and the difficulties of increasing the people flux 

to the Port. Thus, the attempt to cover the tracks is a reiterative project. Now the POUM (Municipal Plan) 

incorporates the third rail but this is only exacerbating and extending the problems. 

Q-¿Is there any interest in a higher city-port integration of activities? Ports and cities need to grow, is 

collaboration the right way?   

What are the policies supported from your administration? 

Do you consider that the Port Authority enhance the integration of new uses and activities, inside and outside 

the Port Community? 

R-Whom? Politicians? In the municipal level you can find different points of view. And every four years the political 

perspective can switch. There are more chances to keep the technical perspective than the political one. 
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After this clarification I have to say that there is not any special interest. 

Q-What has drawn my attention making the interviews in the urban side, was the opinion of the tenants located 

within the Port domains that the municipal interest to widen the city-port collaboration was less than the Port 

interest to do it. 

R-It is easy as going to see the down town (the Marina neighborhood) in an advance process of degradation. This 

area was occupied by warehouses operating with the Port that has been converted to new activities. This 

transformation has occurred without any order or plan and only now, in the last municipal plan (POUM) few block 

has been incorporated to special protection catalogues, despite has been never considered of special 

architectural heritage interest. We were able to save two or three of the original Eixample blocs, the rest were 

already modified. Licenses has been given without any aesthetic or architectural, urban consideration. Moreover, 

this neighborhood is, within the city, the one with higher cohabitation problems. Migration from the Maghreb 

and of sub-Saharan Africa is high. The neighborhood instead of improving its conditions is moving back. It will 

requires a deep analysis and specific urban plans: investment, service facilities… Furthermore the influence of 

the Port is negative since is building a physical barrier, a border. 

Q-No far ago, I was sharing impressions with a colleague from the Anthropology Department in the URV, and he 

says that human links into the neighborhood are extremely strong. 

Yes, there is a strong feeling of identity, but more in El Serrallo than in La Marina. The tracks are a clear border 

separating what is traditional and what has been the area of warehouse transformation. 

Q-Do you consider that there is interest to extend the Marina Port Tarraco model?  

R-From my point of view, there is not any public interest. In case that a real flux of people emerges it could 

provide certain glamour. But what I know, and taking into consideration the current results, must be not to 

successful. 

The buildings that were lifted in the sector are mostly empty. Moreover they were problems with the volumes 

built and the plans had to be adapted. My consideration is that the demand is not matching with expectations. 

Q-Due European ports difficulties to grow, limited by environmental regulations, and in the other hand urban 

increasing demand and physical limitations, has as a consequence the emergence of tensions between cities and 

ports. Is this the case of Tarragona? 

R-No. Tarragona has a broad capacity to grow. Moreover, the areas considered of natural interest are already 

destroyed: the Francolí river delta and other wetland areas are now anthropomorphized.  

Q-Is the urban pressure enough to relocate the Port of Tarragona?  
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R-Taking into consideration demographic issues the answer is no. 

Q-Do the port planning system continue working as usual in and independent way?  

Is collaborative planning between administrations desirable? 

R-Yes. Of course. Now, you receive a plan coming from an upper level and you have to accept. If the PUEP arrives 

to our office with a building high (for silos) above municipal regulations you make your work by reporting a 

negative assessment. Therefore, the Port managers are beginning to put pressure on the politicians arguing the 

benefits for the local economy and so on. At the end the high is modified.  We receive a lot of political and 

economic pressures in here. 

Q-This is to say that the planning is an up - down process. 

R-Yes. It is an up–down process. The municipal participation does not exist. 

Q-The Port of Tarragona has only three connections (gates) inland. The most relevant is a bridge over the Francolí 

Industrial Park, making difficult the emergence of synergies and complementarities between city and port. 

What is your opinion about? 

When the case of Barcelona is analyzed in the same way, the result is significantly different. The contact points 

(gates) are numerous and it is not a clear spatial difference between the activities inside and outside the port. 

R-The handicap are the rail tracks and they are in the beginning of the Port. However I do not consider that the 

solution is in developing bridges and tunnels. The problem is clear and is linked to the border the rail is making. 

I am totally agree with your statement. This way of doing is not enhancing synergies or complementarities. If you 

observe the Carrer del Mar is full of close shops and many places are lent to low rent migrant people. This place 

is just in the port border, but the rail tracks are separating them from the activity.  

Q-However there is not either a public administration interest to work with the other side of the border. 

R-I have to say that with the current scenario is extremely difficult. The goal may be to move the tracks, what is 

included in the municipal plans (POUM), also included in the Plan Territorial de Tarragona (Tarragona County 

Plans), included also in the Plan Director del Camp de Tarragona (Director Plan of el Camp de Tarragona). In all 

those plans the tracks were moved and buried, relocating the station into the current city’s central area. 

What happen here is that at political level this point has ever been well supported. Big infrastructures have been 

not defended when it was necessary. The Mediterranean Games for example were a perfect time to fight for that. 

Q-The Neighborhood of La Marina, frindge between the port and the urban core, is in an apparent process of 

decay. 

What are the reasons? 
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What is the administration plan to activate and regenerate the sector? 

R-Yes. It is totally like that. 

It has been ever a good area. Before it was an area of port warehouses and port related activities. The value was 

in being close to the Port not in the urban use. The shift occurred has been without order and in different times. 

The planning has been not coherent or coordinated.  

Decadent, but since when or in which period? It is not something new. 

Q-Is the administration working in any plan for regenerating this area? 

R-No. I do not know any plan related to that.  

Q-The other area I found in a transformation process is the Francolí industrial-logistic area. New uses are 

emerging with little to do with original uses. It seems that the urban activities extends at the other side of the 

river: a karting, a gym… 

R-This is happening due the inclusion into the municipal plans (POUM) of the determinations coming from the 

Plan Director de la Industria y de las Actividades Turísticas (Industry and Tourism Activities Plan) which foreseen 

the use transformation.  

Initially the uses were only industrial and in the POUM modification was decided to incorporate new service uses, 

leisure and commerce. 

Q-Then, from the local administration is assumed that is a market interest on shifting the current activities. 

R-There is a problem with the proximity of the dangerous goods and the regasification plant. From a civil 

protection perspective is a sensible area. If you want to develop any of those new activities you are required to 

develop a specific protection plan. 

This is a sensitive area, in the same way that Tarragona is, since is close to the petrochemical industry. 

With those activities in the proximities is not convenient to grow. But the interest of the tenants is to shift the 

regulation to permit all kind of urban activities. 

Q-I am interesting in exploring the real estate market interest in the city-port interface. 

Do exist demand to enhance urban operations within the Port domains?  

R-Contrary. The area is under a decline process. The leisure area build at next to the yachting club is almost close, 

despite is possible to find some restaurants still opened. In this area the declining process is clear. 

Q-Do you remember when this area was developed?  
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R-The end of the 90’s. I don not remember exactly the date. 

Q-Is known by the public administration the gap between the urban land value and the port land value? 300€/m2 

– 2800€/m2 (I make use of the graph of the Port of Tarragona to illustrate the gap) 

Q-In the graph I bring land values from the Port are represented together with urban land values. Port values are 

the public land appraisal, and urban values are the average for urban uses published by the Infrastructure 

Ministry. 

R-What is the floor area value? 

Q-I have not flooring values, but land values. 

R-What to do with that if you have not the floor area ratio? It is useless. 

Q-By now, what I have here is in one hand the port land market value after being capitalized and in the other 

hand the urban average urban land values. The public administration seems that has not any land values more 

than the ones coming from the Cadaster. 

R-Why not to look at the Municipal Plan (POUM). I know that land values were analyzed for different areas during 

2011. And it has to be included in the documents of the plan and accessible through the website. If you check 

the temporary approval, you will get two stages, since the values were upload for the final document. 

Q-Through analyzing the graph is possible to say that port land values are higher than urban values and therefore 

the port has low market interest for conversion. While the urban land values are around 300€/m2, the port land 

values rise until 2,800€/m2 

R-From here you can explain easily the tremendous port growth. This is one of the few companies that are still 

turning a profit.  

This is a risk to take into consideration. The information you give me is relevant.  

Q-The port can be considered a company that is performing well. 

R-Yes they do. 

Q-The consequent question is related to the Mediterranean Balcony housing promotions. Do you consider that 

the low urban land market values are a key aspect in the stop of the development plans? 

The last registered attempt to develop the Tarragona’s waterfront leaded by the Bofill project, saw a continuous 

increment in the total number of planned houses. Was that because of the low market interest? 

R-That was an attempt to self-finance the operation plus the expected gains. However it was demonstrated that 

this was not the best solution because of the technical problems along the ramp driving to the upper side. 
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Moreover, the shift in the government from CIU (conservative party) to the socialist and the opinion of the last 

ones traditionally against the project, arguing speculative interests, ended up with the plan.  

In conclusion, technical problems and the low market interest were key factors were enough to stop the project. 

We have to take in consideration that is for sure the best location in Tarragona. In this context the plan was good. 

Everybody wants an apartment in front of the sea. If the demand from Tarragona is not enough for sure people 

from other places will be willing to buy. 

Q-Do you expect an increase in the land Surface devoted to uses different from port industrial exclusive activities?  

In what scenario do you consider that the land conversion is most likely to happen? 

S1, S2, S3 or S4  

S1 

Positive economic 

cycle. 

S2 

Economic downfall 

S3 

A decline in port 

maritime operations 

S4 

An intensification in 

the port maritime 

operations 

Economic stability 

period 

Economic slowdown 

period 

Less competitive port 

activities. 

Increase in the port 

competitivity. 

 

R-Related to the port, I consider that the conversion will happen in a context where for the port will be not 

profitable to extend its activity. 

(At the end of the conversation) 

It is a pity that when you arrive to the end of the Avenue to the Balcón del Mediterráneo your view are four oil 

tankers, waiting outside the Port just to save some money. Is this the city we want? What is the touristic model 

we sell? Is not this the roman Tarraco? 
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Port Managers ( Port Authority ) 
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Tarragona Port Authority 

Port Manager 
Port of Tarragona Former President 

Universitat Rovira i Virgili 
Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 

Interview Place, Plaça de la Font, Café Capuccino 
Tarragona 

20th March, 2015 
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The meeting took place in a central café in Tarragona. Mr. Andreu decided the place in advance. As I know from 

Xxx xx Xxxx Xxxxxxx, our head teacher in the Architecture School, Mr. Andreu is retired and living in Marrakech 

at the moment. However, he visits Tarragona often and it was possible to arrange the meeting. 

His expertise as a manager of big administrations gives him the edge to control de interview. He was close and 

polite, but there was no chance for tough questions or surprising answers. However, he brought related 

information of the Port of Tarragona with high importance for the thesis: the Port of Tarragona land purchases 

he commanded during the time he was in charge of the port. 

Since he wanted to control the time and the information given, I had to follow his guidelines. My comments and 

questions were introduced only when I had the opportunity for. In any case I could take the risk of offend my 

interviewer, who, moreover had the respectful stage of his age. 

Mr. Andreu started locating today’s Port of Tarragona chronologically, by clarifying the expansion phases he was 

in charge off. At the same time he introduced aspects related to the Port of Barcelona since they are inevitably 

connected.  

R-During the eighties the Port of Barcelona agreed on developing the ZAL area. In no time the area was totally 

occupied by tenants. It was a success! As a consequence, the phase two was immediately suggested. 

R-By this time was already obvious that while Barcelona was a port with high added value of the trade moved, 

Tarragona was sat in another market target, focus on bulk cargo: grains, coal, petrol… 

Under these circumstances the Port of Tarragona has to elaborate a strategy to continue competing in the logistic 

maritime market. The demand was sectorized but it was the expectation to grow since the demand in Barcelona 

was too high and its market focused in high added value products which encouraged the intensification of the 

land use. 

R-The Port of Tarragona leaded by me started to buy adjacent land low in price foreseeing a future demand in 

logistics. Anticipation gave the opportunity to buy and generate an area to accommodate future growth without 

increasing the cost of the land provision since the assets had been acquired by a low price. By following this 

policy we were ensuring the Port of Tarragona competitiveness in time.  
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R-This process which started in the eighties and ended in year 1995 after I leave the presidency, begun the day 

we acquired 38ha of land from the Tesorería de la Seguridad Social. This acquisition was an opportunity opened 

by the previous expropriation of the land by the Tesorería. The Port request for a property valuation to set the 

price and proceed to purchase. Today the area is full of cars. 

Next to the plot from the Tesorería were the rack connecting the oil refinery and the water treatment plant. After 

this area we started to buy land plot by plot offering always the same price 1,700ptas/m2. It was the case that 

during this time no one was interested in this land. The limits of the urban growth were clear. 

We decided to buy all the possible land in the Port proximities. The incredible was to find that from all the others 

administrations were questioning why and for what we were buying all this land. At the end we had bought 

directly from the real estate agents almost 150ha at a really good price. It has to be taken into consideration that 

in Barcelona to develop the second phase of the ZAL zone from year 90 to 95 they were paying 35,000ptas/m2, 

20 times the purchasing price in the Port of Tarragona. 

By acquiring cheap land we were ensuring the Port of Tarragona future competitiveness. Until this moment had 

been clear the distinction of: Barcelona, high added value trade; Tarragona, bulk trade. After the socialist 

governments, the entering of the convergentes8  into the port stopped the buying land processes. 

The little story is about the plot I never bought, a horse riding located just behind the area. The reason was the 

family relationship with the owners and the chance given for misinterpretation. Due the implemented facility it 

would have been the highest price paid for any land during the buying process. Finally, it was bought years after, 

not by the next elected president as it was planned, but by a convergente, at a higher price. 

In 1992 it is announced the Ley de Puertos/1992. Differently than other Spanish Ports we decided to develop the 

required Plan de Utilización Portuaria for ourselves. One of the reasons was that I am an architect and I was 

specialized in urbanism before I entered into the administrative management. 

The first thing we did in the Plan was to remove the limits of the Port Zone along the Vila-seca coast, it was initially 

justified by the fact that is a quarry at the other side of the beach. This quarry had been used to build up the port 

dykes years before. By redefining the Port Domains they were sat in the Opposed Dyke (contramuelle), the new 

growth limit. By releasing the urban land in Vila-seca is given security to the municipality and neighbors who until 

this moment had uncertainty about the Port plans. Will the Port develop our waterfront?  

Through the Plan de Utilización Portuaria is clearly set that logistic activities will always be behind the port 

maritime domains. 

                                                            

8 Convergentes refers to the most relevant catalán nationalist party in the last three decades. They were into power from 1980 to 2013 

in the Parlament de Catalunya, the Catalan Regional Parlament.  
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It has to be notice also, the speed on the development of the Plan de Utilización Portuaria. It was submitted in 

February 1994, only two years after the Ley de Puertos launch. Likewise, the Plan was approved in a record time, 

in March 1994. 

Also during the time I was in charge of the Port, the coal business was encouraged. The Port of Tarragona has an 

important role in this market. It is used as a hub, distributing the asset from large freighters to small or medium 

vessels which move the cargo to Alcudia and other Mediterranean Ports. 

By the decisions taken over this period Mr. Andreu defends his position against the differentiation between the 

Port of Barcelona and Tarragona by the cargo added value. The increasing in the port surface of Tarragona 

offered the opportunity to shift the port strategies to a more natural market oriented service. The lack of the 

necessary logistic surface leads the port of Barcelona towards the development of more intensive activities, while 

the access to extra surface brings the Port of Tarragona the opportunity to catch all those extensive activities 

which had not enough space in his counterpart in the north.  

R-The cars trade is an example of land consuming product which has shift to Tarragona. Despite the attempt to 

keep it in Barcelona by organizing assets in levels, it is foreseen the exit from the market since is less competitive 

than coffee or others. 

With regard to the Universitat Laboral which remains in the port core area, Mr. Andreu approach was to move it 

out. He supports his initial proposal of substituting the original activity by port related offices, the Centro 

Direccional. The main reason argued is the high risk of a chemical accident. In one side there are the propylene 

tanks, an extremely inflatable product which fire in contact of a specific concentration of oxygen. In the other 

side, the ethylene tanks from Repsol and Dow. Both areas configure a risk area (r=900m) from which the 

Universitat Laboral is in the middle.  

In relation with the City-Port relationship little was commented. Mr. Andreu support the conditioning of the 

Muelle Costa due its closeness to the City, project started by the President Munné. 

Similarly, he was not surprised by the differences in the citizen port development between Barcelona and 

Tarragona. Land prices naturally show the demand for the product, which due the size and density of Tarragona 

is low when compared with the Barcelona waterfront. 

A political story was mention in relation with the first Port land purchase. In this time, while the port was socialist, 

the Tarragona municipality was convergent. The confrontation arrived to the point that the municipality tried to 

state the land bought to the Tesorería as a green area, fact that would have precluded the port development in 

the area. Finally, the Urban Development Departament from the Generalitat de Catalunya (Política Territorial) 

did not accept the municipal plan but force them to keep the green surface in the municipal planes while spread. 

When introduce the Port Vell development in Barcelona and its high profitability in relation with the maritime 

activities in the same port, Mr. Andreu mentions the attempt of the Port of Tarragona of developing a hotel.  
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R-Despite the World Trade Center had been developed in Barcelona before, Puertos del Estado was not willing 

to open the possibility for the rest of ports in Spain. 

Puertos del Estado wanted the port to understand that the Barcelona development had been exceptional. The 

play was to agree on accepting the implementation as a brand with a specific use, offices, which needed of a 

complementary activity, a hotel.  

However, Mr. Andreu is not seen any big happening in those developments since he comments, “there are other 

ports much more liberalize where also housing development are allowed” 

Note: 

The book he gave me as a present, “A Sea Façade for the town of Tarragona” Edited by the Port, is resume of a 

plan supported personally by him. He argues that in the moment the proposal was presented to the central 

government in Madrid through the Infrastructures Ministry, the Central Administration (Ministry) was favorable to 

fund the necessary works. Whereas, the different political color in the Municipality of Tarragona threw away an 

incredible opportunity to solve the city’s arrival to the sea. 
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Public Domain and Security Dep. 
Director 
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Tarragona 
29th September, 2015 
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I contacted Mr. Villaró through Coia Escoda, the director of the Port Archive. The reason for the meeting was the 

interest on obtaining the register of the Port of Tarragona’s land values since the first “puesta de valores” to 

compare those with the economic model developed for this research. 

Since Mr. Villaró is in charge of the Port public domain is expected to be a trustable and reliable font in relation 

to the setting of land values within the port. Moreover, he could offer us information related to the Port of 

Tarragona operations in the city-port interface, with relation to land conversions towards urban uses: interest, 

expectations and achieved results. 

Moreover, since the port competes against Barcelona in the service provided as well as in the land offered, Mr. 

Villaró is a reliable font of information. His team in the Port of Tarragona should work on market strategies to 

make attractive the port location to new operators. Why should they chose Tarragona instead of Barcelona? 

Mr. Bernat Villaró is a lawyer. He has been working for the Port of Tarragona for more than 10 years. He is also 

PhD candidate. His research is related to port management and directed from the Departament de Ciència i 

Enginyeria Nàutiques (CEN), Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC)  

Q-What is the port administration interest in land conversion processes from industrial to urban uses? 

R-Port Authorities throw the Ley de Puertos (Port Law) have the task of developing commercially and industrially 

the port. But the law recognizes that they are uses (city-port uses) recognized within the regulations that allowed 

the development of urban activities. During the last years is possible to say that is a trend; the industrial area, 

polluted, noisy… give back part of the damage through the perspective of corporate social responsibility. This is 

achieved making friendly the waterfront in contact with the city. Consequence of that all the port nowadays have 

a city-port department. Therefore, all the ports have been removing the industrial areas which were closest to 

the cities and modifying the uses to ones more compatible with the urban uses: exhibition spaces, promenades…  

Q-Do you consider that is any relationship between land market and land conversion processes?  

The emergence of urban activities could be an incentive for the port authorities due that the profit capture is 

higher than in the rest of the port areas? 
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R-In theory should be not like that. I know about other ports in Europe, for example the Port of Cardiff in Wales, 

where the port authority got crazy when they noticed that they were making more money transforming the use 

of the land to urban uses and housing than developing the industrial activity. This is something that cannot 

happened. To make it clear, the port authorities have a specific regulation that is forbidding to develop activities 

which are not port activities. By following this regulation no profit can be obtained. In any case, arrived to this 

point, the logic may be the “desafectacción” (release) of the land. The land that was ours whit the aim of being 

manage providing a port industrial service, since it is planned or interest on being appointed for a different use 

it should change, ceasing to be port public domain to become capital assets of the Central Public Administration. 

From this point in advance it should be decided what to do but the profit should go to the Central Administration 

and not to the Port Authority. 

I believe that in Spain is not happening nothing similar to it. 

Q-In the case of Rotterdam they develop reals estate activities also. 

R-This is what happen in Cardiff. The objective there was to make money through the development of the real 

estate: Selling houses and commercial areas in the maritime areas though concessions. This was easier than 

create incentives for maritime sector to go there. The problem was the real estate bubble burst. When they 

wanted to react it was too late to recover the maritime traffic that had been lost.  

Q-There are also Spanish Port Authorities that have go further. Barcelona is an example, but also the Port of Las 

Palmas where is a huge shopping center at the Port entrance in contact with the city. 

R-We have a clear idea about that and is different to the ones you comment. Our urban spaces are of corporate 

social responsibility. They attempt to give back to the city spaces for exhibitions, athletic events, marathons, 

cycling races.  

Q-Working with the land values at both sides of the port border, I noticed that port land values were much higher 

than city values, both in Barcelona and in Tarragona. It seems that the urban interest could have been a reason 

for conversion processes, but … 

R-The reason that we have higher land prices is the fact that port land is a land extension foreland. And in case 

they are not land reclaimed to the sea, it is necessary to harbor the waters. Therefore there are a costly 

infrastructures that necessarily have to be paid off. A warehouse in a dock cannot cost the same as a warehouse 

in any logistic park inland. This dock is resulting from reclaimed land, has to be harbored … I consider that this 

is the main reason. 

Q-In the case of Tarragona, the failure of the real estate development of el Balcó del Mediterrani in 2003, was 

linked to a lack of land demand? 
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R-No. I do not consider that the stop of the process is related to the land prices.  Moreover, the train tracks and 

the “fachada marítima” was out of the port domains. It stopped because it was not real estate interest. In case 

that it would be real estate interest I consider that the development had happened. You have to take into 

consideration that is the waterfront and it is engaging.  

If it was not developed is because promoters considered that is was not enough demand. But we have to make 

clear that this development is outside of the Port boundaries.  

Time ago, the lanes giving access to the port use to be inside of the city: Governador González …that go to the 

Palau de Congressos, were occupied by warehouses because all this area was part of the Port. The Port has been 

giving space to the city, it has been moving back. Many of the Port employees that are still today in the Port, 

begun to work with sixteen in those warehouses where today is possible to see houses. The whole area behind 

the train station, what is call the “Balcó del Mediterrani” was used for port activities. Likewise the Port Authority 

main building was in the “Plaza de los Carros”. I consider that we have been working in the opposite way, freeing 

land to the city. The property shifted from port domain to State asset, being sell after to private promoters. 

Q-Do you consider that is any relationship between port expansion processes and land conversions towards 

urban uses in city-port environments? 

R-No, I consider that it is not. The port opening in Spain started in Barcelona with the Olympics. From there in 

advance the rest of the Spanish ports followed the track. There is also an international association, “ville de ports” 

with the clear goal of opening the ports to the cities. The international association on that is IAPH. …there is a 

trend.  

Ports know that part of the infrastructure, what is not possible to use, due the deep of the waters, and the 

inoperative for the current vessel requirements, have to be reexamine. What to do with those areas? First you 

have the corporative social responsibility and second you have to consider the obsolescence of the facilities. The 

only solution is to open the port to the city.  

Q-I founded that are apparent coincidences between the port enlargements and the port conversions in the case 

of Barcelona. What do you think about this? 

R-I consider that is not direct relation. The relationship could be random. Ports growth because of the market, 

and ports administrative body also growth to give a better service to the society. Accidentally they match on the 

same point: market trends which incentive port growth, and socio-political and socio-economic trends that 

incentive the opening of the port to the city. From my point of view there is not any correspondence. I am sure 

of it. 

Q-When the Port of Tarragona is opened to the city? Why that happened? 
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R-I have been working here 11 years and when I arrived the process was already set. In Spain the beginning of 

the port opening was initiated in Barcelona with the Olympics. Barcelona was the first port authority deciding to 

open the port to the city. After this, the rest of the port authorities see the convenience of the process and 

followed.  

When I started my job in the Port, all this process had have occurred already. Before I was working for a layer firm 

in Barcelona and I had not the perspective. I know that it was between the 80’s and the 90’s. Before this it was a 

locker in the Plaça dels Carros. People were not allowed to get in. It was the port. And the port police and the 

customs were there. Ports were close boundaries, there were not transition between the port and the urban 

space.  

It has to be a slow process. I live the process as a student in Barcelona. I remember my walks in the city. Before 

the 92 it was not possible to arrive to the Port, and after the 92 was an accessible area for citizens and visitors. I 

assume that in Tarragona that had to happen not too late after.  

Q-Is this a close process?  

Are any port expansions planed?  

Is the port urban development a success? A economic success? Financial success? 

R-From my point of view a lot of work has been done: the renovation of the urbanization (pavements, lights, trees, 

greening …) and the facilities renovation. The last renovation is the Refugio nº1. This space was being used as a 

multifunctional space, but now has been adequate to fit with new regulations for those activities.  

We have a space for events with needs on improving the roof, then we renovated the roof.  

Q-There are plans for improvements but not for enlargements. Is that what you say? 

R-Yes. We have not any plan for enlargement. Our limits are the ones we have. The law allowed the development 

of city-port uses (service uses) when the port uses (industrial) cannot take place. What the law is setting is the day 

that the closest dock to you (14m deep) is considered not optimal for docking or mooring, this space will be 

assigned to an urban use. If the land is obsolete for industrial use: water deep, infrastructure wide, soil structural 

capacity for supporting new cranes… If the area become obsolete it is absorbed by the city-port area.   

Q-Going back to what I was stating. The port expansion determines the conversion process since a better 

infrastructure facilitates operations. 

R-No. The important point here is that it has to be declared obsolete. I can grow because I have more traffic, but 

the old areas are still operating. What is relevant here is the obsolescence, the not adequacy to the new technical 

improvements: new vessels… 
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This is what happened with the Dársena Interior (Inner harbor). When the warehouses were considered too small, 

or too small for the service demanded; when the dock deep was not adequate to the vessels requirements …the 

dock was abandoned and occupied by new uses, urban uses.  

Q-Do you know any limitations for the Port of Tarragona growth consequence of the European regulations? 

Which are the main environmental regulations that influence port operations? 

R-We have urban regulations like in everywhere: high, built area… If I want to build a museum I have to be 

consistent with the plan. But because the plan is developed from me through a special plan I will manage it to 

take advantage of it.  

Environmental regulations in the Tarragona City-Port are not relevant.  

Tarragona has an area, in Vila-seca, integrated within the network Natura 2000. Of course the European 

regulation marks what is allowed or not to do there. This is the only area with a special consideration.  

Q-There are sound cases like the Maasvlakte 2 in Rotterdam which argue is the last possible expansion for the 

Port, assuming the high cost of attain the European environmental regulations. 

R-Here is not. Foreland is possible to grow. The problem is economic. The cost is not the same when you are 

filling 20m deep than 40m deep. Inland the only limitation is the Red Natura, which influence in the area of Vila-

seca. 

Q-Could be a financially profitable operation generate land to urbanize after, considering the low unit cost of 

port land production? 

Could the urban land demand covers the port cost of expansion? 

By analyzing the cost of enlarging the port domains I found that growing inland or foreland rather than being 

extremely high emerge lower than urban land market prices. Extending port domains and converting the land 

use, could be considered a profitable operation? 

R-The law attempts to do it, but there are not many examples working on it.   

The tenant is use to give the port the responsibility of growing. The law foresee the Contrato de Concesión de 

Obra Pública (Concession Contract for Public Works), the private built and manage. However I do not know many 

examples. The law is set but the private do not want to take more risk. If you know that the Port Authority will do 

it, why to do it by yourself? I will pay through taxes along the according time. The risk is much lower. 

This is how is working by now. The Port Authorities set a business plan calculating the cost and the investment 

recovering period, by taking into account all the taxes: concession (land tax), shipping tax, trade tax, … After the 

plan is presented and approved the port authority develop it. 
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Today’s trend is the port authority is in charge of the public works. Despite the law allows the private sector to 

do it.  

We have to consider that this regulation was set in 2003 for the port sector (For other sector was set before). That 

means that the financial crisis has influence in the development of the experiences. It is probable that in ten years 

things will be different. Today, investment funds prefer to invest in warehouses, the port is not of my interest. I 

am willing to pay for the rent over 50 years.  

The law is set for port uses, industrial port uses, ancillary uses, fishing uses, maritime leisure uses, …and because 

is what is happening, in the obsolete areas of the port you can transform the use to city-port uses.  

Back by this kind of public contract what you cannot do is to develop different activities than the port activities.  

With the city-port areas it could happen that the port gives it to the State and the State refuse it, saying –“keep 

it making a correct use of it (do not pass the line). If you pass the line…” Where is the line? A cinema complex, a 

shopping center… But if you pass the lines the State points you making clear that the use you are making is not 

matching with the purpose, and in consequence the State is forcing you to free the land. Then the land is 

becoming a State asset and is sell it. The same as you can sell a property in the center of Madrid.  

The question was a trick. I was referring the m2 price, but is not the same the unit price than the total price of the 

operation. In those cases the total amount is huge and no one wants to take the risk. 

R-The construction has to be done in 2 years, 70M€. Give me a concession. What is my risk? the deposit?. Fine. 

If something goes wrong after two years, even the warehouse can be moved. The business risk exist but is not 

the same as developing a dock.   

No matter the risk it seems that private firms enter into the port development business. I know some examples 

in India. 

This is a super liberal model. Here we are in a different scenario, a more valance one. We are a public body 

manage under private laws criteria. Not a full private body either a full public one. Trends are initiated with 

political decisions. Aena is today under a privatization process.  

Ferrovial is tendering for two French airport. They are already doing it in Great Britain: Gatwick … In Great Britain 

the ports are also privately managed, but the situation there is different, they are too liberal.  Here the future 

depends on the politicians. If the PP continue in the Government is probably to develop this option. And is not 

we will keep in the point we are, not moving back towards an increase in the public control. The success in this 

sector is demonstrated to be in having this private point of view.  
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In England Reihaver9 is a small port privately managed, that after evaluation the consequences of a ship sinking 

on the port mouth, they decided to close. It was not profitable to continue operating. The consequences are 

huge: territorial unbalance, job loss … but for the private interest was fitting. A full private port has also negative 

consequences.  

Q-How the value areas are set? 

R-The ones we have today, I do not know. In the last 10 years I did not intervene in that. It was already done when 

arrives to me.  

The parameters are in the documents. They consider the surroundings of the port, market values… 

The contours of the port areas is something that I do not know who is setting it or how are set. Since I am in 

Dominio Publico (Public Domain Department, 6 years approximately,) the perimeters never changed.  

From before to 1989 it probably change but I do not know the criteria established for making the boundaries. 

The new boundaries for the areas have been changed. Why? Because the uses changed. The tanks that were 

before for petrol are now for oil and as a consequence is recognized in the map. 

The boundaries and areas are set in relation with the uses. If I have a Lonja or a Varadero, I have to mark it with 

this use, and therefore with the value of the fishing zone. If I keep it with a different use, let’s say chemical use: 

first the use is not matching with reality and second the income generate by the fishing industry is not consistent 

with the price set in the tax, calculated for the chemical industry capacity.  

Q-When it started? 

Who is in charge of this task? What is the criterion? 

R-The changes force you to modify the areas. If I had a field of tanks, the concession ends and they are interest 

for being use for palm oil, the use is transformed to a one according to the new use. It is a business driving 

process.  

The tenant of the palm oil claims for a price according with his business capacity and income generated. The 

user will demand for a price feasible matching with the activity developed. 

This is what I am doing now.  

Q-Is the port sector interested in a higher mixture of urban and port activities? Do it results in an added value?  

                                                            

9 Not port reference have been found. Since the name was not spelled it could be consequence of a transcription mistake. 
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R-No. My opinion is that the business environment (investment funds) is not aware of what is giving something 

back to citizens. They do not want to see their taxes invested in something which is not regenerating new 

resources. Why to invest in a place where people go for walking? Do the urbanization of the in front of my 

warehouse!! Where the holes in the street are! 

Similar to the trend of clustering or the trend of concentrating similar activities on the same spot, it exist the 

opposite; the diversification within the same environment looking for business complementarities.  

R-Diversification within the industry environment yes. But the city-port use is seen as a wear use, excluded from 

the port activities.  

The selfishness point of view, exaggerating the common criteria in the port environment, tends to say if you pay 

the museum with my taxes, then, close the museum and lower the taxes I pay. 

Q-Do the land intensity of use add value to the port environment? How is that enhanced? Is any urban 

relationship? 

Due that the land is expensive and scarce, maximize the asset become key and port activities begun to grow in 

high. They densify the use of the land. Therefore the silos could be a typical case. 

R-The last plans that has been modified, in both cases: the chemical and the general industry related, were in 

relation to the highs increment. Because the chemical industry had not enough with 20m high to make profit, 

moreover since in the Netherlands 25m high are allowed. 

Q-How corporatization influences the transformation from port to urban uses? 

R-No. It is not any influence.  

In the case of Barcelona, there is found that the citizen part is higher in profit by square meter than the industrial 

part of the port. 

We cannot admit that to happen. If you say yes to this, you are accepting that the land has to be released. It 

cannot be on port hands because your goal is the industrial service. And exceptionally a green wall, and only a 

green wall. If this green wall became a theme park you should release it. It should be outside of your assets. 

Q-PUEP-PEOP-PGOU, shape a sectorized administrative regulation. How is that favoring the ports structures and 

operations? Is there a lack of autonomy? Do you consider necessary a wider municipal participation at the same 

time that less control from the central administration? 

R-Urbanism is a really complex issue but I consider that it has been argue legally about this matter: “el Tribunal 

Constitucional” (Constitutional Court) ruled about the municipal powers and the “Comunidades Autónomas” 

(Regional Governments) clarifying that the ports were not allowed to regulate urbanistically. The consequence is 
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that there is a twin control made by PUEP, PEOPS and at the same time special and partial plans assuming the 

resulting administrative complexity. 

I consider the result extremely complex, but in organizing competencies the Constitutional Court was clear in its 

sentence. 

Q-Do you consider that is a chance for improving the system? 

R-There is space to easier the whole urban regulation. One point is to keep it working the same for more than 

two years. 

Q-And in relation with the relationship and working experience with the affected municipalities? 

R-For us the relationship is good. 

They understand the system, despite the attained difficulties of the administrative procedures. 

Is the municipality accepting that you need to modify the building heights? Yes. But for that the consequent 

administrative bureaucracy is extremely long and complex involving diverse administrative levels and bodies from 

the train infrastructure management company to the airports infrastructure management agency because we are 

close to the Reus airport air reserve. The consequence is two years to approve the building high increment. 

This is the administrative corpus and system that we have, with cumbersome laws 
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Commerce Chamber 
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I contacted Mr. Rosa through the Commerce Chamber secretary. We negotiated the date of the appointment. 

After the meeting for the interview they confessed their concern since they have not a clear idea of my interest 

in the meeting.  

Before the meeting I was notified that Mr. Manel Gutiérrez would attend the interview. They considered Mr. 

Gutiérrez expertise in the field and better suited to answer the questions. 

The meeting took place in the center of Tarragona, in the Chamber Headquarter. I was received by Mr. Gutiérrez 

and drove to the President’s Office. I introduced myself and explained the reason of my interest in the interview. 

They found the research of their interest. The fact that we realized that we had common friends contributed to 

create a environment of cooperation. 

During the interview Mr. Rosa did not answer. He confine itself to listening. Contrary, Mr. Gutiérrez was quiet 

excited with the topic and expanden on the answers provided. Mr. Rosa had also voice problems, probably cause 

of a common cold. He is an old and calm man. Mr. Gutiérrez is over 40 years old. He was energetic and 

enthusiastic and he proved his technical knowledge during the interview. The duration of the interview was close 

to 60 minutes. 

The president’s office is a big room, classically decorated. The conversation took place in the sofa. We were 

shifting from Spanish to Catalan language all the time. Mr. Rosa stood up during the meeting and moved to 

another room. He came back later but his interest on the interview had already disappear.  

The interview was recorded but the file was corrupted and only the beginning was transcripted. The rest of the 

conversation on this document is resulting from the notes taken. 

Q-Are the regulatory framework limiting the integration of industrial and urban activities in the port interface? 

R-This is always difficult, since the regulations are divided in two: the port space with its own regulation and the 

urban environment with a different one. The interest is on making compatible both regulations. 
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As an example, the last PGOU says nothing about the urban frindge in contact with the Port, the area of el Barrio 

Marítimo, despite its special characteristics and its strategic urban location. However, this area, which is highly 

degraded, could enhance its performance by taking advantage of the port closeness. Despite this, no change is 

expected in the next 10-12 years. Therefore, this area will have a bad future. Integration will not take place if is 

not developed any significant urban project. 

For us, the rail track of the train in Tarragona has a particular condition not comparable with any other city in 

Spain. Despite the proposals like the Bofill development in the waterfront, this city cannot afford expensive 

solutions for this matter. There are also cheaper and soft solutions to deal with the problem.  

What is clear is that two developments are taking place at the same time: urban and port. Two kind of fabrics 

with different characteristics, working with different parameters. The most important drawback is the city 

degradation: socially, architectonically, infrastructurally, in mobility… But since the PGOU does not consider the 

area of urgent intervention, this area will have a bad close future. In the other hand, the industrial and urban 

fabric are closely linked. The Port of Tarragona lives from the industry. The Port of Tarragona is a bulk port, and 

approximately the 60% of the freight moved is bulk.  

The Port has grown because the industry did it, otherwise that will not happened. The port land demand is linked 

to the demand of the heavy industry. What is the shortcoming? The logistic industry and industry with higher 

added value. In this matter, the ZAL10 (Zone of Logistic Activities) is probably not the best solution, at least from 

my point of view. We are talking about 100ha which are either too much.  

Moreover, we have another integration to take into consideration: the industry-urban (tourism)-port integration. 

The place where Port Aventura meet the heavy industry. A lot of work has been done along the Raval de Mar, 

but is still not enough. The track is separating areas but there are many other elements that are still not in place 

and which are necessary to succeed. 

Q-Despite the existing regulations which foster the development of independent situations. Would be desirable 

a coordinated and common plan with the aim of improving the spatial organization and compatibilities of industry 

and urban activities?  

R-Marriages work or not work. They are failure cases. It does not matter what you do to improve the situation, 

the solution is impossible. I consider that here, the interests of both parts are totally opposed and in consequence 

the marriage is almost impossible. Both industry and tourism are economic engines of this territory and both 

                                                            

10 The ZAL zone in Tarragona is still under development. The Port of Tarragona is owner of a wide land extension located in the area 

close to the beach of La Pineda.  
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want to stay. The fact is that they live together. The handicap is on make an agreement with whom you had never 

before a good understanding.  

Therefore it is key to find common agreement in the most important aspects. The Plan Director Urbanistic (Urban 

Master Plan) has been developed with this objective.  

Moreover, in the area of La Pineda is a plan for developing the Cruise Terminal, which is contrary to the urban 

development of Tarragona. Despite we have to admit that is not a bad idea. Cartagena is another example.  

We have to be conscious that the urban conditions in Tarragona are not the optimum. Other locations, like 

Barcelona, are better positioned since the cruises arrive just to the city center. In Tarragona, the visitors have to 

go along the Port and cross the downtown before they arrive to the city’s core.  

Q-On this matter I had the perception that despite the differences with Barcelona and other ports, the cruise 

activity in Tarragona was contributing to open the dialogue between the Port Authorities and the Municipal 

Authorities. 

R-The city of Barcelona changes because of the tourism. The biggest handicap for Tarragona is all the processes 

the decisions are fragmented. The consequence of fragmentation is the loos is power. Stakeholder in Tarragona 

are not coordinated providing an unitary point of view. A clear example is the Patronat the Turisme de Barcelona 

ant the counterpart in Tarragona.  

In Barcelona the voice of the Patronat is respected and supported by all the stakeholders. In Tarragona everybody 

has a different opinion. The result is total lack of credibility. If you have a well coordinate body in front like the 

Port, there is not possible negotiation.  

One of the main reasons for this lack of coordination is the urban shape of Tarragona, a suburbial growth, 

fragmented and scattered. The other key aspect is the small population of Tarragona. Tarragona is nothing 

compared with Barcelona. 

Q-Going back to the regulations; are environmental regulations influencing the Port growth? 

R-The land available in the Tarragona nearby areas is enormous. There is not any restriction to grow. However, 

the heavy and big industry are the leaders. To have a petrochemical industry is not that common. I am not sure 

about how many are in Spain but in this place we have two. Those industries are the ones that influence in the 

setting of the rest of the companies. 

However, the big handicap we have is to improve the added value of the goods produced here. The industry in 

Tarragona is specialized in the production of intermediate products, those used to elaborate the final products 

you find in the shops. What the factories from here are selling are little plastic balls used for making any goods 
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in the Barcelona surroundings. There is generated the highest added value and not here. We lack of those 

industries that take profit of the intermediate production.   

Q-In the same direction, what is the cost of environmental compensations for the growth of the port 

infrastructures? 

R-There are three relevant questions for those companies that want to settle at any place. First is the labor cost, 

second is the environmental cost, and third is the R+D (research and development). In the first aspect we are 

expensive. We are also in the second and in the third we are not at the end of the value chain.  

But clarifying your question, environmental compensations are not relevant for the growth of the port 

infrastructures. 

Q-When I was making these interviews in Barcelona, some operators in the Port, told me that environmental 

regulations were harming there operations in Barcelona since they were among the most strict regulations in 

Europe. They also pointed to Tarragona as a less restrictive environment. 

R-The problem is about the land taxes. Lower taxes would facilitate the setting of other companies here and the 

enhancement of the activity. But this is a matter for another meeting maybe.  

Q-How relevant are the revenues generated by Port Tarraco in the TPA results? Is the case of the Port Vell 

comparable? 

R-The relevant point is the absence of urban connection between the port side and the urban side. There is one 

pedestrian path but this cannot be considered a proper connection. The rail tracks are impeding the continuity. 

The consequence of this disassociation is the absence of added value generated by the sea or urban closeness.  

The land value in Tarragona is generated in other areas upwards. One of the places is the Avinguda Luis 

Companys, where the Corte Ingles Shopping Center is.  

Tarragona is divided in two parts and everything changes at the other side of the river. 

Q-But something is changing in the Francolí industrial Area. Activities are mixing and urban activities are 

emerging at the other side of the river. 

R-The case of this industrial area is a particular case. However is true that at some point Tarragona has to 

recognize its lack of a clear center. What is the Tarragona’s center? From my point of view it should be the river 

Francolí. And this should modify what is going on at the other side of the river. It needs to be reshaped. 

Q-Is not demand for the Port location (citizen port)? 

The question was not clearly understood and it was extended to the Port in general 
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R-It depends for what. Recently, a company was asking for a surface of 500ha around here. 500ha are not easy to 

find. It is a lot of land. We could say that there is demand. But what is relevant is for what that is?  

Do we want to have low tech companies operating? Or do we want high value added companies operating? If 

we want the second the space should be not a big problem since the space they require tend to be less. They 

are more intensive in the use of the land made. 

Q-Can the Port continue growing? Is possible to extend the Port surface? 

R-Do you want to say grow in extension? The Port can continue growing but not necessarily within its borders. 

There is space to grow indirectly, outside its borders. The heavy-big industry is behind the Port and there is space 

to grow. They are intensifying the land use. 

Moreover, in the middle of the Port is the Escuela Laboral. This space which is not little, should move out at some 

point. It has no sense to keep this educational facility inside the industrial area.   

Q-Do exist interest in a higher integration of activities among the companies operating in the port business 

ecosystem? What could be the added value? 

R-There is a double handicap to reach this: 

But in any case what is missing is the public infrastructure. 

At the same time we have to admit that the companies operating here do not work on behalf of a higher 

integration. They are not aware of the importance. 

In the other hand, the ports have the technical capacity to foster the improvement of the port infrastructure. They 

operate like a company which goal is to grow and improve. Therefore, they are able contribute with technical 

support to enhance the results of those companies operating within the port ecosystem.  

Q-Is a higher business collaboration enhanced?  

R-That is complicated. It is necessary a change in the model. The companies within the Port have an association, 

APUR (Agrupació de promoció del Port). But the association has not funds and what is more dramatic, they have 

not any content.  

There is cohesion among the companies operating in the Port, but that is all. No any further goal or further vision 

taken into consideration other industrial or urban agents.  

Q-Do you consider that is any relationship between the land market and the land conversion processes toward 

urban uses? Is that the case of Tarragona? 

I showed and commented the graphs from Barcelona and Tarragona. 
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R-In the case of Tarragona there is not permeability between the port side and the urban side and there is not 

jumble of uses either.  

Q-There is also the difference of scale between the city of Barcelona and Tarragona.  

R-That is right. The scale is important. In the case of Tarragona there are many stakeholders of the same 

dimension. The Port and the City are competing in equal conditions. It is not the case of Barcelona. There is not 

enough population to force changes in the city-port environment.  

We can say that in Tarragona is not civil society. There is not common consciousness and civil participation on 

the most relevant matters.   

Q-Did the real estate operation of the Balcó del Mediterrani fail because of the lack of demand? 

R-I consider this operation with the architect Bofill, political propaganda. I think it was in 2003 with Nadal in the 

Department of Territory. I do not remember any business plan or economic analysis supporting the operation.  

They were other projects before also. But the problem is not limited to this point, the Balcó del Mediterrani. The 

rail track problem begins in the Francolí and arrives to the river Gaia. The same happened now with the planned 

walkway over the tracks. Another one-off solution. 
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Industrial Port Tenants (Companies) 
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I contacted Mr. Agramunt through the website of Xxxxx Xxxxxxxxx.  

After emailing the general mail, his secretary, Xxxxxx Xxxxxx Xxx Xxxxx contacted me for a meeting.  

The company is located within the port domains in Moll de la Química, s/n Port de Tarragona, Tarragona 43004 

The company holds space in both, the Port of Tarragona and the Port of Barcelona, being its main market the 

South of Europe and the North of Africa. Its main interest is on petrochemical products. The total load capacity 

is of 600,000m3 in a total surface of 150,000m2. 

Xxxxx Xxxxxxxxx is a joint Venture, whose partners are Compañía Logística de Hidrocarburos, C.L.H. (50%), 

Spanish, and Royal Xxxxx (50%), a Dutch leading company in the global market. This joint venture has been 

working for 40 years, storing and distributing chemicals and raw materials. Specific from Xxxxx Xxxxxxxxx is the 

fact that all the products they work with are liquids. 

The initial location of the company was in the Port of Tarragona in 1960. The location was in the Muelle Trasnversal 

under the name of Edegrasa. In 1970 Xxxxxxxxx it is settled with an agreement to operate in Barcelona. 

 

Annex figure 1, CIM Mr. Agramunt has a total of 100 employees under its responsibility. 
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In 1974 the company is moved to Muelle de Castilla. In year 1985 the company starts the works to operate in 

Muelle de la Química. Expansions have taken place in both locations Tarragona and Barcelona by acquisition of 

other companies, Xxx Xxxxxxx XX, or incrementing its capacity through the construction of new tanks. 

The interview was conducted by telephone which made it difficult to empathise and improvise. Answers where 

many times too short and there was no space for clarification. The time of the interview was around 35-40 minutes. 

It was not recorded since there was a problem with the recording program in the computer. All the text here has 

been transcript. 

Q-Do you consider that there is space for a higher integration of urban port activities in the future in other areas 

of the Port? 

R-Yes, there is space. …yes, it would be. There is no share vision between the two administrations however 

dialogue has improve in recent years. 

Q-Do you perceive that the Port Authority is working actively promoting a mixture and integration of port and 

urban activities with the objective of bringing highest added value to the port and better service to the 

customers? 

R-It could improve. The Port opened to the city through the cruises, the marina, the project for the footbridge 

connecting with the Milagro beach. 

It lacks of the city arrival to the sea. 

Q-Do you perceive that the Municipalities are working in those aspects? 

R-It exist the dialogue, the problem is on the intrinsic stakeholders, like the train. The train track. The thing is that 

no one of the main stakeholders is interested in keeping the train track in the place where it is, rather they would 

like to remove it.  

Moreover, the last implementations made in behalf of the improvement of the city-port connections, rather than 

improve the existing conditions have aggravate the picture. From my point of view the urbanization of La Plaza 

de los Carros and the pedestrian connection is not working better than the previous tunnel which permitted the 

vehicles transit.  

Q-Is your interest on continue expanding your activity in the port? 

Q-Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

R-My company is interested in continue operating in the port. 

It also has space to continue operating since the opening of El Muelle de la Química has been recently opened. 
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Q-The intensity of land use, a higher density and land utilization, is adding value to the port environment? 

R-The land in the port is expensive. All the tenants try to maximize the use of the land. In our case, we use tanks. 

We built them the highest is possible. Moreover, since the municipal plan was modified through the PLAN DE 

ORDENACIÓN the admitted maximum height increased. That is favoring competitivity. 

Q-Do you perceive a land intensification process within the port environment? 

R-All the tenants are taking the land cost in their business plans. The land cost is a relevant cost to take into 

consideration.  

Q-Is there any interest from the port sector towards a higher integration and mixture of activities incorporating 

urban elements?  

I would say that mixture is positive if is not interfering port operability. 

Q-Do you consider necessary a plan to improve the relationship, spatial organization and compatibility between 

industrial-logistic and urban activities? 

There are two important restrictions: 

SECURITY and INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY 

For those reasons the port should be not open to the public when is considered that port activities can be 

affected. 

In the other hand, there are areas where restrictions are not necessary and the port is opened to the city. Marina 

Port Tarraco is an example, despite the badly result. But this is probably conditioned by other factors like the 

connections, because in any other similar location a marina like this one works. 

What is important is to take into consideration the objective of the Port, which is to promote and provide industrial 

and logistic services. The port goal is not on the urban environment. 

Q-Do the environmental regulations have any impact –extra cost- in your investment in the Port? 

For me environmental regulations cannot be considered a cost. There are not a cost, there are just a matter of 

RESPONSIBILITY. We go faster than regulation. Many times we comply with safety regulations which are more 

restrictive than administrative regulations. 

If the regulations can be a fundamental factor in the company operations? Yes, but this is not the case. We take 

the necessary measures and we operate with normality. 
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Q-What are the implications of operating in the port from a regulatory/legal perspective? The fact that another 

administration level is involved, does it makes more difficult to manage your enterprise? 

R-People is more important than institutions. To have an independent body or not is not a difference for us. At 

the end is quiet the same than working with any municipality.  

The good thing about the port is that the RULES ARE CLEAR. 

Q-What is the added value the port location brings to your company? 

R-We could be outside of the port land. However we have a dependency of the water connection, since the load 

and unload of the products is done in the docks which are connected to the vessels.  

It is possible to move further from the port, while the connection will be keep it. To be close is an operative – 

business decision. To be further is reducing the concession cost but increase the distance. At the same time to 

stay close to the dock makes easier the management. 

Q-Is there any other cannon to afford due your location within the Port domains, apart from the land rent?  

R-There is the concession tax, the land tax. There are also the freight tax and the port tariff. 

Q-During the decision process of moving to the Port, you were assessing other possible locations in the city? 

R-Tarragona is not the most expensive port. 

Q-How the port corporatization process, the privatization port process which requires of balanced economic 

results and the yearly increment of the financial operations, influences the conversion of uses from maritime-

industrial uses towards urban uses? 

There are positive aspects like the fact that now the port is taken the money into consideration. But there are 

also negative aspects when is taken into consideration that the port is a monopoly. And it is a monopoly because 

is a public service, which means that they have the duty of guarantee certain conditions to make the system work. 

They cannot forger this point.  

Related to the land price in Tarragona, it has decrease in recent years. If you mention the case of Barcelona I 

should say that it has ended badly. Barcelona is not competitive when you analyze the land prices. They are too 

much behaving as a company and they are forgetting that they are providing a public service. The prices has 

decreased in Barcelona but the process and adequacy have fail, totally. 

If I am more satisfy with my operations in Tarragona than in Barcelona? Of course. 
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Mr. Ernesto Arriola 
-XXX- Xxxxxx Xxxxx Xxxxxxx 

Operations Manager  
Solid Fuels Distributor 

Universitat Rovira i Virgili 
Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 

Barcelona 
22th January, 2016 

T9. M5.p5.g9  
 

 

Mr. Arriola was assigned by XXX for this interview. They answered to my first e-mail with the will to collaborate.  

The interview was conducted in the XXX offices in the MasBlau Industrial Area, between the Port and the Airport 

of Barcelona. The reason was that despite their operations in Tarragona, the headquarter is in Barcelona. Due to 

this fact, Mr. Arriola invited me to visit his office in Barcelona, despite of organizing the initial meeting in 

Tarragona.  

Mr. Arriola is a young manager, enthusiastic and transparent with the information provided. He did not doubt on 

answering any questions, instead, he opened his computer to complete and add precise information to the 

stated points. 

The interview was developed in Spanish in a cozy meeting room opened to the industrial area. The corner 

position of the room, providee a great view from the table.   

Due technological problems the interview was recorded only the 4 first minutes. The rest was transcript by using 

the notes registered during the interview. 

Q-What is the main activity developed for this company? 

R-We work with solid fuels, those with industrial use. The company sell solid fuels wholesale. 

Our main product are petroleum coke and carbon (anthracite, coal …). Moreover, the last four, five years we have 

been also working with biomass products. The reason is that considering our leading position in the national 

market we had to be in all the solid fuels sectors. Furthermore biomass is considered cleaner and better energy. 

What we do, basically, is to buy petroleum coke in oil refineries, in Spain and United States, the goods are traded 

to the ports, and unloaded in our warehouses. There the materials are classified by size. Additionally, in some of 

the plants we have the petroleum coke is microfusioned with anthracite, with a maximum size of 100 microns. 

The end of the process is the delivery to the client. 

In Tarragona we trade exclusively with petroleum coke and anthracite. In the Port of Tarragona is not any 

production process. The material is classified by size and delivered to the client. Classification by size is because 

there are clients that wants the material thin and others wants the rock. 
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Q-What is the surface (m2) rented to the Port? 

R-A Little less than 25,000m2, but more than 24 thousand. However, we are thinking in demanding for 10,000 m2 

extra, increasing our Surface to 35,000m2 in total.  

Q-What is the extension of the contract agreement? 

R-The 1st of April of 2002. The contract is for 25 years without extension in the contract.  

The concession time depends of the business plan you present to the port, the investment, the operations, the 

turnover… In other ports were we operate the times are even less: Gijon, La Coruña… 

Q-What is the added value the port location brings to your company? 

R-The most important for us is the location, closeness to our clients. We have to be close to the demand. The 

main reason for us to decide the setting in Tarragona is because is a port close to the cement factories. Valencia 

and Barcelona were also options but Tarragona was better located. 

Land values are secondary. Location is always first. 

Q-What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the port 

community? 

R-Our business in Tarragona is not needed of services. We are focus on our operations and we do not need 

complementarities. We are focus on the efficiency of our operations which are the move of the coal. 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the PA? 

R-The relationship with the PA is good. I consider them an efficient administration.  

I meet the director last week. The relationship is close. 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the municipal administration? 

R-The local administration is a different thing. The administrative procedures are too slow. We are blocked now 

by a business permission which is planned to delay at least 12 months.  

This situation is terrible for us! 

We were operating in the Port with a business license which could be extended to the neighboring area we 

acquired for the extension of the same activities, but the administration does not want to make it his way. They 

ask as for a new permission, which for sure will delay the works 12-18 months. It has not sense.  
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In one hand we are planning to invest 3M€, which is a lot of money. In the second hand the investment is to 

improve the environmental conditions we develop our activities in the Port. Everybody wins, but despite our 

interest on improving the service we have to comply with the regulations.  

I also commented the matter with the president of the Port of Tarragona, but he told us that he can do nothing 

in this kind of things. 

Q-Is the PA requiring minimum results to the companies located within its domains? 

Do you consider this point necessary? 

Do the business results control improve the cluster performance? 

R-We could say that they do. We pay the land tax and the activity tax to the Port11.  When you negotiate 

agreement to operate in the Port you make a business plan, an offer. Depending on your operations and plan 

they concede the number of years of the contract. In the case of the activity tax, a minimum tax is fixed, and you 

have to afford no matter your final results. Thereby, if your operations are not, at least as good as you planned 

they had to be, you will not be able to deal with the taxes.  

Q-Do you consider feasible the Port of Tarragona extension? 

Q-How you will rate from 1 to 7, the lack of space problem for your company’s operations in 15 years period? 1 

represents a totally none problematic scenario and 7 very problematic scenario. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

Q-What is your interest in continuing operating in the Port of Barcelona during the next 15 years. 1 represents 

none, and 7 total interest. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-I do not consider that is no way to grow. Somehow is still possible, but the question is if it is necessary?  

If you look at the national ports, I think they are 28, the most of them have a surplus of space. The case of Gijon 

in tremendous, La Coruña could be a similar case. There is more space than needed.  

In the case of Tarragona I do not consider that is oversized as the other cases, but despite you do not grow as a 

port, in surface, there are companies operating in the Port that sure will move in the coming years. A clear case 

                                                            

11 Mr. Xxxxxxx comments the XXX land tax is around 400,000-500,000 € per year. Time later he corrects himself giving a smaller number 

around 100,000€ per year. 
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is La Farge. This cement company developed a factory in the Port that has been never used. For how long are 

they able to keep paying for that? 

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems.  

PUEP, land legal framework, central government 

PEOP, urbanistic aspects, port authorities  

PGOU, urban plan, municipality.  

Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

R-We are not too much affected by regulations with the exception of the business permit required by the 

municipality. 

They should take into consideration that we hire 20/25 people directly in the area we have in the Port, plus the 

80/85 families depending of the cargo moved through tracks which are all member of the Tarragona transport 

association. 

Q- The fact that another administration level is involved, does it makes more difficult to manage your enterprise? 

R-The Port is an efficient administration. The procedures are easy with them. 

Q-Is the urban proximity affecting your business operations? 

R-In Tarragona is not the case. But in we were operating in La Coruña few years ago and we decided to stop and 

move out. The reason was that they decided to build houses really close to us with the consequence of the 

interference between our industrial activities and their daily live.  

The situation was uneasy and the tension was increasing. The return of our operations were not that good and 

we decided to close there. What alarms is the fact that we were before and we were the ones that had to move. 

What happens in Tarragona is that people come walking and cycling along the dyke and arrives to the point 

where we operate12. When the wind blows, the dust flows over the path and people get black. People do not like 

to stain black with the dust coming from the coal. I cannot understand what is argued to open the dyke to the 

public. 

Few weeks ago, a journalist from Tarragona came there for a walk and apparently he was stained with the black 

dust. The day after it was published in the local journal an article against our activities in the Port. This is out of 

my comprehension capacity. Nonetheless, I heard comments about closing the path.  

                                                            

12 XXX is located in the Catalonia Dock at the extreme of the outer dock. 
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Q-Do the environmental regulations have special impact –extra cost- in your investment in the Port? 

No. Not really. The impact of environmental regulations in our operations is almost nothing. If we analyze our 

financial model and the impact of environmental taxes we are talking about 0.02€ per ton. 

At this point I could not take clear note of Mr. Arriola figures, but he calculated the impact of environmental taxes 

over time taking into account the total freight they move per year. The resulting figure was 0.02€/ton.  

The impact is not relevant to modify our operations. The price of one ton is about 1,000€, 0.02€ is nothing. Could 

influence if we talk of 100€/ton impact, but is not the case. 

Since at this point of the interview we were close to 45 minutes of conversation, I decided not to continue with 

the rest of the questions. The interviewer had an appointment and had to go. Some of the remaining questions 

had been answered previously during the conversation. 
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Mr. Oscar Vives 
XXXXX 

Petrol Refinery 
Communication Manager 
Universitat Rovira i Virgili 

Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 
Tarragona 

28th of January, 2016 
T10.m6.p6.g10 

 

 

I selected XXXXX among the companies in the Tarragona’s Port Ecosystem since I knew that it was one of the 

pioneers on implementing its activity in the area.   

The first contact was through e-mail, however it was necessary to talk with the general manager secretary to make 

the final appointment. Finally, the manager decided that Mr. Oscar Vives would be the person in charge of the 

interview. He was introduced to me as the communication manager. 

XXXXX is located next to the Escuela Laboral, a stop on the way to Salou from Tarragona. The industry site is 

totally unconnected from the urban environment. The only way to access to their place is driving. Moreover, the 

entrance is not visible from the road but hidden behind fences.  

Once you arrive a big asphalts parking surface receives you. The only entrance is through a check point. They 

control your identity and pass the visit responsibility to the person you are visiting. 

I went into the office building, a two storage modern structure from the 60’s that has not been renovated in the 

last 50 years. People inside worked in a calm atmosphere. Mr. Vives was waiting for me and invitee me to pass 

inside his office. His window is facing the Port. Mr. Vives is a tall and strong man with a sincere smile in his face. 

Since the beginning of the talk he was willing to collaborate, openly and transparently. 

During the interview I notice that the industry feels isolated from society. By doing interviews in this environment 

I am braking invisible barriers between industry and academia. At the end of the conversation he invites me to 

contact him back for any other inquiries. I also got a book from the company’s 50 years of operation in Tarragona. 

Q-What is the main activity developed for this company in the Port? 

R-Refined petroleum products, more specifically we are specialized in asphaltic bitumen products. This is a 

specialized petrol refinery, a rare case. 

We receive crude oil and is refined issuing hydrocarbons. 

A standard petrol refinery produce 70% energy, 30% heavy products. We work in the opposite way. The 70% of 

our production are heavy products, asphaltic bitumen. The bitumen is the binder you use to make the asphalt 

for paving. The bitumen is mixed with fines and is ready for paving. It depends of the arid the resulting mechanical 
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characteristics of the pavement. Sure that you know about that as an architect. Due our delivery product we are 

specialized in working with low quality oils in energetic terms. 

Q-I was looking in your website and I got surprised because of the export – import difference. You are exporting 

much more than what you sell in the national market.  

R-Six – seven years ago we had an export ratio of 50-50% but today we shifted to an 80-20%. We noticed the 

crisis later than the rest in part due the PlanE, the government attempt to deny the existence of the crisis. What 

the plan was for? People was investing in paving the roads in did not matter if the asphalt was done on top of 

new asphalt. In 2010-2011 we keep our normal activity in the refinery but in 2012-2013 it was a decline of the 20-

25%. You have to consider that an industry like this is made to work at 100% of its capacity. 

As a consequence of the decline in the demand, we had to explore new markets and take advantage of our 

virtues: the unique logistic capacity which is facilitating the arrival of the biggest asphalt ships in the world. Time 

before to receive a vessel of 35,000 -40,000 tones was the exception but today is our every month task. This is 

main our differential value. 

Q-What is the surface (m2) rented to the Port? 

Mr. Vives had not the number but he contact people in search of the answer. Since the person who could have 

the information is not in the office, he printed out two maps to show me how XXXXX is organized in the space. 

In those maps is possible to see that: first, the industry is sat outside port boundaries; second, the plots owned 

are divided by the rail tracks; three, they have direct link to the ships through a pontoon. 

R-This is the land occupation of XXXXX. The industry is set outside the Port, and the only space inside is the 

pontoon you see here. Time ago, the pontoon was in open waters, since the Port was not the long it is now. At 

his time, the industry was in front of the beach. It was also another pontoon, property of Repsol, that it was 

located in the way to La Pineda.  

Our pontoon had a wear shape to accommodate two vessels at the same time. But when the Port needed the 

space to grow, and build the container area, the pontoon was adapted. 

Q-What do you have inside the Port is the minimum you need to connect with the vessels. 

R-Yes, the minimum. The pontoon are pillars on the water with three different connections which depends of the 

size and loan capacity of the vessels. It is a simply operative platform. 

In the other side, I do not know what the surface we occupy is, but though suing the scale of the map you can 

get it. 
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One of the plots is just a plot. It is not any activity there. The place is conditioned by the urban plan and is not 

able for industrial developments. Moreover is in between the two rail tracks. 

Q-Do the company owns the land occupied? Is this a concession? Can you tell me the canon you pay? 

R-The land where the oil refinery is, yes. The land is our property.  

Later on, Mr. Vives clarifies that the undeveloped plot property of XXXXX located between the rail tracks, was 

switched years before with the Port Authority in exchange for the plot they owned at the end of the river, at the 

right side. 

Q-When it was signed/initiated the leasing contract to operate in the port? 

R-In the year 1965. We were one of the first companies on locating its activities here. The other one was IPOXI 

(IQUA was its first name) but they were using our pontoon for load and unload the products. 

When we arrived here, the only thing we had in front was the beach. XXXXX was located here before the big port 

extension of moving the delta of the Francolí River. XXXXX was really on the beach. People use to end his job 

and go fishing to the beach. 

Q-What is the added value the port location brings to your company? 

R-The Port is fundamental for us. Without port there is not industry (oil refinery). It could be, but the added value 

of the direct connection will be not, and this is what provide us with an enormous competitive advantage (the 

close port location). Any other location will add inefficient costs to our product. When you transport the product 

it has to be worm. If you want to move it from the other refinery in Tarragona to the Port, you need a thermally 

insulated special pipe. Taking into consideration that the 80% of our product is loaded or unloaded from the sea, 

the additional cost of moving the product from any other location to the Port will be an added cost.  

We have two big clients here in Tarragona but the product we send there is light compared with the bitumen 

product we move by shipping. The cost of moving heavy products through pipes is too high. 

Q-And why the election of Tarragona for the refinery location? I know that it was many years ago and now is not 

time to move an industry like this. 

R-There were many reasons. First was the demand of products by other companies that were locating in 

Tarragona at that time. In 10 years the Chemical Industrial area was created in Tarragona. Second it was the 

opportunity to have direct access to port facilities. Third, it was access to groundwater. And fourth there was 

room to set the industry, the area was flat and was not yet occupied. 

The accessible land was the premise to set not only XXXXX but the whole industrial area. XXXXX is only one of 

the thirty big companies operating in the Chemical Area considering the north and the south sectors. 
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Q-What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the port 

community? 

Other port industrial locations are working with the hypothesis that other activities not purely industrial, can 

contribute to add value to the port-industrial community. In the case of Rotterdam it was an attempt to 

incorporate services along the port with the aim of complementing the industrial activities. However the plan 

finally failed, in part due to the strict of zoning regulations. 

R-Despite the Port of Tarragona is essentially an industrial and chemical port, the 50% of the chemical industry in 

Catalonia is here, the 25% of the Spanish chemical industry, this is the most important chemical cluster in the South 

of Europe, the Port of Tarragona is not enough competitive to consolidate the traffic due the volume traded. An 

example is that a big operation we already tried once is being proved again to see if we can accommodate our 

interest in the port logistics. That is loading bitumen product in containers and trade them from the Port of 

Tarragona. The most realistic option today is to move the containers to Barcelona and shipping from there 

because is more competitive than Tarragona. The capacity of the Port of Barcelona to full load a vessel is higher, 

and once a vessel stops in one port is not stopping in the neighboring. It is more efficient to move the cargo by 

truck to the other port.  

In a scenario where other activities like the hotel industry is demanding higher freight movement that could sum 

up to the total container demand, this would make competitive the Port of Tarragona and brings a higher offer of 

container vessels. Further than this I do not see the advantage. 

The other perspective is the ChemMed (www.chemmedcluster.com/es) point of view. The objective is to optimize 

the land use offer within the industrial area. We are in a turning point-period that probably will not affect our 

industry but it does with others and is freeing industrial land. ChemMed is an opportunity to find synergies 

through clustering.  

Under this point of view, something I comment more as a spectator than an actor, and despite the logistic handicap, 

to have access to the port and city locations could emerge as an added value for potential service companies. 

Moreover those services could complement the chemical cluster and generate added value for the chemical firms. 

That is offering, hotel accommodation, leisure facilities, operating facilities, the port area could complement its 

principal logistic task of offering logistic services. All that should take into consideration the competitivity with 

Barcelona. It is not the attempt will be limited to the maximization of the land use. 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the PA? 

R-From the port technicians to the president of the PA I can state that they offer easy and fast access. 

In the port operative procedures we have not any problem. Not with the management board but either with the 

rest of port operators, harbour pilots, harbourmasters' offices… Summing up the relationship is considered easy, 

with the PA has more pros than cons.  
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Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the municipal administration? 

R-We either have any problem with the municipal administration. We are within the area of the municipality of 

Tarragona and we are the only two industries, together with CAMPSA, that remain in town. Our relationship is 

everybody’s dream since they do not exist. That is the same as to say that is a good relationship. 

When we have to make any work or development required of administrative procedures they are quick, despite 

the existing bureaucracy. 

Q-You were commenting before that one of the plots of your ownership has an urban regulation that is not 

allowing the industrial development. Is that representing a handicap? 

R-This is consequence of the massive accumulation of urban plans structured under a top-down hierarchical 

system. This is resulting from the Plan Director del Camp de Tarragona (Camp de Tarragona General Plan). Many 

infrastructures are planned but still not developed, and maybe will be not developed ever. This plot we have next 

to the rail tracks is plan to be a hub of transport under the consideration of the third rail system that have to 

connect from the River Ebro Delta to Barcelona. Due the scarcity of land on the way, this is a strategic plot. 

Q-Is the administrative uncertainty conditioning the development of the plot? 

R-First, to develop this area we have to take into consideration the Plan Director del Camp de Tarragona and the 

Municipal Master Plan states (PGOU). The industrial area together has appealed against the municipal plan is 

impacting our plot. What we had before the new plan was a plot with permission for soft industrial developments 

(removable elements), but in the last presented document the area not considered the development of any 

industrial use. 

It is true that the plot is quiet big, but we do not need it right know. If you know what the uses are allowed, instead 

they are only logistic uses link to a railway junction, it could be the chance to offer it to the market, but sadly this is 

not the case. 

Q-Is possible for the Port of Tarragona to continue growing? 

Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

R-From our point of view and taking into consideration the vessels dimensions and requirement, it is possible to 

say that our foreseen activity will not grow that much to make necessary a new pontoon or berth. 

What is true is that from the limit set by the Pineda Beach is foreseen the Port extension: the ZAL zone and the 

development of the new port activities. They still have a reserve inland. 

With respect to the extension foreland, today I do not see the industrial demand necessary to back this kind of 

development. 
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The key discussion in our sector nowadays is about the point at which we are: is the market growing or declining? 

One of the issues to solve is to know, why the vacant land? Is because he market is growing or declining? The 

truth is the declining of the sector during the last 25 years. The debate is open and known. The diaries publish 

about the closure of the industries. The last year was one in the industrial area. Two years ago were two in the 

area next to Port Aventura. Now Bayer (Cobestro) is divesting and consequently the suppliers will also close. The 

future is not optimistic and under this scenario I cannot foresee any Port expansion. Moreover in the short term, 

the Port this year announced the declining of its operations. I do not know the percentage, but the forecast for 

2016 is less than the operations of 2015. Furthermore, I have to remark what I told you before about the 

consideration of the expensive port operations for specific sectors. 

Resuming, all the above stated points are not foreseeing the industrial port growth in coming years, regardless of 

other port activities like logistics or new uses like cruises.  The Port infrastructure is incredibly strong and is 

underused. 

How you will rate from 1 to 7, the lack of space problem for your company’s operations in 15 years period? 1 

represents a totally none problematic scenario and 7 very problematic scenario. 

1  213  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-What is your interest in continuing operating in the Port of Barcelona during the next 15 years. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-Our operations are fixed. We are a captive industry since the cost of moving is tremendously expensive.  

If the Port decides to shift its uses and push us out, the problem would be terrible and the company should close. 

Our shareholder: Cepsa and Repsol should assume in other refineries what we do here. 

You are from Tenerife. When it was built in the 30’s the refinery was out of the city. Today is inside. If there would 

be any chance for moving, for sure that they had do it. The problem is the cost of the infrastructure. 

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems.  

PUEP, land legal framework, central government 

PEOP, urbanistic aspects, port authorities  

PGOU, urban plan, municipality.  

Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

                                                            

13 Not stated with clarity, but suggested during the conversation. 
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In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer collaboration 

in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-They do not impact on our operations, since logistics work separately from industrial activity. One and another 

activity: industrial and logistic are linked to its related regulation in its regulatory environment. The people inside 

the port are sailors and they know how to manage the operations inside the Port. Everything related to the port 

activities has its own organization and logic. 

Q-Is the urban proximity affecting your business operations? 

R-Yes. But we have the capacity to manage the context.  

Particularly with environmental regulations the procedures have been quiet flexible. If you think 30 years back, 

no one managing the company in the pass was able to foreseen what we have been able to tackle with: the levels 

of work safety and environmental control measures. Today we are widely meeting the environmental 

requirements set by the municipality and the PA. 

Therefore, the answer is yes. It impacts in our industrial activity, but we have the capacity to adapt our industry 

to continue operating. 

Q-Thus, the added cost of tackling with stricter regulations do not deny your operations? 

R-No. And the answer is simple. Because of our social corporative responsibility and environmental commitment 

is the same if you are here or in the middle of the desert. The standards have to be the same. It is not about a 

particular site, but a social awareness. Under this context we are not only comply with regulations but rather 

going forward to prevent any future accident or burden.  

Today our activities are driven by social awareness more than the framework set by environmental regulations.  

Q-I was just interested in the burden of the regulations in your daily operations. 

R-Today technological capacity facilitates adaptation at an accessible cost, making compatible urban and industrial 

activities. 

Q-Since you are out of the port I assume that the land cost is already amortized. At the same time the concession 

you have is minimized through the pontoon. Under this scenario I assume that the land cost is not a key factor in 

your financial model. Right? 
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R-No. Moreover, the concession cost which is approximately 400,000€/per year have taken advantage of port 

incentives to tackle with the update of their guides to good practice, resulting in the reduction of the tax. The 

achievement of the goals targeted by the PA are compensated in the reduction of the land tax. 

Q-Do you consider the land rent high in the port? 

R-No.  

Q-Not even when compared with other similar ports? 

R-It has no sense to think about that. We have not any comparative study. We cannot move from here. It would 

not have any sense to analyze other ports since you have not the capacity to move.  

Under the port concession regime I cannot get angry and say that I am not satisfy and move.  

Q-Years ago, port tenants, especially in Barcelona were complaining because of the high cost of the land. As a 

consequence port land taxes were adjusted. 

R-The tax we pay is divided by the total revenues generated of the products loaded and unloaded. The impact 

per kilo is almost nothing.  

Of course it depends of the business and the capacity of those business to move to another port location. In the 

chemical dock, they do not operate. They only storage oil and chemical products: loading and unloading. If the 

operative costs in the port for those companies rise and is possible the speed amortization of the assets, the 

company looks for another concession and move its operation. At the end of the story, the tanks are only steel 

empty structures. And moreover, the land under a concession contract is a leasing. You do not need to sell your 

land assets because are not yours. The lost is limited to the cost of the tanks. 

Our case is totally different, because of the dimension of the tanks and because of the plant (factory). The 

investment realized here is of approximately 170M€. However, the most of the infrastructure is already paid back. 

Q-Due the kind of operations you do inside of the Port it could be considered that the land use intensification in 

your case is really high.  

Do you perceive any indicator pointing towards a land intensification process due the high cost of the asset? Or 

maybe in Tarragona is not that relevant? 

R-I do not know.  

Q-Berge in Barcelona is growing in high. The cost of the land is thus shared remaining competitive in its 

operations. 

R-The chemical port has added surface to the Port but they cannot build one tank on top of the other. 
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Q-Since I know they have grown in high recently. At least the regulation was modified to facilitate the high rise. 

R-That is interesting. But in our case is not more space for mooring and is either needed. 

In the port context chemical operators and logistic operators may be interested in maximize their land capacity. 

Container terminals are limited by the number of containers storage up above of the other.  

In our case the land use is maximized. 

Q-We can finish here. Thank you for your clear and precise answers. 
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Xxxxxx XXX is a Shipping and Port Activities Company operating inside the Port of Tarragona where they are 

concessionaires of land. However the meeting took place in the offices they have outside the Port boundaries. 

Mr. Ventura is the manager of Xxxxxx XXX for Catalonia and Valencia. I first tried to contact the company through 

e-mail without answer. Phone calls were the way to get the first answer. One month after Mr. Ventura accepted 

to be interviewed. 

The interview took place in Tarragona, in the Francolí Industrial Area where the company has a warehouse and 

offices. The offices are in the same building where grain is storage. From outside is difficult to imagine people’s 

activity inside, at least in the office I visited. The interview was held in an interior meeting room, a place without 

windows. 

Mr. Ventura is a tall, serious man. He embodies to me the prototypic engineer in a business management 

position. He was uncomfortable with my visit and his position was extremely distant; it was obvious that he was 

tense. 

I decided to introduce myself, making clear my interest in generating complementarities between the city and 

the port side. However it was not until the last five minutes of conversation that Mr. Ventura relaxed and changed 

his attitude to a friendlier role. 

Due his profile and initial position he was answering what he considered strictly necessary. Moreover, he refused 

to record the conversation arguing the probable disapproval of the company. The duration of the interview was 

approximately 35 minutes. 

Q- What is the main activity developed for this company? 

R-We are a shipping and port activities company, providing port facilities, mainly in the transport, warehousing, 

and handling of solid bulk commodities. We are also customs brokers, charter brokers and freight forwarders. 

Q-What is the surface (m2) rented to the Port? 
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R-In Tarragona we have operative Surface inside and outside the Port. Inside the Port we have 47,000m2 and 

outside the Port we have 15,000m2. 

The surface is divided in different industrial warehouses. 

Q-Is your company the land owner? 

R-Inside the Port the land is a concession. 

Q- When it was signed/initiated the leasing contract to operate in the port? 

R-We start operating here in 2003, but the agreement was extended in 2007. 

Q- What is the extension of the contract agreement? 

R-The total extension is 25 years. 

Q-It is any contractual clause for compensation in case of unilateral rescission? What is that? 

R-The Port cannot move out the companies if there is not a breach of contract.  

There are two taxes that companies operating within the Port has to satisfy: land tax and activity tax. No matter 

if you trade less you have to pay for the minimum you agreed. If you do it you can stay. If you trade above the 

minimum, you pay for what you trade. 

What the Port requires is that you pay the taxes you agreed. 

Q-What is the added value the port location and Tarragona brings to your company? 

R-The Port of Tarragona is specialized in the food sector freight. To be located close to similar activities is 

important for us. We need industrial warehouses close the ships because the food freight is all imported. 

What is important for us is to storage the freight inside the Port. The less you move it, the better. 

Barcelona is a relevant hinterland with high urban and industrial demand, not only in the center but in the 

periphery, the metropolitan area. 

For our sector, from Tarragona our hinterland is Lérida. 

The city of Tarragona does not represent any added value for us.  

Q-What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the port 

community? 
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R-I am agree, they add value to the community. The industry demands support services. The ships need to be 

repaired, also the machinery, etc. 

Physical segregation represents a handicap since they are a value when they are close to the activities which 

demand them. 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the PA? 

R-I have to say that despite there is room for improvement, the opinion is positive. They are professional with 

technical and specific capacity and knowledge to develop their tasks.  

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the municipal administration? 

R-The municipality is a bit different since usually procedures are much complicated. They are far physically and 

mentally. They basically consider the Port a cash generator though the taxes they capture. 

I have to say that we complaint together with the port tenants association against what we considered high 

municipal taxes. 

Despite all, they want to collaborate but the timings are procedure are longer and more hazardous than the ones 

with the Port Authority. 

Q-Is the PA requiring minimum results to the companies located within its domains? 

R-The Port does not a real time evaluation. They check the activity turnover, if you are doing the minimum 

established in the concession agreement, what you presented in the offer. 

Q-Do you consider this point necessary? 

Do the business results control improve the cluster performance? 

R-I have not a clear point of view about that. 

Q-Do you consider feasible the Port growth in the future? 

R-It is possible to grow physically. I do not see the problem. The Port of Tarragona is a port that has been growing 

throughout history. Nonetheless, the growth depends on the freight traffic.  

There are extension projects that have been stopped since the traffic has decreased. You have to consider that 

this year the Port results are expected to be lower than in 2014. Under this context the Illes Balears Docks has 

been cancelled at least by now. 

I heard that is possible to find companies within the Port that are not operating but they are still owning the 

concession. The case I know is La Farge, which seems that built a cement plant that have been never used.  
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R-I also heard about that, but I do not know how it is right now. But it is true, there is non-operative land. 

Q-How you will rate from 1 to 7, the lack of space problem for your company’s operations in 15 years period? 1 

represents a totally none problematic scenario and 7 very problematic scenario. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-What is your interest in continuing operating in the Port of Tarragona during the next 15 years. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-Our interest to continue here is the maximum. 

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems.  

PUEP, land legal framework, central government 

PEOP, urbanistic aspects, port authorities  

PGOU, urban plan, municipality.  

Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

R-Not for our operations. 

In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer collaboration 

in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-A good understanding among city and port administrations is key when there is common land demand. Land 

management is a key aspect in this context. 

Q-Do the regulations, municipal regulations but especially environmental regulations affecting your business 

operations in Tarragona? 

R-The term is not difficulty, but inconvenience. There are inconveniences that affect our daily operations. 

However, we accept and agree in adapting our operations to a more strict regulations since we are in a place 

that want to be recognized as a developed country. Despite regulations are not easing our operations, we have 

to adapt our business to the context. 

Q-Is the land value or the land rental in this case, a fundamental factor at the moment of the decision of placing 

your company in the port? 
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R-No. What is key is the freight traffic. The land taxes are not relevant enough to move our location in the Port 

of Tarragona to other ports despite there are other ports which could be attractive by the offered conditions. 

Vilanova is one of them. 

Q-I never had considered the Port of Vilanova competence for Tarragona? This is the first news I get.  

R-Of course they are in a different context. The Port is owned by the Generalitat de Catalonia but for certain 

traffics is starting to be considered interesting. For example salt. They are cheaper than Tarragona which is also 

cheaper than Barcelona. 

Q-Do you perceive any indicator pointing towards a land intensification process? 

Since I know the oil tanks have grown in high inside the Port and companies like Berge are building highs to 

storage cars in the Port of Barcelona. Do you perceive this intensification of the land use in your sector? 

R-We are limited by the high of the shovels. In the solid bulk sector I do not observe this process. 

Q-Is your company interesting in a higher integration of urban and port activities within the city-port 

environment? 

What are your worries about a higher integration of activities? 

What you consider the pros and cons of a higher integration or mixture of city and port activities? 

R-The industrial area is old, industries are starting to become obsolete and vacant land emerges as a 

consequence. It is a natural process that new compatible uses take advantage of this process. 

I consider positive to have services within the industrial areas. In our particular case we work with solid bulk. To 

have a big supermarket close to us is probably not the best neighbor you can have, but I am not saying that is 

impossible. What is important is to find compatible uses, but in our case the mixture is not a problem. 

Of course we have to take into consideration that the Port of Tarragona is an industrial port, different from the Port 

of Barcelona which is more clean in the kind of activities developed: cruises, containers, cars… 

Q-I have to say that I was surprised when I saw the activity inside the warehouse. I passed by many times in front 

of your place but I never noticed that it was solid bulk storage here. 

When I went out I realized that the doors the trucks have to cross to load and unload were close making 

impossible to see the activity inside. 

R-This is great. That is to say that we are compatible here. 

There is also the area of the Port that is open to the city where the Tinglados were renovated. 

Q-Yes I have been here. The quality of the public space is also really high. 
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R-What is important is to define the match between city and port which is not to say that we have to bring the city 

inside the port. A better match is always desirable is the port industrial condition is considered and respected.  
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The meeting was appointed through e-mail one month in advance. I was surprised of the company agreement 

for the interview since similar operators in Barcelona had refused to welcome me.  

The meeting took place in the Port of Tarragona, in the Andalucía Dock where the company office is located. I 

had to pass the check point of the Port in the A-27 road. I thought about the possibility of arriving by bike but I 

could not figure it out how to do it and finally I assume that the car was the only option to arrive on time. Once 

inside of the Port I moved easily to the Andalucía Dock. The road infrastructures were not supporting high traffic 

and the four lanes available were almost empty. 

Contrary to what I expected the Andalucía Dock was not totally occupied by Xxxxx Xxxxx as I had read in some 

of the news accessed before the interview. The area is partially occupied by other logistic vehicles operators. 

There is also a wide surface which is still underdeveloped and empty. Despite this, the total length of the quay is 

operating. 

Mr. Noguerra was late. He was at the outside platform managing the morning operations. At the time of the 

interview a vessel was operating in the quay. He welcomed me and invited me to go to the meeting room. The 

offices are built with containers. The resulting space gave the impression of being provisional, despite they 

started to operate in year 2005 through Contarsa, later acquired by Xxxxx Xxxxx in 2009.  

The attitude of Mr. Noguerra was of distrust. Despite I introduced the topic and the interest of the research to 

make him feel comfortable, he could did not relax. The impression was that he did not want to say nothing that 

could be wrongly interpreted. All the questions were answered in a politically correct manner. Nonetheless his 

reticence he accepted to record the interview. The conversation took place in Spanish.  
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Q-What is the main activity developed for your company? 

R-We are a container terminal. This is a logistic platform where the freight is load and unloaded from the vessels. 

We also make the transfer to the trucks. Vessel-truck transfers to distribute the freight inland.  

Q-What is the surface (m2) rented to the Port? 

R-The transfer is approximately 130,000 -150,000 square meters. This is related to our need, the time the freight 

is waiting in the terminal… 

The answer was not clear. I unknown the reason: unfamiliarity with the topic? 

Q-Do you have the in concession the whole surface of the Andalucía Dock? 

R-We have part of the total surface. But is an expansion plan linked with the performance and the business 

development.  

Q-Is your company the land owner? 

R-The land is port land. We have a concession agreement. I will not provide you data about the canon but is fixed 

by the Ley de Puertos (Spanish Port Law). We have two canons: the land tax and the operations tax. One is fix 

and the second is linked to the financial results.  

Q-What is the extension of your concession contract? 

R-The contract length is 35 years. If I am not wrong the contract starts in year 2005.  

Q-Is there any possibility to unilaterally cancel the contract with the Port? 

R-Yes, like in almost every contract with the public administration. It is the same for highways… 

Q-In relation with the added value in the Port Environment, 

What is the added value the port location and Tarragona brings to your company? 

R-Our objective is to generate value for the companies located in the Tarragona hinterland. We are the option 

for the companies to operate in the proximity, without moving the cargo further. Proximity also reduce the costs 

of logistics for the companies located in Tarragona. For example, in the case of the chemical industry, their 

logistic costs will be reduced by the use of the Port of Tarragona and therefore they will be more competitive. 

This is the added value we bring to the territory.  

Q-And in the opposite way. I see that this is what you offer, but what is the added value the territory brings to 

your company? 
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R-The territory brings us freight to loan. But the important is what the Port offers to the companies operating in 

the territory and not the opposite way. The Port is an infrastructure of common interest because its main task is 

to offer services to those companies operating inland. Without the companies located inland our company has 

no sense.  

We located here because we considered that it was an opportunity in the market. Barcelona makes the most of 

the container logistics, but here is a powerful chemical industry that would be interested in a close trading port 

for its products. 

Q-What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the port 

community? 

R-For us, the port is only part of the logistic chain. The port border should be not a limitation for the companies 

located in the other side. We are providing services for those companies located outside of the port at the same 

time that generating added value.  

Q-When the Barcelona and Tarragona ports are compared with attention to the fences and limits, is possible to 

observe the industrial activity continuity in the case of Barcelona along the A Street and the physical and activity 

gap occurred in the case of Tarragona.  

R-In the case of Barcelona, it was an integration of activities through the ZAL zone (Zone of Logistic Activities). 

This is something that is still not developed in Tarragona, because is not the need or because is not the traffic 

demand. But in any case, the Port of Tarragona is well integrated with the industries inland. However, the 

integration varies in relation to the industry sector. An example of the integration is the use the Port has of 

warehouses outside of its boundaries to store grain bulk when the port capacity is over.  

The chemical sector, has space within the Port to operate. There is a direct connection between the industries 

and the Port. 

Maybe what is observed is a disconnection but there is a real connection behind.  

Q-We could mention the pipes linking the petrol refinery and the Port for example. 

R-This is another way to be connected.  

Q-I would like to know your point of view about the Port Authority and Municipal management: their 

management capacity and if their enhance business and intersectoral collaboration. 

R-I consider that there management decisions are consequent with the today Tarragona needs. Of course if we 

compared with Barcelona the result will be low, but probably the context differs from the demand that it was 

time ago in Barcelona and made emerge the Port Vell from what we have in Tarragona today.  
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If we judge the quality of the port urban area in Tarragona the result is maybe not too good, but the Port Authority 

has worked on developments in the area to integrate the port and the city. In any case this is the responsibility 

of the Port Authority and the rest of administrations. 

We talk mostly with the Port Authority and the procedures are quick. And with the municipal authority the 

procedures are as quick as they are for any other company located outside the Port (with this answer is assumed 

that Mr.Noguerra wanted to express: first that they have not any privilege with respect to other companies 

located inland and second that they are not too quick, or at least slower than Port Authorities). In resume is simple 

as complying with urbanistic and environmental regulations. 

Q-In relation with the port corporatization trend. Is the PA requiring minimum results to the companies located 

within its domains? Do you consider this point necessary? Do the business results control improve the cluster 

performance? 

R-Results can be economic but also different. The administration should ensure the quality of the service 

provided since we are operating under a public concession system. In this sense it exists for example a regulation 

to set the maximum price of the service provided. In our case, we have a maximum tariff to respect.  

In relation to the Port Authority there are a set of indicators which are controlled to guarantee the quality of the 

service provided. I consider that this is enough to guarantee the provision of a good quality service at an 

affordable price.  

If the private entities are using more or less resources to provide the service is decision of the private company 

and its business philosophy.  

Q-There are cases like Rotterdam where contracts are ended when is detected that the service provided by the 

companies operating in the Port are not good enough or are complementary with the rest of industries operating 

into the port ecosystem.  I do not know any similar case in the Spanish Port System. Nonetheless there are 

companies in the Port of Tarragona that despite their concession agreement are not operating. I imagine that if 

that occur is either positive for the rest of companies operating in the port.  

R-This is something that has to be evaluated by the Port Authority taking into consideration the Ley de Puertos 

(Spanish Port Law) and every contract and clauses. Those scenarios are foreseen in the concession contract, but 

every case has to be assessed previously. It could happen that there is not the expected traffic, or a lack of 

capacity of the company manager, or a market problem. 

The Port Authority has to assess every case and I consider that they are actually doing it. 

Q-In relation to the Port growth, do you consider feasible the Port of Tarragona extension? 
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R-The Port is here because of the need of the industry located in the area. Without this demand, the Port would 

located in a different place. Considering that, It should be necessary to evaluate the needs of the industry and the 

hinterland of Tarragona and in consequence decide the appropriate or not of the port extension. The reason of 

the master plans is to cope with this.  

Q-Your intuition is also valuable since is unconscious or tacit knowledge. 

R-My intuition is not relevant. What is relevant are the numbers and the real project emerged from them. 

Moreover, I know about my specific business but I have no idea about the rest of port activities developed within 

the Port. In consequence I cannot give a valid opinion on the topic. 

Q-Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

R-We have not any land reserve. We have a growing plan sat in the concession agreement and we have to cope 

with this plan. This plan was set years ago with the market expectations of that time.  

But, answering your question; we have guaranteed the capacity to grow during the next 10 years. More 

specifically, we could say that for our specific activity, the Port Authority has a foreseen solution.  

Our growth expectations will be solved by assuming some additional investments. Considering the port land, there 

is not a space problem.  

Q-How you will rate from 1 to 7, the lack of space problem for your company’s operations in 15 years period? 1 

represents a totally none problematic scenario and 7 very problematic scenario. 

 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-What is your interest in continuing operating in the Port of Barcelona during the next 15 years? Considering 7 

your maximum interest.  

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems.  

PUEP, land legal framework, central government 

PEOP, urbanistic aspects, port authorities  

PGOU, urban plan, municipality.  

Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

R-Do not perceive any problems related to this particular aspect.  
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Q-Do you consider necessary a plan to improve the spatial organization and the compatibility between industrial-

logistic uses and urban activities? 

R-There are projects blocked for a long time that could move forward with a closer collaboration-integration 

between city and port.  

Q-Which means that the urbanistic system is sometimes a handicap for those projects were city and port are 

partially involved? 

R-Yes. This is correct. 

Q-Can you mention any project that is coming to your mind? 

R-Urban projects and port projects. Not any with particular influence in our terminal. But one of the projects that 

influences our operations is the third port access, the one that has to be open to the South. The one close to Vila-

seca. This is a key project for the Chemical Industry Park and today is glazed. It is the link between the Port and the 

Chemical Area. 

Q-This is the gate that should be located in the ZAL area, right? 

R-This entrance will connect the ZAL with the South Area of the Chemical Industry Park without making use of 

public roads. The Chemical and the Port would take advantage of it.   

Q-In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer 

collaboration in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 

Considering 7 very positively 

 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-Between 5 and 6.  

Q-With relation to the regulations,  

Is the urban proximity affecting your business operations? 

R- Not in our particular case.  

Q-There is not any particular regulation that specially influences your operations in the Port?  

R- We cope with the current regulations like any other industry in the area with respect to the environmental 

considerations.   
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Q-I was interested in this particular point, because in the case of Barcelona, for example, is notorious they 

complain of part of the port operators which consider environmental regulations too strict, even when compared 

with other Europeans locations. This influences in their operations by adding an extra cost, although does not 

prevent operations.  

R-I know; an additional cost. In our case is not relevant. We do not have this problem. The activity we develop is 

not particularly noxious.  

Q-In relation with the land market, Is the land value or the land rental in this case, a fundamental factor at the 

moment of the decision of placing your company in the port? 

R- It is not a relevant cost. 

Q-Then, do you consider the land rent high in the port? 

R-This is a different thing. It could happened than the land cost is not relevant for the specific location for our 

activity, but this is not to say that the land cost is high when compared with other locations where we are also 

operating. 

Q-Do you want to say that you consider the land rent in the Port of Tarragona high when compared with similar 

locations? 

R-This land is not cheap. Not in relation with the Spanish Port System but globally. In Spain rents are almost similar 

because there are set under the Ley de Puertos (Spanish Port Law). But it depends on the appraisals done of the 

industrial areas in the port proximities.  

This statement is not clear. Mr. Noguerra , could be referring the differences in the Spanish Port appraisals 

influenced by the industrial operations inland, or the relevance of the land rent which changes conditioned by 

the benefit and the high or low demand inland.   

Q-It could be said that is a trend towards land intensification within the port environments due the scarce of the 

land. Do you perceive any indicator pointing towards a land intensification process? 

In your particular case I imagine that you store the maximum high you technically can to maximize the use of the 

available surface.  

R-Yes this is a trend. To maximize the use of the land is a key aspect. 

Q-Could you provide any example where you consider that this intensification is taking place? 

R-In our case we balance the storage high with the cost of moving the containers. The balance is between the 

land cost and the high storage cost to make the minimum possible movements. 
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Q-The last question is related to the city-port integration we were talking at the beginning of the conversation. 

Is your company interesting in a higher integration of urban and port activities within the city-port environment? 

R-Our business philosophy is to bring value and contribute to the prosperity of the community where we locate 

our activity. In this way, we would be interested in further collaborations. What and how would be the questions 

to answer.  

Q-I imagine that due your company activity this integration is not easy because of the security requirements, 

despite it could be considered a clean industry. 

R-Our activity cannot be integrated with urban activities. But because we cannot do it in this way we work on social 

responsibility campaigns: waste collection in the beaches… The company workers collaborate in actions that are 

positive for the environment. This is what we do.  

Q-What you consider the pros and cons of a higher integration or mixture of city and port activities? 

R-It is clear that considering our activity there is no chance for mixture. But I consider that something has been 

done. Nonetheless I do not see many more options in Tarragona for this integration in a short term.  

Q-During the year I was in Rotterdam I had some good experiences related to the Port. One it was the Port open 

day. 

R-This is an option. In Tgna has all the sense. Because the city is small, and the percentage of people working in 

the Port and the chemical industry will be higher. However, people in Tgna is not associating the place with the 

port but rather with the chemical industry. Tgna is not a City-Port. It could be interesting but not now. 

Q-In a scenario with lower restrictions for city and port collaboration, how you will assess your interest in an 

increasing mixture of activities?  

R-If this is developed in the area conditioned for that, etc. But this is something to solve by the PA and the 

Municipality which I imagine are already working on it.  

Q-It seems that is not too much interest for any of the stakeholders, or maybe the big numbers are not too good.  

R-It depends of the kind of projects. But in any case will be the Port Authority who will coordinate the process 

with the municipality to develop the urban activities. However there is prove of what have been done: the 

Tinglados… 

Q-Actually, the PA is more active in promoting the area than the municipality. 

R-The integration along the old warehouses is done. It is possible to find restaurants for example.  
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Mr. Rufino Cuevas 
XXXXXX 

Logistics, Bulk Food Products 
Deputy Director 

Universitat Rovira i Virgili 
Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 

Tarragona 
22th February, 2016 

T8.m4.p4.g8 
 

 

The Interest on contacting XXXXXX was on comparing their opinion with similar companies operating in 

Barcelona which its main activity is to trade bulk food products. 

XXXXXX is also one of the biggest companies operating in the Port of Tarragona considering the total land 

surface in concession. They are located in two docks within the Port: Aragon and Castilla.  

I have obtained an interview after two months of contacts. However their initial rejection to collaborate in the 

research, Mr. Xxxxxx resulted an extraordinary friendly and cooperative person. At the moment he entered into 

the meeting room, he immediately started to talk about his experience in the Port. Mr. Cuevas is not a new 

manager coming from a well-known university. Contrary he seems to be a hard worker that after forty years of 

experience is in a manager position.  

The offices are in a separated building in the middle of the dock. Trucks are parking around. Drivers have to make 

daily procedures in the backside of the building. The inside is in order and well decorated. I was invited to enter 

into the meeting room. On the top of the table there were placed the company brochures and the newspaper El 

Mundo. 

It was difficult to manage the interview by following the questionnaire. Despite I had sent it before to Mr. Cuevas 

by e-mail, he was answering those questions he was most interested in. In spite of the anarchic procedure, the 

information he provided was clear and precise in many of the aspects commented.  

The conversation was in Spanish and took us almost one hour. Due the erratic of the process, I could not state 

all the questions directly.  

I introduced myself and the reason of my visit and interview. After that Mr. Cuevas starts talking. I could not even 

ask for the recording or the questionnaire until he finished his first speech.  
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R-Then… What can I tell you about the Port? There are two relevant administrations: State and Municipality. And 

despite the devolution of power to the regional governments, the ports are still under the State control. 

One day they had the witticism of giving the water surface to an Arab Sheik. What remain from the Port 

participation in the city activity is almost nothing. There is the Serrallo, but to give you an idea, the parking they 

do below the sea level is leaking. Moreover, people is no coming down to the neighborhood. In Tarragona 

people is lazy and with a low socio-cultural level. Time ago, people use to come down to El Serrallo to buy fish. 

Regulations were not like now and it was not limitation to sell openly without quote. There was either a health 

regulation. The Lonja (fish market) has been shrunken. The fish auction market was also public time before. Today 

this area has not any attractive for people.  

Another important point is the process of adaptation of the port workforce within the Spanish Port System. We 

are the heirs of a previous dictatorship regime, which for many things was not working badly within the port 

system. Before the year 82, the beginning of the democracy, the dockworkers were under the umbrella of an 

association call OTP, Organización de Trabajos Portuarios (Port Works Association) which had the obligation of 

hiring local people. With the beginning of the new system there was the intention of breaking with this kind of 

labor organizations substituted by concessions. They had to absorb the labor force at the same time that were 

expected to train new worker. What finally happened was that, contrary to the initial plan, the dockworkers 

associations that had to be decommissioned, gained strength and force. At this respect, the European 

Commission has sanctioned the Spanish Government because considers that there is not possible to recruit 

personnel freely. The Court in Strasbourg requires reforms in the system. However, the 80% of the blue collar 

workers are still from the area. Technicians are sometimes different and they come from abroad. 

Q-What is the main activity developed for your company? 

R-Bulk food products. We work on the load/unload of ships and the logistics of the products. 

The Port is relevant for us because is the closest port to the demand area: Lérida and Zaragoza. Approximately 

100km far from the Port. Tarragona is the first port in the Mediterranean by the total unload of cattle fodder and 

flour products.  

At the same time that the industry in Lérida and Zaragoza has grown, the Port of Tarragona has done the same. 

It is a linked development. 

Q-Demand is then in Zaragoza and Lérida? 

R-Lérida mainly, in what is call the Pla de Lleida (the Flat of Lérida). From this area, approximately he 50% goes 

for exports. The exports goes principally to the EU but also to Japan, China …the Asian Market. 

Q-And those exports are also traded from the Port of Tarragona? 
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R-Yes it does, making use of the cold storage warehouses.  

Q-What is the surface (m2) rented to the Port? 

The answer was not provided. However, the information given by the Port Authority in the brochure Terminals 

2013 is of 65,807.45 m2. 

Q-The land you occupied is a concession? 

R-Yes. It is an administrative concession. The contract and price is considered affordable. They are accord with the 

current times. 

Q-What is the extension of your concession contract? 

R-The time periods provided by the Pa’s were too shorts but they have been extended recently to make possible 

the amortization of the investment. The investments are of important magnitude. We have invested from 2000 

35M€ and the concession will concludes at the end of the 30’s.  

Now is the option to extend the concession by expanding the investment.  However, we have no clear idea of how 

to proceed since the regulations are a mess.  

Our point of view is that we will make an offer, any, and in front they will be a bunch of “experts” that will decide, 

whatever thing. 

Q-I imagine that this is generating uncertainty in your business? 

R-In the European Community they know about the problem. In the North of Europe they realize that big 

investments were not payback it does no matter how much you work. It was no chance to amortize the initial 

investment.  

What is the incentive to operate? And if you want the funds to invest in the business you have to give them 

something back. 

About the land ownership, is clear. It is owned by the State. Despite with the political scenario is Catalonia we never 

know what will happened next. 

In relation with the added value in the Port Environment, 

Q-What is the added value the port location and Tarragona brings to your company? 

R-The Port added value is the good connection with the demand which is basically in Lleida. We are the closest 

port to the demand location. 
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The city facilitates the recruitment of workforce. No much more than this. The perimeter of Tarragona is shaped 

by beaches which are good for tourism but not for our industry.  

That brings to my mind the time I use to go to the beach which is now where the Port is. Nobody was there, the 

whole beach was only for my brothers and me. But one day, a visionary major, decided that, despite tourism 

interest the territory needed of another economic activity and contributed to settle the American and German 

chemical industry in Tarragona. And today we are the thirst chemical cluster in Europe after Germany and Lyon. 

To cope with the demand for white collars, the workforce come from abroad at the beginning. But later on where 

the support of the Universitat Rovira I Virgili (URV) and the Escuela Laboral (Labor School) which supply the sector 

with specific knowledge adequate to this kind of industry.  

Q-Are you still having difficulties to hire highly specialized personnel? 

R-No. They come. The problem is that the today’s offer is not enough to cope with the demand for well qualified 

staff. The positions are already taken and although a shift will be required there are not recruitment processes. 

There is not space for new incomers. 

The city is mostly a town. You still have the Roman Walls visible. Not too far ago they were only the priests, the 

Army barracks and a bunch of fishermen and no more than this. The leapfrog is spectacular. Now there is the 

chemical cluster, the food industry …and in the tourism sector there is also the Port Aventura, the beaches, the 

party and the alcohol. 

Q-I founded that similar companies like yours have their headquarters in Barcelona despite they operate in 

Tarragona.  

R-They are few. Sometimes what happened is that they are a corporation. Sometimes they have headquarter in 

Madrid, sometimes in Barcelona. But for the location taxes are relevant since every region is working different. It 

is possible to have your operations in one place and headquarter in another, in Madrid, for example, to avoid 

inheritance taxes. Those are real cases. The effectiveness of increasing taxes like inheritance taxes does not work 

at all, the ones with the capital move and the ones than cannot move, the poorest, pay. 

Q-What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the port 

community? 

R-Within the Port is difficult to introduce urban activities. Nonetheless, the PA is planning to bring cruises in the 

Port. But the port uses are too specific: the coal terminal, the bulk food terminal, the vehicles terminal and the 

chemical terminal. 

The vehicle terminal is making ready the cars imported to be directly distributed to the consumer.  
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The chemical terminal is organized in a cluster and together with the Port are working apart. They have direct 

connection to their industries through pipes and the contact with the Port is minimum. Moreover, the Repsol 

terminal was build time ago by the petrol company itself. The reason was that the demand was that over scaled 

and specialized that the Port managers were not able to cope with the requirements. They yielded the control. 

Both the petrochemical and Repsol work with its own workforce in the Port since the beginning.  

Q-This is not what the State is promoting? The enhancement of built-operate-transfer contracts (BOT)? 

R-Once we took part on a competition for the Illes Balears Dock. The concession period was 30 years and you 

were required to provide the whole infrastructure facility included the superstructure, the less part of the total 

investment. The total cost was 135M€. Moreover, taxes were not exempted for operations.  

We did the calculations and the risk was enormous. We had to be a market monopoly to succeed with that 

operation. The consequence was that the tender procedure has remained unsuccessful. The problem is not in the 

system but in the conditions of the tender.  

The risk cannot be assumed because is not any guarantee in the long run. If there is an economic downturn, you 

fail. The tender does not include market fluctuations over time.  

Q-Part of this research analyses the cost of extending the port surface foreland. It is obvious that the total cost is 

too high but not by m2. Likewise there are differences between infilling and land purchase: 200 and 50 to 20€/m2. 

I assume that the total investment for a private company represents a high risk. 

R-Totally. The development cost is tremendous. There is not any insurance company willing to cover the losses in 

case you have them. Maybe for a short period of time, but for 30 years I doubt it.  

The regulations have to change if the public administration wants to enhance this financial model of concession 

without giving the land ownership. Conditions have to be in line with market conditions.  

Under a well going market conditions the business has to be regulated and the concessionaire has to contribute 

according to the benefits.  But in case of economic downturn the administrations should be consistent and 

consider the special situation (assuming that during a period of time the concessions does not bring any income). 

It should be more flexible. But is this context the flexibility is visibly lacking. With the port land values is a terrible 

thing. 

Q-However, the Port Administration could be considered a flexible administration if compared with some other.  

The next question I wanted to ask you is related to the Port Authorities and your impression on the PA and the 

municipality management municipality. 
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R-The relationship we have with the PA is a good relationship but is conditioned by its dependence of Puertos 

del Estado (Infrastructure Ministry). The guidelines are set by Puertos del Estado.  

At the end of the year, the TPA make the balance sheet. The TPA earns few millions of euros after the consideration 

of all the expenditures: Director Plan, workforce, debts… You expect the Port to compensate the tenants with the 

surplus: tax exemptions, improvements… But no. The profit goes to a general budget and redistributed to other 

ports that are unprofitable within the port system. Further, after the unprofitable ports get covered, Puertos del 

Estado get the rest.  

Puertos del Estado is a company without assets or investments to do. There are only the people working in the 

office. And they publicly say that they earn 400M€ at the time private companies are making all the effort and 

sued to survive. It is better not to make those kind of pronouncements. It leads to resentment. 

In this company we have the experience of people from funds that come here to visit us. And they check the 

balance sheets and state the unprofitability of the business. How is that? Unprofitable? But we operate! They 

analyze all the ratios you can imagine and they conclude that is not a profitable business. One of the reasons is 

because this is not a regular business and is conditioned by the meteorology and other natural conditions. 

Q-But you should be one of the biggest companies operating in the Port of Tarragona. By surface, even.  

R-There is another company with an even bigger surface within the Port. We have made use of the surface by 

building a volume which contributes to reduce the land tax. An investment have been done to increase the high. 

All the Silos in the Port Expect the ones from Noatum and Condemar are ours.  

This is something we are doing since the beginning of our operations in the Port. Before the land offer was less 

and it was necessary to make a better use of the resource. Attending to the build surface in the Port this is too high 

in those areas where we operate.  

Time after, when the PA started to have money, they started to grow. Recently the “Liquids Dock” has been 

enlarged and one of the areas is pending of the PA decision to be allotted. The Cantabria Dock, the Galicia Dock 

for containers… This one, the container terminal is the only port development that has failed. It is not new. “The 

Port people” knew about the risk of the project and cautioned about it. But Dubai Ports arrived, despite they 

were not enough14. Moreover to operate here is not an easy task. The chemical industry is using the Port of 

Barcelona to trade its products since all the regular shipping services stop there. 

                                                            

14 At this point is not clear what Mr. Xxxxxx is referring. Nonetheless it could be pointing towards the Container Operator intentions 

argued during the tender process. The documents or the experience may be proving the lack of interest and resources allocated to 

cope with the provision of the service.   
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Q-I founded that some of the companies operating at the other side of the Port border are trading the freight 

through Barcelona and Valencia.  

R-This is it. Exactly. The offer is limited to what this operator is able to do. The goal was to trade 1M TEUs per 

year. It was good on the paper but to make it real is a different thing.  

I cannot understand why this land was not allocated for a different use. If the shipping lines are not coming or it 

is not demand for this type of products, we risk ending up with a graveyard. 

Q-This is not the only derelict area within the Port, or the only operating below the expected levels.  

R-The only operator that is today working at full capacity is vehicles. That is not to say that the business is 

booming. Production is increasing and they are trading what is produced. Let’s see what happen next.  

Q-This is an activity that can be easily move to another port also. 

R-Yes that also could happened. But normally the ports used are those closer to the production sites: Vigo, 

Santander, Zaragoza, Valencia, etc. There is not too much place to play. 

The risk is mostly with the import cars.  

Q-I would like to know your opinion about the Municipal administration … 

I could not finish my question. Mr. Cuevas immediately answered. 

R-We have initiated an administrative dispute with the Municipality because we were used as bargaining chips 

for politics.  

In the previous elections, in 2010 if I am not wrong, the socialist party enacted a law requiring the port tenants 

the payment of the IBI (the municipal land tax). Before this regulation, we were exempt of this payment because 

we were inside the ports domains.  

With the enactment of this law, the Tarragona Municipality realized that it was a place up to tax and they proceed 

to capture the income. I talked with the mayor to express my disconformity since they were taxing but not providing 

any extra service, not even the garbage collection. The tax was approved and we had to accept but we denounce 

by discrimination. While we were charged with a 33% increase, the citizenships keep the same rate they had before.  

This is something that cannot happened. And it happened because companies are not voting.  

The case was denied by the Generalitat Court but is already in the Strasburg Court.  

To sum up, the relationship in personal terms is good but institutionally is very bad. The Municipality captures 

the taxes but we do not know for what those taxes are used. And moreover, this process have occurred with a 
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clear discrimination in the application of the tax. In consequently our perception and feeling is clear. The 

relationship is not what it should be, but is not our fault.  

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems.  

PUEP, land legal framework, central government 

PEOP, urbanistic aspects, port authorities  

PGOU, urban plan, municipality.  

Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

R-This system is penalizes our operations. I do not remember well the number but it was 200.000 or 300.000€ what 

we pay for the IBI tax15. If I have problems to make a 5% annual profit, then the Municipality arrives and catch it. 

If I apply the taxes after profit it results from the balance sheet that we are working to pay to the Administration.  

Q-Do you consider necessary a plan to improve the spatial organization and the compatibility between industrial-

logistic uses and urban activities? 

R-I cannot imagine what or how. What the city can make here? 

Q-What do you think about a mutual collaboration city-port?  

R-I believe on this. More things could be done, mostly in the limits of the Port area because is totally abandoned. 

An example is the connection through the Balcó del Mediterrani which is in the same situation since the 

beginning of the history. Politicians are always promising but nothing is done.  

The collaboration is limited to one-off events and cultural activities in the Tinglados. 

Q-Is the urban proximity influencing your business operations? 

R-No because the regulations we have to comply with are more restrictive than municipal regulations. We have at 

least five quality labels. The most restrictive regulations are the environmental regulations which in Catalonia are 

extreme. To obtain the business license in Catalonia is a complicated matter.  

Bureaucracy is massive. We have two people working on this full time.  

However the freight we trade are not dangerous products, like the chemical industry, and it has not interference 

with the urban environment.  

                                                            

15 The annual municipal land tax. 
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Q-Moreover, the most of your freight is storage in Silos and closed warehouses. 

R-Since we have silos, the whole unload process is carried out automatically by machines. And from the conveyor 

belts drive the bulk directly to the warehouses.  

The fact that all the bulk is moved though the belts is giving value to the land intensifying its use by storing a higher 

volume by m2. It is not all about making dykes and extending the infill outward. Before the Port continue growing 

is necessary to make a rational use of what we already have.  

Q-You are maximizing the land use. The use of the land is intensifying.  

R-Yes. That is.  

I am in the Puertos del Estado Observatory for the costs analysis. I express in this Observatory my concern about 

the companies investing in the intensification of the use of the land. I consider that they should be compensated 

for the development of new systems which are not only more efficient but also collaborate to reduce 

contamination and pollution. We can operate without interfering with daily urban activities.  Differently chemical 

companies have alarms and special systems due its special dangerous conditions for people. Our activity is simple 

and is not disturb urban life.  

Q-I detected in Barcelona that similar companies, operating with agro-food bulk, had strict regulations that 

penalized their operations. 

R-What happened in Barcelona is that they not only store and trade but also process the grain. We do not. Bunge 

and Cargill, have to plants to extract soya oil. When the product is wormed to make the oil is resulting smoke and 

in the other hand, experts warn that the water resulting from the process contains allergens for people with asthma. 

We do not have this problem because we are not working with soya.  

Moreover, in the case of Barcelona the Silos are in the oldest part of the Port, the closest to the city. If the wind 

flows from the west the dust goes directly to the city. And if you have soybean powder in the air you have to stop 

operating. They cannot complain. Moreover when the one of them was recently renovated no matter its location 

next to the urban environment. The logic should be to say: take it and move it to the new extension in the Moll 

Prat. But no less serious was the potash storage, the old warehouse close to the silos. And they were thinking 

about having all together with the cruise ships in front. The minimum of dust would arrive to those ships which 

are no less than 70m high. 

In here, the only one that complies is the Sheik. I remember the day I received a call from the President of the Port 

of Tarragona ordering to stop with the operations. It was dust in the air and the Sheik was annoying. We went to 

check it and it was not because of the grain, but they had not clean the docks and the trucks were moving the dirt 

in the asphalt. 
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The investment is huge but in my opinion what should be done is to regenerate the whole waterfront. The biggest 

handicap is the train track. For that the train station has to be moved. 

If there is no change, Tarragona is in trouble. The city is in a current process of degradation. The maintenance of 

the upper side of the city is not good at all. People is too dirty and have no respect for the public assets.  

Q-One of the places which is specially degraded is the Barrio Marítimo. 

R-The access though the Plaza de los Carros is always dirty and the elevators are never working. It was done for 

the opening day. People come from Barcelona for the party.  

And the building behind the train station are too old. This area has been populated by people coming from the 

Maghreb. The neighborhood is lacking of activity. And the center of the city, the Calle Apodaca, is losing the 

stores and activity that characterized time before. From the Calle Real the connection to get out from the Port 

was through the Calle Apodaca. And despite the traffic it was people in the street and he place was alive.  

What I wanted to say is that the city is getting dead. Everything have been concentrated around the City Hall 

Square: party, restaurant… My impression of the city is that everything is dirty in this city and need to be cleaned 

up.  

Q-Thank you for your time. I do not want to abuse of your kindness  

R-Just to tell you about the costs.  

We did a study to know the costs for the agro-food companies operating in the ports: facilities, depreciation … 

administration, marine services … 

The result of this analysis was: 

 6% marine services costs (marine taxes) 

 51% private companies costs (operative costs) 

 43% State Ports costs (land tax + corporation tax) 

We went to Madrid with the document to require a deeper analysis from the administration side. The impression 

is that because the business is going well, the administration is taking advantage to get the maximum possible 

profit and other port uses like vehicles, containers… benefit from it.  

Q-Or the petrochemical companies which pay probably less by land tax since they only need the pipe to connect 

with the vessel. However, the corporation tax sure is higher.  

R-Our total investment is huge: cranes, machinery and maintenance which is too costly… 
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Q-Thank you again. It has been a pleasure.  
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Citizens’ Port Tenants (Companies) 
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Ms. Xxxxxxxxx Xxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxx Xxx x Xxxxxxx (XXXX) 

Leisure, Dance Company 
Director 

Universitat Rovira i Virgili 
Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 

Tarragona 
29th September, 2015 

T1.c1.g2 
 

 

 

 

I contacted Ms. Xxxxxxxxx through the website of the Port of Tarragona.  

After emailing the company, she answered and accepted the meeting. 

The company was located within the port domains in one of the Tinglados, an old warehouse close to the city, 

at the other side of the train tracks and near the Serrallo neighborhood. 

The company is a dance school in Flamenco dancing. 

The meeting took place in the building she has at the other side of the Plaza de los Carros, just at the other side 

of the train track. Due the closeness to the track during the interview was necessary to stop talking when the train 

passed by. 

Xxxxxxxxx is the director of the Association. The association opened in the port 6 years ago and now is planning 

to expand its activity outside Tarragona. Xxxxxxxxx is not only a dancer, but a business manager. 

When asked by the total number of people who visits the Association she could not give an answer. Her 

youngness make her self-distrust and hide information with no relevance. In the same way she did not want to 

reveal the rent for the commercial space. 

The location of the building is exclusive and the construction singular. All the façade is made in glass and the 

structure is light made in steal.  
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Q-Do you consider that there is space for a higher integration of urban port activities in the future in other areas 

of the Port? 

R- It is possible to happen if people move because the activity you offer is interesting enough.  

In our case, the normal location may be close to the center. However we decided to come here. Our space is 

unique and privilege because of the location. At the same time is exclusive because people want to come here 

do the offer we give. Of course the location is relevant but not the most important. What people value is the 

closeness to the beach, the coast, the availability of parking space for cars… the views, … but people is not 

coming because of the enneagon shape of the building but because of the service offered. 

You have to take into consideration that the only relationship with the port is through the cultural activities we 

generate. 

The interest on the place seems that is increasing. Two more schools have been opened near to us since we 

decided to move here. 

I was really sure about the place I wanted and the building before I moved. 

Q-Do you perceive that the Port Authority is working actively promoting a mixture and integration of port and 

urban activities with the objective of bringing highest added value to the port and better service to the 

customers? 

R- Not all the managers and people within the institution think the same, but there are people which want a 

cultural cohesion. 

I meet personally the president of the Port Authority, Mr. Andreu, to explain him my plan and interest in the place 

and I can say that he is more and more interested in what we do and how we do it. Sometimes the dance and 

the flamenco has a misinterpretation and is associated with low class or poor cultural traditions. 

From my personal interview with the president the Port has contribute to make this real. They want the families 

to come to the Port, the restaurants, the Marina. The port is not only the industrial part. 

Q-Do you perceive that the Municipalities are working in those aspects? 

R- For the municipality there is a clear distinction between the land under their jurisdiction and the land under 

port jurisdiction. 

From the municipality, either from the departments or the government they are working to improve cultural 

activities, however they don’t work actively in the port interface (port area). 

Q-Is your interest on continue expanding your activity in the port? 
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Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

R- I will stay in the Port all the time it will be possible. 

The concessions are of 5 to 10 years, and can be extended to 25 years. 

Q-The intensity of land use, a higher density and land utilization, is adding value to the port environment? 

Do you perceive a land intensification process within the port environment? 

R- I cannot give an answer. It is totally unknown for me. 

Q-Is there any interest from the port sector towards a higher integration and mixture of activities incorporating 

urban elements?  

R- There are sectors which cannot be integrated in the activities here developed. 

The industry could be a client in the business through the employees which work in those activities. 

Nowadays my clients are mostly from the urban environment. Hopefully in the future the industry workers will be 

ours clients. 

Q-Do you consider necessary a plan to improve the relationship, spatial organization and compatibility between 

industrial-logistic and urban activities? 

R- It could be. 

In the collaborative management I miss the coordination of the cultural activities. Not only the regular activities 

but also the special events, like a charity gala. 

A more collaborative environment could help to send adequate information to their clients’ network and 

contribute to inform of the activities organized. 

Communication was faster for cars before the level crossing was renovated. The problem was when the level 

crossing had to close and people was waiting for almost 15 minutes to cross to the other side. By now pedestrian 

access is solved whereas cars have more difficulties to enter into the port area. 

Q-Do the environmental regulations have any impact –extra cost- in your investment in the Port? 

R- There is an acoustic regulation in the Port that you have to comply. However due that it is set for industrial 

activities I do not arrive to the limit.  

And since I know there is not any other regulation in the port I have to comply with. 
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Q-What are the implications of operating in the port from a regulatory/legal perspective? The fact that another 

administration level is involved, does it makes more difficult to manage your enterprise? 

R- All the bureaucratic procedures are time consuming. For me there is not any difference between the Port 

administration and the municipal administration. However, I believe in people, and closeness. The close you are 

to the administration the better. You can be more explicit with your requirements. If you know the department 

and the people working there you know what you have to say or to do, or who the people in charge of what is. 

This is making the procedure more efficient. 

Bureaucratic is always slow. 

The Port is not providing more efficiency, it depends of the people you have in front of you. 

Q-What is the added value the port location brings to your company? 

R- The added value is that I don’t need to take consideration of the noise regulation. Another important aspect 

is that I have parking available. Of course you have to consider that classes are looking to the sea, all the façade 

is transparent, and is possible to work outside making outdoor activities. This is totally different to work inside a 

gym in a totally close ZULO. 

In respect to the land price by square meter, the cost is TOO HIGH. However, the price is being adjusted inside 

and outside the port. 

I know what I pay in total at the end of the year for the concession, but this is information I will not reveal. I can 

only say that is too high. 

Q-Is there any other cannon to afford due your location within the Port domains, apart from the land rent?  

R- The special occupation, the commercial operation (use) of the outdoor space. This is a special tax I have to 

afford when I organize outdoor events. Similar to the occupation tax for the terraces in the street. 

Q-During the decision process of moving to the Port, you were assessing other possible locations in the city? 

R- Yes, I was checking for other locations. However, the rest of the sites had the added cost of adapting the space 

for acoustics. This initial cost revealed relevant (too high) and drove me towards the port decision as the optimum. 

By reducing the cost and assuming only the rent gave me the opportunity to start operating in more favorable 

terms. That allowed me to test if the business worked. 

Now the business model has been already tested and I am in the process of expansion. The strategy is to keep 

headquarter in the Port at the same time the firm continue growing outwards. 
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Q-How the leasing system set in the Xxxxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxx Xxx x Xxxxxxx is conditioning your investment 

operations decisions? 

R- In my case the concession contract facilitate my activities. I have a concession contract which can be extended. 

It is long enough to stay calm. In the other hand, in the case that the business will not work I can quiet without 

any penalty, like in everywhere. 

Q-How the port corporatization process, the privatization port process which requires of balanced economic 

results and the yearly increment of the financial operations, influences the conversion of uses from maritime-

industrial uses towards urban uses? 

R- This is something I cannot evaluate. I am not playing attention to what the port does. I am only focus on my 

business. 
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Mr. Xxxx Xxxx 
Xxxx Xxxxxxx 

Leisure, Luxury Marina 
General Manager - Director 

Universitat Rovira i Virgili 
Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 

Tarragona  
17th September, 2015 
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I contacted Mr. Xxxx through the website of Port Tarraco.  

After emailing the general mail, his secretary contacted me for a meeting.  

The company is located within the port domains in the oldest area of the Port of Tarragona. 

The company is hold by Qatari Diar Marina Tarragona (QDMT), subsidiary of Qatari Diar Real Estate Investment 

Company. The Marina was acquired on July of 2011 with an investment of 65M€. The owner of Qatari Diar is the 

emir Hamabbin Chalifa Al Thani. 

The port opened in 2006 had an initial cost of 32M€, but withstanding the initial interest the yachts were 

diminishing in number consequence of the financial crisis of 2008. 

The main objective of the port is to become the base of the emir fleet in the West Mediterranean Coast. The 

number of yachts in the fleet is 35. 

Within its waters there are yachts of no limit length. Moreover, there are in charge of the equipment and services 

around. 

It has to be noticed that the 95% of Qatari Diar Marina Tarragona (QDMT) belongs to Qatari Diar Real Estate 

Investment Company while the remaining 5% belong to Marina Barcelona 92, through the subsidiary MB92 Port 

Management, the local partner in the daily marina management. 

It is also remarkable that the Qatari national fund behind the Marina operation is also the  owner of the Hotel W 

in the Port of Barcelona. 
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Q-Can you extent how the company arrived to the Port of Tarragona? 

R-The concession for the Marina was concede originally in November 2003 to a company from Madrid. This 

company transform the port original use to a new leisure port. Renovation and adaptation works ended in 

October 2006. From this date the Marina started to operate. In July of 2011 the current company bought the 

concession to the previous one. From to 2011 until now we have invest in a sort of interventions like the 

adaptation of the space to big yachts.  

This is a concession within port land which originally ended in 2033, but because of the investments implemented 

we asked for a 5 years extension. Now the contract expire in 2038. At the same time we are applying to extend 

the concession area asking the Port for the maximum permitted extension by law. This extension is in exchange 

on the company investment and the extension of the (urbanization?). Today, the process is still under negotiation. 

Q-Do you perceive that the Port Authority is working actively promoting a mixture and integration of port and 

urban activities with the objective of bringing highest added value to the port and better service to the 

customers? 

R-The Port Authority is not making a great effort on the promotion of urban activities within the Port. There is 

interest at a political level …bringing cruises and tourism, but everything remains under the authority of the 

President of the Port. However, our relationship with the Port Authority is professional and good.  

If the city is taking into consideration the relationship is 0. The city does not contribute to our business here. They 

have no interest in enhancing our activity. Instead of considering our activity as an economic starter they see us 

as space takers. The relationship with the Municipality is 0. The Municipality of Tarragona is focus on protecting 

their commercial areas placed in the upper town, the Ramblas and the city center. Everything happen in the same 

place in this city. The Serrallo is abandoned, the Barrio Marítimo is degraded. The feeling is that the ones in power 

have shadow interests in the city center and consequently no interest in diversifying. This subjective point of view 

is of common agreement.  

To give you an example, the path connecting the Plaça dels Carros and the Port was opened three years ago. 

During this time the escalators did not work in the way they should and this is a municipal commitment.  

There is a huge difference between the Port management and Municipal management. The Port Authority had 

urbanized well its domains even the Serrallo waterfront. They expend money on it and the maintenance level is 

high …the buildings are renovated … It is evidence that they make an effort on providing a good urbanization. 

But, when compared with the Municipality, it is easy as looking to the level crossing. Further, the Barrio Marítimo 

is in a quick degradation process. During the last 10 years I have observed, due that my job make me visit often 

Tarragona, the fast decay of the Barrio Marítimo and the improvement occurred in the Serrallo. For the 

Municipality the city ends in the Rambla Nova, having no interest in what is occurring to the South.  
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Our relationship with the municipality is no more than the Land Tax payment (IBI), but they are not procuring any 

service to us: no police … It is the same related to marketing and tourism, not even through the Patronato de 

Turismo. 

Q-I know that is an organization participated by the Port and the Municipality among others to promote the 

cruises in the Port of Tarragona. How is that working? 

R-This is too slow. We are collaborating with it by mooring the small cruises inside the marina. It is mainly Port 

Authority political venture, backed by the municipality. But the resources are provided by the Port Authority. 

Further, however we are able to moor the small cruises, the Port infrastructure is not able to welcome big vessels. 

Likewise, the cost of the facilities necessary to serve the cruises should be justified by an expected demand.  

This is a long term project and a way the Tarragona Port Authority has to diversify its business. 

Q-Is your interest on continue expanding your activity in the port? 

Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

R-The Company has the intention of keeping operating in the Port of Tarragona and continue growing here.  

We have the aim of growing and we want to continue operating in this Port. 

We have not too much space to continue growing but enough. 

Q-The intensity of land use, a higher density and land utilization, is adding value to the port environment? Do 

you perceive a land intensification process within the port environment? 

How is that achieved? How can it be enhanced? 

Is the land use a good indicator of economic activity in port environments? 

Is there any relationship with the urban environment process of land intensification-densification? 

R-Taking into consideration the port type I consider that there is no process of land intensification. The whole 

port land is administered by the same body, owned by the State through concession following the Ley de Puertos 

del Estado, which is controlling land speculation. Due that, the uses are restricted. Moreover the train build a 

physical boundary between the Port and the City.  

In Barcelona, the Port Vell has being increasing its density along time. Likewise in the commercial port Tercat has 

increase its density by growing in high stacking cars one over the other. Port tenants are concentrating their 

activities instead of sprawling them, making a more intense use of the land they own. It is true that in Barcelona 

the land cost is higher than the land cost in Tarragona (almost the half of the cost in Barcelona). Is there any 

process of land intensification in the port business environment as a consequence of the relevance given to the 

land concession cost in the total business operational costs? 
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R-In our case, the space is already set, and we try to make use of it in the best possible way. We try not to waste 

it, but the land cost has not the high impact as in Barcelona or in other business sectors.  

I cannot say nothing about the commercial port because I have not any information related to it.  

Q-Is there any interest from the port sector towards a higher integration and mixture of activities incorporating 

urban elements?  

Are the new urban elements incorporating added value to the port environment? 

Is there any process of active collaboration between urban and port stakeholders with the aim of improving new 

activities in the interface? 

What are the benefits or worries of a higher integration of uses and activities? 

R-The commercial part of the Port has a low interest in the Leisure part of the Port. Reasons are obvious, we 

disturb the normal functioning of their commercial industrial activities. From the operational point of view of the 

commercial port there is no any interest in developing a Marina or any leisure activity. There is no any interest in 

living together with urban activities.  

From the Port Authority point of view there is the political interest in developing the urban neighboring areas 

toward a public and leisure use. However this interest is opposed to the commercial interest of the Port. For all 

the commercial port stakeholders, tenants and port operators, we are an inconvenience but they do not 

recognize any benefit from having us in the proximities. 

By definition a commercial port aim is to trade the maximum tones amount in the minimum time. Any interference 

would be seen as a brake on the port activity. There is no interest in the interaction with other stakeholders out 

of their system. The Port is not easing collaboration. The only interest is politic, taking into consideration the 

benefits for the city of making accessible the waterfront. Different from it the refusal of the industrial activities. 

As an example, imagine a logistic park where a traffic light is set in every corner for the pedestrians to cross to 

go to a bar. The trucks will be force to stop in every corner, slowing their operations. They will prefer not to have 

people to avoid the traffic lights. 

Q-Do you consider necessary a plan to improve the relationship, spatial organization and compatibility between 

industrial-logistic and urban activities? 

R-Yes totally. The city has his back to the Port. Likewise, the Port of Tarragona is a really big port, big also 

compared with its hosting city. 

Q-Your point is interesting to me, since usually is heard that ports are the ones that give their back to their hosting 

cities. 
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R-This is my perception. Barcelona is different since the Port Vell and the Barceloneta are areas which are located 

inside (integrated in) the city. At the same time they have not wanted externalities; the relationship between the 

Port Vell and the city is quiet bad.  

But the feeling you have here is that: first the city has his back to the port, and second the port has a higher capacity 

(due its comparative scale). The Port is a successful company and the City is not. The Port is rich and the City is 

poor. However this situation, I believe that is the city who has his back to the port and not the opposite. They 

have never made and effort to break the limits and jump over the rail tracks and get closer the beaches. The 

situation of the Plaça dels Carros and the beach is an example of the municipal lack of interest on this side of the 

town.  

We have to take into consideration that Port and City hold different kinds of power. In one hand the Port is an 

economic power. In the other hand the City is a political power with a restricted economic capacity. 

Q-When compared the Port of Barcelona with the Port of Tarragona it always come the problem of the rail track 

which is a clear difficulty for both stakeholder to meet. 

R-Yes, the rail track is a clear border. In the XIX century was a symbol of progress and it did not matter where to 

set the tracks and the easiest way was to go across the town. But, today 200 years after… 

Q-Do the environmental regulations have any impact –extra cost- in your investment in the Port? 

R-For us the environmental regulations have no impact since we are a clean industry. The ships are connected to 

the electrical grid, limiting the CO2 emission and consequently the impact is low.  

In the other hand the commercial port due its operational system is different, especially here in Tarragona. The 

amount of emissions is huge and is affecting us and the city, specially the closest neighborhoods. To give you a 

rough idea, between the 7 and the 20% of the emissions in Barcelona are coming from the Port of Barcelona (the 

port activity).  

In Tarragona the total emissions are in relation to the kind of activities developed within the Port: suspended 

solids, burnings … The Port of Tarragona has a lot of work to do in this direction.  

Q-Do you have any insight about the capacity of the Port of Tarragona to expand its activities? 

R-It has not a lot of capacity to expand inland. But foreland seems more complicated. The environmental impact 

of the inland activities are probably less which should prioritize the growth in this direction. 

There is not clean trade, even the cruises are considered to have high pollution impact. The cleanest activity 

could be containerization.  
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Q-What are the implications of operating in the port from a regulatory/legal perspective? The fact that another 

administration level is involved, does it makes more difficult to manage your enterprise? 

Compared to other locations where your company is operating, how would you rate the legal port framework in 

Tarragona? 1 is less than other locations, 7 represents much more than other locations, and 4 equal than other 

places. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-The Port is an efficient administrative body. Much more than local or regional administrations. Working with 

them is much quicker than with others. 

Q-What is the added value the port location brings to your company? 

R-Location is giving a low added value because locally the infrastructure is not recognized as a value and in 

consequence no advantage is taken from it. The only added value, is that for our activity, the infrastructure, which 

was already in place before our arrival, is well suiting with our activity and requirements. But the location, or 

Tarragona as a location is not contributing to generate value because in the global perspective we are not in the 

map. Moreover, locally, the administration is not making any effort to facilitate or improve the Tarragona image 

to our clients (target).  

Q-That means that the location upper or lower along the Mediterranean Coast is not relevant for your activity? 

R-It is relevant, especially if you move closer to Barcelona. If you are in the Barcelona province instead than in 

Tarragona or closer to Barcelona your product is set in a better position backed by the Barcelona brand (too 

powerful). Everybody know where Barcelona is, but it is not possible to say the same about Tarragona.  

All our clients are foreigners.  

Q-Is there any other cannon to afford due your location within the Port domains, apart from the land rent?  

R-We have the canon de ocupación (land tax) and the canon de actividad (activity rate). The activity rate is a % of 

the profit while the tax rate is link to the area occupied. The canon is working as a leasing or a land rent. 

 Q-During the decision process of moving to the Port, you were assessing other possible locations in the city? 

Was the land value competitive with similar locations? 

R-This is something I cannot answer since when I was hired the acquisition process was already ended. 

Q-How the leasing system set in the Marina Port Tarraco is conditioning your investment operations decisions? 

What is the enterprise interest for this land tenure formula in future investment operations? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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R- I cannot asses if it is better or worse. There is no other option. It is the only formula.  

Q-How the port corporatization process, the privatization port process which requires of balanced economic 

results and the yearly increment of the financial operations, influences the conversion of uses from maritime-

industrial uses towards urban uses? 

Are you perceiving the corporatization process within the Port Authority? 

R-Yes we perceive that the Port Authority is working more efficiently than other administrations. We could say 

that they are working closer to what is associated to a business organization. 

This way of doing is highly worthy, because is a close administration and efficient. Likewise it is always thinking in 

business and no in a working as usual administrative way of doing.  
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Industrial Port Tenants 
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Mr. Bernat Porras 
Xxxxxxxx 

Textile Factory 
Manager 

Universitat Rovira i Virgili 
Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 

Tarragona 
12th January of 2016 

T21.m17.l3.g21 
 

 

 

I contacted Mr. Porras through email and phone. It was not easy to convince the company to accept the interview. 

They did not understand why they were relevant for the study, since the company is outside the Port.  

Xxxxxxxx is located in the Francolí Logistic Park, outside the Port of Tarragona boundaries. The area is separated 

from the Port only few hundred meters or less. But the Port fence is not the only border, the rail tracks are also 

building a barrier between neighbors.  

Xxxxxxxx is not an apparent relevant company within the area. It is one more in the park. However the company 

is not centered in logistics but in producing. This is relevant within an area where many industrial warehouses are 

vacant and lack of intense activity. Moreover, since the park is being transformed by new incomers, urban 

activities taking profit of the urban closeness, Xxxxxxxx was a good opportunity to investigate urban-industrial 

incompatibilities in the interface. 

This interview was over the phone. The company’s manager suggested the phone call as his preferred method. 

The interview was recorded and transcripted as it had been done with all the rest of participants. 

 

Q-¿What is the main activity developed by your company? 

R-We are a grinder cotton and polyester company. We are a textile company. 

The company is 50 years old. The 25-30 last years we have been located in the Francolí Logistic Park. 

Q-¿What is the total land surface your company is occupying?  

R-We occupy a surface of 3,000m2 in the park. 

Q-¿Has the company the land ownership? ¿Is a concession agreement? ¿Do you know the lease or land rent, if 

you have any? 

R-We are owner of the land. 
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There is an owner’s community association. 

We arrived to this park before other parks in Tarragona were developed. At this time it was the Entrevias Park. 

In relation to our level of satisfaction, it is the standard. The one you have for a park. Our complaint is addressed 

to the municipality because they do not take care of the industrial areas. But I imagine that this is the normal 

trend. 

Q-¿What is the Tarragona, city and port, added value for your company? 

R-Our Company is a company borne in Tarragona. Since we were living here the day we have to decide to grow–

move we chosen to stay. To move was an option but we decided to stay in Tarragona. 

The Port is not giving us any added value. Despite the 85% of our exports, all the goods we import and export 

are operated from the Port of Barcelona.  

The city of Tarragona is either an added value for the company since the biggest part of our production is 

exported for technical-industrial use. In the other hand the location does not inflict a handicap. 

Q-¿What is the added value of new commercial and service activities, traditionally less related to the industrial-

port community? 

R-If the Port is active… maybe for those which have activities not directly linked with the Port. But in the case of 

the Port of Tarragona it is necessary to notice the particularity that commerce with two types of goods: Bulk and 

Chemical products. First, the benefits of the chemicals industry is clear since many people is working in the 

business. Second, the Port of Tarragona is the first of second by bulk cargo moved in Spain, but this is not giving 

nothing to the city, apparently. 

Q-¿Do you consider that the PA enhance the emergence of new activities inside and outside the port community? 

¿Why?  

R-The Port does not any effort, but we either do. Everybody has his own way and they are different. 

Q-They are ports in Europe that try to expand their activity out of their borders … 

R-The Port of Tarragona also does it. They move a lot of cargo outside and rent industrial warehouses, specific 

ones, because the cargo is bulk cargo.  

It is not about the people hired to provide services or repairing facilities…this is not the case. 

Q-Do you consider feasible the Port of Tarragona expansion? Is it desirable?   

R-Talking about surface, I consider that it will continue growing but the speed will be lower. 
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Talking about the freight, there is space to grow by the cargo traded. Efficiency can improve. The Port of Tarragona 

has remaining space. 

Q-Therefore, the Port of Tarragona has not a problem of space today? 

R-It can be considered a temporary problem. Since one of the Port corn stones is the bulk cargo, when imports 

are congested the Port needs of space outside its borders. The rest is manage with the existing space within the 

Port. 

Q-What is the interest of your company to remain operating nearby the Port of Tarragona during the next 15 

years? 

R-Yes. We are interested in keeping operating in the same location and by now there is not any obstacle to do 

it. 

Q-Are you supporting any pressure by the Port or the City affecting your operations? 

R-I should say City’s pressure more than Port’s pressure. Because this industrial area has been transformed from 

industrial to services (uso terciario). Since the uses accepted in the zone has shifted, if you ask for a new industrial 

license the answer is no. The only accepted uses today in the area are services. The consequence is that all the new 

incomers are services companies. This is the industrial area that today can be considered the city’s extension. 

This area has shifted to a leisure area. But for our operations by now has not any pros or cons because we have the 

warehouse in property and the activity is within a legal framework. 

What is important for us is to keep the area alive. Since we are warehouse owners, we prefer that way than an 

abandonment situation. 

Q-Field work observation give me the impression than many warehouses were empty. 

R-Yes, maybe less now than time before. 

Since obtaining the business license is not easy, the ones interested in setting an industry has no place and the rest 

has to comply with urban regulations. 

Q-Can be also that space requirements have changed? Logistic companies are looking for bigger plots than the 

ones offered in the Francolí Park? 

R-Probably companies that were working into the port environment and had to grow decided to move out from 

here. But it is something I cannot say. 

Q-Is the land value a key factor on setting the location of your company in the area?  
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Do you consider the land rent in the area high if compared with similar locations?  

What could be the reason?  

R-Not specially. It is a market price. 

This is not the main handicap to operate here. The highest handicap is the uncertainty on whether or not the 

business license will be obtained. 

Q-¿Do your company support a higher mixture and integration of activities in the city-port environment? 

R-Yes, a mixture of activities can be interesting for us. Because there is place for a variety of activities. 

An example is the container trading activities. In our case, despite we have the Port hundred meters far from our 

gate, all the import and export we do is through the Ports of Valencia or Barcelona. 

In this Port environment there is still space for business. 

Q-Is the Port hermetic to the outside activities? 

R-Not really. The point is the lack of international perspective. When I want to send products to Indonesia I cannot 

use the Port of Tarragona. In this case, the problem could be that the main Port activity are not containers. The 

volume (amount) is relevant in this business to make profitable the stop for shipping. 

Despite the lack of logic, we prefer to move containers to other ports and from there by train to here than making 

use of the port we have in front. 

The Port of Tarragona lacks of international presence in the container sector. 

Q-¿Do you have any concern about a higher mixture of urban, port and industrial activities …the karting you have 

in the vicinities for example. 

R-Today it is not a problem at all. 

Q-And thinking in the future? 

R-In case this happened means that land values have increased. And maybe is time to sell and move to other 

location. But this is not representing any problem. 

The shift in the land use increases the land value, but if you abandon the park leaving it empty, the consequence 

is the opposite, the decrease in value. 

Today the occupation rate is a little better, because some of the plots that were vacant have been sold… 

It is also relevant that the endless part of the industrial area is occupied by the Chinese. 
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What is important for an industrial area is to be active, alive. People bring people. The worse can happen to a 

place like this is to lack of activity. And here still is movement (activity). 

Q-Are the complex planning city-port system interfering in your daily activities?  

PUEP, marco legal de ordenación del suelo, gobierno central 

PEOP, ordenación urbanística, autoridad portuaria  

PGOU, Plan General de Ordenación Urbana 

R-This is not relevant for us. 

Something that can be coordinate is to stop enlarging the port if the industrial areas in the vicinities have vacant 

warehouses. 

I mean, in the case the Port needs floor area to grow and the industrial areas have available surface, this is simple 

as taking the surplus from the industrial side. 

Q-Taking the physical environment into consideration, how is your relationship with the PA?   

Do the Port fence generates residual spaces? 

R-No. 

Q-What is the relationship you have with the Port Authority if is it any? 

R-No, we do not have any relationship with the PA. 

Q-The Municipality of Tarragona, is an active administration? Do they ease the emergence of new commercial 

and industrial activities? And the development of the existing?  

R-No. The technicians are good professionals. They try to collaborate despite sometimes is not easy. 

But our relationship with the Municipality of Tarragona is fine. 

Q-Are your operations conditioned by the Port closeness?  

If yes, what are the location particularities?  

R-No. 

Moreover, you have to take into account that between the Port and us there is the rail track. The rail tracks are 

more relevant for us than the Port. 

Q-Are specific environmental regulations conditioning your business operations considering urban closeness?  

R-We have not any specific regulation due our location. 
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It is important to remark that Xxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx is one of the interviewed companies that are not located within 

the Port domains but in one of the industrial areas near to the Port. 

Months before I was driving around the Entrevias Logistic Park. Many were the vacant industrial warehouses and 

many the vacant plots. However it was one of the warehouses with apparent activity. It was located in a corner 

position and stores wooden materials. I decided to contact Xxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx to explore the link, if it exist, 

between the company and the Port.  

I talked by phone with an employee who invite me to go and ask for one of the owners. Days after I visited the 

area. There was not many people inside, only one of the owners and one employee. They were taking care of the 

customers. I waited my turn and asked for Mr. Mata. I was invited to move to the meeting room.  

The place is like any old timber storage. Displays are set all around. Papers and folders were on top of every table 

and dust covering the furniture. 

Mr. Mata is a young manager. However he is not the kind of well trained professional of other international 

companies located in the area. A gross person that came from the construction sector and had acquired the 

responsibility of managing the family company. His point of view is limited to the day to day operations. His 

context is limited to the boundaries of the logistic park, or even to the boundaries of its properties in the logistic 

park.  
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Q- What is the main activity developed for this company in the Port? 

R-The company imports and storage wooden materials. It is a wholesale business. 

Q-What is the surface (m2) rented to the Port? 

R-7,000m2. 

Q-Do the company owns the land occupied?  

R-Yes. 

Q-Is this a concession?  

R-No. 

Q-Do the logistic park has any management body? 

R-Yes. A neighborhood committee has been set up to analyze the area needs and discuss them with the 

municipality. 

Q-It seems that the most of the logistic area is abandoned. 

R-Yes. The most of the industrial warehouses are to storage solid bulk: grain and here in front we have 

bicarbonate. The use is mostly for storing. When the price is low, here is a lot of movement. 

Q-I can imagine that the freight depends of the Port. 

R-Yes. 

Q-When they have not storage capacity inside the Port they move the bulk here? 

R-Yes. Exactly.  

Q-What is the added value the port location brings to your company? 
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R-The Company was created in the 30’s. At the beginning was located in Pere Martell in the city center of 

Tarragona. But one day it had to move. The industrial warehouses were owned by Endesa16 and the area was 

required by the urban growth. It was the time we arrive here. 

The added value is the activity generated directly and indirectly by the Port.  

Q-Do you work for the PA? 

R-We provide outsource services to other companies working inside the Port. Companies providing services to 

vessels, wooden accessories for loading and unloading freight. 

Q-Is the Port an important client indirectly?  

R-Yes It is.  

Q-The Port represents an added value for your company?  

R-Yes. 

Q-This is one of the first industrial areas developed next to the Port of Tarragona. 

R-This industrial area is the closest to the Port. This is the reason that you find the industrial warehouses for the 

storage of grain. You can work here without interferences, because is not a commercial area. 

Q-What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the port 

community? 

Other port industrial locations are working with the hypothesis that other activities not purely industrial, can 

contribute to add value to the port-industrial community.  

R-Maybe. The Port needs different materials than the population do. You need to provide specific products. 

Q-To be here isolated from urban activities, to have not a cafeteria, a kindergarten… how is that working? 

R-It is impacting. This area is isolated. Our customers are the same that we have years ago. People now has easier 

access to other commercial areas. The entrance to the industrial area is not visible. The industrial area is 

neglected. Commercially, shopping malls have been promoted rather than the industrial areas. 

                                                            

16 Endesa is one of the main energy companies in Spain which was operating under monopoly rules for many years. Today is still 

perceived by the population as the strongest energy company since they keep control over the service connection to the network. 

Endesa is also one of the biggest land owners in Spain. 
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Q-The cohabitation with commercial activities would represent a problem? 

R-No, contrary it would be an advantage.  

I want to analyze the administrative capacity of the city and port side, thus, I would like to ask you: 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the PA? 

R-They have improved its accounting system and therefore we have no problems to get paid. Orders are not 

going to fast, but I consider that is an internal process. The PA is an efficient administration. 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the municipal administration? 

R-They also changed the system during the last year. But payment methods are not efficient. You never know 

when you will be paid. The uncertainty generated make you think that would be better not to make business with 

the local administration.  

Q- Is the PA enhancing the mixture and integration of port and urban activities with the objective of bringing 

highest added value to the port logistic chain and better services to the customers? Inside and outside the PA. 

R-I cannot answer it. I do not know, but I consider that they are well connected. The business network is not that 

big to hide information about the resources offered. 

Q-And do they enhance the mixture of activities? 

R-It is difficult to access to the port environment. The companies operating inside are there for a long time. And 

no new companies get into the port environment to compete. 

I imagine that they are also interested in companies to operate inside the port. The port works actively to bring 

competitive companies. 

Q-And what is your answer taking into consideration the municipal side? Do they enhance the mixture of 

activities? 

R-No. The municipality never participates of the business environment. They do nothing related with business 

collaboration. 

Q-Do you know why? 

R-Maybe because they have many other problems. The last year the position in charge of the business 

management changed. I had a look to his CV and he had never worked in a company before. He is just a carrier 

politician. They do not want to do it well or they do not have the capacity to do it. We have made many meeting 

with the municipality to launch the area commercially but at the end nothing is done. We wanted to place a 
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signboard at the entrance of the logistic area and what they do was to send a super high budget, an absurdly 

high budget which we will never accept. We know the real cost of the signboard. They want to hear our opinion 

but they do not want to act. 

Q-Is the AP participating of the coordination of activities outside its natural borders? 

R-No. 

Q-Do you consider positive that companies operating in the port environment are required of minimum results 

in behalf of the improvement of the community competitiveness? 

There are cases where industrial-logistic areas enhance the improvement and efficiency of the companies set 

within their boundaries with the aim of improving the common results.  

R-This is like you say. We are two here with Atlantis that offer our material as it was yours. What is important is to 

be sure that we get the business. Our relationship is good. 

Now is a big operator in the Port, world AC, and we do not know if we have direct contact. But it does no matter. 

We are well connected anyway. 

Q-I also look at the land values. Because this is a relevant factor for business operations in the port environment 

but also in the city environment.  

One of the research findings is that the port values are significantly higher than urban land values.  

R-It depends! I know that they were offering 50,000m2 of land within the Port and the price was a really good one.  

Q-Because the land you are occupying is your property is not impacting in your financial model.  

R-Close to the Port land values are relevant. In this area is relevant. This industrial area is well connected and 

therefore the land price is high. But prices are even higher at the other side of the rail track, because the land 

use is commercial. This area is interesting for logistic purposes.  

Q-Do you know the land values here? Or if they are higher or lower than other areas next to us? 

R-I do not know. You see the price of the offer but I have not information about the closing price. I heard about 

160€/m2 around here. Years before was 300€/m2 and now is the half. The industrial warehouse is offered by 160/m2.  

Q-Is possible for the Port of Tarragona to continue growing? 

Q-Have the enterprise reserve of space to continue growing the next 5/10/20 years? 

R-My opinion is that they have enough with what they have. There is vacant land. The 50,000m2 I mentioned before. 

I think that they will stay the same for at least 10 more years. They will innovate in facilities, like cranes, but they do 

not have much more space either. 
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The port will have no problem to continue operating.  

Q-How you will rate from 1 to 7, the lack of space problem for your company’s operations in 15 years period? 1 

represents a totally none problematic scenario and 7 very problematic scenario. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Q-What is your interest in continuing operating in the Port of Barcelona during the next 15 years. 1 represents 

none and 7 total interest. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-The location is good. The Port wants fast deliveries. Thereby to be close is a value.  

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems.  

PUEP, land legal framework, central government 

PEOP, urbanistic aspects, port authorities  

PGOU, urban plan, municipality.  

Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

R-We are under the POUM regulations. 

Q-Do you consider necessary a plan to improve the spatial organization and the compatibility between industrial-

logistic uses and urban activities? 

R-Yes.  

Q-When you mention your problems in the logistic area are related to administrative isolation or physical 

isolation? 

R-Both things. The first is necessary to remark that we exist commercially also for the urban landscape and not only 

for the Port environment. Somehow we are segregated and far from urban consumers: people and wooden 

professionals.  

With respect to the Port, the procedure differs, since the order are made by phone, you do not need the direct 

contact.  

Q-In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer 

collaboration in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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Q-Is the urban proximity affecting your business operations? 

R-Yes.  

Q-Is your company interesting in a higher integration of urban and port activities within the city-port 

environment? 

R-Always 

Q-What are your worries about a higher integration of activities? 

R-I have a favorable point of view about a higher integration of activities. 

Q-What you consider the pros and cons of a higher integration or mixture of city and port activities? 

R-This is something I had to clarify. To have an intranet of the companies operating here. To get information 

about the activities developed by the companies setting in this environment. A higher cooperation between 

companies. Discussion forums. 

Q-Thank you for your time.  
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 Mr. Valero Losa 
Xxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx 

Logistic, Freight Forwarding Company  
Director 

Universitat Rovira i Virgili 
Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 

Reus 
03th February, 2016 

T16.m12.c2.g16 
 

The reason to select Xxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx was its location in the CIM El Camp logistic area. Although the logistic 

area is not close the Port of Tarragona it has the interest of being developed not too long ago. In fact, it is one 

of the newest logistic areas in the outskirts of Tarragona. Moreover, the logistic area has been developed by 

CIMALSA, a public company linked to the regional government. 

From the companies located in the CIM El Camp I contacted, Xxxxxx was the only one that agreed on having a 

meeting. The other two companies, which occupy bigger plots, one regretted the interview and the other had 

not management infrastructure in its building (it is all managed from Girona).   

Transport mobility is especially problematic in the area of Tarragona if you are not driving a car, nevertheless this 

day I decided to do my best going by bike to from the train station to the logistic area. The distance was 

approximately 6km, enough to prove the limitations to arrive in any transport mode different from car or truck. 

Despite the CIMALSA interest to produce a high quality product by improving the provision of common services 

and facilities, the area does not reflect physical differences to other logistic areas around. The handicap are not 

only in the unfriendly solutions for cyclist or pedestrians to access but in the lack of the fostered corn stones: 

common cleaning services and security services. The area is found unclean and there is not check point in the 

entrance.  

Furthermore, the activity is observed low in the area, probably because there are many vacant lots.  

With respect to Xxxxxx, they are located close to the entrance of the logistic area. The office is in the first floor 

of the warehouse. The ground floor is intended to freight transport, and the façade is a sequence of loading 

docks. Mr. Losa is an easy man. He did not considered his position relevant for the study but cordially accepted 

to meet for the interview. Despite he fixed the time of the interview at 10:00 in the morning, he was busy when I 

arrived. He admitted that mornings is their busiest time during the day, suggesting that afternoons would be a 

better time for the meeting. His mobile phone was ringing many times during the interview. 

He had no problem with me recording the interview. We dispatch in Spanish. I introduce myself and went direct 

to the questions after Mr. Losa’s clarifications. 

R-However we are focused in ground transportation in Tarragona. The main reason justifying our location in the 

CIM El Camp is the road transport infrastructure connection. The location is close to Reus and Tarragona, it is 

also close to the chemical clusters… Everything is well connected from here. 
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With respect to the PA all the relationship we have is digital. We only go to the Port when the red alert requires 

us to go to the customs and check for the goods. It does not take you too much time. 

In relation to the land. It is clear that the Port of Tarragona growth foreland. They have to grow foreland opposite 

to its origin in Tarragona. It is clear when you observe the Muelle Costa, converted in space for exhibitions and 

cultural events. 

Q-What is the main activity developed for this company? 

R-The Company is a freight forwarding company, covering aerial, maritime and ground transportation. We work 

with all kind of goods: dangerous goods, standard, pharmacy products, food products …everything. 

Q-I saw in your web that the origin of the company was a customs business.  

R-Mr. Salvat Soler, who was a customs broker, founded the company. He took advantage of the close of Muñoz 

and Cabrero a huge ground transport company. Equally important as Mateo y Mateo another huge company in 

that time. From this time was the ground launch of the company. 

When Muñoz y Cabrero closed, Mr. Soler keep its agencies and people in Madrid, Barcelona, Irun… The strength 

is the ground transport and the main activity of the company. The vehicles fleet is from the company. 

Q-What is the surface (m2) rented to the Port? 

R-1,500m2 + 1,500m2 =3,000m2. We have two warehouses that are connected. 

Q-Are the industrial warehouses of your ownership? 

R-No. They are rented. We have the right to buy one. The other no. 

Q-Just to clarify. This is not a leasing or concession? Is just a rent? 

R-CIMALSA is the owner of the warehouse. 

Q-I was in CIMALSA not long ago to make an interview similar to this one. 

R-We usually talk with Alfonso Colmenar. 

Q-They talked about the product they sell, which is targeted with a highest value since offers common security 

and cleaning services among other things. 

R-Yes. For us the difference is clear. We were in the industrial area of Constantí before. The first difference is that 

here everything is new. The second is that transport infrastructure connections are much better. Third, the industrial 

area management response is immediately. 
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Q-I know that it was the plan to set a check point in the entrance to the Area. What happened? 

R-That was the plan. The same as the restaurant announced in the round about. There is not any. It was a plan 

not developed. Probably they will come in the second phase of the Area development. 

Q-When the company arrived here? 

R-In 2009. 

Q-When your contract is ending? 

R-This is a permanent contract. 

Q-What is the added value the port location brings to your company? 

R-The industry in Tarragona is an important sector. For any logistic company either national or international the 

market is significant. In recent publications is easy to find statistics where Catalonia is growing in exports and 

Tarragona has a strong weight in those statistics.  

Q-The industry is your best client in Tarragona? 

R-Yes. Our client here is the industry. We are not interested in retail.  

Q-And is the Port of Tarragona adding value to your location here? 

R-Specifically for us, I would say no, because we are focus on ground transport. The Port is not a strong link for us. 

The Port for us is an obligatory service, because we are a holistic transport company and the maritime transport 

has to be. But in our annual balance the Port movements are not relevant. We are not ship-owners agents. 

Q-And what is the added value of the CIM el Camp? Why you decided to come here? 

R-The CIM has the best location taking into consideration our activity. The reason is that the two main industrial 

areas are one to the South and the other to the North from this location. Somehow we are in the middle.  

We carry dangerous goods, therefore we have to minimize the length of the routes. 

In Constantí the problem was that the industrial area is not directly link to any of the main highways. The only way 

to arrive is a secondary road. 

The connection we have here linked directly to the highway is perfect. The exit 34 from the highway is only 300m 

far from the warehouse. 

Q-The fact that you skip urban areas by having the highway joint is a value? 
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R-Of course. Vehicles are industrial vehicles, trailers. Trucks have two or three-axle and need space to circulate. 

Almost every product is considered today an ADR, Agreement on Dangerous Goods by Road, the paintings, the 

lacquer for women… and you have to signal. There are strong limitations to circulate with those products. You 

are, somehow, required to do the shortest way in the less time. 

Q-What are the values that new activities, traditionally less related to port logistic activities, bring to the industrial-

logistic community? Do you remember that we were talking about the restaurant that was never developed? Or 

any other linked service that you can imagine. Do they add value to your business and community? 

R-For any industrial activity to have linked services is essential: a garage, a bar, gas station… everything the best. 

We can say that we are well served here, because we have the Gavarras Shopping Center nearby. And there you 

have everything you can need. 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the PA? 

R-The relationship we have is the minimum. Sometimes we also outsource the work we have to do there. 

Q-What is your opinion about the management capacity of the municipal administration? 

R-Our relationship is scarce. If they require us to go for particular aspects, like transport organization. The only 

relationship we have is through the tax payment. 

Q-Are they enhancing the collaboration among stakeholders in the industry and logistics for example? 

R-Sometimes they required us for meetings with the freight forwarding association… transport association… 

There are meeting where everybody goes. 

We are associated with the industry sector for the promotion and improvement of many things, but is something 

we do independently from the municipality. 

Q-My interest is on knowing the PA intervention in the company’s activities with the aim of improving the port 

business ecosystem? 

R-Yes. Of course. Why are you making this question when is totally clear? The Port is aiming to acquire all the 

land in the surroundings. 

They have a department for that. To capture companies linked to its business activities. 

Q-Is the land rent a key factor in your business activities? 

R-For every company. Of course differs with relation to the location. 
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Q-In Constantí the rents where higher or lower? 

R-It depends. But the rent does not changes too much and comparatively is better to be here. Of course it is 

possible to find cheaper places but then you have to accept to go to Vilallonga. For us it is not worthy to locate 

our facilities in a cheaper and consequently farthest location. 

Q-Is possible for the Port of Tarragona to continue growing? 

R-Yes. And they will do it in the future. I am not sure when but they will. Moreover they are many plans to improve 

the Port conditions: the train… Not in the short term, but they will because they can do it. They have not 

limitations since they can extend its boundaries foreland like all the ports do. 

Q-What is your interest in continuing operating in the Port of Barcelona during the next 15 years. 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-Because of the location I do not want to move. Not to Riuclar, Francolí or Constantí. 

Q-Actually city and port develop different planning systems.  

PUEP, land legal framework, central government 

PEOP, urbanistic aspects, port authorities  

PGOU, urban plan, municipality.  

Do you perceive a conflict between the two different organizational systems?  

In a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is extremely negative and 7 very positive, how the intensification and closer collaboration 

in the city-port spatial organization would affect your operations or future investments? 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

R-The impact for us is on driving: roundabouts, asphalts … 

The biggest handicap for us is the toll of the highway which is limiting our access to the infrastructure. Trailers 

would should use speed lanes like those, but costs are difficult to bear.  

Q-Are you force to use the toll road? 

R-It depends. If there is not any other option and you are carrying dangerous products, then you have to. 

Q-Is the urban proximity affecting your business operations? 

R-It depends on the activity, but yes. 

Q-Can you operate closer to the city center? 
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R-No. The farthest from the city center the better. Because you cannot get inside Tarragona with the trailers. If 

you have to move freight to the city small trucks are needed. 

Q-Have environmental regulations an impact in your business operations? 

R-Yes. But the company is working actively on adapting its operations to environmental requirements: trucks 

engines … 

Q-Are you interested in a higher mixture of activities in your business environment? 

R-We are focus on the international market. From this point of view we are not interested in a closer relation with 

the urban environment. 

We have another branch of the company focus on urban products. They are interested in what is happening there. 

Q-Imagine a scenario with a hotel, a restaurant and a kinder garden here. Is that interesting for your company? 

R-No. I do not see why you should. Here is not demand for those activities. Look at the school we have there in 

front. The parents have to come here on purpose every day. If you have any other option you will go to any closer 

offer. 

Q-Cimalsa has the opinion that services will provide an added value to its hosting activities. 

R-You are making me confuse. The question is the other way around. Should you develop other services inside 

an industrial area? Hotel?... 

It depends of the size of this area. To have a payback it needs enough size. The CIM Valles could be. But here is 

not the case. 
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Real Estate Consultancy Firms 
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Mr. Lou Rimmer 
Xxxxxxx x Xxxxxxxxx 

Head of Valuation & Advisory  
Real Estate Consultancy 

Universitat Rovira i Virgili 
Escola Superior d’Arquitectura de Reus 

Barcelona 
22th January, 2016 

T9. M5.p5.g9  
 

 

From the contacted consultancy firms Mr. Rimmer was the only one answering my e-mails. He was a kind British 

(man/person) working for one of the leading international real estate consultancy firms located in Catalonia. I 

decided to contact Mr. Rimmer due that, firstly because he was the head of valuation and Advisory Department 

of the firm in Barcelona and secondly because the firm publishes a periodic quarterly reporting the logistic market 

situation in Barcelona with mention to Tarragona. 

It is remarkable that, in the same way as the rest of the firms, Xxxxxxx x Xxxxxxxxx is only located in Barcelona. 

There is no office in Tarragona. Due to this fact, the meeting took place in their office in the Barcelona city center.  

Mr. Rimmer is an open person. During the conversation supported the collaboration and transparency between 

real estate professionals independently of the firm. He gave me a map containing the firm value areas. 

However, despite my previous e-mails clarifying my interest on discussing the case of Tarragona, Mr. Rimmer 

excused himself for been not an expert in this specific location.  

The meeting started introducing the research and early results. 

Q-I exposed to Mr. Rimmer that in the Port of Barcelona the urban port land values are the higher within port 

boundaries. Furthermore I explained that the land profitability by m2 is higher in the port urban side than in the 

industrial side. Likewise, I compared this information with the case of Tarragona, where results are differing. “It 

seems that the urban interest for the Port side in Tarragona is low” 

R-I have to admit that I do not know the Port of Tarragona. 

I know the Port of Valencia, where it was organize the F1 and some housing projects. I imagine that the Port of 

Tarragona is more industrial than the Port of Barcelona.  

From my point of view, in the case of Barcelona, you have two ports: the historic port and the industrial port. In 

this scenario, the World Trade Center is the limit between the two. The point where the cruises arrive is the 

shifting point.  

Q-The customs are the end and the beginning. 
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I show a map of the Port of Tarragona where the custom areas are marked. Furthermore I explained the location 

of the Port citizen’s area and remarked the lack of clear connection with the city environment. 

R-We work really little in Tarragona. We mostly work in Madrid and Barcelona, Valencia, Basque Country and 

Seville following investors’ interest. In Tarragona we work in industrial warehouses but not in the Port. We have 

worked in land use changes from industrial to commercial uses. We did the Brico Depot development for 

example in an area not far from the Port. We also worked in the Shopping Mall next to the river, a semi-urban 

shopping center with ruins in the parking area. Park Central is the name. We also worked in Las Gabarras 

Shopping Center, next to the highway. But the Tarragona market is not where we work the most. Sometimes we 

also work for banks, by looking for offices to locate their activities there. Investors a banks are not interested in 

areas like Tarragona. Valencia has more demand in the market. 

Q-I wanted to comment something with you because drawn my attention looking at your reports. Not only your 

firms but also other like CBRE set areas around the port related to logistic land values. While those areas work 

for Barcelona setting the center in the Port of Barcelona does not happen with Tarragona. In the case of 

Tarragona the logistic land value is the resulting from considering the last value area of Barcelona.  

The area I know is Constantí, which is a pure industrial area. 

Despite of his operations in the industrial area Mr. Rimmer unknown the proximity of the Reus airport when I 

make mention to it.  

In this area I know about many available plots and industrial warehouses that are empty since the beginning of 

the crisis. There is stock. 

Mr. Rimmer seems to ignore also that the Constantí area is provided with rail tracks for industrial uses. 

Q-What you say is not an exemption. Is not? I would say that is an extensive industrial land offer in Tarragona.  

R-The case I know is Constantí. It has also a good access, industrial warehouses are new, and there is also the 

opportunity to buy land.  

Due the recession period, the offer is the same and the sales are too low. In Barcelona there are indicators to say 

that market is growing again. During the last years the market in Barcelona has brought down to 8 – 8.5€/m2 in 

premium logistic areas like the ZAL zone. However, you have to consider that today is possible to find office 

space at a lower price in MasBlau for example where prices are now at 5.5€/m2 – 6€/m2. Thereby, 8.5€/m2 for a 

logistic warehouse is comparatively expensive. 

Because of that we have been visiting industrial warehouses outside the premium areas, where distance is 

compensated by the price. During this time (crisis period) no developments or land sales have been done. Rents 

in the Port of Barcelona has dropped to 5 – 5.25€/m2. In any case, we can say that the market in Barcelona is now 
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recovering. In Tarragona, despite we are not deeply involved in the market, we could say that nothing special is 

going on. It will arrives later. 

This is interesting. We have had companies moving out from Barcelona because of the high prices and now we 

have companies moving from the outskirts to the center, to premium locations, because of the affordable prices. 

Q-In 2011-2012 the process was evident. The occupation rate was higher in the second and third ring than in the 

premium locations close to the Port of Barcelona. 

I think that this process started in 2008. Every year since 2008 and in the three real estate sector the demand was 

decreasing compared with the year before. The market was in the bottom in 2011. After this it was a stabilization 

period and now they are signal to admit a market recovery.  

Last week we published a press note about the take up of 500,000m2 of industrial land in Catalonia, which is 

positive after a period of no demand.  

Demand is back to the center of Barcelona. Sant Boi is considered a good location.  

We start looking at the map of the firm.  

Prime is the Consorci, but also the area close to the Airport. Amazon has recently buy land there paying 120€/m2. 

They have one in San Fernando in Madrid, and now they have one here. Sant Boi next to the C-32 highway. 

Prologis has the better product there. The other prime areas are Gran Vía Sur and the logistic are de la Pedrosa. 

Before the recession the prices were too high for industrial uses. 

Q-And what is the market context in the Consorci de la Zona Franca? Is the product they have interesting or 

demanded?  

R-I think that prices have been adjusted recently there. Prices are officially stated but I think that they have make 

adjustments.  

Other interesting zones for the industrial market are along the B-23 and A-2. In Molins de Rey for example. In 

Castellvisval is another area. Close to the A-2 is another area. Abrera has another good area where Mercadona 

has recently bought a big plot. Decathlon is opening also in San Esteve, the second warehouse after the one 

they have in the Port of Barcelona. I consider all this prime. All connected to corridors going north from Barcelona.  

CIM Valles, before Parets, is important but is not that close to the Port. The product is good, because they have 

security in the area, and is well planned, all together. 

Q-What the logistic demand is asking for? 
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R-What they normally want is to rent and not to buy the plot or the warehouse. What is key is the highway access 

and distance. For Decathlon the access to their shops was key.  

We have arrived to Sallent for logistics uses, close to the Eix Transversal, next to Manresa. Copperfield have 

developed something important there. Mango is located there. And no one complain about the curves. The offer 

suits with logistic demand: rents are lower. At the time prices were at 8€/m2 in the Port in Sallent prices were 

around 3 – 3.5€/m2. But the distance is long.  

Demand is going back to the center to Barcelona and what I foreseen is a stock problem. It will become not an 

easy task to find a place.  

Q-I had a meeting recently with one of the managers in CIMALSA. They talk me about the high quality of their 

product compared with the rest. If this is true we could talk about categories within the logistic parks offer. At 

the same time land offer is limited by the size of the plots and international operators are demanding for 

increasingly bigger areas.  

R-Constantí can offer this. Axia was sold empty and the space is huge. There are also vacant plots nearby. This 

area is flexible. 

MasBlau, where Amazon has bought, is super well connected with the Airport, the Port and the highway, and is 

land available. 

Q-Are industries interested in location closely link to urban services? 

R-Companies are thinking more and more on the people who is working there. It is the same for offices. Companies 

want people to stay long and that is linked with a good quality of life. Amazon has to think on its image.  

In this area, the cars and parking have been a big problem. The metro will arrive soon and that will push up the 

quality of the area. 

Services are not too many. But Alameda Park in Cornella was built on top of the Pirelli block. This area has access 

to the highway, and Diagonal, to the shopping center … Alameda is also a World Trade Center, like the one in 

the Port. Offices are served in the same building where is possible to find shops. Moreover the area is mixed, 

because is inside of an industrial area. Quality buildings with offer of services, offices … in an industrial context 

and well located.  

Q-The market recognize the value of the mixture? 

R-Rents should be considered the same as in the periphery but are not. The price is the same as other business 

areas in Barcelona as a consequence of offering quality in a big scale product.  
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For MasBlau the delay of the metro has been a problem. Moreover, there is not a master plan, which is to say 

that every owner built what they want. The feeling is not unitary, different from CIM Valles. In Prologis, all the 

industrial warehouses have also the same design. A good image reflects a good quality product, and companies 

want to be associated with quality. Image is value. Desigual is a clear example. People has views to the sea. I 

consider that there is a plus. 

Q-Going back to my comment about the value areas around the Port of Barcelona and Tarragona. Why the Port 

of Tarragona is not considered a value generator for the land with logistic uses? Is because is not any relation 

between the Port of Tarragona and the activities developed around? Or the demand is Barcelona is too high that 

is over the potential value generated by the Port of Tarragona? 

R-It is interesting. But I do not know the market in the Port to provide an interpretation. 

Q-By looking at the limits of the ports. In the case of Barcelona is not difference between inside and outside. The 

activities are almost the same and are developed with the same intensity. In the case of Tarragona is not like that. 

Inside and outside are sometimes a full and empty situation. Moreover, chemical industries are distant to the 

Port since products are easily moved through pipes. This is also the case of companies that despite the closely 

location to the port in Tarragona they are moving the freight through Barcelona or Tarragona. I have the 

impression that the Port of Tarragona is closed to activities located in the proximities, and as a consequence 

generates value in distant places but not in its limits. 

R-It is a pity that I do not know this area better. 

I know another agency which probably is working there. One is BNP and the other is Estroly? I know that is a local 

company working in real estate. They have a lot of products there. I do not remember the name but you will find 

the name on any industrial area. 

Also in Bing, check for the radar. In Barcelona is working and you can check prices and agencies? What is difficult 

is to find the closing prices. The less transparent market is the industrial market. And the most transparent are 

offices. 

Q-I thought that housing was even less. 

R-There is information because of the mortgages. There are systems to find the prices. Appraisals work with 

offering prices.  

But you know that is necessary to adjust to calculate the closing price. From the offering price, the real price are 

many times 5-10-15% less or more because of the discount.  
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Interviews resume 
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Interviews resume: 

Tables were set to resume the stakeholders’ answers. Tables are organized following the main research 

areas: city-port administrative landscape, market economy and spatial context as well as principle research 

questions. Within each area, six questions were analyzed and organized following the stakeholder sample 

structure. With the aim of easing the interpretation, questions that keep correspondence with research 

questions and interviews stated questions were simplified to yes or no answers. 

The table aims to visualize coincidences and divergences in specific topics in relation with stakeholder 

groups. Thus, this tables can be interpreted through a vertical lecture, which will compare opinions among 

stakeholders, but it also can be analyzed by sectors, for example port companies within the Port of 

Barcelona. Further, the existence of two cases and the fact than the samples have the same organization 

make also comparable results from Barcelona and Tarragona. 

General agreement on those tables are only: 

- The good consideration the Port Authorities have among the rest of stakeholders as managers. All 

the interviewees who mentioned this topic had a positive view of the PAs, which also contrast with 

the port tenants’ opinion on the municipalities’ management. This is the only question with a 100% 

rate of coincidence. 

Questions with 90% agreement among the stakeholders are: 

- The consideration that the port is actively working to enhance city-port collaboration further than 

the municipality. At this respect it is sound the opinion that the Citizen’s Port initial development 

was encouraged by the Port, at a time of low local interest. Similarly in Tarragona, port tenants and 

enterprises interviewed subscribe the interest of the Port Authority of Tarragona in improving 

interface conditions in the urban frindge contact, while opinions were also found supporting the 

lack of municipal attention and interest on this area. 

- The low impact environmental regulations have over port operations. Despite the increasing 

restrictions to operate and expand port infrastructures consequence of European Directives, port 

managers and operators do not consider that environmental regulations limit their daily activities 

neither their expansion plans. Not even for activities specially pollutant like refineries, oil industries 

and solid fuels logistics which admit that regulations increase the cost of their operations in a very 

low rate, not enough to consider regulations a limitation. Similar answers were obtained from port 

managers. 
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- Despite the low representativeness of the answers, corporatization is seen among the few 

respondents that provide an answer on the topic a catalyzer for urban and port collaboration. Ports 

are required to provide better results every year and this is only feasible working in collaboration 

with their neighbors. At this respect is clear the Port 2000 management corporation awareness of 

the consequences of not considering the neighbors opinion on port development plans. Further, 

cruises emerge from interviews an opportunity for further collaboration leaded by port authorities 

and backed by municipalities considered by all a new economic resource to explore.  

- The availability of space in the port areas. Despite tenants make use of the most of the space 

available, innovative solutions are emerging from Silos to levels to storage vehicles. There is 

coincidence on agreeing the availability of space to guarantee their operations for the next 15‐20 

years. Only one interviewee had the perception that the space was not guarantee, despite the 

company concession agreement for 20 more years. This company is also the closest to the city of 

Barcelona still located in the port industrial area.  

- The port border determines a physical and administrative border restricting uses and activities. 

There are clear differences on the activities and uses allowed at both sides of the border even 

between industrial neighboring areas like the Consorcio de la Zona Franca in Barcelona. Conflicts 

emerge consequence of the administrative limits and competences from senseless maintenance of 

the fences marking the border to tax exemptions. This division is also seen from the tenants’ point 

of view as an advantage since they feel their activities are protected under the port administrative 

umbrella.  It is also clear the division between administrative systems and planning which frequently 

results in areas which do not take advantage of their neighbors’ potential collaboration.   

Other relevant questions: 

- It is the opinion of the interviewees that the Barcelona Port Authority is expanding its range of 

activities outside its natural borders, while there is no coincidence in the interviews in Tarragona. In 

general terms it is assumed that port authorities have to participate of the logistic chain to “retain 

customers and attract traffic to the port” says Ferran Merlo. Further, Ms. Tosell observes that current 

port priorities are the hinterland ports together with the European rail track connection rather than 

foreland extensions. Similarly, the Port 2000 director insist in the port required participation in the 

urban discussion with special attention to the port neighboring areas. New or not, port authorities 

show their awareness on a more active participation in commercial and urban activities outside of 

their physical domains. 
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- While it is publicly recognized the success of the citizen’s port experience in Barcelona it is also 

assumed the failure of the citizen’s port development in Tarragona. Further than uses and activities 

implemented, physical connections and infrastructure borders are recognized a limitation for 

improvement in the case of Tarragona. Further, urban neighboring areas in Tarragona are under a 

process of decay and urban demand is concentrated in the upper town which also limits investment 

and the regeneration of the area says Lucio Cabello.  

- There is a high coincidence on observing an increasing intensification of land use in the city-port 

interface. However, differences also emerge from Barcelona and Tarragona and among the port 

activities. In one hand silos owners recognize their hit on building the vertical deposits to minimize 

the impact of the land rents. In line with the silos, in Tarragona the new municipal general plan has 

been adapted under demand to accommodate a height increase in the chemical area of the port 

which increase the capacity of the oil tanks, comments Mr. Lucio Cabello. In Barcelona the Port Vell 

is being expanded and the total floor area continues increasing with the development of new 

activities: hotels, offices, museums, restaurants… In the other side cars are accumulated by levels 

increasing the land capacity per m2. Following Niek Gijsbert comments land intensification could 

be linked to specialization. 

Remarkable observations: 

- While there is certain coincidence on the interference of the current regulations to operate in the 

Port of Barcelona, the same respondents state their affinity with the local government. By contrast, 

in Tarragona, while there is a certain coincidence on the low interference of the current regulations 

to operate in the Port, there is a general opposition to the local government.  

-  Within the port environment it is clear that the port closeness should represent a competitive 

advantage. From the interviews it is clear that it is in general terms but opinions differ on two 

different areas in the ports included in the research. In the case of Barcelona, urban activities inside 

the Port do not remark the added value provided by the maritime infrastructure proximity. In the 

other hand and probably more surprising is the low interest logistic activities located in the Port of 

Tarragona proximity have on operating in the Port of Tarragona. There have been founded 

industries which despite of their immediate location to the Port of Tarragona operate through the 

Port of Barcelona and which express the low added value that implies their location in Tarragona 

with respect to the Port. There were not found similar cases in Barcelona which consider their 

operational hub the Port of Tarragona while they were located in the Barcelona proximities. 

Other comments without direct relation with the tables: 
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- It was perceived that managers training in Barcelona differ from their collages in Tarragona. Stated 

questions and provided answers were more frequently misunderstood and research concepts were 

not common to the interviewees. This unfamiliarity with common aspects in the current city-port 

environment could be pointing towards a less competitive environment. 

- Likewise, Tarragona and Barcelona companies differ on their national-international scale. Thus, 

while in Barcelona the most of the interviewed companies had an international perspective or were 

part of an international corporation, companies in Tarragona had commonly a narrow national 

perspective.  

- Further, it is assumed the difficulty to set interviews in Tarragona as a possible consequence of the 

companies’ lack of awareness on marketing, cooperation and transparency, concepts which are still 

embryonic in local business environments. 
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Annex table 4, Barcelona resume table 
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Annex table 5, Tarragona resume table 
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A2: Drawings 
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Organization of the drawings annex: 

 

Graphic documents have been elaborated to support the research hypotheses and provide answer to the stated 

research questions. 

Main sources to support the documents were the memories from the ports and the cartography and orthophotos 

from the ICC. Other fonts are cited in the specific graphic documents. 

The format selected for the documents was the A-3. Drawing scales are the same for every pair of documents.  

The documents are not organized under any specific system, but they provide specific support to relevant 

questions for the research. Following it is a list of the documents containing a brief illustration of the topic 

analyzed and the reasons behind.  

Drawings are listed below and the process, fonts and limitations described for each pair of sheets. The first always 

refer to Barcelona (X.1.) and the second to Tarragona (X.2.). 
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List of maps 
 

 
 

 Title Case Period Studied 

1.1 Port land value Barcelona 1971 - 2013 

1.2 Port land value Tarragona 1988 - 2013 

2.1 Port land growth (Citizen’s port) Barcelona 1900 - 2015 

2.2 Port land growth (Citizen’s port) Tarragona 1900 - 2015 

3.1 Port land use (2016) Barcelona 2016 

3.2 Port land use (2016) Tarragona 2016 

4.1a Port land use (1950-2015) Solid bulks Barcelona 1979-2015 

4.1b Port land use (1950-2015) Liquid bulks Barcelona 1979-2015 

4.1c Port land use (1950-2015) General cargo Barcelona 1979-2015 

4.1d Port land use (1950-2015) Others Barcelona 1979-2015 

4.2a Port land use (1950-2015) Solid bulks Tarragona 1979-2015 

4.2b Port land use (1950-2015) Liquid bulks Tarragona 1979-2015 

4.2c Port land use (1950-2015) General bargo Tarragona 1979-2015 

4.2d Port land use (1950-2015) Others Tarragona 1979-2015 

5.1 Interviewed companies Barcelona 2012 

5.2 Interviewed companies Tarragona 2015 

6.1 Port border (surface increment) Barcelona 1912-2015 

6.2 Port border (surface increment) Tarragona 1895-2015 

7.1a Port border and gates Barcelona 2015 

7.1b Port border and gates Barcelona 2015 

7.2a Port border and gates Tarragona 2015 

8.0 Port gates related uses Bcn & Tgna 2015 

8.1a Port gates related uses Barcelona 2015 

8.1a Port gates related uses Barcelona 2015 

8.1a Port gates related uses Barcelona 2015 

8.2a Port gates related uses Tarragona 2015 

8.2b Port gates related uses Tarragona 2015 

8.2c Port gates related uses Tarragona 2015 

9.1a Interface neglected plots Barcelona 2015 

9.1b Interface neglected plots Barcelona 2015 

9.1c Interface neglected plots Barcelona 2015 

9.1d Interface neglected plots Barcelona 2015 

9.1e Interface neglected plots Barcelona 2015 

9.2a Interface neglected plots Tarragona 2015 

9.2a Interface neglected plots Tarragona 2015 

9.2b Interface neglected plots Tarragona 2015 

9.2c Interface neglected plots Tarragona 2015 
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10.1a Available land for development Barcelona 2015 

10.1b Available land for development Barcelona 2015 

10.2a Available land for development Tarragona 2015 

10.2b Available land for development Tarragona 2015 

11.1 Urban growth. Land cover changes Barcelona 1990-2000-2006-2012 

11.2 Urban growth. Land cover changes Tarragona 1990-2000-2006-2012 

12.1 Industrial-logistic areas Barcelona 2015 

12.2 Industrial-logistic areas Tarragona 2015 

13.1 Urban property pattern Barcelona 2016 

13.2 Urban property pattern Tarragona 2016 

14.1 City-port intensity of use Barcelona 2016 

14.2 City-port intensity of use Tarragona 2016 

15.1a City-port panoramas Barcelona 2014-2016 

15.1b City-port panoramas Barcelona 2014-2016 

15.2a City-port panoramas Tarragona 2014-2016 

15.2a City-port panoramas Tarragona 2014-2016 

16.1 Port Master Plan (Plan Director) Barcelona 1963-2011 

16.2 Port Master Plan (Plan Director) Tarragona 1973-2014 

17.1 Port orthophotos Barcelona 1946-2013 

17.2 Port orthophotos Tarragona 1946-2013 

18.1 City-port orthophotos Barcelona 1946-2013 

18.2 City-port orthophotos Tarragona 1946-2013 

19.1 Interface Barcelona Barcelona 2015 

19.2 Interface Tarragona Tarragona 2015 

20.1 Densities  Barcelona 2013 

20.2 Densities Tarragona 2013 

21.1 Urban morphology - Infrastructure Barcelona 2015 

21.2 Urban morphology - Infrastructure Tarragona 2015 

22.1 City-port development milestones Barcelona 1859-2013 

22.2 City-port development milestones Tarragona 1803-2011 

23.1 Land values Barcelona 1987-2013 

23.2 Land values Tarragona 1987-2013 
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1. Port Land Values 

Once the data was collected from both port authorities, BPA and TPA, the maps were redraw with the spatial 

and economic information. 

The interest was in observing the development of the value areas and its linked values. 

Furthermore it was considered an opportunity to calculate the areas and the rent variation over time. 

To make this possible, yearly rents were inflated to 2013 values. 

Since the first land appraisal was set in 1986 this is the initial map for both ports, Barcelona and Tarragona.  

In Barcelona, considering the stated in the Ponencia de Valores, 1986 (Land Appraisal, 1986) values were inflated 

according CPI national values until the map published in 2004. From 2004 to 2013 the BPA published annual 

maps with the Port land values. Land values were thus taken directly from the maps. From 2005 in advance there 

where not direct linked to CPI changes but modified down. 

In Tarragona, the land appraisal of 1986 is supported by a well-developed study base on land market values. 

Those values are incremented by a factor of 1.3 considering the low offer of industrial land and the risk of 

competence of non-exclusive port activities within the port domains. However, this study lacks of the called Port 

Component, the cost impact of the port infrastructures the port authorities were required to add to calculate the 

total value of the land. 

The final approval of the 1986 land appraisal in the Port of Tarragona is on December of 1989. The values finally 

approved were not incorporated until 1990. 

In 2001 a new map with the Port of Tarragona land values is incorporated. Next is on 2004.  

From 2007 in advance a new map is published yearly on December. However, while the publishing date refers to 

2007, values are incorporated the year after. Thus, the first values of the set is from 2008. The system is repeated 

from here in advance. 

Likewise, despite in 2015 new land appraisals were required by Puertos del Estado, there are not incorporated in 

this study by two reasons. First, the last year of the analysis is 2013. Second, at the time this study was being 

elaborated the appraisal was not yet published and the information was considered not accessible until the final 

approval by Puertos del Estado. 
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2. Port Land Growth (Citizen’s Port) 

The interest was on making maps which represent both the industrial and the citizen’s port growth from the 

beginning of the XX’s century, making clear their dimensions and years of emergence. Likewise those maps want 

to mention expected port expansions through the use of information which has been publicly announced or 

because has been extracted from the interviews.  

Maps are redrawn from port memories and port archives information. Minor imprecisions are assumed on 

calculating surfaces since the maps were scanned and redrawn from paper prints in no more than 1:10,000 scale. 

However, surfaces from the maps are considered consistent with the original cartography. Moreover, comparison 

with memories numerical data shows frequent divergences. The existence of annual measurable maps and the 

difficulties to analyze the source of the data coming from the port memories makes the redraw and generated 

surface our most reliable source. Exceptionally, information was extracted from other documents like reports 

from port technicians which describe or advance port expansion plans. Therefore, despite new expansion plans 

were still not published or publicly accessible, port intents can be assessed17.  

The Port of Barcelona presents the particularity that despite the Citizen’s Port has continued to grow, the port 

did not recognized it in the plans. 

In the case of Tarragona, despite the ZAL area is owned by the Port of Tarragona, the surface is not considered 

as part of the Port and it did not count on the total Port surface in memories.  

The drawings presented take into consideration this irregularities and makes clear the differences. 

3. Port Land Use (2013) 

Port Authorities organize activities by types. This map wants to analyze: 

- the surface assigned by type of activities. 

- the correspondence between the plans and the context. 

- the correspondence between the activities and the port land values assigned. 

                                                            

17 The 2012 Director of the Port of Tarragona presents a conference and paper in a congress where the territory conditions and 

internationalization of Catalonia was under discussion. In the document Puerto de Tarragona, the Plan Director (Master plan) 

expansion plan is shown in two pictures, setting the location of a new ZAL area of 200ha and the Port expansion foreland (Sánchez 

Sánchez 2012b; Sánchez Sánchez 2012a).  
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- the build-up density related to the type of activity. 

- the cluster of activities along the immediate city-port interface. 

Results are compared between the ports of Barcelona and Tarragona, observing their self-consistency and 

specialization. 

4. Port Land Use (1979-2013) 

Port activities are drawn from 1979 to 2013. The isolation of sectors and time-line analysis provides insight about 

trends and land demand within the port context. 

Since port activities are not equally considered incompatible by their urban counterparts it would be expected a 

progressive adequation by proximity and uses in behalf of an easier cohabitation. 

Isolated sectors are overlapped to observe changes and permanence on location. Some of the port activities are 

considered captive, with a high cost of implementation. Those activities are recognized not easy to move within 

the port once the infrastructure is developed. The highest the cost of the required specific facility, the highest 

the dependence of the location. Type of activity and specificities on its implementation in the port are link with 

the port resilient capacity to accommodate changes inside and outside its border. 

Likewise, selective isolation of activities and comparison between the Port of Barcelona and Tarragona is 

expected to provide information about port specialization, similitudes and dissimilarities in the location of 

activities within the port and in relation with their urban perimeters. 

The period of time is determined in coincidence with the rest of the study. 

5. Interviewed companies 

Maps are set to represent the location of the companies which have participated in this study through the 

interviews. Since the interest was on elaborating a representative sample, this premise had to be also manifested 

in how they are distributed in the space. Stakeholders were purposively contacted by considering their location 

in the city-port interface, further than other indicators described in the interviews annex (Annex 1). It was the 

purpose of the sample to include representatives of the most of the areas inside and around the port, further 

than their role inside the port environment or ecosystem. 
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Due the limitation of the maps and its scale, some of the interviewees and the companies they represent are not 

within the map. However, the borders of the maps were set to facilitate the presence of the most of the interviews 

which are located in the immediate port environment.  

There was the case that interviews were sometimes made at a different place from the port related facilities 

previously identified. If this is the case, the map represents both places. The most common situation were 

companies with offices and operation facilities in different locations. Likewise, since the same company is 

sometimes operating in both ports, Barcelona and Tarragona, they tend to have headquarter in Barcelona.  

Each of the maps represents the location of the companies interviewed for the specific case, Barcelona or 

Tarragona. 

6. Port border (surface increment) 

The cost and resources committed to facilitate ports growth differ if is base in land filling (foreland growth) or 

land acquisition (inland growth). This map aims to show, in one hand when port expansion were more relevant, 

and in the other hand if those expansions were foreland or inland. 

Maps represent the port borders for each period: the cost line and the ownership border. 

Questions that want to be answer are:  

- Base the port its growth in land filling?  

- Do it follows always the same strategy to grow?  

- What is the total land conquered by land filling?  

- Are port growths following a similar strategy?  

Since the cost of land filling is sometimes 10 times the cost of land acquisition it would be expected a 

maximization of nearby land purchases, especially when land is available. However, this premise does not 

emerges straightforward. 

7. Port border and gates 
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Port borders represent a continue limit between activities. Fences make the limit impermeable for people and 

goods and difficult the link between both environments: city and port. The gates alongside the port areas break 

the limit and work as physical connections facilitating the interchange and interaction.  

The drawing differences between custom gates and other openings in the fence, called simply gates in the 

representation: direct connections to companies, emergency exits, future prospects… Customs are checkpoints 

for people and goods, managed by the Agencia Tributaria (Spanish Tax Agency) through the Guardia Civil (a 

special State Security Force). Checkpoints are the opening daily connection. The rest of the gates remain close 

or have a specific or temporary use. 

The maps were elaborated by analyzing orthophotos first and by checking one by one the previous findings in 

the street after. Thereupon, distances were measured between gates providing insight about frequency of the 

openings and maximum distance of the fence without connection with the other side. 

The map is restricted to the period 2013-2015. This is because is the time the field work was elaborated. Previous 

analysis would contain imprecisions not easy to overcome. Furthermore, it is assumed that during the last 35 

years while ports growth have move checkpoints from old areas when citizen’s ports are introduced, changes 

along the extensions are limited to the incorporation of new gates. This assumption presumes that the stated 

scenario represents the stage in which ports have the maximum number of connections with the urban side.  

The drawings highlight a different number of connections in one port and another, both by the number of 

customs and gates. The fence of the Port of Barcelona has a high number of openings, distributed almost 

homogeneously along the fence, the Port of Tarragona limits its connections to three points all of them 

checkpoints. 

8. Port gates related uses 

Looking at the customs’ checkpoints, the limits between the citizen’s and industrial established uses in the ports, 

is the interest of this drawing to analyze the condition of the space in-between activities. The absence of easy 

connections, too long routes without both areas, the lack of space for pedestrian use, the predominance of space 

for vehicles, between other factors could be affecting the improvement of synergies and collaboration among 

companies not only within the ports but also between cities and ports. 

It is intended to emphasize the physical disconnection between city and port and the space where that is 

happening. Therefore, those drawings aim first: to display the status of the space, many times an empty-dead 

spot. And secondly, to identify, when happen, areas where disconnection is less and identify which are the spatial 

conditions that favor a higher interaction between the areas. 
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It is clear the existing gap between urban and industrial activities around the most of the gates connecting city 

and port areas. This is especially remarkable in Tarragona, where checkpoints and the urbanized space 

enormously difficult or prevent the pedestrian connection. 

Three areas are analyzed in each case. In Barcelona: the environs of the W Hotel, join between the yachts 

shipyards and the end of the Barceloneta beach and neighborhood; the customs checkpoint at the beginning of 

El Morrot, limit between urban and port activities; and the entrance at the join between the Passeig de la Zona 

Franca and the A Street, one of the main entrance for freight cargo in the Port of Barcelona. In Tarragona, the 

existing three customs checkpoints are drawn: the connection through the Muelle de Aragón (Aragon Dock), 

limit between the Marina facilities and the original city-port connection; the gate trough el Serrallo 

neighborhood, next to the Francolí River and the end of the urban growth; and the main freight cargo entrance, 

the checkpoint at the end of the A-27 Highway. 

9. Interface neglected plots 

It was considered relevant to analyze the land occupancy and the industry activity in the immediate port areas. If 

the ports lands are considered highly demanded premium land, neighboring areas were expected to reflect the 

sector interest for port close locations.  

This drawings were elaborated through making use of the orthophotos from the ICC and direct work on the 

street. Satellite information provided reliable information about the developed – non-developed plots but 

required nonetheless of street testing. Furthermore, abandoned or inoperative warehouses had to be checked 

by touring around the streets.  

The final result is a map which shows the disused plots in the areas around the ports, their location and surfaces. 

Derelict land (and buildings)18: 

Real Estate market interest shifted along the time. Plots and properties ones highly valuable can be found 

abandoned nowadays indicating the loss of interest of the market in specific areas. Reasons can be varied from 

                                                            

18 Refers to land that is so damaged by development that it is incapable of development for beneficial use without rehabilitation (The 

Scottish Government 2014). It is also referred as brownfield land. The Scottish Government is involve in mapping processes related to 

land abandonment since 1988 and on annual basis since year 1993. 
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unusable plot or warehouse size for new activities, incompatibility of uses with neighboring activities, changes in 

regulations, speculation with the emergence of new activities with a higher rate of return… In all the cases, 

abandoned warehouses indicate foreseeable changes in the area. During the last decades, derelict areas in the 

ports emerged as opportunities for cities growth.  

Underdeveloped Areas or Vacant land19 

The city-port interface quickly enlargement occurred during the last 50 years has leaved behind a sort of 

interspaces (vacant land and underdeveloped plots) within the industrial-urban development. Those areas do 

not present any apparent activity in many cases and stay abandoned.  

Vacant land inside the urban-industrial fabric could be indicators of not satisfied expectations and lack of control 

from the administrative bodies in charge of urban developments. But, further, they can influence private 

investments around the areas since vacant land has negative spillover effects: reduced property values, increased 

crime, increased risk to public health and welfare, and increased costs for municipal governments (HUD.GOV 

2016).  

It has to be also highlighted the provision of industrial plots around the ports nearby areas which for years have 

contaminated the soil. This is adding an extra cost to the reuse of the land and could create incentives for the 

land to remain vacant if the administration does not intervene.  

Space of opportunity 

The empty property prospection and drawing is aimed at tackling empty properties, dilapidated buildings and 

vacant land in the borough at the earliest opportunity to shift processes and improve the port-urban condition. 

Abandoned properties are cause of nuisance and generate costly problems for cities. Administrative intervention 

is considered necessary to reverse trends and mayors start to act against (Quinn 2013, City Policies Associates 

2006).  

                                                            

19 Land that is unused for the purposes for which it is held, and is viewed as an appropriate site for development. This land must either 

have had prior development on it, or preparatory work has taken place in anticipation of future development (The Scottish Government 

2014). 
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10. Available land for development 

Geographical context is principal on determining urban growth since is conditioning land availability. A complex 

topography limits the urban extension and could enhance a higher density, while a large flat location could 

promote low high constructions.  

Those drawings aim to compare two urban environments by representing the land available for development. 

Thus, it was decided to represent the remaining space by opposition from the already developed land (build-up 

areas) plus the areas with a slope above 20%, plus the areas considered specially protected. The resulting map 

highlights the situation of areas that within the designed framework are available for development since land is 

still available (not developed). 

In this drawing density is not discussed, neither the option urban managers have to grow in high. The aim is 

simple: represent the space that has been not yet occupied by constructions. It is assumed that a context with 

less available space will have more interest to develop new urban alternatives to guarantee growth. 

Catalonia developed its own urban law, approved in year 2006 (Departament de Política Territorial i Obres 

Públiques, Gencat 2006). It established a ban limiting the development to plots with slope below 20%, which 

objective is to hinder the conversion to urban land of high slope non developed areas. The Catalonian 

Cartography Institute (ICC) is in charge of preparing the information and administering. Those areas are 

represented in white in the drawings. 

Likewise, the Pla d’Espais d’Interes Natural (PEIN)(Environmental Conservation Plan) set in 1992 defines the areas 

of special natural protection in Catalonia (Presidencia de la Generalitat 1992). Cartography defining the areas of 

protection is accessible through the regional government databases including the natural areas of special 

protection, the areas delineated in the Environmental Conservation Plan and the areas from Natura 2000 

(Departament de Territori i Sostenibilitat, Gencat 2016) which are represented in the maps. 

The resulting black space is, under those considerations, the available land for development. 

11. Urban growth. Land Cover Changes 

European Union launched a research on urban land consumption under the name of Corine Land Cover20 in year 

1985 according with the European Parliament approval (CE/338/85)(IGN 2016). The objective of the program is 

                                                            

20 Corine is CoORdination of INformation of the Environment 
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to generate an continuously updated database at 1/100,000 scale describing numerically and geographically the 

land cover use within the EEA territory (EEA ETC LUSI 2010). Further, the program goal is to achieve significant 

reductions in environmental pressures and impacts in changing private and public consumption patterns, to 

supplement gains achieved through better technology and improved production processes (EEA 2012, p.4). Databases 

are available for four periods: 1990, 2000, 2006  and 2012 (Copernicus Programme 2016). Data processing has been 

develops by national institutions. In Spain the Instituto Geogràfico Nacional is responsible of the data processing (CNIG 

2004). 

Despite the amount of information provided through the Corine program with attention to the use of the land, this 

research only played attention to the changes in the land cover, with independence of the origin and/or final use. 

Changes represent variations on the geometries available from satellite images processed and filtered according to 

procedures established at Corine land cover update 2000 Technical guidelines (EEA 2002).  

There are two criteria of interpretation of changes of an existing polygon. See Error! Reference source not found.. 

he changed polygon should have a width of at least 100 m and an area of at least 5 ha. This means that not all 

detected (visible) changes have to be interpreted in order to produce homogeneous results and differences are 

assumed among countries (EEA 2002). Likewise, further than automatic photography analysis, areas presenting 

changes are foreseen to be checked by experts in the field in a process call national experts verification (EEA 

2002). 

 

 

Figure 2, Criteria for detection of the smallest land cover change at scale 1:100,000 

Source, Corine land cover update 2000 (EEA 2002) 
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A table is describing the accuracy of the tool (EEA ETC LUSI 2010; EEA 2002). It has to be taken into consideration the 

limited precision of the system which is able to identify changes with values above 100m, despite its higher accuracy of 

25m. However, results are consistent with this research, since the aim of this analysis was to recognize the development 

activity in the port-city interface in an urban scale. Thus, while small changes are dismissed Corine facilitates the 

perception of the changes in an urban holistic perspectives which also contributes to read urban development trends 

from an inter-municipal perspective and scale.  

 

Figure 3, Interpretation of the changes 

Source, Corine land cover update 2000 (EEA 2002) 

In this drawing data used are urban growth increments obtained from CORINE Land Cover 2012. This document 

describes three increment periods: 1990-2000, 2000-2006 and 2006-2012 covering a total period of 22 years. 

Despite further and previous data would be useful to analyze the changes occurred in the interface, the satellite 

images show the concentration of land changes in the area of study. 
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Annex table 6, Evolution of CORINE Land Cover 

Source, Corine land cover update 2000 (EEA 2002) 

12. Industrial-Logistic Areas 

Real Estate market specialized in the industrial sector established a set of rings around the ports. Those rings are 

related to the cost of transport for a container unit, from the cargo source to its destination. In Barcelona three 

rings are settled around the Port with distances of 10km, 30km and 50km, a system replicated by all the big real 

estate consultancy firms operating in Catalonia (CBRE 2011; Jones Lang LaSalle 2012; Aguirre Newman 2013) 

Port documents from Barcelona and Tarragona also states the existence of those “rings of value” included in 

port memories and reports (Autoritat Portuaria de Tarragona 1990).  

Similarly, real estate consultancy firms consider the Port of Barcelona closer industrial areas, premium areas. They 

are well located in the port nearby areas, well connected to the main highways and road infrastructures and next 

to the Prat Airport.  
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Those maps wanted to signify the industrial areas location and offer with relation to the distance. To do this, 

cartographic information is obtained from the ICC. The ICC has specific maps representing industrial areas in 

collaboration with the Catalan Infrastructures Department (ICC 2016). 

Likewise, it was considered relevant to specify the correspondence or not between industrial areas and the rest 

of urban conurbations. This is providing information about the proportion of industrial and the rest of build-up 

areas21. 

Interestingly, despite the Port of Tarragona and the nearby industrial areas have similar conditions to the ones 

around the Port of Barcelona, real estate consultancy firms do not have the same consideration and they do not 

set “rings of value” around the Port in Tarragona. Even though, the drawing presented copied the system at the 

same scale, highlighting similarities and differences. 

Further studies are expected to include industrial land values in the areas described in this drawing. However, by 

now databases are not available and attempts to collaborate with public institutions like CIMALSA22 did not 

succeed.  

13. Urban Property Pattern 

Databases for this drawing are from the Spanish Cadaster (Ministerio de Hacienda y Administraciones Públicas 

2016). Data was extracted from the SEC (Electronic Service Access) in .shp format. Information was processed 

and organized to obtain clear information of: plots surface, building heights and number of properties.  

Information accessed includes the municipality of Barcelona, El Prat de Llobregat, Tarragona, Reus, Vila-seca and 

La Canonja. No data was obtained from L’Hospitalet de Llobregat. Likewise, data from El Prat de Llobregat was 

not complete, lacking of plots size. Further, information obtained from the Cadaster refers to urban properties 

since the institution difference between urban and rural properties and are organized following particular criteria.  

Maps aim to represent the size of the plots, land properties, in the area of study, reliable indicator of land value 

and market interest (Tzu-Chin Lin 2000) which has emerged in empirical tests to have higher impact in price than 

distance to the city center, the most common trusted indicator (Albouy & Ehrlich 2013). The area defined for 

                                                            

21 A possible bias is assumed since the industrial sectors represented are areas which consider the total surface regulated for the 

specific use, while the other urban areas consider the interior of the developed plots. 
22 http://www.cimalsa.cat/, CIMALSA is a logistic platform under the Catalan Regional Government control in behalf of industrial 

promotion, owner and manager of representative logistics areas in Catalonia.  
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those drawings match with other pairs of drawings: 9.1-9.2 to embrace a portion of the city relevant enough to 

contrast with the maritime-industrial activities.  

With regard to the drawing criteria, it has been simplified to show in two colors the differences in the plots size: 

red represents the smaller plots, while black represents the bigger plots by surface units. As it was expected, the 

closest to the city centers the smaller the plots. Consistently, the further from the city center the bigger the plots. 

By following this simple method it could be assumed that the smaller the plots and closest to the port border 

the higher the urban pressure over the port activities.  

14. City-Port Intensity of Use 

Using the same database from the Spanish Cadaster as is described for the 13 pairs of drawings, a ratio is 

calculated with the aim of representing the buildup density in the area of study and the relationship with the rest 

of the urban environment. This ratio is in founded in the literature as Floor Area Ratio23, also commonly used in 

urban regulation (Lehnerer et al. 2009).  

In this drawing is assumed the total occupation of the plot, the plot space is maximized in its use, despite it is 

recognized that in the most of the cases empirical tests will show that they will be not. However, this simplification 

makes readable the concentration/dispersion of the floor area ratio which is linked to land values (Topcu 2009). 

Thus, research from Ottensmann describes how densities increase are inversely correlated to land values 

(Ottensmann 1977).  

 

Floor Area Ratio = 

total build-up surface in the plot 

plot size 

 

Moreover, for modelical growths and in general terms is recognized the reduction in population density with the 

increase in the radial distance from the inner areas of cities  (Balchin et al. 2000, p.82). Therefore, drawings will 

                                                            

23 Lehnerer describes Floor Area Ration in regulations as the maximum ratio between the total usable Surface area of the building’s 

full stories and the Surface of the building lot in relation with the utilization zone where the loti s located (Lehnerer et al. 2009). 
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also contributes to visualize urban centers in relation to the area of study and their distance to the port border. 

Floor area ratio are represented in three dimensions.   

15. City-Port Panoramas 

With the aim of representing the landscape limits of the port – city domains pictures were taken along the 

interface. Selected points of view attempt to show area of meeting or interference between city and port. Pictures 

were taken from elevated positions or from the sea to show not common perspectives of the interface.  

In the drawings, original pictures are in the bottom of the page, urban side is represented in the middle while 

the port side is excluded, port side is represented in the top part while the urban side is excluded. The interest 

is on describing and making evident from the recognition of the common environment which are the city and 

port administrative borders (the institution domains, independently of their accessibility or not.  

16. Port Master Plan (Plan Director) 

Port master plans are compared in time, surface and budget foreseen. The interest was in assessing the scale of 

the plans for each of the cases and among them. While the final shape of the ports have presented differences 

from 1960 the planned final dimension of the ports do not present extraordinary differences.  

It was found certain coincidence on the date of the plans and therefore three stages were set: 60-70’s, 90’s and 

00-10’s. However, despite it would be useful to analyze plans with the same status, Director Plans were firstly 

implemented in Barcelona, and therefore for this document had to be substitute by what it was called by the 

Tarragona Port Authority as Proyecto de Nueva Zona de Servicio, the definition of the new port domains and 

uses.  

Plans and projects were extracted from port archives in Barcelona and Tarragona. Reference of the documents 

can be also consulted in chapter 3.5.1 Modeling and in the bibliography. Pictures included in the layouts were 

also obtained from port archives. They show the port status at the time the plans were presented.  

17. Port Orthophotos 
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Orthophotos were extracted from the ICGC and the CNIG for the different periods. With exception of the called 

Vuelo Americano de 1946 (American flight 1946), all the orthophotos were obtained from the ICC website.  

Information was organized by periods available. Thus, while orthophotos are taken in 1946 and 59 by the 

American flights, there is little information between this period and the end of the 90’s. Thus, information is partial 

or not available for most of the years, making unfeasible to organize the data by equal periods of time. As a 

consequence, orthophotos are extended to cover the wider possible time line which not necessary represent the 

most representative periods in relation to city-port changes or growth.  

The selected scale to represent the orthophotos aims to highlight the changes in the city-port border contour, 

which is compared with the total port extension in 2013, the last pictured showed. Likewise, the drawing 

distinguishes between port land, urban land and the rest with the aim of easing the visualization of the contours 

and changes. 

For every year port borders were extracted from port memories maps24 which represent the Port Service Area in 

the referred year.   

18. City-Port Orthophotos 

With the same information, the same periods of time and similar to drawing 17, a wider area is observed paying 

attention to municipal limits and urban and port growths. The aim is to see how the urban areas have growth in 

relation to their attached ports.  

Information was omitted when not available while the position is kept the same for every year. Municipal 

boundaries are considered from year 2013 and were extracted from ICC.  

Urban growth is clearly limited in the case of Barcelona, while wide availability of space is observed in Tarragona. 

This situation has not changed much in 40 years. Barcelona, physically limited since the 70’s, has seen the 

periphery to grow, supporting the weight of being the center of the metropolitan area. Tarragona, however, is 

the center of a clearly disperse growth that require of a plan for expansion and unification.  

Occupation patterns influence in the cities relationship with the ports. The sprawling development in Tarragona 

does not provide cohesion and difficulties the emergence of one voice. According to Ignasi Rosa member of the 

Commerce Chamber, in Tarragona there is not civil society, it lacks of common consciousness and there is not 

                                                            

24 Port memories describe the Delimitación del dominio público portuario estatal (the national port domains) which is defined by the 

Zona de servicio del Puerto (Port Service Area) (Rua 2006).  
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civil participation on the most relevant matters25. Barcelona, contrary, it is characterized by its high density and 

land occupation rate, which has become powerful and influencer over the port behavior. Telmo Melendez, board 

member in the BPA, as representative of the Barcelona Commerce Chambre, affirms that the Port when is space 

available, is willing to collaborate with the city26. A non-requirement for port authorities in Tarragona, who do not 

feel the proximity of the urban voices and demands.   

Changes in the municipal area 

Barcelona 

Figure 4, Barcelona, urban transformation 

Source, Author elaboration from ICC and IGN databases 

The municipality of Barcelona has not available space to expand. Most of the surface is already developed. The 

extremes North, the Besos River, and South, the Llobregat River, were already fulfilled before the 90’s. The city, 

with the almost same population since the 70’s, supports the growing pressure of the periphery and it has been 

                                                            

25 Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port Tarragona 
26 Telmo Melendez, Port Board Member, Port of Barcelona 
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on search for solutions to improve the efficiency on the use of the land, the 22@ neighborhood, the development 

of residual space, the Diagonal Mar (Forum area) and fostered the expansion towards the Port area, the 

Blau@Ictinea project, and the Marina district at the end of the Passeig de la Zona Franca. The Port Authorities, 

conscious of the urban demand for land and the limitations for growth in surface and high due the airport 

proximity, open the question of why is not the city who looks for alternatives 27 

Changes in the municipal area  

  

Tarragona 

Figure 5, Tarragona, urban transformation  

Source, Author elaboration from ICC and IGN databases 

The urban growth in Tarragona is spread all over the territory and has been still not unified by an Eixample, as it 

was the case of Barcelona during the XIX’s century. The municipal boundaries contain space enough to guarantee 

the urban growth for still many years, specially to the North and East side. Similarly, while the coast is occupied 

                                                            

27 Joaquin Gallego, Concession Dep., Port of Barcelona 
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in the South side by the Port of Tarragona, the North side is almost underdeveloped with long beaches protected 

of overdevelopment by the pass of the rail tracks.  

The resulting urban shape of Tarragona, a suburbial growth, fragmented and scattered, makes impossible a 

coordinated strategy to compete with the Port in an advantageous position28. The Port and the City (in Tarragona) 

are competing in equal conditions29. There is not enough population to force changes in the city-port 

environment30. 

19. Interface 

The interface is delimited with the aim of narrowing the object of study. Since city-port definitions are considered 

too broad, like the one from Giordano: an area of specialized transition, independent and in constant evolution 

(Giordano 2010). Boulos, more specific states that the city-port interface zone connects the city directly with its 

port, pointing towards special aspects when comments the land division occurred between maritime and urban 

uses and functions (Boulos 2016).  

Those drawings aim to physically establish a potential interface, one of many possible, based on the physical 

limits of the assumed port maritime activities. It is implicit the imperfection of the marked boundary which is also 

related to the natural imperfection of the urban boundaries. However, considering the physical definition of 

interface as a real or imaginary surface that encompasses in its interior all entities that constitutes the system31 

(Agachi, Paul S ̦erban,, Cristea,Mircea Vasile,, 2014), this drawings attempts to incorporate in its interior the most 

of the uses and activities which being in the immediate port nearby area have a direct relationship with the port, 

or are highly conditioned by port activities.  

In those maps in addition to the city-port interface boundary, the port and the municipal boundaries are 

represented. Despite ports in Spain have a special status, they are participated by neighboring municipalities 

which have veto power over construction licensees. Likewise, municipalities are represented in the port boards 

together with other local stakeholders, though their representativeness is not link with municipalities’ surface, 

population or any other known indicator. It is the case that the Port of Barcelona reserves three seats in the Board 

                                                            

28 Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port Tarragona 
29 Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port Tarragona 
30 Manel Gutiérrez/Ignasi Rosa, Port Board Member, Commerce Chamber, Port Tarragona 
31 In the case of a heater, the contour of the recipient and the heating coil. 
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for the municipalities of Barcelona, L’Hospitalet del Llobregat and El Prat de Llobregat, while the Port of 

Tarragona has seats for two municipalities: Tarragona and Vila-seca. 

Furthermore, a table relating interface, port and municipal surfaces is displayed together with the port number 

of representatives in correspondence with the municipalities embodied.  

20. Densities 

Data extraction and analysis is further described in chapter 3.5.1.2.a, Urban land market models.  

Population has been distributed on the districts land surface and represented on the drawings. Databases are 

obtained from the Idescat corresponding to the Spanish Census and the ICC for the districts surface. The set 

year of reference is 2013, represented in the cartographies. Thus, databases from Idescat were incorporated to 

ICC cartographies and districts subdivisions with the aim of calculating citizen’s densities.  

The interest was on identify areas of special high ratios of inhabitants per km2, which could influence in the real 

estate market price, but also in the urban pressure in the waterfront. The disaggregation level of the data and 

the limitations to build series do not facilitate the lecture and do not allow to detect the emergence of subcenters 

in the urban areas analyzed. Likewise, the lack of correspondence of the districts with cities’ neighborhoods and 

their irregular dimensions oversimplify the results.   

21. Urban Morphology - Infrastructures  

Infrastructures connections in the port boundaries are considered a competitive advantage at the same time that 

they can also condition city-port development and merge. This drawing aims to represent the main infrastructure 

boundaries around the ports: highways and rail tracks. Bridges and tunnels are also remarked since they have the 

particular condition of linking spaces. Other special physical conditions are also remarked, the rivers.  

Since cartography information describes 2015 context, port boundaries represented correspond to the same 

year.  

22. City-Port development milestones 
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Time lines were set for the cases with the aim of analyzing the benchmarks on the city-port developments in the 

last hundred years.  

From the hundreds of items identified only few are represented by locating the actions in the space and referring 

the date. Thus, while metropolitan plans describe enormous surfaces, new industrial and urban constructions are 

sometimes limited to few square meters. However, independently of the direct surface impacted, the selection 

was done under the consideration that they identify remarkable milestones in the city-port development history 

with special attention to urban land conversion processes. 

23. Land values 

Port and urban land values are represented with reference to their statistical districts previously processed and 

described in 3.4.1 Modeling.  

Districts were considered from municipal publications, El Mercat Inmobiliari de Barcelona and ports land values 

reports. In the case of Tarragona, urban land values were unable to be analyzed or represented due the 

unfeasibility of accessing any relevant database.  

Stated periods attempt to maximize data visualization. In 1987 concur the first desegregated urban land values 

with the first port land appraisal set32 and information match until 2007, date of the last urban land databases 

available in the case of Barcelona. However, land values are represented until 2013, last year included in this 

model.  

  

                                                            

32 Previous port land appraisals were realized but there correspondence with land market was considered unsubstacial.  
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1.1 Port Land Value BARCELONA
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Surf. (Ha)

Total Surf. Value (€)

year 1990

year 1995

*Note:  - € of 2013
- Units in ptas. are converted to € considering  1€ = 166.386 ptas.
- Land appraisal and approvals are obtained from the BPA.
- The interest is on 5 years values changes. Since no data is available for every   
year, selec on has been done picking the closest published maps of the years 1979,  
1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010, 2013.
- Total Surface Value results from the equa on: V(1,2,...,8)*Surface.
- UA refers to Urban Area.
- Data available for 1971 has not map correspondance.

Total Surf. Value (€)

Surf. (Ha)

Total Surf. Value (€)

Surf. (Ha)

Total Surf. Value (€)

Surf. (Ha)
UA

UA

UA

UA

UA

UA

UA

UA
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
1.2 Port Land Value TARRAGONA

May ‘16
e 1.75000

143.17V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7

127.26
111.33
105.14
98.96
68.04
43.30

year 1988

(€/m²) surf.

16.15 ha
7.87 ha

7.87 ha

4.84 ha
29.03 ha

V8 14.28 2.34 ha

37.30 ha

23.17 ha

value/surf.

1.38
1.55

1.14

0.74
0.47
0.15

1.07

1.21

*Note:  - The currency taken as reference is the € of 2013
- Units in ptas. are converted to € considering 1€ = 166.386 ptas.
- Land appraisal and approvals are obtained from the TPA.
- The interest is on 5 years values changes. Since no data is available for every   
year, selec on has been done picking the closest published map of the years 1979,  
1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010, 2013.
- ZAL area is not represented in port land value maps.
- Total Surface Value results from the equa on: V(1,2,...,8)*Surface.
- UA refers to Urban Area. 
- Data available for 1971 has not map correspondence.

N
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Industrial area extension

Ci zen’s Port historical extension

Ci zen’s Port planned expansion

Vacant land

Foreland approved port expansion

Z.A.L. + automo ve logis cs

Foreland expected port expansion

Port coast border

YEAR 2013

862,21ha
62,91 ha

131,17 ha
1056,29 ha

Drawing

- ha
55 ha

- ha
1081,36 ha

Port memories

Industrial area
Urban area
Vacant land
TOTAL

YEAR 1995

549,65ha
41,67 ha
86,80 ha

678,12 ha

Drawing

- ha
55 ha
68 ha

807 ha

Port memories

Industrial area
Urban area
Z.A.L. + automo ve log.
TOTAL

YEAR 1982

413.24 ha
413.24 ha 

Drawing

- ha
327.91 ha

Port memories

Industrial area
TOTAL

YEAR 1966

163.73 ha
163.73 ha

Drawing

- ha
unknown

Port memories

Industrial area
TOTAL

YEAR 1912

128.54 ha
128.54 ha

Drawing

- ha
unknown 

Port memories

Industrial area
TOTAL

EXPECTED

932.44 ha
61.36 ha

272.14 ha
1265.94 ha

Drawing

Industrial area
Urban area
Expansion approved
TOTAL

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port authority maps and memories from year 1912  to 2013.
- TOTAL refers to port land in current years.

* Urban area planned expansion    4.10 ha

* Expected port expansion      166.65 ha

* Urban area planned expansion   42.46 ha
* Foreland expected port expansion 131.21 ha

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
2.1 Port Land Growth BARCELONA

May ‘16
e 1.50000

* 1966  The port acquires 222ha from El Consorcio 
de la Zona Franca de Barcelona

* 1979  The Principe de España ad the South Docks
              are finished

1980  The Est dike is finished
1982  120 ha are acquired from El Consorcio de la

               Zona Franca de Barcelona
1988  Port Vell Master Plan is approved
1992  Coinciding with the Olympic, the Port Vell

               opens
1994  The Plan Delta is launched with ins tu onal

                agreement

* 2012  The BLAU@ICTIMEA plan is launched from
               the Barcelona municipality

N
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*1996 The “Nàu c Tarragona” Marina opens

*

*2003 A public tender is set to develop the Marina Port Tarraco.
2007 Marina Port Tarraco is opened.
2011 Qatari Diar acquires the Marina Port Tarraco.

*1865 The Government recognizes the Serrallo land ownership to their 
occupants

YEAR 2005

328.51 ha
22.16 ha

150.84 ha
501.51 ha

Drawing 

- ha
- ha
- ha

391.81 ha

Port memories

Industrial area
Urban area
Z.A.L. + automo ve log.
TOTAL

YEAR 2013

337.87 ha
22.16 ha

150.68 ha
510.71 ha

71.90 ha
582.71 ha

Drawing

- ha
- ha
- ha

391.81 ha

Port memories

Industrial area
Urban area
Z.A.L. + automo ve log.
TOTAL

Approved expansion
TOTAL

YEAR 1930

20.59 ha
0.78 ha

21.37 ha

Drawing

- ha
- ha

unknown

Port memories

Industrial area
Urban area
TOTAL

YEAR 1980

147.86 ha
4.97 ha

152.83 ha

Drawing

- ha
- ha

157.43 ha

Port memories

Industrial area
Urban area
TOTAL

YEAR 1995

232.73 ha
20.46 ha

150.84 ha
404.03 ha

Drawing

- ha
- ha
- ha

154.03 ha

Port memories

Industrial area
Urban area
Vacant land
TOTAL

EXPECTED

 361.17 ha
 19.99 ha

 271.58 ha
 271.58 ha

Drawing

- ha
- ha
- ha

300 ha

Port memories

Industrial area
Urban area
ZAL
TOTAL

Industrial area extension

Ci zen’s Port historical extension

Ci zen’s Port planned expansion

Vacant land

Approved port expansion

Z.A.L. + automo ve logis cs

Expected port expansion

Port coast border

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
2.2 Port Land Growth TARRAGONA

May ‘16
e 1.50000

*Note: - Cartography elaborated from TPA maps and memories
from 1930 to 2013.
- From the map of 1980 it is es mated an approximate error of 5 ha. 
from drawing to memories.
- ZAL + automo ve logis cs are not adding surface to the total port 
area following the memories 
criteria. However in our drawing calcula ons (surfaces) they are 
included as part of the port area since the land is port ownership.
- The Costa Dock opens to the public on 27th of June, 1986.
- The Marina added to the north side of the port was projected in 1994 and opened in 1996.
- “The Port of Tarragona, its reality and prospects”, 1990, foresees the port growth foreland backed 
on the Aragon Dock.
- Last foreseen growth is obtained from papers published by the General Director of theTPA in 2012
 with regard to the new “Plan Director” not yet published in 2016.
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PORT LAND USE - TARRAGONA 2015

SOLID BULKSSB LB GC O
Energy

Food and Agriculture
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Urban Border
Port Border
Coast line
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Chemical products

Crude oil, fuel & gas

Vegetable fats

GENERAL CARGO
Containers

Vehicles

Iron & Steel - Pulp paper

Fruit

Logis�cs (Mul�purpose - 
Depot-ZAL-Sea shipping) 
Rail Track/Terminal

Zona Franca

OTHERS
Cruise / Ferry terminal

Marina port

Small/Medium 
size industry
Urban Services
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Educa�onal 
Facility
Environmental 
Technical Services

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
3.2 Port Land Use TARRAGONA

June ‘16
e 1.25000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from:  “Port Terminals and facili�es” Port de Tarragona, 2013; Pla Director Urbanís�c de les Ac�vitats
Industrials y Turís�ques del Camp de Tarragona, 2003; Mapa Urbanis�c de Catalunya (MUC), 2013 y Google Maps, 2015.
- Mapped services appear as Industrial Land in the MUC (2013) and were corrected  taking as reference Google Maps, 2016.
- The interest of this cartography is on se�ng a current ac�vity picture, mapping ac�ve bussinesses and discarding derelict areas 
described in drawings 9.1 and 9.2

Use
Surface 

(Ha)
% from 

total
Surface  

(Ha)
% from  

total

Energy 11.09 7% 0%
Food and agriculture 22.44 14% 0%
Construction 0.1 0% 0%

33.63 21% 0 0%

Chemical products 23.54 15% 258.27 68%
Crude Oil, fuel & gas 6.22 4% 16.58 4%
Vegetable fats 1.11 1% 0%

30.87 19% 274.85 72%

Containers 15.86 10% 0%
Vehicles 52.46 33% 0%
Iron & Steel 6.32 4% 0%
Fruit 2.85 2% 0%
Logistics (Multip+Depot+ZAL+SS) 5.5 3% 0%
Rail tracks / terminal 0% 16.22 4%
Zona Franca 0% 0%

82.99 52% 16.22 4%

Cruise / Ferry terminal 0.2 0% 0%
Marina port 4.04 3% 0%
Fishing port 0.85 1% 0%
Educational Facility 0% 21.65 6%
Environmental Tech. Services 0% 14.42 4%
Small/Medium industry 0% 52.18 14%
Urban servicies 5.99 4% 1.62 0%

11.08 7% 89.87 23.59%

TOTAL 158.57 100% 380.94 100%

Others

Liquid bulks

General cargo

Inside Port Outside Port

Solid bulks
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*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from: Port of Barcelona, h�p://www.portdebarcelona.cat/es/web/el-port/mapa-interac�u , year 2016.
- The interest of this cartography is on se�ng a current ac�vity picture, mapping ac�ve bussinesses and discarding derelict areas 
described in drawings 9.1 and 9.2.  CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES

3.1 Port Land Use BARCELONA
June ‘16

e 1.25000

PORT LAND USE - BARCELONA 2015

SOLID BULKSSB LB GC O
Energy

Food and Agriculture

Construc�on

Urban Border
Port Border
Coast line

LIQUID BULKS
Chemical products

Crude oil, fuel & gas

Vegetable fats

GENERAL CARGO
Containers

Vehicles

Iron & Steel - Pulp paper

Fruit

Logis�cs (Mul�purpose - 
Depot-ZAL-Sea shipping) 
Rail Track/Terminal

Zona Franca

OTHERS
Cruise / Ferry terminal

Marina port

Small/Medium 
size industry
Urban Services

Fishing port

Educa�onal 
Facility
Environmental 
Technical Services

Use
Surface 

(Ha)
% from 

total
Surface 

(Ha)
% from 

total

Energy 0% 0%
Food and agriculture 12.25 2% 51.95 9%
Construction 6.83 1% 0.42 0%

19.08 3% 52.37 11%

Liquid bulks

Chemical products 32.19 5% 23.65 4%
Crude Oil, fuel & gas 97.44 16% 0%
Vegetable fats 5.47 1% 0%

135.1 22% 23.65 5%

Containers 201.41 33% 0%
Vehicles 10.83 2% 89.63 15%
Iron & Steel 0% 0%
Fruit 0% 3.97 1%
Logistics (Multip+Depot+ZAL) 95.55 16% 55.02 9%
Rail track terminal 32.97 5% 76.17 13%
Zona Franca 4.7 1% 3.82 1%

345.46 57% 228.61 46%

Cruise / Ferry terminal 36.57 6% 0%
Marina Port 57.99 10% 0%
Fishing Port 0% 0%
Educational facility 0% 0%
Environmental Tech. Services 0% 32.47 5%
Small/Medium Industry 0% 21.71 4%
Urban services 12.43 2% 136.3 22%

106.99 17.64% 190.48 38.47%

TOTAL 606.63 100% 495.11 100%

Inside Port Outside Port

Others

Solid bulks

General cargo
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*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port memories: maps and pictures (years 1979 to 2010) 
and from Port of Barcelona website: h p://www.portdebarcelona.cat/es/web/el-port/mapa-interac u. (year 2014) 
- For this map, the interest relied on evidencing ac vity changes in periods of 5 years. Since this data is not   
available for all years, a selec on has been done considering the years 1979, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005,   
2010, 2013. When no informa on of any of these years has been found, the closest period has been chosen.  
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
4.1a Port Land Use (1979-2013) Solid Bulk BARCELONA

June ‘16
e 1.75000

21.51 ha 21.51 ha 25.79 ha

26.64 ha 23.94 ha

22.85 ha 32.69 ha

23.94 ha

Solid Bulks 

Solid Bulks 
(previous period) 

Port Property Line

Urban Area Border

Coast Line

PORT LAND USE - BARCELONA (1979-2013) 
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*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port memories: maps and pictures (years 1979 to 2010) 
and from Port of Barcelona website: h p://www.portdebarcelona.cat/es/web/el-port/mapa-interac u. (year 2014) 
- For this map, the interest relied on evidencing ac vity changes in periods of 5 years. Since this data is not   
available for all years, a selec on has been done considering the years 1979, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005,   
2010, 2013. When no informa on of any of these years has been found, the closest period has been chosen.  
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*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port memories: maps and pictures (years 1979 to 2010) 
and from Port of Barcelona website: h p://www.portdebarcelona.cat/es/web/el-port/mapa-interac u. (year 2014) 
- For this map, the interest relied on evidencing ac vity changes in periods of 5 years. Since this data is not   
available for all years, a selec on has been done considering the years 1979, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005,   
2010, 2013. When no informa on of any of these years has been found, the closest period has been chosen.  
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*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port memories: maps and pictures (years 1979 to 2010)     
 and from Port of Barcelona website: h p://www.portdebarcelona.cat/es/web/el-port/mapa-interac u. (year 2014) 
 - For this map, the interest relied on evidencing ac vity changes in periods of 5 years. Since this data is not   
 available for all years, a selec on has been done considering the years 1979, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005,   
 2010, 2013. When no informa on of any of these years has been found, the closest period has been chosen.  
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*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port memories: maps and pictures. 
 - For this map, the interest relied on evidencing ac vity changes in periods of 5 years. Since this data is not   
 available for all years, a selec on has been done considering the years 1989, 1995, 1999, 2000, 2007 and 2013.  
 When no informa on of any of these years has been found, the closest period has been chosen.  
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*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port memories: maps and pictures. 
 - For this map, the interest relied on evidencing ac vity changes in periods of 5 years. Since this data is not   
 available for all years, a selec on has been done considering the years 1989, 1995, 1999, 2000, 2007 and 2013.  
 When no informa on of any of these years has been found, the closest period has been chosen.  
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*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port memories: maps and pictures. 
 - For this map, the interest relied on evidencing ac vity changes in periods of 5 years. Since this data is not   
 available for all years, a selec on has been done considering the years 1989, 1995, 1999, 2000, 2007 and 2013.  
 When no informa on of any of these years has been found, the closest period has been chosen.  
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*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port memories: maps and pictures. 
 - For this map, the interest relied on evidencing ac vity changes in periods of 5 years. Since this data is not   
 available for all years, a selec on has been done considering the years 1989, 1995, 1999, 2000, 2007 and 2013.  
 When no informa on of any of these years has been found, the closest period has been chosen.  
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EEntity Category Subcategory Sector

Puertos del Estado

Generalitat de 
Catalunya

Departament de 
Territori I Sostenibilitat

Direcció General de 
Transports i Mobilitat

Barcelona Municipality Public Company/ 
Urbanism Agency

ZAL Area

Commerce Chambre

Food Logis cs

Logis cs, Car Distributor

Logis cs, Bulk Food 
Products
Logis cs, Bulk Food 
Products
Logis cs

Automobile Logis cs

Real Estate Developer

Retail

Retail Property 
Investment Group

Capital Markets

Industrial Logis c Dep.

Academic researcher Industrial Logis c Dep. Researcher

Engineering company Port Exper se

Port Area

Real Estate Consultancy 
& Brokers Firms

Port Companies 

Barcelona Port 
Authority 

Independent Advisors

Mari me Ac vi es

Ci zen's Port

Industrial Ac vi es

Leisure Ac vi es

Port

ZAL Area

*Note:  - Interviews made between years 2012-2014

Independent Advisors 

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
5.1 Interviewed companies BARCELONA e 1.40000

Ro erdam, NL 

Cerdanyola, ES
BARCELONA

N
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
5.2 Interviewed companies TARRAGONA e 1.40000*Note:  - Interviews made between 2015-2016

EEntity Category Subcategory Sector

Puertos del Estado

Generalitat de Catalunya Departament de 
Territori I Sostenibilitat

Developmet Agency Industrial Areas 
Developer

Tourism Municipal 

Urban Department 

President

Mari me Ac vi es Public Domain and 

Ci zen's Port

Commerce Chambre

Industrial Ac vi es Port Chemical Company

Solid Fuels Distributor

Petrol Refinery

Shipping and Port 
Ac vi es Company
Container Terminal

Logis cs, Bulk Food 
Products

ynapmoC ecnaDseitivitcA erusieL

Luxury Marina

yrotcaF litxeTseitivitcA lairtsudnI

rotubirtsid rebmiTnoitubirtsiD/tropmI

 thgierF ,citsigoLscitsigoL
Forwarding Company 

Real Estate Consultancy 
& Brokers Firms

Valua on & Advisory 

Industrial/ Logistic 
Companies 

Port Companies 

TPA 

Tarragona Municipality

Real Estate Consultancy & Broker Firms

Barcelona, ES

TARRAGONA

N
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Foreland: +6.93 Ha
Inland: -2.86 Ha

 

Foreland: +71.14 Ha
Inland: +61.29 Ha

 

Foreland: +101.68 Ha
Inland: -28.9 Ha

* ZAL + automotive logistics: 150.68 Ha
 

Foreland: +96.85 Ha
Inland: 0 Ha
 

Foreland: +40.53 Ha
Inland: 0 Ha
 

Increment 
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2000 20101999
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19651912

2005 2013

1970 1975 1985 1990 2000 2010

Port border year 2013

Port border year 2005

Port border year 1995

Port border year 1980

Port border year 1930

Port border year 1895

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port authority maps and memories.

Foreland increment 

Inland increment 

Land removal / 
disassocia�on Old town border

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
6.2 Port border (Surface Increment)  TARRAGONA

June ‘16
e 1.25000 N
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
6.1 Port border (Surface Increment) BARCELONA

June ‘16
e 1.25000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from port authority maps and memories.
 

Foreland increment 
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Land removal / 
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Inland: +38.74 Ha

 

Foreland: +74.36 Ha
Inland: +179.33 Ha
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Customs(CH)
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Coast/River Border

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
7.1a Port border and gates BARCELONA

May ‘16
e 1.25000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from ICC Orthophotos, 2013 and Google maps, 2015.
 - Field work, April, 2015.
 - Units in meters.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
7.1b Port border and gates BARCELONA

May ‘16

*Note:  - Pictures taken on 14/04/2016.
 - Dimensions are expressed in meters.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
7.2a Port border and gates TARRAGONA

May ‘16
e 1.25000
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*Note:  - Pictures taken on 29/09/2016.
 - Dimensions are expressed in meters.

 

Gate/Check Point Scope 

Gate/Check Point Opening Width

Gate/Check Point Axis

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from ICC Orthophotos, 2013 and Google maps, 2015.
 - Field work, September, 2015.
 - Units in meters.
 - Despite the Serrallo is included in the ZMT (Shoreline Area), here is not considered as 
 part of the Port.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
8.0 Port gates related uses BARCELONA & TARRAGONA 

May ‘16

*Note:  - Illustra ons were elaborated using Google maps, 2015 as a base.
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*Note:  - Illustra ons were elaborated using Google maps, 2015 as a base.

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
8.1a Port gates related uses BARCELONA  - CH 2

May ‘16
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
8.1b Port gates related uses BARCELONA  - CH 5

May ‘16

*Note:  - Illustrations were elaborated using Google maps, 2015 as a base.
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*Note:  - Illustra ons were elaborated using Google maps, 2015 as a base.

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
8.1c Port gates related uses BARCELONA  - CH 11

May ‘16
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
8.2a Port gates related uses TARRAGONA - CH1

May ‘16

*Note:  - Illustrations were elaborated using Google maps, 2015 as a base.
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*Note:  - Illustrations were elaborated using Google maps, 2015 as a base.

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
8.2b Port gates related uses TARRAGONA  - CH 2

May ‘16
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*Note:  - Illustra ons were elaborated using Google maps, 2015 as a base.
CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
8.2c Port gates related uses TARRAGONA  - CH 3

May ‘16
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
9.1a Interface neglected plots BARCELONA

June ‘16
e 1.30000

*Note:  - Field work realized on 16/12/2015, from 16:30 hours and on 17, 23 and 29th of April of 2016.
 - Consorci boundaries taken from “Memòria 2014”.
 - Interface area of study from drawing 19.1
 - Port of Barcelona surface from drawing 2.1
 - ZAL area surface from redrawing the PEOP plan, 2015

 

Underdeveloped / Vacant land

Recently developed area

Interface Area of Study

Consorci Boundaries

Port Ownership

Big tenants/Owners

Derelicted land & buildings

ZAL Area
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2638.15 ha

993.8 ha

Parc Agrari del Baix Llobregat

Protected Areas (PEIN)

ZAL

Recently developed area

Derelicted land & buildings

Underdeveloped/Vacant land 303.82 ha

2.00 ha

37.72 ha

N
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
9.1b Interface neglected plots BARCELONA

June ‘16
e 1.30000

*Note:  - Field work realized on 16/12/2015, from 16:30 hours and on 17,23 and 29th of April of 2016
 - Interface area of study from drawing 19.1
 - Port of Barcelona surface from drawing 2.1
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
9.1c Interface neglected plots BARCELONA

June ‘16
*Note:  - Field work realized on 16/12/2015, from 16:30 hours and on 17, 23 and 29th of April of 2016.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
9.1d Interface neglected plots BARCELONA

June ‘16
*Note:  - Field work realized on 16/12/2015, from 16:30 hours and on 17, 23 and 29th of April of 2016.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
9.1e Interface neglected plots BARCELONA

June ‘16
*Note:  - Field work realized on 16/12/2015, from 16:30 hours and on 17, 23 and 29th of April of 2016.
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Recently developed Area

Interface Boundary

Consorci Boundaries

Port Ownership

Non accesible area

Derelicted Land & Buildings

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
9.2a Interface neglected plots TARRAGONA

June ‘16
e 1.20000

*Note:  - Field work realized on 24 of September 2015, from 16:00 to 19:00 hours and 23th of February of 2016.
 - Property structure boundaries is taken from Montejano, 1997.
 - Interface area of study is taken from drawing 19.2.
 - Port of Tarragona surface taken from drawing 2.2.
 - ZAL area surface is taken from Port Memory. 
 - Parks (green areas) are taken from Pla Director Urbanís�c de les Ac�vitats Industrials y Turís�ques del Camp de Tarragona, 2003.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
9.2b Interface neglected plots TARRAGONA

June ‘16
e 1.20000

*Note:  - Field work realized on 24th of September 2015, from 16:00 to 19:00 hours and 23th of February of 2016
 - Interface area of study from drawing 19.2
 - Port of Tarragona surface from drawing 2.2
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
9.2c Interface neglected plots TARRAGONA

June ‘16*Note:  - Field work realized on 24 of September 2015, from 16:00 to 19:00 hours and 23th of February of 2016
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
10.1a Available land for development  BARCELONA

May ‘16
e 1.60000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from ICGC, http://www.icc.cat/
 - It is considered as unavailable the already developed surface together with the plots  
 that present slopes above 20%, considered out of the ordination process by the  
 2/2002 law (Catalan Urbanism Law)
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
10.1b Available land for development  BARCELONA

May ‘16
e 1.60000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from ICGC, http://www.icc.cat/
 - It is considered as unavailable the already developed surface together with the plots  
 that present slopes above 20%, considered out of the ordination process by the  
 2/2002 law (Catalan Urbanism Law)
 - Protected areas from PEIN (Pla d’espais d’interes Naturals) and Diputació de   
 Barcelona
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
10.2a Available land for development TARRAGONA

May ‘16
e 1.60000

Available urban land

Unavailable urban land
& Slopes over 20%

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from ICGC, h p://www.icc.cat/
 - It is considered as unavailable the already developed surface together with the plots that  
 represent slopes above 20%, considered out of the ordina on process by the 2/2002 law   
 (Catalan Urbanism Law)
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
10.2b Available land for development TARRAGONA

May ‘16
e 1.60000

Available urban land

Unavailable urban land
& Slopes over 20%

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from ICGC, h p://www.icc.cat/
 - It is considered as unavailable the already developed surface together with the plots that  
 represent slopes above 20%, considered out of the ordina on process by the 2/2002 law   
 (Catalan Urbanism Law)
 - Protected areas from PEIN (Pla d’espais d’interes Naturals) and Diputació de Barcelona.
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Land cover changes from 
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Land cover changes from 
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
11.1 Urban growth Land cover changes BARCELONA

June‘16
e 1.100000*Note:  - Urban growth land cover changes data has been taken from CORINE Land Cover (CLC), 2012.

 - Land changes represent varia ons on the geometries analyzed from satellite images.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
11.2 Urban growth Land cover changes  TARRAGONA

June‘16
e 1.100000

Land cover changes from 
1990-2000
Land cover changes from 
2000 -2006 
Land cover changes from 
2006-2012 

Rail Tracks

Secondary Roads

Main Roads

Coastline

*Note:  - Urban growth land cover changes data has been taken from CORINE Land Cover (CLC), 2012.
 - Land changes represent varia ons on the geometries analyzed from satellite images.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
12.1 Industrial-logis c areas BARCELONA

June‘16
e 1.300000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from ICGC (h p://www.icc.cat/)
 - Logis c data base from ICGC, 2010.
 - The center of the radii is approximately the Port Authority Headquarters. 
 - Radii considered are matching the real estate values for logis cs based in container freight transport. 
 - Build-up area considers impervious surfaces (pavements, roo ops and compacted soils) (Angel, S. 2011). 
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
12.2 Industrial-logis�c areas TARRAGONA

June ‘16
e 1.300000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from ICGC (h�p://www.icc.cat/)
 - Logis�c data base from ICGC, 2010.
 - The center of the radii is approximately the Port Authority Headquarters. 
 - Radii considered are matching the real estate values for logis�cs based in container freight transport. 
 - Build-up area considers impervious surfaces (pavements, roo�ops and compacted soils) (Angel, S. 2011). 
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
13.2 Urban property pa�ern TARRAGONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.30000

*Note:  - Data extracted  from Spanish Cadaster in 2016
 - Size of the registered plots is considered
 - Scale is defined by the  biggest plot size, 521.870 m2
 - Plots informa�on was not obtained for el Prat 
 - Representa�on is not flat consequence of the limita�on for adap�ng imported databases.

Port 
Boundary

Bigger plots

1 m2 690k m2
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
13.1 Urban property pa�ern BARCELONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.30000

*Note:  - Data extracted  from Spanish Cadaster in 2016
 - Size of the registered plots is considered
 - Scale is defined by the  biggest plot size, 521.870 m2
 - Plots informa�on was not obtained for el Prat 
 - Representa�on is not flat consequence of the limita�on for adap�ng imported databases.

Port 
Boundary

Bigger plots

1 m2 521k m2
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Port Boundary

FAR (Floor Area Ra�o)

1 43.27

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
14.2 City-port Intensity of use TARRAGONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.30000*Note:  - Data extracted from Spanish Cadaster in 2016

 - FAR (Floor Area Ra�o) is considered  - build up surface
plot surface
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
14.1 City-port Intensity of use BARCELONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.30000

Port Boundary

FAR (Floor Area Ra�o)

1 43.27

*Note:  - Data extracted from Spanish Cadaster in 2016

 - FAR (Floor Area Ra�o) is considered  - build up surface
plot surface
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
15.1b City-port panoramas BARCELONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Photographies taken 09/11/2014
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
15.1a City-port panoramas BARCELONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Photographies taken 09/11/2014
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
15.2a City-port panoramas  TARRAGONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Photographies taken 26/02/2015
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
15.2b City-port panoramas TARRAGONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Photographies taken 26/02/2015
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
16.1 Port Master Plan  -Plan Director- BARCELONA

June ‘16
e 1.75.000

1963 Plan General de ordenación y obras para el periodo (1963 - 1970) 

Image 3:  Port Memory 1997

Image 2: Port Memory 1990 

Image 1: APB, Nº DOC 4664. (dècada 60/70) Author unknown.

Surface Growth: 186 ha
Embraced water increment: 572 ha
Dykes Extension: 2.530 LM
Budget: 829.245.720,29 € of 2013

Surface Growth:  -
Embraced water increment:  191.34 ha
Dykes Extension:  9.936 LM
Budget:  173,365,593.44 € of 2013

Surface Growth:  1018 ha

Surface Growth: 363,45 ha
Embraced water increment:  -
Dykes Extension: 14.364 ha
Budget: 922.859.428,73 € of 2013

1990 - 2010  Plan Director del Puerto de Barcelona

1997 - 2011  Actualización del Plan Director 

Publica on year: 1997
Es mated start date: -
Es mated comple on date: 2011

Publica on year: 1990
Es mated start date: -
Es mated comple on date: 2010

Publica on year: 1963
Es mated start date: 1964
Es mated comple on date: 1970

On the drawing

Surface Growth: 887 ha

On the drawing

On the plan

On the plan

Surface Growth un l 2011: 
365 ha
Surface Growth a er 2011: 
489 ha 

On the drawingOn the plan

Port Exis ng Surface 1963
Proposed Expansion

Port Exis ng Surface 1990
Proposed Expansion

Port Exis ng Surface 1997
Proposed Expansion un l 2011
Proposed Expansion a er 2011

*Note:  - Informa on has been extracted from the men oned plans and documents.
- Graphics sare considering port planning  published data

Surface Growth

Budget
0

0 243

922M €461M

486 ha

Surface Growth

Budget
0

0 243

922M €461M

486 ha

Surface Growth

Budget
0

0 243

922M €461M

486 ha
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
16.2 Port Master Plan  -Plan Director- TARRAGONA

June ‘16
e 1.75.000

Surface Growth: 180 ha
Embraced water increment:   ha
Dyke Extension: 1200 LM
Buget: 390.071.154,56 € of 2013

Surface Growth: 486 ha 
Embraced water increment:  - 
Dyke Extension:  - 
(Foreland: 338 ha, Inland: 148 ha)
Budget Inland growth: 26.050.716,21 € of 2013

*Note:  - Informa�on has been extracted from the men�oned plans and documents. 
 -Graphics are considering planning figures 

1973 Anteproyecto de ordenación y ampliación del Puerto de Tarragona

Publica�on year: 2000
Es�mated start date: -
Es�mated comple�on date: 2014

Publica�on year: 1992
Es�mated start date: -
Es�mated comple�on date: -

Publica�on year: 1973
Es�mated start date: -
Es�mated comple�on date: -

Image 3: Aerial view from de city, Técnicas Fotográficas S.L., 2001

Image 2: Aerial view from de city, Altair Photo, S.A., 1992.
 

Image 1: Aerial view from the city, TAF, 1971

Surface Growth: 34 ha
Embraced water increment: 90 ha
Dyke Extension: 1.770 LM
Budget: 169.026.214,33 €

Port Exis�ng Surface 1973
1st Phase Expansion
2nd Phase Expansion
3rd Phase Expansion
Alterna�ve Expansion

Port Exis�ng Surface 1990
Proposed Expansion

Port Exis�ng Surface 2000
Proposed Expansion

1992  Proyecto de nueva Zona de Servicio 

2000 - 2014  Pla Director del Port de Tarragona 

N
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Budget

0

0 243

922M €461M

486 ha

Surface Growth

Budget

0

0 243

922M €461M

486 ha

Surface Growth

Budget

0

0 243

922M €461M

486 ha

Surface Growth:  
- 1st Phase: 26,41 ha
- 2nd Phase: 80,02
- 3rd Phase: 198,86

On the drawing

Surface Growth: 355,54 ha

On the drawing

On the plan

On the plan

Surface Growth: 271,40 ha

On the drawingOn the plan
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
17.1 Port orthophotos BARCELONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Ortophotos from ICGC (Ins tut Cartogràfic i Geogràfic de Catalunya), 
 h p://www.icc.cat/
 - 1946-47 orthophotos from CNIG
 

Port  built-up border year 2013

Port built-up border (current year)

Build-up area

2000
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
17.2 Port orthophotos TARRAGONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Orthophotos (years 1983, 1994, 2000, 2006, 2010,  
 2013) from ICGC (Ins�tut Cartogràfic i Geogràfic de  
 Catalunya), h�p://www.icc.cat/
 - 1946-47 orthophotos from CNIG.
 

Port border year 2013

Port border (current year)

Build-up area
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
18.1  City-port orthophotos BARCELONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Ortophoto from ICGC service.
 wms: h�p://geoserveis.icc.cat/icc_ortohistorica/wms/service?
 and the CNIG www/fototeca.cnig.es
 - It is assumed the municipal boundary of 2015
 

Urbanized area

Non-developable area, slope over 
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Barcelona municipal boundary
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
18.2 City-port orthophotos TARRAGONA

June ‘16

*Note:  - Ortophoto from ICGC service.
 wms: h�p://geoserveis.icc.cat/icc_ortohistorica/wms/service? and the CNIG www.fototeca.cnig.es
 - Tarragona municipal boundary from ICGC 2015 was adapted before 2010, 
 year the municipality of La Canonja become independent
 

*In this map La Canonja is already independent from Tarragona
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Non-developable area, slope over 
20% and water areas

Tarragona municipal boundary
Not avaliable
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
19.1 Interface BARCELONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.40000

*Note:  - Ortography elaborates from ICGC (Ins�tut Cartogràfic i Geogràfic de Catalunya), 
 h�p://www.icc.cat/
 - Port boundaries refer to 2013.
 - Municipal boudaries from ICC.

BPA Board Representa�ves

P: President
MC: Mari�me Captain
PE: Puertos del Estado 
SL: State Lawyer
GO: Govern Delegate
GS: General Secretary (no vote)

 

BCN: Barcelona Councilor
PRT: El Prat Councilor
SA: Stevedores Associa�on
GD: General Director (no vote) 
LU: Labour Union 
CC: Commerce Chambre
GR: Generalitat Representa�ve

 

L UL UC CG RG RG RG R

P

G SM C P E S L G D BCNPRT SA

GDNO
VOTE

NO
VOTE

BPA BOARD

Barcelona
From port and municipal domains, 2013

Interface Barcelona

Municipal 
administration

Defined 
Interface (Ha)

Port Surface 
(Ha)

Non-Port 
Surface (Ha)

Port Board 
Representatives

Barcelona 1623.83 707.99 915.84 1

L’Hospitalet del 
Llobregat

311.95 311.94

El Prat de Llobregat 702.37 381.73 320.64 1

TOTAL 2638.15 1089.72 1548.42 2

Notes

1, Municipal boudaries from ICC

N
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L’Hospitalet del Llobregat

Prat del llobregat
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L UL U
CCOUGT

CC
TARG RG RG RG R

P

G SM C P E S L G O TAR VS CC
RE

GDNO
VOTE

NO
VOTE

TPA BOARD

TPA Board Representa�ves

P: President
MC: Mari�me Captain
PE: Puertos del Estado 
SL: State Lawyer
GO: Govern Delegate
GS: General Secretary (no vote)

 

TAR: Tarragona Deputy Mayor
VS: Vila-Seca Mayor
GD: General Director (no vote) 
LUUGT: Labour Union UGT
LUCCOO: Labour Union CCOO
CCTAR: Commerce Chambre Tarragona
CCRE: Commerce Chambre Reus
GR: Generalitat Representa�ve

 

Barcelona
From port and municipal domains, 2013

Interface Tarragona

Municipal 
administration

Defined 
Interface (Ha)

Port Surface 
(Ha)

Non-Port 
Surface (Ha)

Port Board 
Representatives

Tarragona 1059.62 380.14 679.48 1
Vila-seca 357.26 113.16 244.1 1
La Canonja 469.23 469.23
Reus 127.19 127.19
Salou 25.7 25.7 0
TOTAL 2039 519 1520 2

Notes

1, Municipal boudaries from ICC

CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
19.2 Interface TARRAGONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.40000

*Note:  - Ortography elaborates from ICGC (Ins�tut Cartogràfic i Geogràfic de Catalunya), 
 h�p://www.icc.cat/
 - Port boundaries refer to 2013.
 - Municipal boudaries from ICC.
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Reus

Vilaseca

Salou

La Canonja

N
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
20.1 Urban Densi�es BARCELONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.40000*Note:  - District boundaries from Spanish census, year 2013
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
20.2 Urban Densi�es TARRAGONA

Jun ‘16
e 1.40000*Note:  - District boundaries from Spanish census.

 

NAME Inhabitants/km2

Part Alta 1 430

Eixample 12 262

Barris marítims 3 322

Nou Eixample Nord 6 654

Nou Eixample Sud 28,534

Torreforta i barris Adjacents 936

Campclar 3,801

Bonavista 14,116

Sant Salvador 4,895

Sant Pere i Sant Pau 1,676

Urbanitzacions de Llevant 326

Tarragona 7,087

Vila seca 745

La Canonja 590

Reus 8,906
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
21.1 Urban Morphology - Infrastructure BARCELONA

June ‘16
e 1.25000

*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from: 
  - Google maps, 2015.
  - ICGC, http://www.icc.cat/
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N*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from: 
  - Google maps, 2015.
  - ICGC, http://www.icc.cat/
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21.2 Urban Morphology - Infrastructure TARRAGONA

June ‘16
e 1.25000
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
22.2 City-port development milestones TARRAGONA

June ‘16
e 1.60000*Note:  - Cartography elaborated from cited plans and documents.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
22.1 City-port development milestones BARCELONA

June ‘16
e 1.60000
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
23.1 Port Land Values BARCELONA

May ‘16
e 1.75000

year 2004 year 2013year 2010year 2007

year 1987 year 2000year 1995year 1990

*Note:  - € of 2013
 - Land appraisal and approvals are obtained from the BPA.
 - The interest is on 5 years values changes. Since no data is available for every   
 year, selec�on has been done picking the closest published maps of the years  1987,  
 1990, 1995, 2000, 2004,2007, 2010, 2013.
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CITY-PORT INTERFACE. A CONFLICT ON URBAN ACTIVITIES
23.2 Port Land Values TARRAGONA

May ‘16
e 1.75000

year 2004 year 2013year 2010year 2007

year 1987 year 2000year 1995year 1990

*Note:  - € of 2013
- Land appraisal and approvals are obtained from the BPA.
- The interest is on 5 years values changes. Since no data is available for every   
year, selec�on has been done picking the closest published maps of the years  1987,  
1990, 1995, 2000, 2004,2007, 2010, 2013.
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